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PREFACE
A brief summary of the Martian episode in this volume was
published in the A n n als o f P sych ical Science, and another in the
Journal o f A b n o rm a l P sych o lo gy. They, of course, gave a very
inadequate account of all the facts, as the present record will in
dicate dearly enough. The article published in the A n n a ls o f
Psychical Scien ce also contained a brief summary of the facts
which pointed toward the supernormal and were evidence of it,
hut even these did not represent the full interest of the facts that
at least assumed the appearance of that source. The summary
of the Martian incidents would be taken by those who saw and
read it as determining the character of the case and it is because
such a view would wholly misrepresent its nature and importance
that this detailed record has a value far beyond what would be
supposed from so inadequate an account of it. The evidence for
the supernormal in the work of Mrs. Sinead at that time was so
meager, as measured against what could be referable to secondary
personality, that it was more important to emphasize the extreme
incidents illustrating difficulties with a spiritistic interpretation
than it was to offer the slightest apology for the phenomena.
Even if I had recognized a spiritistic source for some of the
iron-evidential facts known to Mrs. Smead the Martian episode
would have remained more or less an enigma, as so much seemed
preposterous that we could not ascribe it to a spiritistic origin
without adopting views of a spiritual world for which we had little
or no evidence. But the Martian incidents obtained their chief
interest from the fact that similar phenomena had occurred with
Mile. Helene Smith under the care of Professor Flournoy, and
some sporadic incidents through Mrs. Piper, not to speak of one
or two other volumes. The interest lay, not in its being collective
evidence for the fact of Martian life, but in the coincidences along
that line of thought, and the whole thing was sufficiently romantic
to excite a certain kind of scientific interest. For science it
would have been better to have published the entire detailed rec
ord, as we now do, but the English Society, to whom it was
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offered for the purpose, thought it contained too little evidence
of the supernormal to be printed, not realizing as it should that
science is not interested in the supernormal any more than it is
in explanations that may eliminate the supernormal Here was a
fine case for the sceptic to use in his own interest, tho he might
have been hasty in any assurance that it proved the capacities of
the subconscious. Whether it proved this or not, it offered re
sources for difficulty and perplexity for the spiritist and that was
its interest for me when seeking its publication.
The reader is entitled to a little history here. Immediately
after publishing my first Piper Report (Proceedings Eng, S . P.
R., V o l X V I ) I set about investigations to see if I could find
facts which might weaken the hypothesis which I had defended
there. I had maintained three points in the defence of it. They
were ( 1 ) The U nity of Consciousness in the connections o f the
incidents; ( 2 ) The Dramatic Play o f Personality, and ( 3 ) M is
takes and Confusions, especially with reference to proper names.
In the course of the study of the Smead case I noted the primary
fact that the incidents more or less completely simulating the
evidential character of the Piper phenomena were nearly all
known by Mrs. Smead. Only a small portion of those presented
in evidence of the presence and identity of the “ communicator ”
was unknown by Mrs. Smead. Hence it was apparent that the
most of the record might be explained by subconscious memories
masquerading as spirits. Accompanying these were a few in
stances of " dramatic play o f personality " and the same type
o f mistakes and confusion with proper names, in spite o f her
knowledge o f them, as is remarked in Mrs. Piper. Hence then:
was left intact only the unity of consciousness in the Piper case
on which to rest the spiritistic theory, and I had always placed
that first as an argument. The consequence was that this Smead
record seemed to weaken the case for spiritistic communication,
tho not setting it aside. It seemed that, if secondary personality
could explain so much it left little on which transcendental agen
cies could be proved, and when proved, less for them to explain
than the dramatic play of personality implied. The value o f th:
Smead case, therefore, especially in its Martian incidents and th:
simulation of the Piper phenomena minus their evidential char
acter, seemed to be in its offer of a field of objection to the spirit-
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istic theory. But the further development of it turned the matter
the other way. Care and patience with it and a change of con
trol brought about a better type and a larger amount of evidence
for the supernormal white it eliminated all the dreamerie of the
Martian phenomena, and so tended to confirm the spiritistic hy
pothesis instead of weakening it. Hence it suggested to me the
probability that the subconscious or secondary personality was
the instrument of communication, with all the obstacles it in
terposed, instead of being the originating cause of the phenomena
as a whole. Before, it had always seemed desirable to eliminate
the subconscious from the phenomena, and this was true for the
contents of messages, but not true for the machinery of com
munication, the subconscious being the vehicle or medium in the
result when we could eradicate its normal contents and retain its
functional service. The development of the case showed this
interpretation of the facts and gave it a value scarcely less im
portant than the evidential phenomena of the Piper case. That
is the primary reason for printing the whole detailed record.
Mr. Smead fortunately kept nearly all his early records and
obtains the credit for preserving them. They were not in the
shape that the critical psychologist desires, as the automatic
writing sometimes left the result to conjecture or memory rather
than to other readers of it. But this affected the real or ap
parently evidential incidents more than it did the other material.
Such as it is, however, it must accrue to his credit and we have
only to lament that a trained psychologist could not have been
the observer and experimenter from the outset, just for the sake
of having possibly obtained more light psychologically on the
processes involved. But at that stage of the interest in psychic re
search, the psychologist might have lost patience with the general
tendency of the phenomena and might not have gotten the Martian
matter at all. It required more openness of mind than the
psychologist has usually manifested to get this product from the
case. Whether it was really what it claims to be is not the first
question in estimating its value, the that is the view which the
popular mind will take of it The important thing was to let
the mind of Mrs. Smead produce whatever it would and we
coald interpret it later. It would have been easy to have cut it
off, just as Harrison Clarke was exorcised, and all that he mani-
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fested forever terminated. Hence it may not have been so bad
not to have had the psychologist experimenting with the case at
that time, tho the future should lose no opportunity to put such
cases in his hands, if he be properly trained, sympathetic, and
open minded.
A number of years has passed since making this record and
the notes. The increased experience which I have had with the
subject has made me feel that the incidents, in many cases,
especially in connection with the early appearances of my father
and wife, are better than I assumed them to be at the time. This
judgment, however, does not modify them evidentially. It
only sees them in the light of other and later evidence which
makes the spiritistic theory better than I could assert with con
fidence at the time of my personal experiments. The circum
stances under which those personal experiments were made in
1901 at my own house deprive the results of their full importance,
had no opportunity even occurred for casual information, but
when seen in the light of subsequent experience and a better
knowledge of the limitations under which the subconscious acts,
they appear to me to be genuine even tho I cannot urge their evi
dential character as I should like to do. I was more interested
in the development of the case than I was in the genuineness of
communications from the source indicated. Subsequent events
show what the difficulties were in regard to better results ami
the conditions necessary to make them what was desirable. But
all that has occurred indicates that many phenomena were gen
uine that could not claim as much importance evidentially as is
necessary for meeting all objections. Some theories like tele
pathy were assumed with more confidence at the time of these ex 
periments than they are now, tho at no time considered as more
than liabilities to be reckoned with in the problem. But in spite
of modifications of view since the experiments the record w ill
stand as it was. It is proper that the development of my own
mind in the subject should be a matter of record as well as the
phenomena.
In important instances I have examined the original automatic
writing to see if I had exaggerated the interpretation o f it
or permitted any bias to misread it. I have found no reasor
in these instances to modify my judgment, except to strengther
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it and in o n e o r tw o cases to ch a n g e th e in te rp re ta tio n in fa v o r
o f b e tte r e vid e n c e . N e v e rth e le s s I n o te th a t in som e cases th e
reading m ig h t h a v e been a ffe c te d s lig h tly b y k n o w le d g e o f w h a t
it ought to be, b u t th a t w a s p ro v id e d fo r in th e o rig in a l re a d in g .
On the w h o le th e re -e x a m in a tio n lea ves th e re c o rd in ta c t.*

* This preface was written several fea rs ago when it was expected that
we should publish this Report at that time. But more pressing matters
superseded it, and since that time the evidence fo r obsession has accumulated
and Vols. IX , X and X I o f the P r o c e e d in g s have thrown so much light upon
what may occur in secondary personality that there is less reason to treat it
as a rival explanation o f such phenomena, at least as not excluding the in
vasion o f discarnate influences at the same time. This was the view taken o f
the present case when the Introduction was written, tho not associating it with
obsession. The lack o f proper evidence in cases o f secondary personality
or dissociation for foreign intrusion prompted me to experiment fo r cross
references, and this resulted in the discovery o f supernormal Incidents prov
ing that invasion where the experiences o f the subject o f them afforded no
proof. This completely altered the view usually taken by psychiatrists re
garding such phenomena. Hitherto secondary personality was supposed to
exclude the connection o f the discarnate with the phenomena, but obsession
shows that such invasions may either account fo r dissociation or be in
terfused with i t Hence in the study o f the present case this later develop
ment must be taken into account when studying the facts. Secondary person
ality is no longer an alternative to spirits, hut a concomitant of them. This
view was formed o f these phenomena very early in my work on them, and this
was some time in 1900. B ut it was held as a mere hypothesis to be confirmed
or refuted by further investigation. A s the case itself does not prove this
contention the record stands as written, and we may regard later develop
ments as helping in the interpretation o f the phenomena and confirming the
hypothesis, while we treat the record as additional evidence in the same di
rection.
T he cases which must be studied in connection with this one are the
Thompson-Gifiord, the de Camp-Stockton, the Ritchie-Abbott and several
shorter ones. C f. P r o c e e d in g s Am. S, P . R., VoL I I I and Vol. V II, pp.
429-569. J o u r n a l Am. S . P . R ., V o l V I , pp. 181-265, Vol. V I I, pp. 698-706,
« d VoL IX , pp. 209-229.
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P S Y C H IC A L R E S E A R C H
T H E SM EAD C A SE .
By JAMES a HYSLOP.

P A R T I.
G EN ERA L SUMMARY.
CH APTER L

Introduction.
*

My attention was called to the interesting case which is here
presented, in the following manner. I received on December
29th, 1900 , a letter from the gentleman who shall be known in
this story as Mr. Smead, stating the following facts. I do not
quote the whole of his letter, but only such as bears upon the
subject matter of this book.
I have enclosed some manuscripts of some experiments that
1 have been able to make recently. The work is of the nature of
automatic writing and as an aid to the psychic the planchette
has usually been used, but it is not essential except as an aid.
There is less personal fatigue when it is used. The psychic is my
wife, Mrs. Smead. We have been married ten years and Mrs.
S. is in every way normal as far as appearances go. She is
never unconscious or abnormal in the least in these séances, but is
not conscious of what is written by the intelligences.
" I send these messages by a spirit pretending to be a Mr.
Harrison Clarke. We cannot identify him and know nothing
about him, only as he makes himself known. He is very stubborn
and important and will not tell anything except as it seems to
strike his fancy. You will find out by an examination of the
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records which I have made by the type writer the facts as he has
been pleased to give them. The only facts that will aid you in
identifying him are these: that his name is Harrison Clarke, that
he was a printer, that years ago he was in the office of the New
York H e r a ld , that he used to set type, and was a man of marked
personal characteristics.
“ I wish you would take pains to see if you can get track of
him. '^See if he can be found to have worked there at any
time.‘ .’I think that the records of the counting room or of the
payroll might have his name, if he ever worked there.
" Besides these Clarke messages I have a large number of
communications that pretend to come from intelligences that have
seen the planet Mars. I have maps, drawings of houses, gardens,
lakes, people, ships, the Martian clock, their flying machine, an
embroidery design, etc. If you would like to see them I shall
send them to you.”
I immediately acknowledged the receipt of Mr. Stnead's let
ter and begged him to let me see the Martian messages. In the
meantime I inquired in the H e r a ld office and found that there
had been no Harrison Clarke on its pay roll for the last sixteen
years. Later information from Mr. Smead, however, showed
that if he were found in the H e r a l d 's records at all, it would be
at a much earlier date. Further details of my inquiries on this
matter will appear in their proper place. On the arrival of the
Martian material I saw at once that, if it could be accepted as
genuinely automatic writing, it would prove a most interesting
subject of investigation. I resolved, therefore, to make a per
sonal examination of the case and ascertain the history of the
phenomena so alleged. This I did nearly a month later. I sum
marize the results of this inquiry.
I was curious from the outset to learn whether the alleged mes
sages and drawings from Mars were in any way influenced by the
publication of M. Flournoy’s interesting investigation, entitled
" From India to the Planet Mars.” I found that a part of the
Martian material had been obtained after the publication of that
bode, but that some of the communications purporting to come
from the planet Mars had been given as early as 1895 , before
anything was known of Flournoy’s work in this country unless
to a narrow circle of psychologists, and five years before Flour-
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noy’s book was published in English, There was no probability
that Mrs. S., living in an obscure village and knowing nothing
but the English language, had ever heard of those extraordinary
phenomena. But it was interesting to learn that the d r a w in g s
mentioned above had been produced after the translation and
publicationof Flournoy's work. Inquiry, moreover, showed that
Mr. Smead had bought Flournoy’s book in September, 1900 , and
that some of the drawings were after that date. Mr. Smead, how
ever, states that he was careful not to permit Mrs. S. to read the
book, and she affirms that she had neither read it nor looked
into it, to her conscious knowledge, during the period of the
communications. Also Mr. Smead states that he was careful
toremove the book from his house and left it in the hands of a
neighbor, the Professor X. of this narrative, during the whole
period of the communications from Mars after the purchase of
the book. There was possibly some conversation in the family
regarding the general character of Flournoy’s phenomena, and
this might afford a suggestion to subliminal mentation, but it
leaves open the explanation of details, as the later account of the
facts will sufficiently show.
These facts and others in the case made it necessary to ascer
tainthe whole history of the phenomena. Interrogation brought
out the fact that the childhood of Mrs. S. had been associated
with incidents bearing upon alleged supernormal phenomena.
She very early became acquainted with the planchette and its
working. These earliest experiences will show the kind of at
mosphere in which Mrs. Smead's mind was living at time, though
she maintained some scepticism from the start regarding the ex
periments with which she was connected at that period. But
thesituation was one calculated to make impressions which might
very well serve both as a cue and a stimulus to subconscious men
tal actionat a later date in her life.
But it was not until 1895 that any definite phenomena oc
curred of an experimental sort which might suggest supernormal
action. These began in some alleged messages from the children
of Mr, and Mrs. Smead and a brother of Mr. Smead, all of them
deceased. Two of the children had been still-bom, the third was
amiscarriage, and the brother of Mr, Smead had been killed in
an accident. Among their earliest communications some were
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ostensibly from the planet Mars with references to Jupiter. An
interesting feature of them was the dramatic form in which the
messages appeared. The children were represented as unable to
communicate easily without the help of their uncle, Mr. Smead's
brother. He was required as a frequent assistant. Soon the
appearance of drawings indicated attempts to represent particular
objects in the planet Mars. The experiments, however, were soon
interrupted and were not resumed until 1900 . In response to
inquiries regarding events that suggested the experiments in 1895
and the reasons for the complete suspension of them between
that and 1900 Mr, Smead writes as follows:
“ While talking with Mrs S. and some members of her family
eight or nine years ago the subject of spiritualism was brought
up and discussed in a casual way. The work of Mrs. S. with
the planchette when a child was referred to and I resolved to
procure one and see what would be the result. After a while
I did so and we began our experimenting. The reason it was be
gun was largely curiosity and the fact that I knew from Mrs.
S. that, when a girl, she had operated it. If you will refer to
her account of herself given to you when you were here you will
find reference to it (p. 3 1 ). The beginning of the planchette
work was in H------- in 1892 . But the results were not of
special interest and very little time was given to the work. No
thought was then entertained of any scientific consideration of
this phase of spiritism. If you will refer to the record of the
visions of Mrs. S. (p. 3 3 ) you will see that during the years
at B--------, H--------, W--------, and T-------- these visions
were the chief type of phenomena. During these years very
little planchette work was done. Mrs. S.'s time was taken up
with necessary church work. Also during this period until I
lived at B1------- , 1895 , I was a very busy man with studies at
the seminary and for conference, besides all the regular work
of preaching and visiting, so that it was impossible to do much
work of a psychic nature, but during all these years the vision
phase of Mrs. S.'s experience occurred, and of these visions I
had her write out accounts at the time. All of these you have
among your papers.
■. when
" This now brings the matter down to 1895 at Bl-
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and where the Martian map and the first five words of the vo
cabulary were given.
“ At B1--------we had more leisure and I began experiments.
The first messages referred to the dead body of the little girl
Maude and her presence in spirit. This message about the
body (p. 2 7 2 ) excited ray wonder and curiosity and I took notes
of it carefully. These notes are in the large book I think. Then
vwy soon came the strange Martian map and the words. All
that followed you have in the large book.
" Now about the interim of five years. It occurred in this
way. In 1896 we went to the farm of my father’s at S-------(be has since sold it) I dropped out of the regular work of
theministry and preached as a supply at East K--------for that
year. During this time my youngest boy, George, (now very
muchalive) was bom and a year elapsed without anything special
occurring in psychic lines: only visions now and then, except
the message from Maude Janes (p. 2 7 2 ) and possibly one or
two others. Then in April, 1897 , we went to Sd------- (not
S------- above) into the full work of the ministry, and during
1897 we experimented very little. Mrs. S. was not very well
and the boy was little. It was a new place and it took all the
timetoattend to things that had to be done. No work (psychic)
was done of any account except that the message of the out
stretched hands was given there, and also a brief message from
the children Maude and Willis telling us that we did wrong not
totell them that we were going to the farm and away from it
without telling them and without inviting them to go with us.
I think this message is in the large book. The year 1898 at
Sd------- was about like 1897 . In 1899 we came to P--------and did nothing until the fall of 1900 when I met Prof. X who
was a newcomer. I found out that he was a student of psychic
science and that fact excited my interest anew. I then bought
Flammarion's *Unknown ’ in the summer and this interested
me. This book I never read to Mrs. S. and talked about it with
her very little. Then Flournoy’s book came out and I read that
and resolved to take time for experiments again in connection
with Prof. X., Mrs. X., Dr. M. and Miss G. The extra Martian
phenomena and the Harrison Clarke matters were the result.
This brings the case down to date.
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" One of the messages from Rev. Henry Smith was given in
and the other in 1900 ." [See p. 2 7 4 .]
Late in the year 1900 there appeared an alleged spirit, as re
ferred to above, who claimed to be one Harrison Clarke and dis
possessed the children of Mr. and Mrs. Smead completely. His
communications and his history of himself can be told later.
All that I shall remark at present is that he failed to establish
his identity and when confronted with the difficulties connected
with his statements refused to conform with the proper demands
in this respect
The later alleged communicators, whose messages cannot be
profitably detailed at present, it will be remarked, show a very
different character from that of Harrison Clarke. They accom
modate themselves to the necessity of proving their identity,
though this is somewhat disqualified by the knowledge which
Mrs. S. has of many of the names and incidents concerned.
But they have on any theory a most interesting plausibility for
their claims, especially when compared with the personalities in
M. Flournoyrs case. The most interesting personalities in this
class of communicators are Maude L. Janes, Mr. Hoyt, Mr.
George Morse, and Mr. S.’s brother Sylvester. Some of them
have a very decided look of the supernormal acquisition of
knowledge on the part of Mrs. S-, indicating apparently that we
have to go beyond ordinary secondary personality and admit
at least telepathy as an explanation of them. Much will depend
on the trustworthiness of the evidence in favor of Mrs. S.’s
ignorance of the facts. But I cannot discuss this question in
this place. The reader must study it in the detailed record.
What I am most interested in at present, is the suggestion of a
comparison with the case of M. Floumoy, and the superior
plausibility of this case to his in its spiritistic character, as its
superficial features, to say the least, supply much that we should
expect of spirits in trying to prove their identity. The difficulties
of entertaining this conclusion will be discussed in the conclusion.
But we may remark here that we cannot study the case without
being curious as to the origin of its pretensions, and the acute
subliminal intelligence displayed, if its purport is not real,
A few words regarding the characteristics of the automatic
writing will be of some interest here. It is always continuous.
1899 ,
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The words and sentences are written without taking the pencil
off the paper, and as a consequence the t's are not always, in
lad are seldom, crossed, nor are the i’s generally dotted.
When the end of a sentence occurs near enough the edge of the
paper to require beginning at the other side the pencil draws a
lineacross the sheet and tends to write the next sentence on this
line or near it, though there is great irregularity in this. The
cause of the habit is no doubt the use of the planchette which
doesnot easily permit of raising the pencil. The habit, however,
was continued throughout the whole period in which the person
ality of Harrison Clarke prevailed. Occasionally, as I have in
timated, the t's are crossed and the i's dotted, and some
times this appears quite regular, and coincides with a change of
communicator. But I cannot lay any stress on this fact as
significant of what it may suggest. I have remarked the facts in
all cases in which I noticed them, and I think that I have not
omitted to remark them in any important instances.
But the most interesting episode in the automatic writing
is the facility of the Harrison Clarke personality in using three
distinct types of it. I shall call them the normal, inverted, and
mirror writing. He showed equal facility in all of them. The
normal is the usual form of handwriting read from left to right.
The inverted writing, however, was such that it had to be read
by turning the sheet upside down, when it will appear normal,
except that the lines were placed over instead of under each other,
that is, have to be read from the bottom of the page toward the
top. To one in the normal position the writing was from right
to left and started at the top of the page and proceeded toward
the bottom. The mirror writing was such that it could be read
culy ina mirror. That is, the writing was from left to right but
the letters were upside down. Sometimes all three types of this
writing would appear in the same sentence, written as freely as
if there were nothing irregular or unusual ¡n it. The only evi
dence of a change from one to the other in these cases was the
illegibility of it in the normal position or without a mirror. The
normal type exhibits two forms of letters. One of them is the
usual manner of making them and somewhat resembles that of
Mrs, S., but the other represents what I shall call s q u a r e letters.
In this latter the lines where curves should be made were drawn
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in an angular form. All these features of the case need no
further attention at present. But the most striking fact in the
case is the remarkable facility with which these unusual forms
of writing appear, in spite of the circumstance that Mrs. Smead
is not specially trained in any of them except the normal. The
origin of this subconscious skill would be a curious problem.
A few words must be said about Mr. and Mrs. Smead per
sonally. The reader will wish to know what guaranty exists
for honesty in assumption that the phenomena have any unusual
psychological interest. This is an important matter in the pres
ent status of psychical research, especially as I have found it
necessary to conceal the identity of the parties to the experiments,
except myself. I have taken this question into account in my
decision to consider it at all, and I think the person who takes
the trouble to read the matter carefully will find that no questions
or suspicions require to be entertained seriously.
Mr. Smead is a clergyman of the orthodox type and belongs
to one of the largest and most respectable denominations in this
country. His wife, Mrs. Smead, the subject of these experi
ments, is a member of the same church and an active worker in it.
From the outset of my investigations I found no reason to sus
pect the character or intentions of either of them. On the con
trary I found every evidence of sincerity and honesty, with the
utmost readiness to cooperate in the attempt to get an explanation
of the phenomena to which Mr. Smead first called my attention.
Inquiry and acquaintance showed me that they bear the best of
reputations among their neighbors and acquaintances. Prof. X.
who is the President of the state educational institution in the
same place, writes me as follows regarding both of them, being
well acquainted with them personally, and having taken part in
some of the experiments described in this record.
“ I can speak unqualifiedly," says Prof. X., " in respect to the
honesty of Mrs. Smead. I have never detected the least sus
picious circumstance in any of my investigations. She writes
equally well when engaged in conversation concerning subjects
wholly foreign to the matter written by the planchette, and also
while in the unconscious state. I can testify to the fact that she
was wholly unconscious of the writing and work of the Martian
incidents as well as all other writing done in my presence.
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" At the beginning of the planchette writing Mrs. Sinead did
herwork with her eyes open, but at each sitting I made it a point
toengage her in conversation in regard to matters which did not
relate to the subject of the planchette information, and thus to
direct her attention away from the planchette. This made no
difference. The writing went on just the same, and this con
versation had no effect upon it. Later it was found that she
could dispense with the planchette, and write with the pencil to
even better advantage. Soon after this plan of procedure, she
passed into the trance state, since which time, in my presence she
has done her work in apparently deep sleep. Upon several oc
casions I have tried to interfere with Mrs. Sinead's writing, with
the purpose of changing the substance of her communications
and to introduce thoughts foreign to the communications, but
withabsolutely no success.”
I should add an incident of some interest to a certain class
of persons who always wish first to know whether any financial
rewards accompany work of this kind. In this case Mr. and .
Mix Smead have no pay for what is done, Mrs. Smead is not,
and never has been a professional medium in any sense what
ever and would scorn being caught among that tribe. Her phe
nomena have been carefully concealed from the public and all but
the most trusted friends. This will be apparent to the reader
whenhe notices the small number of sitters other than myself that
have been admitted to the experiments. Mr. and Mrs. Smead
desire no publicity and have had some fears that the confidence
bestowed even upon the very few admitted might lead to their
discovery, and in some cases I had to undertake the inquiries into
thetruth or error of the “ communications ” obtained, in order
to avoid their detection. I have said that they have received
noremuneration whatever for their work; they have, on the con
trary, been at all the expense and employment of their time and
energy for performing the experiments and keeping the record
outof respect for the need of a scientific treatment of the phe
nomena. In fact the reader will have to look very far for any
rational motives or evidence of anything but as honest a desire
for the truth as will be found in any of our members. Mr.
Smead is himself a member of the Society for Psychical Reitarch.
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The strongest fact in favor of the genuine psychological in
terest of the phenomena and the assumption of honesty in their
production, in so far as the normal consciousness of Mrs. Smead
is concerned, is the circumstance that both Mr. and Mrs. Smead
recognize quite fully that much of the record has no legitimate
claim to being what it purports to be, namely, communications
from spirits. In this respect they contrast very decidedly with
Mile. Helene Smith, the remarkable case of M. Flournoy. The
latter would not listen to any disparagement of the spiritistic
nature of the phenomena of which she was the subject. She
insisted on elminating secondary personality from consideration
in the very instances where its claims seemed strongest Not so
with Mr. and Mrs. Smead of the present record. They are
fully awake to the place of secondary personality in the case,
and to this extent inspire respect for their judgment. Both
would prefer to see the spiritistic theory recognized and proved,
but they have been specially conscientious in reporting all that
they knew and remembered that would tell against a spiritistic
interpretation and in favor of secondary personality. The record
will show this in innumerable instances, and I require here only
to mention the fact as one that is inconsistent with any con
scious desire or attempt to deceive either themselves or others.
The circumstance recommends the record to consideration. The
bias toward a future life scientifically supported which many of
their notes exhibit is not inexcusable. The inference from sudi
phenomena is perfectly natural, and only a thorough acquaintance
with secondary personality and the possibilities of supernormal
information unconsciously obtained can prepare any of us foi
resisting the claims of spiritistic theory. All that we can demand
of any one in the study of such phenomena is a reasonable ex
emption from bias, and a willingness to submit to study anc
criticism. This spirit I have found in both Mr. and Mrs. Smead
and I am sure it will command respect for the record in a waj
that makes it unnecessary to suggest suspicious motives and in
fluences in the narration of the facts.
Early in the history of his experiments Mr. Smead saw thvalue of keeping a record, and this was done with as much care a
his knowledge of such phenomena suggested. It was this that firs
recommended the case to me as worthy of attention. The date
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of experiments, questions, answers, and drawings were so pre
served as to enable me to give a reasonably accurate account of
them. There were some defects in the earlier experiments which
a psychical researcher must regret as making the record less per
fect than ts desirable, though it happens in many instances that
the loss is not great. In one or two, however, the loss of part
of the record is unfortunate and irreparable. But in the main
the defects were such as superposition in the automatic writing
which prevented my attempt to reproduce the exact statements
in transcribing the record. Also there was a failure to remark
the pauses, incidents of punctuation, difficulties with various
names and words, and such characteristics as throw light upon
bothphysiological and psychological phenomena in the case. But
theexperiments that follow my connection with the record, under
my suggestion and directions, are much more free from defects
•of this kind, and can be studied in all their details, not excluding
certain mechanical features associated with automatic writing,
and the peculiar difficulties connected with subconscious phe
nomena. But on the whole, before I came into a knowledge of
the case, there was an attempt to keep a record somewhat like
that kept in the Piper case, though Mr. Smead is not familiar
with that instance except as it has been exploited in the news
papers. He, of course, has to accept the responsibility for the
facts in his experiments, while I stand sponsor only for my own
and the importance of scientific consideration for the whole. My
work is largely that of an editor and commentator.
In regard to the subject of this record there needs little to be
said. She is a normal healthy woman, and no one would sus
pect, on seeing her, that she was other than what we remark
inthe majority of mankind. She is a woman of clear intuitions,
a fact that does not at once betray itself, owing to some diffidence
of manner and feeling. She exhibits a passive and reserved tem
perament, and withal is intelligent enough to dispel all suspicions
of any unusual psychological characteristics like those that are
the subject of this study. Her family physician writes me as
follows:
“ Mrs. Smead is a woman of sound health, normal nervous
system, cool and collected, and not easily excited. There are no
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tendencies to physical or mental abnormalities. 1 have been her
family physician for two years.”
To complete the study of the physical conditions accompany
ing the automatic writing it was necessary to apply some tests
for anaesthesia. At the first sitting which I held in New York
I had brought in my family physician for this and other pur
poses, and at the close of the sitting (p. 3 1 6 ) he applied a very
severe test for anaesthesia of the hand and the following is his
report.
“ The test for anaesthesia was made with the sesthesiometer,
decided pressure being made with the points of the instrument
so as to penetrate the skin. It was applied chiefly upon the right
hand and arm. There was no apparent sensation, as evinced
by wincing or withdrawing the hand, neither was there any move
ment of the muscles of the hand and arm, nor any change evident
in the muscles of the face, The pulse and respiration were un
changed during the course of the tests.”
It was my intention to investigate more fully the phenomena
of anaesthesia in this case, but the illness of Mrs. Smead while in
New York for experiment prevented the execution of my plans.
I wanted to ascertain by pneumographic tracings and other ex
periments certain physiological facts that might be of interest to
those who wish to know that sort of thing. I do not regard
them as of special importance in determining the nature and
source of the phenomena to be explained, though they might
show some unusual incidents as testimony to an active subliminal
consciousness, where we might generally have only sleep and its
accompaniment of suspended functions. But they would not
throw any light on what we wish most to know. If the sub
ject were suspected of any kind of shamming or conscious fraud,
these physiological tests would be most useful in deciding such
a question. But they would do nothing to determine whether
the alleged supernormal information was to be explained by sec
ondary personality, telepathy, or spirits. It is the choice between
these theories that must be determined, and experiments that
throw light only on the question of conscious fraud will not help
in these more obscure phenomena. Hence, as all the facts seem
to relieve the parties from suspicion, the most important aspect
of the problem is the psychological, whose character and claims to
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supernormal functions cannot be tried at a physiological court
This I think will be apparent to any scientific man who studies
therecord and the part played by Mr. and Mrs. Smead in sus
tainingthe hypothesis of secondary personality.
An important fact must be mentioned for the reader to pre
vent his misunderstanding and misinterpreting the nature of the
phenomena reported. Usually it is sufficient to show that the
agent of the automatic writing is not acquainted with the facts
written to establish their supernormal character. If the auto
matic writer happens to know the facts his or her secondary per
sonality suffices to explain the phenomena. But if the knowledge
of the facts is not possessed by the writer they are to be inter
preted as evidence of the supernormal at the least. It happens,
however, in the present case that Mr. Smead often or generally
has his hand on the planchctte. The importance of this fact is
evident when it is known that he too can do automatic writing.
There are two instances of it noted in records later. The
consequence of this is that it does not suffice to show that the
facts written are not known by Mrs. Smead. They must also not
be known by Mr. Smead in order to appeal to the supernormal
against scepticism. This is a truism with the psychic researcher,
but I need to emphasize it here to prepare the reader for a right
estimation of the phenomena. Mr. Smead does not hold his
handon the planchette all the time, but does so generally, and as
hehas not always made record of when he did and when he did
not, we have to assume that it is on the planchette all the time of
theexperiment. He has told me that I shall have to assume this
except when he states the contrary. The reader, therefore, is
estimating the character of the case as a whole must keep in mind
that the knowledge of both Mr. and Mrs. Smead has to be
reckoned with in all questions of the supernormal.
It will also be important to remark for the reader that the
trance condition was not developed in Mrs. Smead's case until
the appearance of the Harrison Clarke personality. All the
Martian incidents were obtained through the planchette while
Mrs. Smead remained in a normal state. Much of the Harrison
Clarke material was also obtained in the normal state but with
the pencil rather than the planchette. Since that time the con
dition has varied, Mrs. Smead sometimes going into a trance
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and sometimes not. This is indicated by Mr. Smead in his record
of the facts.
In pursuance of the better study of the case and the possible
influence on the results of Mrs. S.'s normal consciousness and
convictions I determined to make inquiries in regard to various
matters that might throw light on the questions involved. Mrs.
S. answered the inquiries conscientiously and carefully. I em
body here for the reader’s information her own account of the
matter in response*to my inquiries.
In reply to the question, how early she had thought that her
experiences might be caused by spirits she says: " When I was
seven years old, when Ï saw the man in the cellar (p. 2 8 ). In
relation to the planchette work, when it first began and when I
was eleven years old. I thought that spirits might be the cause.”
In reply to a question regarding the firmness of her convic
tions on the influence of spirits in the writing she says: “ I think
it is a good deal so. Some of it may be unconscious writing, but
simply I think it to be due to spirits. My conviction is very
firm that it is so.”
I asked if anything had ever occurred in her experiences that
appeared to contradict her religious ideas gotten otherwise, that
is, from Sunday school teaching and preaching. Her reply is:
“ I cannot recall anything that contradicted these views. What
came tended to strengthen these views."
In reply to the inquiry whether her study of the phenomena
and conversation with others ever affected the matter and manner
of the communications she says: " I cannot see that it had any
effect as to the matter or manner of the communications.
Nothing that I ever thought about or talked about ever appeared
in any messages, except those joking allusions to secondary per
sonality by ‘ Sylvester’ ” (pp. 2 92 , 3 0 4 ).
I asked this question because I had noticed certain coinci
dences between matters mentioned to Mrs. Smead in conversation
regarding difficulties in communicating and regarding dramatic
play of personality and the occurrence of confusion in all my
sittings and the rise of dramatic play in the communications be
tween her and two of her children (pp. 454 -4 5 6 ) and possibly
in one or two instances in the later work of Harrison Clarke
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(p. 253), after wc had told him that he must help others to com
municate if he was to be p e r s o n a g r a t a to us as investigators.
Relative to similar matters I asked Mrs. Smead if she ever
felt any reluctance to have entire strangers at the sittings and
experiments, and if so why. Her answer is as follows:—“ Yes,
great reluctance, because I do not like to be a p u b lic character in
anyway.” I refer the reader to the detailed record for incidents
that suggested my question, where the " communications ” defi
nitely professed to be only for Mr. Smead and the work for
strangers was deprecated.
1 also asked whether she had any natural preference for the
type of “ communicator ” that she would wish to appear. Her
answer is: “ I do not like to have strangers come who give us no
time for anything else, like 'John Pratt', or 'Rebecca Stines’,
Any f r ie n d s , of course, I will welcome. But I had rather let
thewhole matter alone for me in that sense.”
I asked if she had thought much about the question as to
howthe communications were possible and whether she had tried
tounderstand the problem and to form a theory about it. Her
reply is: " I don’t know, probably both yes and no. I don’t
think it possible for me to completely answer this question. I
havethought much about it, but I cannot solve it. I have tried to
forma theory about it.”
I inquired whether a message ever came into her ordinary
andnormal consciousness before it was written, or after it with
out reading the writing, and she replied: " Never before it is
written, but after it is written before it is read, once in a great
while, very, very seldom.”
In reply to the question whether she could feel the muscles
actingwhile the writing was going on she says: " No, not at all.
It used to seem, once in a while, as if some one had hold of my
ann. It is not so now.”
In regard to practice in either mirror or inverted writing in
her normal state she says: " Never until after Harrison Clarke
had written a great deal that way. Then I tried to see if I
could do it I had to write the word in the ordinary way and
lookat it to see the letters as they came in their order, so that
I could make the mirror writing in my normal state. I have
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tried it only once and took only the word “ Sinead
In regard
to the inverted writing she simply replied in the negative.
I have divided the report on the case into a General Sum
mary and Appendices. In the general summary of which we
are just closing the first chapter I give a history of the case,
its early development and the incidents associated with this, and
brief accounts in respective chapters of the Martian episodes,
the Harrison Clarke personality and various other alleged com
municators distinct from this Harrison Clarke. I divide the ap
pendices in the same way, except that I have separated from the
Martian episodes some of the “ communications ” of a non*Mar
tian character and more nearly related, on their superficial ap
pearance at least, to what may have a claim to being spiritistic
I must make one important statement here to the credit of
Mr. Smead. Whatever merit attaches to the records of the case
belongs to him. They were less perfect before my acquaintance
with the case than afterward. I suggested very early in my con
nection with the case that the records should be made as in the
Piper phenomena and Mr. Smead responded to this request and
since that time the record in all but certain mechanical features,
such as pauses, movements of the hand and physiological ex
pression, is as complete as is desirable for a better psychological
study of the incidents than would be possible in a merely running
account of results. But the credit of making it such is Mr.
Smead’s. My work has consisted in revising Mr. Sinead's
transcript of the automatic writing and questions and com
paring it with the original, often deciphering what he had failed
to read. The record as it stands is simply this re-editing of the
transcript of Mr. Smead, along with the notes which are my own
except as other wise indicated.

1* tl
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CHAPTER IL
EA R LY INCID ENTS AND EXPERIEN CES.

The following incidents consist of two groups. They are
much alike in kind, but differ in respect to their authenticity.
The first group are dependent upon memory to a much greater
extent than the second group. The former were narrated to me
personally soon after I became acquainted with the case, and rep
resent experiences occurring in childhood of which no other
record was made than memory. The latter represent experiences
of which the written record was made at the time of their occur
rence. They are all valuable as throwing light upon the early
conditions that lead up to the work with, the planchette. They
do not prove anything of a supernormal character, but should
not be discarded on that account. I do not regard facts as im
portant in proportion to their evidential relation to the supernor
mal, but only in proportion to their ability to illumine the per
plexities of mental operations which may unveil what would
otherwise appear inexplicable. It is not often that we can trace
any history of the conditions that suggest the origin of such
phenomena as this record shows, and hence I cannot but deem it
important to ascertain the many spontaneous experiences that
suggest the mental tendency of Mrs. S. to exhibit at a very early
periodthe inception of secondary personality.
G ro u p A .
The first group of incidents consists of those
whichwere narrated to me from memory. As will appear at the
dosethey are corroborated by the testimony of Mrs. S.’s father.
The first incident occurred when she was about six years old.
Shebeard her father and mother talking one night after she had
gone to bed, and she wondered what they were talking about.
The next morning she said to them: “ Who were you talking
with last night?” She received an evasive answer with some
intimations that set her to wondering, though the answer was
intended to leave on her mind the impression that it was no one
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at all. She remembers that the conversation was on this subject
of spirits.
The next experience was of a different kind. It was an
instance of apparition.

“ When I was seven or eight years of age, my sister and I were
playing in the cellar. There was a cupboard near the stairway, and
between this and the stairway there was an open place. The inten
tion was to play hide and seek. Just as we began I felt as if some
thing was drawing me back under the stairway. It made me nervous,
and I told my sister that I did not want to play there, and so we went
into the yard. After we had gone out into the yard, and with our
backs to the window, I felt an impulse to look constantly at the win
dow, My sister said to me: *What do you want to keep looking into
the window for? There is no one there.' I said I felt as if there
was. After a little while I turned to the window and saw two large
eyes. I told my sister that I knew some one was there, and that 1
would not stay there, and I wanted to go into the street to play there.
We went up a stairway to the street and looked back toward the
cellar to see if we could see any one. We saw a man—I would call
it a vision of a man—in a white robe and he seemed to glide or float
along rather than walk. All three of us—another girl besides my
sister being with us—saw the figure. We were so frightened that
we would not go into the house. Soon a lady, Mrs. Thurston by
name, and who lived four or five houses from us, came to visit Mr,
and Mrs. Mann, who lived in the house. We asked her to look in
and see if she knew who the person was that we saw. She did so
and said: ‘ Why, that is not Mr. Mann, and it don't look like him. It
must be a ghost.' She then went into the house, saw Mr. Mann, and
told him about what we and she had seen. He was reading the
paper. He took a light and went into the cellar to search for the
fellow and could not find anyone. He came back and said that there
was no one there. Mrs. Thurston replied that she saw some one
there. But she came back and told us that Mr. Mann could find no
one in the cellar, and after that we saw nothingmore, but were afraid
to go into the house until father came out after us. For a long time
we were afraid to go into the cellar without father, The house wai
one in which two families lived.
When I was eighteen years old I was relating the experience tc
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anold gentleman at the house of some friends, the old gentleman
beingperhaps 75 years old. He asked,' What house is it in which
youlive?* I said No. 14. He replied that when that house was first
built aman who lived in it was supposed to have been killed.”
Another incident has some interest as provably an hallucina
tionassuming the personal form. Not that the others are not
of the same origin, but that we are able in this case to indicate
the mark that makes its character indubitable, tho it may be
veridical.
t

" My sister and I were accustomed to sleep together in a room
onthe floor with another family. This night my sister was away
visiting my grandmother. I was reading in the room and the lady
of thebouse came in and said: ’ You had better go to bed and be up
intime for school. I will put out the light. If you need any one in
thenight call for me.’ Then she put out the light and went to her
room. I went to sleep. Just as the clock began to strike twelve I
iwakened, I knew because I counted the strokes, having awakened
» u to catch and remember the first stroke. It was moonlight. I
lookedtoward the door and saw an apparition in the door. It looked
likea man who was tall and masculine. I tried to call the lady of
thehouse, but I could not utter a sound, and so I turned over with
my face to the window, in order not to see the figure. I could see
thelamplights in the city of Dorchester across the bay. (Dorchester
was annexed to Boston in 1870, but evidently retained naturally
moagh its original name for some time afterward.) As I looked
toward the window, I saw the figure standing at the window. My
ant thought was to get up and run out of the room, but I could not
uovc. The apparition soon disappeared. In the morning I spoke
tothelady and she said that she thought she heard some one walking
mthestairs in the night and asked me why I did not call her. I told
berthat I had tried to do so, but that I could neither move nor utter
i w
ord. I should add also that as I awakened from sleep my cheek
fdt hot as if some one was breathing on it.”
Comment is hardly necessary to indicate the evidence of halhdnation in this instance. But the probable influence of all
those circumstances and associations connected with sleeping
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alone, involving some trepidation extending into sleep and the
subconscious action of the subject, the added influence of any
noise like some one on the stairs, and the shifting of the appari
tion with the motion of the head, show what the vision prob
ably was.
The followng incident has a different character and interest
as it reflects a sensible judgment of the experience and ultimately
led to experiments with the planchctte.

” There were five girls of us that used to play together in South
Boston. They were Blanche Brown, Carrie Jones, Annie Berry,
Mazie Harris, and myself. I was about 11 years old. One day we
were on the door step of the house where one of the girls lived, when
one of the five asked if we wanted to hear a ghost story that she
knew. We laughed at her, and she replied in self defence that she
could bring the spirits at any time. She had been in Brazil with her
father, and had learned while on this voyage about the spirits. She
said she knew there were such things and could show us. We asked
her how she could do it, as we did not believe her. She said we
would have to do as she told us. We thought she was going to play
a trick on us, but we submitted to her directions. She took a box
near by about 1 foot long, 6 inches wide and 6 inches deep, and
placed it on the top of the steps to the door so that the edge of the
box was just even exactly with a crack between the boards. We
were told to take hands. She was in the middle, two being on each
side of her. The box was about four feet off from us and no one
touched it. She said: ‘ Now I am going to ask if there are any
spirits present that they move the box.' The box moved about two
inches from the crack and then back to its place. I said, ‘ There is a
trick in it.’ She replied ‘ No1, and we took everything out of it and
found nothing in it to indicate a trick. I told father when he came
home and he said he believed it was due to spirits. I said that 1 did
not believe it was spirits, but that I thought it was a trick.
After I had told father of the incident with the box he made a
planchette, and one night after he came home from work he asked
me to try it. I did so and it wrote for me at once. Three or four
times a week for years my brother and myself, and occasionally
others, would try the planchette and it always worked for me, and
sometimes with others. Sometimes it gave the names of people that
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1 did not know, but the others present did know them. I do not
remember any messages in particular, except one.

My brother, John Houston R---- , died of scarlet fever when he
was two and a half years old. We called him Usie. On one oc
casionwhen we were trying the planchette, father asked: 1 Who is
there?' The planchette wrote, *Usie Father said: ' If it is you,
Usie, can you tell me what you are doing in the other world.' The
planchette in answer drew a train of cars on a large sheet of wrap
pingpaper and put a man on top of the engine. My father asked
what was meant by this and who that was on the engine. The reply
was that it was grandpa sitting on the engine. I did not know who
itcould mean unless it was grandfather Lowry, who had died years
before my mother was married and we children knew nothing of
him. Father asked: ‘ What did you do that for?', and the answer
was, *For fun When asked what he did there, the planchette
wrotethat he played in the sand on the seashore.”
In answer to a question from myself, Mrs. Smead says that
shelived when a girl near the beach and used to play in the sand
thereand to gather pebbles.
The next narrative involves contact with mediumistic phe
nomena and one incident of the so-called telekinetic type.
" I had a brother Alphonso who died 3 hours and 20 minutes
»her birth. I was bom after his death and of course never knew
him. When I was a child he never came when I used the planchette.
But when I was 18 years old I went to,visit my grandmother in
Chariestown (incorporated as a part of Boston in 1874). A medium
bednext door in a house owned by my grandfather. I called there
meday for my grandmother who had gone in on a visit. Several
others were there and they were using the planchette on a marble
able. I had never known the woman until that night. After a while
I was asked to put my hand on the planchette. I hesitated, but said
tlat I was not afraid, after being accused of it. I put my hand on
theinstrument, but nothing was written.
" There were five people present. Two of them I did not know,
hi there was a cousin, Eudora I. W---- , and my grandmother,
SusanA R ■ . After the experiment with me for writing, all sat
backand apart from each other, leaving the planchette on the table
« thecenter of the room. The man present sat in the comer of the
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room, my cousin in another comer, and I sat over at the side of the
room. The medium sat on a lounge and my grandmother nearby,
but there was the width of a door between all of us and hence none
was in contact. My grandmother said that she would like to see
the planchette write alone, and the medium said that it could. The
planchette moved and wrote something in response to questions. I
remember neither questions nor answers. But my grandmother said
to the medium: ‘ Be careful, or you will go into a trance.' She
laughed and said that there was no danger. But in a few minutes
she went into a trance. She suddenly fell back upon the lounge,
choked slightly, and a noise occurred as if the bones of her body were
being rattled and scraped. After she got into the trance she sat up
again, and began to talk about people she had never known. There
was apparently an Indian control. She told my grandmother of the
different children she had lost. I had never known of these children,
and the medium could hardly have known anything about them, as
she had lived in the house only a short time. In a few minutes she
turned to me and said: *Come up here, you young squaw/ I held
back as long as I could, but my grandmother persuaded me to go to
the medium. I did so and took hold of her hands. They felt cold
and clammy as if dead. As soon as I took hold of her hand, she
said that my brother wanted to communicate with me. My grand
mother asked: 'Who is it?’ The answer was 'John Houston*.
This was correct. My grandmother farther asked if there was any
one else to see me. The reply was; 1 He wants to know if you are
glad to have himcome/ and added,' There is another brother here'
and gave his name as Alphonso. This was correct, and was all thai
was said about him, until further questions elicited additional state
ments. My grandmother asked several questions in order to identify
him, and among them was one to know where he was bom. Th<
answer was South Boston, which was correct.
“ The same night she told of an aunt of mine and mentioned on1
son of hers bom before I was, and of whom there was no reason ti
suppose that the mediumknew anything, though she knew this aunl
“ The woman came out of the trance in the same manner as sh
went into it. After she had come out my grandmother asked her i
she remembered anything she did in the trance, and the reply wa
that she did not, except that, as she went into the trance she saw a
Indian near her."
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Mrs. Sinead's father, who was still living when this record
was made, certifies to the correctness of this account and states
that his daughter talked about the incidents when she was a
young girl. To his personal knowledge the greater part of them
occurred and the others were told him at the time. He himself
is a sceptic and not a believer. Mr. Smead also confirms the
narratives as having often heard them told.
Mrs. Smead also told me the interesting fact that when at
school she often experienced the following. When a new lesson
in arithmetic was assigned containing examples that she could
not solve, or if a difficult example was in any lesson that she
could not solve, she would stand at the window at home looking
out of the house at the wall on the opposite house and there she
would see the example worked out in figures as if on a black
board. “ My mother would call and ask me what the trouble
was, and I replied that I was looking at my example over there.
She could tell when I was thinking over the examples, and would
worTy about my studying so hard. This way of solving my
examples occurred very frequently. It was the same \vith words
that I could not spell, or with any problem I wanted solved. I
had only to look at the wall opposite and see the words spelled
nut. This occurred when I was between nine and thirteen years
old, and never happened after I left school. Also it occurred
only when I did not know how to spell the words or to solve
theexamples.” [Cf. J o u r n a l Am. S. P. R., Vol, I, p. 56 .]
Mrs. Smead also tells me that her oldest child, about ten years
of age, shows the same tendency when learning to spell words
dictated to him. He will look up at the wall as if projecting a
visual image of the words on a screen. He often remarks, when
he cannot do a thing in the evening, that when he gets up in the
norning it will be all right, and it turns out so.
C ro u p B .
The following incidents are those of which a
Kcord was made at the time of their occurrence. Some of them
also experienced by Mr. S. Only a few of them were rot
¡recorded immediately. Those are indicated in the narrative.
j)ae, 1890.
I awoke in the night and 1 saw a face that was enclosed in a veil
jfef blade. The face looked bright and like that of my husband. It
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came so close to my eyes that it dazzled me and it frightened me,
that I called himand reached out to find him, and finding that evei
thing was all right I went to sleep again. I know that I was wi
awake for I had been looking out of the window in the closet a
could sec that the night was clear and the stars were shining bright
Since then I have not seen any spirits or anything of that sort—
if there is not a life in the future what is the cause of this ? Why
it that I have seen such things? It was not that I imagined th<
things, for I know that I was wide awake.
Aug. 17, 1890 - 4 A. M.
I was visiting at the home of my husband's mother and early <
morning while there the rain woke me. I turned over so that I v
lying with my face to the wall and when I turned I woke my h
band and he spoke and wanted to know if there was anything
trouble. I told him that there was not, so we talked a while and
went to sleep again. After he went to sleep I turned back agi
thinking perhaps I could go to sleep again. I was looking first
of the door into the sitting room and then out of the window wl
I looked up, so that I could look out of the door again, I saw t
spirits, both women, one was an old lady and looked like my h
band’s mother—she was about 60 years old, I should judge, and i
dressed in a robe of thin white and her hair was a silver grey. !
had a small cap of white lace on her head, with a little bow on
cap. She was about as tall as myself, her eyes were dark also, :
she was leaning over on the bed looking at me.
The other was dark and dressed in black and stood at the f
of the bed. She had dark eyes and hair and was not as tall as
other one, she looked like my husband. She stood at the foot of
bed and looked at us both. Both stood looking for about a mim
although it seemed longer, and then both disappeared. The eldi
lady went out at the door into the sitting room. I do not kr
where the other one went, but she vanished at the same time. T
did not frighten me as the first did.
I told this to Mr. and Mrs. S. and Mrs. S. wanted to know
ever saw the picture of her mother. I told her that I had not,
she showed me one of herself and wanted to know if what I !
looked like it. I told her that it did, only that it was an older 1
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and the cap and the dress were different and from the description
both Mr. and Mrs. S. thought it was her mother and sister (long
dead, that I had never seen).
Sept, 1890,
It was after Willis had gone back to the Hartford Seminary that
I was sleeping in the south roomup-stair9. It seemed very lonesome
here alone. I had just gone to bed and lay thinking when I looked
up. There was some one sitting at the head of the bed (a lady
dressed in white). She spoke when she saw that I was afraid, and
toldme not to be afraid, that they would take care of me while Willis
was gone, and then she disappeared, and after that I lay there as
obn as could be, and before long went to sleep.
P. S.—This took place about the 15th of Sept,, 1890, and the
person I saw looked like my grandmother, and the voice sounded like
bers when she spoke, and when I left Boston she was alive the June
before this and I was very much surprised at the resemblance to her,
is I thought that she was alive. The following week I had a letter
from Nettie saying that grandmother died on the 13th of Sept., so I
amid see that it was passible that it could have been she.
|u l 1st, 1890.

We had gone to bed and Willis turned over and went to sleep. I
Bdnot go to sleep for some time. I was looking out into the dining
roomto see if the fire was burning. There were two spirits sitting
m
near the door talking and whispering. One looked like an
bdtan and the other looked like my own aunt Fanny. They sat
here for a few minutes and I began to think they mignt stay longer
M so spoke to Willis to look at them and just as I called himthey
Inishecl.

F

I cannot tell just what night it was, but I was watching my husHe had a bad cold and I felt so badly that every little while
farcug the night I would wake up. The time I speak of was about
HdO, and I turned to see if my husband was sleeping all right,
|la I saw a small face lying between us. It had bright blue eyes.
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It was a pretty little face just as bright as it could be and it looked
as though it had a light back of it to make it shine. When I spoke
to W. It vanished.
May 2, 1890.
It was about 6 :35 P. M. I was sitting on the sofa thinking, when
I decided to go out to the post office for the letters. When I started
to go across the floor to get my hat I heard two loud raps at the dark
closet door. They sounded as if some one was trying to lift the
latch, but it only rapped twice and I wanted to see if they would
come again, but did not, so I went out.

Nov. 6, 1892.
In the morning about 8:1 5 I was getting breakfast and came tc
the stove to cook the eggs and I thought that it was about time that
Willis went up-stairs to call Mr. Moore to breakfast, and I caller
“ Will ", but received no reply, but heard a chord on the organ. Tbi
notes were do, fa, la in the upper part and do, fa for the base. The?
were loud enough so that I heard themabout 30 feet fromthe organ
I called “ Will ” as soon as I heard it and came right to the door am
opened it and said " Wi l l T o my surprise I found no one in tb
room, and every stop of the organ was shut and in the time bctwee
the music and when I opened the door, it would have been imposs'ibl
for any one to have shut the stops and get out of the roomand als
out of sight. I went out to the bam to ask George if he knew whei
Willis was, and he did not; so I came back and in about a minute <
two George came in and wanted to know the same thing, so I wei
through the hall and looked out and saw Willis coming home fro
Mrs. Bartholomew’s with the milk, where he had been for ten mi
utes, so that we knew that he was not in the house. (George is Ids
brother who was with us. I am positive neither I nor George n
Ida made the noise.)
April 25 , 1892—The Raps on the Floor.
Willis had gone to the blacksmith to get the wheel for the tea
and I was lying down on the sofa in the sitting room when I hea
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a rap very dear and sharp in front of the closet door and I waited
fewa few minutes and said to myself that if it was caused by the
spirits that they could rap again, and I had no sooner said it than
two more came and still louder than the others and I did not move,
only looked toward the spot, and it seemed now that someone was
talking in the room. I should have thought two or three parties and
the voice of two seemed to be ladies and the other a man, or a boy
14 or 15 , as far as 1 could judge. Their voices seemed to startle me
more than the raps did, and I got up quickly and went out of the
room to see if anyone was outside talking, and as I shut the door
Willis spoke to me and then I told himof what had taken place while
he was out, and he wanted me to come back and show him where it
was, and tell him how loud they were; and while I was showing him
or trying to do this, another rap came in the same place about as loud
as the one 1 had heard. After Mr. S. heard it he went around the
bouse and down cellar to see what it was, but found no cause for it.
May 7 , 1892—Raps.
It was about 9 :3 0 P. M. Willis was at T---- at Mr. A/s, and I
was in bed, Mrs. M---- sitting beside the bed, the little boy in her
and we were talking. When all at once we both said “ What's
bat?** and the little boy wanted to know what that noise was. It
was two raps following each other and they were on the wall back of
be bureau and it seemed as if 1 could see a hand moving along and
—king the two raps. What the cause was I cannot tell.
Bmaday evening, Dec. 29 , 1891—The Music Experience.
We were sitting in the dining room, I with my back to the stove,
be door was open to the oven and Willis was near the table about 4
|ec£ from me, when 1 heard a strange musical noise that seemed to
f e a t a distance, coming nearer all the time. When I heard it first I
(■ feed what it was and neither of us knew. After a little while the
WBsic was clearer and every note was distinct as it could possibly
he and the whole thing seemed so strange that we both sat still and
iMfcwt at each other and ina few minutes Willis went into the sitting
HMd tosee if there was anyone outside with a violin. There was no
be around. He came back and sat down again to listen and in a
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few minutes the music seemed to pass out of hearing. (There were
tones that Willis afterwards played on the flute that were very
much the same, but he could not play them with the power they
seemed to have.)

4

Wed. Afternoon, Jan. 20, 1892—More Music.
It was about 3 P. M. I had just come from the front door ao<
sat down to work on the quilt, when again I heard some strung*
music. There seemed this time to be more tones than in the otbe
case but just as clear and they followed each other very rapidly
The music lasted about 5 minutes and went away as suddenly as i
came. It sounded much louder than the former instance and mor
like some one passing the fingers very quickly over the piano as
over both sharps and naturals.
.

i

Oct 19, 1891.
It was the second week in October, I had just put out the lig
and was thinking before I went to sleep of what would beconte
me were I to die before morning. 1 closed my eyes and began
pray. When I opened them there was a spirit. I think it was tfc
of a lady. All I could see was the head and shoulders. The fa
was beautiful and quite clear and the face seemed to shine and
spoke to Willis. He could not see it, but it did not stay very lo
for as I watched it it seemed to pass out of sight. It went tows
the other room. Then I could not see it any longer. After it V
gone there followed it three raps. Two more raps came some ti
afterwards.

Feb. 21 , 1892.
I was alone and in the dining room at the table when the A
that opens into the back kitchen opened and 4 or 5 raps were as p!
as could be. They startled me at first and I went and shut the A<
I trembled so that 1 could hardly keep still for two or three m int

Conn., The Fourth Sunday in Sept., 1892.
It was on Sunday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Johnson was staying 1
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but bad gone to C
and Miss Maude Janes came to visit because
I was alone, but before she came I was sitting near the west window
inthenorthwest roomwhen there were two steps on the porch at the
front door. I got up to see, when there was, to my surprise, no one
there. I turned to go in, when I saw Maude coming. After she had
beenhere a little while 1 was reading the S. S. lesson. There was a
rap on the floor so loud that it made me jump and Maude looked at
me. I did not say anything. In a little while we were talking and
the table began to move or Tattle a little. This it did twice, after a
little while there were two loud raps on the floor in front of the fire
place and then I told Maude that there were strange things done in
Ihe house. About 6 o'clock Mr. Johnson came home and we were
Bp-stairs. He came in and shut the front door and went through
be dining room and kitchen into the woodshed and as he shut the
door in the kitchen the latch at the front door went up and the door
openedabout a foot. After this we got ready for meeting.
h* Second Sunday in September, 1892.
i Mr. S. and George went over to East L---- , where W. was to
peach, and I came home fromchurch. Florence Hubbcll wanted to
)sow if I would let her have a loaf of bread, as she had company.
{told her "yes ", and so expected that after dinner she would come
^r it. I was sitting at the desk in the study when there were 4 or 5
^ps on the door in the winter dining room, and I thought that it was
he. But to my surprise there was no one at either door. I went to
pdi door as fast as I could one after the other. When I saw her I
fckedher if she came down to the house and she said “ no ", so I am
nre that she did not do it.
Sept. 30 , 1892.
Mr. S. and Mr. Jeffrey were sitting in the study talking about
ilism and Mr. S. asked Mr. J. what he would do if he was to
a rap on the floor, while they were talking, and he said that
(should have to believe it (he was an Adventist and did not believe
>Uselife after death). While they were talking there were two or
raps on the door and Mr. S. heard it and went to all of the
f.
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doors to see who was there and found no one. The other gentlema
was hard of hearing and did not hear it.

Another Experience [Exact date uncertain].
I cannot tell just what night it was now, but I had been asleep
should think an hour or two when I awoke thinking it was momtnj
There seemed to be a very bright light in the roomand I opened m
eyes and there seemed tobe a great many small lights moving aroun
the roomand they seemed togo around until they could form a hao
or at least the fingers and could be seen very plainly. 1 called Will
and he saw them. We watched them for a while, then we went 1
sleep.
Dec. 19, 1892.
It was about 6 P. M. of this evening of which I write. Mr. \
and George were up at T---- and the King’s Daughters had all goi
home and I was sitting in the parlor about three feet fromthe dinii
room when 1 heard two loud raps on the table in the dining rooi
In about ten minutes I heard another which seemed to be in the sar
place and after I heard the second raps I thought that I would go c
and set the table for supper, but I felt chilled and fear seemed to p<
sess me, so I stayed where I was and sewed until about 6 :3 0 P. t
when there were 3 very loud and clear raps on the table aga
After this I trembled and was so cold that I put on my hat and sha
and went out to the store and Miss E. S. Hubbetl came back w
me. We heard nothing when we returned.
April 2 , 1893.
I was in the parlor about 4 o’clock sitting by the organ plat
when I heard a rap or a snap on the center table. I know my j
did not make the rap because they were still. I had stopped plat
when the rap was heard. It startled me and I stopped and listeg
Soon to my utter surprise and amazement I heard another. I 4
asked if it was a spirit and asked it to rap again, but never a saf
It was a queer experience, W, M. S---- ,
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May 28, 1893 .
The time was somewhere in the neighborhood o f 3 A. M. When
I awoke the clock struck 3 a few minutes afterwards and when 1
looked around me as I often do when waking in the night (it was
moonlight) and I glanced toward the ceiling just over the bed when
I saw a form just departing. It went or seemed to disappear over
the head o f my bed. The head and shoulders had gone out o f sight
when I first looked. Then the rest o f the body went gradually. This
form did not seem to have the shining robe that most o f them do,
but was just in its natural body. I was or seemed to be so over
powered that I could do or say nothing until it had almost gone.
When I could speak I called my husband and he could not see it, but
a few minutes afterward the room seemed to get very dark and
again very bright and there were little lights that went from one
place to another. They stayed for a few minutes and then all left as
(prickly as they came, leaving us in darkness again.

July 18, 1894— An Experience o f Ours— My account will be given
first— Ida's will follow.
| At twelve o'clock I was awakened, how I do not know. I know
I was awake, the room was light enough to see a little, a sort o f
Irak. I looked over towards the piano and it seemed as if I could
fee a man in the room. It was so real that I was frightened a little
thought that I should have to get up and tell him to get out or
something, what, I hardly knew, still I was not very much frightand looked again to see if it was really a man in the room,
time I saw that I was mistaken, that the something was not a
Mid body for I could see through it and see the piano through the
(onn that I was looking at. So I knew that it was a spectre, or an
page o f something, or a creation o f my own brain; so I went to
lap saying nothing to any one. About 2 o ’clock Ida had the exBrience that she will relate. The form 1 saw was face to face with
It; it was medium height, well built, a dark suit o f clothes and it
te e d to glide over to the little table near by and I saw ft no more.
W. M. S------ .)

(Mrs. S----- .)

In the study where we slept about

2

o’clock I

fevokt and intended to go into the kitchen, when I saw the form o f
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a man standing near the lamp on the piano. At first I thought that
someone had got into the house and was going to tell Willis, but I
afterwards thought that I would watch the form, when he turned
without any noise and walked to the study table and leaned over. 1
kept quiet to be sure that he would not think that 1 was watching
him, when all at once he had disappeared.

He had light brown hair and a dark grey or drab suit and was a
little taller than myself. I did not get up, as 1 first intended, but
waited until about quarter o f five, when I could see dearly. I f I had
got up when I had first intended I should have had to wake Willis
to light the lamp. I at first thought that it was some one that had
entered the room. Then I began to wonder how any one could have
done this. Then it seemed as if something said it is “ Vet ” and 1
thought or seemed to say in my mind it is not, but when I looked al
the height and the hair and the clothes I did not think any more o f it
after it had gone and so went to sleep. In the morning when I wn
making the bed I happened to tell Willis of my experience and I tolc
him how I awoke at 2 P. M. and saw this man. Then he relatec
his experience that same night.

Comments— By W . M, S.
My waking at 12 o ’clock was strange. I do not remember o
ever waking at 12 o ’clock before. It was very strange that I shoul*
do this. I did not speak to Mrs. S. or wake her. She told me in th
morning before she knew that I had seen anything. I saw m in
first— so could not have been influenced by her. Neither o f us ha>
any thoughts in these lines. Both thought it was a burglar, yc
neither o f us was specially frightened— both waited to see— bat
concluded it to be a spectre or a spirit— both acted the same in b o t
instances.

Aug. 22, 1897.
Willis, Nettie and I were sitting in the parlor after church, tall
ing about almost anything, when Nettie asked if we wanted her t
go into a trance. This seemed to set us all to thinking o f the othe
world and we talked until after 10 o'clock and then went to be<
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After I had gone to bed, without the least sign o f sleep in my eyes
there were some strange things that happened. First, I felt my
body being lifted up and rocked as if in a hammock and my head
still resting on the pillow and I said to myself, if this is caused by
the spirits why do they not lift my head up also with the rest o f
my body? All the while my eyes were open wide when to my sur
prise my head was lifted up with the rest o f my body. My eyes
were open. Then, some one began to put their fingers on my eyes
and tried to shut them and as fast as they tried to shut them 1
opened them and they would shut them again until they finally
rocked me to sleep and I supposed I had only been asleep for an
Hour or so until morning, and when I was relating my experiences
to Willis, he said it was morning, for I was talking to Cecil and he
Heard me. When I first awoke from this sleep I saw a child. I
could not see its face, but it was a child and it came running across
the room with a small rocking chair and I started to move my head
when the child went right over it (or my head through it). I lay
awake for quite a while to see if I could see anything more. Then I
got tired and turned over. It then seemed as though they began to
go away fo r there were strange dark places with bright lights all
iramd. They would come and go towards the door until about a
down or more o f them went and then all was very dark and I went
to sleep.

Jm. 29, 1894.
1 was in the sitting room this evening alone; the children were
fail asleep in the room off from this one and next to the dining
nom about 9 :1 5 P. M, when I heard two very slow and distinct raps
on the side o f the door that went out into the small hall that opened
«0 the front hall. It seemed so strange that it made me as cold as
■bough some one had taken cold water and poured it on me. I
•bought that if I was to have heavenly visitors I would go to bed, for
1 was alone and would be for the night. When ready to retire I sat
onthe bed fo r a few minutes reading when there were two more raps
is apparently the same place but not quite as slow and distinct. This
■ude me quite nervous, so I put out the light and went to bed not
Blending to sleep, for I expected that perhaps Willis would return.
Afttr a while I thought that I had better not keep awake any longer.
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so in a few minutes I was asleep, and had been for a number of
hours when I felt some one touch me on my left shoulder as I was
lying on my right side. I then turned my head and said “ What ?”
and when I opened my eyes I turned half over to be sure that it was
some one and of course thought that it was Willis and I looked
again and said, “ So you have come home
All this while the ap
parition was leaning over the crib looking into my face and I was
looking at it and continued to look at it until it gradually began to
grow less distinct and in about 5 minutes it had disappeared alto
gether, During all this time the fire in the sitting room was so
bright that it lighted the bed room so that everything could be seen
in it and I could watch the spirit until it was completely out of sight,
it did not turn to go, but looked at me until it vanished from the spot
where it was.

Feb. 23, 1898—In the Methodist Parsonage.
About 9 o’clock P. M. In the rear bedroom off from the sitting
room. The windows were made completely dark with drapery ol
canton flannel curtains. No light could get in except from a housi
about 500 feet distant and even if there had been a light there thi
rays could not have struck where I saw the lights that I am t<
describe. There was no possible way for a ray of light to read
where I saw the lights. Of all this I am as positive as I could b
of anything, for I took pains to test it, besides I looked out of on
window and all lights in the house, 500 feet away, were out. It wa
a very cold and stormy night in winter. No one would have bee
likely to have been out. It was impossible for a horse to travel o
account of the blinding, driving snow. If any one had been out wit
a lantern the rays of light could not have reached the wall where
saw the lights because no ray could reach this wall only by bein
bent at a right angle—no ray of light is so bent unless by some pri:
matic or other mechanical means. Even if there was a ray of lig]
from the stove in the sitting room it would have had to have got
around a comer to have gotten to the place where I saw the light
Besides all this I was wide awake and the room was pitch dark unt
I saw the lights and they were not bright enough to light u p tl
room, only bright enough to be seen plainly.
At first before I said anything 1 had noticed a bright spot o v
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thebed over Georgie's side and was looking at it. I saw it beyond a
doubt Ida said “ Do you sec that light," I said “ I have been
watching it, and I will get up and find out ", so I got up and had just
put my feet on the floor and out went the bright spot. We saw it all
this time till then. (I got up to look out of the window as referred
to.) About 15 minutes afterwards it came back again in the same
place, looked a little stronger and brighter and seemed as if there
were two spots near together. This time Bashes of light like semi
bright lines and spots could be seen in the darkness and the whole
roomseemed somewhat lighter. Soon the light spots went out and
all was dark and we finally dropped to sleep. W. M. S.
These experiences are not recorded here for any evidential
purposes, at least as individual phenomena. They can have value
only in a collection of such phenomena. Some of them seem to
be collective in their character. Some are without credentials
for veridical phenomena. But the reason for recording them is
that such experiences, no matter what their character, are fre
quent with people who otherwise manifest psychic phenomena.
They are a part of the record, whatever explanation may be
offered.
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C H A P T E R IIL
S U M M A R Y O F T H E M A R T IA N IN C ID E N T S .
t

The " communications ” assuming a definitely spiritistic
form did not begin with the Martian phenomena, but repre
sented quite plausible messages from deceased friends and
relatives, and they remained of this character for some time
with only brief allusions to planetary matters until interest
was evoked in the development of this curious phase of the
work.
As I have already remarked, no serious attempt was made
to experiment on any interesting line, in spite of earlier ex*
periences, until 1895. The systematic effort at it was elicited
by the interest in some casual sittings held by Mr. and Mrs
Smead and a record was finally kept of the experiments ai
they seemed to deserve it. The “ communicators '* in thii
case who represent themselves as the agents conveying thii
interplanetary information were the deceased children of Mi
and Mrs. Smead and a deceased brother of Mr. Smead
Strange to say two of these deceased children had been still
born and one a miscarriage. The names of the children wer
Maude, Esther and Willis, and the name of Mr. Smead'
brother was Sylvester. Maude and Sylvester were the chic
personalities in the Martian matter. It is not possible s
this date and with the apparent imperfections of the earlit
record, to say whether these personalities were purely spor
taneous or the result of interrogation in experiments not r<
corded and of which there is no indicated memory. Thi:
however, would not affect the interpretation of the phenon
ena and may be dismissed as of no present importance.
The first record is of an experiment on June 3rd, 189,
Between this date and August 7th nothing of a planetar
character was mentioned. But on this date, apropos of
question directed to a deceased daughter regarding the pla<
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where she was, the answer was “ everywhere
This was
explained to mean that she could go where she pleased.
Then after denying that she had seen heaven, though admit
ting that there was such a place, she was asked where all the
spirits of the dead are and gave as answer, “ everywhere,
some are on the earth and some are on other worlds ", The
" communicator ” was then asked if some of those who have
died are living on other planets, and the reply was that “ they
can ", and to the further query whether they were as a fact
the answer was, “ no, they can when they want to
To
the question whether as spirits they could go to the planets
the answer was, “ Yes, but we like to go on journeys and
come back ” , Two weeks later, probably at the next sitting,
a drawing of a cow was made and in reply to the question who
»"as present the answer came “ Willis
He was one of the
deceased children of Mr. and Mrs. Smead, and when he was
asked if he had any message, the following dialogue took
place.
"M aude is away, (Where?) Mars. (Do you mean
she has gone to the planet Mars?) Yes, with uncle Vester".
This was the beginning of the Martian incidents. At
another sitting which is undated but which I have placed be
tween August 21st and August 28th, Mars was spontaneously
mentioned again and also the intended visit to that planet
with this " uncle Vester
Maude was the personality pur
porting to communicate this time. Asked if she had ever
visited any other planet the reply was in the affirmative and
Jupiter was named when asked to indicate which planet had
t>een visited. A crude map of its surface was drawn and in
response to the request to say something about its people
the statement was, “ they are different than you: they know
lots o f things." (p. 185) At a later sitting Jupiter was called
the “ babies' heaven ", whither they were taken after death
“ because* they were better than grown up people." Even
secondary personality does not seem to be in accord with the
theology of Calvin or Edwards. There were also several
statements made in connection with this reference to the
infant’s heaven that betrayed the influence of early teaching
in the life of Mrs. Smead and indicated the material upon
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which secondary personality had drawn for its " communi
cations ” , They were perhaps memories of Sunday school
teaching, supplemented by childhood memories and imagin
ation of what the stars might be (p. 192).
It was, however, at the next sitting, August 28th, that
the most interesting “ communications " began regarding
the planet Mars. .The sitting started with the drawing of a
map in considerable detail, giving the names of the zones
which were represented on it. The *' communicator " was
Maude, the deceased child of Mr. and Mrs. Smead, The
names given and interpreted for the several zones were
4t Zentin ” (cold), “ Zentinen" (very cold), “ Dirnstze”
(North Temperate Zone), “ Dirnstzerin ” (South Temperate
Zone), and “ Emerincenren " (Equator). Also the name
" Mimtenirimte ” (Continent) was given for the land rep
resented in the map. After the map was drawn the following
dialogue took place between the “ communicator ” and Mr
Smead.
" At it we had a fine time. We could go all around there
easy. The people are bigger and there are not so many as
on this earth. The people there could talk with the people
here if they knew their language, but they do not. (Do th(
people in Mars have flesh and blood as we do?) Yes. (Dr
they look like us?) Some. (Are there big cities there?’
No, the inhabitants are most like Indians. (Americai
Indians?) Yes. (Are they highly civilized?) Yes, som<
are in some things. (What things?) In fixing the water
(How in what way?) Making it so that it is easy to ge
around it. (How do they do that?) They cut great canal
from ocean to ocean and great bodies of water."
The bodies of water here referred to were représente*
on the map drawn at the beginning of the experiment, Bu
at this point the “ communications ” stopped. The importai!
fact to remark, however, in connection with these incident
is that an article on Martian life and civilisation was pttblislie
in a paper taken by the family and dated one day after th
time of the sitting. In this article reference was made t
Percival Lowell's articles in -the A tlantic M o n th ly for th;
year discussing the question of Martian inhabitants and canal
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Whether Mrs. Smead had seen the article in the paper de
pends on the question whether the paper was printed ahead
of its normal date and was received before the sitting. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Smead say that the article was not seen until
after the sitting. They also say that Percival Lowell's
articles in the A tlantic M o n th ly had not been seen and the
incidents rather show that they are most probably correct in
their statement (p. 186). But one need hardly make a point
of this because the names of the zones are not given in any
of the articles and the resources of the imagination whether
sapraliminal cr subliminal are quite equal to all that was
written by the planchette, especially since the question of
Martian inhabitants and canals is one of very common in
terest.
The next recorded “ communications ” did not refer to
Martian matter, but consisted of apparent messages from
the deceased children of Mr. and Mrs, Smead in which there
was an evident attempt to have some fun. The dates were
October 14th and November 2nd (p, 190), Among the tricks
played by the “ communicator ” was the draft of a figure
which was said to represent the Devil. The figure was of a
serpentine character with the features of a dragon, to some
extent the conventional Devil of the theatrical stage. The
messages were full of playful mischief. Two or three times
during the Martian “ communications " this sort of interrup
tion occurred involving matter that had no planetary char
acter or connections. But when the Martian messages were
resumed after this humorous diversion it was interesting to
remark the abruptness and completed development of them,
it was five years later, however, before any further experi
ments were made or recorded, and it is this long interval that
creates the interest in the resumption of Martian matter, as
it appears to indicate a course of subliminal development or
«dotation, so to speak, in the subconscious operations of Mrs.
Smead.
The last sitting before this interval was in December
1895: the next after it was in September 1900. The material
«wnnimiicated extends over the time from September 14th
to December 16th of the last named year. It represents some
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devotion to detail. On the first of these dates the "communi
cations " related to Jupiter as the “ babies’ heaven” (p. 192).
On September 15th the planchette began by drawing a figure
which might very easily suggest a ship and wrote the two
words “ Seretrevir ” and “ Cristririe
The former was ex
plained to mean “ sea vessel ” and the latter to be its name
The Martians thus seem to follow terrestrial usage and to
give names to their ships! But an interesting deviation from
our habits was indicated by the statement that the ships were made
of trees and that the inhabitants of Mars did not have sawmills
as we do.
In the next experiment, September 20th, a curious figure
was drawn, unrecognizable in itself, but which was explained
to be a “ dog house temple
In the corners of it were
drawn two animals which were meant to represent dogs,
according to the explanation of them given by the planchette,
and which were said to give the name to the temple. The
characters or symbols were then drawn which described the
temple by name and these were then translated into English.
They were " Ti femo wakribivie timeviol ” , meaning “ the dog
house temple ” . At the same sitting the name of a lake
that had been drawn on the map five years previously was
given. It was '* Emervia
Mr. Smead then asked for the
Martian of “ the boy runs ” , and received the answer that
" people do not run on Mars, but only walk
Then the
direct answer to his request was given, ** Ti inin amarivim ” ,
The form of thought in this expression was explained to be
“ the boy walking ” and not “ the boy walks ” , a curious di
version from the most natural speech.
On September 24th amid much irrelevant matter five
characters were written, one of them immediately erased
and the message interpreted to mean “ A great man chiel
ruler ” , The name of this ruler was given as “ Amirie en ”
On September 30th the same sentence was repeated and w rit
ten more clearly.
On September 29th a rough sketch of a man was d raw i
and the word or words “ Yo-urst ” in connection with it
The word was interpreted as meaning “ you ” . Also th*
words “ cle ” one, and ” ke ” two, and ** Mare ” for ' m an ’
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and “Maren" for ‘men*; “ Kare” for ‘woman' and “ Karen”
for ‘women’. After the giving of these names in response
to requests for the words for man and woman, singular and
plural, the “ communicator ” was asked for the meaning of
the picture drawn at the opening of the sitting representing
a man. The reply w as:
"The way they dress, (How?) The men wear dresses
and pants. (Short dresses?) Yes. The women wear bag
like skirts and funny hats. Their hair is hanging down their
shoulders. The men put theirs up and keep long hair under
their hats. We went all around. The people are different
in different places.”
On September 30th a strange figure was drawn after re
peating the picture of the Martian man of the evening before.
The word “ Wereven ” was written in connection with this
new figure and explained to mean “ serpent ” , There then
iollowcd the ground plan of a house in the shape of a double
cross, or two crosses with their arms touching and the out
line of a mountain range in the background. The lower part
of the double cross, however, was explained to represent the
shadow of the house in the water, thus indicating inferenttally that it was built on the shore of some body of water.
Circular loops were drawn in the wing sections of the house
to represent windows. The doors stood on the line sepa
rating the house from its shadow. In this sitting also were
drawn the Martian symbols for the numbers 3 and 4.
On October 1st the Martian sentence and characters for
the English " This man is a great man ” were written. Num
bers were written under the characters to indicate the order
in which they stood in the Martian language, and this was,
“ This man a great man is ", There was then written in the
sme manner,.with numbers under the Martian characters
»gam, the sentence “ The great man addressing his subjects".
Martian order was, “ The great man his subjects talking ” ,
Then followed the sentence, “ A great man walking to the
temple ” ,
l On October 3rd the planchette drew the picture of a
fewer and wrote the sentence “ Moken irin in ru n minim aru ti
I wore« inine tine ", Translated into English this was, 11 Flowers
I
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bloom there: many of the great men plant them
Then a still
longer sentence was written, " T i tnarcn arivxe w arire ti man»•
ensis aru ti A ries feu ti tim eviol", with the English translation,
“ The men went with the subjects of the chief ruler to the
temple
In the course of the experiment the “ communi
cator ” stated a fact that has a suggestive interest for the
psychologist. It was that, “ The people on Mars choose their
rulers so the children of great men do not count” , with the
emphasis apparently on “ people” ! Evidently the aristo
crats in that planet do not possess the franchise! They may
have power, but they cannot share the privilege of helping b
their own selection.
On the next day, October 4th, one of the most remarkable
and most interesting of the whole series of drawings was
made, especially considering that it was drawn by the plan
chette. It was preceded by the written statement, “ You
should see some of their embroideries. The colors are beau
tiful ", Then the planchette drew the representation of an
embroidered dress with flowers scattered over it in symmetri
cal order. After the dress was drawn in outline the colored
portions were described and these were variations of pink
white, green, yellow, brown, and lavender. The waist wa!
pink and apparently draped with lavender lace. The uppei
portion of the skirt was white and contained embroider«!
flowers in it, the flowers having various colors. Next to thi
was a wide pink stripe which was wider behind than in fronl
The lower portion of the skirt was lavender in color and orna
mentcd with flowers at the margin of the pink stripe and a
the lower edges. It is apparently a portion of an overskir
In connection with the drawing the dress was described i
the following sentence: “ Mare arrivte ceassin oonei kei ahru
ruinin warire ti mare
This was interpreted to mean i
English. “ Man chief ruler’s wife's dress when she goes ri<
ing with the man chief ruler
On the next day, October 5th, according to the recor
there was drawn the figure of a wagon with some anim
hitched to it. The vehicle was described as a ” goat cart
and called in Martian MYeoar
October 7th w as di
tinguished by the drawing of a most remarkable and origin
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representation of a Martian clock. The whole was described
in detail. The name for it was “ Triveniul
It consisted
of two circular wooden boxes resting side by side and con
nected by openings through which passed from one to the
other the wire that formed the coil spring in each box. The
spring begins in the center of one of the boxes and forms a coil
which is wound round a circular wire to hold it in its place
and runs through the opening between the boxes, and then
winding about another circular wire finally ends in the same man
ner in the second box as the first begins in the center of the first
box The spring is of brass, and the spiral part of it is made and
fastened so that, as it unwinds in one of the boxes it winds
up the other in the second box. The clock is wound once
a day and as the running down of one of the spiral coils winds
up the other the latter serves to run the clock at night.
Though it was described in this manner with much detail
the mechanical working of it was not made clear, and hence
it can be mentioned only because of the apparent ingenuity
with which it was contrived.
It seems also that the Martians have overcome the dif
ficulties of aerial navigation. They have an airship of very
peculiar and ingenious proportions. It was drawn and de
scribed at the sittings of October 9th and 13th, The descrip
tion of it was as follows:
" Made of wire cloth like stuff—made to go in air. It is
an air ship. It is a coil. You see it will run a long mile
(while) when they will have to stop and wind it, or it must be
wound while it is in motion. This coil makes the wings go,
Each one (wing) is connected with this coil and then when
the power is turned on it makes them go like birds' wings.
The power runs it ail, only the propeller guides it. Let me
tell you about the wings first.
MThey are filled with air so that they are light. Then
the wire-like cloth covers them. There are fifteen points or
parts of the wings that are filled with air. These wings go
up and down. The coils at the bottom are used to help the
wings open. The power winds the coil. The power is elec
tricity and the batteries are where the coils are. There are
three big coils. One is for the wind sails, one is for the
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wings, and one is for the propeller. The coil is used with the
sails because it is sometimes needed when the winds are
strong. The propeller goes like a wing. The wind makes
the ship go some.”
This is not a very intelligible description and it is not
given as such, but only to illustrate what the attempt was.
The draft of the airship drawn by the planchette is clearer
than any description, though it is meager in conception, and
•shows a curious mechanism that resembles roughly the com
bination of a flattened balloon suspended upon a flat boat with
sails. All the parts of it were named and described, includ
ing the means of entrance which were round window-like
holes in the sides.
On the last of the two dates above mentioned as occu
pied with the airship, namely, October 13th, a friend was
present who resolved to try a test experiment. He had tried
telepathy on various occasions and found no traces of its oc
currence. He therefore tried the following. He wrote the
question ‘ Do flowers grow on M ars?' on a piece of paper
out of the sight of Mrs. Smead and placed it on the table and
covered it with several pieces of paper so that Mrs. Smead
could not see it. A drawing was made by the planchette and
the words " water flowers ” written on the sheet. The figure
is a fair representation of a pond surrounded with water lilies.
The words “ green, brown, yellow and white " were also
written showing some reference to the colors of the flowers.
This friend whom I know personally is a man of scientific
attainments and has performed experiments in hypnosis and is
well aware of the dangers of suggestion, so that the experi
ment in all probability was carefully performed. Assuming
that it was so performed there is a suggestion of telepathy
or clairvoyance in the result, unless Mhe fact that Martian
matters were uppermost in the mind of Mrs. Smead may have
made the coincidence a chance one. This last view is a pos
sible one without doubt.
On October 15th the planchette drew a mountain or ele
vation and placed on it the Martian symbols for two houses.
The place was described as an observatory or “ place where
they look at you
There was also drawn across the moun
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tain what may be described as tunnels dug through it with a
pipelike appearance at the ends. The Martian name for
house, “ warhibivje ” was written near the symbols for house
and explained to mean this. Then a complete Martian sen
tence was written describing the place, with numerals placed
under the words to indicate the order of the Martian grammat
ical construction. In English it read, “ The place in which
man chief ruler looks on your earth ". The Martian order
indicated by the numerals was, " The man chief ruler's place
in which he looks on your earth from Mars ” , The Martian
hieroglyphs translated into English were. " Ti rure neu infew
mare lanes en fratuir triuen carmie ".
A curious coincidence between this drawing and one in
Flournoy's case is to be noticed. Mile. Helene Smith also
drew a Martian observatory with a tunnel in it, and it appears
that Mrs. Smead was unaware of the fact. Flournoy’s book
was in the house when this cycle began the second time, but
had been withheld from Mrs. Smead’s reading on purpose
and moreover at the time of this drawing the volume had
been put in the care of a friend to keep it away from Mrs,
Stnead’s attention. Unless we are to believe that Mrs.
Smead had read it in some abnormal condition before its re
moval from the house, as she testifies that she had not done
so consciously, there is no reason to suppose that she had seen
any of Mile. Smith’s drawings.
It was a month later before the subject was renewed, and
on November 14th the planchette wrote a Martian sentence
representing the statement that the people in that planet were
eating a meal, with a reference to the house in which the
feast occurred. According to the original automatic records
this house was not drawn until ten days later, November
24th. But the sentence was: “ Wahrhibivie arri p[a]rri kau
friuiol taikin sirvuen ". To the question, what the Martians
were eating the answer was, in English, “ bread, cake, some
thing like water, fruit and chicken ”, The Martian for these
articles was " fraiu, kreki, trikuil, caruitz, fluiniz
The
drawing of the house represented merely the ground plan
and with it the contents were drawn and described with the
locality of each piece, including couches, hassocks, a cushion.
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table, water flagon, clock and doors. On the next day a
Martian chicken was drawn and this fowl was said to be not
so large as the terrestrial chicken. There was apparently
an association between this sitting and the one of November
14th.
On November 16th, with probably a similar associative
connection, a house of palatial proportions was drawn and de
scribed as the palace of Artez, the chief ruler. The palace
consisted of two divisions, one of white and the other of grey
stone. That of grey stone was by far the larger and showed
a different style of architecture. It was characterised by a series
of square towers connected together in the first story. Two of
the towers were larger than the others, of which there were four,
six in all. There were four stairways arranged between the
towers, except between the second and third and between the
fourth and fifth. The doors were large and of rectangular
shape, and some of the windows were round and some square.
The roof was made so as to serve as a walk, somewhat like a roof
garden, and the entrance to it was gained through the doors in the
towers. The white stone house was smaller than the grey
and built on the same general style, except that the towers,
if so they may be called, terminated in pyramidal shape and
the windows were all round. The foreground of the whole
palace consisted of lawns, flower plots, and ponds or artificial
lakes. The background was a series of lofty mountains with
the blue sky to set them ofF. The conception was in all quite
a magnificent one and worthy of a fine artist. Apparently
the conception was that of a mild climate.
On November 21st the “ communications" purported to
come from the child Willis and related to Jupiter, as the
“ babies’ heaven ", The details are very interesting second
ary personality, but are too lengthy to reproduce (p. 192).
On November 24th the “ communications ” recur to the
Martian house of Artez and a ground plan of the three depart
ments in it was drawn. The palace itself, as we have seen, was
drawn on the 16th. In the ground plan there were references
to the furniture of the rooms, and especially to a curtain which
was drawn and represented as an important feature of the
palace. It was apparently an embroidered curtain and was
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described in all its details. The fringe at the bottom con
sisted of representations of Martian people and was of dark
grey or brown color. Immediately above it, of a lighter
color and mixed with yellow, was a sort of serpentine shaped
decoration and above this a yellow stripe. On this yellow
stripe was superposed a wide red stripe with four specimens
of flowers, as if set in pots. The two middle flowers were
single and the two outside sets were of three branches each.
Over this belt was a narrow strip of grey color, apparently
representing the walks and gardens of the palace: for in the
center of the curtain above this belt were the white stone
divisions of the palace drawn on the 16th and described pre
viously, with green swards in the background rising into
mountains and sky further back. On the sides of this picture,
as a margin, were rectangles of red and yellow and at the top
a heavy brown fringe like that at the bottom. The whole
representation is both unique in its way and well conceived.
On the same date a vase with flowers in it was drawn and the
Martian words for “ plant" and “ vase" written. The Martian
for “ vase ” was “ Cari ” and for " plant ” it was “ Tariat ",
(p . 2 0 6 . )

On December 1st, after some apparent messages from
friends (p. 207), the planchette drew the battery for the
Martian airship and some conversation was held regarding it.
Following this was what seems to have been a Martian tower
on a wall.
On December 5th another specimen of a Martian curtain
was drawn. It was somewhat different in style from the first
specimen. The fringe and margins were not of the same
type and were not described in detail. The central ornament
was a representation of the Martian airship with a back
ground of sky and cloud. Curiously enough the figure of the
airship is quite identical with that drawn much earlier (p. 201),
showing the same subliminal memory as is noticeable in the
hieroglyphic symbols of speech and thought, when once the
fabrications are made. The sails of the airship were white,
the curtain generally of brown, but the embroidery of a light
bine. The Martian word “ farrieries ” was also written as
that for “ curtain " and the curtain drawn was said to belong
to the white stone palace.
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On December 6th the child Willis purported to be the
communicator and the planchette began by drawing a veil,
saying: “ What I saw one lady wearing when I went with
uncle Vester
Then a woman’s bust was drawn with the
veil fastened on the top of her head and trailing down the
back. On December 10th the veil and lady were drawn again
and with them the Martian sentence with the numerals under
written to explain the Martian order.
“ Mirwerel Wariema Marquein warhibivie mamanie '*
4
2
1
3
5
The English order and literal translation of this was:
“ Marquein Wariema's house live together husband ” , but it
was more liberally interpreted as meaning “ House where the
bride Marquein Wariema lives with her husband ” It was
also explained that Martian wives retain their maiden names
after marriage not taking that of the husband, which in this
case was said to be “ Mirwerel
On December 14th another house was drawn with two
wings. It resembles a barrack and is plain in architecture.
The windows again are round and are very numerous. On
December 16th a long sentence was written whose meaning
has an apparent reference to the house drawn on the 14th.
First came the Martian symbols and then their English
equivalents. The latter were : “ Ti maren oreicein ein
treviens veren quren mariquim ” . The translation w as:
“ The men work in the fields before they marry ". The ref
erence on the 14th had been to the house or barracks as “ the
place where the men that get married w ork” . Toward the
close of the experiment it was explained that the Martians
were reluctant to answer questions.
December 16th was the last of the Martian “ communi
cations ". They were suddenly interrupted by the appear
ance at the next experiment, December 19th, of a new per
sonality calling himself Harrison Clarke and who shut out
all other would-be “ communicators ” . He apparently had
no interest in interplanetary matters and never even once
alludes to them. The summary of his performances is re-
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served for the next chapter. But he began his “ communi
cations ” with inverted writing.
«
The psychologist and psychical researcher will recognise
at once what these Martian phenomena mean. There is no
evidence that they are what they purport to be. The only
hypothesis that recommends itself under such conditions is
that of secondary personality, or subliminal fabrication like
that of Mile. Helene Smith. There are internal indications in
the drawings of the planchette that suggest this theory, even
if we had no other evidence of it. For instance, the mechan
ical impossibility of the airship, the evident confusion of a
Mpropeller " with the helm, the appropriation of forces like
electricity which is the object of present terrestrial excite
ment in invention and expected discovery, the general play of
this unconscious process reproducing phenomena too much
like the terrestrial to escape suspicion—all these are facts
which take the Martian “ communications " entirely out of
the category of spiritistic revelations, unless better evidence
is forthcoming to show a transcendental origin and meaning.
But the most important and interesting feature of the case
remains after we have thus explained it. This is the psycho
logical value of such cases for the study of alleged spiritual
ism, We find in them evidence that we need not impeach
normal consciousness for fraud while we discover automatic
processes of mentation that may be equally acquitted of
fraudulent intent, owing to the absence of normal self-con
sciousness, while we are also free from the obligation to ac
cept the phenomena at their superficial value. The extra
ordinary characteristic of them is the extent to which they
imitate the organising intelligence of a normal mind and the
perfection of the impersonation of spirits, always betraying
their limitations, however, just at the point where we have
the right to expect veridical testimony to their claims. In
this instance these claims are more plausible than in Flour
noy’s. His ** spirits ” could do nothing to prove their identity
and assumed what I understand is the prevailing form of
^ritualism in France, namely, the doctrine of reincarnation.
But this feature, as in spiritualism in this country, is ab
sent from the present case and is connected with person-
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alities who might be expected to prove their identity, and we
shall find in the sequel that one of them apparently does
something to satisfy this criterion. It is the personality of
Sylvester, the name of the deceased brother of Mr. Smead.
I shall incorporate here for the reader’s convenience a
summary of the Martian symbols, language and sentences, so
that they may be studied together, and their relation to the
theory of secondary personality better appreciated.
1 shall first give the alphabet and numerals. As the
reader will notice very few letters were given, and also only
one-half of the digits. The interesting feature of this matter
is that such letters of the alphabet as were given came i n j e sponse to a definite request to spell certain words. In all
other cases the subliminal of Mrs. S. evidently found it easier
to produce the hieroglyphic symbols for words as a whole
than to spell them out in an alphabet.
I give two lists of the Martian words. The first list con
tains the English word followed by its Martian equivalent and
the Martian symbol, as written by the planchette, except that
these symbols are here reconstructed in symmetrical form.
The second list gives the words in groups with the date on
which each group was given by the planchette. In this way
they may be studied to a better purpose.
Following these I give the Martian sentences with their
Martian symbols and English equivalents. Often the Mar
tian sentence was rewritten, even a second time, in response
to a request. I give each draft drawn by the planchette and
also the dates on which they were drawn, so that the result
may be studied from two points of view. There is first the
subject's memory for each draft in reproducing the same sign
and order. Then there is the same memory for the longer
period between the various dates. In this way we can better
examine the uniformity and variations in the symbols. It
will be remarked, however, that the variations are very few .
The regularity is undoubtedly surprising under the circum
stances, I also indicate, as did the planchette, the difference
of order between the Martian and English by placing the
proper numbers under the words in the sentences where it
was done in the process of communication.
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The Martian Alphabet
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................... -T ___

2 ........................ Z . . _
3 ............................

R

4 .............................

>/l »OIN 00 Ov
L is t of M artian W ords.

Aug., 1895.

'

Z en ten —very cold.
Z en tin en —cold, very cold.
E m erin cen rcn —equator, very,

very warm.
D ir ns tee —the north temperate zone.
D irn stse R in —the south temperate zone.
M im ten irim te —one continent.

Sept. 15, 1900.
Irev itrev ir —vessel (ship).
S e re tre v ir —ocean or sea vessel.
C ristririe —the name of the vessel.

Sept. 20, 1900.
T i —the.
E tn erv ia —lake.
Inin —boy

< ,1 I Hljf
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A marivim — walking,
Fem o —dog.
W arkibivie —house.
Tim eviol —temple.

Sept. 24, 1900.
A m irieen —to be a great man—the name of a great man.
Sept. 29,1900.
Yo-vrst — you
Yo-urstin — your.

Sept. 30, 1900.
Cle—one.
Ke —two
M are» —men.
K aren —women.
M are —man.
K are —woman.
Six letters of the Martian Alphabet, besides signs for some
words.
Oct 1,1900.
W ereven —serpent
Tri —three.
Triu —four.

—"T he Martian language has both an alphabet and signs
for words—they use the signs most” —from " Maude,”
Oct 2, 1900.
Z u —five.
Oct. 3, 1900.
M oken — flowers,
A rin —bloom.
T n n c n —there.
M inin —many.
Oru —of.
I nine —plant.
Tine —them.

*

-1
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Oct. 4, 1900.
A re v ie —went.
W a rire — with.
M a ren en is —subjects.
A r t e s —Chief.
F e u —To.
Oct 5, 1900.
A A v e —wife.
C eassin —dress.
O onei —when.
K e i —she.
A h r u e —goes.
R u-in-in —riding.
Y e o a r —goat cart (one drawn).
Oct.

7, 1900.
T riv en iu l —clock.

Oct. 15, 1900.
R u se ( ?)— Place.
N e u —in.
Jn fe iv —which.
L o ries —looks.
E n —on.
F ra tiu r —your earth.
T riu e n —from.
C arm ie —Mars.
Nov. 14, 1900.
A r r t —where.
P r r i —we.
K a u —saw.
F riu to l —people.
T aikin —eating.
S irv u c n —supper.
F r a iu —bread.
K re k t —cake.
T rik u il —something like water to drink.
C aru its —fruit.
F lu in ic —chicken (not like ours).

1 .'lO'jl
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ic. 10, 1900.
M irw erel —Bride.
W aricm a —Wariema the woman’s name.
M orquein —Marquein the rest of her name.
Mamanie —living together,
1 1, 1900.
Cart—vase.
e. 16, 1900.
O rdcein —work.
£>k—in.
Treviens —fields.
Veren —before.
Quren —they.
M ariqim — marry.
c 5, 1900,
Fam eries — Curtains.

S ig n s in the M artian Language.

The— T i — (sign) ................................

—

.

P

Boy—tm'n— (sig n ).............................. -I— •Walking— am artvim — (sign) . .............
Dog—f e m o — (sign) ..........................-----------House—w arhibivte — ( sign) ............
x
Temple
—

tim eviol — ( sign )

................

j a _
f l^

.

-OO
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7. A — (sig n ).....................
8.

Great—

(sign) . . . .

9.

Man— mare— (sign)

1 r
a
r / means "Man chief ruler.’’

10.

Chief—

(sign) • * -

11.

Ruler—

(sign) . . .

12.

One— cle— (sign )........... .................. x

13.

Two— ke— (sign )......... ................... _ z _

14.

Three— tri— (sign) . . . . . ......................

15.

Four— triu— (sign) ....... .................. . < £ > _

16.

E — (sign ).......................................1 .

17.

M— (sign) .......................................

18.

N— (sign).................... ...................

19.

O— (sig n )....... ...........

r ............ i

i

...................K

t -t.u

_
-
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... T
Women—JCarew— (sign) ...........
Men—
— (sign) ................. . . . . Q s .
Woman—
— (sign) . . . . . .
This— (sign) ......... . .................. ... - A T . . .

W—(sign)

m a re n

k a re

Addressing— (sign )....................

.... . J . . .
Subjects—
(sign ) . . . . . . . . . d 1 ] . . .
To—
(sign) . . . . . . . . . . . . b s...
Five— — (sign) . . . . . . . . .
Flowers—
— (sign) . . . . . . . . . i l L .

His—

(sign )......................

Zu

h

f

m o k en

— — (sign) . .. . . . .... 5 \
There—
— (sign) . . . . . . .... 1 . .

Bloom a rin

trin en

.

1 -.OO'it'
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33.

M an y— mini»— (sig n )

34.

O f— am — (sig n ) .......................

35.

Plant— tnine— (sign ) ................ ............ Ì

36.

Them — tine— ( sign )

37.

W en t— arivtc— ( s i g n ) .............. ................

38.

W ith— warire — ( s i g n ) .............. ............ _4

39.

Chief— Artec — ( s i g n ) .............. ................r

40.

W ife — arive — (sign )

41.

Dress— ceassin— ( s i g n ) ............ ................

42.

W hen— aonet— ( s i g n ) .............. ............ y

43.

She— kei— (sig n ) ....................... ............c 3

44.

Goes— ahrue— (sign )

............

._\

................

...

.............. ............... D . . .

.............. ............... t

t- n'O'Jl

---
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Riding—rumi«— ( sign )

.

Goat Cart—y eo a r — (sign)

Clock— trrveniui — ( sign )
Where— a rri — ( sign ) __
We—p [ a ] r r i — (sign) . . .

Bread—fr a iu — ( sign )
Cake—k re k i — (sign) .

Fruit— caruitz — (sign)

.J k _ .
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57.

Chicken— fluints— (sign)

58.

Water—trikuil— (sign) .

59.

Bride— Mirwerel— ( sign )

60.

Wariema— (name) __ _

61.

Marqnein— (name) ..........................

62.

Living together—Mamanie— (sign) .

63.

Work— oreicein— (sign) ..................

64.

In— etn— (sign )...............................

65.

Fields— Treviens— (sig n ).................

66.

Before— veren— (sign )

67.

They— quren— (sign) ...........................A _____

r>'■
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Marry— moriqim— { sign )
Cartains— fam eries — ( sign )

it ■
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C H A P T E R IV .
T H E H A R R IS O N C L A R K E P E R S O N A L IT Y .

It was on December 19th, as already remarked, that Harris;
Clarke made his first appearance. He came without any wan
ing or suggestion and with his appearance all other “ communic
tors ’’ are completely excluded for a time. The plausibility »
his claim to being a spirit, in contrast to the personality of U
pold in Flournoy’s case of Mile. Helene Smith, lay in the sped
incidents narrated to prove his identity. But before he gave tVu
he relied upon his adeptness at tricks of writing to prove 1
claims. He showed about equal facility in normal, inverted, a
mirror writing, though Mrs. Smead has never practised anythi
but normal writing. What I have called inverted writing v
written upside down and backward, so that it must be read
turning the sheet over from top to bottom. The mirror writ
can be read only in a mirror. But when he was given to und
stand that these tricks of writing were not sufficient to prove
terrestrial identity and transcendental existence, he condescend
to meet our demands for more appropriate data to prove
spiritistic claims, and the result was the following story wt
was given at different times and not in the chronological orde
which I have here arranged the statements.
He was bom in a small town which he said was now a par
Chicago, but did not name the suburb. At the age of two y
he was taken to Albany, New York State, where he was broi
up by an aunt. When he became old enough he went to 1
York City and worked there a short time, but removed to B
more, Maryland, where he obtained work in a small store. T
he fell in love with a young lady whose name he gave and w
he called " his girl ” , and became engaged to her. Thin
that, if he was to get married, he should have a trade he
turned to New York and was employed as a typesetter in
office of the N e w Y o rk H era ld . In the meantime “ his g irl
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litiroote died and the effect on Harrison Clarke was a broken
art He enlisted in the army and was “ in the last regiment
it left New York City for the war ” . He gave an account of
s marching through the streets and said he was in the ninth
* of troops. This he said was in 1862. The next event with
iid) he said he was connected was the battle of Shiloh. He
med the generals in command on that occasion, saying that
ant was chief in command and Sherman under him with Gen.
w Wallace, saying also that he himself was in Wallace’s divi
e and that Wallace had taken Gen. C. F. Smith’s place because
the latter’s illness. Gen. Bragg was mentioned as the Conkrate commander. One night Harrison Clarke and his com!e were out, for reasons not definitely explained, wandering
wt through swampy ground and appeared to be lost. Near
morning they were discovered by a rebel guard and shot,
trite was shot through the lungs, but did not die immediately,
the meantime he was visited by the spirit of his lady love who
1 him that he was coming with her. He demurred at first,
finally consented on the promise that he should be permitted
return some time and tell that he had survived the ordeal of
th.
This was an interesting and circumstantial story. Some of
incidents it was not posssible to investigate for verification
disproof, as they were not accompanied by the details neces*
v to secure a clue. The incident of the employment in the
a? York H e r a l d office had its possibilities, but after writing
t no such man had been employed at that office in the memory
die men there at the time, the authorities refused to permit
examination of the records of the time when the alleged
nts occurred. The authorities in the War Department at
uhington, D. C., were more kind and accommodating. In
ponse to inquiries on the matter, they reported to me that th ere
t x o JJe tu Y o r k regim en ts in the Battle o f S h ilo h , and Johns
’s history of the civil war shows that the only regiments in
i battle were from Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. The battle
wred in April, 1862. The statements about the generals in
t battle, except that of General Bragg who was not the comadiug general, were all correct and also was the statement that
F. Smith was ill and that his command was taken by Gen. Lew
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Wallace. Mrs. Smead does not remember ever reading any ac
count of this battle, and Mr. Smead had to read a number «1
articles in an encyclopedia and Gen. Grant's Memoirs in order u
ascertain whether any of the details about the commands and th
battle ground were true or not. He found them all true. Be
of course they are such as might have been read at some time b
Mrs. Smead in an article about the battle of Shiloh which wi
one of the most important in the civil war.
But in spite of the truth about the battle, as we have n
marked, no New York regiments were in that engagemes
There was, I found at Washington, a Harrison Clarke in tl
125th New York, but he was still living at the time of the expo
merits and had never been in the battle named. There was al
a Harrison Clarke in one of the Illinois regiments in the battle i
Shiloh, but he was mustered out at the close of the war and d
not die until 1895. There was a Harrison Clarke killed in t
battle of Fair Oaks, not far from Shiloh, in May, 1862, and tl
locality was surrounded by swampy ground. But the inddei
narrated do not fit this man. But the discoveries in Washingl
put an end to the spiritistic claims of Harrison Clarke. It
true that he did not spontaneously say that he was enlisted ii
New York regiment, but seemed to assent to it when suggest
His spontaneous statement was that his regiment was the I
to leave the city before that battle. But the fact that no tr
of any Harrison Clarke having been killed in that battle can
found indicates quite clearly what disposal had to be made of
claims as stated.
As soon as I had ascertained that no New York regimi
had been in the battle of Shiloh, I resolved to confront this |
sonality with the facts. I sent them to Mr. Smead and at
first opportunity he presented them to Harrison Clarke for
planation. When this was done Harrison Clarke showed
natural embarrassment which the contradiction was bound to \
duce, but began a battle of intellectual sparring and defi:
which has hardly its equal in any of the annals of secondary
sonality within my acquaintance. He admitted frankly the
barrassing character of the situation and did not blame
Smead for not believing him, but at the suggestion of desei
he seized the chance to say that he had deserted the N ew
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praent and had reenlisted under another name in a regiment
it enabled him to be present in the battle of Shiloh. But he
solutely refused to give the name under which he reenlisted!
; sawa way to escape being trapped again and stubbornly re
sed to supply any more data for determining his personal
aitity. As a consequence his presence was discouraged and
soon disappeared in a fit of anger and did not reappear again
* some time, when he seemed somewhat chastened and sub
id. though he would not do anything more to establish his
ntity.
There were some non-evidential phenomena presenting superally spiritistic characteristics that should be mentioned in this
unary. Mr. Smead was curious to know something of the
4us operandi of “ communication ” and interrogated Harrison
irtte on the matter. His reply (p. 254) is interesting as ex
iting ignorance, in fact a denial, of secondary personality
ich accorded with the opinions of Mrs. Smead who
not believe in such a thing, A part of the reply, however,
us to coincide with the “ possession ’’ theory of spirit comniation, with some naive and false views about hypnotism
ichmight be natural enough to Mrs. Smead. Dreams he extiedas similar to hypnosis. The reader, however, should conthedetailed record for all this matter as it represents psycho
cal completeness that can not be reproduced here in the
unary.
There were a number of tricks of writing performed by this
mson Clarke which should be mentioned. At one sitting
(f. Xenos asked him to write a word beginning with the last
er first. At once “ gnilrats " was written which spelled back
'd is "starling" (p. 233). At another time he was asked
rrite something backward in mirror writing. He responded
with the sentence “ sey fi uoy wish ” , all of it in mirror
hngand the first three words spelled backward. The sentence
(“ yes, if you wish ’’ (p. 237). At another time when asked
»rite the name “ Philadelphia " in mirror writing and with
tyother letter omitted this was done almost to perfection with
ish and promptness that would take one off his feet, so to
*k, with surprise (p. 238). The surprise, however, is not
Hue the fact is any evidence of the transcendental, but be-
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cause the readiness with which all these things were done is not
the natural result of any habits of the kind in Mrs. Sinead's
normal consciousness, she having never practised mirror writing,
Where we are accustomed to interpret facts in the light of «lo
cation and habit such performances as Harrison Clarke's seen
to contradict the necessity of any such habits for explaining ever
our normal actions.
Again to test the question of the supernormal I once place
my arm in a hanging position, so that my body would complete!;
conceal it from Mrs. Smead’s field of vision, while she was ini
deep trance and with her eyes closed. Besides about two-third
of my arm was below the edge of a table and could not hav
been seen if the eyes had been open. Moving my hand back an
forward on the wrist as a hinge and endeavoring not to caus
any noise with the coat sleeve which might affect any suppose
hyperaesthetic condition of Mrs. Smead, I asked this personalit
what I was doing and received the answer that I was moving ni
hand. On my recognition of the answer's correctness, Harrisc
Clarke asked me triumphantly whether I did not believe in hi
now. I flattered him on his success but pressed him with tl
necessity of proving his identity if he were to satisfy me. Sir
ilar feats were performed in one or two other instances, as
the case of the "water lilies” on Mars (p. 202). But tl
psychologist would desire more experiments of this kind ai
better, and when successful would think of something else tk
spirits as an explanation.
An illustration of the influence of secondary personali
in the conduct of Harrison Clarke is found in the following e
perience of Mrs, Smead. After I had reported to Mr. Sme
and he to Harrison Clarke, that is, to Mrs. Smead’s subconscic
life, the fact that the person by that name in the 125th New Yc
regiment was still living, this personality had the audacity
cause a vision to appear to Mrs. Smead (p. 359) in which
himself was represented as an apparition showing her his re;
ment marching before her, and when the ninth line was reach
in which he had said originally that he had marched, he poinl
out a vacancy in the line to indicate where he had been and tl
he had really been killed. This, it is apparent, was the utilisati
of my own information conveyed to Mr. and Mrs. Smead.
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reference to the 125th New York regiment was made in the
vision.
Another incident which represents a remarkable instance of
auto-suggestion is the following and occurred in one of Mr.
Smead’s experiments (p. 254), Mr. Smead had asked what
became of Mrs. Smead's soul when he, Harrison Clarke was
writing, and the reply was that she was asleep. On a further
question to know if she was aware of what was going on, Har
rison Clarke said: " Ask her what she saw ” , and when Mr.
Smead asked his wife to tell him what she saw, she being still in
the trance, Harrison Clarke replied, “ Yes, when she wakes
After she awoke, which was almost immediately, she narrated a
most interesting visión. She had seen a lady dressed in olden
style and had thought it was Harrison Clarke’s lady love. Ac
cepting Harrison Clarke’s own account his lady love had been
dead at least forty years, or about that.
I have not space to give the reader any summary of the
dialogue between Mr. Smead and this Harrison Clarke after I
reported my discoveries about his story of himself. I must
leave this matter to the reader as it is too complicated and lengthy
to reproduce. But it is a most interesting piece of intellectual
warfare and defiance against Mr. Smead's attempt to bring him
to terms. He parried many a blow very successfully and made
out a case that we cannot refute though we cannot believe it.
The psychological play of defence in the dialogue illustrates with
what we may have to deal betimes in the capacity of secondary
personality to carry on the simulation of the reality. There was
nothing in Mrs. Smead's education to suggest the intellectual
feats here performed, though she is a woman of naturally clear
insights but diffident in temperament. Its psychological interest,
however, lies in the unusual freedom of the case from the oracu
lar and mysti fying answers to questions that so often characterize
secondary personality. There are none of the irrelevant remarks
so often indulged in similar cases, unless we so classify the sharp
parrying thrusts of Harrison Clarke in self-defence. He ex
cites our admiration for the quality which makes it as impossible
to disprove as it is to prove his claims. Secondary personality
is so frequently absurd that it refutes itself by the incredibility of
its revelations, but there is nothing inconceivable in Harrison
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Clarke’s claims. They only lack the ev id en ce for their exterior
origin, mingled now and then with the subliminal contributions
of Mrs. Smead's mind. But the fact that he is everything in
tellectually that Phinuit was m in u s the evidence that Phinuit gave
of the supernormal places his personality on the borderline 'be
tw een the cases of Mlle. Hélène Smith and Mra Piper.

v. 11
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CH APTER V.
M ISC E LL A N E O U S IN CID EN TS.

As I have already intimated the interest of this case does not
exhaust itself in the Martian and Harrison Clarke phenomena.
There were scattered through the sittings representing Martian
matter also ** communications ’* and personalities which had a
plausible spiritistic character, some of them as unverifiable as
Harrison Clarke and some of them representing facts known to
Mr. and Mrs. Smead. The Martian incidents directly purported
to come from the deceased children of Mr. and Mrs. Smead and
the deceased brother of Mr. Smead, as I have already explained.
All this interested me to ascertain, if possible, whether any fur
ther development of the case was feasible. I had obtained some
of the Harrison Clarke incidents at sittings which I held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Smead and hence the case interested me
sufficiently to arrange a series of experiments in my own house
in New York, as I was so situated that I could not leave the city
at the time. I did not give a hint of what my plans were to Mr.
and Mrs. Smead. These were to try an experiment which Dr.
Hodgson has desired for years to try in the Piper case, if we
could find another medium of promise to make the trial. This
was to establish communications between Mrs. Piper and another
medium at a distance so that we could exchange messages at
sittings going on at the same time. 1 made arrangements with
Dr. Hodgson to try this experiment simultaneously with his sit
tings near Boston. In pursuance of this plan I brought Mrs.
Smead to New York, concealing from her, as I have said, all that
might suggest either my object or information about persons
from whom I might expect to hear on the assumption or possi
bility of supernormal powers showing themselves in the sittings.
In fact no one about the house knew my object
On the appointed day and hour Mrs. Smead went into the
trance in New York and at the same time Dr. Hodgson had his
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sitting at Arlington Heights, near Boston. This was Mardi
I2th, 1901, I found from the progress of the trance and the
meagemess and confusion of the automatic writing that then
was little or no hope of accomplishing my object. But what
occurred in Boston and was put on record there will have an
interest on any theory of both cases. Somewhere about 1 1 :30 or
12 o'clock Dr. Hodgson told Rector, the " control " in the Piper
case, in the usual way, by talking to the hand (Cf. Proceedings
of the S. P. R. Vols. X III, pp. 291-295: XVI, pp. 13-15) what
I was doing in New York, and what I wanted of him, namely
that he should investigate my case and see if he could “ com
municate " through it. Rector went on to finish his messages
through Mrs. Piper and after he had dosed with his usual fora
of statement, as if recollecting an important matter the hand o!
Mrs. Piper wrote in good strong script, " Remember---------Hyslop.”
I omit between these two words the pass sentence that m;
father, acting as supposed communicator, had spontaneously give
me on February 7th, 1900 at a sitting with Mrs. Piper and in
tended as a means of identification in future experiments will
mediums other than Mrs. Piper. On the next day, March 13t!
Rector took up a part of the sitting at which Dr. Hodgson wa
present with Mrs. Piper and in the *' communications ” discusse
the case of Mrs. Smead. I report here the record as made i
Arlington Heights, with the omission of references to otht
cases not affecting mine and of certain confusions in the " con
munications ". Rector’s statements were as follows :—
*' Friend, in looking over the light with friend Hyslop there
little indeed to be said by us concerning it, or the antecedents therei
exercised by the so-called light. It is really not worth recordin
Î. e ., the genuineness of it. (R. H., You mean that there is little rt
light, but not much.) Yes, have we not so expressed it, in différé
words perhaps? (Is there enough for you to send any n\essa
there ?) No, there is not. (Then is it worth our spending any me
time about it here now?) [Mrs. Piper’s hand listens, as it were,
the invisible.) (Have you any advice to give?) Yes, and hast th
an article of his, Hyslop’s, friend? (No.)
We will for absolute surety send Prudens there at once and i
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precisely what the conditions are while the meeting is going on. We
ask him to be wary. The so-called light as seen by us is not a light
given from our world at all, but the conditions are hypocritic [de
ceptive] and fanciful.
(Then do you see whether the deception is on the part of the
supraliminal consciousness, or is it due to the subliminal or under
stratum?) Subliminal and not supraliminal. And therefore the sub
ject is not consciously deceiving, but a few suggestions from the ex
perimenter would soon determine in his mind the conditions as herein
described. It would be infinitely wiser to suggest to the subject that
the statements, visions, etc., were due to the hidden consciousness,
and were being produced through the condition known as thought
transference.

(She has, I understand from you, a capacity for receiving im
pressions to some extent telepathically from incarnate persons.)
Yes, and not discamate. This explains absolutely the condition
there represented. [Hand then thumps the table once, then points
to invisible.]
Prudens. The statements by the spirit registering are correct.
(You mean by Rector?) Yes, I do. Prudens.
We can point out numerous cases similar. (It is quite frequent
do you find ?) Yes, in our long search for other lights than the one
through which we now operate we find this unfortunately to be the
case. (Do you in such cases see a light?) Not in all, but with an
exceptional few. (Do you mean a light that cannot be used by discamate spirits?) No, but a light which if rightly developed and
understood could be used at times by discarnate spirits."
Some further statements were made by the trance personality
about other cases, comparing them with my own and they ended
with the sentence:—“ There is in the person with Hyslop a light
but not a deceptive one.”
My sittings with Mrs. Smead in New York on both of these
dates, March 12th and 13th, were entire failures, and even sec
ondary personality was not evident, except in the fact of auto
matic writing. On the second of these days I received the name
of my wife, “ Mary ” in the automatic writing. She had
died a few months previously and Mrs. Smead was told the fact
after the sitting of the previous day, and the circumstances were
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such that they do not encourage the belief that there was any
thing significant in the incident (Cf. pp. 317-319). It was pos
sible, of course, that the name of my wife could have been acci
dentally dropped in the hearing of Mrs. Smead, though I think it
improbable that this was a fact, and especially the second part
of it which was never used in reference to her. My notes will
explain this. But the real weakness of the incident ties in tbe
doubts which must be directed to my reading of the automatic
writing which was exceedingly confused. I shall not vouch for
the accuracy of this reading on so important a point. But it is
interesting to find that my own results coincided with the judg
ment of Rector and Prudens at the sittings of Mrs. Piper, though
it is not necessary to share the jaunty and confident air of Rector
about thought transference in the case, in so far at least as these
two experiments were concerned. The Martian “ communica
tions " and the incidents of Harrison Clarke were so palpably
complicated with secondary personality, or subliminal mental ac
tion on the part of Mrs, Smead, that the reader who recognizes
this fact must be struck with the general correctness of Rector's
diagnosis. Most striking was his reference to " visions ", since
the reader has been informed that subjective apparitions and
visions are a very frequent phenomenon in the experience of
Mrs. Smead (Cf. pp. 33-45).
At the next few sittings, however, some incidents developed
that suggest the possible correctness of Rector's admission of
supernormal capacity to the extent of thought transference as at
least necessary to explain one circumstance. The sitting on the
14th showed nothing of importance. But on the 15th early in
the experiment I got my father’s name. But as this had prob
ably been seen by Mrs. Smead in my article in H a rp e r’s M a g a z in e
and I had mentioned it to her while in the trance at one o f my
previous sittings (p. 314) I could attach no significance to it, and
hence I asked that the pass sentence be given to which I have
referred above. My request was followed by scrawls at first
and then in a few minutes the first word of that sentence and
possibly the second were given, the first quite clearly. This -was
in a language which Mrs. Smead does not know and never has
known. The sentence was known to but two persons living, Dr.
Hodgson and myself, and is secured under lock and key, in a
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place known only to myself, against discovery. At this and the
next sitting I apparently received several names pertinent to
the spirtistic theory, but as the circumstances made it possible
that Mrs. Smead might have accidentally heard them I can attach
no importance to the fact, though the probabilities in my opinion
are against her having obtained the necessary information in any
way. The real objection to their significance is in the doubtful
reading of the automatic writing. The last sitting was an entire
failure, owing to an attack of influenza which seized Mrs. Smead.
Qo the whole I was not impressed with the sittings in spite of the
suggestive pertinence attaching to the delivery of a part of the
pass sentence of my father. The evidence of the supernormal
of any kind was too small to boast of and I found nothing but
more or less coincidence between my own conceptions of the case
and the diagnosis made by the trance personalities in the Piper
case.
There are incidents, however, that lend more support to the
spiritistic theory and might confirm the possibility recognized by
Rector of developing communications from the discamate. They
woe sporadic occurrences during the whole period of these mani
festations. The first important one occurred as far back as 1896,
I shall summarize the incidents in the more important of these
cases. I shall collect all those pertaining to any given person
so as to have them together, indicating the dates on which they
occurred. I shall omit the mention of those most palpably due
to suggestion, unless they may have a psychological interest jus
tifying their mention.

Maude L. Janes.
The first striking incident occurred while Mr. Smead had
charge of a small pastorate in another town than the one from
which he had to ascertain whether the facts were true or not.
Two years previously Mr. and Mrs. Smead had a friend and
parishioner by the name of Maude L. Janes in the town of
H--------, about 100 miles distant perhaps from the place of
their residence at the time of the experience to be narrated, and
whither they had moved, not having seen Miss Janes for the two
jars. In the meantime an occasional letter between Miss Janes
wd Mrs. Smead had passed for a year after the removal in 1894,
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and then all correspondence ceased, according to the testimony of
Mr. and Mrs. Smead. In August, 1896, fully a year after the
cessation of the correspondence, at a sitting of which the record
was made at the time (p. 272) the planchette wrote that this
Maude L. Janes had died of pneumonia, that she had died on
March 25th, 1896, and that her attending physician was a Dr.
St, John. This purported to come direct from Maude Janes.
Mr. Smead wrote to the mother of the lady to know if Maude
was living or not, and learned in reply that she had died oi
pneumonia on April 25th, 1896, not March, and that her physician
was a Dr. St. John. In response to the question at the sitting
where she was buried Maude Janes had named the cemetery, but
the statement proved on inquiry to be false, though there is
some indication that this place named had been thought of.
The circumstances in the case and the measures taken by Mr.
and Mrs. Smead to ascertain whether the “ communications ”
were true or not seem to indicate that the knowledge thus gained
through the instrumentality of the planchette was in some way
supernormal. It is interesting to remark in this connection that
this Maude Janes, in a conversation some years before, evidently
on the subject of spirit return, had said to Mrs. Smead: "T il
come to you when I die
She did not purport to communicate
again until February 190!, when a very pretty series of messages
was delivered which should be summarized, though they mostly
represent facts known to both Mr. and Mrs. Smead.
On February 6th, 1901 there were two sittings at both of
which Maude L. Janes was the " communicator
In response
to questions she repeated most of the messages that were given
in 1896. but getting the date right this time which of course was
now known to Mr. and Mrs. Smead. But she got the burial
place wrong as at first, though Mrs. Smead knew well enough
what it was. Then she spontaneously mentioned the fact that
her mother had died and that several persons, naming them, in the
home town of Miss Janes, were there with her. Then the fol
lowing came:—
“ Do you know that Professor H-----has given up the school
and the girls are almost all married now. Minnie married ‘ mutton
squash ’ and Ella his brother and Marian Alvord, Alfred, anc*
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Lewis Reynolds are married. Prof. H----- did wrong to Willie
Capel: took all his money and then Willie had to go away to work.
(Where did he go to work ?) I do not remember but think it was.
New Haven" (p. 281).
This was followed by some non-evidential conversation and’
Mr. Smead asked with reference to test information:—
" {Can you tell me when you were bom ?) No, it don't make
any difference here. (It would be evidence to me.) R W S. Read
h if you can. (I cannot.) You can. (I cannot.) Don’t you re
member a postal card that I wrote to Mrs. Smead when you lived in
Th---- that was written backwards. (I don’t.) Well she will and
yon can read what is there if you begin with Z and count the other
way and see if I have not spelled Ida. You will remember that we
used to write that way to each other, yes. (Please to write the old
letters and what they mean.) R W Z. I D A ............ We used to
do it so that Emily could not know what we wrote ” (p. 282).
The facts alluded to in these messages were these. A Prof.
H, had been Maude Janes’s teacher and Willie Capel was a school
mate whose money this Prof. H. took with the promise to educate
the boy, but lost it all and the boy had to go to work. Mr. and
Mrs. Smead knew this much of the facts but did not know what
had become of the boy. Mr. Smead made inquiries and found
that he had gone to New Haven as indicated in the " communi
cations". The "M innie” mentioned was Maude Janes’ sister
and the man she married was called " mutton squash ” by Maude
Janes because she disliked him. Ella was the name of the lady
that married the brother of “ mutton squash ” .
The prompt reply to Mr. Smead's indication that he wanted
evidence is an interesting psychological incident. Maude Janes
had written a postal card on some little matter using the lettersof the alphabet backward and referred to Mrs. Smead’s Chris
tian name in this way, Emily was the name of the daughter
of the postmistress who aided in the mail distribution, and it waa
toprevent her reading the postal that it was written in this way.
The second sitting of this date which occurred only about
three quarters of an hour after the first one should be read as a
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whole to obtain any conception of it and also in connection with
that of February 7th. Both are mainly composed of a mass of
names and incidents referring to certain deceased persons who
were common acquaintances of Maude Janes and Mr. and Mrs.
Sinead. Some of the statements were true and some turned
out on inquiry to be false. One in particular that was false is
interesting. It represented that a Mr. Bartholemew was dead.
Mr. Sinead was quite confident at the time of the message that
he was dead, but inquiries proved that he was still living. The
reader will notice that substantially all the facts were known to
Mr, and Mrs. Smead. It appears, however, that the reference
to Mr. and Mrs. Atwater’s going to New Britain was of a fact
not known to or not recalled by Mr. and Mrs. Smead and on in*
quiry turned out to be true. But the death of Mrs. Cotton it
seems was certainly not known to Mr. and Mrs. Smead. But the
reader should study the records and the notes carefully, and the
psychological interest in them is considerable on any theory what
ever (pp. 284-288).
There were, however, one or two facts of some note. Toward
the close of the sitting the following was written:—
" Do you remember that old lady that lived with Evline Barker?
(I can't remember.) Yes, you do. She was very much interested in
missions, so was she. (What was her name?) I’ll try to find out
some time. She is here. (I cannot remember.) Have not seen her
lately. (Go on.) Yes, I was trying to recall her name. (Can you?)
No, what would you think you would like to know that I have not
told you? (Tell me when Minnie was married.) No, why do you
always want numbers ? (Because they prove something.) They am
hard to remember after we come here. We do not have to remem
ber them after we come here. (Where did Mrs. Russell go after she
left H-----?) She went to live with Emily, (Where ?) I did know
the place, but do not just remember. (Where is Mrs, Russell now?)
I do not know. You see she left town. (Go on.) when I was at
South Hadley, Mass. (When was that?) I went to school there
1893 to 1894. (What school?) My father can do that for you. I
would rather not. I went with my cousin” (p. 284).
Mrs. Cotton was the name of the lady that lived with Evline
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Barker, the latter of whom was much interested in missions and
Maude Janes used to make fun of her. It is true also that Mrs.
Russell went to live with her daughter. Emily Maude Janes also
went to South Hadley with her cousin in 1894, but not to the
school there. The fact was not known to Mr. and Mrs. Smead,
according to their testimony.
There was an interval of some time before Maude Janes was
" communicator
Sylvester and others occupied the sittings
until March 6th when Maude Janes reappeared, Mr. Smead
at the opening of the experiment had expressed the desire for a.
Mr. Hoyt to communicate and was rather expecting this than
any one else. But Maude Janes announced herself and after a
little conversation of an unimportant character between her and
Mr. Smead the following occurred:—“ (You may write what you please.) Minnie will write soon
about what I told you. (Any facts you wish you may tell me. I
want to prove that it is you. I have a good deal of proof now, but
1 want more, Maude. Try and give it to me.) Can you tell me who
was my teacher at H-----before you came there? (No, I never
Imew. Who was it?) Mary was. (Mary who?) Will (erased)
Wilson."
Mr. Smead had written to Maude Janes’ living sister Minnie
to inquire about some incidents mentioned in the previous " com*
rminications ” and the letter in reply arrived on March 7th, one
day later than this sitting. Mr. and Mrs. Smead seem never to
have known personally or otherwise any Mary Wilson as teacher
of Maude Janes, Inquiry from persons living in that town
brought out the fact that a lady by the name of Mary Wilson
had been the teacher of Maude Janes before Mr. Smead went
to the place as a pastor. The objection thatcan be made to the
incident is that this name might have been incidentally mentioned
to Mrs. Smead during her friendly acquaintance with Miss Janes
and forgotten. But if it was ever so mentioned it is certainly
now wholly forgotten.
The “ communications ” continued and the following incident
has much interest as purporting to represent post-mortem ao
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quired knowledge which inquiry showed was unverifiabie, though
quite natural and possible.
" (Can’t you think of another test?) Not now. (All right, you
may let that go now. Be perfectly free with us, Maude, and make
yourself at home.) Tell papa to look in mama’s Bible for what 1
told you first. She did put it there when you sent it to her first
(Go on. Did your mother tell you?) She said so. She did tell me,
yes” (p. 308).
When Mr. and Mrs. Smead received the original message
purporting to come from Maude Janes in 1896 Mr. Smead first
wrote to ascertain the facts and sent the sheet of paper on which
the message was written to Maude Janes’ mother, and it was
never returned. Only a part of the original sheet was given to me
as record and the remainder was Mrs. Smead’s record made at
the time. Thinking this a good test incident, if verifiable, I
myself made a personal visit to the old home of Maude Janes
and interrogated the father to ascertain whether the record could
be found in the bible of Mrs. Janes. Mrs. Janes had died some
time after her daughter and had been dead several years when
this message was given. But neither the father nor the sister
knew of any such paper, and as another family had lived in the
house with the use of all the furniture and the books, it is prob
able that the paper referred to by the " communicator ” , if it was
ever put in the bible mentioned, was lost, as it was allowed to lie
about the house and table all this time according to the testi
mony of Mr. Janes (p. 312).
After some conversation between them regarding correspond
ence with the father about the incident just discussed the mes
sages continued:—
“ (AH right, Maude. Go on, write what you please.) [In reply
the pencil drew some scrawls about the same point, and then drew a
clear triangle, after it quite a perfect square, then an imperfect circle
with a dear triangle in it, and after this lines representing an angle
outside the last figure, a right angle, and bisected it. M rs. S . b eca m e
totally unconscious at this point.]
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(Who is this now ?) Maude L. Janes. (What is that drawing ?)
Geome [letter ‘ e ’ erased]. Prof. H-----taught me. (You did not
spell ‘ Geometry ' right.) Geometry. (Draw me some geometrical
problem please.)
[A square and a bisected angle were drawn. In the bisected
angle a circular line was drawn, indicating the mode of bisecting it.]
(What is that?) I don’t remember it, only remember how it
looked. (Draw me another one.)
[A straight line and two angles were drawn above the line and
the lines lettered as if for a demonstration. Then followed an at
tempt at the demonstration] " (pp. 308-309).
Mrs, Smead has never studied geometry and never, to her
recollection or that of Mr. Smead, knew that Maude Janes
studied it, which was ascertained by inquiry. Mrs. Smead knew
that Maude had studied algebra, as she visited the school at the
time. But the Smeads moved away from H-------- the year
before Maude studied geometry which was probably studied the
year after the algebra. The demonstration was not clear, in
fact would be treated as unintelligible and a failure. But this is
no matter of importance. The interest lies in the probability that
the Smeads did not know anything of the facts to which the
messages point. All the incidents, however, are quite consistent
»nth the view that Maude Janes was a real communicator, but
the evidence of such a supposition is too weak to effect con
viction.
Sylvester Smead.

Sylvester Smead was the brother of Mr. Smead and was ac
cidentally killed by a railway engine which struck him as he was
crossing the tracks. This had occurred some years previous to
the date of his appearance as a " communicator ” , His death,
therefore, and the manner of it was well known to both Mr. and
Mrs. Smead.
Sylvester’s name appeared, so far as we have the record, for
the first time on June 3rd, 1895 in connection with the names of
Mrs. Smead’s deceased child Willis and her brother'John. He
was also mentioned on August 15th, 1895. His name was then
mentioned several times as instrumental in the Martian " com-
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munications ” , as we have already seen. On October 26th, 1900,
his presence is inferred from the way in which he addressed his
brother, Mr. Smead, as Billy which Sylvester always called his
brother. But the messages are not such as to encourage the be*
lief in his actual presence (p. 276).
There was no further appearance of Sylvester until February
13th, 1901 when he came after the wrangle with Harrison
Clarke and after the latter had been told rather plainly that he
had to be treated as the secondary personality of Mrs. Smead.
What took place on the date just mentioned has considerable
interest though not evidential of the presence of this brother.
" (Who is here?) No answer, (Is Rose here?) No. [At
once a very singular bird was drawn. Cf. p. 292.] Me, me. ( Who
is me ?) I. (What do you mean by the bird drawn ?) Me, my you.
(What do you mean by 'me, my you'?) You. (Who is doing
this?) I am. (Give me your name.) When I explain. (Please
explain then.) Will you believe me? (I will as far as I can.) It
might be yourself. Your friend told me that you had an impression
that it was Ida's second self but he is not her. Your brother Syl
vester. (What about that bird ? I do not see.) I thought it might
be called your second self. Does it suit you? (What suit me, the
bird?) Yes. (Was it a Martian bird?) No, just fun. (All right,
that is a good joke. Go on.) You have treated that fellow very
mean, Billy. (Who?) Harrison Clarke. (Go on, tell what you
wish.) He has proved what I told you. Don't you think so? Yes,
you remember I told you that if you did not want her, that she was
a good girl. Your friend has put Ida to steep for me and you do not
need your, hand on hers. He is going to tell me how to write without
it [the planchette], I cannot yet. It will take some time.”
The reader who has examined the dispute with Harrison
Clarke will appreciate this dialogue between Mr. Smead and his
brother as a fine piece of psychological play, no matter what
theory is accepted. It represents Sylvester as having been
under the direction and tutelage of Harrison Clarke in the
matter of "communicating” . Now the planchette had been
used all along until the appearance of Harrison Clarke and he
took to the pencil with great ease. It is an interesting Nemesis
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to note that ever since his disappearance the planchette has to
be used for the most successful work.
A most interesting fact also to note is that Sylvester just at
the dose of this sitting remarked, when Mr, Sinead asked him
if Mrs. Smead would come out as soon as usual, that " it will
take longer ” , After this Mrs, Smead had much difficulty in
coming out of the trance and it was an hour or more before she
could stand up alone. She remarked that she suffered in some
such way as Mr. Sinead's brother must have suffered when he
saw that he was going to be struck by the railway engine. It
should be noted in this connection also that this occasion seems
to have been the first one on which Sylvester apparently took the
part of a " control ” .
Sylvester is not in evidence again until March 4th when
some interesting by-play occurred in the spirit of what is quoted
above and it was followed by some interesting messages in re
sponse to demand for proof of identity.
“ This is me. (Who is me?) Me, (Who is me? Explain,
please.) This is me. (Explain.) Lettie, yes. (Can you write your
last name?) No. (Go on, write what you please.) [A pause of
tea minutes.]
[Mrs. S. said: ‘ It is queer Sylvester has not been around since
last night.'] Understand why don’t you ? (Who is writing ?) I did.
(Who is I?) Me. (I wish you to write your name so that I may
know who it is.) Why? (1 am sure that I want to know if it is
you.) She will not be afraid will she? (Write it. It will be all
right) I will. Sylvester. (Write your full name.) Was not that
enough? (Are you really my brother Sylvester?) No. (Who is
writing here tonight?) Me, Sylvester I. Smead. (How do you
nuke that out? I cannot see. You say you are not my brother Sytnster, and then you say you are Sylvester I. Smead. How do you
explain that?) I will. I am Ida’s s e lf, second one [‘ self ’ and * sec<ad’ underlined twice and * one ’ thrice.] one.. no.. one. You see
# then. (That joke is all tired out, Sylvester.) You are not tired
of saying it. (Will you try to prove your identity?) How, yes.
{By telling me things that will prove to me that you are really my
brother Sylvester.) No, I will try. (Will you give me the name of
your girl, Sylvester? I know Ida did not know what it was. It
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would be a good test.) Evelyn, [Correct.) (Will you tell me the
name of a young lady you and I used to know in Lawrence. Her
father worked in the foundry and her mother was a very stout
woman. The lady had another sister that was married. Will you
tell me her name? This will be a good test.) Grace Gregg."
(p. 304).
This last answer was correct and was the name that Mr.
Smead had in mind. Mrs. Smead did not know the name. It
should have been spelled ' Craig \
The reader will appreciate the intellectual play about Mrs.
Smead’s secondary personality and I need not comment upon
it. The name ' Evelyn however, will have its interest explained
later, as the message has additions near the close of the sitting.
Mr. Smead then asked the 11 communicator ” if he could name
the station agent at the railway crossing where he, the “ com
municator" had been killed, the answer was:— [Pause] “ No
[Pause] Mr. Hwtt . . Hwtt . . no . . Hewitt” The
correct name was Mr. Hoit and was not known to Mrs. Smead.
Mr. Smead then asked if he could tell where he and his
brother used to hold meetings of a secret order, and the first
reply was a reference again to Mrs. Smead’s “ second self",
and then after reproof from Mr. Smead for his fooling, the
“ communicator ” answered:—“ We used to play tick tack. Do
you rember remember that man that chased us. (Give the name
of this man.) Mr. Rober . . Roberts."
I had made arrangements for Mrs. Smead to come to New
York for the experiments which I have already explained (p, 7 9 ).
At this juncture in the “ communications ” Mr. Smead asked if he
would go to New York with Mrs. Smead. The answer was:
“ No, for Ida. I don’t know Mrs. Smead. (What! Did you
say you don’t know Mrs. Smead, Sylvester?) Yes, I know
Ida, my sister, Billy. (Will you go with her?) I will. You
won’t be afraid now, Billy, with me.”
The following incident indicates the interest in this reply.
Mr. Smead’s brother Sylvester used to go with Mrs. Smead be
fore she was married to Mr, Smead and the latter had fears that
the brother might alienate the affections of his ladylove and used
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to exhibit considerable jealousy in the matter and the brother
Sylvester delighted to tease him about it.
Mr. Smead then asked the second time for the name of his
ladylove. The answer was: “ Evy . . Evelyn was the name
of my girL (What was her last name?) Sargent." (p. 305).
The facts are these. Mr. Smead had found in the pocket
book of his brother Sylvester, after his death by accident, a
poem dedicated to a lady by the name of “ Evelyn " and sus
pected that this was the name of his ladylove, but did not know.
When he asked the question, however, he was thinking of a lady
by the name of “ Minnie Sargent ” whom Sylvester knew and
who might possibly be the person concerned. Inquiry showed,
however, that the name was Evelyn Hamel, and neither " Evelyn
Sargent” nor "Minnie Sargent", (p. 306),
On April 5th there were some confused messages purporting
to come from Sylvester, but they have no suggestive value. He
did not appear again until May 30th, which was Decoration Day,
the day for decorating the graves of the soldiers who were killed
in the Civil War. Sylvester called attention in the " communi
cations " to the fact that his mother was feeling badly that night
and that they had put flowers on his grave that day. He also
referred to his brother, calling him “ Jo ie” exactly as he spoke
of him in life when he wanted to tease him for his melancholy
moods, and said: " You know Joie always would make her feel
so. It was enough to kill a living person to hear him so. I
heard him today." (p. 373).
It was the intention of the father and mother, as inquiry
showed, to put flowers on Sylvester’s grave that day, though he
had not been a soldier. But as it had rained and was so wet
they did not go to the cemetery and no flowers were placed there.
As this act of reverence, however, was a customary one it can
not be treated as in any way evidential. But inquiry showed
what was not known of the brother " Joie ” that day, that he was
inan exceptionally melancholy mood and had annoyed his mother
with it Mr. and Mrs. Smead knew of his disposition however,
and this fact may weaken the evidential value of the coincidence.
Immediately Mr. Smead asked his brother if he had gone to
New York with Mrs. Smead and the reply with the continued
conversation between the “ communicator ” and Mr. Smead has
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considerable non-evidential interest. I shall not quote it, but
refer the reader to it in the appendix (p. 373).
There was no apparent evidence of the presence of Sylvester
after this sitting until October 20th when, in a rather confused
sitting, he mentioned a deceased Henry Stevens, not traceable,
and a mutual friend, *' Billy Russell ", of himself and Mr. Smead,
also deceased, the fact being known to both Mr. and Mrs. Smead.
Again there was an interval of his absence until December 10th
when some advice was given to Mr, Smead about his duty to
preach against sin. Nothing having the appearance of evidential
matter was communicated. On December 29th, in a very con
fused sitting, he reproached his brother, Mr. Smead, for asking
too hard questions of his deceased children, apparently a very
pertinent rebuke when we consider their age which was that of
very young persons. There was no further appearance of Syl
vester until June 19th, 1902 when Sylvester said to his brother
“ You doubt me, Billy ” , apparently referring to Mr. Smead’s
desire to have the Imperator group control and of which there
had been sporadic, but non-evidential indications that they were
present. On August 18th, same year, he wrote his initiats and in
response to Mr. Smead's queston if it was his brother Sylvester
the reply was in the affirmative. The last mention of him was
cm October 28th when he gave his name 11 S. I. Smead ” and it
was said that “ he comes here sometimes
Burleigh H oyt.

On February 9th, 1901, an old acquaintance and parishoncr
of Mr. Smead’s purported to communicate. He first stated that
he lived at Sandwich and in a moment gave the initials of his
name as “ B. B. H.” , by which he was recognized, though Mr.
Smead did not mention the name, but only said “ I know now
The “ communicator ” then said, “ Why do you not write to my
wife and comfort her? She is a good woman". Mr. Smead
remarked: " I am sorry about your son George ” , and the reply
was: "Poor boy I It is hard for his mother and Lydia. She
takes trouble well ". The boy was in an asylum. Mr. Smead
then obtained his consent to ask questions to prove his identity
and the “ communications " continued as follows:—
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" (When did you die?) It was in July. [Correct.] (What day
of the month?) It was a year ago last July. [Correct.] (What
day of the month ?) You was there and it was on Wed— at one
thirty o'clock afternoon. (Can you give me the day of the month ?)
I don't just remember, but think it was the 17, yes, you know, you
came over the next Sunday, yes. (Go cm.) You remember what
the people used to call me. (Yes, but will you write it for me to
keep?) Captain Hoyt [Correct.] (I thought it was Burleigh.)
Yes. (Go an.) Then when you first came to our town you remem
ber what I told you about finding water? (Yes, I do. Won’t you
write it out so I can have it as evidence?)
I,
Burleigh Hoyt, told this brother when I was talking with him
in the driveway at the back of his house near the pump that 1 could
and did have the power or gift from God which enabled me to tell
whether the place which was selected was a place in which the water
supply was good and would be lasting, and I, Burleigh B. Hoyt, No.
Well they called me Burleigh, and 1, B. Burleigh Hoyt write this to
prove to any one who may doubt my good pastor’s word that it is and
was B. B. Hoyt.
(Write your name as you used to do on earth.) I cannot do it
with Sister Smead’s hand. You know I was such an old Body and
shock so; it has left me now.” In a moment he remarked that the
incident about the water finding was not known by Mrs. Smead.
(ix289).
'
The facts are these. Captain Hoyt, as he was called, died as
indicated except that Mr. Smead is not certain about either the
date or the hour of his death. He thought the date was the 19th
of July. In other respects the incidents were correct. Mrs.
Smead did not know the incident about the finding of water.
Mr. Hoyt was a dowser. Lydia was the name of his son’s wife,
known to Smeads. The allusion to the shaking of his body is
correct, as the man was palsied. The use of “ Sister ” and
" Brother *’ as applied to Mr. and Mrs. Smead was characteristic
as it was the habit of the denomination to which they belonged.
M r. G eorge M orse.

On March 2nd, 1901 the “ communications ” purported to
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come from an old acquaintance of Mrs. Sinead's of whose death
she had not heard. The sitting is marked with sufficient interest
in its incidents to quote it as a whole.
“ Mr. G, Morse. (Write it again.) Mr. George Morse. (I* it
Mr. George Morse?) Yes. (You may go on. Write what you
wish.) Yes, take to my wife my love. Tell her she will be with
me soon, that her mother and Lizzie will be with me waiting for her.
(Give me the name of your wife.) Mary Morse. (That is your
wife, Mary Morse ?) Yes. (Tell me the street and number, so that
I can find her.) I cannot tell you just where. You can find her by
asking her pastor. (What church is it?) The Fourth Street (Is
it the Fourteenth Street?) No, Fourth Baptist Church. (What
city?) South Boston, yes. (You may go on. Tell us what yoo
wish. 1 will try to find your wife for you.) Miss Robertson knew
me. [The maiden name of Mrs, Smead.] (What was Miss Robert
son’s name?) There were several girls, but we all liked this one
best. You call her by a different name. (I call her by the name of
Ida M. Smead. Do not forget that.) Not that. (What do I call
her then?) Maude. [True. I often call her Maude instead of
Ida,] (Is this the George Morse that Ida used to know when she
was a girl?) It is his father. (When did you die?) In the year
when God called me. It was some eight years ago, I think. (Can
you tell me the month?) Mary can. You see she will remember
better. (Will you tell me the disease?) Pneumonia, yes. (You
have been dead eight years, have you ?) It must be. (You may go
on, Mr. Morse. You may give me any test I can have to find out
that it is really you.) I would like you to ask my wife what my
trade was. (What was it, that I may know if her answer is cor
rect?) Master mason. (Do you mean brick or stone?) Stone, yes.
(Go on.) Y-----I will tell yer yo Ida.
[I did not know what this answer meant and we asked for an ex
planation and the following was given.]
Your wife was wondering if Lottie was here. [Mrs. Smead said
she was thinking that' if this was really Mr. Morse I wonder where
Lottie is The answer refers to her thoughts.]
(Go on. Give me another test that I can use.) You can ask
Mary if her sister’s husband is still living, but he is here. (Give the
name of this man.) It is Lottie’s father. Dudley. (Give me his
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first name, can you?) No. (Good night, Mr. Morse. Come
again.) I thank you. Some time when God is willing ” (p. 299).
The full notes on this sitting should be consulted by the
reader for all details. The most important facts are as follows.
Mrs. Smead had known this George Morse when she was a
young girl and had not seen him for seventeen years and had not
seen any of the family for fifteen years. She knew nothing of
bis death. He died on October 9th, 1895, two years later than
bis own statement made it in the " communication
His wife’s
name was Mary and he had belonged to the Fourth Street Bap
tist Church. Mrs. Smead knew both facts. He died of paraly
sis, not pneumonia. He was a master stone mason the last
two years of his life. Mrs. Smead knew only that he was em
ployed in some sort of job work and never saw him dressed in a
way to suggest his work. Mrs. Smead did not know that Mrs.
Morse’s mother was dead.
There is some confusion connected with the mention of the
name Dudley. Mr. Dudley is the name of the husband of one of
Mrs. Morse’s sisters and is still living, while it appears that he
is said in the “ communications ” to be deceased. But there was
i Mr. Caldwell who was the husband of another sister and who
was deceased. Mrs. Smead knew this fact, and did not know
whether Mr. Dudley was living or not. She knew that Mrs.
Dudley and her daughter Lottie were deceased. There is ap
parently some little dramatic play on the “ other side ” in this
passage to cause the confusion about the two persons.
M rs. Keliher.

On April 24th, 1902 occurred a sitting with a somewhat re
markable record, owing to the hints of true facts amidst great
confusion and reminding us of this peculiarity in many of the
phenomena connected with the experiments with M rs. Piper. In
wder to make it clear I shall transcribe the most of it.
“ (Who is writing?) [Scrawls with two or three letters clearly
written. They were ‘ rer ’. Scrawls again.] Rus— (Write it
phmer,) R u s s e ll. Russell. (I asked a mental question, 'Was
jour name William Russell? If so write it.) My name was not
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that. Sister’s was. (Go on.) She is not here. (What was your
name?) Steams-----Lowell. (Write your name. I cannot read it
very well.) Mrs. Steams. (Write the last word again.) Stearns
(The name is ‘ Steams is it ?) Yes. (What was your first name?)
* * (scrawl] * * [undec.] Lowell Rose. (Try to tell me
your first name.) * * (undec., resembles 'Clelee'.] Lowell
Rosa. * * (undec.] (Will you tell me who you are?) 1 did,
( I know that you told me your name, but you did not tell me your
first name. If I can get that I shall have a fact to work with.)
Rob— * * [scrawl] will kn [know]. (I was impatient and said
that all that was of no use.) Wait. (I will. I am sorry that I was
in a hurry. I ask your pardon. Go on.) Rober * * [scrawls]
Robert. (Robert? What Robert?) R o be r t will know. (What
is the last word?) Know. (What Robert?) Russell will know,
(Robert Russell of Sandwich?) I told you. Do you know him?
[Question asked here forgotten.] Yes, you do. Robert, yes.
(Whom do you want Robert Russell to know?) Mrs. Steam
Lowell, his wife's sister. (Did you write sister?) Yes. (Will you
give your first name?) * * [undec., but looks like ‘ Celelee’,as
first written and then repeated less distinctly.] (Are you Robert
Russell’s wife’s sister?) I am her sister. (What is your message?)
She was good to me and she was good to father. You will remem
ber him. She told me about your preaching, so I have heard you.
...............I thank her, tell her. (You want me to thank Mrs, Rus
sell ?) Yes, my father [ ?] does too ’* (p. 351).
I regard this sitting as the most interesting and the most
important in the whole record, as I think the following facts will
indicate. It will be noticed by the reader that Mr. Smead had a
William Russell in mind when the name “ Russell ” was first
given. The correct name was given without suggestion from
him.
Mr. and Mrs. Smead had known a Robert Russell some four
or five years previously in connection with some religious work,
but had not seen him since they moved from Sandwich, except
two or three times. Mr. Smead had to make special inquiries
regarding the pertinence of the messages at this sitting. He
found the following facts. Mrs. Russell’s sister was deceased,
having died about a year before this " communication
But
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ler name was not Mrs. Steams. It was Mrs. Kelihcr. Her
rosband had worked in Steams' Manufacturing Company in
awrtnce, Mass. Mrs. Russell had cared for her father in
.dwell before he died. This fact probably explains the refernce to the father and his wish to thank Mrs. Russell.
It may be of some interest to remark the fact that Mrs.
Ctliher died in a delirium in which she lost the sense of personal
ientity (p. 352).
Jo h n Pratt.

The incidents associated with this name in the " communicaoas” were so confused as compared with the facts that I surn

ame it immediately following the Keliher case, because it has a
jmewhat similar interest.
On January 23rd, 1902 the writing began with drawing flow
n as soon as Mr. and Mrs. Smead sat down to experiment.
Wienthe “ communicator ” was asked who he was he replied: “ I
ire no name
Asked to explain the words " Hill, St. Hill,
till, St Hill, Hill Street ” were written after much difficulty and
mfusion. The dialogue then began more intelligently and with
loreease in the writing.
“ (What is it about Hill Street?) I lived on Hill St, (The
Inchette then drew a representation of the street named.] (That
good, I can see that. What city or town?) Near Medford. (Is
at word Medford?) Yes. (Go on, tell me all you can.) * *
arrawl] J. Cooper. (Write that over again.) J. Cooper. (Is that
*tr name?) No. (That name is 'J . Cooper*, is it?) Yes.
IVhat do you mean by 1 J. Cooper’ ?) I knew him there. (Tell
eyour name, please.) I lived near him across the street. (Please
Hme your name.) * * (scrawls possibly containing the letter
P'.] J. P. [ ?] No [?] Pratt [clearly written] (Is that name
Pratt'?) Yes, yes. (Will you take pains to tell me the rest of
*r name?) P ( ? ] P [ ? ] T T I am John. (Is your name John
ntt?) Why yes. (Where did you live?) I told you Medford,
ar H. Nearer the water station. (Do you mean the pumping
«ion m West Medford?) [Question suggested by Mrs, Smead.]
or it. (I understand that you lived near the pumping station in
fest Medford?) Yes. (What message have you to give? What
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is your wish ?) My only wish is to be beside them all that were nr?
earth friends, yes. (Tell me all you can.) I would like to have
you tell them wife and I are here, that their friends and neighbor
still think of them. We come home to them sometimes to know how
they are thinking of us. (How can I find you out ?) You might ask
for the Austins. 1 cannot tell them all. The agent on * '
[undec.] the hill road to tell you where I lived " (p, 469).
After this sitting which recalled an incident in her early lift
Mrs. Smead wrote out that she had once, when about 14 or 15
years of age passed through Medford on the way to visit this
pumping station, knowing only the son of a man by the naira
of Bornes who worked there. She was on her way to Arlington
Heights. She says that she never heard of Hill St. in Wes
Medford, and does not know whether there is a Hill St. Sto
states that she knew a Clara Pratt who lived in Medford Hillsid
and that she never knew either of her parents or the street a
which they lived. This visit was, according to calculation, place
some 18 years before this sitting,
I myself paid a personal visit to Medford to investigate tl
matter and the results made a very full account of the ineiden
necessary to which I must refer the reader ( p. 471). But th«
are briefly these.
Medford Hillside is between College Hill and West Med fori
not very far from the pumping station to which reference is a
parently made in the “ communications
I ascertained on car
fui inquiries at the Police Station that that there was a Hillsi'
Road, the name given recently to what was Hillside Street,
found also that a family by the name of Pratt lived on tl
street, but both man and wife were living and did not ansfl
to the statement of the message. But I was told that anotto
Pratt had lived somewhere in the neighborhood long before. 1
that they were not relatives. I made lurther inquiries o f old
habitants and found that a George Pratt, not John Pratt, to
lived on Adams St., opposite a man by the name of Cooper wh<
name was William F. Cooper, not J. Cooper. Mr, Pratt to
died in 1886, the wife in 1898. I also found a fam ily by 1
name of Austen. The lady was a widow and she had livet
long time in the place and knew of the Pratt family, and refer
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the daughter and son as having lived on Adams St., but did
<know them personally, only heard'them.talked about. Her
stand was dead.
'• ‘ /; .
The reader will remark extraordinary clo'seneSS- to the truth
the " communications
The errors are considerable and
«Id make the case worthless even for secondary personality
re it not for the coincidence of the surnames and the refer
* to the fact that Pratt had lived opposite one by the name
Cooper. There seems to be no evidence that Mrs. Smead
w any of the facts, and if she did it would seem that secondpersonality ought not to have made such egregious mistakes,
she had ever learned any facts bearing upon the coincidences
olved it would seem that they must have been learned in some
oal and fragmentary way. But my inquiries made to decide
i matter did not result in anything that would either confirm
toggest such an hypothesis.
Fran k M iller.

It will be interesting to detail incidents that purported to come
na Mr. Frank Miller, the husband of an aunt of Mrs. Smead.
mdary personality ought to have an easy time of it in the
of a relative so near to Mrs. Smead. The first time that
Frank Miller purported to ” communicate ’’ Mr. Smead was
ntand only Mrs. Miller present with Mrs. Smead. This was
raary 9th, 1901, On February 8th Harrison Clarke began
wn " communications ” by saying that Sylvester was there
when told to go on he said: “ He says he was to an uncle's
* when he came here, and that you were very much shocked
o he left when he left. He went very suddenly. (Ask
t uncle?) Mr. Frank Miller. (Let him go on.) Yes he
that this uncle came here just a few days before Christmas,
that he left here so as to be at the home he was to leave so
»help him when he came here ” (p. 253). On the next day,
■nary 9th, Mr. Frank Miller having died on December 23rd
tous, the name Frank was written spontaneously and repeated
sponse to Mrs. Miller’s request. A remark was made that
id never done this kind of writing before, and in connection
it the name Jane was given, which was given as Janney the
id time and finally as Jenn. The name Mary was also
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written and the statement made: " met your mother and Joseph
boys and my mother and our little boy, father*’ (p. 291).
Mr. Miller had always called his wife Jennie, her name bcir
Betsey Jane Miller. His living daughter's name was May Hr
not Mary, Mr. Miller’s father and mother were dead and\
was Mrs.'Miller’s mother, Joseph was the name of Mr. Small
father, still living, two of his sons deceased. Mr. and Mi
Miller had lost a little boy about two or three years old. The
is, of course, nothing evidential in the incidents " communicated
but they have a psychological interest which is very great f
understanding the imitative powers of secondary personality,
we are not to credit the messages to real spirits. The messag
are quite probable if we suppose spirits and are yet not eas
anticipated, as they are not of a stereotyped character but woi
be most natural, after what we have seen of similar incidents
the Piper case. This will be found true throughout the perst
ality of this Mr. Frank Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Smead, of cour
knew the facts.
On April 29th Misses Jennie and May Eva Miller were pi
ent beside the mother and Harrison Clarke the “ control
i
parently the name Miller was gotten with some difficulty at fr
and after a great deal of confusion and effort the name Bet!
but nothing more was obtained (p. 356).
On May 3rd Mrs. Miller and her daughter May Eva v
present and some interesting dramatic play took place apparei
representing the intervention of Harrison Clarke on the 11 of
side ” to get Mr. Miller, the would be “ communicator ’’ to t
a certain position. This took up nearly one-half of the sitt
and then the “ communications ” began.
“ I have much to say and wish that you could let me hear yo
that I could know you did, that would help me. Tell me, why i
you Jane. Mary can you tell me so that I can talk to mother,
you want Mary to ask questions ?) Yes. ( Mrs. Miller: You i
me to ask, do you Frank?) [Spoken in an ordinary tone of vo
Speak loud Jenny. [Mrs. Miller put the same question in the !
tone of voice.] Speak loud. (Mrs, Miller: Frank are you h
where you are now ?) Why won’t you say it so that he can
better. ( Mrs. Miller: Are you happy ?) [Spoken louder.] I am
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ppy and when you see the little boy you will think what a pretty
r he is. Do you understand me?” There was some further in
text on being told whether his messages were " heard " or not,
I finally, in response to the query by Mrs. Miller, whether she was
ng right, he said: " Yes, you did right to come here, yes, it was
tertocome here nearer to Wils Willis. Mrs. Miller had recently
red from the farm into the town, taking a tenement near to Mr.
ad's,] (Mrs. Miller: He knows.) And we can talk to you too
ay we can be happy because we know Willie will look after
i” (p. 361).
The only important matter of psychological interest in this
be reference to Mr. Smead as Willie. His name is Willis,
Ithis is apparently attempted once, but the next time it is given
iillie” , which, Mr. Smead says, was what he was always
edby Frank Miller.
On May 16th Mrs. Miller and her daughter May Eva were
*nt, and after the usual greetings Frank Miller announced
presence and remarked in a few moments, “ strange to call it
it because it is not night to us here
After a little further
rersation he was asked by Mrs. Miller to tell her something
the others did not know. He replied: “ Mary came after
Mrs, Miller’s sister Mary was dead but had died before
Miller, and the fact was of course known to the parties presBut Mrs. Miller seems not to have understood the possible
rente and said: " It is I that asked you, Frank, not M ary” ,
mug the daughter May present. Then an interesting dia
* began as follows:—
' Well, Jennie, I can. Mother was talking to me about her. *
[nndec.] (May Eva: Have you anything more to say, papa?
wanted to hear me talk. Cannot you say something?) [No
rer.J (Mrs. Miller: Frank, have you not anything more to say
* tonight ?)
Slight change in the handwriting, and apparently Harrison
be writes.] He is gone now with that lady that came, Betsey
oiled her what her name was. The other one I could not hear,
cn know her? (I think we know her. Will you wait till I read
t ba* been written?) I am. [Written in Urge clear letters.]
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(A little of it is not dear to me.) with her. (I do not seemtout
derstand, Mr. Clarke.) Read it, the [I did so very carefully.] (Vi
think we know whom you meant. She is Mrs. Miller's mother, Mr
Betsey Hall.) Mrs. Betsy Ball, did you say? (We said Hall,a
B a ll.) [Spoken loudly.] Yes, I hear you. (Has she got anyth«
to say?) She has gone with Frank. (Mrs. Miller: Is thereat
other friend of mine that is here tonight?) I wilt try to get the
for you next time. It takes time to get them so that they on u
this. [An intermission of twenty minutes followed.]
[Sitting resumed.] (Is any one here?) Yes, her unde
(Will he give his name?) Yes, George. (We would like to ha
him write now.) He will try. He cannot now. It troubles hi
(We wish he would, Mr. Clarke.) He will stay near until he lean
1 think he will be able to by then, do not you Mrs. Smead ? (Ye
think so, Mr. Clarke.) George was too much surprised
write " (p. 367).
Mrs. Miller had an uncle George and both he and his na
were entirely unknown to Mr. and Mrs. Smead. The na
Betsey explains itself, as it was mentioned in a previous sitt
(p. 358). I have explained the possible reference to Mi
But aside from these names the chief psychological interest is
the peculiar appearance of a " control ” by Harrison Clarke i
the representation of events on the " other side
On May 22nd Mrs. Miller and her daughter were pres
but no message purported to come from Mr. Miller. The siti
was a confused one and related apparently to other persons p
ent, though not in any evidential manner (p. 370).
On July 6 th they were present again and " communicatio:
of a non*evidential sort appeared to come from Mr. Miller,
they have considerable psychological interest in spite of
character.
" (Who is here ?) Frank W. Miller. (What have you to sj
us?) Where have you been? [Question lost.] Why not Jen
(Have you a message for us?) Yes, I want to tell you much,
mind is confused when I try to remember. When we are hen
would like to talk just as we did when here with you, but we cat
we just try to do the best we can. Mother is here and so
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scrawl] others, it is hard to write and listen both. We try and
nte the best we can. Mother is here and so are others and it is
wy hard to write when so many are talking. It tires us. Good
ight, Mary, Jennie, all ’* (p. 384).
The reader will remark striking resemblances between these
itements and similar ones made by ” communicators ’’ in the
(per case.
On September 24th Mr. Miller purported to 11 communicate ”
¡ain, but there is nothing of interest to quote. It consisted of
neral conversation between the “ communicator" and his wife
Iddaughter (p. 398). On the 28th of September, after some
parent messages from a stranger by the name of Rand, the
communicator ’’ who turned out to be Sylvester, was asked if
auk Miller was present, Mrs. Miller and her daughter Jennie
ing present at the sitting. The answer was that he was not,
donthequery if he was at home with Mary, the other daughter,
answered in the affirmative.
The oily interest that attaches to this incident is that this
lighter Mary, or rather May, was at home trying the Ouija
ard for messages and got one purporting to come from her
ther. Unfortunately the message was not preserved and I
aid not obtain it. The fact of her effort and alleged success
isnot known to the sitters until afterward.
There was nothing further purporting to come from this Mr.
ttr. But on January 20th, 1902, apparently Sylvester re
aredto Mr. Miller in asking his brother Mr. Smead to break
[news of Jennie Miller's death cautiously to his mother. It is
pitting to remark, however, that Mr. Smead’s mother had
pdy known of the death for some time and Mrs. Smead, the
liinm, knew well enough that her husband’s mother knew the
t

Cecil Smead.

InAugust (the 25th) 1901 Mr. and Mrs. Smead suddenly lost
■ttle boy by the name of Cecil. He had apparently been
pored by eating some canned shrimps and died the day he took
t. Apparently Mrs. Smead had a premonitory indication of
death (p. 386). Some incidents took place as the boy was
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dying which the reader should note (p. 387), Among themm
an apparition of a man who was after him and presently ot
group of persons after him with ropes. On September 2nd, tl
first sitting after his death, the child Maude, a still-bom sisn
of Cecil’s years before, was represented as “ communicating ” at
made a reference to Cecil. On September 5th Mr, Smtad
brother Sylvester and Mrs. Smead’s brother J. Houston we
represented as “ communicating ” and they referred to Cecil, a
apparently Sylvester, speaking to Mrs. Smead said: *‘ Ya
brother was with me when he came here and he did not know hii
so was some afraid and we were careful not to hurt him.” Tl
statement coincides with the apparition and his fear when dpi
On September 14th Cecil apparently " communicated ” direct
Much that he wrote was in capitals which was characteristic
him in life. His father, Mr. Smead, asked him, in my opinii
an absurd question to ask a child of his age, about ten or elei
years, what his disease had been, and received the reply: “ N
N O. (Do you mean that you will not tell me?) it H u Rl
(Does it hurt you to think of it?) Y E S.” This strange su
ment coincides with phenomena often noticeable in the manr
of mediums who are represented as ** possessed " when they s
ulate the psychological and physiological conditions of the “ a
’ municator’s ” memories of some past, or show the psycholog
disintegration of the ” communicator’s ” experience near the p
of death.
On September 15th nothing of psychological interest oceui
until Cecil's surviving brother George asked him to tell hii
Bill story” . The planchette immediately drew the picture i
cage with two wheels and an animal in it. Below was wri
the word ” tiger ” , Mr. Smead was accustomed to tell wha
called “ Bill stories ” to his children, and a few days before
child's death he had seen a circus.
On September 23rd Mr. Bowles was present for the first t
Maude appeared first and made some reference to Martian i
ters and when Mr. Smead asked her about Cecil there was ar
parent change of personality and Cecil remarked that “ this
Bowles did not use to come when I lived here, did he? ”
was true, but of course known by Mrs. Smead. M r. Bo
at once said: “ I would like you to write something for
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ril" The answer was: "W H E R E IS----- (Jack?) YES.
oca) 1 AINT AFRAID OF HIM Now." Mr. Bowles
I 3 dog by the name of Jack of which Cecil was very fond
ioi living, but was afraid of him. (p. 396.)
On October 2nd some very interesting intimations purported
come from Cecil. Mr. Smead asked if Cecil was present, and
: the answer: "Y e s papa dadie C l e v e H e was called
levie " and he used to speak to his father as “ Papa daddie
icn asked to write something to prove that he was present the
nchette drew the representation of six tubes, a railway engine
h wheels, fender, cab, and projection on top, and after a great
J of trouble wrote the word “ PUZZEL ", having begun with
'uSSEI" and for several times getting nothing but “ PUZ
Cecil had a cardboard engine puzzle and had often put it toher. Mr. Smead gave it to him the Saturday evening before
died and he failed to put it together. No known significance
idles to the tubelike lines.
After the reference to the puzzle Cecil mentioned a trunk and
eatedthe word. Mr. Smead then began with a question:
“ (Doyou mean a trunk you had?) Yes, little one. (What litwe, Cecil?) george took it. (Was it Georgie’s?) No, (Mama
II do not remember about George taking a little trunk. We can
think that he did. We don't understand.) Yes, he did. look in
desk, Papa dadie * * [scrawl] yes, (Goon, Explain to us,
dl.) You took me away. (Where, Cecil?) up stairs. (I sec
r what you mean.) George took it. (Took the little trunk?)
-Jt*. (Mama thinks that I took it, not George. How is that
al?) No, George did do it. I asked him to. (Why did you ask
■vge to take the little trunk, Cecil?) I was going with you.
«you not mistaken ?) No." [Maude closed the sitting by saying
tshe was helping Cecil] (p. 408).
Mr. Smead gave Cecil this trunk or box Saturday afternoon,
day before he died, but neither Mr. nor Mrs. Smead rememanything of George's giving him this trunk. But the next
rniog Mr, Smead questioned little George about the matter
1 learned that Cecil had asked him to give him the trunk and
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that he had done so, and the little boy seems to have remaiie
that his mother was out in the kitchen at the time and Mr. Sroeai
was not in the room, Mr. Sinead remembers carrying the bo
upstairs that day. This was on Sunday the day of the boy
death. The reader should consult the detailed notes (p. 400),
On October 4 th Cecil drew a hand with a ring around tl
forefinger and when asked what finger he wore the ring on replie
by drawing the hand a second time with the ring on the fon
finger and then the planchette went back and indicated that
was on the second finger. Asked to explain, the answer w
“ both papa
He had worn his ring on both fingers. He w
then asked if he remembered the little trunk and the reply *>"
“ yes
In response to the question to tell what was in it he sa
“ cloth ” , and for further information he said “ wole ” , repeatit
this word after a request to write it a second time. Apparent
it was intended for “ wool ". Mr, and Mrs. Smead did not knc
what was in it, and Mr. Smead immediately got the trunk a
found cloth, wool, and paper in it. He then accused Cecil of r
knowing that the paper was there and the reply was that he h
“ only looked at it now
It had been put away after his dea
(p. 4 1 1 ). Asked to tell something else he said that he did i
know what to say, but as if suddenly recalling something after
was asked what he put in his pocket book, he said '* cards i
stamps and you did in yours ". The incident is true.
On October 7 th there was considerable printing of capit;
and when Mr. Smead asked Cecil whom he had seen when
was passing out of the body he gave with some confusion “ur
Vester, Frank, and uncle John” (p. 4 1 3 ). But the passage
interest enough to give it.
“ (Whom did you see when you were passing out of the bod
M E N U N C L E V E S T E R . [Then the planchette went t
and erased the word ‘ uncle\] F R A N K , no, B A B Y . (\
else?) J O H N B A B Y . [Planchette then went back and w
* BABY ’ in front of ‘ JOHN ’.] U N C L E . (What do you n
by ‘ Baby John '?) [‘ UNCLE ’ and 1 JOHN ' underscored n
times indicating that the answer to this question was * UN(
JO H N ’.] (Do you mean your uncle John?) YES. (Have
seen your uncle Frank tonight?) Wc see him. (Have you
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your uncle Frank tonight ?) N O. (Who were they?) I DO N’T
KNOW A L L T H E R E N a M E S .
M A U D E WaS
AWAY.”
The expressions * Baby John ' and ‘ uncle John ’ have some
interest. Mrs. Smead’s brother John had died when a child two
and a half years old and was of Course Cecil's uncle. Mrs.
Smead says she never called him 1 uncle John ’ in Cecil’s presence,
but always as her brother in heaven. For a coincidence of the
answer to Mr. Sinead's question the reader may compare the in
cident with Cecil’s dying experience, (p. 3 8 7 .)
On October 3 0 th after considerable confusion Cecil asked for
" my books, watch ” and when asked what book he wanted, re
plied " daily food ” . He had a little book which was called
“ Daily Food ” and was very fond of it, as he was also of his
watch (p. 4 2 8 ).
On November 2 nd after some confused “ communications "
Cecil was asked:
“ (Tell me something else, so I shall be sure it is you.) Express
toashland. Express to ashland. (Explain it, please.) When Mama
was in new york, papa. (What did you do when mama was in
New York, Cecil?) ashland. (What about Ashland?) Express,
yes. (Did you and I go to Ashland ?) Yes. (What did we go for?)
lecture. (Tell me anything else.) my night pants. (Tell me
something else.) Mittens. (What about the mittens?) You no
[know], (I don’t remember.) You bought them. (Did I buy them
whenmama was in New York ?) Yes ’’ (p. 430 ).
The facts are these. When Mrs. Smead came to New York
for experiment with me Mr. Smead took Cecil to Ashland to hear
a lecture. The boy needed night pants and these were bought
for him before going. Mrs. Smead did not know that they were
taken with him. She knew1 he had the mittens, but not that
they were taken with them. There was no "express to Ash
land ", but while on the train Cecil was so pleased with the trip
that he referred to his toy train at home and called the train they
were on an " Express ", and called it the " Express to Ashland
Mrs. Smead knew nothing of this fact, unless we suppose that
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the boy had mentioned it to her after her return from New York '
and she had forgotten it. She has no memory of the incident
On November 10th Cecil was apparently present again, but;
nothing occurred of importance for the summary, except that
Sylvester claimed that he was teaching him how to write in this
way. But on November 16th a more important incident took
place. After some introductory matter in which the name
George Smith was written twice, Mr. Smead said:
" (Tell me something about yourself, CeciL) * * fundee]
yes, when we mistake [ ?] him for uncle vester. I am telling you
about unde Jogle, (What do you mean by what you wrote?) I
thought uncle Jogle
Jogle* erased] vester was uncle vester
[‘ vester' erased] Jogle, when I first saw him. (Who is writing
now?) Me, papa. (Are you here, Cecil?) Yes. (What was
meant by George Smith?) Dewey " (p. 432 ).
The corrected statement about the mistake of the two per
sons named stands: " I thought unde Vester was uncle Jogle
when I first came here
The correction was spontaneous. Mr.
Smead had a brother Joseph, living, and Cecil always called him
“ uncle Jogle
Sylvester, the reader will remember, was an
other deceased brother, and the representation is that the latter
was mistaken for the former. Now Cecil had never known his
uncle Sylvester, but knew his uncle Jogle well. It appears then
that the “ communication ” representing his mistake of Sylvester
for this uncle Jogle related to what purports to have taken place
on the " other side ’’ about the time of his death. The reader
will recall the reference to a man after him as he was dying
(p, 3 8 7 ). I asked Mr. Smead whether there was any resem
blance between the two brothers, Joseph and Sylvester, and he
replied that there was, but that he did not think there was enough
to have one mistaken for the other. After writing this answer
he went and examined Sylvester’s picture with which Cecil was
acquainted and thought that the resemblance between the two
brothers was sufficient to cause the mistake indicated.
When dying Cecil had said. " Don’t let uncle Jogle get me",
referring to the “ ropes
(Cf. p. 4 3 S.)
When Mrs. Smead came to New York for the experiments
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mentioned above she was to be known as Mrs. Smith to conceal
her identity from all she might happen to meet, and she had
drilled the little boy George who came with her to the name of
George Dewey Smith if he was asked his name, telling him that
his real name was not to be known.
Another passage at this sitting has considerable interest, es
pecially as Mr. and Mrs. Smead thought the boy had died of
poisoning, though they thought that an incident referred to by
Cedi was true:
“ (What was the cause of your death?) mr. Bowles made me.
hedidn’t know. (What disease did you have ?) not any, but tired,
pipa. (How do you explain your high fever?) Don't know. (Dr.
Bowles wanted to help you.) Yes, I told him to stop, yes I did papa.
(I know you did, but he didn’t want to hurt you, Cecil.) I will for
give him. (Do you think that you could have gotten well, if he had
oct done that ?) I guess mr, Garland could have helped me most
pupa. 1 liked him best. I didn't know Mr. Boles was a Doctor,
papa" (p. 433 ).
Dr. Garland was the regular family physician and so was
usually called in when any one was sick. But as this Dr. Bowles,
a son of the man who was present at a previous sitting, was visit
ing at the next door and as Mr. Smead at first thought there was
nothing serious he called in Dr. Bowles. When Dr. Bowles
found the boy’s bowels in a bad condition he performed a rather
severe operation on the boy, and the child cried out often for him
lostop and shrank from him after it. It was thought the opera
tion hastened the boy’s death. It is true that the child did not
bow until the day of his death that Dr. Bowles was a doctor.
On November 28 th nothing of importance was “ communi
cated" by Cecil, but he asked if his mother saw him at the time,
lad on receiving a negative answer he said that she had seen him.
Asked to say when, he replied: “ she sees me lots of times".
Aow up to this time Mrs. Smead, though wishing often to see
u apparition of the boy had not done so. (Cf. note p. 4 3 8 and
ilso p, 437 .) On December 9 th, however, she saw an apparition
of the child (p. 4 4 4 ).
On December 1st a sitting was held while the little brother
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George was out in the evening at a Junior League. Cecil sent
the message: “ Tell little brother to be careful how he goes across
the street, to look both ways. I have to watch him, (Haven't
you got through watching him yet?) no, I am going to gal
home with George". Cecil had been accustomed when living!
to watch his brother George when crossing the street. The fact,
of course, was well known by Mr. and Mrs. Smead.
On December 4 th there was a sale at the church and Mrs.
Smead had made some emeries for needles, Mr, and Mrs.
Smead remained at home and had a sitting. At the first of it
Cecil appeared and admonished his father to go to the church and
look after the boys, and then referred to " selling the sand ” and
spoke of them as pretty. This is a curious way for the sub
liminal to speak of the emeries (p. 4 4 0 ).
On December 11th Mr. C. H. Bowles was present and a
curious incident occurred for subliminal explanation. Cecil im
mediately announced himself and on being asked if he saw Mr.
Bowles present replied in the aflfirmative and added: “ And
Jack too, papa. George is afraid of Jack like I used to be, papa."
Jack is the dog Cecil knew. (Cf. p. 447 .) Mr. Smead replied
by saying that Jack was not present and the answer came: “ but
you don’t see him like I do." Mr. Smead insisted and said that
the dog was at the bam, and Cecil replied "Y e s, his body"
Mr. Smead denied it again and the answer was " he did come "
and Mr. Smead provoked by the silliness of it repeated his denia
and the reply was: “ well you ask him but I know he did"
“ What nonsense, how can I ask him? ” , said Mr. Smead. “ H
can bark ", was the answer.
Mr. Bowles then asked that something be said to him and th
"communicator" asked, as if putting the query to the fathei
if "his boy played ball with George", the “ communicator's
brother. After some further conversation Mr, Bowles aske
if Cecil had any word to send to Dr. Bowles, the son of the sitte
The reply was: “ I told him I would not play ball with him ar
more. I knew best. He said get well, but I don’t have ar
more pains now ” , When Dr. Bowles was attending the boy c
the day of his death, Cecil, because of the pain, said that he wou
not play ball with him again, (p. 447 .)
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“ (Tell Mr. Bowles what you mean.) I can papa, you will be
glad when you come here, because it is better here, Mr. Boles. (Mr.
B.: I have a little boy over there where you are, and I would like to
know if you have seen him.) Yes, that was why I asked you ‘ what
GeorgeMr. Boles. I have seen him. the little boys and girls here
don’t grow old here, tell Mrs. Boles. (Mr. S.: How is that,
Cecil?) they grow bigger but not old. (Mr. B .: Who was with my
little George, Cecil ?) he was with some other boys and girls. They
were bigger than me, papa. I didn’t know them. (Mr. S .: How
did you know that the little boy was Mr. Bowles' boy?) I knew it
was him because he went to Mrs. Boles and called her mama. (Mr.
B.: 1 would like you to find him, Cecil, and bring him with you some
time.) yes, I will for you, Mr. Boles. I am going to tell him when
I see him again, Mr. Boles. (Mr. S .: I suppose that you have met
many of Mr. Bowles's people, Cecil. Can’t you tell us about them?)
I can see lots of them, but 1 have been with uncle Vester and Bena
and Maude mostly all the time, papa ” (p. 448 ).
Earlier in the sitting Mr. Bowles had asked Cecil if he had
seen his little boy George and the reply was “ What George? ".
It was explained and the answer “ O, yes ” , given. There is
nothing evidential in the messages pertaining to this little boy,
but they contain most curious conceptions, apparently coinciding
with much that is seen elsewhere in spiritistic literature. The
remark about growing big but not old is an interesting one when
we consider its coincidence with the messages that purport to
come from children years after their death. The proper names
mentioned at the close of the sitting are pertinent, as the reader
will recall the uncle Sylvester and Maude, the boy’s deceased
sister. Bena refers to Robena Sparling, who died at 5 years of
age. Cecil never knew her, but was fond of her picture.
On December 2 1 st Cecil alluded to a Henry Russell as his best
friend, which was a fact. The boy is still living. Then a num
ber of “ communications " regarding Christmas which was near
were made that show a most decided appearance of pure sec
ondary personality. There are no peculiar psychological features
of them to require quotation. It was much the same on Decem
ber 25 th. But on December 26 th there are some very interest
ing evidences of dramatic play on the ** other side ” , and the
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reader should study the whole sitting for this. It is too long to
quote in full. But I shall abbreviate its important features.
The " communicators ” were Cecil and Maude. Apparently
Maude asked that Cecil’s box be gotten for him, referring to Cecil.
Then his stamp book was asked for, and apparently it was Cedi
who remarked that " the home are best ” , meaning the American
stamps which he always did like best. Presently Cecil called for
his watch, saying, “ Maude wants to see, papa
Immediately
that the watch was put on the table the message was written:
“ That is a pretty one, Cecil ” , Then, “ Where is your book?
Cecil’s book papa” . Asked if the stamp book was meant the
reply was: “ no, the little one” . The “ Daily Food ” book was
gotten when the message was written, ** see that ? yes, take it off."
Mrs. Sinead took off the covering. “ Yes, it is pretty, Cecil.
I like them too. Yes, we like to look at them. Get some more ".
Mrs. Smead took a small package whose contents she did net
know and asked Cecil what was in it. The reply was '* pencil".
This was correct. She then took another package which she knew
to contain a valentine and said so. The message came, “ Show it
to Maude." Then, as if to Maude, “ had at our Junior League,
Maude, last time
He had gotten the valentine at his last
Junior League. The sitting then soon came to an end. (p. 455.1
On January 2 nd 1902 Cecil made an interesting reference to
the prospective birth of a child which the reader may see in the
record, and wrote emphatically '* do not forget the ring ” , having
a few moments before said ** when you get the baby put my ring
on its finger, so that I can know it ” (p. 4 6 1 ).
On January 16 th some interesting incidents occurred. The
sitting opened with writing the letters “ C S " and the digits **10"
followed by all the digits up to 10, and the dialogue began:
*‘ (What does that mean?) In Cecil book, yes. (What do you
mean?) numbers, mam Goose Multiply. (Go on, dear. You got
that mixed. It should have been * Marmaduke Multiply', Cedi.)
multiply is all rite [right] papa. (AH right, go ahead, Cecil. Why
did you make those figures and that mistake? (I liked it cause it
was funny. (Go on.) mother Goose is there too. [We did not
notice this until he called our attention to it.) (You meant * Marma
duke Multiply didn't you, Cecil ?) I guess I did.------------- (Gc
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on.) my dear papa, tell me a story about Bill. (Do you want me
to tell you a Bill story, Cecil?) yes, papa. [I did so and in the
course of it said; ‘ Bill didn't get a blessed fish Clevie
no, don’t
say it, blessed fish, cause it is only a story, papa " (p. 466 ).
Cecil had a book that he was very fond of. The title of it
was “ Marmaduke Multiply
In it were sets of rhymes involv
ing numbers, so that he learned many of them by the use of this
book. It was in his desk at his death and was there at the time
of the sitting. Next to it was “ Mother Goose Rhymes ” which
he also liked very much. When the writing was going on the
books were behind Mrs. Smead and she had no thought of them.
The confusion of the two in the expression " mama Goose mul
tiply ’’ is most interesting on any theory: natural on the spiritistic,
if we take the Piper case as a standard, and instructive on that of
secondary personality, as it would show this agency capable of
mistakes similar to those claimed for spirits in confusion of mind.
In regard to the *' Bill story ” incident, Mr. Smead says: “ I had
always taught him not to say words that were not fit to use. I
specially taught him not to say what he called bad words and he
had a deep sense of reverence for sacred things
On January 2 4 th Cecil " communicated ” , but there was noth
ing of interest occurred until the sitting was nearly through
when in response to the suggestion that he go and " communicate
through Mrs. Piper in the daytime, he said : " I come sometimes
when its day too in the houses. I am not afraid of the dark
like I used to be, mama ” . Mrs. Smead said: “ There was never
anything to be afraid of Cecil. Jesus would take care of you,*'
The reply was: "Y es, but I would forget sometimes". The
pertinence of this may be seen by reference to my note (p. 4 7 5 ).
It shows what trouble they had with the child’s fear of the dark.
On January 25 th he “ communicated ” again, but nothing
worth mention. On April 4 th Cecil’s grandfather and grand
mother were present, but the sitting is too long to quote and con
tains little of interest. Nothing further came from him until
October I6th and 2 8 th when little more than his presence was
indicated. The record closes on November 2 1 st,
I have quoted this personality at length because, in spite of the
fact that Mr. and Mrs. Smead knew most of the incidents indi-
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cated the psychological phenomena are of great interest to the
student of psychical research. They cannot be used as evidence
for the spiritistic theory, as any one familiar with secondary per
sonality will see at once, but they are quite consistent with the
spiritistic theory and make the problem of investigation all the
more interesting for this consistency minus the evidential quality
so needful, if it is a question of convincing the reader.
T h o m as A . Hanson.

I have chosen a pseudonym for this person because the sitter,
his son, is a minister whose identity it is necessary here to con*
ceal. This Mr. E. C. E. Hanson, the son, and sitter, was a
friend of Mr. and Mrs. Smead’s. Mrs. Smead apparently did
not know that the father was dead, though this fact might have
accidentally been mentioned in conversations during acquaintance.
The name Hanson was given, April 11 th, 1901 , and when the
Christian name was asked for, it was given as James E. D., which
was wrong and then the words " Missions Canada ” were written.
The father had been a missionary to the Catholics in Canada.
Mrs. Smead seems not to have known this fact, but Mr. Smead
did. He was spoken of in the " communications ” as an " Elder *'
which he was, and it seems that Mrs. Smead knew nothing of
this fact. All that she knew was that the sitter’s father was
dead and that he had been connected with some French work in
a town in the United States near the home of the Smeads.
“ Unknown Friend.”

On December 4 th, 1901 , after Cecil had delivered some mes*
sages, a new “ communicator ” suddenly appeared just after an
interruption of some minutes and claimed to be a friend of Mrs.
Smead, saying that he was a man, but refusing to give his name.
He showed some of the adeptness of Harrison Clarke though
employing no tricks of inverted and mirror script, but only readi
ness and clearness. He gave Mrs. Smead’s maiden name and
its address which were correct. After some playful banter be
tween Mr. Smead and himself the sitting was dosed with an ap
pointment for two days later (p, 4 4 1 ).
On December 6th according to appointment this " communi
cator” appeared and carried on a discussion about Mrs. Smead’:
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subliminal in a delightful manner; rather discrediting the exist
ence of such a thing, but evidently on the ground that it meant a
denial of individuality. Toward the close of the sitting he re
marked that there was a " little girl she looks like her mother
Asked for her name he replied " Maude ” , and then arranged to
come again on the following Wednesday evening, this being
Friday (p. 4 4 2 ).
There was a sitting on the 10th, the day before the appoint
ment just mentioned, but the “ unknown friend ” did not appear.
Sylvester "communicated.” On the 11 th, the date appointed,
the"unknown friend" appeared and still refused to reveal his
identity. He made the remark that Mrs. Smead’s life was to Be
fought for in this work, but did not make clear what he meant
by it The sitting was suddenly interrupted and when it was
resumed this "communicator" did not return (p, 4 4 6 ).
On December 18th he appeared again. Mr. Sinead had re
solved to ask various questions pertaining to life on the *' other
side ” and the mode of “ communication ". The answers to the
first questions are not interesting enough to quote in this sum
mary, but some of the latter are. I quote:—
“ (How do you manage to use the medium so as to let me know
who you are?) I use her arm: some use the brain: some use both,
(Do you take hold of her arm?) Yes, and sometimes it is necessary
to use the brain. (Is life continuous?) With some they are like
being unconscious. To you they are sleeping for awhile. They are
not unconscious though, they need rest after a sad struggle with
life in the body. (What do you understand life is?) Life is eternal,
eternal God * * [undec.j (Where is the medium when she
appears to be in a trance?) She is not in a trance. (I know that.
Where is she when she is in a trance?) Between heaven and earth,
that is, neither here or there. (Are the hypnotic state and the trance
itate identical?) Not that I know of. They do so many silly foolish
things when they are Hyp—>[word not finished] that no person ever
did in a trance. (Do you as a spirit consciously desire to establish
communication with this world?) I will when I have made her
know me. (Does the world of spirits so desire?) Is that not doing
so? (Yes, somewhat. Are you all striving to accomplish this end ?)

t
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not all. some try and cannot." The sitting came to an end with an
appointment for December 28th (p, 451 ),
On the date appointed the *' unknown friend ” appeared ac
cording to arrangement, and although several sittings had been
held in the meantime without his appearance, he complained
of the difficulty of “ communication ” and the confusion led to a
postponement until the following Wednesday, January 1st. I
refer the reader to the sitting (p. 4 5 7 ).
On January 1st, according to appointment, though Sylves
ter had communicated on December 2 9 th, the " unknown friend ”
appeared. But an interesting episode occurred. The time ap
pointed was 7 :30 p. m. Mr. and Mrs. Smead sat down at 7 p. m.
for the experiment and the following took place before the " un
known friend ” appeared:—
“ (Whoever is here may write.) M— Sm * * [undec.] Mis
* * [undec.] Clemns here * * [undec.] ster Smead. Stella
Cleamens. ( Is that word ‘ Stella' ?) Yes sir, Stella, no. Yes,
Cleamens, yes. [planchette then erased letter ‘ a ’ in * Cleamens ’.]
(Clemens?) Yes, don’t you know me? (Where did you live?)
near Hartford. (Please tell me more about yourself.) Yesi you
came to see me. (Where?) At Brother Frank’s house. (What
was 1 Brother Frank’s ’ name?) Filley. (Who was Frank Filley?
Did I know him?) Yes, you used to come to get your money. (I
remember getting money at Mr. Filley’s place, but what did Frank
Filley have to do with it?) You used to get it from Frank some
times. (I remember that Frank used to bring it to me sometimes.)
yes, so did Arthur Clemens. (I cannot remember this. What dis
ease did you die of?) Cancer. [Correct.] (I cannot remember
what your name was, but I do not think it was Stella.) [The reader
must now notice the change of personality.]
No, Miss Clemens has to wait. She has made a mistake, so will
try to get it right. (Who wrote that?) unknown. [It was 7:30
p. m., the time agreed upon for him to come.] (Was her name
Stella?) no. (1 suppose that you do not know.) Yes. (Do you
know what her mistake was?) She said that she had made one.
(Will she come back tonight?) she is here. (Will you let her
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write a'little while?) If you wish it. (Ask her to correct the
mistake.)
My M [?] Clemens. Mis * * [undec.] Clara, Clara Miss
M. Clamens ley, Mary Clemens Filley, (Who is here now?)
Sister to Mary. (What relation to A. N. Filley?) his wife. (Is
Mary C. Filley his wife?) yes. (What is your name?) * *
[undec.] Harriet M. Clemens. Harriet. (What message have
you?) My Boys are to be told, if you will tell them, I came here.
(Who are your boys?) Frank, Arther [Arthur]. (Anything
special?) No. (Will my unknown friend resume the writing?)
He has gone. (Can you tell him I am ready for him ?) no, do not
know where he went ” (p, 458 ).
A second sitting was held after the above on the same date.
In the meantime Mr. Sinead had looked up the name of the per
son trying to communicate and found that it was " Martha
Clements
** (I find that your name was ‘ Martha Clements'.) Guess you
do not know me. (Who is it then?) Your Friend. (Is this Mrs.
Smead’s friend ?) No, Hastings, (Is that word ‘ Hastings'?) Yes.
(What is the first name?) Chas. (Tell me your full name.) Hast
ings, you know me. (I want to know your first name very much.)
Why? (I do.) * * [undec.] Charlie Stanley is here. (Will
you tell me something so I can know it is the one I think it is?)
Yes, mountain, Bolton. You came to see me and it rained very
hard when I came here, Hastings. (Will you give me your name in
full?) * * [undec.] William Hastin— Hastings. (Is that word
William?) Yes. (Go on then.) * * [undec.] (Write it
again.) moris Hastings. [Morris Hastings is correct,] (Go on.)
T * * [undec.] mores, yes. all then * * [undec.] were so
* * [undec.] (Will you write something to prove to me that you
are a real spirit?) how? (What did you ask me to do for you
before you died?) Yes, wanted you to tell the young men I was
sorry I did not give my heart to the Lord, and that I wanted them not
to wait. [Correct,] (What else? Did I say anything to you?)
You asked me if it hurt me much. [Correct.] (What was your
father's name ?) William H * * [undec.] Har * * [undec.}
(What is your father’s first name?) Harvey " (p. 459 ).
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The reason for summarising the messages from these two
“ communicators ” is because of their peculiar dramatic relation
to the " communications " of the “ unknown friend
The
reader will notice that the latter was interrupted to have the mis
takes corrected. The mixture of truth and error in the mes
sages is a very interesting phenomenon. Mr. Smead says that
it is difficult to say how much of the facts were known and how
much not known by Mrs. Smead. The interest is the same in
any case.
"
On January 2 0 th this Martha Clements appeared again in the
interest of her former communications and made the same mis
take in regard to her sister. Her first message implied that her
sister was dead and the name was spelled “ Clemens ", though it
was known that her sister was still living and that the name
ought to be spelled “ Clements
She also spoke of John Taylor
as on the “ other side ", that is, as deceased, and intimated the
same of a man by the name of Frank Rockwell whom inquiry
found still living, but dangerously ill. John Taylor is not known
to Mr. Smead. He knew a Charles Taylor who is still living
(p. 4 6 7 ).
Mr. Smead knew a Martha Clements, but not a Stella Clemens.
Martha Clements died in 1895 and was buried by Mr. Smead,
Mrs. Smead knowing the name and the fact very well. Frank
Filley was not her brother, but her brother-in-law’s son. Mr.
Smead used to get his money from this Frank Filley and thinks
it probable that he did also from Arthur. Martha Clements died
of cancer. Harriet M. Filley was the wife of Mr. A. N. Filley.
her maiden name being Harriet Mary Clements. She was living
at the time of the sittings. Frank and Arthur are the names of
her sons. *' Clara ” is possibly a mistake for Martha. This
Martha Clements was the sister of Harriet M. Filley.
The real or apparent confusion in these messages is the most
interesting and important part of the phenomena. Note that
Frank was once indicated as a brother and then as a son, ap
parently of the “ communicator ", if “ my boys " must be so in
terpreted. This interpretation would make the “ communicator "
Harriet M. Filley, (nee Clements), but she was living at the time.
The allusion indicating the “ communicator’s ” identity as sis
ter to Mary " and stating that her relation to A. N. Filley was
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that of his wife shows how false the message is, but that it is
nearly enough correct to winder why secondary personality did
not do it better, as Mrs. Smead knew the facts I If we ignore
Mr. Smead’s questions and interpret the messages independently
we shall see their pertinence. What appears then is that Martha
Clements was trying to give her own name as sister to Harriet
M. Filley who she said was the wife of A. N. Filley.
There was similar confusion in connection with the names
of Morris Hastings. When asked for his first name he gave
" Chas." which was wrong, but which was the first name of the
Charlie Stanley mentioned a few moments later and who is thus
represented as with him. Morris Hastings’s father was Harvey
W. Hastings. Mr. Smead does not know- whether his middle
name was William or not The reader will notice that the
“ communicator " gave this William as his own first name. The
incidents about his death bed are correct to the letter, except
that Mr. Smead does not remember whether it rained on that
occasion, The reference to the raining, however, may be to what
occurred as he was dying.
On January 2 nd the '* unknown friend " appeared again, after
some messages from Cecil, and made an allusion to the “ sub
liminal ” . Then the dialogue began:—
“ (Will you explain?) no use. (I cannot understand that non
sense.) that is what you people call us. (I have not taken that
new of it.) Then what do you ask for whenever we come about
whether we are spirits or not? (Cannot you or my brother write
something so that I can know that he is a real spirit? Will you try
to do so now? I may know all about it that you are spirits, but
others do not, and I am trying to get some facts to prove it.) Your
brother does not try. He seems utterly tired out with so much non
sense. (I did not know that spirits ever got tired.) no, when we
try to write, and it is so hard, it does tire us as it does you, but some
of the old feelings come back. (That is a pretty good answer, Syl
vester.) I am not your brother. (Please who are you?) Your
unknown. (The one here before?) Yes. (Ida’s friend?) Yes.
(Go on then.) now do you believe me? (Yes, go on,) Yes, all
right, he believes us now. (What do you mean by ‘ he ’ ? me?) of
course.
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(I am glad that you are here. Try and give me some facts that
I can find out are true and that I can use to make others know you
are a spirit.) I have to wait for a long time. (When will you come
again?) cannot just tell. (Cannot you see how important it is tor
you to give me some facts that I can have to look up?) I will try
when I come again.
(If you are what you say you are why do you try and dodge
every time? Why not now give me the facts?) list, Ust, * *
[undec.] (I see that you will not tell me anything. Why do you do
so?) when she goes to Boston. (That is all bluff. You might as
well have told her when she went to New York. Tell us now.)
Fred Childs. (Go on. That is what I am after.) Herbert M—
[* M ’ erased], (What about him?) Ellers brother worked for
Merrill. (Go on. That is what I want.) Yes, Ella Potter, Potter.
(Ella Potter?) Yes. [Mrs. Smead said that she did not know them.j
Yes, she did know them. Merrill is here, (What Merrill was it?)
Geo. (Mrs. S.: Is it Merrill the milkman?) Yes, yes. (That is
just what I want. Tell some more.) John left * * [undec.]
(How can we find out about all this?) Candlin. (Candlin?) Yes,
he would remember G. Merrill. Get him to tell you, Candlin(What Candlin?) He will remember, you know, (You mean
the minister ?) Yes " (p. 462 ).
There is no certain internal evidence that this " unknown
friend ” finally yielded enough to intermediate for the names
mentioned. But spirits must be fools if they suppose we are to
be convinced by such performances as those of Harrison Clarke
and this “ unknown friend ", Mr. Smead was entirely within
his rights when he insisted that this man reveal his identity, as
he is not to be taken for a spirit until he can prove this. He
was clear in his messages and in facility of " communication ”
resembled Harrison Clarke, but showed none of his tricks of
writing. But whether he was conquered or not it is impossible
to tell, as we may suppose that this personality simply disappears
and another takes its place. In any case the change is to the
kind of subject matter which is needed to sustain the claims of
spirits, at least in their superficial character. The answer, " when
she goes to Boston ", would seem to indicate that the pertinent
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messages were made by the intermediation of this u unknown
friend " in concession to Mr. Smead’s demands.
Fred Childs was a boy of 15 or 16 years of age when Mrs.
Sinead knew him and went to school with hint Ella Potter
had only a speaking acquaintance with Mrs. Smead when the
latter was young. She was older than Mrs. Smead. Herbert
Ellers is not known. There was a Herbert Potter, of whom Ella
Potter was a sister. It is not known whether he worked for
Merrill the milkman whom Mrs. Smead had known and who is
dead. John is possibly a reference to a man by the name of
John Taylor, mentioned above (p. 4 6 3 ) and not known to Mr.
and Mrs. Smead. At least it was pertinent to name him. It
was also pertinent to mention the name Candlin and recognise
that it was the minister that was intended, as the Rev, Candlin
would be in knowledge of the facts.
M a ry E . Pollard and R ose Candlin.

These two personalities were linked together in a manner in
the “ communications ” that make it necessary to deal with them
in the summary together. The sequel showed that the Miss
Pollard evidently meant was not deceased but still living, but she
was so related to the Rose Candlin who also appeared to be a
communicator that the psychological interest of the sittings as
sociates the two persons.
On March 3 rd in the afternoon the " communications ”
showed great confusion until finally Mary E. Pollard was written.
This person claimed to have lived in Somersworth, Connecticut.
Mr. Smead expressed his doubts about such a place, but it was
insisted on. Finally she said: “ I taught school at one time” .
After the sitting he looked up his geography, as the *' communi
cator " advised him to do, and found that there was no such
place, just as he had thought. There was a Somers or Somersville, both places being practically the same. At the opening of
the evening sitting of the same date Mr. Smead stated his find
to the would be “ communicator ” thinking that Miss Pollard
would be present. But he was confronted with the message:
“ She is not here, Willis, but your dear girl is." Mr. Smead
asked who it was and remarked that it must be Rose. The
reply was, “ you have guessed it ” . This was followed by a
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statement that she knew Miss Pollard and a description of bo
and a dress she wore. Finally she remarked that her mother
was on that side and expressed her regret at a misunderstanding
between herself and the Sineads, which Mr, and Mrs. Smead did
not recognise until it was more definitely indicated, when Mr.
Smead said he recalled it, and she then said that she had be
haved in such an unladylike way. Mr. Smead replied that he
forgave her when she confessed that she knew better, indicating
her sorrow for it (p. 4 8 0 ).
There is no definite proof of the supernormal in the incidents
thus told, but they have considerable psychological interest since
they are so remotely connected. The reader will have to refer to
my lengthy note to understand the reference to Miss Pollard
(p, 4 8 2 ). Inquiry showed that there was no Mary E. Pollard
that would fit the case, but there was a Miss Mary Alice Pol
lard who had taught school in Somersville, Conn., and inquiry
showed that she had married Albert Candlin, son of the Rev.
Joseph Candlin, whom Mr. Smead happened to know.
The expression " your dear girl " in Rose Candlin's mes
sages has an interest. Mr. Smead often called on Rose Candlin
and his present wife together. Miss Candlin when expecting
him would often remark to Miss Robertson, maiden name of
Mrs. Smead, " Better hurry up and get your dress changed. Wil
lis will be coming, and he’ll want to see his dear girls looking
nice ", until Miss Robertson became tired of it. On a visit to
Mr. and Mrs. Smead in Bolton, Conn., she had frequent attacks
of hysterics which they thought at the time to be quite pre
ventable.
B riefer Incidents.

The detailed record in the Appendices wilt show many per
tinent names that were mentioned early in the history of the
case, few if any of them having any evidential value for the
supernormal. An aunt Fanny Burch had purported to " com
municate ” among the first (p. 2 6 9 ). A Mary Ellen Webster
was mentioned among several other names on December 1 st.
1900 , and Mr. Smead told to ask his mother about her.
She
was said in the “ communications " to be a “ great aunt
All
that Mr. Sinead's mother knew was that her grandmother W at-
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kins' mother’s name was Webster. A Mary Jane Watkins had
been mentioned in the sitting of August 15th previous to this
and she was said to be Mrs. Smead’s mother’s mother (Cf.
p. 270).
On the same date as the mention of the name of Mary Ellen
Webster Prof, Xenos was present, and the name of his deceased
little boy was given as James Eugene Xenos. Prof, Xenos had
but recently moved from the far west and nothing of his private
history was known to Mr. and Mrs. Smead. Prof. Xenos says
there was no possibility of Mrs. Smcad's knowing the fact, as the
boy had died very young, a baby in fact, and several years before.
One or two other names apparently came on the same occasion
that were pertinent to this Prof. Xenos and that it was not pos
sible for Mrs. Smead to know (p. 2 7 8 ). But as there was no
record of the questions asked at this sitting we do not have as
suggestive a set of incidents as are desirable for evidential pur
poses.
On May 20 th, 1901 there appeared to “ communicate ” an
old school mate of Mrs. Smead, by name, Helen Hersey. In
the course of the sitting several old school mates of Mrs. Smead
were mentioned, some of them reported as dead. The persons
named were Daisy Simonds, Eva White, Leila White and Jennie
Field. It was stated also, after much difficulty and confusion,
that the “ communicator ", apparently Helen Hersey, had died
in Worcester (p. 3 6 9 ). Inquiry showed, however, that Helen
Hersey was still living and that there was nothing to suggest any
sister or brother trying to “ communicate ” . Her father and a
brother, however, are deceased. But inquiry showed that Daisy
Simonds and Eva White were dead, but no in formation has yet
been obtainable regarding Jennie Field. Leah, not Leila, White
is still living. Mrs. Smead did not know anything about the
deaths of Daisy Simonds and Eva White. Miss Willett is still
living. This was apparently implied by a message of the com
municator.
An interesting incident was rather closely connected with the
name of George Lowrey. The name Lowrey had been men
tioned in the earlier “ communications ” , but that was all. On
September 27 th, 1901 the sitting was very brief and apparently
somewhat difficult and confused. But the name of George
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Lowrey was given and also, rather under suggestion, the name
George Sinead. But the former name came spontaneously.
George Lowrey was the name of Mrs. Sinead's uncle deceased, a
fact which she knew. But on the night of the same date Mrs.
Smead had an apparition of a lady whom she did not know,
describing her as having snowy white hair. On September 30th
Mr. and Mrs. Smead received a letter telling of the death on
September 2 6 th of an aunt, living in Baltimore and whom Mrs,
Smead had never known. The George Lowrey mentioned
above was a nephew of this aunt. As soon as I learned
of this apparition I sent Mr. S. a letter which Mrs. Smead
never saw to secure a photograph of this aunt and place it among
others without Mrs. Smead’s knowledge to see if she would
spontaneously recognise it, having never known the aunt. He
did so and placed it among about fifty photos and asked her to
examine them, talking to her all the while about the various
pictures of her old schoolmates, and intending to mislead her as
to his object. He succeeded, but when she came to this picture
of the deceased aunt she recognised it at once as the lady she had
seen in the apparition (p. 4 0 4 ).
On March 5 th, 1902 a person by the name or Gillett was
represented as "communicating". Whether it was "G ertie”
or “ Jessie " is not certain. But in connection with it the names
Mabel and Johnnie were given as brother and sister of the
" communicator
But whoever it was that was '* communi
cating ” stated that Mr. Smead knew him or her once, that they,
the family, lived on a hill when he called, that the father was
" poor in your worldly goods and some people liked to tell us of it,
I was proud and did not like it". The further statement was
made: "Mama was sick most of the time, so was baby, you
came when he was sick once and gave the baby’s name as
Johnnie (p, 4 8 6 ).
Mr. Smead remembers the incident of calling on the Gilleti
family and helped them from the poor fund. The father was a
drinking man. Mr. Smead does not remember the names of tht
children and knows no way of finding out about them. Ap
parently Mrs. Smead knew none of the facts, except the pos
sible fact that Mr. Smead had helped the family. He state:
his reasons for his belief that she knew nothing of the mail
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incidents in the “ communication ” (p, 4 8 6 ). But forgotten
knowledge of the incidents is too possible to use them for any
evidential purposes.
Unverified Cases.

There were a number of alleged communicators whose
identity could not be established. Sometimes it was not possible
even to make the investigation for the lack of sufficient dues to
make it. In others the investigation, though made, either gave
no information or information that appeared to make the “ com
munications *' false.
Early in the history of the record a Rev. Henry Smith pur
ported to communicate and gave quite as specific an account of
himself as did Harrison Clarke, sufficient to suggest the prob
ability of finding that such a person had lived, if the facts were
true. But a careful inquiry showed that no such person could be
found in the place mentioned by the “ communicator ". A per
son by the name of Smith was found there, but the facts did
not fit him (p. 2 7 4 ).
On October 25 th, 1900 the name " Genie Brown ’’ was written
and indications from a message that the boy had died in Man
chester, England; that his parents, whose names were given as
Joseph and Martha Brown, were dead; that the bby had died of
diphtheria, and that his parents had lived in Montreal, Canada.
This case did not offer any feasible plan of search (p. 275 ).
On February 2 3 rd, 1901 an Ida Nicotls indicated that she
had been killed in a railway accident on the Boston and Provi
dence Railway at Roslindale. Mr. Smead went to Boston to
make inquiries and found in the records that an accident of the
kind had occurred some years^ before as indicated and that a
number of persons were killed and injured. But the name of
Ida Nicolls was not found among them. On the same date as
this message about Ida Nicolls two other unknown persons tried
to Hcommunicate ” , one could only give the name Lettie, and the
other gave Miss Rosa Hem, Boston (p. 2 9 8 ).
On April 4 th of the same year a Miss Thompson of Revere
Beach purported to communicate. The case could not be veri
fied (p. 3 4 0 ).
On April 13th of the same year a Caroline A. Seymore
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" communicated ” and stated that she had died near East Hart
ford. Connecticut, and that Mr. Smead had come to see her and
“ read the Book ” , and helped her to die. She gave the name
of the young man who came with him as Frank. ’ Mr. Smead
recalled making such visits frequently at the place mentioned,
and with a friend by the name of Frank, but he does not recall
any one by the name of Seymore. Inquiry failed to discover
any one by that name as having died at the place mentioned in
the messages (p. 3 4 9 ).
On October 2 5 th of the same year a Guy M. Pease purported
to communicate, saying that he had not been dead many moons
and that his home had been in Boston somewhere. There has
as yet been no opportunity to investigate this incident (p. 423 ).
On November 21 st there were some confused messages pur
porting to come from some one killed in the mines at Memphis,
Tennessee. No origin for this message could be ascertained
(p. 4 3 6 ). On March 6th following apparently a Rebecca Stimea
“ communicated ” , but this was an unknown personality and it
is even doubtful whether the name was gotten correctly as there
was so much confusion.
There were some confused and erroneous “ communications ”
from a Mrs. Brown and a Mrs. Bishop both of whom Mr. Smead
knew. I shall not summarise them, but refer the reader to them
as interesting psychologically (pp. 2 9 3 -2 9 4 ). The case of Helen
Hersey somewhat resembles them. In both the facts were greatly
confused. The personalities were verifiable, but some of the
statements were proved to be false, at least as interpreted in the
record and as they must apparently be interpreted.
Personal Incidents.

At this stage of the matter I resolved on some experiment.'
for a better assurance of what was going on. I brought Mrs
Smead to New York for some experiments. I could not leavt
my college work for the purpose, and besides I wanted to tes
her by cross reference with the work Dr. Hodgson was doinj
in Boston. At the first sitting I had her tested for anzsthesi;
successfully. No special importance attached to this, except tha
it proved the existence of a genuine trance. I made a more de
tailed record of the facts in the experiments than Mr. Smead hat
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beenaccustomedto making and this enabled me to form a better
conception of .what occurred, and so to form a better judgment
of thecase as a whole.
.
,.
.
1 obtained the names of my father and my wife in full and
possibly the names of her father and mother, the father still
living, It is probable that Mrs. Smead did not know the middle
name of my wife. She certainly had every opportunity from
publications and conversation with Mr. Smead to know the name
of my father, and did not-know the names of my wife's father
andmother; The latter, however, had so much confusion attend
ing them in the writing that it may be a question whether my
reading of it was free from illusion. Later I obtained the state
ments that my wife had studied German, that she had been in
Leipsic, and that she had taught music, all of which was true.
Mrs. Smead knew from a casual remark of my housekeeper that
my wife knew German, and might have learned in the same way
that she had taught music, but possibly did not know of her
connection with Leipsic, tho I cannot absolutely exclude the pos
sibility of this knowledge. But the, one undoubted piece of evi
dence for supernormal knowledge was a part of my father’s pass
sentence. Mrs. Smead djd not and could not have known this
normally. I had received it through Mrs. Piper and it had never
ken published, nor had it been known to any but Dr. Hodgson
bh such a pass sentence was in existence. It was in a language
*hieh neither Mrs. Piper nor Mrs. Smead knew. I obtained the
ira word of it without any possibility of dispute through Mrs.
Sraead in these sittings, possibly the second word and a few
htersof the third word, but not enough to be sure that the word
■»s intended. As the word obtained was not only clear but was
w an Engb'sh word at all there can be no question from the
wnbmation of letters that it was not due to chance coincidence
* guessing. I had given no hint even that it was in another
Ogoage.
The most important result, however, was the overwhelming
frideHce that, if we are to suppose Mrs. Smead's subconscious
0have been the source of any of the phenomena, whether evifcfflal or not, it was a ridiculously weak affair. If the sub**Keious cannot do better things than it did in these sittings,
here is not a particle of excuse for the claims so generally made
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about its powers. Thomson Jay Hudson’s claims vanish into
thin air in the face of such results. The sittings were as con
fused and fragmentary as anything that ever happened. Mn
Smead could scarcely write at all, and she certainly knew a great
many things which could easily have been reproduced if the sub
conscious had any disposition to repeat- its acquisitions. But
the six sittings were simply a mass of confusions and repetitions,
material which was about as absurd for evidence of the subcon
scious as the usual scientific reader would adjudge the evident
for the supernormal. In fact the claimant for large powers in
the subliminal would be thrown out of court, if he undertook to
sustain that view on the evidence here.
.

Apparitions.

I shall not summarise Mrs. Smead's apparitional experiences
during the period of these experiments, but only refer the reader
to the detailed record (pp. 33 - 4-5 ). I discuss some of them in
the last chapter of this summary. Only one of them has any
external marks of being veridical and I have indicated that above
(p. 1 2 6 ), The remainder are wanting in the evidence that would
suggest anything but secondary personality.
Control.

The reader will not remark, save in the instance of Harrison
Clarke, any definite evidence of a “ control *’ in the Snaead case
like that of Phinuit or the Imperator group in the case of Mrs
Piper. Harrison Clarke represented such a control for a cocsid
crable period, as we have seen, even dispossessing all othe
" communicators ” until chastened by our refusal to recognis
his claims to be a spirit unless he either proved his own identit]
or aided in the proof of that of others. He finally consented ti
aid others and before disappearing did so, as appears quite no
ticeable in a sitting at which Mrs. Frank Miller was presen
(p. 103 ). Here he resembled Phinuit somewhat. There iso
assured evidence that Sylvester at other times was a regula
*' control ” , There are occasional indications of it, but they ar
not very clear. In fact the most noticeable thing about the cas
is the general lack of evidence of the regulation “ control’
“ Communicators ” simply come along od libitum , as if wandet
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ing through space and And an opportunity to send a message,
except that in most cases they are persona) acquaintances or
relative of the Smeads. Where they are unknown " communica
tions ” are very meager and confused, and usually false or un
verifiable. In the case of friends the messages are usually in
the memories of Mr. and Mrs. Smead, a fact that suggests sec
ondary personality too strongly to urge the spiritistic interpre
tation of the phenomena, even though they are explicable by
that hypothesis.
One fact of interest in this connection is the change of manner
in the "communications” corresponding to the demands made
of " communicators ” to supply evidence of personal identity. It
is possible that Mrs. Smead's subliminal action in this has been
influenced by her growing understanding of the problem in her
Donnai consciousness. Conversation with me and with her
husband often supplied her with very elaborate conceptions of
the whole problem and they represented very different ideas from
those which she accepted in the early stages of her work. She
has grown to understand its needs and the type of " communica
tions ” has changed to correspond with this education on her
own part.
In line with these remarks also the reader may notice a change
in the sittings during the later period of the record. They be
came more difficult and confused than ever. Mr., not Mrs.
Smead, had read my Report on the Piper case (Proceedings
S. P. R., Vol. X V I) and began to wish that Imperator would
intervene. It happened that last April some time ( 1902 ) Im
perator had signified rather spontaneously that he had intended
to investigate my case, I carefully concealed this from the
Smeads, Without any knowledge of the facts mentioned, on
June 25th the name of Luther was printed in capitals and on June
29th Mrs, Smead had an interesting experience in which she
thought there was to be a new control and connected it with
Imperator. At the same time she saw the faces of many people
Hut had tried to " communicate ” through her leaving as if dis
appointed at their exclusion. She also felt as if her soul was
bring taken from her body (p. 5 0 2 ). This is the representation
*hich Imperator makes in the Piper case of his procedure, and
the Smeads knew nothing of the fact. The name of Martin
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Luther was associated with the Imperator group in 1896 or 18$
The fact was1 not known to the Smeads and was discovered
myself when reading the original Piper records after making i
record. On receipt of the record I informed the Smeads
what Imperator had promised. Mrs. Smead’s experiences a
the sittings are very interesting from that time, though th
contain nothing evidential of Imperator’s presence. On Jt
7 th at a sitting which was a failure in so far as the writing w
concerned, Mrs. Smead saw an apparition of the cross whi
figures so prominently in the Piper record (p. 5 0 6 ). The !
tings for some time were failures in intelligible writing. An ;
parition or vision occurred on July 2 5 th with some letters a
figures associated with it. On the 26 th Mr. and Mrs. Sm<
received from me a letter in which I had sent them, with the o
sent of Dr. Hodgson, some advice which Imperator had gh
through Mrs. Piper in 1896 or 1897 in regard to the devel
ment of mediumship (p. 5 0 9 ). The writing seemed to impn
after this date, and on August 4 th the cross was seen agi
This time it was blue (p. 5 1 3 ), On August 8th her left hi
made the sign of the cross in the air, as in the Piper case,
in response to suggestion by Mr. Smead (p. 5 1 4 ). On Aug
13 th the name Luther H. was written, but there was no s
gestion that it referred to the same Luther mentioned ab
(p. 5 1 6 ). On August 18th the cross was seen again, Sylve:
having apparently tried to ** communicate " but failed. On £
tember 22 nd the cross was seen again as Mrs. Smead came
of the trance and some physical sensation accompanied the
parture of the trance (p. 5 2 2 ). On September 26 th Mrs. Sm
stated after recovery from the trance that she had come nei
dying than at any time in her experience and felt sick as
came out.
On November 24 th in the morning about 4 a. m. Mrs. Sm
awoke in a sort of dream in which she thought she saw
perator with a letter, in his hand. Next day her head pai
her and she lay down. Mr. Smead came in with a letter,
Mrs. Smead at once remarked to him, before he had told
anything of its contents, that they did not want them to gc
Mrs, Piper’s. This was in fact the news of the letter. T
of course, might very well be a natural guess suggested by van
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srious and unconscious indications, though Mrs. S. says that
had the impression before she saw Mr. S. (p. 5 2 9 ). On
uary 26 th the name “ L U T H E R " was distinctly written
dose connection with an apparent attempt, as the next sitting
tr this showed, to give the name of St. Augustine. On the
h, January, the name “ Luther ’’ was again given and immetely after it that of “ St. Augustine
It seems that once
i name was mentioned in the Piper case also, but has not
npublished. But as I myself had once mentioned St. Augus: as possibly the personality of Imperator on certain condi
is it is probable that this is a subliminal memory of that fact.
January 2 8 th the name of Chesterfield was given and this
sonality soon took the form of control, February 9 th he
arently tried to give something to prove his identity, and the
rd “ Episcopal ” , written " Episcople ", was given and at later
rags appears to have been meant for Stainton Moses, who was
Delated with the Imperator group both during life and in mes
es through Mrs. Piper after his death. On February 17th
name of Augustine was again given and with it that of
itirelhis ” , On February 19th the name " Gustavus ” wa?
en, and on the 2 4 th while washing the dishes, in her normal
le, the name " Adolphus " was suddenly precipitated into conatsness without any association that was traceable, and while
ndering what it could mean, she suddenly thought of “ GusU5 Adolphus ", but had no recollection of what it meant and
ildnot recall it when told.
On February 28 th references were made to Stainton Moses
“ Episcopalian " and as “ rector ” , but it was spelled " Stan
i', as Mrs, S. had probably heard it pronounced. On March
1 there was a prayer very decidedly simulating those of Imator in the Piper case (p. 5 7 7 ). On April 30 th Chesterfield
ttrollcd and Luther was mentioned with a reference to Staini Moses under the word “ Episcopalian ” , and during the sitting
■s. S. saw the cross several times. On May 1st, at the sugiion of his identity, Chesterfield accepted the idea that he was
’ladens ” in the Piper case. There was also indication of the
ne policy of caring for the “ light", the medium, as in the
per case. On May 14th the sign of the cross was made in
®iection with the letters first " I. s. R.” ( then “ I. s.” the let-
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ters " I, S. D.” being used in the Piper case for " Imperator
On May 21 st another prayer was written in the same geno
character as the Imperator prayers in the Piper sittings.
On May 28 th I was myself present at the sittings, two havi
been held on that date. At the evening session the sign of 1
cross was written at the beginning, and on the next day, I
2 9 th, during the sitting in the midst of some confusion cam
by our fixing the table cloth, the phrase " when -+■ comes " t
written, and I asked “ Who comes and the sign of the cr
was written a second time. This interposition and the sign
the cross in this way is very common in the Piper case. T
was soon followed by a prayer resembling those of Imperil
as before the sign of the cross beginning and ending it. 1
most striking incident, however, was the writing of the syra
” U. D.” This is used in the Piper case for the word “ u«
stand
It was spontaneously adopted there. The w
“ understand " has been frequently used in this, the Smead c
in like situations, but the symbol “ U. D.” never until this a
sion, as if to say that I would understand the use of it hat
been a Piper sitter, and others would not. Mrs. S. was probt
aware of the use of the symbol in my Piper Report from *
vesatton with her husband. On June 5 th the sign of the c
was made again in writing and arrangements made for a
of the “ light" in terms quite the same as in the Piper sitii
allusion being made to “ Sabbath ” as there, and other Simula
of Piper language. June 18th another prayer was written it
Piper style, except that Mrs. S. was alluded to as “ h
maiden ” , a term which has never been used in reference to '
Piper, so far as Dr. Hodgson can recall, but which is use
Mr. Smead in his prayers before sittings.
The apparent presence of the Imperator group had be*
so striking by this time that I resolved to put the matter
decisive test, and arranged for three sittings, the third of v
was to be contemporaneous with a sitting by Dr. Hodgson
Mrs. Piper at Arlington Heights. The dates of my sit
were June 22 nd, 2 3 rd, and 2 4 th. Dr. Hodgson's was the .
The hours were to be the same as the Piper sittings. Nt
Mr. nor Mrs. S. was informed of my purpose or arrangem
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& of some importance is studying the psychological interest
heresults.
\fter the sitting began and after Mrs. S. had gone into the
te and the " communications ” were clear I told the control,
tofieJd, that I wished to send a message to the other light
hethird day. He responded with the statement that " MarUther would carry it for t h e e I n a few moments the
1 began to test the planchette, as it were, in a new way, as if
rtain whether it could work with it It was moved hastily
ward and forward, and then to the right and left lightly on
ihncbette, and then raised in the air and held there for a few
tuts. It then returned to the planchette and wrote the
I" amen ” , as if its elevated posture had been in the attitude
layer. The testing of the planchette resembled some phe®a in the Piper case with the same apparent purpose. Imateiy after the word “ amen ” the symbol “ U. D.” for
lerstand ” was written. On the next day, the 23 rd, the mes
i were so confused that the sitting was soon stopped. My
A name was given, and as Mrs. S. was going into the
t she saw the word “ M Y E R S ” in a vision as if written
On the next day, the 24 th, as soon as Chesterfield indicated
■Bence I told him to let me know when he was ready for my
ige. Some few moments were spent in bringing “ Martin
x ” who announced himself by greeting me. I gave him
“essage " Hyslop pertinent Luther ” to be taken and de<1 through Mrs. Piper, not giving her name, however, but
ring to her as “ the other light ” . A few moments were
upby him in getting my message clear. Then he left. In
r minutes the name “ Hodgson " was given me with the
i “ Butter cheese ” , and then this completed by writing
igson wants thee to get * * cheese ” , Presently the
uMyers " was written and I sent him off with the message
Hodgson ** “ Help me God: love me man ” . Before
ing more could be done Mrs. S. came out of the trance and
not return into it. Soon after the recovery of consdous<he felt sleepy and lay down. She had a dream that Mr,
t was present trying to communicate. The next day Myers
®tly tried to “ communicate ", but failed and as the sitting
idso much confusion it was stopped.
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Two things are to be noted. The first is that Mr. Smead
that morning bought some butter and cheese and Mrs. S. k
the fact. As soon as I could see Dr. Hodgson and inquire a
his end of the line I learned that he had neither received 1
me nor sent to me any message whatever. Besides, the Imf
tor group seemed to be absolutely ignorant of what I was d<
The experiment thus to communicate with Dr. Hodgson, as it
before (p. 4 9 5 ), was an entire failure and the whole result a
proof of secondary personality. Mrs. S. knew nothing of •
I intended or was doing until it was over.
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CH APTER V L
T H E O R IE S A N D C O N C L U S IO N S .

'he theoretical considerations that are suggested by this
rdare not easy to classify. It is of course apparent from
haracter, at least superficially considered, that we have
(spiritistic hypothesis to notice simply because this is the
rent purport of the facts. The meaning of such a theory
not require elaborate explanation, as I may assume that
sufficiently understood by most persons who will read
story.- But I may say that the theory does not involve
; than the supposition of communication with departed
ts. Whether such a theory is true or not, either in aption to this record or to any other, is not concerned in
lehnition of its import. It is simply the claim of the
d itself that defines for us the conception that we have
tamine, and whose acceptability is to be adopted or re
el.
a alternative hypothesis to spiritism is secondary per%. If it were not for the existence of some facts in
case that suggest the supernormal acquisition of know1 secondary personality would be the only alternative exttion. But if we accept the evidence for such super
'll knowledge we shall have to combine secondary perlity with some such process as telepathy, or thought
terence, as an escape from the spiritistic theory. If
: is not sufficient evidence for the supernormal of any
the spiritistic view must, of course, lose its suit by de
, and secondary personality would have no rival. It is
!)’ the superficial character of the facts that suggests spiritu>d makes it necessary to consider it. But it can have no
credentials in its favor, except such as actually support
aspicion of supernormal knowledge,
tcondary personality should perhaps he defined before
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going further, as its meaning may not be so clear to tl|
general reader as to the student of psychiatry. It is a naa
for unconscious processes that exhibit the appearance of
real person distinct from the normal operation of the nan
but are nevertheless nothing more than mental actions th
go on below the consciousness which the subject knows. V
may call the normal consciousness of any one his primary pt
sonality. This represents what he is consciously aware
and can remember in his normal condition. But seeonda
personality is a condition in which the normal consciousm
seems to have no share and in which there is the appeant
either of another person in the same organism or of mea
activities that are wholly disconnected with the normal st
By it I consider that the phenomena which purport to hav
source extraneous to the subject have really an intra-subject
origin. It is thus a convenient term to indicate that i
center of reference for certain phenomena is the person's o
mind, though the normal consciousness may be quite
unaware of them as if they originated in another organ!
The terms subconscious and subliminal are virtually syno
mous with it, and are used in this volume to denote the $a
conception, namely, some sort of process in the mind or br;
at least imitative of intelligence and never reaching
stage of our ordinary consciousness and memory. This
tivity is displayed and illustrated by such phenomena
somnambulism and hypnosis, automatic writing and sim
psychopathic conditions. Though we do not know v
much about the nature of such action, whether it should
regarded as purely cerebral or psychical, it seems to be cer
that it denotes a subjective as distinct from an objec
origin for such facts as it is invoked to explain. These i
may be variously the reproduction of a person's own exp
ence without the recognition of it as such; or it may be
spontaneous play and fabrication of apparent realities by
subconscious imagination, if such a capacity be suppose
of the person involved without the consent, co-operation
stimulus of the normal consciousness, and thus appearini
represent a foreign source according to the usual slant
for determining objective realities. I use the term seconc
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onality, therefore, to denote merely that certain phenomno matter what they purport to be on their surface and
pile of the appearance of an external source, have their
origin in the person whose organism is the subject of
r manifestation. This conception suffices to indicate at
t the evidential limitations under which the spiritistic
*rymust labor in its effort to establish its claims,
twill also be necessary to give some explanation of what
leant by the term telepathy. This time, however, it is
scientific man and not the general public that makes the
tition necessary. The public seems to have accepted this
ess without any adequate evidence, as it shows no familir with the experiments of the Society for Psychical
¡arch, and also seems to think that it will explain about
ything from wireless telegraphy to the " harmony of the
res.'1 But the scientific man is extremely wary about
itting its existence to any extent whatever. Hence it
cessary to avoid misunderstanding regarding the use of
*rm and to explain carefully the limitations under which
usable.
iy telepathy I shall mean nothing more than some un*
vn process by which a mental state m one person is
ined by another without depending upon the ordinary
mels of sense or recognised sensory impressions. It is
but a term for a coincidence that requires a causal exation and does not pretend to indicate the process by
fi the communication of thought, if such it be, is effected,
doI intend by thus defining it to admit that it is a proved
It will have to run the gauntlet of all theories of the
monnal, and can be used here only to explain possibili'hit it may be necessary to suppose in order to escape
ipiritistic theory. It is convenient for raising the standof evidence in regard to hypotheses on which suspense
idgment is still more obligatory. Consequently I shall
it hi much the same way in which the term secondary
nudity is used, namely, to indicate that the origin of a
^coincidence is to be found in some activity of the living
so subject rather than in the influence of a transcendental
dof spirits. The latter theory might even he the correct
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one, but it is necessary to exercise caution in the admissioni
it, and the only way to do this is to insist upon the evident«
difficulties of it until the facts enable us to form some inteUigib
conception of its phenomena and their causes. Besides *
may find in the combination of telepathy and secondary pe
sonality an explanation of much that might pass for so®
thing more transcendental, and thus a limitation to has
speculation, especially when the phenomena seem to ind
cate a cause that excludes the supposition of spirits, as son
of them do in this and other records of coincidences.
In the attempt to apply one or more of these theories v
have to consider more or less separately three cases of fact
There are first the Martian communications which have !e
spiritistic plausibility than any of the others. The seew
class is represented by the Harrison Clarke personality. T
third consists of various sittings and personalities that exhil
the most plausible claims which the spiritistic theory c
present in this particular case. I take them up in their ord
It will be apparent to all who are familiar with Flourno;
remarkable case as described in his interesting work entit!
" From India to the Planet Mars ” , that the present record
sembles his in at least one important respect, and this is
alleged planetary communications. There are, however, r
important differences. The first is that the present case,
dependency of the Martian episode, is far more plausil
spiritistic in that such data as bear upon such a conception
all have at least the external characteristics which that !
pothesis requires. I shall discuss these later. The seconi
that the present case is less rich in its details regarding M
tian affairs, and much less in quantity than the results
M. Flournoy. This is perhaps due to the fact that the M
tian episode in the present case does not extend over as nr
time as that of M. Flournoy. But in spite of these differen
I have material for a similar theory regarding them, with
possible reservation of the data which were not known
Mrs. Smcad and which are qualified to suggest the iden
of the alleged communicators.
It is hardly worth remarking to the psychical researc
and the psychopathologist that the whole Martian roma
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is satisfactorily explicable by secondary personality. For
bira I could leave that incident without analysis. But it will
be necessary for a more general reader to show this in detail,
(specially as this class of students may not be sufficiently
familiar with the resources of subconscious mentation in
incidents of this kind. In order to understand and appreciate
:oncretely what secondary personality is and can do we need
¡0 examine the facts that show its working beyond dispute
tnd that show the right to extend its operations over the
acts representing less evidential security for the hypothesis.
I must remark, however, that it is not the evident falsity
the Martian communications that suggests or supports the
Jieory of secondary personality. So far as these are con:emed we have no demonstrative proof one way or the other.
For all that we definitely know to the contrary, there might be
«me elements of truth in the facts, even after allowing for the
nfluence of secondary personality and for the improbability
:hat the facts are as represented. But in the absence of both
iirect and indirect confirmation of such allegations this sort
>f argument would be a very poor apology for an extraneous
¡oorce of the spiritistic kind. On this account, whether we
an prove it or not, secondary personality, representing
mown causes., must be the first hypothesis, and the only pos
sible assumption until better credentials are forthcoming for
:he more romantic conception of the case. The only cirannstance that would suggest the spiritistic theory is that the
»hole production is not, or does not purport to be, a consaous creation of Mrs. Smead’s normal personality, but the
result of something that she does not know or will. It is
natural to look for a foreign cause where we are not con
sciously the agents in such phenomena. On the old Cartesian
Mception of psychology, which made the normal conscious
ness the only function of mind and criterion of self-origiration, this inference to an extraneous source for automa
tisms and apparently intelligent statements was rational
enough. But through the facts of somnambulism, hypnosis,
secondary personality, and certain types of insanity we have
«wie to consider the Cartesian conception that is so familiar
tocommon sense as entirely mistaken. The limits of the self
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as a subject of activity are not defined by the normal con
sciousness. They extend, so far as we know, indefinitely
beyond this boundary. The same subject may be the center
of reference of all sorts of subliminal activities, which are
not extraneously instigated, at least in respect of their con
tents, provided the supposition does not contradict the known
laws of physiology and psychology. It is this fact that per
mits such an extensive application of subliminal processes,
the play of functions that imitate the reality of a being other
than that which is associated with the normal stream of con
sciousness, but which has no other material for representing
its personality than the experience and memories of the
primary self appropriated without recognition to the drama
tization of an apparently real person, not a visible or tangible
person, but an apparent stream of consciousness independent
of the subject manifesting the facts and suggesting invisible
and intangible intelligence.
The evidence for secondary personality, as the most im
portant factor in the explanation of the present record, if
not as an explanation of the whole of it, divides itself into
two kinds. First, there is that which gives inductive proba
bilities or suggests secondary personality as the best inter
pretation of the facts. The second type is that which proves
it and permits no other interpretation as possible or plausible.
I shall emphasise the latter in my study of the case, as the
former has largely to be left to the expert for detection. Be
sides it would require more time and space than the evidence
is worth to develop fully the more indefinite incidents sug
gesting secondary personality. To the psychiatrist perhaps
the Martian incidents will appear as easily interpretable with
out analysis, as he is familiar enough with subliminal produc
tions not to be puzzled with the record in this respect. Bu
it will be profitable for the general reader to study the indi
vidual facts that serve as a precaution against hasty spiritisti>
speculation. I shall therefore refer to the most importan
facts that show the working of Mrs. Smead’s own mind sub
liminally in the result.
In the first place the Martian episode begins incidental!
in the midst of communications that suggest nothing else bu
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xcoodary personality. They were such matters as might
have been the passing thoughts and occasional day dreaminj oo the part of Mrs. Smead regarding the nature and place
of heaven. The whole conversation of the children purport
ing to communicate is too much like the conceptions of
much Sunday school teaching to be treated as more than
subliminal production. That the planets should be imagined
at the abode of departed spirits is very natural and seems to be
actually believed by some people. That they are inhabited
much as described in this record seems almost to be an a priori
astronomical belief in some cases and an object of intense
curiosity and interest among the laity of mankind. It should
not be surprising, therefore, to see the subliminal mind oc
casionally producing so general a tendency. The reference
to Christ and his relation to children (p. 1 8 5 ), and the men
tion of Jupiter as the " babies’ heaven " in connection with
the superior purity of children, contains so much that is
natural to the orthodox religious belief that their origin in the
normal convictions of Mrs. Smead becomes quite apparent.
The most interesting feature of this early development is the
range of adaptability of Mrs. Smead's subliminal action to the
requirements of communications from these infant children.
The dramatic representation is suited to their supposed age.
The childlike thought to some extent adjusts itself to the
difference of age as known to Mrs. Smead. In the Martian
communications the consistency of this is not always main
tained, as Maude often transcends the natural understanding
of a child in what is transmitted (pp. 184- 1 8 6 ), the concepts
and fluency of speech being more natural to the mature ex
perience of Mrs. Smead. But in spite of this suspicious cir
cumstance, which is at least partly explained by the Sylvester
personality associated with the Martian message, the elastic
rapacities of the subliminal show considerable acuteness of
intelligence in the imitation of spiritistic requirements.
The Martian incidents might create more curiosity inr
ragard to their origin were it not for the popular interest dis
mayed the last few decades in the question of its habitation.
This fact alone is sufficient to afford a clue to the subliminal
°ptti which to work, and I think the general incidents taken
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together are very suggestive of the influence of normal know
ledge upon- the results, with sufficient variation to suspect
that the subconscious is aware of the importance of not ex
actly duplicating the character of our own civilisation. 1
cannot prove this point satisfactorily, though the facts as a
whole suggest it so cogently that we may well consider it
the best interpretation. The source of Mrs. Smead’s know
ledge in her normal state for such an episode was undoubtedly
slight. It may have been some newspaper article or a few
lines of such reading that excited her curiosity at some time
in her life. Or it may have been some words overheard in
conversation and forgotten. This was the reason that I had
to lay so much stress upon the relation between the date of
the Golden Rule ” which coincided so closely with the devel
opment of the Martian incidents at their best. But I do hot
believe that there is sufficient evidence to suppose that Mrs.
Smead saw the articles by Percival Lowell in the Atlantic
Monthly to which I referred earlier (p. 4 9 ), as these articles
once- read ought to have acted as a discouragement against
the supposition of Martian habitation, though possibly hasty
reading might prevent this influence from operating. But
it may not be necessary to suppose that either the Golden
Rule or the Atlantic Monthly had been seen. It ¡s evident that
subconscious mentation, from what we know of it elsewhere,
might be adequate to its purpose and could draw upon the
resources of imagination and the material of normal ex
perience for its fabrications. Besides it is possible that
some article, allusion or conversation in childhood may have
been stored up and thus resurrected and recast.' Many of
the incidents will suggest this interpretation without detailed
analysis. For instance, the map of the Martian zones and the
reference to the inhabitants as like our Indians and as having
made canals to " get from ocean to ocean ” and to Connect
“ great bodies of water " (p. 4 9 ) might very well have been
suggested by one's ordinary knowledge of geography and
history, though they have a suspicious resemblance to inci
dents in the Golden Rule article. There is in this allusion to
the geography of Mars almost the precise language of popular
astronomic articles on the Martian "ocean s” , “ lakes” and
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‘'can alsB u t a more striking suspicion is suggested by
the Martian ship. Its general resemblance to our own sailinf vessels, especially the yacht form, indicates the probable
origin of the idea. Nor can any defence for a.different in
terpretation depend on the supposition that the very con
ditions of navigation would lead to such a resemblance, as
the ancient type of ship, and even those of our own Chinese,
art different enough to make it probable that the Martians
would hardly duplicate our type so closely. But whatever
excuse is possible for the resemblance between our own
ships and the alleged Martian sailing vessel there is no such
reason to defend the placing of the name of the ship “ Cristririe " on the bow. That the Martians should have both the
fonn ol ship and the mode of naming it the same as ours is
extremely improbable. It is far more probable, not to put the
argument more strongly, that the result of the automatic
writing is due to subliminal appropriation of normal ex
perience.
_ ■
A still more striking incident in favor of the same con
clusion is the function assigned to the “ propeller” in the
air-ship after drawing it to represent a helm. The subliminal
has taken the etymological import of the word “ propeller "
and combined it with the visual conception of the stern of
a ship to pioduce the result. Of course also the remarkable
precocity of the language and apparent knowledge of me
chanics and terrestrial things displayed by children that were
still-born in describing what they had seen jn Mars is per
fectly incredible on any theory except secondary personality.
Nothing like it occurs in the Piper case when children are
(he“ communicators
Certain characteristics of the language also suggest sec
ondary personality very strongly. On the whole, it seems
more original and plausibly spiritistic than that of Flournoy’s
Qse. It is hieroglyphic, except in a few words, and shows
less structural resemblance to English than Flournoy’s case
»hows to French. It is possible that there is not a sufficient
wxwot of the Martian language in my case to study its re
town to English very conclusively either way. If there had
toen as much of the hieroglyphic language as there is of
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Flournoy's Martian the resemblances to English might have
betrayed themselves more distinctly. But as the matter
stands there is considerable originality and some deviation
from English structural form though this is not uniformly
sustained. There is, however, one circumstance that is al
most overwhelming in favoring secondary personality. It
is the use of the articles “ the ” and “ a
A language that
is so economic as to be hieroglyphic ought not to waste
energies on these articles. It could and should dispense
with them on its own law of economy, just as Latin did so,
though it was a literal language. The general use of the
verb suggests the same conclusion, though there were a few
interesting deviations regarding its position in the sentence,
explicitly explained as indicating a different habit in Mars,
The air-ship or “ flying machine ” is another evidence of
secondary personality. It possesses no mechanical proba
bilities in its structure or its alleged operation. Its motive
force is too humorously suggestive of our own civilisation to
appear plausible. A mechanical engineer would And nothing
in its arrangement to suggest its functions or to render its
success probable or possible. How bags of air are going to
help a machine float is hard to see. The machine is of course
original and curious, and shows some elements of ingenuity
and consistency, but they are less intelligent than interesting
Those who understand the conditions for aerial navigatior
could not suggest a single characteristic that would render it:
operation feasible, while its evident disregard for mechanic
. easily suggests subliminal attempts to reproduce the image
that might be aroused by the mere idea of a " flying machine 1
in one unfamiliar with the conditions of the problem.
The bride's veil is also a reproduction of terrestrial experi
ence, and suggests its origin too clearly to tempt one wit
any other explanation than that of secondary personality
The embroidery and curtains create suspicions in the sam
direction, and while there are differences between features (
Martian civilisation and our own there are so many that at
nearly enough like ours to make us slow to admit any otht
source for the idea than subliminal creation. The very desig
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of the tapestry curtain is such as we find in similar produc
tions with ourselves.
If astronomers were perfectly assured and agreed on the
physical conditions of the planet Mars we could adduce
definite facts to prove beyond question whether such data as
are reported here were due wholly to secondary personality
or were possibly something more even when containing prod
ucts of the subject's own mind. Professor Holden feels con
fident that the conditions on Mars prohibit the possibility of
any such people and habits as are here described in this
record. Mr. Percival Lowell, though he admits that the con
ditions of life there, if there be any life at all on that planet,
are different from our own and do not permit the duplication
of our civilisation, states the case favorably to the possibility
of some sort of inhabitants. If, however, the conditions are
inch as Professor Holden states them the existence of any
:ach beings as we are familiar with in man is extremely
dubious, and certainly we should not expect to find so many
features of our civilisation duplicated as in the ** communi
cations ” here discussed. I am not familiar enough with as
tronomy to pronounce judgment on that side of the question,
but from what I have seen in mental phenomena generally I
can measure the probabilities of secondary personality with
out relying upon any certainty in regard to astronomic doc
trine
But if the evidence is wanting to prove subliminal action
mthe Martian matter the character and performances of HarClarke will supply that want. The episodes in connec
tion with this personality arc so entertaining that it is a pity
to disturb the mental equilibrium of the spiritist by dissoiung the incidents into subliminal fabrication. His plau*ble story of his life and death with all its details, and his
hale writing, indifferently normal, inverted, and mirror in
bxra, were displays of acute intelligence and unexpected skill.
But in spite of this the pretensions of Harrison Clarke’s
'Wlity speedily broke down. In spite of the correct reference
to the generals and certain incidents in the battle of Shiloh
story was shattered by the absence of all New York Regi®«ts in that battle. Some description of the battle may
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have been read years ago and forgotten, so that there is
nothing to absolutely prove Mrs. Smead’s ignorance of the
true incidents. But on the crucial points of his own identity
and allegations Harrison Clarke was extremely evasive. In
stance his failure to give his captain’s name, though he offered
a very plausible excuse for this refusal. More striking still
was the story about his desertion from the New York Regi
ment and reinlistment in another regiment under another
name which enabled him to be present in the battle of Shiloh,
and his flat refusal to reveal this assumed or real name! The
evidence of suggestion in this incident is also apparent in this
episode, as the manner in which Mr. Smead conducted the
exposure of his claims offered Harrison Clarke a way out of
his embarrassment. There are other situations in which sug
gestion is apparent where the question intimates the answer,
but the reader will observe these cases for himself. But in
the attempt to defend himself when the charge of lying was
made it is apparent that he fought like a dying gladiator and
that he could not win without going beyond his resources
which steadily failed to yield him anything in favor of th«
supernormal. His reappearance after an interval was market
by more humility, circumspection and accommodativeness
But as most decisive evidence of secondary personality in hi
case I may refer to Mrs. Smead's half waking dream on th
evening of May 2 nd (p. 3 5 9 ). If the reader will refer to th
sitting of January 24 th (p, 2 5 0 ) he will find that on that dat
the number of the line in which Harrison Clarke marched wa
given. Then in my letter to Mr. Smead (p. 2 6 0 ) I had mei
tiooed a Harrison Clarke that had been in the 1 2 5 th Ne>
York Regiment and was still living. Mrs. Smead w as awai
of what I had written, and it is curious to find the numbi
of the regiment turning up in this way without any referent
to the fact that the man indicated is still living. H ere v
have an indubitably supraliminal content intromitted int
the action of the subliminal, and why it should so easily betr:
its limitations is a wonder. But it does, and secondary pe
sonality offers its own evidence against spiritistic claims.
A most interesting incident in the same direction is tl
fact that Harrison Clarke’s handwriting is practicallv ide
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tical with that oi Mrs. Smead, The capital letters are almost
fac similes of hers, all the details of their formation suggestingher own. The same could be said of the small letters except
that it would require more careful inspection to suspect it as
certain features of the automatic script tend to produce varia
tions, though their insignificance would be detected at a
glance by the expert. But a student of handwriting, especi
ally when he examined the capital letters, would find unques
tionable evidence for secondary personality in that of Har
rison Clarke. There are also sufficient resemblances in the
handwriting of other “ communicators ’’ to that of Mrs,
Smead to suggest the same source, though they are not sodistinct as in the case of Harrison Clarke. There are most
interesting deviations, as if on purpose to imitate the exist
ence of other persons, as in cases where certain letters are
definitely marked, such as crossing the t's and dotting the
i's where this is usually omitted, and changing the form of
certain letters to suit the assumed emergency involving a
change of personality. But interesting as these are they are
not proof against the main contention and evidence for sec
ondary personality.
In the miscellaneous incidents the positive evidence for
secondary personality is not so frequent. A very large por
tion of them is explicable by the supposition, because they
represent what Mrs. Smead herself knew, but they are not the
kind of proof which I am taking pains to quote. They are
in content incidents calculated to prove personal identity and
so have the marks of spiritistic phenomena at the same time
that they are explicable by secondary personality. The evi
dence necessary to prove the latter hypothesis against the
former must be incidents whose spiritistic nature cannot in
any way be defended. They must be facts which show in
dubitably a connection between the normal and the sublim
inal action of Mrs. Smead’s mind. I do not mean by this
way of treating the incidents known to Mrs. Smead that I
shall be understood as apologizing for the spiritistic inter
pretation of the phenomena, but I mean to indicate that they
do not provide the kind of proof I am seeking. There is no
more excuse for maintaining that certain incidents are proof
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of secondary personality when they are not proof than there
is for exaggerating the evidence for spirits. What is a com
mon phenomenon to both hypotheses should be set aside and
not misinterpreted. But there are at least a few incidents
among the more plausibly spiritistic cases of this record that
absolutely prove the influence of secondary personality, and
it is to them that I wish to direct special attention.
The first of these is the case of Charles Weis or Weir
(p, 3 4 5 ), in which there is undoubted evidence that normal
knowledge had influenced the action of the subliminal. There
are even traces of the influence in it of impressions that may
have fallen only on the indirect field of vision, and this might
suggest that originally the name itself may have been acquired
in that way. Still better is the reference to Plato (p. 3 4 4 ).
Though it does not even attempt to impose upon us as a
spiritistic phenomenon the reference indicates clearly enough
the influence of supraliminalty acquired knowledge upon the
subliminal action of Mrs. Smead’s mind when in the trance
or other condition connected with alleged communications
from a transcendental world. Disowning Plato as her con
trol, precisely as she did when I told her my experience, is
sufficient evidence of a tendency in her mind to obtain its
inspiration from normal experience, at least in some of its
conditions.
A very striking confirmation of this is the following. I
have a photograph representing some thirty or forty persons
in a group and taken in the mountains. My two children and
myself were sitting together on the lower step of a porch, and
next to me a lady, who was not a relative of any kind. My wife
stood on the porch some distance above us and wholly at one side
of the picture. The cutting of the picture for pasting on the
card cut away the upper part of the face, and besides the
face was so enveloped in shadow that even if the whole of
it were visible, it would hardly be recognizable to those who
knew her intimately. No stranger would suspect who she
was. The picture stood on a mantelpiece of the room in
which Mrs. Smead spent part of the days with my house
keeper. I had not mentioned the picture to her, and neither
had anyone else, and I had no reason for specially cherishing
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iL My face and those of my children were easily recog
nizable. Mrs. Smead knew that my wife was not living and
that I was interested in anything purporting to represent
spiritistic messages, as the experiments themselves indicated.
She had seen this picture and recognized my face and those
of the children, but was not told and did not ask anything
about the identity of any person in the picture. One day
during the period of my experiments in my home she saw the
apparition of a lady and recognized it as representing the
lady who sat near me in that picture. She had evidently
suspected, when looking at that picture, that this lady was
my wife.
Another circumstance of some interest in this connec
tion is the spelling of the word " Professor ’’ with two
“ f’s ” , and " equal ” in the form " equeal
I asked Mrs.
Smead in her normal state how she spelled “ Professor ” ,
and she spelled it with two “ ff ” s. I asked the same of
“ equal” and she spelled it as "eq u eal". I must remark
of this last instance, however, that I discovered some reason
to believe that she was at least partly unconscious when I
asked her the question and when she spelled it. She was try
ing the crystal at the time for hallucinations, and remarked
just after she spelled the word that she felt dazed when she
did so and that she was almost in a trance. Her look and
manner when asked to spell the word confirmed her state
ment. But this fact may not make any difference in the in
terpretation of the connection between the normal conscious
ness and the subliminal. Perhaps it might even be claimed
that it was evidence of the nexus to find this spelling occur
ring in the threshold of the unconscious. But this seems
doubtful when it is known that there are many cases of mis
spelling in the trance which Mrs. Smead does not make at
all in her normal state, and it is possible that the case of
“ equeal ” is one of them.
I am not able to show as much influence as might be de
wed in the case on the part of Mrs. Smead’s convictions in
affecting the results. This is apparent, as already indicated,
m the Martian matter. But in the personality of Harrison
Clarke and other “ communicators ” it is not so noticeable.
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What Harrison Clarke says about hypnotism is evidently
against his claims, as it shows complete ignorance of what
we actually know concerning such phenomena, and possibly
even contradicts it. It may represent subliminal fabrication,
tinged with vague conceptions entertained by Mrs. Sinead
in her normal state regarding the nature of hypnosis. There
are some interesting statements made that it is impossible to
refute, but their acceptance requires the admission of a phil
osophy for which we have no evidence but the statements
themselves. Besides it is not quieting to our doubts to be
told in one sentence that there is but one soul, namely, the
conscious self, and then in the next to have a discourse which
depends for its meaning upon the assumption that.there are
two souls.
Additional evidence of the influence of secondary per*
sonality is found in my last group of four sittings (pp. 6 1 3 -6 2 2 ).
It is specially important in that it exhibits that influence in
a most delicate form, and proves how cautious we have to be
in doubting its operation in instances where it cannot be
definitely traced. The incidents which show this are the
allusion to my housekeeper, and the statements about my
wife's study and employments which happened to constitute
the most characteristic features of her life. This evidence
is particularly forceful when we consider that the communi
cations broke down every time on the crucial incidents and
names.
When it comes to the discussion of the other two theories,
telepathy and spiritism, we have first to remark that it will be
convenient to group this evidence, real or alleged, under the
general head of the supernormal, and divide it afterward into
its appropriate classes. Briefly the evidence, real or alleged,
for the supernormal must consist of those facts «of known to
either Mr. or Mrs. Sinead, except when the writing was done
with a pencil and by Mrs. Smead atone. The reason for this
is a very interesting and important fact which I only learned
late in the investigations. AH my experiments were made
without any contact of my own hands with either pencil or
planchette. A casual remark made by Mr. Smead to me
suggested the inquiry on this point and he told me that he
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always held his hand on the planchette, his left hand, white
he kept track of the'questions with his right. The circum
stance that makes this important is the fact that Mr. Smead
bas some subconscious power of his own and can write auto
matically. He told me the following incident. He took
the planchette up-stairs with him one day and tried it for him
self. He soon found that it would write. It wrote out
some personal advice to himself which cannot be published
and then two Martian words which were afterward repeated
when Mrs, Smead had her hand on the planchette with his
own. This circumstance makes it imperative to accredit to
secondary personality, either of himself or of Mrs. Smead,
all incidents that come within the knowledge of one or the
other. To obtain evidence of the supernormal we require
to have facts transcending the knowledge of both, at least as
long as the writing is done with the hands of both of them
on the planchette.
•
But the most decisive proof of secondary personality is
the appearance of the Imperator group as controls (pp. 501 
510). This is perhaps not the proper way to describe the
change of personality which manifested itself in the summer
of 1902, because it is only Imperator of the Piper group that
is apparent, a fact that is distinctly in favor of secondary
personality. The apparent claim of Chesterfield that he is
Prudens is the result of suggestion by Mr. Smead, and it is
only certain internal indications that suggest the presence
of the Imperator personality. The first of these was the
making of the sign of the cross which is the symbol of his
personality in the Piper case. After some time the type of
prayer used by Imperator in the Piper case was very well
simulated, and finally the directions for holding sittings and
various forms of expression more or less identical with those
in the Piper record. The most striking illustration of this
is the word " understand ” and the adoption of the symbol
11U D ° for that word as in the Piper case. The development
of this personality was very gradual. In this respect it was
(piite in contrast with the sudden interruption of the Martian
“ communications and the abrupt appearance of Harrison
Clarke as a fully developed personality. The psychological
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reproduction of the Imperator personality was gradual and
apparently involved much effort and difficulty. In even this
respect it simulated the Piper case, and was probably the
result of my discussion of the difficulties in developing the
power of communication. But the most interesting evidence
of secondary personality in this development of the case is
found in the experiments attempting to communicate with
Dr. Hodgson while he was experimenting with Mrs. Piper.
The internal evidence of the Imperator interposition was so
suggestive that I found it necessary to prove its reality or
the entire subliminal reproduction of it. The sending of mes
sages to Dr. Hodgson which he never received, the receipt
of messages from him which he never sent, and the silence
of the Imperator group in the Piper case at the simultaneous
sitting by Dr. Hodgson with mine, and all in the personalities
of Luther, Robert Hyslop, my father, and Mr. Myers, a com
municator in the Piper case and interested in life in this kind
of experiment, are absolute proofs of secondary personality,
and proofs of it in that interesting form which shows its
large capacities. This is all the more striking when it is
remarked that Mrs, Smead's information was so slight, hav
ing never read my Report on the Piper case, but having only
heard it talked about and heard the Imperator prayers read
to her. The use of very meager knowledge was very sys
tematic and accurate, especially in the psychological play.
The association of the name of Chesterfield with that of
Imperator was not very apt, but it was in entire keeping
with Mrs. Smead's normal or supraliminal ignorance of who
the real Chesterfield was. The names of Luther, Gustavus
Adolphus, and St. Augustine were far more pertinently con
nected with the case. That of St. Augustine has a special
interest as showing how readily the subconscious will ap
propriate casually acquired information. I had some two
years previously mentioned the possibility that Imperator
might be that worthy in so far as the evidence was concerned
in the cases of Stainton Moses and Mrs. Piper. But the
overwhelming proof of secondary personality is in the failure
to identify the controls in the Sinead case with those of Mrs.
Piper, and in the fabrication of the return message which was
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never sent by Dr. Hodgson, and which in its contents rep
resented what Mrs. Smead knew had been done by her hus
band that morning, namely, the purchase of butter and cheese,
the want of which was said to have been expressed by Dr.
Hodgson and in the name of my deceased father purporting
to have brought it from Boston, and this too without any
suggestion from me that such was expected or desired, (pp,
617-619 .)
It will be apparent from what has just been said that many
of the incidents not known to Mrs. Smead, but known to Mr,
Smead lose the value that they seemed to have as reported. For
instance the names of Grace Craig and Evelyn Sargent, and the
incident of the two brothers playing tick tack and being chased
by a Mr, Roberts (p. 3 0 4 ) though appearing as evidence of the
supernormal in the record, are amenable to secondary personality,
and Sylvester's joking about secondary personality turns out
to be really the possible view of the case. Many other incidents
stand on precisely the same footing, so that if we are to have
evidence of the supernormal at all it must be in facts not known
to either Mr. or Mrs. S. Had it not been for the fact that Mr.
Smead had his hand on the planchette at the time, the getting of
the name Evelyn Sargent would be a very pretty piece of evi
dence for telepathy, and so also the name Grace Craig. But they
represent incidents to be classed with the sitting of February
!9 th (p, 2 9 4 ) as affected by Mr. Smead’s own state of mind.
The answers to mental questions which he records are also good
illustrations of the influence of his own secondary personality.
They are not definite enough to prove the supernormal even if
they were not amenable to his unconscious action. But they
beautifully illustrate the possible response of his subliminal to
his own conscious state.
The problem of the supernormal divides itself into two
theories, namely, telepathy and spirits. Clairvoyance has no evi
dent place in the discussion, as the incidents that might apparently
claim this consideration, namely, telling the motion of my hand
(p. 2 4 8 ) and ascertaining the nature of Prof. X.'s question about
flowers (p, 202, are amenable to telepathy, if that theory has
any claims at all I have already indicated (p. 5 4 ) how the
incident of the flowers has its evidential character weakened by
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the connection in which it occurred. But if we are to reckon
this case in the catalogue I may summarise the evidence suggest
ing telepathy in these incidents alone. Other facts at least ap
parently supernormal are equally explicable by the spiritistic
hypothesis and cannot be treated as evidence of telepathy. Con
sequently it will be best to summarise the evidence for the super
normal and afterward estimate the claims of the two theories in
regard to it.
The facts that at least seem to evidence supernormal ac
quisition of knowledge are the following. ( 1 ) The pass word
in my sitting of March 15th (p. 3 2 2 ) ; ( 2 ) The death of Maude
Janes, the name of her disease, namely, pneumonia, and approxi
mately the date of her death (p. 2 7 2 ) * ( 3 ) Maude Janes’s visit at
South Hadley (p, 2 8 4 ) ; (4 ) Florence Hubbell’s residence in
T-------- (p. 2 8 7 ) ; ( 5 ) The name of Mary Wilson as the
teacher of Maude Janes before Mr. and Mrs. Smead knew her
(p. 3 0 8 ) ; (6) Willie Capel's working in New Haven (p. 2 8 1 ) ;
( 7 ) The death of Mrs. Cotton (p. 2 8 8 ); (8) The geometrical
figures and demonstrations (p. 3 0 8 ) ; (9 ) The Morse incidents,
including the death of Mr. Morse, the survival of his wife Mary,
and his vocation, namely master mason (p. 3 0 0 ) ; ( 1 0 ) The
deaths of Eva White and Daisy Simonds (p. 3 6 9 ) ; ( 1 1 ) The
Hanson incidents (p. 3 4 8 ); ( 1 2 ) The names of James Eu
gene Xenos, and John Rogers (p. 2 7 8 ) ; ( 13 ) The incident o f the
toy trunk or box in connection with the deceased son Cecil
(p. 4 0 9 ) ; ( 14 ) With a qualification, the reference to the express
train by this son Cecil (p, 4 3 0 ) ; ( 16 ) Possibly the apparition
coincident with the death of an aunt (p. 4 0 1 ) ; ( 17 ) Possibly
the names Pratt and Cooper (p. 4 6 9 ) ; and many others later.
Were it not for the fact that one of the Millers had her hand
on the planchette I might add to this list the name of Mrs. Mil
ler’s uncle George. For a simitar reason I have to exclude Bur
leigh Hoyt’s narrative about the dowsing and the name o f the
station master mentioned by Mr. S.'s brother Sylvester. I am not
certain that I could include in the list the allusions to the sadness
of Mr. Sinead's mother on May 30 th regarding her son Sylvester
and the reason for it in the disappointment about the decoration
of his grave. Had it not been the custom to decorate his grave
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onthat occasion which was known to both Mr. and Mrs. Sinead,
thecase might be different,
.
There are a large number of messages which have a psycholog
ical interest, though they are not evidential of anything super
normal. They represent incidents which would unquestionably
attest the supernormal and also indicate just what we ought to
«pert on the spiritistic theory, were it not that they were known
to Mr. and Mrs. Smead. This last fact prevents the appeal to
any explanation other than secondary personality, though it is
still psychologically interesting to note that the incidents are
chosen with reference to their pertinence for a spiritistic theory.
That is, they are psychologically what we should expect on that
riew and often given in a way that suggests a mental action
independent of the communicating medium. This may not be
beyond the power of secondary personality, and I do not mention
the fact to imply that it might be, but only to have remarked the
circumstance that the play of mental action is well calculated to
suggest the influence of outside agencies.
When it comes to the explanation of these facts the choice
las to be made between telepathy and spiritism, if we are to
admit that they are supemormally acquired and not due to sec
aidary personality. It is extremely difficult to apply the last
hypothesis to them because of their complex character and the
probability that they represent what was unknown to Mr. and
fin Smead. We might say that they were possibly once known
tothemand forgotten, but it is one thing to say this and another
togive evidence that such a supposition is the most probable one.
1 think that a dispassionate study of the facts themselves and
fe circumstances under which they were obtained make it more
frobable that they were supemormally acquired than that they
«re forgotten. Excluding secondary personality, for the pres
et at least we consider the comparative claims of telepathy and
fintism.
.
The writing of the pass word in the pass sentence which had
ken agreed upon by the communicator in the Piper case claim
ingto be my father is amenable to telepathy, especially as I was
«lively thinking of it at the time, having definitely asked for it.
I attach some, perhaps much weight to this incident because,
Elite most of the proper names obtained in the same series of
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sittings, the word was quite dearly written and what is more im
portant was in a language which Mrs. Smead did not and does
not know. It is certainly representative of a very striking coin
cidence. But even though it be explicable by telepathy, assuming
that to be a legitimate hypothesis, it is also equally amenable to
the spiritistic theory assuming that this doctrine is a satisfactory
working hypothesis in the Piper case. It is specially amenable
to this for several reasons that I may enumerate. ( 1 ) The gen
eral indications of the existence of telepathy in the Sinead case
are entirely wanting, as we have already seen. (2 ) In not a
single other case, having evidential value, was there any approrimation to what I was thinking about or to what was in my
memory. ( 3 ) Prof. X. also remarked to me that he had tried
over and over again to impress the mind of Mrs. Smead and had
to confess entire failure. He said there was not a single corre
lation between his present active thought and the statement writ
ten by Mrs. Smead, except the case of the flowers on Mars, which
1 have explained might be due to mere chance under the circum
stances. My own experience was the same throughout, and 1
must confess that I have no reason to believe that telepathy
figured in the case. ( 4 ) Assuming the spiritistic theory in thi
Piper case it would be quite natural for me to get this pass wore
or the whole sentence at that particular time. The experimen
of Dr. Hodgson with Rector and Prudens, (pp. 335 -3 3 6 ) trana
personalities in the Imperator group of alleged discarnatc spirits
would show that some attempt was made to “ communicate"
and it would naturally be expected that my father would attemp
to “ communicate", if the analogies and promises of the Pipe
case be trusted. Hence it is just as possible to suppose that thi
“ message" had its origin in a transcendental source as i
telepathy, and as long as that is the case I cannot treat the a<
quisition of the pass word as evidence of telepathy.
All the other incidents bear no traces of telepathy in the
acquisition. They do not represent the present thoughts o f ar
one present, assuming that they are supernormal. They repr
sent incidents scattered about a large number of persons o f who
deaths Mr. and Mrs. Smead apparently knew nothing and »
whom they had known nothing for years, some of them a s mu>
as twenty years. Telepathy that would ascertain these fac
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under such conditions of selection ought to have easily obtained
much from Prof. X. and myself, if it can be supposed to be an
intelligible process at all. For my part I do not believe that
telepathy had anything to do with obtaining the information
represented by these various facts. I should have far higher
respect for the claims of secondary personality. Indeed I think
with regard to all the incidents except the pass word that the
choice has to be made between secondary personality and spirit
ism. Telepathy to me in these cases is absurd and can only be
the subterfuge of the man who either does not understand what
he is talking about or is simply afraid to admit that spiritistic
considerations have any claims at all. We know too little about
telepathy at present to urge it very confidently. Indeed there
are three facts that should make us quite as cautious in advanc
ingtelepathy as spirits. ( 1 ) The scientific world does not gen
erally admit telepathy of any kind as yet. (2 ) The only evidence
that science can consider at all in favor of telepathy limits tt to
the present active states of consciousness of the persons experi
menting or between whom the messages pass spontaneously.
(3) The very definition of telepathy by those who coined the
word to suit the purpose represents nothing but coincidences that
require a causal explanation. Telepathy is not the name for
any known cause whatever. It does not explain anything. It
ii but a name for facts, not a name for an explanation. It is
true that it assumes a connection between incarnate minds that
does not make the assumption of spirits necessary. But never
theless its modus operandi is not sufficiently known, to say
nothing of the circumstance that the fact of it is not sufficiently
admitted by scientific men, to justify any ad libitum appeal to it in
©incidences, especially when they so uniformly represent exactly
•hat we should expect from discamate minds, if they exist and
tan occasionally communicate in a fragmentary way under fa
vorable circumstances. All this being true I prefer to consider
•ha the proper alternatives in this interesting case are secondary
personality and spirits. I cannot accept the judgment of the
haute personalities in the Piper case when they say (p. 3 3 6 )
fha!" thought transference ” accounts for the present case. The
eidaice for this does not seem to me sufficient and we must
fare evidence. But it is interesting to remark that, if their
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judgment; were accepted in the incidents which I have classified,
there would be practically nothing left in the Piper phenomena
in favor of spiritism except the ipse dixit of those trance per
sonalities, and I should be very slow to accept that kind of proof.
If telepathy can select from so wide a field as is represented in
the deaths and various incidents of this record and not known
to Mr. and Mrs.-Smead, then the same is possible in the Piper
case and we should Ire left without evidence of any verifiable sort
for spirits. The mere asseverations of Imperator and Rector,
the trance personalities of the Piper case, cannot go very far with
the scientific man. The only apology for them would be that
their examination of Mrs. Smead in that experiment (p. 335)
was either not made under favorable conditions or that they
were guessing at the possibility of " thought transference.” We
might excuse the Imperator group for their statement by sup
posing that the disparaging verdict was due to the subliminal
prejudices of Mrs. Piper against mediumship in any one hut
herself. This would introduce secondary personality or sub
conscious modifications by her mind into her work, and I have no
doubt that this is true. At any rate, there is something of a
dilemma for them in their estimate of the present case in that
particular.
Besides the group of incidents mentioned as evidence of tlx
supernormal there is one sitting to which I have not alluded at at
and which I regard as the strongest piece of evidence in thi
whole record for the spiritistic theory. This is the confused sit
ting of April 24 th {p. 3 5 1 ). Here we have such a mixture o;
truth and confusion and ignorance on the part of Mr. and Mrs
Smead that the incidents represent very accurately many of th
mistakes in the Piper case which I have treated in my Report on i
as the strongest part of the evidence for the theory there ad
vocated. The clue to the meaning of the facts, of course, is th
knowledge which Mr. and Mrs. Smead had of Robert Russe
and the care which Mrs. Russell had given to her father. Mn
Kehher they did not know, nor did they know that her husban
had worked in the Steams manufactory. There is apparent!
an attempt to get the name of Keliher in what I read as “ Clelee
or “ Celia
The importance of this conjecture lies largely t
the fact that I so read the automatic writing before I knew an;
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tin; of the facts or the name of Mrs. Kelther. The confusion
ndmistakes are not such as secondary personality ought to be
uiltjr of, if it knew the facts, while they are precisely such as
* might a priori expert in spiritistic communications under diffidties. The incidents, with the definite allusion to the com
municatoras Mrs. Russell’s sister, possess a most interesting unity
id suggestiveness on this theory which they can obtain on no
her.
There are some confirmatory facts in favor of the spiritistic
wry which cannot have independent evidential weight. I may
ention first the peculiar inability of the “ communicators ” to
osure time. They never know how long a time has elapsed
ice death. In two cases guesses at this were made, but failed,
merally, however, when asked for information on this point
«ranee is frankly admitted. This is a very striking feature
the Piper phenomena. It is something which it is hard to
lieve that secondary personality would fabricate. The most
turai course would be to duplicate time as the subject knows
just as supraliminal knowledge is the source of all other inmatioa. Of course it may be a characteristic of all subliminal
ntal processes that they should not be able to reckon time, but
s has to be shown in matter not spiritistic before we should
»mt it too hastily. The second fart is the frequent mistakes
dconfusion in the spelling of proper names, and the apparent
ficalty in getting them, even though the memory and subuciousness of Mr. or Mrs. Smead are assumed to krjpw per
tly what the names and spelling are. This confusion of
?er names is a peculiar feature of the Piper case even when
Piper has not the slightest knowledge of the names de
art. There are also many incidents in the Maude Janes
wd which are just what we should expect to be given in order
prove her identity, but unfortunately these in too many ink c s , with similar incidents in the Miller, Hoyt, and Morse
onU, were too well known by Mr. or Mrs. Smead beforehand
demand any explication other than secondary personality,
we the evidence having any suggestive character at all in
w of spiritism is exhausted practically in the facts above
ntiooed. I cannot make any use of the dramatic play of peralrty, if such it be, as it is either too doubtfully possessed of
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this characteristic to be treated seriously, or it is too meager in
quantity to possess any value. It is not even apparent until some
of the later sittings in which Sylvester appears as a control
But even these instances are not what I call dramatic play in the
Piper case, The only other instances of it are the remark “ he
is here " in the Morse sitting (p. 3 0 0 ) and the incidents in one
of the Miller sittings in which Harrison Clarke appears to direct
the placing of a chair for a “ communicator ” while he also
directs the " communicator " where to sit and what to do. All
this seems to be action and conversation on the “ other side"
slipping through on account of the automatic nature of the com
municating process (p. 4 5 5 ). The former is not clearly what
it might be, and the latter may be the result of my own sugges
tion, as I had told Harrison Clarke directly that he must aie
others to prove their identity if he would not prove his own, ant
I had also told Mrs. Smead in her normal state that we shouk
have to induce Harrison Clarke to do this or insist on his leaving
Instead, therefore, of being spontaneous dramatic play imitativ
of spiritistic conditions it may in this Miller sitting be nothin]
more than the reproduction of my own suggestion. Hence I
cannot appeal to any dramatic play that is assured of the char
acter to suggest spiritistic influence.
The objections to the spiritistic theory are as follows. ( I
There is the large amount of matter attributable to secondsr
personality, This consists of two kinds:— (a) the facts tha
are demonstrably due to secondary personality, and (b) thoa
that are explicable by it on the ground of Mr. and Mrs. Smead'
previous knowledge of the facts. The proportion of matte
thus referrible to secondary personality is so large that one mu;
naturally ask whether, if more were known about the other it
cidents, they would not be similarly explicable. (2) The doul
which the wary sceptic may entertain as to the certitude of M
and Mrs. Smead’s ignorance of certain deaths and inciderr
which are recorded as such. It may be claimed that, in spite <
their confidence in the matter, they may at one time have know
the facts. I do not myself attach much weight to this objectic
as it is not probable that memories so good in so many oth<
instances would fail in the list of incidents classified as eviden
for the supernormal, especially as they concern persons in w h o
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(r. and Mrs. Sinead were too deeply interested to make any
ich hypothesis probable. We may well suppose this applicable
) such instances as Rosa Hem (p. 2 9 8 ), Miss Thompson
P- 340), "L ettie" (p. 2 9 7 ), Ida Nicolls (p. 2 9 7 ), as we may
tl] suppose these, all of them unknown personally to Mr. and
Irs. Smead, to have been casually noticed in some newspaper
xount and forgotten like the thousands of incidents in daily
it And if there had been but one or two cases, such as that
Daisy Simonds (p. 3 6 9 ) we might more easily suppose an error
memory. But the names are too well known to Mr. and Mrs.
nead and represent too intimate a relation to them and are too
onerous to, make this last objection very weighty, though we
noot refute the sceptic that chooses to be obstinate on this
’int I do not mean to express entire confidence in the spirit*
ic theory by this reply to objections, because I appreciate quite
Hy the reasons for an obstinate scepticism and feel its temptans myself. I can only acknowledge that the evidence as it
inds is in favor of the spiritistic hypothesis while I suspend my
igment as to its correctness. But all this does not blind me to
: weakness of the objection just considered. There is nothing
entific in accepting unsupported objections because one does
t like the conclusion which they are supposed to refute. There
no specific evidence for the objections that I have considered,
1 this should be produced before attaching any more weight
doubt than we do to belief. To my mind the safest and
mdest position to be taken against the spiritistic interpretation
this case is a verdict of not proven, and this I think can be
il sustained, even though one incline to maintain that the
abilities or probabilities point the other way. The evidence
rertainly not of the sort that seems so convincing in the Piper
t
instead, however, of trying to decide between two sharply
ined alternatives it may be permissible to treat the present
e as a borderland phenomenon. This means that it may be
eof those cases in which secondary personality is the stepping
M to the conditions in which supernormal information of a
ritistic character may occasionally be intromitted; that is, it
f be a mixture of secondary personality and mediumistic
aomena. It will be useful to study the case from this point
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of view, simply promising hypothetically its occasionally spirit
istic character.
There are two types of secondary personality which have
an interest for the discussion of this problem. I shall call them
the active and passive forms. The passive form is illustrated
by ordinary hypnosis in which the subject responds only to sug
gestion. The condition without this suggestion from without is
mainly, if not wholly lethargic, a condition much like ordinary
sleep in which the subject must be prodded in order to evince
evidence of any mental activity, and this seems usually not to
go beyond the execution of a suggestion. The organizing intel
ligence, if such we can call it at all, does not extend beyond the
mentation necessary to appreciate or interpret the suggestion
and to carry it out. Active secondary personality is quite differ
ent. It exhibits spontaneous mentation and may show all the
organizing intelligence of a person in his normal state, and will
be discoverable only by the mnemonic cleavage between it and
the normal or by the variation of contents that indicate an un
natural condition. But it is mainly characterized by its freedorr
from foreign suggestion for the cue to its activity. This is th(
type that most easily simulates spiritistic phenomena. The pas
sive condition is characterized by exclusive rapport, say with tin
hypnotizer, or such person as he may designate. In the acrivi
state rapport with an operator is not a necessary adjunct o f tin
subject’s mentation. The latter is, therefore, a condition which
if suggestible and whether auto-suggestible or hetero-suggestiblc
might be more easily accessible to influences connected with ai
elastic rapport. Containing the capacity for spontaneous moto
functioning independent of the normal consciousness and elas
ticity of adjustment there might be moods when it lapsed int>
passive secondary personality and rapport with the discamatc
In that case we might expect suggestion from the transcendente
world with the exercize of motor functions involving communi
cations therefrom. As long as it is the ordinary active second
ary personality it feeds on the contents of the subject's o w
memory. The passive is thus necessary to obtain a suggest ibl
condition, but nothing spiritistic can be received in this conditio
unless it is possible to get rapport with a discamate as well a
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ii M incarnate world. _ This is, of course, a very rare condi
tio be obtained.
This is at least one possible way to look at the matter, if we
entitled to hypotheses, as I think we are supposing them
d open the analogies and laws of normal psychology. There
do doubt other possibilities which 1 may notice presently,
incidentally I wish tp call attention to two types of the active
Hilary personality as indicated by the present case under dis
tort. There is first the type in which the conscious thought of
subject is unconsciously written down. On this supposition
plained the incidents connected with Mr, Smead and not
to Mrs. Smead but thought of at the time when the
matic writing occurred. Without this view we should have
appose the phenomena supernormal. Compare the names of
!yn Sargent and Grace Craig (p. 3 0 4 ), and some of the innts connected with the personality of Sylvester (p. 3 0 5 ).
nthere is the type in which the present mental state is not
ten down, but something either wholly foreign to the sub
writing or belonging to the subliminal until read after the
ing. Mr. Smead seems to represent the former and Mrs.
ad the latter type. Mr. Smead or even both of them may
sent both types at times, as I see nothing in either of them
Trent transition from one state to the other. I am not in
ted in the settlement of this question, but only in the fact that
acts in many cases are not explicable without the distinction
h might prove an interesting and important one in the
If of such phenomena. For instance, why did not the plan
e write down the name Minnie Sargent of which Mr. Smead
dunking, instead of Evelyn which was the Christian name
e lady whom Sylvester had loved. Have we here a mixture
hat was in consciousness and of the name mentioned in the
of poetry which Sylvester had written to some one by that
Or have we an interruption of a real communication
ylvester by the conscious thought of Mr. Smead? There
our present knowledge no answer to these questions, unless
re satisfied with the supposition involved in the first one.
my theory, however, it is a complicated phenomenon and
sses some psychological interest. If there are any spiritistic
wuena in the case the complications in this particular inr
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stance hâve a double iriterest as indicating, on that suppositkj
the various disturbing influences that may exist to confuse ca
munications. It would illustrate very clearly the necessity of
passive mental condition on the part of any one using a pea
or planchette, if anything but secondary personality is to
obtained.
That this passive condition of secondary personality is nec
sary for anything like spiritistic phenomena is evidenced, I the
by the decided traces of active secondary personality in the c
of Mrs. Smead. It is dear from the record that Mrs. Smcad it
able to suggested hallucinations. This is quite apparent in the
parition of Harrison Clarke (p. 3 5 9 ), the vision of Harrii
Clarke indicating the vacancy in his company (p. 3 5 9 ), the vis
that was taken to represent Imperator, the " control ” in |
Piper case (p. 3 0 6 ), the apparition that was supposed to
that of my wife after seeing a picture in which a certain 1
was probably supposed to be my wife and possibly
whole collection represented in Chapter II. Here we have
thoughts of Mrs. Smead turning up all unconsciously as appa:
realities. The thoughts seem to operate as secondary stij
which are now recognized to be the instigating cause o f haJItx
tions. Now Mrs. Smead is profoundly interested in the sp
istic character of the phenomena of which she is the subject
has been disposed to accept as such much that the psycholc
would easily explain by secondary personality. H er pn
position to this conviction was so strong that I have ha<
manage the case with the utmost tact and sympathy both in o
to experiment at all and in order to obtain results o f any 1
That her opinions, anxieties, fears and suspicions have r
to do with the success of the sittings is evident in the result
both my series of sittings. White in New York I discovi
and Mrs. Smead afterward confessed that she suffered g r
from embarrassment and various suspicions that she might
be treated rightly in the experiments. This was especially
after finding that I had tested her for anaesthesia and introd
one or two persons to the experiment without informing h*
my intention and without her knowledge of it until the si
was over. All these various influences show a delicate piei
machinery psychologically, and when it is connected with

1
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td hallucinations we have definite evidence of an active perdity that is quite distinct from the passive condition of Mrs.
:rtand it is a condition that we would most naturally suppose
dd exclude rapport with a transcendental world, or if it
kl not exclude rapport it would prevent rapport from adinga communication in any evidential form, as any influence
i sucha world might operate as a secondary stimulus and pro
an hallucination.
t would have been important to have ascertained whether
ippareotly spiritistic and successful sittings followed a state
ratal indifference on the part of Mrs. Smead. It occurred
* lo determine this, but circumstances made it impossible.
iy own experiments, of course, there was a strong desire to
tcessful and, in spite of better acquaintance as we proceeded,
Ny some fear conscious or unconscious that she would not
*d. If I could generalize from these I could answer the
ion which I have raised. But I was not present at the
sittings and hence could not express a judgment on the
x, and possibly I would not be able to ' form a rational
onif I were present, as it is not easy for an outside observer
tide when the mind of another is in a passive condition, and
is case ! could neither interrogate the subject nor accept
stimony if given, for the reason that her acquaintance with
ology is not sufficient to enable the scientific man to satisfy
:Ii with her opinion. At any rate, how slight the foreign
a«i may be that interferes with success of any kind, even
ondary personality, is evinced by the result of the sitting on
3rd (p. 3 7 9 ) when the resentment against the interference
rof. X. absolutely prevented the automatic writing. Acg the delicacy of the machinery as evinced by these facts
ay well understand how wide the gamut between normal
»«mess and the passive secondary personality necessary
uniunications with a transcendental world, and also how
we might obtain the proper combination of conditions
tary for both rapport and communication with such a
All this of course is based upon the variations and
% which we observe in the" types of secondary personality
own. They are such as usually have to be studied indiCy, and exhibit ¡diosyncracies that make it difficult to gen-
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eralize beyond the cases of observation. This very fact Al
what the possibilities are with which we have to reckon. 1
limitations of the phenomena have not been so determine} a
preclude the possible attainment of rapport with conditions I
are beyond the reach of normal processes.
In attempting to measure the possibilities of the spirit)
hypothesis there is a supposition which often suggests a
sumption in favor of the spiritistic view which may have a
weight superficially than examination will permit it to pea
1 refer to the apparently diabolic character of the secondary,
sonality assumed to evade spiritism. For instance, if all
purported or apparently attempted communication is not i
it appears to be, how can we reconcile its deceptive character
the amount of intelligence involved in the construction of
data? If it is all secondary personality is not the imeUi|
indicated in it so great as to suggest that it is deliberately de
ing the observer? How can we suppose such intelligen«
lirely ignorant both of the sources of its statements and of
falsity ? Take the story of Harrison Clarke and some oi
Sylvester “ communications
Do they not show such I
intelligence as to suggest conscious deception as opposed ti
automatic intelligence of hypnotic suggestion ? In other w
how can we suppose that secondary personality as exhibit
this and similar cases is self-deceived instead of causa
practising deception on us? Must we not suppose it diabo
nature when we suppose it to be merely secondary person
And must we not as a natural consequence feel tempted wil
spiritistic theory as a more easy explanation of such esse
pecially where we know that the normal consciousness is t
and have at the same time to assume that the subliminal
rely wholly upon the experience and limitations of the n
self for information and capacity? Is not the spiritistic t
more simple and consistent with the naïveté and contents ■
14 communications ” than the assumption of a diabolic seco
personality?
The answer to these questions is simply that there are ill'
of personal identity that may produce on the mind the
effect as an ordinary sensory hallucination. We all taw*
the abnormal mind interprets a sensory experience whx
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es the appearance of reality. Even the normal mind is
le to do the same until introspection or memory and judgt can come to its aid to correct what it discovers is in fact
irmal It is but natural that an apparition should be taken
a reality when it seems to have the exact marks of the senexperiences on which we rely so confidently in ordinary
The abnormal mind differs in its treatment of such exmces only in the persistence of its interpretation of them as
ties. Now it is quite possible, nay, is a fact that there are
lectual hallucinations affecting the judgment exactly as do
ory hallucinations. They may affect the whole range of conis activity. They are illustrated in a remarkable form in
cases of lost personal identity and of secondary personality
hich the subject treats the normal stream of consciousness
lother and distinct person, e. g. Pierre Janet’s case of Leonie
itidsing Leonie 1 as if she were another person (Automa
t Psychologique) and that of Dr. Morton Prince (Proceedo( the S. P. R., VoL XIV , pp. 79 -9 8 ) in which one of the
onalities plays tricks on the other and takes delight in it, as
iere were two different persons concerned. In fact the pheenon is producible by hypnosis almost at pleasure. In these
$ secondary personality is the subject of an hallucination
iite of the general intelligence displayed in the direction of
stream of consciousness peculiar to itself. It seems inble of introspection and self-consciousness. In fact it is
opinion of Dr. Boris Sidis (Psychology of Suggestion) that
fundamental characteristic of all secondary personality is
absence of self-consciousness or introspective power. Aciogthis view of the case which seems to me the most probable
fo not require to suppose that secondary personality is diaal in its character. This quality demands introspection and
consciousness for its display. But if secondary personality
ithout this capacity it is itself the subject of deception preyas the insane man may be in the one definite subject of his
ration while in all others he may be perfectly. intelligent
normal. Thus we find any amount of intelligence combie with a fundamental illusion which normal self-consciouswould discover and expose, and we do not require to measths claims of spiritism against the apparent diabolical char-
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acter of secondary personality. There is another altermtr
and that is the deception of the subject itself in spite of the acu
intelligence shown in all other directions. This view of com
reduces the indications of spirit communications to facts th
are supemormally acquired and which do not seem to be i
ducible to any acknowledged laws of normal psychology, a
thus the temptation to be overchari table to spiritism is remffl
in so far as we are concerned with the assumption of a relati
between acute intelligence and its diabolic character. There
nothing in the present case to demonstrate beyond a doubt t!
the trance state involves any self-consciousness in the commii
cations. I shall not say that there is no evidence whatever, i
shall I say that there is some of it. It is a most difficult mat
to determine in any objective instance. But it is clear to
scientific reader that there is no demonstrated self-conscious»
In the Piper case there is decided evidence of this introspect
in the personalities of the communicators, a fact which is aga
the supposition that the dramatic play in that case is due to
secondary personality of Mrs. Piper, if the doctrine that sect
ary personality is never self-conscious be true. The present c
however cannot be more than borderland as it is too meage
the material that might suggest introspection during the " c
munications ” to treat it as militating against secondary
sonality either as diabolical in its character or as evincing it
pendent intelligence.
Accepting the Piper case as a criterion there are at 1
three objections to treating the present instance as spirit!
(1) The mechanical freedom of the automatic writing.
The comparative absence of changes in the personalitie:
“ communicators" during a sitting. ( 3 ) The limitation o f ■
liable “ communicators ” to friends of Mr. and Mrs. Smead
There are some exceptions and qualifications to the fir;
these objections. First, my own sittings showed no mecha
freedom whatever in the automatic writing. On the eont
it was extremely difficult and illegible. Secondly, often ai
beginning of a sitting the writing was apparently difficult
when the sentences and subject matter after being decipi
seem uninterrupted and clear. But in spite of these q u a !
tions one who has witnessed the automatic writing in th e
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Mrs. Piper observing that there is no resemblance between it
l htr own normal handwriting, and compared it with the auto
tie writing of Mrs. Smead which is in many cases, in fact in
rly all cases, the fac simile of Mrs. Smead's normal writing,
Ithat a very clear style, must feel suspicious about any other
ret of it than secondary personality. Of course, the position
t taken in regard to the relation between secondary personf and spiritistic communications does not exclude the admisi that the automatic writing is wholly an affair of the me
n or organism through which it must be transmitted. Sccary personality of some sort is a necessary element in the
lit. But when you observe that the mechanical features of the
jmatic writing duplicate so fully those of the subject’s style
post naturally suspect all intimations of even of the supermi until the evidence for this is more overwhelming than
eons to be in this case. Only indubitable evidence of sunrmal knowledge of a character to be explained by a trans
ients! source can remove the suspicion that I have mentioned,
if it is removed the peculiarities of the automatic writing
simply stand as so much evidence in favor of secondary
cnality as a necessary stage in the development of mediumphenomena. How far the present case satisfies the rednents of such a view each reader must determine for himrht qualifications of the second objection are perhaps less
picuous. In the case of non-verifiable “ communicators”
changes are noticeable in several instances and in so far the
resembles the Piper phenomena. But the traces of these
iges in the instances of verifiable " communicators ” are
' few. Usually the same personality remains throughout
siting, and when these verifiable “ communicators ” are
onal acquaintances of Mr. and Mrs. Smead the natural tnnce might be that both the positive and negative evidence is
nor of secondary personality. That is to say, the failure
bain spiritistic matter when the " communicator ” is not
*o and the success in obtaining apparent evidence of spirits
a the “ communicator" and many of the incidents are so
rn seems to prove the limitations of the case to secondary
ooality, O f course if the evidence for supernormal know-
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ledge is sufficient secondary personality will not cover any mot
of the case than that part which is explicable by it, and eve
this resort might be weakened if we could ascertain the tnit
about the cases at present non-verifiable. That is to say, the oj
is not proved against the spiritistic interpretation by the na
verifiable character of certain incidents and personalities. It
possible also that the borderland nature of the whole phenomena
is more or less supported by the very difference between the vei
fiable and the non-verifiable “ communicators” : for it is notic
able in most non-verifiable cases that there is more difficulty
the automatic writing and more confusion in the results, and
make this instance a borderland phenomenon is to admit t
occasionally spiritistic character of it. The objection is thus m
conclusive though the justice of raising it must be admitted* a
perhaps some cogency must be ascribed to it, though, as said,
depends entirely upoh the assumption that the Piper case is
standard for determining the issue and this may not be the ca
The third objection is more forcible. It relates wholly to I
evidential aspects of the problem. It is the acquaintance of f
and Mrs. Smead with the “ communicators " and the most
the incidents given, together with the negative results in
case of non-verifiable "communicators ” that goes to support
strongly the explanation of the case by secondary personal!
In this respect it is immeasurably inferior to the Piper a
There are three characteristics that give the Piper phenorm
great evidential weight, (a) Mrs. Piper’s ignorance o f
sitter in all cases to which scientific value can attach, (b ) \
Piper’s absolute ignorance of the persons and lives of the *' c<
municators” . (c) The specific and definite nature o f the ii
dents delivered and which bear directly upon the evidence
personal identity. In the present case the incidents are ol
well calculated to prove personal identity, but it is defec
in the two conditions which are so necessary to prove its spi
istic character beyond a doubt or to remove the suspense o f jv
ment which a rational scepticism must maintain. The most 1
can be made out of it is to regard it as borderland and m
way we may leave it either to strengthen or weaken the P
case. If it contains occasionally intromitted messages fro i
discamate world it supports that case and indicates the p
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which secondary personality may have in the origin of mediumistic powers. If it is not spiritistic it so illustrates the resources
of secondary personality in the mimicry of independent intelli
gence as to throw the case for spiritism in the Piper phenomena,
is I have said in my Report upon it, upon the question of super(lormally acquired knowledge. All other arguments must be
nere adjuncts of this as representing material and manner psydiologically to be expected on the spiritistic theory but not sug
gesting it
*
There are very important facts which tend to weaken the
irgument in the Piper case for the spiritistic theory. It will be
'enembered by readers of my Report on that case that the selecivt unity of the incidents given in those experiments, that is,
he synthetic unity of the incidents, the dramatic play of percnality, and the mistakes and confusions were employed to coninn the spiritistic theory, as being quite natural on that view
md not to be so readily expected on that of secondary personlity. In the present case all three of these characteristics are
»ticeable. The selectiveness of the incidents with reference to
he illustration and proof of personal identity is perfect, so per«t that we must wonder that secondary personality should be
o fragmentary in the selection when it might as well have been
oort systematic and perhaps would have been expected to be
wre systematic, instead of imitating the naturally fragmentary
bander of the “ messages " which we should expect from disunate spirits. The success in imitating these *s the interesting
eature of the case.
The dramatic play of personality is not frequent. By this I
xao the apparent conversation between persons or spirits on
be"other side ", There is much of this in the Piper case and
dien it is understood it is a most impressive fact. There is not
ndj of it in the present case, but there is still enough of it, reonbling the same play in our dreams where the imaginary perooalities converse with each other and maintain their inde«fence of the dreamer, to weaken any argument for spirits
«ed upon the naturalness of this play. The apparent con
trition between Cecil and Maude (p. 4 5 5 ), deceased son and
»lighter of Mr. and Mrs. Smead, the occasional interruptions of
yhester, the deceased brother of Mr. Smead (p, 5 8 3 ), and
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occasional incidents in the Chesterfield control, show what sec
ondary personality may do in the way ol imitating what we
should most naturally expect in the real phenomenon, and hence
weaken the argument from the dramatic play of personality for
a spiritistic theory.
No less interesting is the fact of confusion and mistake in the
giving of proper names, and un familiar words. The imitation of
the Piper case in this respect is very marked. Why there should
be so much difficulty in this particular can hardly be explained
except on the supposition that the communication between dif
ferent personalities in the same subject is as difficult as between
two worlds, a view apparently at variance with the ready access
of the subliminal to what the supraliminal acquires. B u t it is
certainly a remarkable fact that the mistakes and confusions
in proper names are precisely like those in the Piper case in many
of their characteristics and inevitably weaken the argument for
the spiritistic theory of the expected nature of such facts. Se
lective unity, dramatic play of personality and mistake and con
fusion would naturally be expected on the spiritistic theory, and
if they were not naturally producible or expected in secondary
personality, would be an argument for the spiritistic hypothesis.
But their equal occurrence as a purely subliminal phenomenon
must diminish their influence in favor of anything supernormal.
In conclusion, then, we find so little evidence for supernormal
incidents and so much that is explicable by secondary personality,
that any theory extending beyond the subliminal action o f Mrs.
Smead must have almost insuperable obstacles with which to
contend. If any of the results, suggesting the supernormal, had
been obtained under such conditions as the credentials fo r such
phenomena in the Piper case, namely, entire ignorance o f the
sitter, the spiritistic theory might be stronger. But too much is
dependent on the accuracy of Mr. and Mrs. Smead’s memories
to make such a theory the most probable one, especially when
the capacity for secondary personality is demonstrably so great
as it is in this instance. If the supernormal be tolerable at all
it must be with the reservation that it represents an occasional
datum intromitted into the main current of secondary conscious
ness.
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We may add, however, that later developments of the Smead
case tend to make it more provably spiritistic than these final
remarks might indicate. We have published one Report show
ing this. [C f. Proceedings Am. S. P. R., Vol. I, pp. 525 -7 2 2 .]
The verdict expressed here, however, is based only on the present
record and will stand for that, tho later facts tend to nullify it.
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A P P E N D IX

C H A P T E R I.
T H E M A R T IA N C O M M U N IC A T IO N S .

It will be necessary in detailing the Martian matter to give the
communications that led up to it. The alleged communications from
that planet did not appear alone or all at once. They were preceded
by messages from Mr. and Mrs. Smead’s deceased children and Mr.
Smead's brother. The names of the children were Maude, Willis
and Esther. Maude and Willis were both still-born, and Esther's
death was a miscarriage near the time of birth. There is no written
record of the communications that began the experiments, which
were recorded only when some incidents appeared to interest Mr.
Smead, as indicated in the introductory chapter (p. 4 ). The ac
count at this point, therefore, will necessarily be fragmentary or in
complete, though containing all that it is possible to recover. I shall
give the record exactly as it stands, and whatever comments are ad
visable will follow. It might be in better style, speaking from the
literary point of view, to give a running account of the results, but
this would be to sacrifice some important scientific characteristics.
Hence I think the record should stand exactly as it was written, and
it was written in full. The planchette was the method employed for
the communications. This, it must be remembered, was the vehicle
for all of the work down until about January, 1901.
In making the detailed record I have followed the usage em
ployed in the previous reports of the trance phenomena of Mrs.
Piper. The round brackets inclose the questions or statements ot
the sitter at the time of the experiment and so record the material
which the psychological student wishes to know in studying sugges
tion and inference. The sitter, unless otherwise indicated, is always
Mr, Smead. The statements inclosed in square brackets represent
explanatory notes in reference to the text or messages in the record,
and made subsequently to the time of the sitting, unless, as is occa-
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sionaBy the case, they embody some remark at the time of the sitting
not connected with the regular questions of the sitter. Asterisks
mean that a message or part of a message is undecipherable.
Dashes in connection with proper names mean that J have omitted
certainparts of the words in order to aid in concealing Mr. and Mrs.
Swad’s identity. In a message a dash means that some part of
a word has been omitted by the automatic writer.
In making notes on the incidents of the record those in square
brackets within the transcript of the sittings, unless indicated by my
bubals, are substantially the statements of Mr. Smead. In any notes
independent of those in the transcript and explanatory of the record
mdetail I have quoted Mr. Smead where he is responsible for the
formof statement, and have made myself responsible for all other
statements, even where he has been the informant. Where I found
« nectssary to distinguish between Mr, Smead’s relation to the facts
andmy own I have added my initials to the notes made.
The first record is of an experiment on June 3 rd, 1895, which
ws written out by Mrs. Smead herself afterward in a running style
and sent to Mr. Smead’s father for perusal. The account is dated
Jane 4th of the same year and is as follows:
.
"In the sitting room, Willis (Mr. Smead) was reading and I
snring, when he wanted to know if I would put my hand on the
phochette. I did not care to, but said I would if he wished it. So
begot it and we sat down at the sewing machine table with our hands
<*)■ 1 asked the question mentally if there were any spirits present
if they would write ? (supposing it would write yes). It started
jmt as soon as our hands touched it and wrote Maude, the name of
Wr baby that was bom and died in B-----. Wilis (Mr. Smead)
then asked if there were any other spirits here. It wrote Willis, the
name of our little boy that was still-bom in H-----. It then wrote
Sylvester—John, the names of Willis’s and my own brother. Also
Kwe and Annie, two young ladies that were friends of ours when
Eving, Willis then asked several questions of Miss Rose which I
»31 not mention here as they were of no great importance. It then
drewa picture of her, and when Willis asked the baby to excuse him
(or leaving her, it wrote: 'Yes, yes, yes.’ Then he asked: ‘ Who
vas here writing ? * It answered ‘ We.’ Then he asked who was we,
>ad it wrote ' Us.'. Then he asked who was ur. It wrote then
Maude and baby brother. He then asked if she knew where her
body was buried, and it wrote “ B-----Then where little Willis
•as buried, and it answered, ’ H-----’. He then asked her if she
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liked the place where her body was, and it would not write. He then
asked if she would like it moved anywhere else, and it wrote yes.
We of course asked where, and it wrote, ‘ beside baby brother’s*.
He asked why she wanted this done. She answered, ' because you
can fix them up pretty He then said he could not very well do it
right away, when it wrote, *soon p a p a H e said, I will, Maude,
some time, but cannot just now. Will not this do? It wrote again,
' soon papa please *.
He then asked if there was anything left to the little body, as we
did not think there was much. It answered, ' Ida is t h e r e Then
he told her he would do it as soon as he could. It wrote, 'soon
p a p a He then wanted to know why she wanted it done soon. She
said,' because you might forget it, papa \
We were then talking over what could be done and he (Mr.
Smead) spoke to me (Mrs, Smead) and said he did not know
whether Mr. Steele, the man who took care of the grounds, was liv
ing or not, when it wrote, ' Mrs. Steele is here'. He told her he
knew that she was there, but asked where Mr. Steele was living at
the present time, also his daughter Jennie. It answered, 'there'.
Wilhs asked ‘ where?’ Answer, *B-----He then told her he
would write and find out about it and have it moved, when it again
wrote, * soon papa \
A few other questions were asked when little Cecil awoke and 1
had to go to him. After it wrote that baby sister was here. We
asked her name, and she said she did not have any. Willis asked
what they called her and how old she was. She answered, ‘ just
baby sister, about two He then asked why they had not named
her. She said that he must. He had several names in his mind and
asked her if she could tell him what they were. She said. ‘ you
know'. He asked if she did. She said, ‘ no*. Then he asked me
what we should name her, and we were agreed on ‘ Esther May
and just as we had named her she began to draw a picture of her
A short time after this we said good night, when she asked us tc
come again."
In reply to the question whether he and Mrs. S. had ever talkec
about the removal of this child’s body, Mr. S. says: ** No, most posi
tively. Such information as we received was a surprise and was no
pleasant for us to receive, and moved Mrs. S. greatly. At the timi
the message was given we supposed that there was nothing left t<
move. The body was that of a little child with but 9 months o
prenatal life. I never thought that anything of the little body
S
have been in existence at that time."
c o t

i
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Inquiry also shows that Mr. and Mrs. S. knew of the death of
this Mrs. Steele some months before this sitting.
The next record is dated July 6th of the same year and bears
upon the same general subject matter as the previous account. This
time, however, it has been kept in the dialogue form in which it oc
curred, with adequate explanatory notes regarding certain mistakes
and difficulties in the writing. I shall write the questions in round
brackets, and explanatory remarks and notes in square brackets.
The answers written by the planchette will stand without any marks.
The planchette wrote:
"Yes, we arc here, papa. (Who?) Maude. (What message
have you ?) Papa, Maude remembers ( ?) Remembers, [The word
‘ remembers* was spelt wrong, so neither of us knew the word,
neither of us could guess it. It was asked to write out the word be
ginning with *R '. Wrote, ‘ It minded again *. So we could not tell.
It was asked to write it out slowly and plainly. Wrote] Rembers.
(What do you remember?) Moving. [The word ‘ moving* was
written so that neither of us could tell it or guess what it was.
Asked to write it slowly and plainly. Wrote] Moving. (Moving
wbat?) My—body—. (Is anything of the body there besides some
hair and bones?) Yes. (What is there besides hair and bones?)
Eyes. (Anything else besides eyes, hair, and bones ?) Yes. (What
else?) No more. (Is that spirit ‘ Maude* gone?) Yes. (What
spirit is here now?) Me papa. [Written twice. The first time
neither of us could tell what was written.] (Who is ' me ’ ?) Willis.
(Who is Willis?) Me. (Are you my son ? If you are an evil spirit,
I command you in the name of Christ to leave.) No sir. [The
‘ sir spelled * ser *, when I said, * S-E-R 1* It was at once corrected
to *sir *.] (Are you my son ?) Yes papa. (Can you make me be
lieve that you as my son are writing such words as ‘ No sir ’ to me ?)
Yes papa. (Don’t you think ‘ No sir' is a pretty old phrase to use
to your father?) No. (Explain why you wrote ' No sir*.) I was
a good spirit. (Is that all your answer r) No. (What is the rest of
your answer ?) Was Willis *papa ? * Papa' written two or three
times before we knew what it was meant for.] (What is your mes
sage or request?) Name Ester. (Why?) She is a good baby.
(Why should I name Esther again? That is no answer.) No papa.
(What do you mean by ‘ No papa *? I certainly did name Esther.)
No papa. (What do you mean by ' No papa *? I certainly named
Esther.) No paper. [We supposed the word was ‘ papa*, but it
was 'paper'.] (What do you mean by 'No paper1?) Dike me.
(How do you mean by Mike’ ?) Ester wants it on some paper.
(Do you mean Esther wants me to write it on some paper?) Yes.
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(I will write it right here.) [I wrote it.] (Will that be all right?)
No. [Nothing more was written.] ”
No comments are necessary on this record, as it will be apparent
to the reader that there is nothing here which cannot be accounted
for by the most ordinary secondary personality. -The mechanical
difficulties and mistakes will remind those who are familiar with the
Piper case of similar phenomena there. But the next record is for
July 27 th, 1895. It introduces the feature of drawing into the re*
suits, and involves a new person as the communicator. It was Mis.
Smead's aunt, the name having been given in full. She had been
dead some years.
The planchette began by drawing a picture of a woman, as was
evident from the face. The picture represented her as having bangs
and curled hair, and covered two pages of paper. The chair in which
she sat was drawn: also her two feet and shoes. The woman her*
self was drawn in a sitting position and holding a book. The writ
ing, however, was not plain. The dialogue then began and was as
follows:
“ (What is that?) The Bible. [Not plain. Written again.]
The Bible. (Is it the Bible she is reading?) Yes.
Yes ' written
two or three times.] (Do you want to use these sheets of paper
again?) Use these. [Then was written] Fannie. (Fannie?) Yes.
(Fannie who?) Fannie Burtis. (Is it surely Fannie Burtis?) Yes,
(Sure?) Yes. [Then it wrote 'aunt'.] (Aunt of whom?) Ida.
[Mrs. Smead.] [Mrs. S. then said it was her aunt Fanny Burch.]
(What was your maiden name?) [Would not write it.] (Don’t yoi
want to write it ?) No. [Then it drew some circular scrawls. Mrs
S. said “ It doesn't seem as if Aunt Fanny would be so silly
Mr. S
asked] (Are these scrawls for hoop skirts?) Yes. [Mrs. S. sak
that she used to wear them,] (Have you a message for us?) Yes
(Can we have a clean sheet of paper for it?) Yes. (Do you wan
us to keep this picture of you ?) Yes. (Will you wait a little whiV
till I write something down?) Yes. (Will you write your messag
plainly?) Ida is going to have a baby girl. (Have you any more t
write ?) Can it be called Fannie after me? (Go on.) [Mrs. S. wa
unwilling.] Please. [Mrs. S. hesitated and began shedding tear*
Mrs. S. said, * I do not know as I can control my thoughts ’.] I wi
help you. (Go on.) [Mrs. S. still in tears.] So you need nc
worry, Ida. (Express your mind Mrs. Burch.) Will you do
Ida? (Go on.) Elsie to— Will you do it, Ida please? [Wor
‘ please * underscored four or five times.] (What has the 4 Els if
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to do with it? Her name was not Elsie. No Elsies in our family.)
No, No, No. {Do you want us to name the baby Elsie?) No,.
Fanny. (Mrs, S. said,' I will wait and see whether 1 have a baby or
not before I make any promises.') Will she believe me? (Are you
sure?) Yes. (Have you anything more to say about it?) Will
she do it? ^Why should Ida grant your request as a spirit. It is
more than she would do if you were living.) She promised it. [Un
derlined ' it '.] (Mrs, S, said, 1 Perhaps the baby will not live if I
don’t do it. What do you say to this, Mrs. Burch ? ’) Do—it—
[Written again on request.] (Will granting your request make any
difference in the living of that child in the foetal life?) Yes, (I
cannot understand that at all, I cannot believe it. Will you ex
plain?) I should watch over it. (How would or could your watch
ing over it keep it alive?) We always do this with little babies.
(How then did the others die? Little Willis, for instance. Was he
watched over?) Yes. God was not willing. (Was it so with Es
ther?) No. (Was it so with Ida Maude?) Yes. God was not
willing. (Was not God willing because of my sins?) Yes. (Will
this one live?) Yes, if you do rights [The word 'right’ under
lined.] (Will you help me to do right?) Yes, [Written in big let
ters,] (Ought we then to do as you request ?) Yes, I think so. Do
not you both? (We are both willing. We promise. Help us if you
can, and help our unborn little one. Have you anything else to
write?) I thank you both. (It is getting late and we have no more
paper. Will you consent to us bidding you good night?) Yes.
(Good night.) Good night, Ida and Willis, (Will you, Mrs. Burch,
write our your full name as you now have it as certifying to the
genuineness of this account and oblige?) Yes. Emily Frances.
Burch."
The prospective child here alluded to was a boy and is still living.
The next record is dated August 7 th, 1895. It is marked by a
change of character that suggests the rise of the Martian develop
ment, though nothing is said directly on this matter. The reader
will only notice allusions to such a transcendental life and its place
as indicates how easily the suggestion might be made in regard to
the planets.
"Maude is here. (Mrs. S., ‘ I thought Maude was not coming
any more!’) Maude is sorry. (Maude go on.) Is papa sorry?
[Written twice before it was read.] (I thought I did and said what
was right.) No, you did not papa. (I said I must wait until I get
a chance.) Well, Maude will wait, but she does not like to be there,
pa, so please have it done soon. (Have you anything to say,
aude, besides this?) It is very pretty here, and Maude is waiting
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for mamma and you to come here. (Where are you, Maude?)
Everywhere. (You mean by that you can go everywhere?) Yes.
(Where is it you live?) Here with you. (Have you ever known
heaven ?) You will like it when you come here. (Is there such a
place as heaven?) Yes. (What is it like, Maude?) No, you must
wait. Maude has not been there, (Where did you go when you
died?) With you. (Were you in the room with us then?) Yes.
wanted to come to mamma. (Weren’t you dead when you were
bom?) No, (Written five times.] (When did you die?) When
they would not give me to my mamma. (Where are all the spirits
of the dead?) Everywhere. Some others are on the earth, some
others are on other worlds. (Are those that have died, some of
them, living on other planets?) They can. (Are they?) No, they
can when they want to. (Do you mean they can go to them and stay
there as spirits? Even as spirits they can come here.) Yes, but we
like to go on journeys and come back. (Where do you come back
to?) You and mamma and baby. (Is our home your real spirit
home?) No, until you and mamma come. We want to be with you,
and so Jesus lets us. [The words ‘ lets us' underlined four or five
times, and written three times before any sense could be made out
of it.] (Where is your real spirit home?) With Jesus. (What is
the name of the place?) Paradise. (Near what planet is it?) Not
very near any. (Where is it. Tell me something definite that I may
know.) Near heaven and that is near the center of all. (Of aU
what?) Space. (Where is the devil?) In the bad place. (He
lives there, does he ?) Yes. (Is that bad place the place called hell
in the Bible?) Yes. (Is it a literal hell, with brimstone and fire
and millions of devils?) Maude does not know. (Are you sure
there is a hell in which the devil lives?) Yes. (How do you know
this?) Jesus told us so that we must be careful and not let him get
us. (Could the devil get a spirit into hell?) Yes. (Explain,
please.) When we do not mind God and are not good to those on
earth. Jesus told me I must tell papa. I was sorry. (Well, Maude,
it is all right. I will do what you want as soon as I can. It is late
now, so good night, my little girl. Mamma and papa send lots of
love and kisses to you. Good night. Come again.) Good night.”
Comment on certain features of this sitting may be reserved
until I come to discuss the whole result. But one can hardly fail, if
he have a sense of humor, to remark the precocity of a child that
could not be more than four years and four months old on " the
other side
The description of heaven as “ paradise " is curiously
suggestive of knowledge that is gained on this side. No less so is
the reference to what is orthodox sentiment regarding the relation
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of Jesus Christ to little children. In this the traces of secondary
personality will appear evident to almost every one.
The next two records are dated, one of them simply August and
the other August 21 st, of the same year. It is impossible to decide
which of them should come first, except as the contents suggest the
most probable order. In both a reference to the planet Mars is made,
and as it is the record of August 28 th which is the most important
inany question evidentially for the theory of secondary presonality,
it will make no material difference which of the two comes first here.
I decide to place the one simply dated August after August 21 st
because there is more material referring to Mars and planetary visits
than in the latter. It is apparently more nearly related to the subject
matter of August 28 th than to that of August 21 st. Hence I place
next and first the experiment of August 21st, 1895.
" [The first thing done by the planchette was the drawing of a
cow, which was called a ' cow boss \ Mr. S. remarked; You must
be a brilliant spirit to draw such a cow as that.j I can do better,
papa. (Who is here?) Willis. (Any message?) Maude is away.
(Where ?) Mars. (Do you mean she has gone to the planet Mars?)
Yes, with uncle Vester, (Are you the only one here tonight, Willis?)
No. (Who is here besides you ?) Ester, aunt Fanny. (Who else?)
Lots. (Have you any message? If not let some one else.) Me
papa. Ester. (Has Esther any message?) Ester wants to go with
Maude, but uncle Vester didn't want Willis and me. (Anything
more?) Willis feels bad and so do I. (Well, Esther, don’t worry.
When Maude comes back she will love and kiss little sister and
brother, won't she?) Yes, but we wanted to go so bad. (Anything
else?) Home is best with papa and mamma. (Well, Esther, good
a%ht. Papa sends kisses to Esther and Willis and Maude.) Maude
is gone. (I send Maude kisses. Kiss her for me, Esther. Will
you?) Yes, good night papa. (Write your name, Esther.) I don't
want to tonight. Good night papa.”
Here we see the beginning of the communications regarding
Mars. In the explanation of them we must remember that Mr. S.,
oo August 7th previous, had asked if some spirits lived on other
pfanets. This might have given a suggestion to the subliminal in
this general direction. But even if we do not attach any special im
portance to this possible influence there are other resources for this
suspicion which will be noticed in their proper place. But with the
(object's interest in astronomy, admitted by both Mr. and Mrs.
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Smead, (hough she has never read any book on the subject, and tbe
known public interest in the question regarding the possible habita
tion of Mars, we may well imagine how easy the suggestion might
be that would lead to communications purporting to come from that
planet. These are more definite and marked in the record that comes
next, and that is only dated August, 1895. In the record originally
made it precedes that of August 28th and is the first made in the
order of place. This would be conclusive regarding its place here
were this the uniform policy of Mr, S. in making his record, but he
has not always observed this rule. However, as remarked above, it
does not affect the main question to be raised after giving the record
of August 28 th, which will here follow that of August without a
specific date.
“ We are here. (Who is here?) Maude and Vester, Willis and
Ester, (Who is to write tonight?) Maude. (Will you not let
Vester write tonight? You wrote last time, Maude.) (This remark
indicates either some forgetfulness on the part of Mr. S. or the fact
that there was an unrecorded experiment between August 21st and
the present one, or if this preceded August 21 st, then between
August 15th and the present one. For in the previous record it was
Esther that wrote and who said that Maude had gone to visit the
planet Mars, as if preparing to make the communications of this and
the next record of August 28th. The answer, however, is interest
ing.] No. (Is Vester here?) No. (Where is he?) Home. (At
my father’s?) Yes. (Have you any special message?) I will try
to write. (Have you any special message?) I will tell you about
Mars some night. (Write that word after ' about ' again.) Mars.
(What do you mean by Mars?) The Planet. [Written with a capi
tal ‘ T ’ and big letters.] (What do you know about the planet
Mars?)- I am a going to it. (Have you ever been there?) No.
(How does it happen you are going to it?) With uncle Vester.
(Explain how it is you are going with uncle Vester.) I want to and
he said I could. He likes me. (Do you know anything about the
planet Mars?) No. (Does uncle Vester?) No. (Can you explain
how it is Vester is going to Mars ?) He wanted to see it and learn
about it. (Have you ever been to any of the planets besides the
Earth?) Yes. (Which one?) Jupiter. (Tell me about Jupiter,
please.) [The answer to this was a crude map drawn by the
planchette. The map has not been preserved, unfortunately.]
(What is this?) A part of Jupiter. (Don't draw any more maps.
Tell me something about It.) It is very pretty. (Go on about the
people.) They are different than you. They know lots of things.
(Tell me some things they know that we don’t.} I will some other
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time. (Why couldn’t you now?) I want to go. (Why?) Jesus
wants me. (What does he want you for now?) To talk with me.
(Are you going there?) Yes. Good night papa and mamma and
baby.” Cf. p. 192.
The next record, as already indicated, is that of August 28 th,
though I shall mention difficulties in this assignment of the
date in my comments after giving the subject matter.
The first thing done with the planchette was the drawing of a
map of a continent on the planet Mars, and the giving of six words
describing certain features of this continent or incidents connected
with them. The map is reproduced here with the words written in
H just as the planchette constructed it The interpretation of the
map and the terms describing its features was also written out by
the planchette, but the original of this is so confused by superposi
tion of the writing that it cannot now be reproduced. The account
must be made from the general notes of Mr. S. at the time. The
words were as follows, with their interpretation.
Zenten—Very cold.
Zentinen—Cold, very cold.
Dtrnstse—North Temperate Zone.
Dirnstserin —South Temperate Zone.
Em rrincm rcn —The Equator.
MiiHtenirimte—One Continent.
1895,

[Fig. I.]

After the drawing of-the map and the giving of these words the
communications seem to have begun abruptly, the ” control" all the
while being Maude, the deceased daughter of Mr, and Mrs. S.
” At it we had a fine time. We could go all around there easy.
The people are bigger and there are not so many as on this Earth.
[During the writing of the first sentence Mrs. S. was absolutely un
conscious of it. We did not know what it was until it was written a
second time,] The people there could talk with the people here if
they knew their language, but they do not. (Do the people in Mars
have flesh and blood as we do?) Yes. (Do they look like us?)
Some. (Are there big cities there?) No. The inhabitants are
most like the Indians. (No, American Indians?) Yes. (Do they
live out doors?) Yes. (In a savage state?) Some. (Are they
highly civilised?) Yes, some are in some things. (What things?)
In fixing the water. (How? In what way?) Making it so that it
is easy to get around it. (How do they do that?) They cut great
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canals from ocean to ocean and great bodies of water." At this
point the communications were terminated.
The interesting part of the contents of this experiment speaks
for itself. It contains more definite allegations of fact than the
previous allusions to Mars. But the statements lose a part of their
interest by reason of their juxtaposition to several facts that suggest
their normal origin too strongly even to feel surprise at the element
of secondary personality evident in them. There is first the general
public interest in recent years regarding the planet Mars. This, of
course, without definite incidents associated with it would hardly
suffice to prove a suspicion. But there is much more to indicate the
possible connection of the statements with suggestion by something
read in the papers at the time. Accounts of Mars may have been
read and forgotten and afterward resurrected in an unconscious
way. There is no positive proof that this was not the case, and per
haps there is also none that it was the case. But there are two facts
which have much interest in their bearing upon such an hypothesis.
First Mr. Percival Lowell had published in the Atlantic Monthly for
that year four different articles on Mars, and all of them before the
date of this sitting. Mr. S., however, says emphatically that this
periodical was never in his house and that there was no library in
the places in which he lived from which the publication could have
been obtained. The only resource to sustain the origin of the mes
sages in these articles would be to conjecture that they or one of
them may have been seen in some casual Way wholly forgotten, and
there is nothing to prove or disprove this supposition. But there is
a second fact of some importance in this connection which would
make normal suggestion more probable. Mr. S. discovered, accord
ing to his statement, about two weeks after the experiment, an ar
ticle in The Golden Rule, a publication of the Christian Endeavor
Society, which, if read by Mrs, S., might suggest all that is given in
this particular experiment. I give the article in a footnote.* Mr. S.
* " A ll who are interested in astronomy should read Percival L o w ell's In
teresting series o f articles on Mars that have appeared in T h e A t la n t ic M o n t h ly
this summer. He showed first that the broad physical conditions o f the
planet are not antagonistic to some form o f life ; then that Mars has a dearth
of water on its surface, requiring intelligent beings, if they live there, to
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rut it out and pasted it on the opposite page of the record for
August 28th. But he unfortunately did not write down either the
date of the paper in which the article appeared or the date of the in
sertion in his record, I have been able, however, to ascertain from
the publishers of the paper that the date of issue for the copy con
taining this article was August 29 th, 1895, one day after the date of
the record here given. It is of course much later than the original
allusions to Mars, but near enough August 28 th to suppose that, if
the paper were issued a few days before its nominal date, the article
may have been read by Mrs. S. before the messages of this date.
There is also the suspicious circumstance that Mr. S. wrote on the
margin of the original map and on one of the original sheets of the
automatic writing that the date of the drawing was August 31st.
This might -enable the paper to have been accessible to Mrs. S., even
if it were not issued before its nominal date, August 29 th. But in
some instances of recent experiment Mr. S. has dated the original
writing correctly and then dated the transcription of the incidents on
the day of making it, so that we may have here a similar fact, the

make use o f irrigation for the support of life ; in the third place that Mar*
has a network of markings precisely such as could be best explained by sup
posing such a system of irrigation, and that where those possible irrigation
ditches cross there are always round dots that behave just as ordinary oases
should behave. A s to the possible appearance o f the beings who constructed
these enormous canals, the writer indulges in some speculations; ' I f lie were
on earth, he would weigh twenty-seven times as much as the human being,
but on the surface o f Mars, since gravity there is only about one-third of
what it is here, he would weigh but nine times as much. The cross section
of his muscles would be nine times as grea t Therefore the ratio of his
supporting power to [the] weight he must support would be the same as ours.
Consequently, he would be able to stand with no more fatigue than we ex
perience. Now consider the work he might be able to do. His muscles,
having length, breadth, and thickness, would all be twenty-seven times as
effective as ours. He would prove twenty-seven times as strong as we, and
could accomplish twenty-seven times as much. But he would further work
upon what required, owing to decreased gravity, but one-third the effort to
overcome. H is effective force, therefore, would be eighty-one times as great
u man’s, whether in digging canals or in other bodily occupation. A s
gravity on the surface o f M ars is really a little more than one-third that
at the surface o f the earth, the true ratio is not eighty-one, but about fifty!
that is, a Martian would be, physically, fifty-fold more efficient than a man.'’
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date, August 31st, being that of filing the record. Respecting this
point Mr. S. further writes me that the date August 31st written on
the margin of the original sheet containing the Martian map was not
the date of the experiment, but that of filing it, and though we must
admit the possibility of a mistake of memory in this matter the habit
of thus marking papers later on where there is no doubt of the fact
is in favor of his statement. \Ve can hardly explain the date August
28 th for the record of the messages in any other way. In regard to
the difficulty here proposed Mr. and Mrs. S. write as follows:
“ At that time we were subscribers to that paper, and that is bow
we had the copy. We are certain that we did not receive that issue
before the date of its publication.” Mrs. S. says: ‘ I know that we
did not receive that paper until the first week in September and that
I read it the second week in September, I did not read it until after
wards. I did not usually read the papers as they came. I was too
busy and we had so many of them. The morning I read that article
I was getting Cecil to sleep. I was in the sitting room. I glanced
over the paper while he was going to sleep and I saw this article. I
came right out into the kitchen where Mr. S. was and called his atten
tion to it and read it to him, and asked him if he did not think it was
queer that it should have happened that way, that this should have
been printed after our map of Mars and the short description of the
people was given to us. I said: Don’t you want to save it ? and he
replied: What is the use of that ? It is of no great importance. Then
I said: We may need it some time in connection with what we have,
to prove that our writing was given first, and because of this Mr. S.
saved it and pasted it in that large book.'" Mr. S. then writes:
“ I remember well these facts stated above. I cannot recall the
exact words, but I do remember Mrs, S. coming out into the kitchen
and telling me of this article and persuading me to save it. I know
that it was received after the Martian map was drawn. Besides, my
letter to my father which is among the documents and is in the large
book will prove that at that time I made no mention of having read
that article before the map was drawn and before the words were
given. If Mrs. S. or I had read that article, and after that the map
had been drawn, I certainly should not have been surprised at the
drawing of the map and the words. But the fact is that that paper
was not read before then, and also that it was not received by us
until afterwards. We lived at the time in B-----, and it would have
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taken a day or two for the paper to have reached us, and the proba
bility is that it would have taken two or three days, and this would
hare brought the reception of it by us into September as the matter
lies in Mrs. S.’s memory."
Tbe letter here referred to by Mr. S. as having been sent to his
father is dated June 7 th and evidently concerns the record of June
3rd, and does not bear upon either the record of August 28 th or the
issue at stake in the present instance. There may have been some
other letter, but it is not filed in the book mentioned.
It is apparent, however, even on the supposition that the article
was seen beforehand, that the subject matter of it is not in any
sense a reproduction of memory, as there are too many details, and
«penally in the words purporting to be Martian, all of them not
materially suggested in the article, to evade the hypothesis that the
subliminal had constructive power independent of memory, so that
the most that could be supposed on the theory of having seen the
article previously is its merely suggestive character in perhaps all but
the sue of the inhabitants and the use of canals. The evidence that
it was not seen has some probabilities in the case. But for the pur
pose of secondary personality it would not make any practical differ
ence under the circumstances in this special case, considering the
differences in the subject matter, whether the article was seen or not
beforehand. The only advantage in recording the facts carefully lies
inthe circumstance that they rather than the opinion of the writer
should be known.
There seem to have been no further experiments or records until
thedate of October 14th, 1895, when a very singular set of messages
ojw. The whole character of the communications changed and
«present a tendency to make sport of Mr. S. and to play a trick
«poo him.
“ (A long pause. Several remarks by me in a bravado spirit—
wawls, etc. I asked, will you write your name?) No. (Why
«*?) You do not know me. (Were you a man or a woman m the
life?) Myself. (Will you not answer me which?) No.
(Why not tell me something about yourself? Let us get acipainted.) It is not any of your business. (Why then are you here
writing to me?) To satisfy your curiosity. (About what am I
«nous?) The other World. (What have you to write in relation
w the other world?) Nothing, only that I am here. (Who are
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you ? A spirit of good or evil omen ?) Good night. [ Several other
questions], [No answers,] Ester. (What does Esther want to
say to papa tonight ?) She loves your baby. (What else has Esther
to say?) Loves papa and mamma. Good night. (Was the last
spirit a bad spirit ?) Yes. [Nothing more written after this.] "
On November 2nd, 1895, the communications somewhat re
sembled the last, and there was drawn a picture of the devil at the
beginning. [Fig. II.]
” (I made the remark: ‘ You can draw anything, even the devil
if you wish. I am willing.) [Then there was a head drawn with
big jaw teeth, pug nose, staring eye, horns and all.] (Who is this?)
The devil. (Who drew this?) Your friend. (Who is my friend?)
The devil. (Is the devil my friend?) Yes, (Go on.) We are
here; Willis, Ester, Maude. (Who is writing now?) Maude.
(Who drew that picture of the head?) A bad spirit, (What was
the name of the spirit?) I don't know. [The word ‘ know’ was
spelled ‘ no’, then afterwards upon suggestion corrected.] (How
did a bad spirit get here?^ They are always trying to fool some
one.”
1 give the representation of the “ devil ” in this case for reasons
that can be stated in the sequel and in order to let the reader make
the comparison of certain lines in it with the automatic writing of a
later date (Cf. p. 250 ). The next record is November 7 th, 1895.
“ You are all right about the church. (In what way?) You can
do as you please, (About the discipline?) Yes. (Do you mean I
have discretion in enforcing the discipline?) Yes. (Who is writ
ing?) Vester. (Why, Vet, don’t you write more?) He is writing
through me. [Three draughts all alike. At first we could not read
it. but we compared them and found all three the same.] (Who is
me?) Maude. (Why cannot Vet write alone to us without writing
through you?) [The reply to this was the drawing of a map of
North and South America. It was a very good map.] (Why dc
you draw the map?) So you could see it. (Who drew that map?]
Me. Maude. Good night.”
On November 15th, 1895, two human hands were drawn and :
message of love sent by Maude to her father and mother, and the fol
lowing written out by the same communicator, but recorded withou
the dialogue.
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“ Geòrgie looks like Ester. Willis looks like Maude. Maude
said she had been away a long time and had been to the planet Mars,
aad that when she had gotten back we had gone away to the other
place. Not Sa-----. but the farm. Maude said why did you leave
Willis and Ester alone papa? (I said I did not understand.) She
wrote: ' You did not tell them so that they could go with you.' (Up
tothe farm and at Sa-----?) Yes.”
In December a short colloquy took place with the drawing of
a cat's head. Nothing occurred that needs to be mentioned. Only
twoor three short sentences were written. The experiments stopped
here, as indicated in the Introduction (p. 50 ), and were not resumed
for five years, when the communications from Mars were begun
again among some of the usual kind. It is interesting to observe
W the Martian matter was abruptly abandoned and messages of a
trivial and tricky sort substituted in their place, as if the Martian
messages were merely episodes in the field of suggestion of some
bind.
In resuming the record I shall include in this chapter only the
natter pertaining to Mars, and shall not give the record chronologicilly, except as bearing upon the Martian communications. The
ether matter will be reserved for a place by itself.
It will be most important to remark, however, that the record of
theexperiments pertaining to Mars and begun in 1900 is not so com
plete as the earlier. The dialogue that evidently accompanied the
picture drawing has not been preserved in all instances and hence
thequestions of the sitters do not always appear in the account. It
* an unfortunate defect in the case, as we are thus unable to deter
minewith any precision how far suggestion may or may not have in
fluenced the results. Nevertheless the record is sufficiently complete
tomake the phenomena interesting enough to science and to dispel,
partly at least, the suspicion of undue influence from suggestion.
The most striking feature of the experiments is the sudden resump
tion of Martian communications without any reproduction of the
tricky messages five years previous, as if there had been some un
conscious development of the ability to produce this sort of phe
nomena in the details necessary to give them plausibility. They
«cmto have begun on September 14th and, extending to December
16th, 1900, were interrupted after that date by the appearance of
Mother personality who called himself “ Harrison Clarke ", and who
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must be considered separately. In these new Martian communica
tions the communicators were the deceased members of the family,
and usually purported to be Maude, the child that was still-born
in 1891.
In reply to inquiries regarding the questions asked during these
Martian experiments and not recorded, Mr. S. says:
" In nearly every case, as far as I can remember, the drawings
were given absolutely without any suggestion on my part, or on the
part of any one else who might have been present, I do not remem
ber asking any suggestive questions. I did ask many questions, bat
they were not of a leading or suggestive sort. Such were not needed
and those asked were for information as to what this or that was,
and what the drawing or sign meant.
" About the ship. It was drawn and I said: *What is that for?’
The answer was, I think, ' a sea v e sse lo r something like it. 1
could tell if I had the manuscript. No, I am certain that the draw
ings were not due to my questions. If this was implied in the treat
ment of the matter the whole force of these things would be lost in
my judgment. Often we would sit down and no questions whatever
were asked, when one of these drawings or Martian sentences would
be given. By this you can see how it was. It is true that I asked
many questions, but they were questions of fact and not such as
would suggest their own answer. Often the word would not be
dear and I would ask that it be written again. This was done two
or three times in several cases before I knew what the word was.
When I knew I found that the same had been written each time.”
[I can add that the character of the original sheets and the mat
ter involved seem to bear out this statement. J. H. H.]
September 14th. 1900, " (Who are here?) We have been tc
little baby sister. (Who do you mean?) Little baby sister. (Ex
plain.) She is not on this planet yet, (Where is she ?) On Jupiter
(What is her name?) Rubie Ruth. (Rubie Ruth Smead.) (G<
on, tell us about Jupiter.)
We all went there at first because we were so small and then
were angels that took care of us there: and after a while we wen
big enough to come alone. They let us. But at our leaving the can?
they came and took us to Jupiter.
(Tell us why little babies go to Jupiter.) Only little ones go
(Why do they go there?) It is a very beautiful place and littli
babies have not sinned, and so the angels teach them all about Got
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and you and mamma. You cannot live there. Baby spirits can,
because they are nearest like the angels. Tomorrow night—(Had
we better stop?) Yes.”
'
Rubie was the name of a child of Mr. and Mrs. S. that had died
by miscarriage in 1900. It was probably three or four months old.
The name originated in this way. “ 1 had naturally talked with the
littleboys as to how they would like a little sister and so forth. They
had made up the name, helped I suppose by our suggestions, which
«as to be Ruble Ruth. This was to be the name of the little sister if
it was bom. But there was a miscarriage and so we called the little
one that had been bom so prematurely by the name Rubie Ruth
Smead."
On September 15th, 1900, when the experiment began they, Mr.
and Mrs. S„ had to wait some time for the writing to begin. When
it brgan the planchette drew a figure which might suggest a ship
very easily and wrote two words, namely, “ Seretrevir” and
" Cristririe", and repeated the word " Seretrevir ”, which had not
been dearly written the first time. After this second writing the
word “ Yes ” appears in the original, evidently meaning to recognise
the correct understanding of the word in response to some question
not recorded. This was followed by a second and much better draft
of a ship, after repeating the word seretrevir" and securing its
understanding. With the second draft of the ship the word
" Crisiririe ” was written on the bow and the word “ Seretrevir ”
again written twice under what was evidently intended for the water
inwhich the ship was floating. It was indicated that “ Crisiririe1'
was the name of the ship, and that " Seretrevir ” meant ocean or sear«seL On another sheet the word " Irevitrcvir " was written, fol
lowed by the word '* yes ", which was erased by the planchette, and
theword “ vessel ” written twice after it, the second time evidently
for the purpose of making the meaning of the first attempt clearer.
Then the name of the ship was written a second time, probably in
response to a request, as this time it was perfectly clear and it is in
teresting to note that the “ t ” was crossed and the “ i’s " dotted as
wasnot usual, '' Irevitrevir " was said to mean vessel. At the close
of the experiment the following dialogue took place:
(What are the boats made of?) Trees. (You mean wood?)
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Yes, they do not have sawmills like the people here. (I must stop
because little brother is sick.) We will stay with brother, good
night.”
*

In the experiment of September 20 th, 1900, the data are quite'
fully recorded. The first thing done by the planchette was the draw
ing of an irregular figures, unrecognizable in itself for anything, but
said afterward to be a " dog house temple
In each of two comers
there was drawn an animal form which has some resemblance to a
dog. The dialogue then began.
I
(What is that?) Where they worship. (Who?) The pecph
of Mars. (The planchette then drew a picture of a boat with som<
scrawls for a lake and Mr. S. asked for the name of the lake.] (Giv
me the name of the lake.) Emervia. When uncle Vester comes
will ask him to tell you the name. (Do you mean on chart one aboq
the place where they worship?) Yes, (Will Vester come tonight?:
No. (Want me to drop that now?) Yes. (Go on.) They hav
such funny names, papa. (Go on. For instance, write, " The bo
runs ” in the Mars language.) They don’t run—walk. (Wrin
“ The boy walks.” )
This question was followed by the planchette's writing thn
different characters and after them on the same line the word:
'* the boy walking no more
The last two words are apparent
for the purpose of indicating that no more characters were necessa
to express the statement. Then evidently in response to some qtu
tions the word “ Yes ” was written twice, and afterward the chi
acters repeated and the meaning of each indicated. The order is t
same as in English, but it was carefully explained that “ walking
not “ walks” was the form of expression in Mars. The dialog
then continued.
(What is the Martian word in English letters for '* the ” in
sentence, “ the boy walking” ?) ti. [Means “ the” , pronoun
“ te
(What is the word for “ boy” ?) ini», [Pronoun;
“ enen ” .] (What is the word for walking?) atnarbnm. [‘'
has the “ e ” sound, pronounced “ amarevem
[Then the sente
was rewritten in the Martian characters again.) (W hat else
(Following this question four more characters were written gi\
the name of the figure drawn at the opening of the experiment,
interpreted, as in the case of the above sentence, to mean, " The <1
house temple*" The Martian words for this were given in the si
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wj. They were: " ti fento warkibivte timevwl ” .] The experiment
thencame to a close with Mrs. S. saying: “ Good night, Maude, You
have done well. Many thanks, little girl,”
In connection with the scrawls for the lake the planchette wrote:
“Pretty soon. It is hard tonight papa. Mamma hand with her
doth oo doth.” It is apparent that the record of all that was said
bj Mr. S. here was not made and the full meaning of this is not clear.
On September 24th, 1900, amid a lot of automatic writing by the
planchette that is not worth mentioning in this account, as it is mere
conversation with questions omitted from the record and not bearng upon the subject of present interest, there was written another
Haitian sentence. Five characters were written, and one of them
used, and they were interpreted immediately to mean: " A great
nanchief ruler.” It was written in an inverted order, that is, back
rod. The word “ better ” apparently was written immediately
liter the sentence, perhaps as an automatism in response to a re¡ncst to write the Martian characters more clearly. Then came,
»ssibly in answer to some question: “ Because Maude came.” On
September 30th this sentence was written again and interpreted as
«fore. The characters this time were more distinct, On the first
nasioo, September 14th, the Martian words for the name of the
'rokr ” were given and were: ri Amirie En.n
OnSeptember 29th, 1900, the planchette first drew a rough sketch
i s man and wrote the word " yo urst ” in connection with it. The
Wrd in this case is quite complete and is as follows:
* [Picture drawn. Written.] 'yourst'—Mars—you. (Shall I
niie at the top of the figure ?) 1 C l e ( W h a t does that mean ?)
be. (Can you give its sign?) Wait. [Then given and as is apntnt is identical with our letter ‘ T
T One, pronounced cl*.
What is the significance of the word ' yo urst ’ ?) You are a man.
I*. (lam not on Mars.) That man is.
i [Then another picture was drawn representing a woman, as ex
toed, and the word ‘ ke * written in connection with it, and ex
pired to mean two,] (Can you give the Martian sign that means
•**1 [This was given and as is apparent is identical with our letr 'ZT_] Z (What is the Martian word for men?) Maren.
hwnwrced ‘ marin’ ; word means ‘ men’.] (Give me the word
f'women*.) karen. [Pronounced ‘ karin\] [It must be obM that the original for ' men * represents only three signs while
to ire five in it as pronounced, and in that for 1 women ’ there arc
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as many Martian signs as in English.] (What is the word for
'man'?) Wait. (What is the word for 'man' in the Martian
language, giving me the word in English letters?) Mare. [Pro
nounced ‘ mart*, 'mare* means man,] (What is the word tor
‘ woman’ in the Martian language? [Written in Martian char
acters.] (What is the word in English?) Kare. [Pronounced
' kari'.] (What is peculiar about that picture of the man you
drew?) The way they dress. (How?) The men wear dresses and
pants. (Short dresses?) Yes. (Goon.) The women wear haglike skirts and funny hats. Their hair is hanging down on their
shoulders. The men put theirs up and keep long hair under thm
hats. We went all around. The people are different in different
places,”
On September 30th, 1900, the first thing done by the planchetto
was to repeat the picture of the Martian man drawn the eveninj
previous. It reproduced the features of the first attempt thought
a better form and represented the dress as described. This was fol
lowed by a strange figure and the word " Wereven ", which was «
plained to mean “ serpent *\ This word was written several time
evidently in response to a request to make it clear. I f I understar
the figure rightly it represents some kind of a serpent coiled up i
if to strike. This is not very definitely indicated, but is apparet
This was followed by a rough draft of what was described as
house. The figure was drawn a second time in response to the i
quest to make it clear. It appears as a sort of double cross with t
outline of a mountain in the background. The lower part of t
double cross, however, was explained to be the shadow of the hoe
in the water, indicating that the house was built on the shore of soi
body of water. The planchette indicated that the figure was a hot
by drawing the linguistic symbol for a house which was the same
in the sentences where the word required to be used. The round
circular loops in the wing sections of the house were intended
windows and the opening on the line representing the shore was s
to be the door. In response to a question the planchette wre
“ They live out doors most of the time.” Also the word " triu " :
the Martian sign for the figure 4 and likewise the word " t r i ”
its sign for the figure 3 were written.
A most interesting feature of this experiment, following
drawing of the ground plan of the house, was the drawing oi
signs for the words “ man ” woman ” , “ men ”, " women ” ,
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thesentence written on September 20 th. The originals are relucedbelow. In explanation of them the planchctte wrote: “ The
tian language has both an alphabet and signs for words. They
thesigns most." I give in the reproduction of the signs their
vaJents in Martian and English,
dwe—Man.
Man chief ruler.
'farm—men.
'are—woman.
-W*—women,
m*—four.
. great man chief ruler.
lr, S. drew the signs in better form and the correctness of them
xrtified by the planchette. I give the reproduction.
here was also produced by the planchette the sign for the
s “ man chief ruler ” , which is the same also for " man ", in the
Kt"a great man chief ruler”, and different from the word
i" in distinction from “ woman ”,
n October 1st the planchette first drew the characters for a
an sentence which reads in English: “ This man is a great
' Under the characters were written numbers to indicate the
inwhich they stood in the Martian language and which reprel the sentence in the following form: “ This man a great man
ft is noticeable that the symbol for the word man is not the
inboth instances in the sentence. But it is quite as noticeable
Wsecond symbol for “ man " is the same as that for “ man ”
tmguished by sex and given on September 30 th. Also the
f for Mgreat ” was the same as before on September 30th and
There followed this the writing of the symbols for " man ”,
t man ”, and “ great man chief ruler ” , which are here repro
. That for man ” it is noticeable is the same as the first in
in the sentence just given, and " great man " is the same as
Mod instance in the sentence and the same as “ man ” in dis
o from " woman " as given on September 30th.
ere followed this another sentence representing: “ The great
¿dressing his subjects.” This was written in the same manner
• previous sentence. The numbers indicating the Martian
of expression were written under the appropriate character,
gns for “ great man ” are the same exactly as in the previous
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sentence. It is interesting to remark also that the sign for " his1
simply the obverse of that for " g r e a t F o r the word " addrcssiu
as given by Mr. S. the planchette wrote “ talking ”, so that in tea
the sentence was: " The great man talking his subjects.” The M
tian order was: ” The great man his subjects talking."
The next sentence with the Martian symbols represented:
great man walking to temple." Inasmuch as the sign for “ gi
man ” in the original sentence is the same as that for *‘ man ",
may as well interpret it as being '* A man walking to temple.” 1
less the fourth symbol can be interpreted as meaning ’* to temp
the necessary sign for “ temple ” is wanting. The word and syt
for the figure 5 were given, and this fact seems to have been m
for the number of signs in the sentence. The word was " Z uu,
the symbol somewhat resembles our figure 5 lying on its side
angular in form. The word, or rather symbol, for “ walking
the same, it should be noticed, as that given on September 2CN
the sentence: " The boy walking.”
On October 3 rd, 1900, the planchette wrote a continuous s
of seven characters and asked Mr. S. to interpret them. Aftt
expressed his inability to do this the planchette proceeded to
the interpretation in English and also gave, the Martian word
the same. The Martian symbols were written three times,
without connecting them, so that each sign would appear separ
It also drew a picture of a flower or flower bud. The senter
English was: " Flowers bloom there. Many of the great men
them,” The sentence in Martian was: " Moken irin trinen
ant ti maren ittine tine.” I reproduce the originals of all three t
of the sentence in the Martian characters for the sake o f illust
an interesting feat of preserving uniformity and exhibiting
liminal memory (p. 228 ).
Mr. S. also records a still longer sentence as having been v
on the same date, but he has not preserved the original plan
writing, except in the Martian characters and words. H ow 1
terpretation was effected is not explained. But the sentenct
” The men went with the subjects of the chief ruler to the te
The Martian for this was: " Ti maren arivie warire ti m a r met
ti Arte2 feu it timeviol.”
In the course of the experiment the communicator w ro te :
people on Mars choose their rulers, so the children o f g reat r
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ont," and at the close of the experiment Mr. S. asked who was
g and the answer was: “ Maude. Babies love to watch me
Maude writes: Sylvester tells.”
i October 4 th, 1900, one of the most interesting and remarkf the whole series of drawings was made by the planchette
t was done with the planchette must be remembered in order
reciate the difficulty of so delicate a piece of work. The comations began with the message: “ You should see some of their
ideries. The colors are beautiful.” Then the figure of a piece
broidery was drawn, representing, as afterward indicated, a
of an inhabitant of Mars, The figure represents, as seen by
t, a beautiful production of embroidered flowers. After the
: was drawn the planchette wrote out the colors of the flowers
■ the various parts of the dress. Variations of pink, white,
yellow, brown, and lavender were described as belonging to it.
xluce for the reader the representation of the dress as recondaccording to the description and directions of the planchette,
description of the dress the words “ pink *’ and “ brown ” were
i in the inverted form, that is, backwards. In farther expiaof the embroidery the planchette wrote out the following sen
ti Martian signs and words : “ Man chief ruler's wife’s dress
¡he goes riding with the man chief ruler." The Martian for
"Jlfare arrhne ceassin oonei ket ahrue ruinin warire ti mare"
mbols for the words used before, it is noticeable, are the same
trevious communications. There was added to this sentence
tement : “ They do not have horses : they glide, but they think
ding.” It is noticeable in the original writing that the “ i’s ”
ted and the “ t's ” crossed quite frequently, especially when it
ressary to make the spelling of the Martian word clear. [Fig.
lust add here by way of explanation that there is some con
in regard to the date of writing the sentence just mentioned,
cord is not clear on this point. Apparently the completion of
lanation occurred on October 5th. It matters very little, howdiether it was so or not, as the connection is clear. It simply
ied that some of the original sheets belonging to the ex
on of this sentence were contained in the number representing
iting of October 5th.
October 5th, 1900, nominally at least, according to the record,
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there was drawn a small figure of something like a wagon and i
animal hitched to it. The symbols, Martian name, and the Englii
equivalent for it were all given. It was called a '* goat cart ", t)
Martian name being “ yeoar”
I
A more remarkably original and ingenious piece of work was t!
Martian clock which was drawn and described on October 7th. 'll
dialogue in this instance is fully recorded. There were two dial
of the clock but only one is given. After the first one was drat
the dialogue proceeded. It began with the statement by the pk
chette describing what the figure purported to be. The Marti
name given for it was " triveniul", [Fig. IV.]
“ What they tell time with, (How do they tell time?) W1
one winds the other unwinds. (How do they tell time? Do t]
have days of (welve hours each as we do?) Linger days and ni^
(Tell me how they tell time. Explain it to me so I will know.) '
round part is wood and the other part is made of something
brass and it winds up at day and unwinds at night. (How do 1
tell time? I cannot see yet. Explain.) Those are made [refer
to the scroll points or projections] so they can turn thirteen timi
the day. (Go on, explain.) Unwind at night eleven, and the a
part from the center unwinds some. The spirals go off one
time, (From day to night are the spirals turned around by
spring?) Yes. One goes over to the night. Triveniul m
* clock '. [ Here the sign or Martian symbol for dock was dr
I reproduce it below.] Every hour and one minute and one six
your time. They have them in their houses on a kind o f table
[the spiral] catches on so that they do not come off. Their
are not all even. (They are all even in the original.) Yes.
else correct?) Yes. [Evidently further questions were asked
out record, but the responses were:] The coil spring A is about
fourth of an inch wide. The spring that is set in is one-fourth
inch wide. Thé spring and the spirals are all one. The sp r
flat, about an inch wide, and at its outer end is drawn or ch
into a wire shape. The wire forms the loops and spirals. They
a handle like to take hold of to turn it. Never have to wind !
B. Spring A must be wound one in twenty-four hours."
The matter was not yet clear to Mr, S„ and hence on N o v
up the question again and asked: " What is th
regulate the action of the mechanism ? ” The answer was the
ing of a spiral and the statement: “ I did make enough o f tl
yes [apparently moving the pencil point with the planchette
24 th he brought
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nr andthen writing] the spiral has places to catch when one is to
toff. It holds the next one * * [undecipherable.] The spring
atmdof place at the center that lets off and—no—lets it off that
f * * [undec.] yes [ratchets drawn / i
like that
* (undec.] yes under [circle drawn] like that * * [undec,]
[Apparently some further question was asked, as a series of
ewlat eccentric circles was drawn with thirteen ratchets in it and
sentence written,] Then where I told you the wires come out
hold them in place. The spirals go across from day to night
loops unwind—yes—[' yes * erased] at a time one does.1*
ji other words, so far as the matter is intelligible at all, we have
'rt of double circular box with coils and springs in it. One of
i u wound up. As it runs down to measure the time of day it
b the spring in the other compartment for keeping the hours
ngthe night. The reproduction of it according to the best un
ending that Mr. S, could obtain of it will indicate as nearly as
iblewhat it was.
*
October 9 th and 13th, 1900, another remarkable and ra
ws mechanism was drawn and named an air ship. There were
drafts of it, the second much clearer in outline and shape than
iret The questions are not preserved in the record, but the
wnts of the planchette are complete, describing the apparatus,
sere collated at the time. This description is as follows:
Made of wire-cloth-like stuff—made to go in the air. It is an
¡up. It is a coil. You see it will run a long mile [the word
‘ was evidently a mistake for ‘ while ’] when they have to stop
rind it, or it must be wound while it is in motion. This coil
>tbe wings go. Each one [wing] is connected with this coil
ben when the power is turned on it makes them go like bird’s
t The power runs it all, only the propeller guides it. Let me
» about the wings first.
fhey are filled with air so that they are light, then the wire-like
rovers them. There are fifteen points or parts of wings that
tkd with air. These wings go up and down. The coils at the
uare used to help the wings open. The power winds the coil,
»wer is electricity and the batteries are where the coils are.
‘ are three big coils. One is for the wind sails, one is for the
. and one is for the propeller. The coil is used with the satis
•e it is sometimes needed when the winds are strong. This
fa goes like a wing. The wind makes the ship go some.”
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The interesting use of the word " propeller “ should be remarks
The cut shows that it is really the helm, and is not a ** propeller ” i
all. This mistake of the subliminal might easily be laid to the a
count of the subject's actual ignorance of the parts of a ship. Tl
openings for admission to the air ship, indicated by the planchctt
are curious makeshifts for doors. That electricity should be tl
motive power is also curiously suggestive of the natural source
such a conception. But I am not at present interested in explains
the origin of the idea in the subliminal, but in the fertility of its i
sources for illustrating what is partly ingenious and partly uni
tclligible. It appears that, on December 1st, there was a return
the subject among other things, and a draft of the department
which the electric battery and coils were placed. This is hart
worth production, as it is not a complicated mechanism. [Fig.1
After completing the description of the air ship on October 1.
Prof. X. decided to try an experiment. He had several times tr
to impress the mind of Mrs. S. telepathically by thinking intently
what he wanted the planchette to write, but he absolutely failed
all his attempts, so that he became convinced that, whatever the
planation of the phenomena, there was no telepathy in them, and
own preference was for secondary personality. On this occas
however, he resolved to try the following experiment which is !
gestive of clairvoyance as well as telepathy in its method. 1 i
his own words describing it.
“ After having observed the Martian character-writing pun
ing to be written by the little girl * Maude ' I attempted to test
telepathic theory by requesting the little girl to read from my t
or from writing placed upon the table out of the reach of the psy
She replied that she did not know that it would be possible for
to do so without the assistance of her ‘ uncle Sylvester' (Mr.
deceased brother), but she finally agreed to make thè trial. The
tence, ‘ Do flowers grow on Mars ’ ? was written by me and pi
upon the table covered by several sheets of paper, over whkt
hand was placed. The planchette then began to draw appar
unintelligible scrawls. (My hand was not on the planchette,
the hands of Mr. and Mrs. S., neither of whom had any opport
to know what was written on the paper.) When the planche»!
finished the drawing, these words were written across the dra^
‘ Water lilies bloom there ', or ‘ water flowers bloom there *, I
not remember positively which. Upon a more careful examin
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drawing proved to be a pond surrounded by water lilies. The
wing was such as would be recognised by any one as being what
«tended to be. I am informed by Mr. S. that you have the
inats in your possession."
rhe figure drawn is rightly described, but the only words written
ss the picture are " water flowers
There was also an evident
ation to describe their colors, for the page is written over with
words “ green ”, “ brown ", “ yellow ’’ and “ white ” . This an
' tothe question of Prof. X. may be a chance coincidence, as the
i was already turned toward the subject of Mars. Were the
riment isolated from this general subject of Martian life the
ridence would be more suggestive,
)n October 15th, 1900, there was drawn a kind of mountain or
ttioo on which were placed the symbols of two houses and the
■ was described in the automatic writing of the planchette as
'lace “ where they look at you ” , There were drawn across the
stain what may be described as representations of tunnels dug
Jgh it and a sort of pipe-like appearance at one end. The name
inMartian was given as " warhibhne " or “ house ” , This word
written near the symbols for house. Then a complete sentence •ibing the drawing was written in both Martian symbols and
Is. The symbols were written in the order of English, but
iers placed under them to indicate the Martian order. The
nee read: “ The place in which man chief ruler looks on your
i from Mars.” The Martian order indicated by the numbers
“ The man chief ruler's place in which looks on your earth
Mars.” The Martian of this is: " Ti rare (?) nev infew mare
<m fratuir triuen carmie,”
i the hieroglyphic signs it is noticeable that the symbol for
" ('ft*') is not the same as before. It is here identical with our
d 1T Mr. S. also called my attention to a coincidence with
trident in Flournoy's case (See From India to the Planet
t, p. 217), Mile. Helene Smith in Flournoy’s experiments had
»ion of a house, constructed by digging into a Martian mounuid traversed by a sort of air shafts, and which represented
«'a observatory.” The same sort of tunnel or air shaft may
tended by the lines described as such above. There was nothing
tomy case to assure us of the meaning or identity, and it was
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not suspected until afterward, no questions having been asked. M
S. had not yet read Flournoy's book, and he had not permitted Mr
S. to have it. Besides at the time of her drawing, the book was at tl
house of Prof. X., having been sent there to keep it away fra
Mrs. S.
November 14th, 1900, was devoted to the writing of anorh
Martian sentence representative of people eating a meal. Theta
to which the statement referred seems, according to the origit
record, not to have been drawn until November 24th. The sentoi
was written three different times. The first time one symbol w
omitted. It was: “ House where we saw people eating supper,”
the second instance of the drawing the English equivalents tn
given and in the third case the Martian words. The Martian w;
" Warhibivie am' p[a]rri kau friuiol iaikin sirvuen." InterTogi
to know what the Martians were eating the answer was again writ
twice, the English equivalent given the first time and the Mart
words in the second instance. The English interpretation «
" Bread, cake, something like water, fruit, chicken." The Mart
was: " Praiu, kreki, trikuil, caruits, fiuinis.” Of the last word
singular was said to be “ fluin." The drawing of the house in wt
this feast seems to have taken place, as said, seems to have beet
a later date, and represents only the ground plan. It is reprodv
here with all the furniture to which the planchette made re fere
involving couches, hassocks, a cushion, table, water vessel, clock,
doors. On the 15th of November the picture of a chicken
drawn, and it was said that “ they are smaller than our hens."
the end of the sitting on the 14th the planchette, Maude being
“ control ”, wrote: “ You see I have been studying since mamma
been away," f Mrs. S. had been absent for a month, as indicate
a note of Mr. S. at the time.]
On November 16th, 1900, the planchette drew the hous
palace of Artez, the Martian chief ruler, to whose meal the sent
of November 14th referred. The full description of it, tndu
the symbols for “ house *' and “ man chief ruler " were writtei
by the planchette, in response to requests to explain the fig
drawn. In some cases the planchette wrote the name of the
drawn, such as garden, water pond, etc. The cuts will show
was drawn. I reproduce the original, with the draft of Mr. S
his representation in water colors, made after the directions o
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piaachette which, as in the case of the curtain, explained the details
of the drawing. Numbers one and two were said to have been built
of white stone and number three of grey stone. The planchette also
explain«]: “ The spaces like doors are not doors, but places to go
through. They place curtains there of beautiful colorings and tex
ture.” The cut shows the places where these curtains hung. Also
the flower gardens, or plots, walks and a lake of water, with lofty
mountains behind the palace and in the background.
November 21 st, 1900, represents a curious deviation from the
previous experiments. The communicator this time is not Maude,
but Willis, a younger child of Mr. and Mrs. S. He also was a still
bornchild in 1892. The subject of his communications docs not bear
upon Mars at all and only suggests astronomy in the references to
Jupiter as “ the babies’ heaven ", a subject which had been men
tioned for the first time in five years on September 14th and here
renewed in an interesting way. JBut the main part of the discourse
has no references to planetary matters at all, being baby talk in its
character. Were it not for the curious nature of the diversion it
would not need transcription. But it shows an interesting elasticity
mMrs. S.'s mind in assuming different personalities, so that it may
throw light upon the problem involved in communications more
plausible than they are. I therefore quote the whole of the written
messages from Willis.
The planchette seems to have first drawn the representation of a
wtroan and then written the name Willis, as if indicating that it was
ht and not Maude that did it. He then wrote that the picture repreJented his aunt Helen. The dialogue then seems to have begun as
follows, though the questions asked by Mr. S. were few and far
between:
“ Willis and Ester here, that is all. Maude has gone to Jupiter
with the angels to see Ruble and the new baby. (Whose baby?)
Youknow. (Will you write it?) Uncle Joseph's. [Baby still-born
aweekago.] Maude loves to go to help take care of the little babies.
I go with her sometimes. The little babies are so surprised when
they open their eyes to find it so light and alone that they need
*<®ie one to take care of them and play with and Maude does it so
»rely that the angels love to have her, so she goes lots of times and
•ego to [word ‘ to* evidently intended for ‘ too’.] (How could
•be spirit baby open his eyes and see light on Jupiter?) When they
k»ve their earth bodies they cannot tell at first where they are and if
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you was a little baby taken from your mamma so quick you could not
see as babies can that stay as long as G God wanted them too [‘ too’
apparently intended for ' to ’] and that is the reason. Cannot you
see that the little baby is so very little that the spirit is so dased
dazed that it cannot open the eyes papa. When I went there I was
like that. The angels carried me in their arms in their arms to
Jupiter and took care of me and v;hen I was going I was or did not
have time to wakes [the ‘ s ’ erased]. They took me so quickly.
Then when we reached there the angel spoke to me and I opened
my eyes, spirit eyes. Then I was so * * * then I was so sur
prised because I had been in the dark and when it was so light I
could not help it."
This was followed by a change in the writing which consisted of
the words “ yes " and " no " written several times and the words
" name ” and " what", The handwriting seems like that of Maude
Then this again was followed by large handwriting, apparently
Maude’s, with the statement and message as below, apparently sug
gested by questions from Mr. S. which are not recorded.
“ Seven. Yes. No, did not you like to have my brother Willis
write? [Evidently some statement followed that was not recorded,
as the next message will indicate.] Thank you papa, but brother
worked worked hard to answer and you did not thank him. Yes
* * [two words undecipherable] is Ester. Maude Smead, On
the margin of the sheet is the sentence in another handwriting much
like that of Willis, *Yes, if she wants to. You are very g o .. to ^ivt
us this time good to give us this time, so brother will say good night
papa and mama G Ester, [Then in Maude's handwriting] Goot
night papa and mama,”
On November 24th, 1900, the communications recur to the Mar
tian house of the chief ruler Artez, and the ground plan of the threi
departments in it was drawn with the representation of a fine curtail
used in it. The palace itself was drawn as indicated on Novcmbe
16th. The cut will explain this ground plan without further descrip
tion, containing the references of the planchette to the various fumi
ture of the rooms. The curtain was drawn and the colors of it
various parts named so that Mr. S, could draw a water color repre
sentatkm of it, I do not reproduce the original of the planchette, be
the sketch and the water color representation by Mr. S, The fring
at the bottom of the curtain consisted of representations o f peoph
and there was a similar fringe at the top. Above the bottom fring
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wis an ornamental decoration and above this some flowers. Above
these, as the cut shows, there were the palace and a landscape with
mountains in the background. [Fig. VI.]
There was also drawn a vase with flowers in it. On the vase
were written the Martian characters for the word “ plant." The
Martian word for " vase ” was " Can ” . Apparently another word,
" Tmat”, was written, but the record does not show what was
meant by it until January 4 th, when it was explained to mean
" R a n t I reproduce the vase,
December 1st, 1900. Apparently after some nessages from
various friends, as given in Chapter IV, (p. 277 ) the battery for the
Martian air ship was drawn and some conversation held regarding
it. It is neither clear nor important enough to reproduce. Followiaff this seems to have been a Martian tower on a wall. It is impos
sible, owing to superposition of the words, to decipher the original
record of it, and as it was not copied at the time I can only give this
brief account of it.
On December 5th, 1900, there was another specimen of Martian
curtain drawn. There were two drafts of it, the second, as usual, to
mate the first one clearer. On each of them was represented what
appears to be a sketch of the Martian air ship. The word
' ferneries" was given as the Martian for “ curtains " and the sym
bol for the same drawn. The curtain was said to be brown and the
embroidery in it of light blue. The sails of the air ship were white.
Tbe background above the ship was sky and clouds. The curtain
said to belong to the white stone house. [Fig. VII.]
There followed this further communications of a conversational
sort, but they, with the questions asked, were not transcribed at the
line and cannot be made intelligible now. Near the close, however,
Maude said that she had told about all that she could remember, and
toally said; "T ell me something that you would like to know, so
tbit when we go there again we can look and see if it is there.”
There is no record of any response to this request of Maude’s, nor
of any answer to it by her.
On this occasion, Mr. S, records the following that may have
*«w interest. He took a blank sheet of paper and said; " That is a
blank sheet of paper and you see that paper. I want you to draw a
pwurt. There is nothing on it. Draw the picture. The planchette
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wrote, ‘ There is I asked what? It wrote ‘ letters ’■ I found the
words ' Congressional Mills * in water marks on the paper,”
On December 6th, 1900, it appears from the original record that
Willis was the writer. He began by drawing a veil, saying: “ What
I saw one lady wear when I went with Uncle Vester. Yes, me,
Willis. Maude is away with Uncle Vester, Yes. No. Yes." He
then drew a woman’s bust with the veil fastened on the top of the
head just as a bridal veil is with us and wrote: “ That comes over.
Yes. I g I guess you called it over. Yes. (What does she wear it
for?) She was just married ( ?) (Is that a sign that she was just
married?) Yes.” The veil was said to consist of ribbons and lace.
It is interesting to remark that the handwriting resembles that which
represented the personality of Willis before.
On December 10th, 1900, there was some undecipherable writing
at first and then a picture of a lady with a long trail to her dress and
wearing a veil very like the one drawn on the previous occasion,
Dec. 6th. There followed this a sentence written in Martian sym
bols and interpreted first in terms of Martian words and then their
English equivalents. As before the Martian words were numbered
for the Martian order. They were;
" M irrored
4

Wariema Marquein warhibwie nusmanieP
2

1

3

5

It was explained by the planchette that the bride keeps her name
and adds that of her husband, and ” Marquein" was designated as
the husband's name. Mr. S. then asked, after writing them in the
Martian order, if that was correct, and received the answer “ Y es”,
with the written statement, " I would have to join the words.” The
sentence was then interpreted in English to mean: “ The house
where the bride Marquein Wariema lives with her husband,” Th<
word “ mamanie " meant " to live together ”.
After this the experiment seems to have come to a dose with th<
messages: " Yes. Yes. We Maude uncle Vester if we can. Then
are to [* to' evidently for *too'] many that that want to writ«
* * ” [word undecipherable.]
On December 14th, 1900, another house was drawn. A s usua
the second draft of it had to be made for clearness. It was mud
larger than the first. The dialogue, which is given complete thii
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time, gives the description of the house. It is as follows, Maude
beingthe writer:
“ (What is this?) The place where the men that get married
work. (What are those round things?) There are lots of round
windows in their [houses]. (Is the middle house the same size as
theothers?) About two times as large. (How many windows shall
1 put between the doors?) 6 [on each side], (How many shall go
above?) 15 [two rows of them]. (Is it the same for the other
bouses besides the middle one?) Yes. (How about the middle
bouse?) About twice as large as the others: about twice as many
windows" [Fig. VIII.]
On December 16th, 1900, another long sentence was written in
the usual manner. Three attempts were made before it was com
pleted and the interpretation effected. First came the Martian
symbols, then the Martian words which were in their order: " ft
wnrruoreicein ein treviens veren quren tnariqim." The meaning of
this was written out evidently only after much interrogation, and
“ The men work in the fields before they marry.” There was
someexplanation of the sign for “ men ” which appears as the same
for “ man", The explanation was that the sign was larger for
mm” than for “ man ", and also that there was a difference amid
If* resemblances between the sign for “ man " and that for “ man
rbief ruler
A curved stroke marks this difference. Much of the
&kgoc in this experiment was not transcribed and cannot here be
reproduced. Toward the close a part of it evidently explained that
dieMartians were reluctant to answer questions.
December 16th was the last of the Martian “ communications
O'1 die 19th a new personality appeared without previous warning
took complete possession of the work for several months. The
Personalities of Maude, Sylvester and Willis, relatives of the
Sorads, as well as all others of the casual sort, were dispossessed
“ d the “ communications ” took on a new character, especially in
wped to the mechanical features of the writing.
Summary of Hieroglyphs.

September

20 th.

Mwtan— T i imin amarhnm.

n [i
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English—the boy walking. [1] [2 ]
For 1st draft see cut 1, p. 223.
For 2 nd dra ft see cut 2 , p. 223 .
The second draft of this sentence represents a vertical order, ind
was drawn in that way to explain one word at a time.
Martian—Ti femo warhibivie timeviol.
English—The dog house temple, [ 19]
September 24th.
Mart ¡an—A mirieen,
English—Name of a great man. [5 ] [6]
For 1st draft see cut 5 , p. 223 .
For 2 nd draft see cut 6, p. 223 .
It should be observed that in the first draft of this name, made on
September 24 th, the order is inverted. This is one of the earliest
instances of the inverted order of writing.
September 30 th.
On this date both the Martian words with their alphabetic sym
bols and the Martian hieroglyphic form for the words as a whol
were given for “ Man ” , " Woman ", “ Men ", and " Women ” .
Martian—(alphabetic form.) Mare (English)—“ Man [ 7 ]
......................................... Maren (English)—" Men [8]
......................... ................ Kare (English)—" Woman'*. [9 ]
......................................... Karen (English)—" Women ( 10]
........... (hieroglyphicform.) Mare (English)—"M an ”. [ 3 ]
......................................... Maren (English)—“ Men (4 ]
......................................... Kare (English)—“ Woman
[ 11]
......................................... Karen (English)—" Women
[12)
Martian—(Not given.)
English—A great man chief ruler. ( See 2nd draft of Sept. 2 4 th.*
October 1st.
Martian—(Not given.)
English—This man is a great man, [21 ]
Then in order to distinguish between the various uses o f syi
bols for " man ", “ great man ", and " great man chief ru le r *\
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there was apparently some contradiction in the signs used, there fol
lowed the explanation given below.
"Man.” (131
"Great man” [ 14]
"Great man chief ruler.” [ 15]
Martian—(Not given.)
English—The great man talking his subjects. [22 ]
Martian— (Not given.)

English—The great man walking to temple. [20 ] Symbol for
“ temple ” not given. There was perhaps some confusion. The
meaning of the sentence was explained.
October 3 rd. r
Martian—Moken art» trinen mininam ti mare» inine tine.
For 1st, 2nd and 3 rd drafts see cuts in their order, p. 228 .
English—Flowers bloom there, many, of the great men plant
them. [26 ]
Martian—T i mare» orivie warire ti marenenis a m ti A rtes feu ti
timiveol.

English—The men went with the subjects of the chief ruler to the
temple, [23 ]
October 4 th.
Martian— T i mare arive ceassin oonei kei ahrue m ini» warire ti
mare,

English—The man chief ruler’s wife's dress when she goes riding
with the man chief ruler. [24 ]
Martian— Y eoar.

English—Goat cart. [ 16]
October

15th.

Martian— T i rure ( ? ) »eu infew mare taries en fraluir trium
Carmie,

English—The place in which man chief ruler looks on (your) earth
from Mars. [27 ]
November 14th.
Martian— W arhibivie am p [a ]rri kau friuiot taikin sirvuen.

English—House where we saw people eating supper. [31 ] [28 ] [32 ]
For 1st, 2nd, and 3rd darfts see cuts 31 , 32 , and 33, p. 230 .
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Martian—(Not given.)
English—Man chief ruler's house. ( 18]
Martian—Fraiu. Krckt. Trihuil. Comits. Faints.
English—Bread. Cake, Water.(?) Fruit. Chicken. [25 ] [29]
December 5th.
Mart ian—Fa merics.
English—The curtains. [ 17]
December 10th.
Martian—Mirwerel tvariemo Marquein warhibh’ie mamame.
English—The bride Wariema Marquein house living together.
or
The house where the bride Marquein Wariema lives with her
husband. [33 ]
We should note in this case the curious combination of the sigiu
for the words " the ” and “ bride " in the original Martian.
December 16th.
Martian—Ti more» oreicein ein to treviem veren quren mariqim.
English—The men work in the fields before they marry. [3 0 ]
I shall not enter into any elaborate discussion of the interestin
features of this Martian language and its symbols. But there are
few characteristics to which I should call the attention of the reade
They relate to the general consistency of the symbols and some re
or apparent exceptions to this. The reader wilt perhaps at once r
mark the close resemblance between the symbols for the won
“ walking ” and “ temple ” , as used on different occasions. But tl
consistency of this resemblance on all occasions, extending over tv
weeks' time, shows a good memory by the subliminal. Both symbe
were used on September 20 th and that for '* temple ” again on 0
tober 1st and 3 rd. Also the letter “ n ” in the words for “ man ’* ai
“ woman ” given on September 30th is much like, if not identit
with that for “ man ’’ given in the first sentence on October 1
though the repetition of the symbol for ” man *’ on this latter d:
shows a decided deviation. It is interesting to remark, however, t
explanation on October 1st of three different symbols for the c(
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aptHman
They show distinctions that are reasonable to suppose,
but which might be chargeable with an attempt on the part of the
iubjtct’s subliminal to escape suspicion for inconsistency. It may be
of doubtful propriety to raise this suspicion as there is little evidence
lo sustain it. So shrewd a subliminal could just as well sincerely
employ the distinctions involved and the deception supposed in the
accusation made would be merely that of self-illusion as to the real
sources of the information.
The symbol for “ men ” on September 30 th is also quite different
from that used for " men " on December 16th. Perhaps the de
fence for this variation would be that on the latter occasion we are
to understand that it was the intention to make the statement re
garding the " men chief rulers ” , or the princes and would be chief
rulers before they marry. This latter interpretation is natural
enough when taken in connection with the context, which relates for
several days almost wholly to matters pertaining to such dignitaries.
The deviation, however, should be noted.
The sign for the word “ the” is quite uniform throughout, with
one apparent and one real exception. On October 1st, in the sen
tence, “ The great man walking to temple ”, it appears to vary from
alt other cases, but examination will show that it is there in its
proper form and only some lines possibly due to some confusion
suggest the variation. On October 15th it was different from all
other occasions. It is most interesting to observe, however, in this
a» the absence of the symbol for ” walking ” and “ temple
There may be traces here of the influence upon the subliminal of the
act of making the symbol for “ walking " and thus supposing that
the symbol for ** temple ” had already been given.
The sign for “ mat» chief ruler ” is used with sufficient consist
ency throughout. So also the sign for the word “ men " as a plural.
But other words than those mentioned were not used more than
wee, except in rewriting them. But the absence of duplication in
thevarious sentences given and the consequent adoption of different
i'gn* for different ideas, which is the obverse side of the consistency
involved in the proper repetition of the same signs for the same
'tea, is an interesting aspect of the whole work. The hieroglyphic
tharacter of the whole affair, with one exception, that of the words,
“man*’ and “ woman " with their plurals, is also a strikingly con‘itttnt procedure. But in spite of this there is not enough of subject
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matter and complexity in these few sentences to judge of the ac
curacy that might be wanting if a large amount of similar message
had been delivered. The comparisons are too few to form any
theory of large subliminal powers. In its details, however, I may
leave the study of the phenomena to the reader and student, who is
as capable of remarking all interesting difficulties and points of re
semblance as I may be supposed to be. I have noted the most im
portant which might have a bearing upon the question of secondary
personality. Other features in the case will be noticed when I come
to discuss that view of it.
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C H A P T E R IL
H A R R IS O N C L A R K E .

Vi already remarked it was on December 16th, 1900, that the
tian communications were terminated. There seem to have
no premonitory hints of this issue, unless we are to interpret
illusion to the exhaustion of the writer’s memory and material
:ommunication as such a prognostication. This of course is a
foie view, although the subliminal, if we regard it as such, of
S. had already shown itself capable of almost any feat in the
:rurtion of the plausible. But whether we can give any such
nation of the phenomenon or not, it was abruptly terminated
Je intrusion on December 19th, 1900, of a new personality
ig himself Harrison Clarke. The children and friends of Mr.
Mrs. S. disappear without a note of warning and this stranger
their place, apparently unsought and against the general in
' of both parties in the inexplicable incidents connected with the
si communications from Mars. It is noticeable that the change
ompanied by two striking facts. First the writing appears in
ti. That is, the words are written upside down and from left
iht, so that the reader has to change his position or turn the
upside down to read it. Secondly, the handwriting, or rather
lanchette writing, for it is still this method that is employed,
irs quite different from that of Maude and Willis. There are
¡Manees still in it to the previous style, but the cramped and
:d character of it exhibits the apparent difficulty of a new
n in trying to work a machine with which he is not familiar
vhich repeats some of his difficulties in the act of obeying
tons. Only the original planchette writing of the first sittings
r accessible, as the dialogue was not transcribed at the time.
1 is evidence of much questioning, perhaps to have the writing
:ed and interpreted. The answers " yes " and “ no ", occurring
frequently, perhaps indicate guessing at the reading. But it is
it from the small amount of writing accomplished by Harrison
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Clarke that there was nothing important in the experiment 1
did little but make attempts to give his name, which here appea
finally as Harrison Clarke, having been written once or twice as1
Clarke. There are a few undecipherable words and scrawls, f
in response, evidently, to some question he explained that his" (H
pose was to keep others away” from the planchette and “ been
you want to know too much
In one of the scrawls there was
interesting set of loops resembling those occasionally made by 1
planchette previous to his appearance, and which also later app
in his own communications to represent symbols of marching. 1
significance of this may be reserved for comment in the conclusia
It is interesting and important as bearing upon the except»
character of the phenomena to note the special observations mi
by Mr. S. on this first occasion of the regularly inverted wnti
He observes: " There were two parties with their hands on the
strument, Prof. X. and Mrs. S. Mr. S. read the writing, which i
absolutely unknown to those who operated the planchette. AD
writing was inverted and had to be read upside down.” I think
will agree with Mr. S. that it is extremely difficult even for
person to operate any means for writing so as to execute it up
down, and still more difficult for two persons to act in collui
under such conditions.
On December 21st, 1900, Harrison Clarke was again the c
municator. All the writing was inverted as before. Only Mr.
Mrs. S. were present on this occasion. This time the record of 1
questions and answers is complete.
“ (Mr. Clarke, why do you write in this way?) So that you
read it. (You may write what you please, Mr. Clarke.) I do
understand what you people like to use this machine for. Wh1
you not believe and be satisfied ?
(I wish to prove that there is a future life for man, to givi
proof to the world as a part of my life work. Now I am partly
vinced. Evidentially I wish to prove to myself the identity of
spirit intelligence that has lived on earth. This is my object,
Clarke.) The only proof is In seeing and all cannot see. So
are you to do this? (Mr. Clarke, I can present all my positive
denee and experiences and what I present have printed in book
that may lead many to believe what I know now and what I ho
know. I wish I could have dear evidence of personal identity.
Clarke, can you give it to me, and will you?)

i
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t would not help you in the least, for where I lived on earth is
gtd and the folks there would and do not know anything
t me.
I ammuch obliged to you for your answer. I am sorry that you
otdo so. Cannot you give me some facts about your earth life ?
uld be interested to know when and where you lived on earth,
if it was not conclusive as to your identity. It would help me
tobelieve that it was really you, and yet I admit that such evi
: could not settle the matter.)
/ben I lived here — because if you should ever meet anyone
knewme you may ask them if they will tell you how I wrote
on earth, (Will you give me some clue by which I may find
bout you and the way you wrote, Mr. Clarke?) If when you
illdng with anyone by the name of Clarke, you can ask them if
knew me. (Mr. Clarke, does Dr. Clark, of the-----School,
yon? Are you a relative of his?) No. I will let you find out
elf. Then you will know by my writing that it is me.
//ill you come tomorrow night ?) I will come, but your friends
<talk with you while I am there. So if you want me, all right,
i night, Mr. Clarke.) "
sitting lasted nearly an hour, closing twenty minutes of 10.
* messages were written in the inverted order. The planchette
Ifirst draw a line across the paper and then write the messages
is line in the inverted order. They could not be read until the
was turned upside down, when they could be easily read,
of it had to be written a second time.
i December 22 nd, 1900, five persons were present at the sitting,
iwas held in the private office of Prof. X. Prof, and Mrs. X.,
nd Mrs. S. and Miss B. were the five present. The communi
s open with a direct attempt, apparently, to supply Mr. S. with
aired kind of information regarding persona) identity.
k

larrison Clarke—was a printer in the New York Herald office,
kedas a type setter. [Then addressing Prof. X, the communitsked: 'What may I call you?’ Prof. X.’s name was given,
tferring to the others the communicator asked: ‘ What are
” All who were present were introduced to Mr. Clarke, and
this was being done the writing changed from the mirror to
verted style and the communicator wrote.! Let me see you
Eke this."
of. X. then proposed a test. It was to write a word and to take
a letter first. The word " gnilrats " was written. It was begun
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with the letter " g ” and written backwards, so that it stood “ sq
ling ", reading this as it should be read.
In the next sitting on the same date the mirror writing was «
conspicuous. It was often combined with the inverted writing int
same sentence so as to produce intolerable confusion for the read
unless he could adjust himself to the situation promptly. The tn
sages began with a question.
^
*' (What luck are they having up there?) I cannot tell, [1
words ' I cannot ’ were written in mirror, the word ‘ tell ’ in
verted writing,], (Do you know a foreign language?) I used
at one time, [ Words M used to at ’ written in mirror and the wi
‘ one* in inverted writing.] (What language?) German. [
verted.] (Any other language?) I also knew French. [Here
currcd a peculiar phenomenon. The words ' I also knew ' wen
mirror writing, but the word *French ’ was both inverted and spd
backward, beginning with 1 h ’ and ending with 1 f ’.] (WiUj
write some German ?) No. I did not like it very well. [All thl
mirror writing.] (Will you write through Mrs. S. alone wit!
my hand on hers? Can you?) Yes. I can if she wishes. [Mil
writing.] "

The sitting of December 23 rd, 1900, shows that by this time ]
H. Hyslop) was in communication with Mr. S. The dialogue Î
follows :
“ (I shall send your communications to Mr. Hyslop and 1 t
be pleased to see what he may think about you. I shall look yo
and you cannot help yourself, Mr. Clarke. Now I have got y
I can stop it if I wish. I can take it from the mails. [This wg
mirror writing except the last two words, which were sit
inverted.]
.
1
(1 shall register the letter and I defy you to do it. I shall se
and we shall see if you can do it.) I did not say 1 would. [I
was begun in the inverted style and the last two words writtt
mirror writing.)
(What are your ideas on religion. Mr. Clarke?) You will
out when you get here. [All inverted writing.] (Will vou ’
some French?) Do your own french. [Inverted.] (I shall
you up in the New York Herald office.) They will not know
[Inverted.]
The dialogue of the sitting for January 1st, 1901 , was nc
corded, and I have only the original planchette writing, with a |
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swat at the close written with a pencil, the planchette having
i abandoned for the first time for trial. The first part of the
ing is not certainly decipherable and appears to have been writind spelled backwards. This is followed by the word " those "
iverted style and the words " papers hid (or did) not you ” in
ml writing, and the word ' yes ” inverted. Then came: ” nt ( ?)
?) Your new friend cannot find me in New York city. Why do
ptpol [erased] people like this. Yes.” [The word ‘ why ’ was
td backward thus 1 y h wb u t written in normal direct style.]
"hesitting of January 2 nd, 1901, began abruptly with a message
hidh the record makes no mention that it was preceded by a
ion.
I would like to say that until your people are convinced I shall
in to guard the machine, and so your friends must await my
ore. What would I use it for if I did not understand it.
td to explain, he said:) I referred to the english language.
Mr. Clarke?) Of course it is. You said that I understood the
sh language. (Let Mrs. S. rest a few minutes.) Certainly.
kVill you write German or French ?) I shall not do it. I do
lie it I was an American. (Do you understand a linotype
rae? Or can you use a typewriter?) We did not have type
rs when I was there."
nuary 3rd, 1901 . “ I am glad that your friend is trying to find
ft. (If Maude comes will you let her write?) She is not here,
ill not come. She ts away. I told her all about it—my staying,
k Mr. Smead that you can readily see that I am not your
ter, or any one that you ever knew before I came.
Vill you kindly tell me something more definite about yourself,
larke?) You must wait until later. (You may wnte what<mplease, Mr. Clarke.) Thank you. I want our friend to see
3Ji find me out and then I will tell you more about myself, so
munderstand now why I did not tell you more at first,
on may go on, Mr. Clarke.) I never visited this part of the
y when here, but now we can go where we please. If you
nr difficult questions that you would like me to help you about,
try to do it.
dl me about the conscious and subconscious self. Help me
hat problem.)
.
len on earth it was very hard for me to believe anything, but I
i felt that it must be that I had something more than a body
benI came to this world I found out that man did have a soul
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that had complete control o f his body, and there was no dividing
up either, I thought that if I ever had an opportunity to lei u
know the truth 1 thought w as really seeking it, I'w o u ld try and hd
such an one, and that is w hy I would insist on w riting to suit myv
and you thought me v e ry impolite and did not like it. But I thong
if you and your friends were seeking the truth that I could best 1
you see that I w as to control this for awhile. I will not le a « un
I help you and your friends to know the truth,
(G o o d night, M r. C lark e.) Good night, M r. Sm ead.”

/

anuary 4th. M r. Clarke w as asked to explain the subconsoo
and hypnotism. " Th ere is only one soul and th at is the a
scious self which is the soul. W hen a person is hypnotised i
the one that is hypnotised that talks and acts, but another in b
which acts for him or her, whichever the case m ay be. It is like f
trance state: for you can see these persons know nothing whate
o f what has taken place. T h e ir souls are held in a trance until
operator is through, when i f is returned. T h is is never done exc
a t the expense o f the one hypnotised. I t does injure their souls
be so sent from the body. O ther souls, or a s you term them, spi
[come in ]. T h e operator tells them to do as he wishes a n d the ol
soul that has taken its place does as he wishes.
(H o w is the person helped through being hypnotised to break
habits like cigarette smoking, e tc.?)
Y o u see the spirit that takes the soul’s place tries t o help it |
original soul] with the one (operator) that is doing th e w ork:
the other (the original soul) watches sometimes, e sp ecially if i
for its good. B u t when it is fo r the pleasure o f oth ers, it does
but ju st rests as it would if asleep.
(W h ich is the one that rests?) T h e one that belongs in th eb
(W h ich one w atch es?)
T h e one which is then in th e body,
you mean the soul that belongs in the body ?)
H o w d o y o u nw
(D oes the soul that watches the spirit that has taken the so u l’s p
because o f the w ork o f the hypnotiser, belong in the b o d y ? )
(W h a t is the soul w atching?) T h is spirit that is th e re when
person that is working over the other one and talking t o it is ti
to leave an impression in the body, also impresses the s o u l.
(Good night, M r. Clarke, I thank you fo r your p a in s aik
tience.) Y o u are welcome. Good night, S ir .”
Ja n u a ry 5th, 19 0 1. Th ere w as some inverted and o n e insl
o f interesting m irror writing in this seance.
“ T h is for truth. [A pparently this w as u n sa tisfa c to ry an d
sibly a question w as asked to have it repeated, for it w a s w r it t
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follows.] N o , it is fo r truth. ( A ll we care fo r is fo r scientific
purposes.) Y o u said you only wanted to know for scientific pur
poses and I said— no, it is for truth. Y o u do not believe what I
said, but you will when you come over here. (W h a t do you mean
by ‘ over here '? ) O ut o f the physical into the spiritual. Y o u may
not believe me, but I could talk without this if M rs. Sm ead did not
object [‘ I could talk without t h is ' in m irror w riting.]
(T e ll us
how you could use M rs. Sm ead.) I f she would let me use her mind
while she is sitting here.
(W o u ld she have to be in the trance
state?) N o , she could ju st shut her eyes and throw every thought
out of her mind. [Several w ords repeated here. * Thought ’ once
spelled * t h o u t\ ] and then I could use her. ( M r . Clarke, would or
will you write a sentence that is in m y mind if I just put m y hand on
Mrs. Sinead's h ead?) Y o u will be doing it yourself and not me.
(Will you please tell us more about yo u rse lf?) N o , not yet. ( H a s
Dr. Hyslop all the inform ation he needs to identify y o u ? )
A ll he
will get at present. (W h e n are we to know more about you ?) Y o u
know all you are to know just now .”
Mr. Clarke w a s then asked to do some m irror w riting backward
and he responded at once with the sentence: ‘ Y e s , if you w is h '.
The words, ‘ yes, i f you * were written backward in m irror writing
and the word

‘ wish * in m irror writing, but not spelled back

ward. T h e sentence stood: * sey, fi uoy w i s h e x c e p t that it could
be read only in a m irror.
There followed this episode some statements connected evidently
with questions not recorded, I sim ply quote the original. “ It does
not make an y— Y e s , if she would only do it willingly. Y o u r * *
is not in a good possion (position). N ot since I first came. Y e s ,
she knows that you w ant to know the truth. W h a t shall be— " .
“ (H a v e you met any o f our frien ds?) N o. T h e y are not here,
only die little girl called M aude. [T h en in reply to some question
not recorded.] W h a t I would like to say is that you cannot help
believing. Y o u will be more and more convinced as you get better
acquainted with me. (T h en in response to some question not re
corded.)
I have told you, no.
(Evid en tly another question not
recorded.) Y e s , if you would like to have me.
(To P ro f. X ., who w a s present.]
Y o u must tell me what your
oppion (opinions) a re about the umnind the uncious mind [unconscioas m ind]. T h e body rests, the soul never does. I have already
given you the truth concerning these things. (W o u ld you have us
understand that the mind slept?) N o, it does— Y e s. N o, not with
die soul. (H o w can you reconcile your form er communication re-
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specting this statem ent?)
I mean sir, that the soul is not in the
body, but remains near it.
[ A f t e r the persons present had gone and only M r. and M rs. S.
were present,]
She does not like me to.
(W rite G reek, Mr.
C lark e.) I do not know it. (G ood night, M r. C la rk e .)
I have
enjoyed this evening v e ry much.”

Ja n u a ry 6th. “ I hope your friends will believe me, fo r you
see I can tell you. I am where I can know these things better
than you. (Com e on.)
[1 meant to hurry up and w rite a s it was
late after evening service in the church,] Com e w h e re ?
(W rite
what you w ish .) Th ere is not much to w rite until you h e a r from
your friend, M r. H yslop.
(E x p la in for me the phenomena of
dream s.) It is like hypnotism. ( Y o u cannot fool me that w a y . If
a man has a stomach filled w ith food and he dreams, it is because of
the pressure o f the food, etc., and there is no hypnotism nonsense
about it. Y o u cannot fool me, so explain if you can.) H o w is that
he w ill dream if he does not have any food there? ( I do not know.
G o on, tell me more about dream s.) T h e y are sometimes given to
people to let them know what is to happen and sometimes to let peo
ple know h ow things are to be changed in their homes.
W hen you are half asleep the soul is only partly in the b o d y and
that is w h y you can remember what you have dreamed, a n d during
sound sleep you do not dream. Y o u see the soul has com pletely left
it, and sometimes they can be seen by others,”
O n this occasion M r. S . asked M r. Clarke to w rite the word
“ P h iladelp h ia" in m irror w riting and with every o th e r letter
omitted. Th is w as done almost correctly and in a flo w in g hand,
as the following letters sh o w : “ piaelha
T o make it cle a r for
the reader I w rite it with the omitted letters in round brackets,
" p ( h ) i ( l ) a ( d ) e l ( p ) h ( i ) a ” , T h is had to be read with th e aid of
a m irror.
Ja n u a ry 11th , 19 0 1. ” (W e re you ever married, M r . C la rk e ?)
N o. M y girl loved me though, but she came here first. ( G iv e me
the name o f your loved one, please.) Y o u do not need it, d o you?
[A n sw er ' yes ’ w as probably given,] I would rather not, ( I would
like her name, M r, Clarke, as a means of identification, e tc .) I do
not wish it used, M r. Sm ead,

( I w ill give you m y m ason ic word

that I will not use her name, or write it, or show it to oth ers. Will
you tell me as a matter of interest to m e?) N ot until I ask h er first,
M r. Sm ead.”
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The remainder o f the communications on this matter are omitted
oat of deference to the above mentioned pledge.
January 16th, 19 0 1. T h e sitting on this occasion w as a short
one, I have not the original automatic writing, hut only a copy by
Mr. S.
Clarke.

It evidently began with a question directed to H arrison

" I will sa y that I worked there before the Civil W a r,
[E v i
dently another question w as asked.] I will tell you again that he
trill not find a n y records o f me. I do not think it w as there [mean
ing the records at the H e r a ld office.]
(W rite the names o f the
proprietors o f the N e w Y o r k H e r a ld .) J . B . and Son. [H e would
not tell what ‘ J . B .' stood for. H e said that I knew. I wrote
‘ James Bennett ’ and asked him if that w as right, and he said ‘ Y e s \
I asked him if the middle name w as Gordon, and he s a id : ' I do not
(mow*.
(W h e n did you die? W ill you tell m e ?) Y e s. 18 6 2. I
or my body died in the w ar. I asked several other questions and
he would not answ er, but finally w rote: " I think you have enough
for this [tim e ], but if you do not find me, do not think I did not tell
you anything but the truth. I am not positive whether M r, B .’s son
was in the firm or company when I was there. Good night.”
Inquiry sh o w s that the firm ’s name was never at a n y time " Jam es
Bennett and S o n ." It w as first '* Jam es Gordon Bennett ” , and after
the death o f the elder Bennett it w as " Jam es Gordon Bennett, J r . ”

January 18 th , 1900.

T h is experiment represents the biographical

account which H arrison Clarke gave o f himself.

It is almost entirely

uninterrupted narrative, though there were evidently a few questions
which have not been recorded.

Th e narrative itself w ill indicate

with some probability about what the questions were, as the context
will suggest.
“ I w ant you to wait. I am doing what I can to bring back, or
perhaps I had better say I am revisiting all these places and I find
them so changed that it is hard to recall all the things that occurred,
and that is w h y I did not think you would care for my life history
when I cam e here.
When I w a s a v ery small child I lived in the west, 111., and so
when my parents both died I came to N e w Y o rk state with m y
mother's sister, M iss M ary Clarke, who gave me my name o f Clarke,
My own nam e w as not Clarke. T h a t was w hat my aunt called me,
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and when I w as a few years older I came to N e w Y o r k City. I first
worked in a small store and did not like i t ; so worked until I had
saved money enough, then I went to Baltimore. I remained there for
three weeks without getting employment and in the meantime 1 did
m y best to get acquainted and in this w ay I got acquainted with my
girl and her father liked me and got me a place to w ork in a slow,
and I worked fo r several years, but thought if 1 w as to get married
I would need a trade o f some kind and so I went back to N. Y . and
hired m yself to M r, J . B ., and worked fo r him, and while I was doing
this m y girl w as sick and died and then I did not care w hat happen«
to me. T h a t w as w h y I did not believe that there could be any God
I thought that if there was, he would not have taken the light out o:
m y life ju st as I had begun to live. I w as ve ry m uch discourage
and could have done almost anything, but I w as not willing to giv
up my girl— anything but that. 1 w as sure that it w as wrong, but
know better n o w . I said that if God w as so mean to me that I coul
not love him, but a fte r I had been shot I did not die at once but di
in a short time.
A f t e r I was hurt, for a few minutes I did not know what ha
happened to me, and a s I came to consciousness I saw m y girl the
and then you cannot imagine how dreadful I felt to think I had sai
so m any things I knew were not true, and I prayed if I could 1
forgiven I would try to do better, when (then ?) m y girl told me th
I w as to come with her soon and I told her that i f it w as so I won
if God would let me tell those that w ere left o f the earth about
sometime.
I w as not with m y company when I w as hurt. A n o th e r comra
and m yself went off alone and the Rebels found us and y o u knt
what happened next. [ I was shot] in the left lung near the hea
Y o u may doubt what I shall write next, but it w a s true neverthele
W hen 1 went into battle this com rade and I planned that i f our si
should lose and we were not kilted we should drop dow n a n d pi
tend we were wounded and then make our escape and th is is w l
did happen, Ser we did and a fte r all our comrades w ere ta k e n b
[b y ] B ragg. It w as in 1862. W e got up at night and w e w ent
fa r as we could, but in the morning we were found by a re b e l gui
and shot.
Y o u can look it up. It w as Shiol, if I remember how to sp el
right, Shilo [Th en after hesitation the letter ' h ’ w as a d d e d , m
probably in response to the correction o f M r. S .] I told y o u I w o
make you believe me, for I wanted you to know the tru th .
Ck
night, M r. Sm ead."
Ja n u a ry 19th, 19 0 1.

On this occasion the writing b eg an w it

most extraordinary movement o f the pencil in zigzag lines a n d c
tinued to draw them all over the page until asked what th e se d r
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I t is most interesting to rem ark that the w riting which

followed immediately took an angular form fo r a few words, and
then a few pages later it became what I have called in the Intro
duction the “ square ” writing. T h e letters were written in straight
instead of curved lines, though this w as varied from the normal to
the square at the pleasure o f the w riter. T h ere w as also a great
deal of m irror w riting in this sitting, the communicator changing
from the norm al to this form in all sorts of capricious w ays. U n 
fortunately the questions asked were not all recorded, though their
import m ay be conjectured from the context.
according to a note w as asked for.

T h e Captain's name

“ (W h at is meant by these draw in gs?) R ight, L e ft. Y e s , yes.
War w a r ' in m irror w riting.] ( A r e you tryin g to indicate m arch
ing?) Y e s.
(W h a t did you give me those draw ings for, and the
* fight *, ‘ left *, etc, ?) T h a t you could see how to mark time— to,
yes, yes. W a lla ce w as the one I was with. [It was possibly here
that Prof. X . asked fo r his captain's name.] N ot now. I am not
ready to. N o t yet. N o , not yet. I do not w ant to tell you yet. T h e
one I was w ith ? [L a st five w ords in m irror w riting.] N ot unless
you wish it * * * *
[several words undecipherable.]
You
will not find it on the books, but I will tell you latter [la te r]. Y e s ,
Harrison C lark e. [L a st five w ords in square letters and the name
Harrison C la rk e written in m irror writing.] Y e s. N o, not yet. W e
did not get fa r from the line. It w as not ve ry light. W e would not
answer [the countersign]. Y e s , and we were about to run and then
we were shot. I f yould [you would] like to you can, I will tell
you my real name sometime. I am not ready. [ L a st four words in
mirror w riting.]
I w as in the nineth [ninth] line beginning with
the last and counting front. Y e s, line. Y e s. W hen we started—
Y e , you m a y find him on the records. T h ey a lw ays called me
Harry, ( W h a t w as your regim ent?) N e w Y o rk Regim ent. W h en
I started it w as from N e w Y o r k City. (W e re you in the same regi
ment when you entered the battle?) Y e s. I w as not when I left it.
We were m ixed up so we did not know where we did belong. [F ro m
words ‘ left i t ' to end o f sentence in mirror w riting.]
(W e re you
in any other battles besides Sh ilo h ?) N o sir. H e m ay not [last
three words in m irror w riting] w ish to have his name in this— Y e s.
No, I cannot now. Y e s, now. Y o u will before I am through. [' I
am’ in m irror w riting.] N o t without his permission. [L e tter ‘ o ’
in mirror w riting and the letter ‘ n ’ in the norm al.] H e re ? Y e s,
when I see him sometime, I will talk to him about [it] [pencil ran
over the edge of the paper before the sentence w as finished] and
then let you know, others to come here. [T h is last phrase w as
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written on the next sheet and is unintelligible in the absence of a
record of what actually w as said or asked on the occasion.]
N o, I did learn to read when 1 w as here, but I have not tried
reading [syllable * m g ’ on next sheet ] for so long that I he [word
‘ he * erased] if I read it will not let you k n o (w ) any more about rot,
and this I will do sometime. It will not be ve ry long. [T h e word
‘ N o ’ at the beginning o f this paragraph w as in normal and all the
rest in m irror w riting.] It will not help you I f do yes, I lived in a
small town that is now a part o f Chea [erased] Chicaugo, III. That
w as where I w as bom . T h e y are not to write while I am here.
Y e s , it is easier for me to write when no one else uses M rs. Smead’s
hand.” [A ll a fte r the word ' yes 1 in m irror writing.]
Ja n u a ry 2 1s t, 19 0 1.

T h e questions were not recorded in this ex

periment. It is also noticeable that the writing is altogether normal.
N o m irror writing occurs. T h e subject is still the same as the last.
T h e opening sentence o f the communications shows that probabh
some question w as asked bearing upon H arrison Clarke’s identity
and the means o f proving it.

T h e record begins abruptly w ith tha:

subject,
“ T h at there is not much to it, M r. Sm ead. In w haat [what
w ay ? Y e s I w as, and if you should not find me what w ould it prov
to you and your on [w ord ' on ’ erased]. E a rth , Y e s. W e ll i f yoi
ever went to Shiloh you would find that the place is changed somt
But at that time it w as what we called a quagmire. It w a s v e r y har
to get through and if you ever tried at night when it w as d a m p yo1
would see what [w ord ‘ w h a t ’ apparently written as ' w h a t t ' an
then erased] the comrades had to go through. Y o u w ould not fc
surprised at their being sick, and when m y com rad and I wei
through some o f it at night we were ve ry ve ry tired and so it ws
hard to get out o f the w a y when we were called to halt. W e coul
see the Rebel and did not wish to halt, and we wanted to g e t whei
we could join another regim ent: so run instead of shooting a t hit
because we thought he [evidently at close o f w riting on p a g e a que
tton w as asked about the sentence, as the communicator w r o t e : ‘ .A
but the word * h e ’, explaining that this should be o m itted ] i f v
did shoot that it would bring others to his aid, and w e w o u ld n o t g
a chance at them, and that is what we wanted, ad [and] i f w e h;
stayed with those that were taken prisoners w e would not h a v e k
a chance. Y e s, you see, M r. Sm ead, that if you t r a v . . t r a v e l in
forest or bushes you do not get ve ry far, and if it is ve ry d a r k it
almost impossible to get along without being heard. N o .
Y es.
died there a [Letter 1 a ’ erased]. It w as so near to the field t h a t ’
were found and buried with the others that w as killed w e r e in t
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Battle Battlefield, [T h e word ‘ were ' was written in correction of
‘ was'.] W allace, he took C , F . Sm ith’s place. Y e s, yes. N o , he
was sick, W allace w as B rig Gen. Y e s, y . . Grant and S her man
were Division C o m .........I do not think [word ‘ think* erased] re
member whether G rant had come there and [w ord 'a n d * erased]
in time f this b a t t .. for this battle. Y e s Grant had charge o f all the
troops. Yes, yes they were given the sme [same] kind o f a charge
only at first * * and a fter [sheet changed] G rant had charge of
ill. Yes, I expect to. Y e s, yes W allace and Gen. H ull * *
Gen. Hur * * Hurlbert w ere there with Sh erm an ."
The next fo u r sittings w ere held when I w as present.

I had

made a special trip to the home o f M r. and M rs. S . for the purpose
of investigating the case. I have been extrem ely careful to report
the questions as put at the time. I made complete notes at the time
ol the sitting o f all that happened and made the copies constituting
the present record immediately on my return home.

T h e record is

« perfect as any stenographer could make it.

first Sitting.

Jan u ary 22n d, 19 0 1.

P resen t: J . H . H yslop, M r.

and Mrs. S .
Mrs. S . began without going into a trance and by sim ply holding
a pencil in h er hand placed so as to write. In order to start the
•ntmg M r. S . asked if any intelligence w as present and asked it to
Mrs. S .'s hand. M r. S . then placed his hand on the hand of
Mrs. S., and asked if M r. Clarke w as present. H e then introduced
®e to Mr. C la rk e , naming me as from Columbia U niversity. F o l
lowing this he s a id : " M r. Clarke, if present please to control M rs.
S.’s hand as soon as you can conveniently do so. Y o u told us last
you w o u ld be here today. I f here, go on. C an you write,
Mr. C la rk e ?"
[The hand started to move across the paper and M r. S . rem ark ed;
"That is better. Y o u will get control.” T h e hand w ro te :] “ Y e s,
taught, yes, y e s .” [T h is w a s inverted and from left to right. J . H .]
(Mr. S .; M r. C lark e, will you tell me more about Shiloh? W h o
your captain ?) N o t until I see him. Y e s, yes, yes, only cannot
fcvour world. ( J . H . : If- you send this message to this world it will
Fgood for u s .) T h at is what I told these friends. [E vid en tly conPning the a n s w e r to the question ahout the captain.] ( J . H . : H a v e
p ® any persons helping y o u ?) N o , No. I do not need them. ( J .
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H . ; W ould you be willing to bring some friends o f mine here?) I
do not know them. ( J . H . : I can tell you the name o f one if yoo
will let him talk to you. Could you find m y father R obert Hyslop?)
N ot yet. ( J . H , : W hen could you do it ?) I do not know. (J. H.t
I f he came, could he speak to you and then you to m e?) I would 1«
him try. ( J . H . : V e ry well, that is good.) ( A considerable interval
here followed in which the pencil stopped w riting, and then began
first to move downward. In a moment the motion took a ligzag
form much like that o f a rail fence, and then w rote in answer to my
question.)
I do not find him.
( J , H . : Did you get the name
clea rly ?)
Y es.
( J . H . : D o you think you could find him after
you leave this ligh t?) I [ t ] does not make any difference about the
light. ( J . H . : V e r y well.) I f I could see him I w ould tell him.
( J . H . : H e has come to me through another light, and it would be
o f great service if you could call him up.) I will try. ( J . H .iV e ry
good.) so will not get back until later. ( J . H . : D o you mean to
go?)
Y e s, and see fo r you. ( J . H . : V e r y good. I w ill see you
again. Th an k you ve ry m uch.)
M rs. S . w as now in a sound sleep or trance. Sh e had gone into
this state soon a fte r the writing began. A s she emerged from it she
remarked that she seemed as if she had been a w a y o ff somewhere.

Second Sitting.

Ja n u a ry 22n d , 19 0 1.

P resen t: P ro f. X ., D r. M.

and J . H , H yslop.
P ro f. X . held the pencil for a fe w moments, as if to a id thi
coming o f the automatic condition. In a short time there w e r e sign;
o f writing in the motion o f the hand and pencil. P r o f. X . thei
a sk e d : “ M r. Clarke, are you going to w rite for us tonight ? A n
you here, M r. C lark e? A r e you ready to write, M r. C l a r k « ? ’
W hen the pencil began to w rite it began a t the bottom o f th e pag
and wrote in the inverted form as viewed from m y position, bu t s
as to be read by P ro f. X . in the natural w ay. T o me it w a s bat
inverted and from right to left. T h e colloquy w as then a s fo llo w :
Y e s, I could not get him for you D r. [A p p aren tly a llu d in g i
his inability to get m y father.)
{ J . H . : W ill you w rite in yoi
normal w a y n o w ?) W ill not this d o ? ( J . H . : W ell, it m a y d o if
is easier fo r y o u .) Y e s. ( J . H . : W h a t w as the difficulty t h a t y<
could not get h im ?)
H e w as bu busy when I found h im .
Yf
[T h e words " H e w as bu busy, etc.” were in m irror w r i t i n g at
had to be read with a m irror. T h e hand wrote them w it h o u t at
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hesitation or apparent feeling o f interruption. T h e word " y e s ”
began the normal w riting.] ( J . H . : W h a t did he say ?) H e did not
know me so I did not tell him only that you wanted him, ( J . H .:
Did you give him m y nam e?) Y e s, and told him where you were.
(J. H . : V e r y good, that is right. C an you see him again ?) I cannot
tdl you at this time. ( J . H . : A ll right, when you do see him tell
him to be sure and come whether he w ants to or not.) H e will not
if he does not wish. W e are not made to do tany [the " t ” w a s
crossed out and the word read] anything here o n l[y ] what is right
and if y [letter “ y ” crossed out] w e want to do that as much as w e
can, for it is best, and so I will tell him fo r you if I see him. ( J . H . :
Very well, that’s good.) and he wilt have to do what he thinks is
right about it. ( J . H . : V e r y good. T r y and persuade him .) I must
be here so cannot stay a w a y v e ry long. ( J . H . : Y e s I understand.)
There will be so many others come. ( P r o f. X . : N o w , M r, Clarke,
if we promise not to call up any one in your absence w ill that make
matters rig h t?) I cannot go now but w ill later if you w ish. ( J . H . :
That’s righ t.)
[ A t this point as in response to P ro f. X .'s question
the writing w as accommodatingly inverted, so that P ro f, could read
it as he sat on the opposite side o f the table. T o him o f course the
writing appeared in its proper form . I t began at the bottom o f the
page and, proceeding from right to left as seen b y me, placed the
lines one above the other, the reverse o f ordinary writing,]
I think if you w an [before the letter “ n " w as finished the pencil
ran over the edge of the paper and the hand, on intimation o f it
which w as given by taking hold of it and placing it, went on to finish
the word] nt m y captain’s na [w o rd finished precisely as w as the
word " w ant *'] me you can find it by the order we le ft N e w Y o rk in.
It was the last reg, as w e left there. H e does not wa [pencil m oved
over edge o f paper] w ant me to tell his name and if I do th [pencil
again started over the edge o f the paper] this he [the word “ h e ”
was erased by drawing, as is the wont of the hand on occasion, the
pencil several times through the w o rd ] I do not tell. ( P r o f. X . :
Tell him w e will not reveal it.) it and then you can see. ( P r o f.
X .; I do not understand what you mean by the last regiment that left
there.) N e w Y o rk . ( P r o f, X . : N o w , M r. Clarke, you understand
that whatever you tell us— ) for the battle. ( J . H . started to say
we will keep sacred the trust.) Y e s , yes, but I would not be doing
right to tell. ( P r o f. X . : T h a t's true, M r. Clarke. W ill you do it if
the captain gives you permission on our prom ise?) the no [ “ N o ”
was evidently intended to be for “ name ” , but the w riting w as inter
rupted by the question and the pencil stopped abruptly and then drew
a straight line across a part o f the page and then wrote.] I think
you can find him. ( P ro f. X , : H a v e I any books in my library that
it would be well to consult?) I do not know. I have not been there
to see them. ( P r o f. X . : D o you know where any details can be
found?) N o . ( P r o f. X , : I take it that you cannot determine about
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the literature.) Y e s, can you kn [finished on the next line] ow all
[t jh at is printed. I w as not here to [scraw l, evidently an attempt at
the word beginning the next line] read it. ( P r o f. X . : Th e point I
want to make is this. Can you find out Vfhat is in our books ?) No.
( P r o f. X . : I take it that you cannot read present day literature.)
Y e s, but [ “ but ” first written in corner o f paper when w e moved the
hand] we have other books here to read. W e could, but it is not so
welt [apparently the word " w i s h " w as begun, but immediately
erased] for * * , ( P r o f. X . ; M r. Clarke, would you object to
telling us tonight the com pany you were in ?) Y o u can ask what the
la [ “ la ” erased and the word rewritten in the next line] last Reg.
was. ( P ro f. X . : W h at w as the number o f the last regiment ? What
regiment w as it ?) No. (P r o f. X . : T ell us w hat it is.) Nineth, no.
( P r o f. X . : W h a t do you mean by the ninth line.)
when I left
[scraw l which w as immediately erased] N e w Y
* * [unde
cipherable, but it might be an attempt to write " n i n t h " ] line, no,
from the last, yes, (P r o f. X . : Can you think o f some due. That
was as you were m arching in force. H o w w ere you marching?)
No.
[T h is answ er w as followed by heavy lines drawn forward
and backward on the paper, apparently to represent marching, and
then the word “ eight ” was written over them.] E ig h t * * [un
decipherable, but looks like “ ab I s ” , the “ s ” erased and followed
by " a s t ” ] yes,
( P r o f, X . : M r. Clarke, you can doubtless teli us
something to identify you. W h at man in N e w Y o r k ? W h a t paper?
T ell us what you m ay volunteer.) Y e s, I do not think I do now, I
tell you can find out how many left ( ? ) N , Y o rk for that place of
battle, yes left N e w Y o rk . ( W e then talked to each other regarding
the w ay to run the man down and the answ er w as written) Yes,
yes o f course. ( P ro f. X . : Did you enlist under the name of Harri
son C lark e?)
Not yet. [Pause.]
( P r o f. X . : Do you understand
m y question?) Y e s. ( P r o f. X . : H o w do you expect us to identify
yo u ? W e are here in the interest o f truth.) I have (P r o f. X .:
W h y refuse to give us your nam e? H ave you good reasons for
withholding your nam e? I f offered we will treat it as confidential.
Nothing will be used without your perm ission.) I have told you that
they called me H a rry . [T h ere w as a considerable pause here, the
pencil m oving slightly about a point.] ( P r o f. X . then sa id : "N o w
give us the last name. O f course you enlisted under some name.
H a rry Clarke or something else. D o you know how yo u r name ap
peared on the r e c o r d ? ” )
[N o answer came and there w as a long
pause, when the pencil fell over on one side. M rs. S . w as evidently
in a deep sleep or " t r a n c e ” and w as awakened from it with some
difficulty. P ro f. X . used suggestion and passes to aid her. When
she recovered normal consciousness she remarked that her arm was
asleep. H er head had been resting on it,]
It is possible that there was some misunderstanding about the
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question o f his correct name, as P ro f. X . afterw ard told m e that he
was trying to get him to tell what he had promised at a sitting some
time before, when he had given his autobiography.

In this he had

said that his real name w a s not originally H arrison Clarke, but that
this was given him by his aunt who had brought him up as a child
(Cf. p. 2 3 9 ) .
P ro f. X . should not have confused him in this w ay.
Apart from the confusing influence of his questions the story is con
sistent with w hat w as said before regarding his arm y experience.

Third Sitting.

Ja n u a ry 23rd , 19 0 1.

P resen t: J . H . H yslop and

Mr. and M rs. S.
W e waited some minutes for the writing.

It began in the in

verted form with the word “ yes " , which seems to be the word with
which M r. Clarke introduces him self generally, probably from the
custom of answ ering the question whether he is present to control
the hand or not.

A s soon as “ yes ’’ w as written I sa id : “ Y o u are

here then." T h e reply w as written in the normal form , the first
word being uncertain, but probably was an attempt at *' your ” , w ith
the word father omitted.
"C a n n o t get him. (T. H . : W h a t is the reason?)
[T h e answ er
began with a m ixture o f the usual and what shall be called square
writing, the letters being made in square form , and then became
wholly square.] I told him that you wanted him, ( J . H . : W h a t did
he say?) and you w ere t [ ? j ring experiments,
( J . I I .: C an't read
it. W rite in ordinary.)
[T h e handwriting now assumed the usual
form.] I knew it. Experim ents and wanted him, hut how can you
know any better if he comes. I do not. ( J . H . : M y father has come
through another light and is anxious to communicate and I think he
would come if managed rightly.)
X o w I have asked, but he does
not seem inclined. ( J . H . : Did you see any other friends of mine
there with him ?) I tell you you do not like to believe. Y o u pep.
(J. H . : W o rd a fter believe.) Y o u people think we do not exist, but
you w ait
[T h ere w a s difficulty in deciphering the word 1 exist *
owing to the imperfection o f the letter 1 x
which w as not crossed
and looked like an ‘ r ’, hut nothing was said. T h e hand then w rote]
this exist [and underscored it] but you wait and you will wish you
did believe. ( J . H . : H o w long will we have to w a it?) U ntil you
come here. ( J . H , ; Y es, I have had communications without com ing
there.) Y e s , but you doubt. ( J . H . : W h at do I doubt?) T h at it is
him. [T h e word ‘ that ’ w as written in the square letters, and the
words ‘ it is h im ' in the inverted form .]
[A pparently the w o rd
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firth e r' w as written. I read it so aloud and said ‘ w rite it again
T h e hand then wrote, 4 N o fir * and then drew lines across the letter
4 r * to erase it and then wrote, the first word in capitals ‘ F I X
h e r '. M r. S . and m yself then arranged M rs. S .'s head in a more
com fortable position, as we thought, and the hand wrote] No, no.
( M r. S . s a id : * T e ll me what to do. (T h e hand then wrote, the first
word in square letters and the remainder o f the sentence in the usual
form ] Put her arm down. [ W e put down her arm , and placed an
other pillow under her head, and M r. S . s a id : ‘ A ll right now *. The
hand wrote in a scraw ly manner the word ‘ Y e s t h e n a dim capital
* I f o l l o w e d by ' y e s w h i c h w as repeated on the next page, and the
usual writing in clear form w as resumed.] I would have thanked
you sir, haved [the letter * d ’ w as erased and the w riting continued]
thanked you sir, ( J . H . : V e r y good, M r. C larke.)
Y o u do not
understand me. ( J . H . : W h y not, M r. C la rk e?) I said I would
have said thank you sir had you told me to do that, yes. ( J . H .:
N o w may I ask some questions about you and yo u r w o rk ?) If you
like. [AH the letters in this sentence, except the letter 4 1 ’ in ' if *
were square, though not so distinctly as in the next answ er.] ( J . H .:
W h a t do you call this machine ?) H arrison C L A R K E .
[T h e let
ter ‘ E 1 in Clarke w as written on the next page, as the pencil ran off
the paper before finishing the name.] ( J . H . : H o w did you find the
w ay to w rite for u s ? ) [F irst three w ords in square letters.] I saw
that little girl using that [H ere a ve ry clear picture o f a planchette
w as draw n.] ( J , H , : D o you know the name o f what you d re w ?)
Y e s , but [a letter started and then erased] knew you did too. ( J 
H . : W h a t did the machine look like when you began to w rite ?)
like the Old Planchette. Please put an exclamation point a fte r the
old * * . ( J . H . : H o w do you people over there discover that
y o u can communicate with u s?)
W e do not discover, we know.
( J . H . : H o w do you k n o w ?) Because we can see. [T h e pencil
ran over the edge o f the paper before finishing the word ‘ can ’ and
it w as completed on the next line.]
( J . H . : W h a t do ^o u se e ?)
Y o u and what you do. ( J . H , ; Can you see what I am doing n o w ?)
[ I here put my arm down by m y side with m y body between it and
M rs. S .'s face and moved the hand on the w rist back and fo r w a rd ,
so as not to move m y arm , and observed the while that M rs. S.*s eyes
were closed tight, she being in a * tra n ce ' o r sleep. It w as n o t pos
sible to see what I w as doing. W h a t might have been inferred from
hyperesthesia in hearing I do not know. B ut the answ er w a s in te r
esting.] Y e s, you make your hand go. ( J . H . : T h a t’s ve ry go o d ,
M r. C larke.) D o you believe me now. ( J . H . : O h yes, I b e lie v e ;
only you could do much more and I hope you w ill be willing to d o it.)
I will think it over. I know what you refer to. ( J . H . : V e r y w ell,
what do I refer to ?)
M y Captain's name.
( J . H . ; T h a t 's one
thing.) and my own, yes, you want to know where y [p en cil ra n
over the edge of the paper and the word w as rewritten on the n e x t
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page] you can get [the w ord ‘ g e t ’ w as erased and then followed]
find me. ( J . H . : I explained here at some length w h y I wanted to
have the captain’s name, saying that it was necessary in m y previous
experience in the same line to know the fact in order to consult the
record. I avoided saying that this record w as in W ashington.)
[The answer w a s.] I f m y Captain will let me tell, he does not want
me to. T h a t is w h y I told you as I ( J . H . : Y e s, I understand.) did
last night. Inquire of some one that went to th E w A R . [T h e words
‘ that went to th E w A R ’ w ere written in square letters.]
(J, H .:
Finish that w ord, M r. C lark e.) I did. ( J . H .: N e w Y o r k is a big
place, and I do not know who went to N e w Y o rk .) Y o u should have
said from N e w Y o R K .
( J . H .: Th at w as a long time ago and I
don’t know who went from N e w Y o rk . I w as not there then.) I
loiow it. ( J , H . : H o w can I find out unless I am told ?) Y o u can
ask some one. T h a t light w ill waken her if you don’t put it out.”
[A lighted lam p w as on the other side of the room and had shone
in Mrs, S .'s face during the whole o f the sitting and there w as not
brightness enough in it to suppose that it had been at any time no 
ticeable. M rs. S .'s eyes w ere closed and she w as in a deep sleep or
“ trance ” . W e waited for the w riting to be resumed, but evidently
Clarke had gone. In a minute or two M rs. S . showed some ap
parent signs o f pain in her face, and said “ Oh, 0 h , ” A sk ed if she
saw or heard anything, she said " N o
A sk e d if she felt anything,
she said “ Y e s ” , and complained o f pain in her neck and that she
could not m ove it.

I rubbed her neck a few moments and she soon

awakened, remembering nothing o f what had happened.]

Fourth Sitting.

Ja n u a ry 24th, 19 0 1.

P resen t:

J.

H . H yslop and

M rs. S.
On this occasion M rs. S .’s head was arranged on pillows so that
her eyes were turned a w a y from the writing, and so that it would
rest easier and not hurt her neck as before. It w as not long until
she showed signs o f the " t r a n c e ” .

I asked if M r. Clarke was

present, and the hand began to make lines o f loops.

I repeated m y

question and the hand sim ply continued to draw the loops.

I asked

again if M r . Clarke w as doing this and the pencil sim ply moved up
and down in the same place for a few moments. I repeated m y
question to know if M r. Clarke drew these figures and the hand
began again to draw the loops.

I a sk e d : ” W h a t does this mean ? "
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and then: " A r e you draw ing these loops, M r. C la r k e ? " and the
loops changed to what seemed to he straight lines across the loops.
M r. S . then came into the room and read the word “ enemy " , when
the hand at once wrote quite c le a rly : ** N o , men
In looking back
at the previous w ord read as “ enemy " it w as clearly meant for
men .
( J . H . : T h is is you, is it, M r. C la rk e ?)
[T h e only answer that
I received w as in the hand draw ing the loops again in large form
this time, and som ewhat like a figure 8 lying on its side.] ( J , H .:
W h y do you draw that figure ?) [T h e answ er given appears to be a
very doubtful figure 8 in the right position, followed by a figure
which is that quite clearly.]
( J . H . : W h at do the figures mean?)
[In answ er the hand sim ply began to d raw the pencil back and forth
across th e p a p e r in straight lines. I a sk e d : " W h o is drawing these
lines ? ” T h ere w as no answ er except some scraw ls o f a large type
in a somewhat looped form. I s a id : " W rite aw ay, M r. Clarke
T h e response w as an inverted “ Y o u “ ] (J . H . : C an you write in the
normal w a y ? ) Y e s . ( J . H . : Is there any difficulty?) Y e s . ( J . H.:
A ll right, what is it?)
* *
[undecipherable but looks like
" C an ’t ” .] you you m ust see if I w as (T, H , : W rite in the normal
w ay if possible) in the [apparently the figure 8 ] I do not quite re
member sir. [T h en lines back and forth on the page w ere drawn, as
i f representing the lines o f a regiment and a clear figure 8 was
draw n, followed b y more lines like those just mentioned. T h e words
" you must ” were in m irror wriring.]
( J . H . : A r e you trying tp
give the number o f your com pany?) Y e s , yes. [T h en some small
horizontal scraw ls were draw n and followed by sim ilar vertical
scraw ls.]
( J . H . : V e r y well, thank y o u .) Y e s. [T h e re followed
this immediately some zigzag lines drawn at right angles, thus
H

- n

- T

i j U

- u

then curved lines in loops, thus

A

S iS is u d r e A

r

Y e s.
( J . H , : Is that the line of battle?)
Y e s. Y e s.
(J, H.:
V e r y well, I understand you. H ave you seen my fath er again?)
[T h is question w as followed by draw ing of straight lines back and
forth.]
( J , H . : A r e you still thinking about the lines o f battle?)
[O n ly a scraw l and a very slight one w as the reply.] ( J . H . : What
is the difficulty tonight that it is so hard to w rite ?) [ 1 noticed that
the pencil w as toppling over and that the hand held it in a somewhat
cramped manner. H ence I put it into a better position fo r writing
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and the following w as written out spontaneously, but in both an
uneasy manner and lighter handwriting.] Th an k you, but it will not
stay. ( J . H . : D o you think w e had better stop tonight?) N o . [F o l
lowed by a scraw l.] ( J . H , : Is there anything you w ish to s a y ? ) [ I
fixed the pencil again as it w a s falling over to one side and was not
firmly held.] T h is [in m irror w riting] yes, this is better. I cannot
tell you some [scra w l] ngs. some [ I read aloud; " I cannot tell you
some” .] Y o u wish [scra w l] know to know yes I would could [il
legible at the time,] ( J . H . : C an 't read it. Don’t superpose. Please
to write it o ver.) I would could I ( ? ) I don't ( ? ) I f I ever can sir,
I will. ( J . H . : V e r y good, thank yo u .) Y e s, do you bcleive it or
me? [W o rd “ b elieve” was spelled “ b e le iv e ", as here given.] ( J .
H .: Y e s, that’s good.)
[scraw l,]
( J . H . : Y o u can go on and say
what you w ish .) [I again fixed the pencil.] Y e s, the press is going
like [followed by rapidly draw ing the pencil in lines across the paper
back and forth. I could not decipher the word “ press “ as it w as
fused with " is going " , and asked if the word w a s “ pressing ". T h e
answer w a s] Printing. [ I read this aloud and it w as followed b y
" Yes
with more scraw ls intended to represent the motion o f the
press.] It is working [scraw l like the letter " p " , but w as erased]
very fast. [Follow ed by scraw ls again in straight lines.]
( J . H .:
Yes, I understand.)
[T h e hand kept shaking and I held mine on it
a few moments to calm it. A s soon as it became calm it wrote.]
You cannot hear it can you. ( J . H . : N o .) ft hurts m y head. ( J .
H .: A ll right, w e will stop now .) N o, no, no, no. [W ritten in large
and clear letters.]
[M r . S . came in and asked M rs. S . if her head
hurt her. N o answ er came from her, as she w as asleep. I said:
“ His ow n head " , T h e reply w as] Y e s , it is gone. ( J . H . : Good.)
now. [S c r a w l.] I guess that w as a hard one there. I an [scraw l]
shot. ( J . H . : Is that word " sh o t” ?) Y e s, ( J . H . : Y o u refer to
the battle.) Y e s . [S c ra w l,] Shot hard, yes, O h it hurts, [ “ Oh,
it hurts " written in m irror w riting,] Oh, it t is h it hurts, yes, that
pain. ( J . H . : W e had better stop, M r, Clarke, and try again some
other tim e.) N o, no, no. ( J . H . : W e had better stop.) N o, I will
be all right in a little. ( J . H . : Good night, better stop.) N o, no,
just w ait fo r awhile, it will go aw ay. ( J . H . : V e r y good.)
In a l e w moments M rs. S . began to show signs o f recovering
normal consciousness, and there w as a pained expression in her face
as she began to come out of the sleep. It will be noticed that there
is far m ore confusion in this sitting than in any o f the others. It
must be rem arked, however, that M rs. S . w as somewhat worried on
account o f the attack o f “ L a G rippe " which had seized M r. S . that
day. M r, S . him self w as somewhat concerned about it. M r. Clarke
is also notably more accommodating than hitherto.

In this connec-
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tion it must be noted that I had taken great care to discuss his char
acter and failings in the presence of M rs. S. during her normal state,
indicating that he did not accept direct issues and that he must cither
conform to our term s or be expelled.
T h e next sitting took place on F eb ru ary 7th, 19 0 1 , under the
supervision o f M r. Sm ead himself,

I had shown him how 1 kept

the record and the facts that I wanted recorded.

In the following

records, therefore, the reader will find them as complete as is desir
able. T h e only thing that is wanting, an unavoidable difficulty, is
the conversation between M r. and M rs. Sm ead about such phe
nomena between sittings in their daily domestic life. In my experi
ments I had carefu lly refrained from telling M rs. Sm ead anything
about the contents o f the experiments I made, and requested Mr.
Sm ead to do the same in his future sittings. T h is precaution has
been observed in the following records and they m ay be studied with
an additional interest and security against the difficulties suggested
by the fact that the medium is fam iliar with the contents o f her
w riting in any instance. A lso as in m y sittings the planchette no
longer seems necessary and the w riting is done with a pencil in the
natural manner.

W hen H arrison Clarke left, how ever, the plan

chette had to be resumed (p, 2 6 5 ) .
F eb ru ary 7th, 19 0 1.
( I s this M r. C la rk e ?)
Y e s.
( G o o n .)
Y e s, has that young spirit satisfied y o u ? (S h e has done v e r y w ell.
G o on.) She can prove her identifi------- (‘ identifi 1 erased, a n d next
word written] identity. I cannot. (D o not be so easily d isco u ra g e d .
I think you can.) It has been so m any-years and w e cannot e a sily
recall all people want us to, and you wiU learn this. ( I p re su m e that
is true.)
It is too true for our earth friends. (D o you w a n t to
prove yo u r identity?) I cannot. (W iU you tr y ? ) I have a ll I c a n .
( Y o u r autobiography w as good. W ill you not add to it ? )
No, I
cannot give the name, m y captain’s name. H e does not w ish it a n d
1 will not do it.
( I did not ask you fo r that. W ill you tell me the nam e o f th e
town near Chicago where you were bom ?) N o , it w as so u th o f it.
(So u th o f w h a t?) W h a t is now Chi------- (C h icago ) Y e s .
(W h a t
w a s its name when you were a boy ?) I did not know. I w a s o n ly
2 years old when they took me from there. (W h e re did y o u g o
then ?) A lbany N ew Y o rk . Y es. (T e ll me your real name.
W hat
w as it?) N o .n o .n o . ( W h y won't you tell?) T h o se that k n e w m y
aunt would not like it known.
(W h a t w as yo u r arm y nam e?) H a r ry Clarke. (W h e n d i d y o t
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ealist?) Y es, I do not remember the day. Y o u can find it. (T e ll
me as near a s you can.) N o , I cannot tell it right, so would rather
not try. (Y o u did well with those generals.) 1 could. It w as m y
last experience on earth, and that is w h y together with my------- [ A t
this point I lifted up the hand o f the psychic and said to the spirit,
11 centra! this, I am to be obeyed when I ask you to w ait. Y o u do
notgovern this hand against m y will. I wish you to understand this,
Mr. Clarke.) N o, you do not. W e will not w rite if you are not
ImA (I never allow any one to govern m e.) N o, but you cannot
govern us. Th en do not try. (G o on, M r. Clarke. I am not cross.)
When i am w riting I w ish to finish before I stop. Y e s, you cannot
understand how hard it is to w rite this w a y ; so when I am w riting I
wish to finish: then I will be willing to w ait fo r you. ( I am willing
a let you finish.) Y e s .
(Will you give me that comrade’s nam e?) N o , I will leave it for
inn to do. ( W h y n o t?) I am taking care o f m y part. H e can his.
(Don't you see how important it is fo r me to k n o w ?) Y e s , but he
it (started to w rite ‘ ar
but corrected it to * or ’ by writing the ‘ o ’
mmediately a fte r the * a ’ ] his friends m ay not care to have it known
iai be ran a w a y . I did not care and so w as willing to tell, but you
an see how it would make his friends feel.
(Is Mrs. Sm ead a light ?) I will answ er some other time. ( W h y
« now ?) I never called her so. ( I s sh e?) I do not know what
tn c [started to w rite o ver the edge o f the sheet] call her.
(Has a sp irit a body?) N ot here, we h------- [T h is part o f an*er was erased.] N ot your kind. It is one that leaves the earth
ody. ( E x p la in m ore.) Y e s , when we leave the earth there is a
nrtring that that covers the soul, so that it is called a body, and it
uonbles the one ju st left, and that is how we can remember our
uth friends. F o r if w e w ere just round or square lights how do
<*> suppose w e could ever know each other ?
(I must w a k e M rs. S . now. She has been in this state long
wigh. I f I have offended you this evening, I am so rry .) Y e s, it
*2 right. J u s t remember w hat I said. ( Y e s , and you remember
fat I said abo u t w aitin g.) Y e s , good night.’*

February 8 th , 19 0 1. (G o on, M r. Clarke.) Y e s , yes. T h e re is
Mtber here. (W h o is it?) H e is tall. (W h a t is his nam e?) S y l
TOer Sm ead. ( H a s he not an initial to his nam e?) Y e s, he did not
j i t [ M y brother alw ays used this initial whenever he appeared
A w . It is sin g u lar that at this time he should have given his name
• Kr. C lark e a s ' Sylvester Sm ead ’„] (G o on.) H e says he w as to
■ unde’s h o u s e when he came here, and that you were ve ry much
Weed w hen he left. H e went ve ry suddenly. ( A s k what uncle?)
h. Frank M ille r. ( L e t him go on.) Y e s, he says that this uncle
■ e b e re ju s t a fe w days before Christm as and that he [Sylveste r]
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left here so as to be at the home he w as to leave to help.him when
he came here. ( L e t him go on.) Y e s. H e wants to know how you
have made this change. Y e s , he says you were much interested in
another planet. (T h e reason w as that M r. Clarke controlled the
medium and no others could or did write but him and— ) T h e y did
not ask. (T h a t is true, M r. Clarke, and you have been ve ry good
about this lately, and I thank y o u .) H e does. (D oes m y brother
Sylvester wish to w rite any more ?) N o . H e says he w ill take the
little ones a w a y and some other time he will come— good byev (Now.
M r. Clarke, you m ay w rite.) T h e little B ab y s ies [' ie s ’ written in
• correction o f the spelling] say good bye to you and their mother.
[T h e y alw ays said ' mama ‘ before this.]
(W ill you answ er some
questions, M r. C la rk e ?) I will think about it.
(In what place in N e w Y o rk state did yo u r aunt live w h o brought
you u p ? ) I told you. (D o you mean A lb a n y ? ) Y e s . A bout how
tong did you and yo u r aunt live in A lb a n y ?) N o y (C a n you tel)
m e?) I f I so [ ' s o ’ erased] cared to. Y e s, cared. N o , no. (Why
w ill you not te ll?) M y aunt's friends are some o f them living and
they do not believe w e are living here, and it would not please them
to have us te ll: so that w e can be found to have lived and th at I have
come in this w ay. T h e y would be much grieved to hear it, yes, so I
do not care to tell. ( W ill you n o t?) I do not w ant too
t o o ‘ for
‘ t o ’ ].
( H o w easily you could prove your identity if y o u would
tell.) Y e s, I do not want to hurt any one. N o , no.
(W h a t becomes o f M rs. Sm ead’s soul when H arriso n Clarke is
w ritin g ?) She is asleep. (W h e re is her so u l?) I t is in her body.
(D oes she know what is going o n ?) N o, yes. N o t w hat I am doing.
( I s her soul asleep?) N o, no. ( It seems to me that it is, a s she does
not know anything that is going on. W h a t is her soul doing if it is
not asleep?) N o. A s k her what she ju st saw. (Id a , w rite what you
saw a moment ago.) Y e s, y e s: W hen she wakes.
(Good night, M r. Clarke. I think that M rs, Sm ead h as been in
this state long enough. I shall now ask you to release her and she
will w ake.) Y e s .
[T h en the pencil dropped and M rs. S. did not wake as I expected,
but the hand made signs as if it wanted to w rite something else, and
I placed the pencil in her hand and what follows w as w ritten.]
W hen her soul is there she can see us. (G ood bye, M r . Clarke.
I shall now stop with yo u r permission,) Y e s, " [ T h e pencil dropped
and soon M rs. S . awakened as usual, feeling not in the least weary,
but she rested and slept that night v e ry w ell.] "
A fte r M rs. S . came out o f the trance she narrated the following
incidents, which were taken down by M r. S . verb atim :
“ I saw several blue lights that seemed to be m oving around, and
I saw a form of a w o m a n ; she seemed to be dressed in the style that
they had in the olden d a y s; large full fashioned skirt, w ith a plain
waist, and large sleeves, dark hair, not v e ry old. I could not see her
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itry plainly and did not see her but for a little tim e ; she w as alone
vhtn 1 saw her. Th e impression I had was that she might be his
' girl' referred to. I did not see him. Nothing w as on her head, no
op or other covering. She seemed to be dressed very plainly, in the
oldra style. Th e lights seemed to change shapes. T h e y would be
small and then they would g ro w larger, then they would almost go
iway, and then they would come back again. I think that I saw
theselights but fo r a very brief space of time, not over half a minute,
as far as 1 could estimate it. But I saw the woman longer than 1
did the lights, possibly between one and two minutes. During this
lime I was unconscious o f what w as going on around me, but I was
xlf-conscious, as I saw these lights and the form o f this wom an,”
Mr, S. adds in a note that he used the word self-conscious in
reporting the statements o f M rs. S, to describe her mental state
when she saw the woman and the lights.
It is hardly necessary for me to remark to the reader the interest
which this spontaneous incident possesses.
I do not require at
poem to enter into any explanations o f it, but only to remark its
consistency with the main character o f the phenomena in their asKmed form.

It constitutes, like the story o f the apparition on the

attlefield a fter he w as shot about his,fiancee by H arrison Clarke, a
¿ramstance calculated to give considerable plausibility to the theory
which is at least the superficial characteristic o f the whole case, and
■ r attention m ust be draw n to it for that v e ry fact.
The sitting o f F eb ru ary 9th reveals a new communicator who
ad not appeared before.

H is name he gave as B . Burleigh H oyt,

®d Harrison C la rk e did not exhibit himself.

T h e handwriting was

«ncwhat different from C larke's and w as more slow and deliberate,
k the record does not concern H arrison Clarke in any respect it is
nwierred to the chapter o f miscellaneous incidents.

February 1 3 t h , 19 0 1. T h ere were two sittings on this occasion,
prison C la rk e w a s the communicator. T h e handwriting again
■ ages back fr o m the style o f M r. H o yt to the usual one of Clarke.
^ lit interview.
[ A few scraw ls.]
" (W h o e ve r is here may
free.) H. C . H . C . (both times in m irror w riting.] H . C . [norVes. ( Y o u m ay write what you please, M r. C larke.) Y e s,
fcdooot un derstan d w hy you doubt us. W e tell the truth and you
* w believe.
( I propose to investigate this matter as fully as I
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can. T h a t is my object.} Th at need not hurt your faith and trust in
God. ( I t does not affect it a particle.) Y o u said, if I could prove
my identity that you could believe. W h y not if I don’t. Others can,
and you can surely believe them, (W ill you not try to prove your
identity?)
N o. I cannot. (W o n 't you try to give me more in
formation about the battle of Shiloh ?) I did not come here for that
purpose. I came to tell you that I lived as I had promised and net
for the purpose o f telling you about every one that you could ask
about. I am sure if you were here in my place you could understand
w h y I do not wish to tell all, but I know it is not best. Th en besides,
you h a v e not kept y o u r promise [w o rds ‘ have not * and * your ‘
underscored].
(H o w have I failed ?) Y o u told me that you would not let any
one else know, and you have. ( Y o u refer to your girl, I suppose?)
Y e s, do you think it w as righ t? [I explained the m atter o f th e girl's
name.] Y o u told me that it w as just for you, and so I g a v e it. It
w as to have nothing to do with my own accounts anyw here. Y o u —
( I did not intend to do w rong.) Y e s , you did. I do not think so.
( I did not intend to do w ron g.) N o . ( I must ask your forgive
ness.) Y e s, I can forgive you, but I do not think it best or rig h t foi
me to say more. ( Y o u must be your own judge, M r. C la rk e .) Yes
it w as because I trusted yqu that I gave it. I did [‘ do ' w ritte n first
and then ' i ’ written over ‘ o 1 and * d * next] not think you cou ld b
so easily influenced by another to give up yo u r promise to o n e that i
already in a position to govern this whole matter. ( I don’ t believ
that D r. H yslop is going to print that name. I shall not co n sen t t
it.) Y o u should have kept it sacred as you said, ( I am s o r r y I eve
gave up the envelope.) W h y did you not ask permission ? ( I ougl
to probably. W h y are you so afraid to prove your id e n tity ? )
have told you reasons enough. ( I f you want to be stu b b o rn y c
can.) I am not. I do not want to hurt any one. N o . ( Y o u hu:
my feelings any w a y .) I did not intend to.
(W o n 't you continue about the battle o f Sh ilo h ?) Y o u a n d yot
friends will not believe, and what is the use of any one h e r e t r y «
to help y o u ? ( It will help us.) Y o u will say or [' or ’ e r a s e d ] yot
friends will say tat [ ‘ t a t ’ erased] that youu [ 'y o u u ' e v id e n t ly i
tended fo r ‘ y o u r '] w ife or you read it, and so I do not s e e h o w
will help. ( I f you will tell me things I could not read a b o u t it w
help— the more you tell the better.) I have tried in m a n y w a y s
show you that it w as not your w ife that w as w riting, and t h e m or<
try the more there seems [first written ' seeme ’ and then ' s * w r i t t
over the * e '] ho (to ) be needed to help your friends to b e l i e v e ,
will leave you now. Good night. (W ill you come again ? )
I «
not promise.
( I want you to come again. I shall rest M rs. Sm ead a n d f i x t
fire, and in about fifteen minutes she will go into the sleep s t a t e a
then I want you to come and write, and we will spend a f r i e n
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ir together. I am sorry fo r my mistake. I did not intend to do
: which w a s a betrayal o f m y trust. I thought that if I did not
al the name to D r. H yslop [ In fact it was not revealed to me. J .
Hyslop] o r have it appear in the book that it would be all right.
I wanted to do w as to see if there ever w as such a one as your
■I’, and i f I have offended you I am sorry. N o w I want you to
eagain and w e will visit. W ill you com e?)
If you will not ask me to tell everything I ever knew on earth,
isaid y o u were cold. ( I w ill fix the fire.) I will come tomorrow
it. (I shall not be able to sit tom orrow night. I want you to
e hack and w rite fo r me in about fifteen minutes. W ill you
e when I am read y?) Y e s, y e s."
tod interview, Feb. 13th , 19 0 1. Fifteen minutes a fte r the first
view. " W hen you and your w ife come here, I and my good
will be glad to talk it all over and we can then show you many
that w ill interest you, and w e will help you on in m any w ays
you cannot now y [ l e t t e r 'y ’ erased] understand. It is not best
hose o f the E arth to know all we can here. T h e y must w a it : for
ty knew, they would all be ready at once without repentance to
■. But th e y must repent or they cannot know fo r a long while
: this w o rld means to those that trust and believe on the Savior,
and it is the only w a y to do. I made that mistake until tt was
st too late, and I promised as I told you I would tell those on
i and that is w hy I came.
Is there re a lly such a place as H eaven ?) Y e s. ( I s there really
a place a s H ell ?) Y e s. No. Y e s. Y e s . I am ve ry thankful
ie not h a d to visit it, but I am a fra id if I had not repented I
d have k n o w n —
( W a s Jesu s C h rist God and Man D ivin e?)
all he said he w as. Y e s, he said I and m y F a th e r are one,
hey w ere o f one mind. T h e y are not one Person. ( A r e they
persons a n d one mind ?) Y e s, they do not do anything to cross
other. [ I never heard M rs. S , use such a form o f expression.]
rthing is in harmony.
\re those th at die conscious while they are d yin g?) Y e s , but
times the spirit is taken from the body so that they are a w a y
it before it ceases m oving. (W h a t do you mean by ' m oving ’ ?)
ove,yes.
( W h a t moves, the sp irit?)
N o , the Body.
(H o w is
int people th at a re stunned, e tc.?) Y e s, yes, only the B o dy is
ed and w h ile they are in that condition the spirit is out of it and
e(s) up its w ork where it left when it returns, yes. (H o w is it
of unconsciousness by ether or chloroform ?) T h e spirit
imes can k n o w and watch what is being d o n (e ) to the body
imes, ( I f y o u r girl is present she may w rite.) Y e s , yes, n she
rot want t o write. She w ill sometime."
dwuary 1 4 t h , 19 0 1.

T h is sitting w as held in the private parlor
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o f P ro f. X . Th ere were present M r. and M rs. S ., Prof, and Mn
X ., and M r, F ., Superintendent o f Public Schools. In this instinct
the questions were asked by tw o of the persons present, and I shall
have to indicate the questioner by letters.

T h e letter S . shall staix

for M r. Sm ead, and X . for P ro f. X ,
“ ( S . : W h o is present?) Y e s, yes, H arrison Clarke. (Secern
‘ yes ' and the name H arrison C larke written in inverted style.) (S,
H ave you any communications ? T h is man is M r. F . He is into
ested in psychic phenomena.) Y e s , I am glad to meet him. (S.
G o on as you please.) Y o u are or not informed as to what I sai
last night. [T h is answ er in inverted style.]
( X . : I do not unde
stand.) or no [both words erased] or are not, yes, no, ( S .: Ai
you asking the question as to what I said last nigh t?) I wish to a
that it w as not your friend that I ment meant [sentence to this pov
inverted style] but that I controlled this. ( X . : I do not understand
I said that I contro— ed [pencil ran over edge o f paper before t
word w as finished and only the syllable ' ed ’ w as written to cw
plete the word] not your friend Dr. H ., Y e s. ( X . : A r e you aski
the question as to what I said last night ? I do not k n o w what y
mean. W ill you explain ?) Y o u said that I said y o u r friend a
trolcd this whole matter. [ I suppose that H arrison C la rk e me
some chance rem ark that either P ro f. X . or I m ade to M r . F . talki
about this matter. I am not clear as to what he m eant.]
( X . : Be confidential with us, H arrison C lark e.) Y e s , I will)
tell only what I wish.
[A U but word ' y e s ' in inverted sty1
( X . : C hat with us.)
I do. ( X . : A n sw er our questions.) I i
try. ( X . : T e ll us anything o f interest.)
I am doing th is. (F
three w ords inverted style.] ( X . : W ill you try to read m y mind
read what 1 shall w rite and not let you see it? ) N o , no . Y e
have done that last night, [W h en he read fo r me a q u estion thi
did not read out loud, but wrote and then called his atten tion t
and asked him to read it and to answer it without my r e a d in g it al
and this w as done.] [T h ere is no record o f this e x p e rim e n t in
sitting o f Feb ruary 15th . J , H , H yslop.)
( X , : W ill you try to read what I shall write inverted ? )
N o.
it is much h a rd e r Y o u do not understand that do you ? ( X . : V
will you do ?) N o , no. I w ill say that were you here in m y place
tryin g to write with another’s hand that you would have a l l y o u o
do to listen and write at the same time. ( X . : Can y o u lis te n b*
than you can se c ?)
Y e s, yes, when I like. ( X . : H a v e you
something to w rite ?) Do you believe that it is H . C -?
( X .: I
you something to w rite ? W ill you give us some logical eviden
N o. I f I tell you all you you will not need to do as y o u a re
too ( to ). Y e s, you are told to believe that we live here.
( X .: 1
will you not tell us what we want to kn o w ? W ill y o u n o t ti
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lkr prove y o u r identity? Do you understand?) Y e s , I have
tn all I shall and if you can find me with that all right, Y e s , but
vould not do. ( X . : Did you not say that you would satisfy me
lo your identity?) 1 did n o t say that. I said that I would tell
i more, ( X . ; Y o u said that you would tell me what your real
« was.) N o, you do not need it. ( X . : W h a t do you re fe r to ?)
own name. I did say 1 would give it to you, but I find it would
please friends on Earth . T h e y do not believe I live. ( X . : W h y
hey not believe it ?) N o, they are ve ry set. ( X . : Y o u could tell
ad they would have to believe that you were living.) B ut would
be right? ( X . : W o u ld n ’t it help yo u r friends fo r you to tell
r name ?) T h e y would not believe. N o , same as you said M rs.
ad read or might have read or might have read what I have told
already. ( X . : W o n ’t you try to satisfy me as-to yo u r identity ?)
I cannot tell you m ore/’
t" I moved M rs. Sm ead’s head to rest it and it awakened her in
tie time. T h e room w as ve ry hot and she had the sensation of
ling in some degree when she became conscious." M r. S .]

ebruary 15 th .
T h ere were tw o sittings on this occasion,
>n the late afternoon and the other in the evening at 7 :30 p. m.
ome important incidents in this experiment will not be clearly
rstood without it, 1 must narrate the results o f m y inquiries reing the identity o f H arrison Clarke.
famed¡at ely a fte r receiving the letter from M r. S . at the last of
mber I m ad e inquiries at the H e r a ld office and ascertained that
he last sixteen years no such name stood on the roll o f emt* in that office. Fu rth er inquiry to make search o f the rolls
1 1860 led o n ly to the refusal o f the H e r a ld authorities to perhe search- A s soon as the story of the battle o f Shiloh w as told
de inquiry a t the W a r Department in W ashington, D. C., in
d to the details.

T h e first reply obtained w as that there were

'tw Y o rk R egim ents in the battle o f Shiloh.
A s H arrison
■t had said h e w as in a N e w Y o rk Regim ent this discovery set
he character o f his assertion. B ut I made further inquiries to
whether a n y trace o f a H arrison Clarke could be found on the
of the regim ents in the battle o f Shiloh, or in any N e w Y o rk
nent. T h e reply w as that a H arrison C lark w a s enrolled as
rate in C o m p a n y H o f the 50th Illinois In fan try in 18 6 1 and
red out w it h detachment in 18 6 4,

H e w as in the battle o f
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Shiloh. A lso that there w as a H arrison C lark who enlisted m
Com pany E o f the 12 5 th N e w Y o rk in 18 6 2 and w as disch arged®
a surgeon's certificate o f disability in 18 6 5.

H e w as not in the bat

tle o f Shiloh and is still living. I also searched in the New Yort
Directories fo r 18 5 9 , 1860, 18 6 1, and 1 8 6 2 fo r the nam e Harrison a
H a r ry C lark e and found no such name mentioned there.
I reported these discoveries to M r. S . in confirmation of nr
theory o f secondary personality, though the reader w ill notice, as
did it from memory, that I reversed the spelling o f the names fo
the respective regiments and companies. T h is makes no essento
difference as the untruth fulness o f H arrison C lark e’s statements i
the same in both cases, but it illustrates the liability o f memory t
error.

I introduce the record with M r. S .'s note o f w h at he di

before the experiment, stating the facts to M rs. S .
“ I had received a letter from Dr. H yslop, stating three this)
about H arrison Clarke. 1st, that there w ere no N e w Y o r k R q
ments in the battle o f Shiloh. 2nd, that there w as a H a rriso n Clas
(not C lark e) in an Illinois Regim ent in that battle, but he was s
killed. He w as mustered out at the close o f the w a r in 18 6 5 . 3t
that in the N . Y . 12 5 th R e g., Com pany H , there w as a H arris
Clarke, but he w a s not in the battle o f Shiloh and w as not killed, l
w as also mustered out at the dose o f the w ar. One of these Clari
is still living and it is not known whether the other is o r no
[Sin ce w riting this to M r. S . I have ascertained that the C la r k in i
Illinois Regim ent is dead. H e died O ctober 19th, 1 8 9 5 .
J.
H yslop.]
“ In view o f these facts I ( M r . S .) m ade several statem ents
M rs. S . that H arrison Clarke w as a liar and a fraud a n d tha
should tell him so if he showed up again, but I did not think th a t
ever would.

1 said that I w a s glad o f a chance to pitch into h im

he did into me about the m atter o f his girl’s name, etc., etc. I \
very severe in the language I used about him in M rs. S .’s p re se t
and I told her that 1 did not wish her to be alarmed o r s h o e ’
while she might be in the unconscious state, if I should r o u r
denounce H arrison Clarke, as I intended to do. N o w this w a s
state o f affairs when at 4 o'clock M rs. S . entered the sle e p s
and what resulted follow s ” :
F eb ru ary 15th , 19 0 1.

1st interview.

4 p. m.

“ (W h o e ve r is 1
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:ontrol Mrs. S .) H . C . [‘ H . C / written in ve ry large letters.]
it have you to s a y ? ) S o you think I lied do you S i r ? ( I do.)
[ V erased] you had better not ask more then for I might do
ain, or I had better [ first w rote ‘ ber ’ , then wrote over the
k ' er’ the letters ‘ t t ’ ] say you w ill evidently think so. ( I
! help thinking you are a liar.) I told you I could not make
i known and I positively and honestly told you you would not
». (W hy did you tell me those lies?) I did not. N o Sir.
im then.) I w as in that battle. (Y o u told me you belonged to
> York Regim ent.) Y o u r friends said N . Y . and I said, Y e s.
i't that a lie ?) Y o u m ay call it so, (W h a t do you call it?)
iim your friend, yes.
(D o you mean D r. H y slo p ?)
N o.
do you m ean ?)
M r. X .
(G o on. Exp lain if you can.)
«tight I w as afra id to come. ( G o on. I f you can clear this
hall be glad.) Y o u also thought I w as M rs. Sm ead's— what
Up [‘ p ’ written first and then changed to * h ’ ] her— 2 ary
■ 1 erased] second-----------a ry personality, but I am-----------not.
¡old me your name w as H a rry C lark e.) Y e s. ( Y o u told me
ittle name w as H a r ry C lark e.) Y e s , not exactly. (W h a t did
rthm?) I said I left N . Y . with the regiment by that name,
aid you left N e w Y o rk with a N e w Y o rk R egim ent?) N o,
And you are certain you were in that battle o f Sh ilo h ?) Y e s .
in: there w ere no N e w Y o r k Regim ents in the battle o f
) How w ould you suppose? ( I cannot tell. A n sw e r it.) I
lit until you ask your friend. ( Y o u mean D r. X . ?) y M r.
Vere you in a N e w Y o rk Regim ent when the battle of Shiloh
ight?) I w as with W allace. (T h a t is what you said before.)
that and sa y it again. ( G o on.) I do not say I used the
Harrison Clarke in that Battle. ( Is it not true that there
)New Y o rk Regim ents in that battle o f Shiloh ?) W h ere did
( come from ? [Interrogation point was inserted this time try
■ ind made to perfection.] ( I do not know. T ell me.) Y o u
ter find out. (G o on.) Y o u will think me lying. ( W h a t ? )
f 1 tell Y o u anything more, so what is the use. (G o on.) I
like to k n o w : you can believe tw o different things about me.
k your statem ents about those generals were rem arkable.)
Juld I know unless I w as there? Y e s. ( I cannot see. E x owyou w e re in that battle.)
Did you know about Shiloh?
« in the w a y you told me, I must adm it.) Y e s, before ( ? )
did not. I am to understand that you were really in that
It looks th a t w ay and I must believe that you w e re .) S o 1
A I told you I w as numbered with the unknown
(T h e un
tiring?) d ead. yes. [W o rd 1 dead ' written in larger letters.]
x what regim ent you were in at the battle o f Shiloh.) I can0, no, no. ( Y o u left N e w Y o r k in a N e w Y o rk R egim ent?)
Did you rem ain in that regim ent?) N o. It did not you do
f harm, ( I cannot believe your stories. I think you have not
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proved that you have told the truth. I cannot believe you.) I
not care. ( Y o u cannot prove that you have told the truth. I
forced to believe you have lied.) Y o u cannot prove it either. i
no, ( I f you would only prove yo u r identity it would settle all tk
1 cannot prove it. N o, I cannot prove that. Y o u wilt not think
Dishonest. ( I f you would only do this it would make it certit
N o, it will not. Y o u can ask some o f yo u r friends when they a
if I am not here. ( I think that is all bosh. I cannot sec a
amounts to anything.) Y e s it does. Y o u do not need to tell tin
any one but the next one— spirit that w rites. A sk them out (?)
am not what I said I was. N o , yes, yes. y N o, no. You *
( I am not satisfied. I cannot accept all you have said.) Somd
you will find out differently. I am sorry, but I cannot help you
F e b ru a ry 15th , 19 0 1, 2nd interview. 7 :3 0 p. m. " (W h o is '
now ?) W hen I leave she shall not w rite or be allow ed to have
one else w rite without the Machine. (D o you mean th at she cv
write without the planchette?) Y e s , they cannot w rite through
without it. ( I rather guess w e shall survive, M r. C lark e. I t
' think you boss us yet. I f you think you w ill bulldoze this « *
you are mistaken.
Perhaps you don’t know w h at 'bulW
m eans?) Y o u understand what I'sa id . ( Y e s .) Th en you ma
it. (B e fo re you go I want to ask you two or three questions
seems to me that you are convicted o f lying by yo u r own (
m ents.) H o w ?
( I f you were in that battle and left N e w Y o rk in a N e w
Regim ent and fought in that battle when no N e w Y o r k Regii
were in it, you must either have been transferred to another
ment, o r must have deserted and re-enlisted in some regim en
w as in that battle. I cannot believe that you were tran sferred ,
not to be supposed for a minute. S o you must have deserted ai
enlisted, or y o u have tied, and if you deserted, you m ust hav
by givin g a false name when you re-enlisted.)
I did not say so, yes, I did not say I w as tra— [w ritin g bej
be superposed and w as stopped.] I did not say I w as tra n s^
did I r (T h en that being so, you must have deserted the N e w
Regim ent.) W h a t if I d id ? I told you you would not find t
think anything is o r w as fair in w ar, don’t y o u ? ( I t w a s i
temptible procedure for you to desert.) N o . ( W h y w a s n '
W e were anxious that our side should win, yes. ( Y o u m u st h a
serted that N e w Y o rk R egim ent.) I ran a w a y from it, y e s . '
not desert our cause. (T h e n your idea is that you did not d e a
cause, but ran a w a y from the regim ent?) Y e s. ( W h e n y
listed in the N e w Y o rk Regim ent you enlisted under the n t
H a rry C la rk e?)
Y e s, I think I did. T h a t w as w hat I s a f
thought it right, but I might be mistaken. (D o n ’t y o u k n a
I w as in that battle, ( Y o u must have joined some o th er r e g ia
Y e s. (C a n you remember what regiment that w a s ? )
Y es,
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No. (Can you remember the state?)
It makes no differ(It does to me.) N o t here. (T e ll me the regiment. Then
an find out something.) I told you enough. ( Y o u enlisted in
ither regiment under a false name, didn't you ?) N o, I enlisted
my own name. ( L e t me see if I get this puzzle straight. Y o u
ted in N ew Y o rk by the name o f H a r ry Clarke, and you ran
’ and re-enlisted in another state, using your own name. Is this
xt?) I think so. W h at else [first wrote ‘ cs ' and then ' l s e ;
it] do you think I did? (T h a t would not make you a liar.)
yes, n o (t) (in] m y w ay of thinking. [T h is w as written in
t letters, m ore exultingly and in a somewhat scraw ly style, j
n in the battle o f Shiloh your name w as not C la rk e ?) Y e s , no.
n you will not tell me the nam e?) N o.
Then those last statements o f H yslop do not prove that you are
igspirit?) N o t as I can see. ( I agree with you. I cannot see
ey do. I f y o u w ill tell me one thing more I will admit you m ay
uably be supposed to have told the tru th : that is, w h y did you
tway from the N e w Y o r k R egim ent?) I ran a w a y because I
ed to. ( T h a t is no reason to m e.) N o, I know it is not, but
we were excited over the w a r w e sometimes did not use as
judgment [j’udgment] as w e would at other times. ( W h y did
ran aw ay ? )
I w as anxious to fight. [ ' fight ’ underscored.]
ere was y o u r N e w Y o r k Regim ent when you ran a w a y from
I will not tell you that nor when. (Y o u can suit y o u rse lf.) I
(I think y o u do pretty w ell.) [N o reply to this.] (H a v e you
ling to add to what has been w ritten ?)
N o. ( I have given
very possible chance I could.) Y e s, I only ask that you will not
'e I am n o t a spirit. ( I am w averin g between thinking you are
S.’s secondary personality, and that you are a spirit who canrove his identity.) I have told you that, yes. ( I must leave it
vay.) Y not the first, but what you said last, yes. (A d m ittin g
I know y o u could if you w ould.)
I told you that. ( I ask
forgiveness fo r any rash statement I m ay have m ade.) Y o u
orgiven.
( I w as ‘ rile d ’ considerably.)
I don’t blame you.
re is no use o f your keeping others aw ay is there?) N o , I do
ish to.
io o n .) N o w I did at first [Sheet turned.] I did at first be
I wanted to do what I have told you. Perhaps some other
I may be able to help you more. Y e s , if I can abter an [in
ti evidently fo r ‘ after a w
and pencil ran over edge of sheet]
awhile tell you w hat you want to know without injuring any
lse, I w ill. ( Y o u and 1 will part friends fo r a while.) Y e s ,
(You w ill let others w rite without interference?) O nly they
it write w ithout yo u r M achine, (Burleigh H o y t w rote.) Y e s,
him and that other young spirit.
( W h y w on’t you allow
i?) N o , I do not want to. W hen I go my control goes to [too],
will have to put up with it I suppose?) Y e s , yes. ( I cannot
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see any other w a y, can you ?) N o , you do not w ant me here and f
and your friends do not believe me, so I do not care to stay. (I »
give you the benefit o f the doubt and believe you all right and I sh
not ask you to leave.) Th an k you.
( I f you w ill give the od
spirits a chance to write and prove their identity and control I si
be pleased to have you rem ain.) Y e s , I will let you know at anotl
time. (T e ll me w hy you will not answ er me tonight.) I do i
know as I care to be here all the time, but— ( Y o u r explanations b
satisfied me more than I expected.) I knew you w ould be. (Id
be glad o f your help if you will. I wish to help you if 1 1
( Y o u can if you will manage it as I have asked.) W I will, f
[ ‘ w ill* underscored.]
T h e record does not explain the follow ing on the original sh*
E vid en tly some further questions w ere asked and no t recorded
the statements here indicate.
night, yes.”

" Y e s, good— N o , she w ill not. G

F eb ru ary 16th, 19 0 1, I must call the reader’s attention to
interesting phenomenon that occurred a t the close o f this sit
since it illustrates the possible place which suggestion h a s in the'
I reserve all comments for the present.
‘‘ (W h o is h ere?) M r. Clarke. (A H right sir. G o o n )
had better let me go for awhile and try some one else th at may t
D on’t you think? [T h e apostrophe w as put in the w o rd don
act that w as never done before in all our experience. A lso tl
terrogation point w a s put a fte r the w ord i/n » E ]
( I w ill d o '
ever you say.)
W b e [ ‘ w h e ’ erased.]
W ell I think y o u w
better satisfied to have another, ( A ll right, I don’t lik e to u;
planchette again.) W ell, sometimes I will come and th a t night
control, so then you will not need it. (W ill I have to u se it o
o f you ?) Y e s. (W ill you go a w a y ?) Y e s , if you th in k best,
can tell we now when to return. N o , no. ( I f you a re h e re t
anybody else w rite?)
Y es.
( I s there any one else h e r e I
you ?) b-no-they do not come to stay when they see a n o th e r
yes. ( I w ill ask you to release the psychic and return a w e e )
tonight. W ill y o u ? ) a yes. (W ill you come back as I a s k ? )
yes. D o you think that will be long enough? ( Y e s , f o r tk
time.) Then it shall be as you like, good night, M r. S in e a d ,
pencil then dropped and M rs. S . soon aw oke.] "
*' A f t e r this sitting another brief one w a s held in a b o u t te
utes afterw ard s at 9 : 1 5 p. m. I made several re m a rk s a t x
being governed by H arrison Clarke. W hen he said th a t w
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he planchette I told M rs. S . that she could write as well now
lore, etc. B u t M rs. S . could not go into the unconscious state,
it held the pencil as usual there w as a marked prickling in her
■s, but she w as u n a ble to w r ite a n yth in g , and the attempt w as
up after fifteen or tw enty minutes’ trial. W e took the planused it fifteen minutes and nothing w hatever w as written,
dosed the evening’s experim ents.”
is apparent that the request not to appear for a week had acted
rhat as a post-hypnotic suggestion, though the next sitting
that Harrison Clarke could not w ait fo r the lapse o f the week,
binary 17th , 19 0 1. M r. S . prefixes the note: “ M rs. S . began
at the planchette, in the same w ay as when she passed into the
state hut could not become in the least unconscious for some
erable time.

T h e pencil began to sw ay, but no w riting what-

I tried e v e r y p o ssib le su g g estio n I could think o f to induce

'»rite, sa yin g: " I thought H arrison Clarke w as h e r e ” , and
1 brief rem arks in this line. But I could not cause one word
witten fo r a long time. Finally it seemed to begin. I thought
aw there w ould be something written, but the pencil dropped
her hand, and M rs. S . w as asleep, or as I thought at first in
tal trance state. I sa id : “ W h o is it? M rs. S . is all right now.
going into the complete trance state.” I put the pencil into
nd and she held it. Suddenly the pencil moved o ff the sheet
er. A s yet no writing, W e spent fifteen or twenty minutes
attempt.
aid; " I s
is h e re ?”

H arrison Clarke h e r e ? ”
N o reply,

N o answ er.

I asked;

I gave it up and woke M rs. S .

She

tn naturally asleep and not in the trance state. Then a fte r a
tst I took the planchette and the following resulted:
Urrison C la rk e nos (kn ow s) w hat for. Y e s , that w as true
that) I told you. (W h a t are you here fo r ? ) T o see if you
i my help, let M rs. Sm ead * *
fundee,] could * *
-] what I told you. ( I am not over-pleased with yo u r pres
I am disgusted with the w ay you have managed. I do not
Und i t Y o u told me you would not return till Satu rd ay and
m are. I don’t fan cy it.) N o, I know it, but you think I am
yon think I am M rs. Sm ead’s secondary personality [first
‘ peson * a n d then * pers * written over it] do y o u ? ( I don't
that you a re. I wonder about you.) Th en you cannot think
it you s a y , o r I would please you. ( I am disgusted with the
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whole outfit, with its vagueness, indefiniteness, etc.) Y e s, can 5
bu [ ‘ bu* erased] help it, y e s ? ( I think it is about time you s
something o f substance.) It is not needed, you, yes, are we fria
now [ ' are we friends ’ written in v e ry large letters] and do you
lieve m e? ( I am sorry I am so ungentlemanly as to be cross. I
irritable tonight and I am sorry, M r. C lark e.) Y e s , do you beli
I am H , C . ? [Interrogation point inserted by M rs, S . ] (The L
knows who you are, I don’t. Y o u have told me you have two nan
and how m any more you have I don't know .) L et [scraw ls] me
that I am H , C . because if I gave the other name I would be
same, yes, yes, me.
(H a v e you any definite fa c ts? )
I could not be believed,
( Y e s you would if you gave them .) Y o u have not answered
swered me, yes. ( I could be sure if you would tell m e things a)
that battle o f Shiloh that I do not k now .) Y o u can read it. ( 1 1
not see w hy you are here. I thought you said you w ould go a
until next S a tu rd a y .) I wanted to see if any one cam e and i f 1
could control M rs. S . ( I f you would only take pains to p ro v e ;
identity I should be greatly pleased.) I thought we had settled 1
[T h is answer not read at first w a s rewritten, and the w o rd ‘ sett
repeated a second time.] ( I did not wish you to bother me.
said you would stay a w a y .) I did not. 1 w as not h ere to tre
you. Good night. I will keep ay a w a y, yes. H o w can I help yT h is w as the last appearance o f H arrison C lark e until i
25th, 19 0 1 (p. 5 5 3 ) . I m ay therefore re fe r to certain facts
nected with his personality that have not been hitherto consid
I have narrated those incidents which discredited his identity'
led to his disappearance. T h e y need not be repeated.
But 1
are some others that suggested a plausible case for h im unti
crucial incident discredited him. T h e y are his statements regaf
the officers in the battle o f Shiloh. In these he was c o r re c t e
B ra g g who w as not commander in that battle.
G r a n t xn
chief command o f the Federal forces.
T h is is h esitarin gl
doubtfully affirmed at first, but corrected in a few m inutes t o
w as the fact. General H urlbut w a s am ong the Fed eral g e n
General C . F , Sm ith was also a Fed eral general o f the fo r c e s ir
battle. H e w as sick at the time, and it is interesting to note t h a t
L e w W allace took his place on that account, precisely a s in d i
by H arrison Clarke, T h e ground in general on the field o f S
w as not sw am py or full o f quagm ires. T h is w as the sta te m e
the first report in answer to my inquiries at W ashington. L a t<
fallow ing w as sent m e:
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Tbe field o f Shiloh w as ‘ rolling and wooded, cleft and cut up
vines

A cco rd in g to the topographical maps examined there

i swampy area about five miles from Pittsburg Lan d in g which
be crossed by General L e w W allace when he moved his com-

j

to take part in the second day'3 battle.

A s there were many

x and small creeks it is possible that the ground in their vicin 15 soft and m iry, as the account given o f the battle says that
rr rams occurred on the night o f the 6th o f A p ril, 18 6 2 , but
did not m aterially embarrass the arm ies in their operations."
information first obtained confirming these facts had to be
:d by M r. Sm ead from the Am erican edition o f the En cyclo k

Britannica, which he had in his possession, and from General
’s Memoirs, which he did not have in his possession.

The

ajuld not be found in any one article o f those records, but had
ascertained by consulting several. Though the encyclopaedia
1 the house M rs, Sm ead affirms that she never read it, and that
ever read a n y history o f the C ivil W a r.

O f course some

it of this battle o f Shiloh m ay have been read either in a
aper or fu gitive article now wholly forgotten, and one is at
to suppose that she m ight have read the articles in the enadia in som e hypnotic state or trance when her normal conness w ould have no recollection o f the fact. T h ere is nothing
pute this supposition, how ever improbable it may be, and I
it is improbable. It is more natural to suppose that she m ay
cad some account o f it as a child in some paper and wholly
ten the incident, and there is nothing to discredit this possiHad H a rriso n Clarke done something really to prove his
y and to disprove the assumption o f secondary personality in
it we m ight listen with more respect to the claim that the inci
are supernorm al.
i cation,

But this is impossible in the light o f his

> trace o f " his g i r l " could be found. It must be admitted,
er, that th e data fo r m aking the search were not such as perany conclusion in regard to the matter.
liimore h a s been kept previous to 18 7 5 .

N o record o f deaths
T h e directories of

me city f o r the period concerned indicated no name correspondthe lady mentioned. But nothing can be concluded from this
c reason th at directories so generally omit the names o f ladies
idows or freeholders, or in business.
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On the matters of his place of birth and later life with his i
previous to his going to Baltimore there are not sufficient diO
his statements to make a search possible.
The story of his desertion from the New York Regiment i
enlistment in a regiment that enabled him to be in the battk
Shiloh is improbable a priori, though I suppose not impossible,
his refusal to give the name under which he re-enlisted only sh
that no credit can be given to his most ingenious account wl
cannot be refuted nor believed.
There was a Harrison Clarke enrolled in Company A, 64th I
York Volunteers, on September 16th, 1861, and mustered is
September 20 th, 1861, who was killed at the battle of Fair 0
Virginia, on June 1st, 1862. But the story of the Harrison Cl
in this record does not fit into this case.
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C H A P T E R IIL
M IS C E L L A N E O U S IN C ID E N T S .

I group here a number of communications that are not coniccted in their subject matter with the Martian incidents. They
we sometimes delivered on the same dates as Martian messages,
ut their consideration in that connection would only confuse
ie reader. Besides they are, superficially at least, much more
piritistic in their appearance and offer themselves to that exhnation to any one who is not familiar with the phenomena
f secondary personality. For these two reasons, therefore, they
iould be given a distinct place by themselves.
One should not, however, lose sight of the fact that incidents
ccurred in connection with the Martian incidents that do not took
ke secondary personality. Recording them in connection with the
Urtian material would strengthen the spiritistic interpretation of
k whole, even tho we did not regard the contents in ioto as having
oy such source. Separating them from that connection may tend
)misrepresent the real nature of the Martian material. But these
irlier experiences of Mrs. Sinead are not conclusive enough to lay
w stress on this point.
The first of these was on August 15th, 1895, and represents
a entire departure from the subject of planetary communication
Inch was then just beginning (Cf. p. 47 ). In the sitting of
ngast 7 th Maude, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. seems to
we been the only communicator and the only name given,
at in this sitting of the 15th it is noticeable that a number of
tier friends are mentioned by name.
[The planchette wrote at first without any questions, and simply
KBtioned a number of names.] Maude, Willis, Ester, Vester,
dm, Bena, Fannie, Billy Russell, Alphonso, Grandma Smith,
define.
(Write something, Adeline, to prove it is you.) Mother is here.
Whose mother?) Your mother's mother. (What was her name?)

It H.
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Mary Jane Watkins. (Any others here?) Lilia Wheeler. [Mrs.
S. knew her as a little girL She used to know and love her—Lila
Wheeler.] (Does Lila want to say something to Ida ?) My brother
is here. You do not know him, do you? (Who else?) Lydia
Emerson and Winnie. (Who else?) Washington Robertson.
(What are you all here for tonight?) Come to visit you. (Who
else?) Your sister. (My sister?) Yes. (How old is she?)
Older than Helen. (What is your name, sister?) I did not have
any, (What name are you called by?) None. (What arc you
called by your spirit friends?) Your sister. (Just sister. Is that
it?) Yes. (Do you want us to give you a name, sister?) Have
father or mother. (Shall I ask them to do so?) Yes. (Have you
any message you want me to send to father and mother?) Yes. We
think Joseph better stay on the farm, for he cannot be as lazy as if
he goes in a store to work, and he will get mad with the boss man.
(Anything else?) Vester says so. He knows Joseph best. (Any
more ?) Aunt Adeline thinks it would be very foolish for him, now
that he has a wife, to begin to think of going to the city. But if he
wants money he ought to run the milk business."
In regard to the names given in this sitting, Maude, Willis
and Esther are children of Mr. and Mrs. S .; Vester is the abbre*
viated name by which Mr. S.'s brother Sylvester was called and
who was killed in an accident. John could apply to either Mrs.
S.’s brother who had died when two and a half years of age or
to her grandfather who was also deceased. Bena (Robena)
Was the name of the child of Mrs. S.'s sister. The child had
died at four years of age. Billy Russell was a friend of Mr. S.
in the latter’s boyhood and had been kilted in a paper mill when
seventeen years of age. He had always gone by the name
“ Billy ” among the boys. Mr. S. says: “ Mrs, S. did not know
anything about him. I do not think I ever mentioned him to her
before the writing. Possibly I did, but the chances are against
it.” Fannie is probably intended for Fannie Burch mentioned
on July 27th (p. 181 ). Alphonso was the name of Mrs. S.'s
brother who died before she was born. Adeline is the name
of Mr, S.'s grandmother’s sister. Mr. S. says: "She was an old
maid and always giving advice. The reply of hers is charac
teristic of her. Mrs. S. never knew her, and it would have been
very difficult for Mrs, S. to have made a reply for her that would
have fitted her characteristics as this one did. Joseph is the
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name of my youngest brother and events have proved that it
would have been best for him if he had taken that advice.”
“ Lilia” was a mistake for Lila Wheeler, deceased, she was
a little child that had liked Mrs. S. very much and her mother
was a warm friend of Mrs, S. " Lydia ” was also a mistake
for Lida. Lida Emerson was cousin of Mrs. S. who had died at
eight or nine years of age when Mrs. S. was a child. Winnie
was the name of Lida Emerson's brother, deceased. Washington
Robertson was the name of Mrs. S.'s uncle. Mrs. S. was but
slightly acquainted with him. Mrs. S. was about eighteen years
old when he died.
The next was in 1896, and rather indicates that the interval
of five years between the first allusions to Martian communi
cations and their resumption was disturbed by at least one ex
periment. The original record unfortunately is not complete.
Mr. S. cut out a part of it and sent it to Mrs. Janes, the mother
of the girl purporting to communicate, and it was not returned.
But the latter part of it remains and in it mention of her occurs
in a way to show the fact that the message was given on the
date indicated. The experiment was on August 20 th, 1896.
During it a girl by the name of Maude Janes reported that she
had died on a certain date with pneumonia. She had been known
to Mr. and Mrs. S. when they lived in H------ I quote first
the part of the record still accessible, and then the contem
poraneous account written out by Mrs. S. herself.
“ Mrs. Hubbell is here. Trust in God. (Were you conscious
after death?) Yes in a few minutes. (Do you suffer pain in
dying?) No. (How did you die, Mrs. Hubbell? Did you choke
up?) Easy. (You were a good woman on earth.) Could have
hem better. (Mrs. Hubbell, is Maude Janes dead?) Yes she is.
With Mrs. S. most of the time. Good night.”
The account of Mrs. S. is dated “ August, 1896 ” . It thus
appears to have been written very soon after the message. It
is as follows:
" Alone in our room on the farm of Joseph Smead at S-----, N.
Y, [initials of the state are changed] the children were both asleep,
and Mr. S. came up-stairs and wanted me to see if there would be any
message from our little girl * M a u d e W e had hardly fixed our
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hands on the planchette when the name ‘ Maude ’ was written, and
Mr. S. asked who it was, or if it was our little girl. I don’t know
why he asked this, for we did not know any other person by that
name in the other world and only a few of our personal friends we
called by it in this, and as we had not heard from our little girl for
about a year, I was sure it was she and said in reply to Mr. S.’s
question that I did not see who else it could be, when the name was
written in full—Maude Janes. We were both very much surprised,
for we did not have any idea whatever that this young lady was
dead. We had not even heard that she was sick. So Mr. S. asked:
1 Is this really you, Maude? If it is, will you please tell me what
you died with, so that I may know if it is you ?' Her answer was.
' pneumonia Question next asked was, where she died and she told
us at home. (Her home was at H-----, Ct.) She said that the
doctor’s name was St. John and when asked what day she died, she
said, (or wrote it after having tried to several times so that we could
not read it) that is, ‘ March 25 but as we did not know Mr. S. said
he should find out, so asked her where she was buried. She told us,
but I cannot Temember where this was. Mr. S. wrote the next day
to her mother at H-----, Ct., and asked her if Maude was dead and
if so, if she would please tell us what the trouble was. She wrote
back saying that Maude died April 25th, 1896, and that the cause of
the death was pneumonia, that Dr, St. John was the doctor they had
and told what part of the town she was buried in. But this I cannot
remember, but think it was the West Cemetery."
In an interview with Mrs. S. about this incident she told me
that four or five years before her death Maude Janes came over
to see the baby and in the course of some general conversation,
remarked: " I'll come to you when I die ". This message oc
curred, as the dates show, about four months after her death.
Inquiries were repeated recently and a letter from Maude
Janes’ sister, dated Feb. 8th, 1901, says: “ Maude died the 25th
of April, 1896 after an illness of just twenty-five days from
double pneumonia and typhus malaria. The physician in at
tendance was Dr. F. C. Hodge of T------- Dr. B. St. John ol
T------- called twice in counsel. The place of burial was Corn
wall Hollow."
Mrs. S, further adds to the information desired regarding
the possibility of her knowing that this young girl had died
and says: “ It was impossible for us to know that Maude Janes
was dead, because we had not seen or heard from her since 1891
when she came to our house at Th------- with two other young
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ladies, and from the d a y she called in 18 9 4 until the time when
we received the planchette message from her on August 20 th,
1836 at S-------, we had not seen any one from H------- Ct., or
heard one word from her or any one else from that town. We
were living out of the state then. All this time we supposed
that she was living and had no reason to think otherwise. She
was a well healthy girl, much used to outdoor life; used to ride
horseback and engage in many outdoor sports, so she was the
last one we should have expected would have died at that early
age. She was between seventeen and eighteen when she died."*
The next incident also shows that another experiment had
been performed in the interval of five years. It occurred, so
far as the memory of Mr. S. can recall it, in 1899 while he was
at another place than his present charge. The original record
was not kept, but only some notes with the main incidents in
volved. They represent a message from a man who called him
self Rev. Henry Smith who said that he had died at Saco, Maine,
July 9th, 1896, of pneumonia; that he had two children, Carrie
and Henry by name; that his wife's name was also Carrie. The
congregational minister who preached Mr. Smith’s funeral ser
mon also purported to communicate, he also having died in the
meantime, and confirmed the statements of Mr. Smith, but with
out giving his name. Mr. S. was asked by the Rev. Henry
Smith to look him up. Mr. S. adds also: " My impression is
that when these messages were given this spirit said he was a
member of the masonic lodge at Portland, Maine; that the ma
sons attended his funeral; that the congregational minister at
tended and that he (Rev. Henry Smith) attended with him his
own funeral."
'(April 15th, 1901.) A fter the above record was made Mr. Smead diswtred the papers o f a sitting on January 21st, 1897 in which the name of
Hand Janes is mentioned among others in a sitting of which the original
Word was destroyed. The incidents of the sitting are precisely tike those that
Wt associated with the children usually and it would not add any value to
ibis record to include them, especially as they are peculiarly personal and
Bumble to the interpretation o f secondary personality. The chief reason
hr mentioning the facts at all is that the record shows that there were some
•ttmgj between 1895 and 1900 that were forgotten, a circumstance o f some
■ pwtance in estimating the value of the record as a whole.
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On September 13th, 1900, this Rev. Henry Smith returned
again ami the following colloquy took place, of which a com
plete record has been kept.
“ (What spirit is this?) Mr. H. Smith. (What have you to
say ?) Why did not you do what I told you ? (What do you mean?)
You know. (I have a vague idea. I cannot dearly recall. What
was it?) I told you to hunt me up. (Will you give me again a brief
history of the facts of your death and burial as you did the last
time?) Saco, Maine. You can look on there [referring to the
manuscripts of a former seance in which all this was stated], (Shall
I get the old papers?) No. (What do you wish to write?) (In
reply the profile of a face was drawn and then the planchette wrote:
‘ Please rub out those lines on the nose'. Other lines were then
carefully drawn so as to complete the outline of a woman's face.]
(Whose picture is it?) Mrs. Smith. (What next?) I wish she
knew. (Where does she live?) Saco, Maine, where you will find
her. She moved since I came here. (Very well. Where shall I find
her now? In Saco, Maine?) Yes. (What street ?) I do not know.
(You mean to tell me you cannot tell what street she lives cm?) Yes.
(You must tell me or I cannot write to her.) I will find out. (Can
you find out tonight?) No. (Will you let some other spirit write
then? Are you through?) Do you want me to go? (No. What
else have you to say?) I will say that the New Testament is true and
you will find it so, brother. (Yes, what else?) I came to you be
cause you believe that some were gifted with this power as the New
Testament said. But so few of the brethren will believe it, and I
hunted for quite a while, when 1 saw your family using this [platichette], so I thought I would call, and it seemed good to meet a
brother that would let me in—write— Yes, Yes. I no [word 'no'
evidently intended for ‘ know
I will just say good night, because
your children are here and they have just come from a journey and
want to tell you about it. I will come again. Thank you.”
A careful inquiry into the details of this Rev. Henry Smitl
incident shows that not a single feature of it is verifiable, but tha
on the contrary it seems to be wholly false. The followinj
facts indicate this, as obtained by an intelligent gentleman oi
the ground and after a most painstaking investigation.
“ No Rev. Henry Smith appears on any of the records of th
city of Saco, nor do citizens of long standing and wide acquainl
ance remember such a man."
The nearest approximation to it is found in the two follow
ing cases which are given, not to suggest any possibilities in tfc
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inrident, but to show how false the record is. There was a
Henry Riversmith who had been a merchant in Saco. He had
been known in his younger days as Henry Smith. But having
failed in business he went to New York, succeeded and returned
to Saco under the name 6i Riversmith, and died there in 1873.
The names of his children are not in a single case what is stated
ia the record here, nor is that of his wife as asserted. He had
variously lived on Main Street, Portland Road and Sumner
Street, at the latter of which his wife still lives, and has not
moved as indicated in the record. Apparently he did not belong
to any Masonic Lodge in Saco.'
There was also one other Henry Smith who lived in the
same County as Saco, known as “ Elder Smith”, and therefore
probably a minister at one time, and who had been County
Treasurer at one time. He died somewhere about 1820, and no
details of his family were obtainable. It is exceedingly improb
able that his wife is still living, and possibly as improbable that
any of his children are living.
The reader will see how inapplicable to the record these cases
arc and that the evidence favors secondary personality over
whelmingly. If the names and number of the survivors in the
case of Henry Riversmith had been correct we might have
supposed that, as in the Piper phenomena, there had been a most
interesting confirmatory error in getting the name through. But
this possible source of apology is hopelessly lost by the failure
of a single incident to obtain substantiation. Hence as no min
ister whatever of the name of Henry Smith living or dying at the
time named could be found we have strong evidence that the inodent is an instance of subliminal fabrication.
Some time previous to October 25 th, 1900 in the midst of
msdc experiments the name " Genie Brown ” was written, A
Message came in connection with this same name which stated
hat he was a boy eleven years old when he died; that he died in
Manchester England; that his parents were dead; that he had
lied of diphtheria; that Joseph and Martha Brown were the
¡ames of his parents; and that they had lived in Montreal,
lanada.
ft has been impossible for obvious reasons to investigate the
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truth of these statements. The clue to identity is wanting in the
messages.
On October 26th, 1900, a sitting took place at the home of
Mr. S.’s father and the communicator purported to he Sylvester
Smead, the brother of Mr. S. The record is as follows:
" I am happy. I study and read and travel all I want to. I goto
Billy's every night, with his little girl. We all love her here. I told
mother, yes. I am here every evening until half past eight, except
Friday evenings. That one I spend with Billy. I will be waiting,
father. It is a magnificent place and words cannot describe it, father.
I will be waiting, if Jesus is willing, to show you something that will
interest you most. Then our little Maude will show you others, for
she is always coming and teaching me.
(Have you ever seen Christ?) Yesterday I saw him. I see him
often when he sends us on errands of mercy to this and other planets.
(Is Christ divine?) He does as the Father tells him. Do not you
believe his own words? You must. You all know the Father is
over all. Your Bible is true. (You did not believe in all these things
when you were in the body. How is it now?) I believe it all now.
The Holy Spirit is equal. (Is there such a place as Hell?) Then
is such a place that is called that, but I have never seen or visited it.
(Is modem Spiritualism true?) There are evil as well as good
spirits."
The remainder of the messages were fragmentary, Mr. S. adds
but the substance of them was that, before one could see Christ
the soul must be taught by the little ones who had been taugh
by the angels; that it was easier for the angels to teach the littJ
ones than to teach the older people, and that the children coul
then teach them. The idea was that even the greatest men mu:
be taught by a child before they could see the Savior.
As indicated elsewhere this Sylvester Smead was the brothi
of Mr. S. and had died some time previous to this. T here w;
nothing of an evidential character to be ascertained in the:
messages, as the narrative shows, except that " Billy *’ was the nar
by which his brother and no one else called Mr. S.
On December 1st,

1900

the following interesting comm unit
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tiara were made, purporting to come from '* Maude", the de
ceased daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S., before she recurred to the
Martian matter.
" We are here—yes—we—Maude and Sylvester, Willis, Ester.
We have others here. Yes. [Scrawls evidently intended to start the
name William. Then clearly written.] William Calvin (Smead),
[The number 20 was written on the sheet at this point, whether
later or not it is not now possible to decide.] James, James. Yes,
Eugene Xcnos [deceased son of Prof. X, who was present.] AI*
phonso Robertson, Yes. Mary * * [word undecipherable to me,
but read by Mr. S. as Rebecca, since he knew the person meant.]
Lowery. Yes, yes. Mary Ellen Webster, Webster. Yes, yes, ask
your mother ab
about me. Lived in New Hampshire. (What
town did you live in when my mother knew you ?) I did not live on
earth then, but I was a relative of hers. Yes. (What relation to my
mother?) Great Aunt. Yes. (In what town did you die?)
Bristol. Yes. Yes. * * [word undec.]. (Were you married ?)
Yes, now ask your mother. (Now, Mrs. Webster, do you want to
write anything to my mother ?) Call me aunt. (What is your mes
sage?) Aunt Mary Ellen. Yes. Yes. No. (What is your mes
sage?) I am here because we have been enjoying thanksgiving with
all your people. Now some one else is waiting to write. Gone,"
In regard to the names mentioned here it will be well to re
peat that Maude, Willis, and Ester (Esther) are those of de
ceased children of Mr. and Mrs. S„ two of them still-bom, and
the other a miscarriage. Maude was bom and died on March
19th, 1891, Willis on April 29 th, 1892. Esther was a mis
carriage in March [18 ?], 1893. Alphonso Robertson was the
brother of Mrs. S. He was bom on July 24 th, 1867, and lived
but 3 hours and 20 minutes. Mrs. S. never knew him, as she
was born afterward. He never came to Mrs. S. when using the
planchette as a child, but on the occasion already described (p.
32) he communicated through another medium. Mary Rebecca
Lowery was the name of Mrs. S.'s maternal grandmother. Mary
Ellen Webster was apparently unknown to Mr. S„ and he wrote
to his mother to ascertain whether any such person existed to
her knowledge. Her reply, dated December 7 th ( 1900) and ad
dressed to Mrs. S„ says: “ Willis sent some planchette messages.
I do not know of any one by the name of Mrs. Mary Ellen
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Webster. I only know that grandmother Watkins' mother'*
name was Webster. I do not know where she lived.”
The explanation of the name James Eugene Xenos must be
given by Prof. X. himself. It will appear to the reader from his
account that the record is evidently not complete at this point
and that the questions asked were not recorded. But the ac
count of Mr, S. states that immediately following the message of
Mrs. Webster there came this next message.
“ Mr. John Rogers is here now. Used to live in Kansas
City. Mr. and Mrs. X. know me. I have got Mrs. X.’s father
here now. I will write his name when she comes.” He then
disappeared, and the next message was: “ Well, Billy, are you
feeling well?” Some Martian pictures were then drawn and
Mr. S. tiring of this remarked: " Go ahead. That's enough for
me ", when his brother Sylvester, who was apparently doing the
writing, replied as quickly as he could write it: “ Who's doing
this? ” The sitting then came to an end.
It appears from the statement of Prof. X. that another ex
periment was made the next evening. The original sheets were
left in his possession and were thought to be lost. But the most
of them have been since found. I am able, therefore, to give
the original record as far as possible, except the questions which
were not put down. The sitting is especially interesting for the
confusion that is evident in it. The date is December 2nd,
though we depend upon the memories of Mr. S. and Prof. X. for
this date, as it does not stand on the original sheets. The na
ture of the questions will have to be conjectured from the con
text.
“ We were looking for you. We were away when you left us.
Why did you ask me when you know, papa? Yes, the man came
after grandpa. We were looking for you. When we look—Montana
Helena-—yes, yes. Better—all—after—I will go to him—a little
while. No, yes.
The man said he left me and you left me—not—left—not the
man, You know what I mean. He did not, but you did mama,
mama, mama. You left me away off with grandpa, mama, did not
you?
I staid most 2 years with the angle (angels), After 2 years Jesus
said could go and see you and told grandpa he could take me to you.
Yes—cotne—no—yes, yes, Eugene James Xenos and, mama, when
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did you come here papa and mama. When—no— * * did—yes
—man * * * * Wait a little.
1 am going to your new home when you go and team all about it
mama. Talk to us about God. Yes, but we study sometimes—study
—study. First to learn about how we must do here and then who
we on belong to on your earth. Then we learn to—then who we do
[‘ do* erased.] did belong to on your earth. Then we learn if we
want to about what you do, or we can study something. Mama
knows me I think. Yes, some of the time. Yes, but grandpa took
care of me most. Why who I have to ask—not papa—who do I ask
—not papa and mama,—how she * * * it—no, yes. But
grandpa has not told me how they write their words there mama.
When grandpa and I are together we liked to stay near you—you
must wait a while—but it is hard to use this mama.
[Maude] You told Mr. Rogers you would let him try. Do you
want me some of the time?—We do mama. I told you, no—way off
when she came here. Rowers John—yes, yes—he will come some
time. Good night."
I asked Prof. X. to give his account of the messages con
nected with the name of his child, and the following is his reply.
“ The little girl Maude was again giving us some writing and
this was followed by the return of Mr. S.’s brother Sylvester.
During the evening, Sylvester was asked to find my little boy
and bring him to write with the planchette. He replied that
he would go and return in half an hour. Promptly at the ex
piration of the half hour he returned and said that he could not
bring him then; that the little boy would come -with his grand
father on the following night. Sylvester was then asked to
write the name of the boy. Promptly the words “ Eugene
Xenos ” were written. I then asked to have the full name given
and got as a result the name " Eugene J. Xenos
I then asked
him what the j. stood for, and the name " James '* was written.
The name of the baby was James Eugene Xenos, but upon the
headstone that I had placed at the grave the name " Eugene J.
Xenos ’’ was cut. I am positive that Mr. and Mrs. S, had never
previously heard the baby’s name. The baby died several years
before and was buried in one of the middle states. This was
positively the first time the baby had ever been referred to in
Mr. and Mrs. S.'s presence. On the following evening the little
boy came as promised by Sylvester, when the communication
was received which was placed in your hands by Mr. S. In this
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connection, the grandfather's name was asked for and the name
of John Rogers, a friend of the family, was given. At the next
sitting, which took place upon the following evening I think, the
name of the grandfather, John Roberts, was properly given."
In regard to this John Roberts, Prof. X. says in a later letter
that Mrs. 5 . could have had no previous knowledge of the grand
father's name. He adds also: " I failed, however, to get the
middle initial at the time to which reference has been made. The
interesting part of the experiment to me is the fact, that I had no
knowledge of the middle initial, John Roberts being the only
name in my memory at the time the experiment was tried. 1
learned from Mrs. X. that the name should have been written
John R.”
It will be observed that the name Roberts does not occur in
the record, as implied by the statements of Prof. X. But ‘ Row
ers ' was interpreted at the time as a mistake for ‘ Roberts
John Rogers was also known to Prof. X., but neither Rogers nor
Roberts was known to Mr. and Mrs. S., according to the testi
mony of all parties, and there seems to be no reason to suppose
that they had ever been heard of by Mr. and Mrs. S. Prof. X.
and his family had come to this place but a few months before
from the far West.
Some time in December, 1900, (the record does not contain
the exact date), a message purported to come from one who
called herself Carrie Siveres. The original planchette writing
shows considerable confusion in delivering the message. There
was evidently much questioning on the part of Mr. S., as the
sheets are thickly sprinkled with '* yes ” and " no
But Mr. S.
interpreted the message at the time to be that one Carrie Siveres
had died in Jersey City on September 15th, 1880, and was eighteen
years old when she died. The date of her birth was given as
May 2 nd, 1862.
An examination of the Jersey City Registry of Deaths shows
that there is no record of any person by this name as having died
during the year 1880. The Registry, however, shows the fol
lowing names resembling slightly the one given in the message,
Sabina Siewers, aged 30 years, died June 22 nd, 1880 : John C.
Sievars, aged 21 months, died July 14th, 1880 : Louisa Johanna
Sievers, aged 74 years, died August 13th, 1880.
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The directories of the same city for the years 1879-1881 do
not show the name Siveres, but that of Sievers occurs frequently
in the Directories of 1879 and 1880, but only twice in that of
1881. Occasionally the name Severs and several times the
name Seivcrs occur during these years.
The sitting of February 6th represents one of unusual interest.
The communicator is the Maude Janes that had appeared first
in 1896. Her appearance here again seems to mark the de
clining influence of Harrison Clarke. This fact, however, is
evinced by later results than this as well.
February 6th, 1901, [Automatic writing (not planchette.) First
Sitting.j “ Maude L. Janes. (When did you die?) You know, Mr.
Sinead. (Please tell me.) April 25 th, 1896. [The word ' Smead'
and the date were evidently written with some little difficulty as they
were not written so freely as the rest.] (What was the disease?)
Pneumonia. (Who was the doctor?) [Mr. S. adds in a note: *1
did not pronounce this question aloud so that the psychic could hear
it, but simply wrote it and called the spirit's attention to it and asked
for an answer. It was given.] Dr. St. John. (Where were you
buried?) [This question was asked in the same way as the pre
ceding.] Yes, West — (What place?) No, you know it— Ceme
tery, Mama is here and so is Mrs. Catlin and Mrs. Hubble [Hubbefis] and Willis Catlin. Do you know that Professor H-----has
given up the school and The [new sheet explains the capital T] girts
are almost all married now. [Apparently an interrogation point
after ‘ now ’.] Minnie married * mutton squash ’ and Ella his
brother and Marian Alvord [Alfred] and Levis Reynold [Lewis
Reynolds] are married. Prof, H------- was ['was' erased] did
wrong to Willie Capel Capel: took all his money and then Willie had
to go away to work.
(Where did he go to work?) I do not remember but think it
was New Haven. (Where did he go to work?) 1 think it was—
(Is your mother present?) She was, yes. (Is any one else?) No.
(Co on.) There are quite a number her(e) from the old town and
we (Some unrecorded question.) have some good times talking
about th— the time when you lived there. (Do you know what I
have written to your father?) Yes. (Is your father living?) He
was at last accounts. (If he was dead would not you know it?) I
think likely, don’t you ? (Why did you write as you did: ‘ He was
at last accounts '?) So you could know it was me. Don't you think
it sounds like Maude L, Janes? (Yes. Can you tell me when you
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were bom?) No. It don't make any difference here. (It would be
evidence to me.) R W Z. Read it if you can. (I cannot.) You
can. (I cannot.) Don’t you remember a postal card that I wrote to
Mrs. Smead When you lived in Th-----that Was written Back
wards. (I don't.) Well she [then the word 1 he ’ was written over
‘ she and on the next sheet the sentence was corrected to what lob
lows.] Well she will. (Unrecorded question.) and you can read
what is there if you begin with Z and count the other way and see if
I have not spelled Ida. You will remember we used to write that
way to each other, yes, [* Y es’ underscored.] (Please to write the
old letters and the ones they mean.) R W Z, ID A .
(Shall I rest Mrs. Smead?) There is not the least need of it
(Can she open her eyes?) If she likes. Why don't you say your
A B C like I told you to and see if I am right? [Mr. S. here wrote
the alphabet on the back of the sheet.] (I did it. It is correct. Go
on.) We used to do it so that Emily could not know what we wrote.
(You and Mrs. S.?) Yes. (About your birth and place?) No, I
cannot—guess I have—yes, yes. I think it was 187, (About your
birth.) 1879. (Your birth?) Yes. What month? Can you re
member?) No, no. (Tell me the place.) It was somewhere near
Cornwall hollow. You know, why do you ask? ”
Mr. S. adds the following note, “ Mrs. S. was conscious
most of the time this was given, but did not look at the writing,
nor know what was written."
February 6th, 1901. Automatic writing. Second Sitting.
Interval between first and second sittings about three-fourths of
an hour. Mrs. S. wholly unconscious in this sitting.
After some circular scrawls a face was drawn and Mr. S. began
with a question, “ (Who is it?) ' Minerva, [Mr. S. notes in his
record: ‘ Minerva Catlin * that I knew in H-----,] (Who drew
that?) Maude Janes. (Cannot you write inverted so I can sit here
and read it?) No. (Go on.) Mrs. Wilson the old lady is here and
the Undertaker Batch. (What was Mrs, Wilson’s name?) Was it
S. C. (Go ahead and write it.) Then you ought to know that Lady
over to Wilber Barbers 2 of them. They are here. [She supposed I
told her to go on and write.] (What were their names?) You will
know them when I tell you that Addie Barber took care of them. (I
do not remember their names. Tell me.) Mrs. Huburt Barber. I
do not know [the other name.] She was a very old lady, yes.
(Was it Mrs. Clark?) I do not know. (Any more particulars?)
It was Mrs. Barber's mother. (Go on.) You remember that man
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that lived at the comer coming from the P. O. to our farm, well,
they cleaned his place out. (What was his name?) He was a dirty
person. (What was his name?) 1 used to be afraid of him. (Can
not you remember his name?) No, I wish I could remember.
(Never mind. Go on.) Mr. D. C. Wilson [written ‘ Will ’ at first
and then the * S ' written over the second ' 1 ’] had the P Office after
Mrs. Russell (Go on.) and They would tike to see you and Mrs.
Smead there. Why don’t you ever goas (?) [word erased] go home
to H---- . (I shall by and by.) I’ll go with you. (Go on, tell me
any facts about the town.) That man across the way from the par
sonage Is dead, Bryant. I never liked him, yes. (O, well, he was
a pretty good sort of a man.) Yes, but he was fussy, [True char
acteristic.] (Anything else?) Florence Hubbell Ought not to be
with Fannie Johnson, and when you go to H-----tell her that her
mother feels very badly about it, (Where is Florence Hubbell
now?) She is in T-----with Fannie Johnson. (I think that Mrs.
Smead has been unconscious long enough. I do not want her to go
to heaven yet.) We would like to have her. (I think I will bid you
good night and will wake Mrs, S.) I’ll come again,”
Sitting closed and Mrs. S. awakened with no special fatigue.
February 7 th, 1900. Mrs. S. unconscious during the last
part of the sitting and during the first part of the sitting ignorant
of what was written and did not see it.
“ (Please write your name.) H. C. (Is it Harrison Clarke?)
Yes, yes. (Go on. Write your name.) There was a young spirit
here since I was here and she tells me that she made some mistakes
in her spelling and about the names she gave you and would like
them changed. (Will you do it for her?) She will need to do it
herself. (Is she here ?) Yes, she is here. (Will you let her write ?)
Yes. (Please drop the pencil. I wish to wake her at 7 . 15.) No,
she will wake in time, yes.
[Here Maude Janes assumes the communications, and it is inter
esting to observe that no change in the handwriting appears to indi
cate any alteration of personality.]
You see I wanted to tell you you were right about Nrr (Mr.)
Wills [’ Wills ’ erased] Wilson’s name. (Tell me what it is.) You
know. No need. (Please write hts name.) Mr. A. G. Wilson.
[The 1 A ' was started with a sign that looks like a capital * I ' and
was written over the * I ’, which makes the letter resemble a capital
‘ H ’.] (Go on.) And that lady was Addie’s grandmother. (Any
more about that woman?) Was not that right? (I do not know.
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What was her name?) Her name was not Clark as you said. It
was the same as addie’s. (Do you remember her name was Bar
ber?) That’s it exactly. (Mrs. Barber?) Yes. (What was the
first name?) I never knew. (Was she Mr. Barber’s mother, or
Mrs. Barber’s mother?) Hubert's, yes. [Period put after ‘ yes’.]
[Hubert's I think is right, Mr. S. adds in a note.] (Go on.) Yes,
you remember the old gentleman Bartholomew? (Yes.) Do you
know he is here, yes? (Yes.) When did you know it? (Some
time last year when Mr. Soloman Smith was here.) [Not a relative
of either Mr. or Mrs. S.] Yes, Mr, & Mrs. Atwater went to New
Britain, yes, and Mr. Smith (I can’t remember) t was there, yes.
[Then the letter " v *’ was written and something like '* y ” when a
wavy tine was drawn across the paper and back before writing.]
Do you remember that Old Lady that lived with Evline S. Barker ?
(I can’t remember.) Yes, you do. She was very much interested in
missions, so was she— (What was her name?) I’ll try to find out
sometime she is here. (I cannot remember.) Have you not seen
her lately. (Go on.) Yes, I was trying to recall her name. (Can
you?) No, what do you think you would (Go on.) like to know
that I have not told you ? (Tell me when Minnie was married,) No.
(Go on.) Why do uo (you) always want numbers? (Because they
prove something.) They are hard to remember after we come here.
We do not have to remember them here, (Where did Mrs. Russell
o when she left H-----?) She went to live with Emily. (Where ?)
did know the place, but do not just remember. (Where is Mrs.
Russetl now?) I do not know. You see she left town (Go on.)
when I was at South Hadley, Mass. (When was that?) I went to
school there 1893 or 4 , (What school ?) My father can do that for
you. I would rather not. I went with my cousin.”
41
The pencil then dropped and Mrs. S. awakened to full con
sciousness after the usual time.”

?

I think it best at this point to go back over these messages
and narrate the facts as ascertained by investigation. I must
refer to some of the original communications, since they are re
peated here.
It will be recalled by the reader that Mr. and Mrs. S. did not
know of Maude Janes’s death when the first message came in
1896 (p, 272 ), and had to write to her mother to ascertain the
fact. The original message put the date on March 25th, and
inquiry showed it to be April 25 . It is interesting from the
point of view of secondary personality to note that in the message
of February 6th, 1901, the date is correct as known by Mrs. S.
The other facts are correct as the reader may recall, except the
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allusion to West Cemetery. Mrs. S.’s account at the time of
the first message indicates that she did not remember the place
mentioned by Maude, but thought it was West Cemetery. This
is repeated here, though Mrs. S.'s normal consciousness knew
from inquiries that it was Cornwall Hollow. The manner of
delivering the message on this later date may indicate a more
or less vague consciousness on the part of the subliminal that
West Cemetery was wrong (p. 272 ). It is the recollection,
however, of Mrs. S. that Mrs, Janes, Maude’s mother, said before
her own death and at the time of the inquiries that they had
thought of interring their daughter in West Cemetery. The
sister's statement makes this doubtful, as the family lot was in
Cornwall Hollow.
In regard to the other incidents and names the following will
explain their bearing upon the various problems connected with
psychic research. Mrs. Janes died after her daughter. Mrs,
Catlin and Willis Catlin were friends of Mr. and Mrs. S., and their
deaths, as well as that of Mrs. Janes, were known to both. Mrs.
Hubbells was a lady that Mr. S. had buried, a fact known to
Mrs. S. Mr. S., it will be seen, all along thought her name was
Hubbell, but Mrs. S. says it was Hubbells, In this sitting, how
ever, it was first spelled in the original as “ Hubble” , and after
ward as “ Hubbel]
Prof. H. was the teacher in the H------Academy and was the teacher of Maude Janes, all known to Mr.
»nd Mrs. S. Minnie is Maude Janes’s sister and she married the
person who is here called “ mutton squash ” , This was the nick
name that Maude gave him because of some dislike to him, and
when reproached for it by Mrs. S., while living, she would say
she could not help it. Ella was the name of the lady that married
the brother of “ mutton squash
Marian Alfred, misspelled
'Alvord” in the original, is now married, as indicated, all the
fads being known to Mr. and Mrs. S. Marian was a school mate
of Maude’s in the H------- Academy, when Mr. S. was pastor
there. A Mr. Reynolds was a great friend of Mr. S., and was
greatly liked by Maude Janes. Willie Capel was a lad about
15 or 16 years old who wanted to be a minister and in whom
Mr. S. was much interested. He was a pupil of Prof. H. in the
H------- Academy and a class mate of Maude Janes. The inci-
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dent of Prof. H.’s taking his money was as follows, according to
Mr. S.
“ The Academy broke up and Prof. H. was not engaged as a
teacher by the School Board, and therefore took some private
pupils. Willie Capel was one. Willie had some money saved
and Prof. H. persuaded Willie to give it to him and he would
educate him (Willie). He did not keep his word, and Willie
lost his money. So I understand it. I never knew the exact
facts, but this is as it was repeated to me. Mrs. S. and I knew
of this." A letter from Maude Janes' sister to Mr, S. in response
to inquiries about incidents, dated March 4 th, 1901, mailed March
7th and received March 8th, confirms this story about the money.
Also the fact that he went to New Haven to work, the incident
being unknown to Mr. and Mrs. S.
The incident of using the letters of the alphabet backward
and of the postal card is correct. Emily was the name of the
daughter of the postmistress and she helped her mother in the
work. The postal was written for the very purpose here men
tioned and was the only missive ever exchanged between Maude
Janes and Mrs. S. in this way.
The date of Maude's birth was 1878, not 1879, as stated in het
message. The answer in this case about the place of her burial
it will be noted, was irrelevant to the question asked, but wa<
correct in regard to the name, now known to Mrs. S., though
the word " near ” is a mistake, as she was buired in that place.
Mrs. Wilson, if it refers to Mrs. Hannah Wilson, is dead, bu>
if it refers to the grandmother of another Wilson, known to Mr
and Mrs. S. it is not known whether she is dead or not. Thi
undertaker here mentioned is dead, the fact being known to botl
Mr, and Mrs, S.
There is some confusion in reference to the incident of tb
two old ladies that lived with Addie Barber. There were tw
old ladies living with Addie and Wilber Barber, brother an
sister. They were Mrs. Clark, the grandmother, and Mrs. Hubei
Barber, the mother of Addie Barber. Mrs. Clark is dead, havin
died some time ago. But Mrs. Hubert Barber is still living i
this writing (March 24 th). It is apparent from these facts thi
the statements and answers of the communicator show som
misunderstanding and confusion regarding the questions. M
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and Mrs. S. probably knew something about the death of Mrs.
Clark, but they are not certain regarding it. The sister of
Maude Janes, living within a few miles of the place in which the
Barbers lived, had to make inquiries to know whether Mrs. Clark
was living or not. Mr. and Mrs. S. also did not know whether
Mrs, Hubert Barber was living or not.
The incidents regarding the " dirty person " arc correct, but
were known to Mr. and Mrs. S.
The facts were these. “ The man lived at the corner of the
roads leading one of them to L------- and the other to Mr. Janes's
farm. The man was always dirty and nasty in his personal ap
pearance, very seldom washed his face if he ever did. He was
unmarried and lived alone, and use to drink and carouse with
i gang around him that was not much better than he was. He
always had liquors to sell, (H------- was a no-ljcense town).
Take him alt in all he was an unpleasant and disagreeable ele
ment in the community. Maude had always to pass his house
when she went to school at II------- and she was afraid of him,
if my memory is correct."
Mr. Wilson, whose initials were corrected at the next sitting
from“ D. C." of this to “ A. G.”, was the successor in the post
office to Mrs. Russell, but the fact was not known to Mr. and
Mrs. S. Mr. Bryant, mentioned by the communicator, lived
ttniss the way from the parsonage as said, and is dead. Both
bets were known to Mr. and Mrs. S. Maude Janes did not like him.
Florence Hubbells is living with Fannie Johnson and the
reasons for the objections to it are exceptionally good, but are
of a nature that cannot be stated here, further than to say that
Fannie Johnson is a negress and Florence Hubbells is Caucasian.
Mr. and Mrs. S, knew that she had been with the person men
tioned, but did not know that it was still the fact. Also they
not know that she was in T------- , a fact that had to be
tfctrtained by special inquiry.
In the next sitting the initials of Mr. Wilson's name were
tightly given and were known only to Mr. S„ but there are some
«(Testing mistakes in the attempt to make things right regardthe two ladies who had lived at Addie Barber’s, the facts
Iwag known to Mr. and Mrs, S. The communicator rightly
•Wes the relationship to Addie Barber of the lady whose name
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she could not give before, namely, as Addie’s grandmother, but
gives the wrong name, saying that it is “ the same as Addie's”,
which in fact was the name of this person's mother, Mrs. Hubert
Barber, as indicated above and who is still living. The confu
sion here is evident.
The Mr. Bartholomew here mentioned was a very old man
when Mrs. S. knew him ten years ago, and Mr. S. thought he had
been told of his death. But inquiry develops the fact that he is
still living at this date, and the reference to the information from
Soloman Smith must be a mistake on his part.
There is an interesting association aroused here by Mr. S.’s
mention of Mr. Soloman Smith. This man lived on the farm
on which Mr. Atwater had lived at H------- , the Atwaters having
gone to New Britain, as Mr. S. thinks, though he is not certain
about it. He may have learned this fact from Mr. Soloman
Smith when the latter visited him at his present place a year ago.
Mrs, Cotton was the name of the “ old lady that lived with
Eveline Barker ” , and I ascertain by personal inquiries in the
neighborhood both that she is dead, having died about a year
ago, and that she was very much interested in missions. Mr
and Mrs. S. did not know of her death. They knew that Eveline
Barker was interested in missions, being an eccentric character on
this and some other things. Maude Janes used to make much fun
of her. Mr, S. thinks he knew of Mrs. Cotton's interest in mis
sions, but is not certain.
It is true that Mrs. Russell went to live with her daughter
Emily. This was some years before. Maude Janes did go tc
South Hadley with her cousin, but did not attend the scboo
there, The facts were not known to Mr. and Mrs. S. The dat<
of the visit to South Hadley was 1894.
There is an interesting fact in connection with the naitn
" Hubbells
It is always spelled “ Hubbell " in the record o
messages, with one exception when it was spelled “ H ubble”
In writing to me Mr. S., and also others in writing to him, spell t
“ Hubbell
But Mrs. S. says that the right name is “ Hub
bells ”, a fact that might suggest the limitations of secondary pei
sonality in the explanation of the phenomena.
February 9 th,

1901.

In the previous experiment of Feb. 8tl
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Mr, S. remarks, Mrs. S. was not totally unconscious at the first
jf the sitting, but he observes that she was unconscious from the
itart in the present case, and that it took about twice as long
or her hand to be controlled in this instance of the 9th as in
hat of the 8th, This fact needs noting because the communiator changes from Harrison Clarke to a new person altogether,
rhohad never before communicated. There is some difference
Isoin the handwriting.
“ (Who is here?) Yes. A friend. (Give me your name.)
Vfat for? (I wish to know.) I lived at Sandwich. (Please give
Kir name.) Do not you know me now? (No, give me your name,
lease.) Yes you do. (Please tell me who you are.) B. B, H, (I
iownow.) Yes. (Will you tell me anything you please?) Bro
ibfcrreviation evidently for brother] why do not you write to my
ife and comfort her. She is a good woman. Yes, only a few
olds will do her good. (I will try to do SO. I am very sorry about
air son George.) [He is in an insane asylum.] Poor boyl It is
•si for his mother and Lydia. [Hesitation.] (Go on.) She takes
•t trouble well. They will be so glad to hear from you. (Do you
hid my asking some question, so I may know it is you?) No
Mien did you die?) It was in July. [Correct,] (What day or
t month?) It was a year ago last July. [Correct.] (What day
the month?) You was there and it was on Wed— at one thirty
lock afternoon. [I am not certain about this fact.] (Can you
me the day of the month?) I don’t just remember, but think it
s the 17, yes, you know, you came over the next Saturday, yes.
his is partly correct. I think he died on the 19th of July. If so
his made a mistake of two days here. Possibly he is right and
wrong. I did come over, as he says, and attend the funeral.]
« on.) Yoii remember what the people used to call me. (Yes,
I will you write it for me to keep?) Captain Hoyt. [Correct.]
thought it was Burleigh.) Yes. (Go on.) Then when you first
at t# our town you remember what I told I told you about finding
tor? (Yes, I do. Won't you write it out so I can have it as
den«?)
I, Burleigh Hoyt, told this Brother when I was talking with him
the driveway at the back of his house (which was the----- [two
tas showing the denomination are omitted] Parsonage.) h—
it the pump that I could and did have the power or a gift from
d which enabled me to tell whether the place which was seclec
Wed was a place in which the water supply was good and would
lasting, and I, Burleigh B. Hoyt, No. Well they called me Bur(h- Get another— [Communicator wanted another sheet of
tor and I got it.] (Go on.) and I, B. Burleigh Hoyt write this to
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prove to any who may doubt my good pastor's word that it is and
was B. B, Hoyt.
(Write your name as you used to do on earth.) I cannot do i
with Sister Smead's hand. You know I was such an old Body am
shook so: it has left me now. [All this is characteristic of him.
(Will you write something for me to ask Charles about that I dona
know about ?) Yes. Not quite. You know it was me. (Yes I <k
but it would be a good test.) You know so much better than I d
Because you talked with Charles, (You can give me some test)
don’t know no what it can be about. (You can give me some test.
I told you about the water. You see Sister Sinead don't know aboi
it. [True,] (Perhaps we shall have to let that go. Won’t you te
me the name of the lady I buried at C-----H----- . You and I wet
to the cemetery, etc.) Your wife is waking up. I had better go.”
[“ Mrs. S, waked up at once much sooner than usual with t
sense of fatigue. I asked her if she had any knowledge of what hi
taken place, and she said, no; that she did not know who had bo
here. She supposed it to be Harrison Clarke." ]
In response to inquiries from me Mr. S. replies concemi
this interview with Mr. Hoyt: " I knew all of the facts, only
cannot remember what time in the day he died. I must ha
known at the time and forgotten it Mrs. S. did not know 1
fact about the water as given by Mr. Hoyt. She knew that
died in the afternoon, but the time she did not know. It
possible she may have known all the other facts stated. I thi
that the only thing noteworthy in this is the style of the messs
and the shape of his statement about the water test. All
message is characteristic of the old man. The style of the w
ing is different from that of the others. More pains w ere ta!
to cross t’s and dot i's, and the writing was done v e ry slo1
and deliberately.”
February 9 th, 1901. Planchette used and Mrs. S. consci
during the whole time. The sitting lasted for one and th
quarters of an hour. The writing was very slow and diffit
Mr. S. was absent and an aunt of Mrs. S., Mrs. M iller, pre;
whose husband was dead and appeared to communicate. 1
S. asked but one question and this at the beginning. H er i
asked all the others. The following account, therefore,
written out by Mrs. S.
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“ (Is there any one here? If so you may write.) Yes, F * *
scrawl] me. (Who is 'm e'?) Frank, yes. I am here. [Last
ras not read and a new sheet was put in place, and it was repeated.]
am here. (Who is here?) Yours friend. (Can you tell me your
ame?) Yes. (What is it?) Frank, (Have you anything to say
o me, Frank?) I am very g lad—no— [Pause, and Mrs. Miller
aid: *He has finished*, and the answer was 'no'.] you are so
•rave, [scrawls.] p$ me. (Write it again.) It helps me here, I
an get along b better when I see you try my good wife, yes. (Is
his all? Can you not tell me more?) Yes, but you se (see) .
ane * * [scrawl.] I never did this kind of writing before.
Write it again.) You see, Janney, I never did this kind of writing
«fore. (What more have you to say ?) a—no (?] I [ ?) Mary
o ... [one letter undecipherable.] We will try to d .. be [‘ d .. be'
rased.] better Mary when she... [illegible.] she tries again. I
an’t write mch * * hard, yes. (Can you tell me whom you
ave met since you crossed the river?) Jenn [ ?], Mary, w [ ?] met
otir mother and Joseph's boys and my mother and our little boy,
ather." The sitting then closed abruptly.
No special importance can be attached to this sitting and the
ids associated with it for obvious reasons, as they were too
fell known in the majority of them to lay any stress on the few
lat might be unknown to Mrs. S. The facts are however as
>l!ows. Mr. Miller died December 23 rd, 1900 at 3 p. m. The
amc and the general time of his death had been mentioned by
larrison Clarke and Sylvester at the sitting on February 8th
revious during an interruption of Harrison Clake's communiitions (p. 253 ), an<) the statement made that he had died a
iw days before Christmas. Mr. Miller it seems was in the
abit of calling his wife “ Jennie", and according to the testilony Mrs. Smead did not know this until after the sitting when
Its. Miller told her. Whether the name “ Mary " applied to
tr. Miller's daughter by that name who was not living or to his
tother who also was not living cannot be determined. The
eference to “ Joseph's boys” may mean Mr. Smead's brothers
n that side, Joseph being the name of Mr. Smead’s father,
loth the father and mother of Mr, Miller are dead, and Mr.
filler lost a little boy about two or three years old. Mr. and
frs, Smead always called their aunt either Mrs. Miller or aunt
en, and did not know but that her husband called her by the
tine name. Her full name was Betsey Jane Miller.
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February 13th, 1901. Mrs. S. unconscious the most of the
sitting. Began with the planch ette.

“ (Who is here?) [No answer.] (Is Rose here?) No. [A1
once a very singular bird was drawn of which a reproduction i
given.]
Me, me, (Who is me?) I. (What do you mean by the bm
drawn?) Me, my you. (What do you mean by ' me, my you'?
You. (Who is doing this?) I am. (Give me your name.) Who
I explain. (Please explain then.) Will you believe me. (I will a
far as I can.) It might be yourself. Your friend told me that yoi
had an impression that it w he [* he ’ written over ' w '] was Ida1
second self but he is not her. Your brother Sylvester. (What abot
that bird? I do not see.) I thought it might be called your seccm
self. Does it suit you? (What suit me, the bird?) Yes. (Was)

a Martian bird?) No, just fun. (Alt right, that is a good joke. (
on.) You have treated that fellow very mean Billy. (Who ?) Hi
rison Clarke. (Go on. Tell me what you wish.) He has prov
what 1 told you. Don’t you think so? Yes, you remember I tc
you that if you did not want her id that she was a good girl. Yo
friend has put Ida to sleep for me and you do not need your hand
hers, no, no, cannot yo * * you do not need Is he is a g going
tell me how to write without it [the planchette] yes, no, I cannot y
It will take sometime. (I do not care to know much more at«
Clarke and the conditions over there. I am disgusted with hin
Yes, you should be glad to know. [I asked some question, I for)
what it was, but I knew that Mrs. S. knew the answer and the rej
of Sylvester was as follows.] You have told Ida and so what gt
will it do, good night. (Will Mrs. S. come out as soon as usual
It will take longer.”
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Mr. S. adds regarding the close of the sitting: " Mrs. S. sui
ted greatly in coming out; so I was alarmed and thought that
tie might die. The heart’s action was much lowered and the
reathing was noticeably affected. She was cold and weak in
rat distress, could not speak, cried, and was determined that
x would never again go into the sleep state and indicated her
isgust at the whole matter.
She said that it seemed as if her heart was larger than usual
id that it would jump out of her body, and that some one had
tabbtd her by the throat and prevented her from speaking,
took an hour or more before she was in a condition to stand
>alone. Mrs. S. also said that she seemed as if she suffered
the way my brother did when he was expecting to be struck
ith the engine. He was no doubt aware that he was to be
rack.
The reason for the confusion, where I lost track of the refer
ee to Clarke and his girl and the next question, was that when
e communicator controlled the planchette without my hand
i it the planchette would write so fast that I could not keep
tck of it, or write down any questions, or make any notes. I
ver saw it go so fast. It could write faster than Harrison
arke could without it.”
February 19 th, 1901. The present sitting shows much consionand error, and on that account was not sent to me at first,
iving learned of its existence I asked for it, indicating that I
«ild have everything whether thought worth anything or not,
d received it. The explanation given for the character of the
ting was that Mr. S. had been the cause of confusion and er
r through impatience and too frequent questions. It will be
portant also for the reader to remember that all of the ques
ts are not recorded. This ought to have been done to make
t conception of the case clear, but it was not and we have only
we which Mr. S. had time to record. Many others were
fed before the answers were given and no record of them
fen.
There was first drawn a figure which represents a rough out-
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line of a vase and two cactus-like plants in it, one of them ap
parently upside down. The dialogue then began.
“ (What is this?) Plants in a wahrhibive, yes, (Who is dom{
this?) [The reply to this was an outline of mountains in a land
scape.] (What is that?) You can see. I am ----- [scrawls.]
(Who drew these?) [No reply for a long time.] (Are you a spiril
that has not communicated before?) No. (Will you write youi
name tonight?) No. (Are you Harrison Clarke after all?) No.
[A small hand was then drawn and Mr. S. asked.] (What doe
that mean?) [In reply four parallel lines were drawn and the an
swer given in rather indistinct writing.] Josie Murch is hen
(Please draw those lines again and write your name.) Why
[followed by scrawls.] (Write it again.) waar a [and a scrawl
(Write it again. I cannot read it.) You fix the lines. [This answe
was written in a clear hand, and represented a request which ha
never been made before. I drew lines across the sheet and th
planchette wrote.] Josie Murch is here. ("Who drew those picture!
Did you?) No. (Who did?) A man spirit. (What was h:
name?) He dad [' dad ' erased] did not give it to me. [The letti
* t ’ crossed in two instances in this sentence, and ‘ i ’ dotted once
You knew him very well he said. (Who else is here?) Miss brBrown [written in larger hand] is here, yes. (Who is it?) Brow
Emma Emma. (I did not know you were dead. Is it really Emn
Brown?) Yes, yes. (Will you tell me about things? Give n
some test that I may know that it is you.) Write to George Brow
N. Y., yes. (I cannot find him with that address, as I do not kne
what his address is as to street and number.) You knew it. Tfo
write to Oliver Brown of Bristol, Conn. [All the ‘ t's crossed
this sentence.] (Is Oliver there now?) he was when I came hei
yes. (1 asked several questions to find out different things and t
reply was.) Write to the yes [‘ yes * erased] yes. I think he is
you must ask them. [One *t ’ crossed.]
[Here a decided change in the handwriting took place a s a n
communicator appeared. The first word, though the lines are w
defined, cannot be deciphered. Immediately followed.] Mrs. Brov
nothing yes, yes. (Who is it?) Eunice Brown. (Mrs. Brown, y
were well known to me and you were kind to me.) Well, the Lc
was to me. (Is Mrs. Bishop alive?) No, yes. (Is Mrs. Merchi
alive?) Yes. (Where does she live?) In the old home at Bolti
[AH three ‘ t's in this sentence crossed.] (What disease did M
Bishop die of ?) The old trouble. (What was that trouble? Y
need not hesitate to tell.) Female difficulties [* t *s crossed and '
dotted in ‘ difficulties '] and old age. (What was her age at dead
Seventy 2 . (Where did she die?) There, yes. (You died of
age, I suppose.) Yes, my heart gave out at last. [*t*5 crossed
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Iasi two words.] (Where were you buried?) In Guilead. (Write
it again.) No, you can read it all right, (I am not sure I know.)
You surely do, yes, yes. (Where is Mrs. Bishop buried ?) At Bol
ton. (Is Mrs. Merchant living alone in the old house I boarded in
with all of you?) She was, yes, when Sarah came, yes. (When
did Sarah die?) I cannot tell exactly. I think it was in 1897 or
1898. I don’t just remember. [‘ t ’s crossed in ' don’t just \] (I
imglad to see you, Mrs. Brown.) know me brother, you cannot see
me see me. (I said I did not understand the last answer.) You
saidyou were glad to see me. [Then I understood it.] (Good night,
Mrs. Brown. I am very glad you have come. Will you bring Mrs,
Bishop?) I will tell Sarah we have found you. Good night. God
Hessyou both.”
Mrs. S. who was not unconscious during the planchette writng and knew from the reading of Mr, S. what was going on,
dds some notes of her own as to what she thought and said at
imes during the writing.
When " Miss br” was written Mrs. S. “ thought that the
nmt of another person was going to be written, but the plan
bette finished by writing “ Brown ”, When Mr. S. asked if it
ns really Emma Brown I said almost without thinking that
Imraa Brown is not dead and I do not believe it. Mr. S. told
K to keep still, that the one that is writing knows best what
»write. So I said no more. It then wrote Eunice Brown, and
»me way felt that Mrs. Brown was dead. But when Mr. S.
iked if Mrs. Bishop was dead before the answer was given 1
lid him she was not dead. As to her age, she is seventy-two
<m.”
‘
An interesting spontaneous experience took place in connecbo with this confused sitting which I narrate in Mrs. Smead's
*n language. She told it to me when at my house and I give
k corroboration of it by two witnesses. Mrs. Smead's account
las follows.
1 "After I had retired and thought I could go to sleep I found
tat it was almost impossible; for the vision of Mrs, Brown was
ktinually before me. She was walking from her home to the
kreh. This she did many times, I could see Mrs. Bishop and
h. Merchant both in the house, while she would come out and
blk along the path across the field to the church, up the steps,
Mthen go inside, She would remain there a few minutes and
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go through the same strange actions. This was repeated over
and over again until 1 finally dropped to sleep and on waking
saw her just entering the church. I told this to Mr. S. and also
Prof. X. before we received our first letter from Mrs. Bishop."
Mr, Sinead says: 411 hereby certify to having heard Mrs. S,
relate this vision the next morning after the Bishop and Brown
sitting.”
Prof, X. adds: ‘‘ I hereby certify to remembering Mrs. S. re
late this vision before any information came from Bolton, Conn."
The fact, however, was known to Mr. and Mrs. S. Mrs
Bishop is still living, and were it not for the correction o f1 No1
to ' Y es' the statement in the message would have to be cailo
an error, Mrs. S. says that she did not believe that Mrs. Bishoi
was dead when the message was written, and she knew exact!;
what her age was at the time which is correctly stated hen
She has suffered for a long time with the troubles mentioned an
the fact was well known to Mrs. S. Mrs. Brown was of cours
not buried at Guilead, but at Bolton, the mistake being an ii
teresting one as Mr. S. supposed positively at the time of tf
sitting that she would be buried at Guilead, Mrs. Merchant
still living. Mrs. Eunice Brown died in June, 1895 at 87 yea
of age, the fact of her death being known by a letter from tl
daughter Emma at the time.
The confusion and error in this sitting is apparent, and M
S. assumes the responsibility for them. His statements are
follows:
“ I cannot see what you can make out of this case cxce
secondary personality. It looks so to me. It may be that
was the sole cause of all the false answers. I had my hand
the planchette and I was nervous and wanted very much to h<
from Mrs. Bishop and Mrs. Brown, and supposed that I was hi
ing that privilege. Possibly I answered my own questions i
consciously. In this event the mistakes must not be charged
to Mrs. S.’s subliminal, evidently there is nothing spiritistic
these Bolton messages.”
In regard to the facts in this sitting there are some interi
ing comments. Josie Murch was a schoolmate of Mrs. S., and
latter knew she was dead. Mrs. S. also knew Emma Brown, I
did not know whether she was living or dead. She is still Uvi
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as inquiry showed. She was not a relative of either the Smeads
or Mrs. Eunice Brown.
The George Brown mentioned was not living, but had died
before his mother and it is probable that both Mr. and Mrs. S.
knew the fact. Mr. S. thinks that they did. His brother Oliver
lived in Bristol, Conn, as stated.
February 23 rd, 1901. Mrs. 5 . not unconscious and the plan
chette used. A communicator present who had difficulty in writ
ing It is also noticeable that the ‘ i's ’ are dotted and the *t’s *
crossed.

“ These sp—Lettie Little Lettie yes, Lettie s is here (What
is your last name;) Yes, I cannot write it, no, (Try again.) Lettie.
(Have you anything to say?) Not much. [Apparently some ques
tionomitted. ] Yes, perhaps I will remember and will come again.”
“ [The communicator had a strange way of crossing the *t’s
This letter was seldom or never crossed by Harrison Clarke, and
seldom by Sylvester. This communicator, instead of crossing them
as they had been crossed before made a very short line, except once,
at the top of the letter.] ”
“ Ida Ida Nicolls. (Is it Ida Nicolls?) Yes, yes. (Where did
you die?) Near Boston. (What place?) P. Railroad. (Do you
mean that you were killed on the railroad?) Yes, yes. (How old
were you at death ?) Seventeen, it must have been. yes. (When
were you killed?) Long time ago. (About how many years?)
Sixteen, might be fifteen. (On what railroad?) Providence, (Do
you mean the Boston and Providence R. R. ?) Yes, yes. (What
was the name of the place where the accident was?) I cannot tell
you, no. (What town did you live in when this accident occurred ?)
Roslindale, yes. (How many years did you live in Roslindale?) I
cannot tell you sir. (Where was your body buried?) [Noanswer.]
(What was your father’s name ?) [No answer.] ”
In regard to the incident of Ida Nicolls the following seems
tobe the facts. Mr. S. went to Boston and examined the records
of the Massachusetts Railway Commissioners for the previous
twenty years. He* found an account of the Bussey Bridge ac
cident which occurred on the Providence Railway. It was not
far from Boston. People from Roslindale, Mass, were among
the killed and injured. He could not find the name of Ida Nic-
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oils of Ro siindak among the killed or injured. The Report,
however, said that many that were injured severely or otherwise
were taken to their homes by friends and their names were nev«
ascertained by the Commissioners, and that some of this das'
were taken to Rostindale, Mass. But no further information
was obtainable.
Soon afterwards another communicator came and the follow
ing is the record. The style of writing was slightly difkrcn
from the previous communicator, having resumed its forme
character of not crossing the * t’s ’ or dotting the *i's *.
“ [Scrawls.] Miss hm. (Can’t read it. Write it again.) Herii
[Intended letter ‘ n ’ made like ‘ ic ’.] (Can’t read it. Write
again.) Herri [‘ n* made tike *ri\] (Try again.) Hem. (Is
Miss Hem?) Yes. (What is the first name?) Rosa. (Then it
Miss Rosa Hem, is it?) Yes. (Where did you live?) Bosta
{How old were you at death?) tts 20 . (What did you die o£!
Pneumonia. [Other questions were asked, but no answers we
received.] "
The next incident is not connected with a sitting, but is
spontaneous experience which came about in this way. As
left the house in January when Mrs, S. was not present I i
marked to Mr, S. that I should want to have Mrs. S. come
New York for some experiments, as I could not come to 1
place during my work at the University. He agreed, later
wrote him a letter, stating when I should probably want her
come, I told him that I thus informed him beforehand, becai
the call might come any time and suddenly, but that it might
some weeks later than the date of the letter. This was a day
two before the experience narrated below by Mrs. S. herself.
“ I was washing in the kitchen when my husband came in.
asked him if he had any letters. He told me he had one that wo
be of interest to me, so I asked him what it was. He sa id : ‘ ct
into the sitting room and I will tell y o u B u t while taking off
coat he said it was from Dr. Hyslop, and that he wished me to g<
New York in a few weeks, or a month perhaps, and I at once s;
‘ Oh Lord for I felt that it was more than I could bear, and aim
or before, I could say the words, ‘ Oh Lord \ the following wt
were given me. It seemed as if they were thrown at me froi

*
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distance of four or five feet, they seemed to come with such force.
The words were these. * Did 1 ever leave you ? Have I ever for
saken you ? '
Of course my heart and soul could only answer truthfully that
Jesus had neither left nor forsaken men or at any time and that even
nowhe was ready to help me in this hour of trial, and so if it is his
will that I shall go I must say, ' I wi l l and ask him to go with me,
for he has said, ‘ Lo I am with you always.' ”
I narrate this incident for two reasons. First it indicates the
type of experience to which Mrs. S. is liable, though not so fre
quently as the case and statement might imply. Second it throws
tight upon her character and the motives which have moved her
to allow such experiments as Mr. S. and myself have been con
ducting. The experience is dated February 25 th,
The next sitting was on March 2 nd, 1901. The planchettc
was used and Mrs. S. was not unconscious. The writing is again
somewhat different from its usual character, though not signifi
cantly so, perhaps.
March 2 nd, 41 Mr. G. Morse. (Write it again.) Mr. George
Morse. (Is it Mr. George Morse?) Yes. (You may go on.
Write what you wish.) Yes, take to my wife my love. Tell her
she will be with me soon, that her mother and Lizzie will be with me
waiting for her. (Give me the name of your wife.) Mary Morse,
(That is your wife, Mary Morse?) Yes. (Tell me the street and
number, so that I can find her.) I cannot tell you just where. You
ran find her by asking her pastor. (What church is it?) The
Fourth Street. (Is it the Fourteenth Street?) No, Fourth Baptist
Church. (What city?) South Boston, yes. (You may go on. Tell
us what you wish. I will try to find your wife for you.) Miss
Robertson knew me. [The maiden name of Mrs. S.] (What was
Miss Robertson’s name?) There were several girls, but we all liked
this one best. You call her by a different name. (I call her by the
name of Ida M. Smead. Do not forget that.) Not that. (What do
I call her then?) Maude. [This is true, I often do instead of
Ida.] (Is this the George Morse that Ida used to know when she
was a girl?) It is his father. (When did you die?) hi (?) in the
year When God called me. It was some eight years ago I think.
(Can you tell me the month?) Mary can, You see she will remem
ber better. (Will you tell me the disease?) Pneumonia, yes. (You
have been dead eight years, have you?) It must be. (You may go
on, Mr, Morse. You may give me any test I can have to find out
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that it is really you.) I would like you to ask my wife what my
trade was. (What was it, that I may know if her answer is cor
rect.) Master mason. (Do you mean brick or stone?) Stone, yes,
yes, yes, yes. (Go on.) Y — I will tell for yer (pencil ran over edge
of paper] yo Ida. [I did not know what this answer meant, and we
asked for an explanation and the following was given.] Your wife
was wondering if Lottie was here. [Mrs. S. said she was thinking
that “ if this was really Mr. Morse I wonder where Lottie is
She
did not say anything, and I did not know her thought. The answer
refers to her thoughts.] (Go on. Give me another test that I can
use.) You can ask Mary if her sister’s husband is still living, but
he is here. (Give me the name of this man.) It is Lottie's father.
Dudley. (Give me his first name, can you?) No. (Good night,
Mr. Morse. Come again.) I thank you. Some time when God is
willing.”
This sitting was one of the most interesting that has occurred.
It represents quite a number of facts outside the knowledge of
both Mr. and Mrs. S. We had best, therefore, devote some at
tention to them in order to understand their character and im
portance.
Mrs. S. had known this Mr. George Morse when she was
much younger and before she was married. But she had no)
seen him for seventeen years and had not seen any of the family
for fifteen years. Mr. Morse died on October 9th, 1895, twc
years later than his own statement would imply. This Mr
Morse had once lived in the house up-stairs in which Mrs. S.’i
father lived and when the families separated they moved in op
posite directions. This was eighteen years ago. Six years late
Mr. Robertson, Mrs. Smead’s father, moved to Malden, Mass
and Mrs. Smead saw the Morse Family only once or twice afte
moving out of the house in which they lived together and thi
was before moving herself to Malden as a young woman. Mrs
Smead has visited South Boston but twice since she was married
now nearly eleven years ago, and these two visits were onl
street car rides through that part of the city down to the poir
on the bay. She had gone to the Fourth Street Baptist Churc!
when Mr. Morse was living, but only a few times to evenin:
concerts there, her own church being Wesleyan Methodist. Sh
has had no correspondence with any one in South Boston sine
she moved away from there to Malden twelve years ago. A
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Uis makes it appear that Mrs. S. had no means of learning of
Mr. Morse’s death. She knew, however, that Mr. Caldwell, the
husband of Mrs, Morse’s sister, was dead, to whom one reference
in the messages would appear to apply m this respect. He died
in October, 1895. But this Mr. Caldwell was a member of the
Wesleyan church which Mrs. Smead attended, and she does not
recall the source of her information. She thinks most probably
from her sister. Mrs. Smead did not know that Mrs. Morse's
mother was dead. She was living the last Mrs. Smead knew of
her some twenty years ago. She died in 1883. Mrs. Smead is
not positive whether she did not know of the death of Mrs. Lizzie
Dudley. She says it is possible that she did know it, though she
also says that if it did not take place when she thinks it did she
probably did not know it. She thinks Mrs. Dudley died before
her father, Mrs. Smead’s father, moved from Boston. She died
in 1887, Hence it is possible that Mrs. S. knew the fact. Also
Mrs. Smead did not know that Mr. Dudley was living. Nor did
she know what Mr. Morse's trade was. She thought the night
of the sitting that he was employed in some sort of job work,
and never saw him dressed in any way to suggest his calling.
The only work she remembered him doing was service on a
jury. He was a job mason until the last two or three years of
his life, when he was in business for himself as a master mason.
This fact had to be ascertained among the others by a special
trip to Boston 150 miles distant by Mr. Smead to make the in
quiries as said. Mrs. S. probably knew that Mrs. Dudley was
dead, but never knew that she was called " Lizzie", always
hearing her spoken of as Mrs. Dudley, A defective memory
here, however, is possible. She knew that “ Lottie ” , Mrs. Dud
ley's daughter was dead. She died about a year after Mrs.
Smead's marriage, the fact being learned from a former pastor’s
daughter living in Millburg, Mass, who was on a visit about the
time of the girl's death which was about a year after her own
marriage.*
‘ Inquiry develops the following facts regarding the death of this Lottie
Dudley. She died in April 1896. and not when Mrs. S. supposed in her con
versation about her. The following are the statements of Mr. and Mrs, S.
regarding the facts. I give the statement of Mrs. S, first.
“1 find that as I look at Mr. George H. Morse’s (son of '‘communicator")
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To summarise the (acts, Mary was the name of Mr. George
Morse's wife still living, a fact not known to Mrs. Sinead. Lizzie
was the name of Mrs. Dudley, the sister of Mrs. Morse. Lottie
was the name of the daughter of Mrs. Dudley, the death of both
mother and daughter being known to Mrs. Smead.
The mistakes of the communicator are the time of his death
and the name of his disease. He died six years instead of eight
before the sitting. His disease was cerebral paralysis or
apoplexy. There is an apparent mistake in the reference to the
death of Mr. Dudley who is still living. The possible interpre
tation of it is that the communicator had Mr. Dudley in mind
letter, it could not have been Lottie Dudley that died in 1891 or *92 as I
told Dr. Hyslop when I was in New York. I must believe now that I never
knew of her death before Mr, George Morse told me that night of the mes
sage. Before I read the letter of Mr. George H. Morse I was positive that
Lottie Dudley died at the time 1 told Dr. Hyslop {1691 or *92). I supposed tbai
a Miss Rose Candlin told me of her death. Now I know that Rose CandKr
died before 1895, and I saw her to talk with her in 1691 at Bolton, Coon
I find that Mr. George H, Morse says that Lottie Dudley died in April, 1896
I am sure, therefore, that 1 could not have heard of Lottie Dudley's deal!
through Miss Rose Candlin.
" I believe that the party to whom Miss Rose Candlin referred was soev
other friend of mine whom I cannot recall. It may have been Charlie Dad
ley's wife (Charlie Dudley was Lottie's brother). 1 cannot see how I couk
have known of Lottie’s death before Mr, George Morse told me that nigh
through his message in answer to my mental question.”
Mr, S. says: “ 1 have always thought that Lottie Dudley was dead. Fu
many years I have had that thought, and I received it from Mrs. S. I ha*
had no other way or reason to know. 1 know that we have not heard any
thing about the Dudleys for years, I remember once when we were ii
Bl----- Conn., that we took the big bunch of photographs that Mrs. S
has and we noticed the picture of Lottie Dudley. I cannot forget her fao
tweausc it was striking and different from the usual run of faces, and it mad'
an impression upon me that I have never forgotten it, and while we wer
looking at these pictures Mrs. S. said that she was dead. I am sure of thil
as I have a positive remembrance of the fact, and wish to make this statemec
as strongly as I can, allowing for any possible error of memory on my pan
" When I read the statement of Mr. George H. Morse in regard to th
comparatively recent date of Lottie’s death I remarked to Mrs. S .: ‘ Ther
must be another case that you did not know about’ I think that Mrs. S
did not know of Lottie Dudley’s death until Mr. George Morse told her thi
night.”
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wh® he told Mr. Stnead to ask whether his wife's sister’s hus
band was living. But an interruption on the " other side ” may
have occurred by some one thinking that Mr. Caldwell was meant
who was the husband of another sister and interposed the in
tended correction, *' but he is here". Mr. Morse can be sup
posed to have gone on with the message and name he had in
mind, and to have given the name Dudley who is living as the first
part of the message implies, while Mr. Caldwell, husband of another
sister of Mrs. Morse was deceased.
The next sitting shows much difficulty at the beginning and
some variations from the usual handwriting. Not much was
obtained on the occasion, and this appeared to be much confused.
March 3rd, 1901. 9 p. m. “ Yes, Mrs. [Planchette moved the
pencil point about a point for some time,] No, Mrs. [Repeats its
motion.] No, no Mrs. [Repeats its motion.] Mrs., yes, no, no.
Can’t spell it. Mrs.—pes ( ?) [Possibly intended for ' yes *.] Mrs.
no wero [Intended for 'who', but not distinctly written.]
who, yes, yes, no. I have * * [undecipherable, but possibly
MWEMOOOOO, followed by some scrawls in which lines like the
upward and downward strokes of M and circular lines are found.]
[Then came some lines like two small letter ‘ m's ’ and more circu
lar scrawls drawn, ending with the drawing of a hand or foot, and a
repetition of the letter ‘ m ’ several times. Then a more systematic
effort was made with the following results.]
“ mtm, no—shelleren, shelleren—movell (?) meoll ( ?) mood (?)
meolte, yes. mnolle, no, no * * Maude is here * * [un
decipherable]. no yuo [you]."
March 4th, 1901, 8 p. m. Automatic writing with pencil.
Handwriting becomes dear and distinct and no such confusion
as marked the attempt of the communicator on the previous
evening.
“ This is me. (Who is me?) Me. (Who is me? Explain,
please.) This is me. (Explain.) Lettie, yes, (Can you write
your last name ?) No. (Go on, write what you please.) [A pause
of 1 ® minutes.]
[Mrs. S. said: 'It is queer Sylvester has not been around since
last night *.] Understand why don’t you, (Who is writing?) I
did. (Who is I?) Me, (I wish you to write your name so that I
may know who it is.) Why. (I am sure that I want to know if it is
you.) She will not be afraid will she. (No, write it. It will be all
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right.) I will. Sylvester; (Write your full name.) Was not that I
enough? (Are you really my brother Sylvester?) No. (Who is
writing here tonight?) Me, Sylvester I Sinead. (How do you
make that out ? I cannot see. You say you are [not ] my brother
Sylvester, and then you say you are Sylvester I. Smead. How do
you explain that?) I will. I am Ida's self. Seco n d one [‘ self'and
‘ second* were underlined twice and ‘ one’ thrice] one—no—one.
You see it then. (That joke is all tired out, Sylvester.) You art
not tired of saying it. (Will you try to prove your identity.) How.
yes. (By telling me things that will prove to me that you are really
my brother Sylvester.) No, I will try. (Will you give me the namt
of your girl, Sylvester? I know Ida did not know what it was. It
would be a good test.) Evelyn. [Correct.] (Will you tell me the
name of a young lady you and I used to know in Lawrence. Her
father worked in the foundry and her mother was a very stout
woman. The lady had another sister that was married. Will you
tell me her name? You knew very well. This will be a good test.)
Grace Cregg, yes.
[This was the answer 1 had in my mind and is correct. Mrs. S.
did not know the name. The name should have been spelled
‘ Craig’;]
(This is good. Will you tell me the name of the station agent
where you were killed at Messer’s Crossing?) [Pause.] No,
[Pause.] Mr. Hwt Hwett—no—Hewitt. [The correct name was
Mr. Hoit and was not known to Mrs. S,]
(Will you tell me where we used to hold our meetings of du
secret order we had when we were boys. What room in the ole
Judge Stevens house? I know very well and I know Mrs. S. doe;
not and never did tell me.)
You can write it. (No, I want you to do it. It would prove tha
it was really you, Sylvester.) No, it would be your 2 self. (Wha
is the use of fooling about that second self matter any more? Giv’
me another test, so I can know.) We use to like to play tick tack
Do you rember [remember] that man that chased us * * [won
undec.] (Give the name of this man.) Mr. Rober— Mr, *
Mr. Rober— Roberts, (Can you get him to come, Sylvester?) N<
he will not come. ( I am glad to have these tests, Sylvester. I hop
you will give more of them. I hope this is not the last.) No, I ai
coming again [if] you want me to. (Will you go to New York wit
Mrs. Smead?) With who? (With Mrs, Smead.) Yes. (I meav
Mrs, Smead, Will you go with her to New York?) No. For Id:
I don’t know Mrs, Smead. (What! Did you say you don’t kntr
Mrs, Smead, Sylvester?) Yes, I know Ida, my sister, Billy. (Wi
you go with her ?) I will. You won’t be afraid now, Billy, with m
[This remark of his alludes to my jealousy of him before ir
marriage. I did not like to have him with Ida [Mrs. Smead.]
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didnot know but that she might marry him and give me up. I knew
hebad great persuasive powers. Sylvester knew this and so did Ida,
andat that time they made fun of my jealousy.]
(Cive me another test. What was the name of your girl?)
Evy—Evelyn was the name of my girl. {What was her last name ?)
Sargent [indistinct, and hence repeated.] Sargent. (Then you
mean Evelyn Sargent?) Yes."
Mr. S. adds in a note: " I know that her name was Evelyn
froma brief poem that he wrote and that was found on his body
when he was killed. It was kept in an old pocket-book that he
had with him, and I took it and saved it, and I have it in my
possession now. I do not know what her last name was. I
think it possible that Mrs. S. may have known the first name of
this girl, because I may have mentioned it to her and because we
have never had any secrets from each other, except Masonic
secrets. I do not know of any possible way I can find out
whether the last name is correct or not. I shall try if it is pos
sible."
The accuracy and pertinence of the incidents in this sitting
are either indicated in remarks made at the time or explained in
notes which I thought best to incorporate in the body of the
record, and only the reference to Mr. Roberts requires separate
comment. This was correct, but Mr. S. thinks it possible that
he may have told his wife of the incident in his boyhood. There
is no certainty on the matter, and hence no stress can be placed
opon it as evidential.
Careful inquiry into the possibility of the name Evelyn Sar
gent results as follows, showing it partly correct and partly
false. Mrs. Smead wrote out and signed the following statement
on March 26th before the inquiry was instituted.
“ I think this ' Evelyn' is a fictitious character, there is no such
person, that this poem was written as a fancy of his. I never
knew that he had such a girl by that name and I do not believe
that she ever was his girl. I consider that the name * Evelyn
Sargent* is a fiction until proven otherwise.”
Mr. Smead after inquiry reports on April 3rd: “ I find these
bets. Sylvester had a girl by the name of Evelyn. She was
the last one he ever had. She lived in Boston at the time Syl
vester worked in a law office in the Roger's Building. She was
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an operator with the type writer in the same Roger's Building.
Here Sylvester got acquainted with her. Her last name was
‘ H am elnot Sargent.
“ When the message was written I was thinking of three girls
that I knew he had liked and not one of these was written. Bl
and by the name ' Evelyn ’ was written and then I thought that
the last name was ‘ Sargent
I had in mind a Minnie Sargent
1 used to know and in some way that I cannot account for 1
thought that the last name of ‘ Evelyn ' was ‘ Sargent*. I might
have been to blame for the appearance of this word * Sargent
This is alt hypothetical, yet very possible as I was thinking of
it. I can easily account for it, and I do not think it is just to
charge it up to Mrs. S.'s subliminal self as an error when I may
have been unconsciously or telepathically responsible for it. At
any event the girl ‘ Evelyn* ¡s a reality and the last intimate
friend my brother had before his tragic death, and it was natural
for him to give the name as he did.”
The following incident is a spontaneous one and not connected
with any sitting or experiment. It finds its place in this order
because it occurred in connection with certain events contem
poraneous with it and related to the intention to experiment. 1
give it in the words of Mrs. S. herself who wrote it down thi
morning after it occurred. It was a vision or apparition tha
occurred on the evening of March 5th about 10 p. m.

111
was trying to sleep when I heard some one move. I loo
and saw some one standing in the doorway. This person was tal
with dark complexion, and wore a robe which seemed to be that o
a king or emperor. There was a crown upon his head and I coul
see three points in the crown. There was a smaller person near th
one who seemed to be an emperor who took up the smaller perso
and tried to bring him near to me, but the latter refused to conn
The king or emperor tried to speak, but I could not hear him. Th
other man turned his face away from me, so that I could not s<
him. My impression was that the tall man might be ‘ Imperator ’ t
the Piper case, because I had been thinking of him in connection wit
what my husband had said to me about him. I did not know who I
was, but looked at him very steadily for a few minutes, so that
might remember him, and while watching him the impression that
have stated came to me and in addition the feeling that he was
king or emperor of an early date and was a Christian, or had bet
while on earth.
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HWhat I saw impressed me so that I thought I would waken Mr.
Snead, but it occurred to me that I could tell him of it just as well
in the morning, which I did. He at once asked me if I knew the
meaning of the name ‘ Imperator * and I told him that I did not.
Then he said that its meaning was ' emperor and that the word
hada Latin origin, I was very much surprised to leam this.
“ I know that I was not asleep and had not been, and did not go
tosleep until very near morning, the vision having made such an im
pression oi me."
Mr. Sinead adds: " I never told Mrs. S, the meaning of Im
perator until after the vision. She supposes that Imperator in
the Piper case was one of the old church fathers, having received
this impression from something you said when you were here.”
It ¡s correct that, when there in January, I made some re
marks as to the possibilities of the trance personalities in the
Piper case, but did not say that this was an opinion of mine, but
a representation of certain statements in the communications of
Stainton Moses, and of Mrs. Piper as she came out of the trance.
The evidence for the origin of this experience in subliminal
action is apparent enough not to be made a matter of argument,
bat there is an interesting coincidence connected with it that
may be recorded for those who are hunting for them. I had
been writing to Dr. Hodgson a few days previous to the experi
ence about the opportunity to have sittings here at my home
comemporancous with his own sittings with Mrs. Piper. Our
plan was to have Imperator look over my case and pronounce
jndgment upon it, as well as to try certain experiments. On the
morning of March 5th Dr. Hodgson sent me a letter regarding
these arrangements. There is nothing in these facts to give the
coincidence significance for theories except chance. Perhaps it
will be of interest to the telepathist who likes illustrations ex
hibiting the large possibilities of his hypothesis. For me it gets
it) interest from its reproduction of ideas suggested by myself,
»ad from the fact that they emerge in the appearance of a sen*
•ory reality.
March 6th, 1901. Pencil used instead of the planchette.
Mrs. Sinead was not unconscious at first, but became so after
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awhile. The point at which this occurred will be indicated in the
narrative. Maude L, Janes was the communicator.
Mr. S. explains: [“ I made the request that I should like to have
Burleigh Hoyt present, and explained that we had loaned the plan
chette and must use the pencil, and that I did not wish Mrs. S. to
become unconscious.” ]
“ (Who is here?) [Scrawls.] Yes, yes, yes, [The first ques
tion repeated after each ‘ yes*.] Maude Janes. (You can write
what you please.) Why don’t you use the machine? (I explained
the matter and said, do you understand ?) It is easier. I do, yes.
(Is Mrs. S. going into the sleep state?) No. (What did you mean
by writing ‘ yes ' a little while ago? Explain.) You said you had
loned [loaned] the machine. (I see now. You may go ahead, and
write what you please.) Minnie will write soon about th [‘th’
erased] what I told you. (Go on.) Yes. (Any facts you wish
you may tell me. I want to prove that it is you. I have a good deal
of proof now, but I want more, Maude. Try and give it to me.)
Can you tell me who was my teacher at H-----before you came
there? (No, I never knew. Who was it?) Mary was. (Mary
who?) Will [erased] Wilson.
(That was very good. I am very sure I never knew that, anc
I do not think Mrs, S. ever knew it. I am very pleased. Give mi
another.) [No answer.]
(Don’t let Mrs. S. become unconscious.) No. (Can't you thinl
of another test ?) Not now. (All right, you may let that go now
Write what you please. Be perfectly free with us, Maude, and mak
yourself at home.) Tell papa to look in mama's Bible for what
told you first. She did put it there when you sent it to her firs
(Go on. Did your mother tell you ?) she said so. She did tell mi
yes, (I cannot write to your father and ask him to do that.) Wh
not? He used to like me. (If I do that I shall have to tell him a
about this spiritualistic business.) Why not? I am his girl. (V
will wonder and think I am a crank, and as I am a minister he w
think that I ought not to have anything to do with spiritism.) Yc
do not know him yet. (Probably I don’t Maude.) No. (Shall
write and tell him the whole story?) It would not hirt (hurt) hit
(Do you want me to, Maude ?) Ido not see why you should not, M
Smead. (Maude, Maude.) Yes, sir. (I will if you want me tc
I would like to have you, but you can suit yourself. (A ll rig1
Maude. Go on, and write what you please.)
[In reply the pencil drew some scrawls about the same point, a
drew a clear triangle, after it quite a perfect square, then an i
perfect circle with a clear triangle within it, and after this lines n
resenting an angle outside the last figure, a right angle and biscc
it. M rs. S . becam e totally unconscious at this fa in t,]
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(Who is this now?) Maude L. Janes. (What is that drawing?)
Geome [the letter ' e ’ erased.] Prof. H-----taught me. (You did
not spell ‘ Geometry * right.) Geometry. (Draw me one geo
metrical problem, please.)
[A square and a bisected angle were drawn. In the bisected
angle a circular line was drawn, indicating the mode of bisecting it
The reproduced figures show this.)

.

(What is that ?) I don’t remember it, only remember how it
looked. (Draw me another one.)
[A straight line and two angles were drawn above the line, as
reproduced in the cut, and the lines lettered as also indicated. Then
there followed an attempt at demonstration.}

1

i\ '(
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a equals c. a [* a ' erased] c and B are equal. (C and B are
equal?) Yes. (Do you mean that, if a equals c, c and b are equal ?)
Yes. (What do you mean by A-B-C?) The angle [s] from a to C
from C to B are equal.
(Please to take pains to draw the same figure again and go
. through the demonstration again.) [Two obtuse angles were drawn
and lettered as indicated in the cut, and the following demonstra
tion attempted. ]
If the line a is equal to C=B, no. (You are all mixed up.) Yes.
(Can you draw it now and do it?) I thought I could, but I don’t
seem to do I? (Well, let it go, Maude.) Yes.
# (Go on. Anything you please.) I guess I will leave. (Good
night, Maude, Come again.) Yes.”
H [Mrs. S. came to consciousness without any disagreeable
features and rested well that night. She has no knowledge what
ever of Geometry and never studied it.] "
This sitting almost explains itself in respect of its incidents,
and no detailed account of them is required. It is true that
Maude Janes studied Geometry under the Prof, H------- men
tioned in the messages. Mrs. S. affirms that she never knew
the fact. She once visited the Academy and remembers that
Maude was studying Algebra. The Smeads remained in H------only a year and a half and this visit to the Academy was made
in the second half of this period, so that the Geometry was prob
ably studied the following year after the Smeads had moved
away, and the only possible source of information that Mrs. S.
could have of the fact on this supposition would be corre
spondence, and Mrs. S. had a short correspondence with this girl
after leaving the place. It is possible, therefore, that Mrs. S.
might have heard of Maude’s studies, but this would hardly
account for the character of the demonstrations with which
Mrs. S. was never familiar.
In regard to other statements there are some matters of in
terest. The allusion to Minnie writing soon has this pertinence.
Minnie is the name of Maude's sister still living and Mr. S, had
written to her some time before regarding incidents of which he
and Mrs. S. knew nothing. She wrote her reply on March 4th,
This sitting, as indicated above was held on March 6th. The
letter just mentioned was received by Mr. S. on March 7th, the
post-mark indicating the time of its arrival, namely, the 7th.
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Mary Wilson was Maude's teacher before the Smeads went to
H------- . In regard to the incident of the mother’s having put
a certain thing in the Bible I can obtain no confirmation. Maude's
statement refers to her first message in 1896. Mr. S. had cut
that part of his record out (p. 272) which pertained to Maude
and sent it to Maude’s mother before the death of the latter,
and it was not returned to him. There was something in Mrs.
Janes's reply at the time that indicated an appreciation of tbc
messages, but the letter has been lost. I myself made a special
trip to the locality in which the Janeses lived and inquired about
the paper. Neither sister nor father knew anything about the
paper. The Bible which Mrs. Janes used for herself and in which
the paper was said to have been put had been in common use
ever since Mrs. Janes’ death several years before, and for a time
also there had been another family occupying the house. There
is consequently no trace of the paper in the Bible if it was ever
put there.
New York. March I2th, 1901.
The present series of sittings was held at my own residence
for which I had brought Mrs. S. to this city. I need not in
dicate definitely all the objects I had in this plan until there is
call for it. But the main object was to have a chance to test the
case outside of its home environment and if possible to establish
some control over the phenomena that had not been reached ir
previous attempts. The experiments usually began with th<
planchette, but during the sitting the pencil was substituted foi
this, as will be indicated at the proper place in the narrative
There were six sittings held in this way.
The sitting began at 10:10 and continued until 10:50 a. m.
may characterize it as practical failure in every respect, both ii
respect to the matter of content in messages and the fact o
automatic writing. There was some^af the latter, but none a
the former that could have even the interest of secondary pet
sonality. The sequel may possibly show that various emotion;
feelings and expectations on the part of Mrs. S. might have bee
the cause. This, however, can hardly be determined by a singl
sitting or set of observations. The trance condition tam e c
after a while, but I could not decide definitely when this toe
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place. If I could rely upon the time when the planchette began
to move as an index of the trance then it can be definitely de
termined. In this case it was not until 10:36. After waiting a
fewminutes for the planchette to begin I asked if any one was
present No response was made. I repeated the question and " Who
is here " several times, four in fact, before the planchette stirred.
This, as said was 26 minutes after we began. The first move
ments were a short distance across the page and then apparently
some attempt was made to spell out a word, which was possibly
the word “ me” . 1 said: “ All right. Who writes?” the ap
parent attempt to write “ me” continued and then ended in
drawing the planchette across the page. I repeated my question
and asked that the writing be repeated. There was some ap
parent confusion and the word " yes ” was written and the word
“me" after it. I said: "Now, go on”. This was followed by
a tong pause. During it I asked first the question: “ Can you
write?” with no answer, then: “ You may write " and no answer,
and then: “ Is this Maude?” To this the answer “ N o” was
written. The planchette then drew the pencil across the page
and I changed the sheet. It again drew the pencil across the
page and when placed wrote the word “ you" twice, drawing
lie pencil across to the other side of the page each time, and
then wrote “ no me", which might have been intended for
“ know me” though this is purely conjectural. I then asked
again: “ Is it Maude? ” and the reply “ No ” was distinctly writ
ten, though the fact that it was followed by the word " me ” again
after drawing the pencil across the page may indicate that it
was a repetition of the previous statement. But as I followed this
aeeood “ no” with the statement: “ All right. Tell me who it is,”
the answer ” me” may be regarded as the usual one in this con
nection at the outset of a sitting. I then asked: “ Who is me? ”
tod received the answer “ yes ” , which was immediately fol
lowed by writing that is undecipherable. But before it was
tompleted a clear capital R was made and followed by a letter
irfrich appears as a capital M, but might be an attempt at a
Btpital H, though it is not the capital H that is usually written
i? Mrs. S. The only reason to suppose it possibly an H is the
{reater approximation to this letter a little later, and the fact
hat the planchette with its necessary method of writing gives
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some excuse for thus interpreting the case. The rest of the
attempt at this point is unintelligible, except that on the n«n
sheet the word " yes ” was clearly written and apparently fol
lowed by another trial at the letter R.
I then said: “ It is not clear. Please to write it again." The
answer was “ yes” . I then said: "But it is the name I want
written clearly.” There was first a scrawl which, though it re
sembles a capital N, is followed by a clear capital R, read so at
the time, and this by what most persons would again take as a
capital M, but which has the cross for capital H. The rest
appears as a scrawl, though as watched at the time might be
interpreted as an attempt to write " ys ”, This would make the
whole “ R Hys ”, a part of the name of my father. But in ad
dition to the necessary assumption that it must have been known
from my articles in Harper's Monthly, I consider the evidential
nature too dubious to regard it seriously. But the attempt,
whatever it was, was followed by a scrawl after running the
pencil across the sheet.
But having assumed that the attempt was to mention the
name of my father, and having freely talked about him when I
visited the S. family in January and also attempted to establish
communications with him then (p. 247), I resolved to ask the
next question which was: “ Is this you, father?” The answer
may be interpreted either as a scrawl or as a poor attempt to
write the word " boy
The latter is extremely doubtful, and
would be assuredly doubtful to those who were not acquainted
with all the writing in this case. The reply, however, was
followed by the planchette's drawing the pencil several times
across the page, which was interrupted by roy question repeated
about my father. As the lines continued to be drawn on the
next sheet I asked who was writing and got as answer the word
" me ", which is not clearly written, but is most probably as read.
I asked again: “ Who is it ? ” , and received a scrawly attempt at
some expression, possibly “ no, me". I repeated the query: “ Is
it you father?” the answer, very indistinct and scrawly, in fact
wholly unintelligible at present, was read and can be forced into
the word “ No ”, But I requested that it be written again, and
the word “ yes ” was written, and on my asking to know if that
was the word written the reply was “ yes” again.
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The next attempt at writing, which went on without further
question from me, was a mere scrawl in answer to request for
initials and to know if the sign was R. H. and was followed by
the word "y e s ", apparently, and this certainly by the words
“ me pencil ” and a scrawl. I took away the planchette and placed
a pencil in her hand between the forefinger and thumb. The
hand immediately wrote quite clearly: “ We are not acquainted
yet" I then asked: " Who wrote that? " The answer was: “ I
cannot yet.” I said: * AH right. Take your time,” and the reply
was: "Y es, when I can.” I said, “ good", and left the hand to
proceed. It wrote: " What will ” and an undecipherable scrawl,
ending with drawing the pencil across the page and began a
word on the edge of the paper, I asked that it be written again,
and the response was: “ You cannot yet ” , with a scrawl after it.
The pencil then inclined to fall out of the hand, but in a moment
appeared to be grasped again, and wrote a scrawl. I then asked:
"Is Maude here?” The reply came: "Y ou you must wait,
yes.” “ All right", I said, and there was a pause of fifteen
minutes without a motion of the pencil. I then asked: “ Can you
write any more, or shall we stop?” The answer “ not" was
apparently written and in such a fine hand that its interpretation
may be doubtful. This was followed by writing so fine, though
distinct in form, that I could not read it. I asked that it be
repeated, and it was made more distinct, but I could make out
only the first two words with any certainty, which were " with
no ” and the rest might be “ useless now
The attempt to
make it still clearer in response to my second request only re
sulted in making it undecipherable. On the next sheet was
written without further interrogation: "W e can [pause.] you
(line drawn.] yes.”
As the time was up I resolved to make a post-hypnotic sug
gestion before awakening her. So I told her twice that in about
two minutes after she had awakened she would go to the mantlepiece and place one of the brass candle sticks on it beside the
other, and remarking when she did it that she liked this better.
I then told her to awaken. It was apparent that she was in
a deep trance. Soon she began to breathe a little more heavily,
and just before she came out cried considerably, but soon re
covered her equipoise when she became at all conscious.
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I must also add that I had asked my family physician, Dr.
Floyd Crandall, to be present and try some tests for anaesthesia.
When I was ready to close the sittings I asked him to proceed,
and he applied pretty severe tests to the hand and fingers and
found them exhibiting no responses and also discovered no in
fluence from their severity on respiration. I did not at this
time try for anaesthesia in any other locality, as I feared it might
be only local and the trance only superficial. But the manner
in which Mrs. S. came out seemed to indicate a rather deep
trance. I also examined the hand, and so also Dr, Crandall, to
find that the muscles in it were hard.
A still further fact is of some importance. Mrs. S. told me
after the physician went away that she was on the p>oint of ask
ing me as she recovered consciousness where Mrs. Hyslop was,
but refrained because she saw this stranger before her. I had
brought the doctor in after Mrs. S, went into the trance and
she did not know of his presence until she wakened from it
In regard to the fact of Mrs. Hyslop's death I had been carefu
to conceal it from her by a remark when bringing Mrs. S. frotr
the station, indicating that she was not at home at present. Hei
death, however, might have been surmised from what could b*
observed about the house, though I had concealed all indication
of the fact very carefully. The mere circumstance, howevet
that my wife was not at home to greet a stranger who was thi
wife of another person was calculated to set the mind of Mrs. S
to thinking, and I must assume that, if the death of my wife wa
not known, it would be apparent on the face of it. Mrs. S, had ii
fact asked the question where Mrs, Hyslop was of my house
keeper and the query was parried in the way that I had done i
the evening before. Still I record the fact that, on recoverinj
consciousness from the trance at the first sitting, she was on th
point of asking where my wife was and of saying that she had a:
impression that she was not living. There was evidently som
mental embarrassment until I told her in the evening after th
sitting what the fact was, as the incidents narrated would ir
dicate.
After Mrs. S. went up-stairs and lay down to rest from th
experiment she had an apparition of a white church and sora
buildings on one side of a street in a strange town which she ha
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never seen before, and on the opposite side of the street a ceme
tery with a large number of gravestones and monuments about
four or five feet high. Some were white and some were gray.
But the vision was suddenly interrupted by a call from my
housekeeper before it had developed into perfect clearness, and
vanished.
March 13th, 1901. The sitting began with the use of the
planchette which was not abandoned until near the close. We
sat down at 10:15 and the planchette began to move at 10:26.
It slowly drew a crooked line and then wrote “ Yes ” twice, and
followed this with: " I h e------- you see------yes, is me ” The
planchette was drawn across the paper three times during the
writing of this broken sentence. At the end of it I asked: " Who
is writing this morning?" The answer was: “ I am ------yo you know know, yes ” ------- followed by drawing the pencil
twice across the page—“ we are ------- me it is me. You do
not remember me.” (Did I ever know you at all?) Yes. (Can
you write your name and I may remember you?) Mary.” This
was followed by some scrawls and apparently an attempt to
continue the name, but without success. There was a pause in
the midst of it and I said: “ Go on if you can.” But the apparent
attempt to write further ended only in a scrawl for a letter.
Again there was a pause with a slight convulsion in the arm.
I said: '* Go on and complete it, but take your time.” But the
hand continued to tremble for a short time and then wrote:
“ Telegrap tlegraph [slight scrawl.] operator. Do you know
me?”
To this question I replied: " No, I do not know the operator,
bat I suspect who it is. [Hand shakes.] but be calm and get a
part of your name.” This was followed by a scrawly “ you ”
and then “ you ” more clearly written. The hand continued to
shake in the attempt to proceed. I repeated the request to be
aim and there followed a scrawly “ it ” when I changed the
sheet of paper and the writing became more clear, and reads:
“does not work like it [‘ it’ erased.] the one I had when held
(?).” Here I changed the pencil in the planchette and the writing
continued. “ Yes, you cannot get my message through there
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we arc so busy. (Had we best use the pencil?) No. (All
right let me change the sheet.) O (?) you see we arc here.
(Who is here?) I cannot. (Are you connected with me?)
The hand began to shake rather violently at this point and con
tinued it for ten minutes, during which I asked the writer to
keep calm and to tell me whether he was related to me. The
answer " Yes " was written, and 1 requested that I be told what
the relation was. The excitement was renewed for a moment and
1 said: " Well try it. May be a very common word ", and the word
" yes" was again written, followed by a scrawl and the word
" cousin ” written with tolerable clearness.
I then said: " Now if you can tell me which cousin, all right.”
This was followed by excitement again after a scrawly attempt
to start a word. I asked: " Shall we try the pencil instead of
the machine (planchette) ? " Much excitement followed this,
but of a different kind. The planchette was drawn across the
paper making a slightly zigzag line thrice, and then wrote:
“ James see her," and then a clearly zigzag line and “ sec her”
repeated in zigzag letters, followed by a zigzag line. The plan
chette continued to show a trembling motion simply moving the
pencil about the same point, when I substituted the pencil in
the finger, and the subject wrote in a trembling style, resembling
the cartoons that represent shivering, " she will fall.” I noticed
then that her elbow was resting near the edge of the table and
was in danger of going over it. I placed her head back against
the cushion of the chair and tried to put down the hand which
was placed on her forehead, but found it in a condition like
catalepsy. I put a support under the elbow and left the arm in
its original position over the eyes and on the forehead. Tht
pencil then wrote quite clearly: "Wait, she is all right.” 1
asked if she wanted the planchette, and the reply was: “ It make:
no difference." I asked “ who writes this,” and received thi
answer: " Some one, you know me ” , followed by a line acros:
the sheet and the word “ you” with another line and the wor<
“ yes ” . Then I tried to encourage a further attempt to writ'
the name by saying: "Very well I am glad to know you, bu
I am not certain who it is. Write your initials," There was
long pause and some excitement, when I asked if it was too har<!
and receiving no reply, began to bring Mrs. S. out of the trano
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She was much longer coming out than the day before, and
asshe showed signs of motion shook her head as if to say “ No ",
Sometime before recovering consciousness she first closed her
hand tightly, when I rubbed it slightly, and soon afterward she
stretched it out as if some distress was present. Then she opened
her eyes and stared at me for a moment and closed them again,
throwing her head back against the cushion. The sitting closed
at 11:45, and she was fifteen minutes recovering consciousness.
Before trying to bring her out of the trance I repeated the
suggestion of the day before, but it was not executed when she
recovered, having produced no effect.
The name ** Mary ” is that of my wife, but she was not a
telegraph operator. She was a performer on the piano. James,
oi course, is my own name, and is what my father as well as my
wife called me. But it has no significance here for various rea
sons which it is not worth while writing down, as it is too well
known by the general public to consider it for a moment as any
thingbut the subliminal reproduction by Mrs. S.
*
Mrs. S. also tells me that after the sitting she had the im
pression of the name Hyslop in connection with the trembling
of the hand and arm which continued for a long time afterward.
But at the same time that this impression came she had a
stronger impression that the person who was trying to communi
cate was a younger person than my father would be. This
would apply to a cousin and to the person from whom I would
npect a message. The relationship indicated in response to my
tpestion was not that of the Mary whose name was given, and
there is nothing to justify the supposition that my cousin was
even tiying to communicate.
Much 14th, 1901. 10 a. m. 1 began with the pencil instead
of the planchette. After six minutes' waiting I asked: “ Is any
®e here?" There was a pause of four minutes and I repeated it and
*pin repeated it after another pause of the same length. In a mo
ment uYes ” was written, and I said: " Very well you may go on,"
ind“ yes " was rewritten. In both cases it was done with great diffi
culty. Then followed: “ I know you, yes ” almost illegible, and inter
rupted with the request to have it written more dearly. But 1
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interpreted it before this was attempted and asked the writer:
“ Where did you learn to know me?" Immediately the hand
began to show excitement and continued it for some time. Then
it began to write in a very scrawly style that was wholly il
legible. I asked that it be repeated and the reply was equally
illegible. The hand continued to shake considerably and I
finally proposed using the planchette, and tried it. But the hand
only shook as before, but calmed down once, only to resume the
trembling again. I then tried to call up Harrison Clarke when
I noticed a calm moment, but the hand only began again to
tremble. I resolved to bring the sitting to a close and told Mrs.
S. she might come out, and removed the planchette. Presently
the hand made motions as i f to write, and I placed a pencil be
tween the fingers and some illegible words were written. I
repeated the request to come out and removed the pencil. Pres
ently the hand closed tightly as the day before and as if in dis
tress, the arm trembling all the while. As Mrs. S. began to re
cover she said: “ Who is this twitchy person?” I replied that
she should find out who does it, and the reply was: “ Feels like
the clicking of the machine, what you call it, we were talking
about." I asked "telegraph?" and she replied “ Y e s ” . Her
hand and arm were still trembling and continued so for some
time after recovery. The sitting lasted only twenty-five minutes.
March 15th, 1901, Sitting from 8:30 p, m. to 10 p. m. Auto
matic writing without planchette. We sat ten minutes before I
asked any questions. The first query was: “ Is any one here?"
There was no response and it was repeated in five minutes. In
reply the pencil began to move very slowly and in a few mo
ments wrote rather distinctly, but in a fine hand, “ Y e s ” , and
followed it without lifting the pencil in still finer hand, with the
word " me " and some undecipherable word or words, except
that the first part seems to be “ man ", The remainder is too
uncertain even to venture a guess. It was followed, however,
by a reasonably distinct capital R with some fine scrawls and
possibly a capital H with further fine scrawls. I must remark,
however, that the evidence of the capital R depended upon my
careful watching of the pencil at the time as much or more than
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on what is clear to a reader who did not witness it. But see*
: that I could not rely upon this judgment I said: “ Write it a
le more dearly. I did ont get it.” The reply was a dear
>ugh " Hyslop " except that the capital H was not distinct,
(he rest was unmistakable. But it is possible that the
nhols representing this in the first attempt were an attempt
make it R. H., as the lines will bear that interpretation and
i was the form of his signature frequently in the Piper case,
t once acknowledged the writing by asking the question: " Is
j you father?" Apparently, as determined by watching the
icil point at the time, the answer was “ Y es”, followed by
ting too indistinct to read. I said: “ Try that last word
in, please. That, I think, is very well." The word could be
¡rpreted as a repetition of the name “ Hyslop ", but I prefer to
t’e it undecipherable. I then remarked, what was a very
iceable fact in the last and present sittings throughout, “ You
writing the letters over each other." There was a slight
st and shaking of the pencil about a point, and I said:
«her, try the pass words. Be patient." This was followed
some scrawls involving superposition of the writtng, and I
larked: “ Don't worry about that now. Do it again.” But
writing went on and only continued to superpose the letters,
m1 again remarked the fact to the communicator, and waited
improvement. But only scrawls with superposition followed,
I said: " Spell it out one letter at a time.” Nothing but
«position continued and made the writing unintelligible. I
sted the statement: “ You write all the words over each
«■" What followed is apparently the name “ hyslop ”,
igh very scniwly and after it some unintelligible letters, as
superposition began again. I said: “ You are writing the
ds over each other again.” The next word is undecipheri though there was an apparent effort to improve the writing,
I asked: “ Is any one with you? ” The answer was “ Yes ” ,
Jgh this is not at all apparent in the writing, but was read at
time by watching the pencil point and taking into account
familiarity with the writing of that word all along. I replied:
tty good, I am glad to know that." There followed this a.
f labored attempt at the pass sentence, given me and agreed
oia my Piper sitting of February 7th, 1900. The first word
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of this, in a language which Mrs. S. does not know, seems quite
clear. To encourage the writer, I said: “ Try again. You got
the first part." The next word would be intelligible only to
one who knew it The last word bears no resemblance to the
third word in that pass sentence. It might be treated as the
English for the third word, tho the planchette at the end from
habit appears to make the letter “ y . It was repeated, but I
could not be certain of its reading, as it was no better than the
previous attempt. I then remarked: " Very well rest awhile."
This was followed by some scrawls with superposition. I again
said: “ The letters are not dear,” and only scrawls came again. 1
indicated the fact again, but got only scrawls, and repeated the
remark more emphatically, and changed the sheet.
The response was probably an attempt to write the nami
'* Mary ", as the letters most resemble this, and are much betta
made than before. In fact the word is either this or undeci
pherabte. I said, by way of encouragement, "That is better*
The pencil then began moving across the paper and seeing tha
its point was worn off I changed it for another, when it continue
its movement across the page in a slightly wavy line, and in i
moment wrote apparently the word “ son " and after it quit
clearly the word “ H y s l o p I acknowledged it by saying
"V ery good.” Some scrawls followed, and I asked: "C an yo
hear me, father?” Much excitement in the hand followed thi
question, and after a few moments suddenly stopped, when tb
hand wrote quite clearly the word " Y e s ” . I said: "Vet
good. I understand. Let me move the hand and pencil.” A
attempt at some word was begun, and before the first letter wt
completed the pencil stopped in its place and trembled about
point for awhile and finished the letter, or better, scrawl.
I at once determined to put the following question, and I cou
do so for the reason that Mrs. S. knew my wife was not livin
I said: " Have you seen my wife on your side?” There was
pause, and I repeated the question, when much excitement a
peared in the hand, and presently what seems to be the wo
" this ” was written and then probably the word " Yes ", as re:
by watching the pencil point. It can be well interpreted as tl
without depending upon the remark just made. Then the pen
began to move in a wavy tine across the page until it reach
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the edge, when I told it to wait, and placed it. But it repeated
the movement, though less wavy, and after a little hesitation
began to write and wrote “ yes yes and followed them by some
scrawls, ending with an apparent attempt to write my wife’s full
name. The " Mary ” is distinct. I waited for the middle name,
and watching the pencil point very carefully suspected an at
tempt to write " Fry " confused with the word “ yes
The lines
as they stand, however, could best represent " pyes ”, and the
“ pyes '* would be doubtful though " yes " is clear. I then asked:
“Is that you, my wife?" The pencil was drawn across the
page a short distance and the word “ Yes ” was clearly written.
I asked: “ Did you try to write your middle name?” Again the
answer was a clear " Yes ” . This was followed by a scrawl, and
I said: " Try it again.” A moment’s hesitation with the pencil
remaining in a point, but trembling slightly, and then an attempt
at a word followed, the letter appearing as ” g ” and then a
dear "Yes,” though written in a trembling hand. Then came
“Fry" tolerably clearly with the “ f ” quite wavy, when I said:
“That is right.” and the word " Yes ” was written at once, and
the pencil began to move across the page in a very wavy line,
and came part the way back and wrote a wavy " Y e s ” . Prob
ably no one else would suspect the name ” Fry ” in the letters.
I said: “ That is good.” The " Y e s ” was repeated in a very
trembling hand, and after a pause in which the hand showed
considerable excitement it wrote quite clearly, but still in wavy
lines, “ Mary Fry James ” with a short line between each word,
ftte letters for " Fry ” are not clear. The pencil then moved
back and tried to write further, when I said: “ That is right,
wit.” I changed the sheet and the hand wrote ” Yes ” and
dter it an undecipherable word or words, still m wavy lines. I
aid: " I cannot quite read it. Try again.” The answer was:
“Yes, * * [some scrawls.] Mary” . [?] I asked: “ Is that
word ‘ aunt Mary
The reply was “ Yes ” , I said: “ Please
*rite it again, and I shall wait.” This was followed by a scrawl
ind apparently the letter " f ” , though this interpretation must
not be pressed. I then said to her: " Please give the last name
uf‘ aunt M a r y T h e response was a scrawl that should be
ctgarded as undecipherable, though in watching the pencil I
could detect resemblances to the letters " f ” and " y ” with an
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between them. I repeated my request and added the words
“ with you
The answer was apparently an attempt to write
“ Hyslop ” , as the motions of the pencil indicated with some
definiteness the syllable “ Hys ” or “ hys ”, though the letters
do not indicate this so clearly as the writing at the time when
my eyes could detect movements that do not show themselves
in the pencil marks. Without stopping the hand went on and
wrote quite clearly the word " F r y " , when I said “ Yes.” But
the writing went on and the hand wrote in a very scrawly styk
the name " hyslop ”, which I had to interpret by watching the
pencil in its movements, and finished it with the word “ Yes.” 1
acknowledged it with the statement: “ That is right,” having tb<
full name of my wife in mind and as soon as I changed the sheet
said: “ You had best rest and come again.” The hand wrou
a clear “ Yes ” , drew a wavy line across the page and wrote will
some clearness, though trembling a little the name "James"
I said: “ Very good”, and repeated the advice to rest and sail
goodbye. The hand began to shake a little and soon the pend
fell over to one side and I removed it. The hand again shoo1
for a little while and stretched itself out slightly, showing a mor
limp condition of the muscles. Presently Mrs. S. slid down
little in her chair as if relaxing the muscular tonicity of th
whole body. In a few minutes she recovered consciousness, an
the first thing she said was that she felt as if some one had pi
something cold on her forehead. I had not touched it. SI
rubbed it and repeated the statement. She remarked the sans
fact when she came down to breakfast the next morning on whi<
day these notes were copied.
This sitting makes the names in one or two of the othe
apparently significant. Mary Fry were the Christian names i
my wife, and James was what she always called me. Mrs. i
of course, knew that she was not living. I felt obliged to evai
concealment of the fact no longer after the first experimer
But I told Mrs. S. no names whatever and was careful alwaj
and that but twice in alluding to her, not to use the name Mai
I spoke of her as " Mrs. Hyslop
After the writing of " M arj
in the sitting of March 13th, I once used it purposely in h
presence, The next sitting, as the record shows, was a failu:
I should also remark that when I used the name 1 w as n
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iking to Mrs. S., but to my housekeeper, and Mrs. S. was atding to her little boy at the table. But at no time did she
e any opportunity to ascertain my wife's middle name, ex
t by directly asking for it which she did not do either of
*1/ or of my housekeeper. Two of my children, eight and
years, knew their mother’s full name, and affirm that no one
r asked them what their mother's name was, and make the
e definite affirmation of Mrs. S. I do not lay any stress on
fact, more than to indicate that I am quite conscious that
public must assume the possibility of all sorts of fraud and
ast assume it also. Moreover, I do not mention the fact be
lt 1 have any suspicions of my own, as Mrs. S. is to be trusted
licitly and accepts more than gladly the conditions under
:h the experiments are conducted. She is not allowed to
v the contents of the writing and the originals are always
rd out of her sight and presence, and are locked up when I
tot working with them in an iron box, of which I alone have
tey, which I carry always in my pocket,
i j question regarding my wife's aunt and her last name was
reotly misunderstood and ignored, and interpreted to be a
e$t for her own last name, which was finally given in the
used manner indicated.
tat the incident that is proof against all suspicion is the first
Iinthe pass sentence of my father. I should have the whole
e I lay any stress upon it, but no one except Dr, Hodgson
myself know that sentence, and I have it sealed with exona! care and locked away out of the reach of any one in
i to which no one has access but myself,
need to remark but one thing more. The whole modus
nidi of the writing exhibits many of the physiological char
ities of the Piper phenomena. The action of the hand in
<t of writing, and the time and circumstances of its exitnt showed the same fitness and adjustment to the occau I remark of Mrs. Piper's case in my Report.
arch 16th, 1901. Sat. from 8 p. m. to 9:45 p. m. Auto*
writing. The coming on of the trance lasted eighteen
its before any motion of the pencil was observed. During
eriod I asked whether any one was present three times.
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When the writing began there were a few scrawls and th
name James Hyslop was written. While the word “ Janies
was being written I asked that it be written more clearly, as
could not read it. But as soon as the two words were finish«
I saw what it was and acknowledged it by saying: ** Yes, a
right
Then the word “ Mary” was written, but I did m
read it at once and asked that it be rewritten. The answi
“ Yes ” was given and then the name “ Hyslop " written in !
scrawly a style that I could read it only by following the pee
of the pencil. I said: "Wait a moment and let me move tl
hand.” Some excitement followed, and in a few moments “ Yt
Mary * * [undec.] Hyslop" was written in a ve
wavy manner. I acknowledged it by saying: “ That's rigl
Mary, very good.” The words: “ Yes, Mary" were write
again, and as the pencil began to run up over the writing 1 call
to wait a moment and moved the hand. There was a pan
after trying to write further, ending only in something t
intelligible, when I said: "B e calm and patient. It will com
The answer was, if I read it rightly, “ Yes, I am waiting.”
changed the sheet and the word " Y e s ” was first written, f
lowed by what appears to be scrawls, involving four attempts
write something which I could not read. 1 asked to have it
written after the fourth time. It was rewritten in a w avy st]
but I could not read it and repeated my request, when it v
written again, and by this time I thought it was meant
" George ” , and said: " Oh, I think I know what it is. Is it *
of the children ? ” A scrawly " yes ” was the reply, but
cipherable at the time only by watching the pencil. I mi
diately the name “ Mary ” was written again with someth
undecipherable after it, but I did not read any of it and asl
that it be rewritten. The answer was very uncertain, but I s
pected the name " Winifred ” , and asked if it was so. The ansi
was " Mary ” followed by scrawls that I could not read. In
midst of it, however, my suspicion was strengthened and I sj
“ Very good ” and as soon as the word '* Mary ” was w rit
quite plainly, but in a wavering manner, I asked: " D id *
write Mary Winifred"? and received the reply "Y e s .” I j
"V ery good. I understand.” Then immediately the vw
“ Baby ” was written. I first thought it an attempt to w r ite
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icof the youngest child, ou<. saw in a minute that it was what
we indicated, and I said: " Yes, I think I understand." The
d 11Yes "was written when I asked that it be written again
slowly. The word “ Baby" was then very clearly written,
:pt the capital B. I acknowledged it by saying: “ That is very
i, Mary. What was the middle name ? ” and a very scrawly
y” was written. I said: "Y es, that is right” and told her
ay what she pleased now and said that I would wait. Then
ea scrawl and I had to call to wait, when a word was writwhich I could not and cannot decipher. It was followed by
bcr word that appeared undecipherable at the time, but which
u to be an attempt at the word “ mamma ” , but written with
“ m”, and then an unintelligible word, though the letters
i well defined. I suspected another reference, however, and
i if she said “ aunt Mary
A scrawl was the answer and
an attempt to improve the case. I changed the sheet and
word " mama " was clearly written, and I asked: " Is that
I Mamma? ” The answer at first was accompanied by con*
able excitement in the hand resulting in a wavy line being
u of some length, and I said: " Be calm " when a scrawl
written and after it the word " Yes
I asked for the name
wmother, but the answer was undecipherable. The letters
t indicate to one who knew the name that it was a poor
apt at Isabel. This was the name of her mother. The letb" is possibly plain, and the next is *'a ” or " e " and a
ble attempt at ”1 ” , but doubtful, too doubtful for tolerance,
then apparently the word “ yes ” was immediately written
a scrawl, from movement of pencil, possibly an attempt at
", and the writing became very wavy, so much so that 1
“ Rest awhile.” But the name “ Mary” was apparently
ipted in wavy letters and after much difficulty in starting.
: was then a pause, and in a moment Mrs. S.’s arm, upon
' she was resting her head, fell, and she leaned her head
it the back of the chair. Her body seemed quite limp,
hand was certainly so. She remained thus for ten minutes
ethe hand showed any signs of motion,
he writing began again by the pencil moving across the
and writing some scrawls in fine letters which I could not
and ended in a pause with the pencil moving about a point.
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I said: “ Wait, try again/’ The attempt was renewed, and pos
sibly was intended for the name “ George", as it resembles B
this and in the previous case the word for “ George ” writta
before, who was my little boy. I asked that the letters be mad
larger, and the attempt only resulted in a scrawl, and I sail
“ Wait ", and moved the pencil. The writing then became root
definite, and the word might be an attempt at the name “ Was!
ington ”, which was the middle name of my wife’s father, Georg
being the first, though this interpretation would hardly be sol
pected by any one else than myself. In fact, the only thing su|
gesting this attempt is the appearance of *' George " just befoi
it. When it was completed I said: “ Can’t quite read it.” T1
word was repeated, but with no more clearness than before,
might be the letters “ Wa . .hton ", the intermediate signs beq
too doubtful to conjecture. Then another word was writti
which I read “ Jenny ” and asked if it was this, while the hai
was beginning another word, the letter "n " being written. T
hand finished with the word “ Yes ” , and at once showed ei
barrassment and confusion, making a stronger line in wa
movements. I said: “ Keep calm and there followed a pan
of some six or seven minutes, when it began to move again.
I asked: “ Is my father here?” There was no response I
two minutes, and then the hand began to move. I asked : “ f
you back Mary, and the answer was “ Yes ", which was writ)
in much excitement, and I said: “ Very good ” , The w<
" Yes ” was then written more clearly, and I repeated my i
knowledgment, and changed the sheet. The first word writ
was " your ” followed by " f " and two doubtful signs, and a wa
line. Then the letter ” y " , a line, and quite distinctly the w
“ Father
I said: *’ Very good father. You hear me.” 1
answer was some excitement and shaking of the pencil abou
point, when I explained the failure to get the pass sentence ec
pletely the previous sitting, and asked that it be given clea:
The response was a few scrawls at first, then a wavy line an
definite effort to write clearly, the lines being made heavier,
suppose the scrawls could be interpreted as an effort to w
the first word of that sentence, but I am not inclined to re g a r
as definite enough to form that conclusion, especially a s
continued efforts only made it more certain that the experiui
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i failure. I complained that this first effort was superposi, that he was writing the letters over each other. More
wls worse than ever followed, and I requested that it be
tea in large letters. The writing became more distinct, at
I in the formation of the lines and separation of the letters,
it required much stretching to suppose that there was any
ess, though the sentence might show traces of the first and
last word in the pass sentence, with the second word totally
ible or false. I said: “ I can't read it. Try again." The
f was more illegible than before, and not only shows no
•■sof what I wanted, but suggests suspicions of all possible
prelations in the previous efforts of this sitting. I then
i- "What did I ask for? Let us be clear in our understandof it" A scrawly letter " p ” was first written, followed
nother scrawly “ p " and possibly a letter “ s a n d this by
arly written example of “ word
I said: " Right", as I
aloud what had been written, and asked him to write the
words slowly and clearly. - I can detect no resemblance in
uuwer to what I wanted. It was more scrawly than ever,
I asked what language the pass sentence was in, and re
d an answer that is uncertain. The signs might be made
*r effort at the first part of the word " remember " finished
scrawly and wavy line. It may be a clear “ rem" with
»ginning of " n ” or “ m *' before the writing ended in a
rand shaking of the pencil about a point just preceding the
'ing in a scrawly line. It was repeated on the next sheet
e the word looks more like *' memory ” , but this is more
doubtfut to me. I said on seeing the difficulty: “ Never
• try the first word.” The scrawl that follows has no
lance to the word I wanted, and thinking that I had better
! the sitting to a close I asked if he could take a message
f. Hodgson, explaining when Dr. Hodgson was to be presnamely, on the day following the Sabbath, using Rector's
Imperator's lingo. The present sitting was on Saturday
. The reply was " Yes " quite clearly written though the
i were shaky. I then gave the message, which consisted of
wo words, and to say that my wife was with him on his
I repeated the message, spelling out the two words men
d, and asking if he heard and understood. The reply was
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" Y es", written in a very scrawly style though clearly define
I remarked: '* All right. Now we will stop as the light must b
nearly gone." The hand stopped writing and the pencil soo
showed evidences of relaxation in the muscles and in about te
minutes Mrs. S. came easily out of the trance, but with a heat
ache which soon disappeared, and with a feeling of drowsing
that would not leave. She thought she would soon go to sle<
when she retired which she did immediately. But she passed
rather sleepless night until two o’clock, having been bothen
for some time at first with the consciousness of some one tryir
to tell her a few words. She could not remember what the won
were when she wakened,
I cannot attach any evidential value to this sitting for ai
view except for secondary personality, simply because Mrs.
is staying in my house and knows the names of the childrc
She has met my father-in-law, but knew nothing about 1
Christian name. This, however, has no importance in the a
sence of any or sufficient assurance that “ George Washington
was the name intended in the sitting where I have supposed
possible. As to the names of the children Mrs. S. did not km
the full names of any of them, having heard only those whi
are used about the house. She carefully refrained from aski
any questions about them, and only the accusation of dishonc
can throw any suspicion on the evidential feature of this p
of the sitting. In this connection it will be interesting to n<
that George is always called by his first name and M ary Wi
fred by her second, and when I endeavored to recognize it
Winifred, conjecturing from the previous mention of Geoi
that it was she that was meant, I was corrected and the " Mai
written first and I could then see that it had been written
before. When " baby ” was written I knew that her first na
would be known by Mrs. S. and that her middle name wo
not be known except by special inquiry. Hence 1 asked fo r t
and got it, though the interpretation had to be determined m
by the movement of the pencil than from the appearance of
writing afterward. But the maiden name of my wife’s moi
was wholly unknown, also her death, to Mrs, S. Perhaps
might have been subliminally guessed from the giving of
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liddle name of Mrs. Hystop and my recognition that it was
ght.
On the whole the sitting was not so good as the previous
it. and this in two respects. First the names given were not
Hdtntial as they would have been if Mrs. S. had not been at
y home. Second, the writing was less distinct and its inrprrtation lends itself much more to illusion. But the imirtint difficulty was the failure of my father to give the pass
ird. In fact I could detect some of the evidences of shuffling
at characterised the conduct of Harrison Clarke, though this
idencc appears only in the evident failure to come as nearly
the pass word as before.
March 18th, 1901. Sat from 7 :45 to 9 p, m. No signs of the
uice appeared for ten minutes. As soon, however, as I ob>ed indications of writing by the pencil I knocked on the
or for the admission of a friend whom I had asked to be pres
to This seems to have interrupted the writing as it did not
gin again for nine minutes, and then in response to the statetn “ You may write." The first word is possibly a scrawly
m>pt to write the name “ Mary ” followed by a clear enough
on” and after this an undecipherable word, unless the last
1 of it is " writes ”. Immediately and without interruption,
1 would not disturb the writing until I had reason to suppose
tainly what was written, the hand wrote “ Mary '* and I
ognised it in thought, when the word " yes " was written, and
ien asked: " I s this you “ Mary"? The reply was again
«, it" and some scrawls that 1 could not read. I said: “ Wait.
0 are writing the words over each other. Try that word
do.” The first part of the response is undecipherable, and
a the words "wait . . . [scrawl.] soon will soon....... ” and
awls again followed by “ our are, yes, your", and as deteritd by watching the motion of the pencil an apparent attempt
write “ father though this would not be suspected from the
alt.
On the next sheet the word ‘ mother ’ was clearly written,
1 1 said, “ very well ”, and “ Mary yes rs " was written, and a
tw!y line drawn, when I said: “ Well mother, what was your
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m iddle n a m e ? "

A t once there w a s som e excitem ent in the

hand, as if attempting to write but it could n o t

A il at once u

occurred to me that the juxtaposition o f the words " mother " and
" M a r y " indicated th at the intention w a s to refer to m y wife’!
m other w h o se nam e had been g iv e n p re vio u sly, and I exclaimed
“ O h , y o u m ean it w a s M a r y ’s m other.”
T h e excitem en t in thi
hand increased and a w a v y " y e s ” w a s w ritten .

I then said

" W r i t e w h a t y o u w ish to s a y ." T h e first a ttem p t to answe
is undecipherable, follo w ed b y an ap paren t effort to w rite “ re
m em ber"

as there is a tolerably clear “ re m b e r"

( c f , p. 479)

and p o ssib ly an attem pt to repeat it m ore c o m p le te ly with tb
w o rd " y e s ” , I re m a rk e d : “ I ca n ’t read it ." T h e n th e ham
w ro te quite cle a rly , bu t in a w a v y sty le , “ renenber y e s

Th

sheet w a s ch an ged and a scra w l w a s w ritte n re se m b lin g som
w o rd , but not cle a rly enough to ven ture a n y in terp retatio n , an
w a s follo w ed b y “ it will som etine ” , w ith the first tine of th
" n ’ ’ w ritte n o v e r the ” i ” , I read a lo u d : “ I t w ill so o n ? ” an
the a n sw e r w ritte n quite cle a rly w a s " N o ” , and " s o n e ” wt
w ritten . I read aloud a g a in : “ It w ill c o m e ? ” lo o k in g at tl
first case and the an sw e r w a s a gain , '* no
I th o u gh t o f “ some
and w a s tr y in g to decipher the rest o f the w ritin g w h e n th e lett<
" s ” w a s w ritten , and I at once said a lo u d : “ It w ill s o m e tim e?
and the a n sw er w a s a clear and em p h atic " y e s ” , w r it t e n wi
som e difficulty and apparent excitem ent. I a sk e d : " W h o w rit
t h i s ? " and the an sw er, th ough w ritten o v e r and o v e r aga in
response to m y statem ent that I could not read it, is u n d ecip h t
able, unless it is an attem pt to sa y th at " M a r y is w r itin g
T h e re is som e trace o f this, bu t not enough to be a s s u r e d of
B ut it ends with a scraw ly *' will some ” -------- ,

I s a id : “ I ca

read " , and ap p aren tly the letter " y ” w a s w ritten t w i c e , a
fo llo w in g it a w o rd that I could not read, but I a s k e d : " I s tf
r o b e " ? a fter the words “ m y y e s ” w ere written, and th e rej
w a s a clear “ n o ” .

T h e w ord w a s rew ritten m ore d is t in c t

but o w in g to the first letter o r letters I did not su sp e c t w h a t
w a s until after som e unintelligible sc ra w ls w ere w r i t t e n a
then the pencil stopped w r itin g altogeth er and the h e a d b eg
to fall back on the ch air and the hand w h ich w a s o v e r h e r e;
and re stin g on her elbo w fell dow n on the table. I a r r a n g e d 1
head in a restful position and then sa w that the w o r d w as
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'Jear effort at " trouble ’* w ith the a m b igu ity about the letters
't r “ and “ le
She remained in a passive condition fo r ten
rinutes, and I resolved to stop the sittin g, w hich I did b y telling
ter so, and to w a k e up. S h e w a s the u su al length o f tim e reovering norm al con sciousn ess, som e ten o r fifteen m inutes.
1 must rem ark tw o th in gs b y w a y of com m ent.
T h e first is
hat after M rs. S . retired she had som e difficulty in g e ttin g to
lecp ow ing to a tendency o f her arm to trem ble, w h ich it had
ot shown d u rin g the sittin g. Before sh e sat dow n for the
xperiment sh e rem arked th at she did not feel in good condition,
s she had a bad cold. T h is m o rn in g she rem arked th at sh e w a s
early sick w ith it when she sat d o w n and that her lun gs w e re
Imost stopped up w ith it. H e r cold w a s m uch w o rse th is m ornig, and she cou ld h a rd ly speak. A s she began to com e out of
>e trance she said sh e felt choked.
Before th is sittin g I had talked to h er quite fre ely about w h at
id been said b y the trance personalities o f the Piper case in
gard to h er o w n m edium ship, ta k in g care not to put it in too
scouraging a m anner and to sa y that th ey th o u gh t it m ight
ivelop in tim e,

I w anted to see if I could find a n y traces of

ii$ on h er sublim in al m entation and w ritin g . W h e th e r the
lesion to “ it w ill som e tim e ’’ is a reflection o f this I cannot
y positively, bu t it is con sistent w ith th at supposition.

But

< sitting w a s w h o lly a failure in all other respects.
T h e re
no evidence in it of a n y th in g except to repeat so m eth in g dercred in th e p revio u s sittin g. T h e re is ap p aren tly a reco g m 
ra of p h y sic a l difficulties in the w a y o f success, a s the w o rd
rouble " se e m s to im p ly. B ut n oth in g else. T h e w r itin g at
nw appeared to indicate a tendency to become less scraw ly, even
m it w as undecipherable.
Mot m u ch can be inferred from the resu lts o f m y sittin gs.
>ey m ust b e set dow n either as failures or as unim portant, as
dged fro m the standpoint of the outside o bserver. I h a v e inuated in m y gen eral notes w h y the su ccess in g e ttin g certain
mes w ill n o t appear im portant to the reader w h o adm its the
uibtiily t h a t the inform ation m igh t h ave been obtained b y in-

iries.

K n o w in g all the circum stan ces in the case I cannot

nonally in d u lg e in the sam e scepticism on the point.

W h ile

was p o ssib le to obtain th is inform ation b y in q u iry o f the
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m em bers o í m y household I am confident th at there is not good
reason for su sp e ctin g it to h ave been a fact, th ough admitting
also that I cannot ap peal to the nam es obtained a s indicating
o b je ctiv e ly w h a t w e desire in so im portant a m atter, I must
sa y a lso that I think th e force o f scepticism lies in anoth er direc
tion a lto g eth er, and does not a ffect M rs. S ., bu t m yself. The
w riting w as so poor and scra w ly that the interpretation is
liab le to the accusatio n that it w a s an illusion o f apperception on
m y part. I h ave indicated th is b y the nature o f m y notes. In
some cases I did not recognize the writing until 1 suspected who
w a s meant by it. In others, when recognized, one w h o did not
p re v io u sly k now the nam e supposed to be m ean t w o u ld have
difficulty in a d m ittin g that it w a s free from su spicion a s to its
in te g rity . T h e repetitions help to rem ove the doubt on this
point, bu t in sp ite of all apologies o f this so rt there rem ain s the
fact that a n y one else w o u ld see seriou s difficulties in th e reading
that I g a v e of the w ritn g . I f there w ere a n y certitu d e th at th<
nam e o f m y w ife ’s m other w a s a ctu a lly given , and a ls o that oi
her father, I could speak more favorably of the whole series oí
nam es, a s I can be v e r y certain th at no one abo ut th e house
could in a n y w a y k n o w the m aiden nam e of m y w if e 's mother
I alone k n o w in g it and not certain even o f this u n til I look«
it up afterw a rd . B u t I am m y se lf extrem ely d o u b tfu l abou
the w r itin g b e in g fa irly interpretable a s re fe rrin g t o h er. e
stra n ger w h o did not k n o w the nam e w o u ld n o t s u s p e c t th
resem blance.

T h e nam e u F r y " w a s repeated often e n o u g h t<

m ake the cla im s of the supernorm al m ore plausible, w h e th e r w
choose to regard it a s telepathic o r sp iritistic. B u t t a k in g th
whole series o f sittings together I am not disposed to a tta c h an
w eigh t to the evidence, as it is too com p licated w ith c o n fu sio
to sp eak o f its contents as con fidently as the eviden tial próblet
requires.
T h e re is an interesting incident that con firm s th is c o n clu sio
if w e can a tta ch any w e ig h t to the incident itself. O n e o f m
o b jects in the experim ents w a s to h a v e the trance p e r s o n a l it i<
in the P ip er case try their p o w ers on the fitness o f M r s . S . ft
m edium istic phenom ena.

D r. H o d g so n and I th erefo re a rra n g e

to h ave o u r sittin gs sim ultaneous, and to t r y c o m m u n ica tic
w ith each other, and then to h ave an estim ate m ade o f m y cas
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These arrangem ents w ere carried out.

I w a s not su ccessfu l,

however, in g e ttin g a n y m essage th rough , h a v in g heard nothing
whatever o f the attem pt m ade at the sittin g o f M arch I6th . I
had intended to tr y it at the sittin g o f M arch 12 th , bu t sa w from
the difficulties of g e ttin g even autom atic w r itin g that it w a s use
less. B ut near the close of the sittin g w ith M rs. P ip er on th at
date, M arch 12 th , at A rlin g to n H eigh ts, sim ultaneous w ith m y
sitting and a b o u t 1 1 : 3 0 or 1 2 o ’clock D r. H o d g so n told R ecto r,
the control in M rs. P ip e r’s case, w h at I w a s d oing, and intim ated
what w as w an ted o f him . H e w en t on to finish the sittin g and
after he* had closed it w ith the usual form of statem en t it ap
peared as if he su d d en ly recollected an im portant point, and
there w as w ritte n out in a v e r y stro n g hand the m e ssa g e : 11 R e 
member -------------•------------ H y s lo p ." I omit p urpo sely the p ass
sentence th at had been agreed upon betw een m y father and m y 
self on F e b r u a r y 7th , 19 00 at a sittin g w ith M rs. P ip er. O n the
next day, M a rc h 13 t h , R e cto r took up a part o f the sittin g at
which Dr. H o d g so n w a s present w ith M rs. P ip er d iscu ssin g the
Ease of M rs . S . I report it as give n , w ith the om ission of refer
ences to o th er cases not a ffe c tin g mine.

"F rie n d in looking o ver the light in the distance with friend
Hyslop there is little indeed to be said by us concerning it, or the an
tecedents th erein ............th e re in .. .exercised by the so-called light.
We see little, and only little. It is really not worth recording, i. e.,
te genuineness o f it. ( Y o u mean that there is little real light, but
wi much.)
Y e s , have we not so expressed it, in different words,
»h ap s? ( I s there enough for you to send any message th ere?) •
So, there is not. (Th en is it worth our spending any more time
¿out it here n o w ? )
[H a n d listens to invisible.]
(H a v e you any
idrice to g i v e ? )
Y e s , and hast thou an article o f his, H yslo p ’ s
nend? ( N o . )
We will f o r absolute surety send Prudens there at once and see
»wisely w h a t the conditions are while the meeting is going on. W e
sk thee to a sk him to be w a ry . T h e so-called light as seen by us is
H a light g iv e n from our world at all, but the conditions a re de
r i v e and fan cifu l.
(Then, d o you see whether the deception is on the part o f the
npaliminal consciousness, or is it due to the subliminal o r undertntum?)
Su blim inal and not supraliminal. A n d therefore the
■ bject is n o t consciously deceiving, but a few suggestions from the
xperimenter w ould soon determine in his mind the conditions aa
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herein described. It would be infinitely wiser to suggest to the sub
ject that the statements, visions, etc., w ere due to the hidden con
sciousness, and were being produced through the condition known as
th ou gh t tra n sferen c e.

(S h e has, I understand from you, a capacity for receiving im
pressions to some extent telepathically from incarnate persons.)
Y e s and not discarnatc. T h is explains absolutely the conditions
there represented. [H and then thumps the table once, then points
to invisible,]
Prudens. T h e statements by the spirit registering a re correct.
( Y o u mean by R ecto r?) Y e s, I do. Prudens.
W e can point out numerous cases similar. ( It is quite frequent
do you find ?) Y e s, in our long search for other lights than the one
through which w e now operate we find this unfortunately to be the
case. (D o you in such cases see a ligh t?) N ot in all such, but with
an exceptional few .
(D o you mean a light that cannot be used by discarnatc spirits?)
N o, but a light which if rightly developed and understood could be
used at times by discam ate spirits.”
T h is record which is here abbreviated is printed in complete
detail in the P ro c e e d in g s A m . S . P . R ., V o l. I V , pp. 4 4 6 - 4 5 4 with
notes explaining the influence of M rs. Piper’s subconscious preju
dices on the results.
Som e further statements w ere made about other cases, com
paring them with m y own, and they ended with the sentence:
" T h e re is in the person w ith H y s lo p a ligh t bu t not a deceptive
one.”
I h ave g iv e n this accou n t free from som e o f the co n fu sio n ;
that o ccurred in the o riginal, and also v e r y m uch a b b re v ia te d
o m ittin g, h o w ev e r, on ly those portions p ertain in g to c a s e s not
connected w ith the present experim ents and the con versation
that took place betw een D r. H o d g so n and R e cto r a b o u t certair
m isun derstan dings betw een them . I h ave given all t h a t w it
th ro w a n y light upon the v ie w th at the tran ce p e rso n a litie s ii
the P ip er case take re g ard in g the su b ject o f m y e x p e rim e n t
T h e reader m a y form his ow n opinion re sp ectin g th e m .
Th<
fo llo w in g fa c ts h o w e v e r w ill help in the interp retatio n o f thi
relevance and im portance of these statem ents.
( 1 ) It has been already seen that m y o w n e x p e rim e n ts w en
p ractical failures, un less w e choose to adm it te le p a th y in t o th
case to account for the coincidences.
T h is would co n firm tb
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judgment of the trance personalities as regard s th ough t tra n s
ference in m y case.

( 2 ) T h e record in C h ap ter I I ind icates with

sufficient clearn ess the p o ssib ility o f su b jective visions.

(3 ) T h e

general verd ict of R e cto r coincides w ith the conditions as I should
mart naturally describ e them from this side at the tim e, w h a t
ever we m a y think of them a t o th er tim es.

(4 ) T h e evident

indications of seco n d ary p erso n ality in the M artian m atter and
other incidents seem to ju s tify the verd ict o f R e cto r reg ard in g
the influence o f the sublim inal. ( 5 ) T h e acu te ad vice to try
suggestion th ro u gh the norm al con sciousn ess or supralim inal
indicate p recisely the experim ent w h ich I h ave been tr y in g all
dong, though in an indirect w a y . I could not do it d irectly.
( shall explain in the conclusion the w a y in w h ich this w a s done.
On M arch 19 th I g a v e a c ry sta l ball to M rs. S . for experim ent.
first it produced no effect, bu t it w a s not lo n g before
ttuld see faces. T h e first th in g noticed w a s a reflection o f
mu face in the c ry s ta l, bu t th is p resen tly developed into
face of some one else. She could not recognize any face
bus appeared.

she
her
the
that

In a sh ort tim e she could see h er ow n double

«side the reflected im age o f h e r o w n face. T h is double repeated
tself in se v e ra l attem p ts a t experim ent, and once a face appeared
a if that o f a dead person, as it w a s v e ry pale.
Io the e v e n in g the experim ent w a s repeated and th is tim e she
ould see v a rio u s th in gs besides faces. La n d sca p e s, a ra ilw a y
rack, etc. w ere seen, but nothing recognizable and nothing sugvsting th e supernorm al.
An in terval o f some days elapsed before any further sittings
¡’ere held a n d these w ere held a fte r M rs. S. returned to her
»me. S h e w a s too ill from the " G rippe " to continue them
ere and s h e had to re co v e r h er norm al health before a n y more
ttempts w e r e m ade. T h e first w a s held on A p ril 3rd. T h e
fenchette w a s used and M r. S . reports that M rs. S . w as quite
onsdous d u r in g it.

T h e fo llo w in g is the r e s u lt:

April 3 r d , 19 0 1. “ ( I s there a spirit present?) Y e s . (W h o is
:?) M ar ( ? ) . (W ill you tell me who you a r e ? ) M r, ( ? ), yes.
If you a re a spirit will you w rite y e s ? ) Y e s. (G o o n . Please tell
x who y o u a r e ? )
[T h e hand began to trem ble.] M rs. [scraw l.]
Please w r it e the last nam e.) H y s (P lease write the last name.)
Hand and a rm trembled some.] H yslop. (W ill you w rite your
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fin t iu m e ? )
[scraw ls.]
[ I asked M rs. S . if she knew who was
writing and she said she did not. T h e hand trembled and no reply
w a s m ade.]
( Y o u m ay go on. W rite w hat you please.)
[Same
scraw ls resembling * M r . ' or ' M r s . a n d then lines across th e page.]
( I s the sam e person here now that w as h ere?) N o . ( W h o is here
n o w ?) [ N o reply.] (W ill you w rite your nam e?) N o . (D o yon
understand that I w ish you to w rite yo u r nam e?)
[ N o reply.]
(G o on as you please.)
[A n sw e r undecipherable. O ne w o rd may
be * yes \ but the rest is unintelligible. Looks like the nam e Weis.]
( I don't understand. W rite it again.)
[T h ere is an apparent at'
tempt to repeat the previous w riting which w a s undecipherable, but
it is still unintelligible. T h e last w ord m ight be 1 m a r '.]
[M r s . S.
w as here given a rest fo r a little while and then the w ritin g began
with the following suggestion.] ( G o on as you please.) [ T h i s was
followed by a lot o f circular scraw ls in the form o f loops which
terminated with the w ord 1 H ystop ’ .]
(W ill you please w rite it
again ?) [C ircu la r scra w l] H [circular scraw l] V [circu la r scrawl]
S [circu lar scra w l] L [circular scraw l] O [circular s c ra w l] P [cir
cular scraw l] P . ( I asked him to repeat the last. T h e a n sw e r was)
[circu lar scraw l] R [circular scra w l] O [circular s c ra w l] B [ a r cular scraw l] E [circular scraw l] R [circu lar scraw l] T . ( H a v e I
the letters right ?) [N o reply and the sitting ended.] ”

M rs, S . reports the fo llo w in g vision o r apparition d u r in g the
w r itin g o f the plan ch ette. " W h ile th e m achine w a s w r it in g I
sa w a m an sta n d in g b y the door w ith a m ask o v er h a lf h i s face.
A s I w a tch ed it th e m ask seem ed to p ass a w a y . T h e h e a d was
rath er broad acro ss the forehead and there w e re chin a n d side
w h isk ers, and no h air on the top o f h is head. T h e re w a s quite
a little on the sides o f the head. T h e e y e s w e re ra th e r l a r g e and
dark, and the nose quite prom inent.”
A sk e d b y M r, S . as to her opinion o f th e sittin g M r s . S . e x
pressed h erself v e r y em p h atically as fo llo w s : “ I feel v e r y posi
tive that no sp irits w e re here w ritin g .

I am sure t h a t

I did

not w rite these th in gs that appeared. I think th at t h e y w e n
due to u n conscious m ovem ents o f the arm . I cannot t h i n k that
M r. H y s lc p could not w rite his nam e w ith o u t m a k in g thosi
sc ra w ls .”
T h e apparition seen during the w r itin g h as som e i n t e r e s t ii
th is connection. In som e of its features it is a d e s c r ip t io n o
m y father, or near enough to su g g e st him . B u t the in t e r e s t ! nf
p a rt o f it is the fact th at a picture o f m y fa th e r h u n g in m]
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H e w a s the cen ter o f a

group representing him self and us children w h en w e w ere quite
young.

M rs . S , un doubtedly sa w the picture, bu t w a s neither

told what it w a s nor asked to k n o w .

T h e o n ly natu ral inference

possible fo r a n y one w h o s a w it w o u ld be to suppose th at it w a s
my father, as it w a s the o n ly ph otograph in the room excep t
one other group not mentioned. M rs. S . also has shown herself
all along to be very keen a t inference and suspicion, and where
scientific purposes are not to be kept secret, inquiries whether her
suspicion is correct or not w ould be easy and the answer trust
worthy, if there were a n y propriety in doing so. W e can suppose,
therefore, th at the apparition is the result o f subliminal action based
upon her suspicions when at m y home.
T am n o t inclined, h o w e v e r, to interpret the vision in th is w a y .
There is no t reason enough to suppose th a t it represented m y
father. T w o fa c ts are rath er fatal to this supposition.
My
father's b ea d w a s n o t broad a t the forehead and h is e yes w e re
not large n o r dark. H is head w a s u n u su ally n a rro w a t th e fore
head, h is e y e s sm all and o f a bluish g r a y tint. T h e other fea
tures d escrib ed w e re applicable enough to him , bu t are poor
evidence t o m ake a n y decision upon fo r iden tity. I h ave toler
ated the p o ssib ility o f its rep resen tin g him fo r tw o purposes,
First, it i s a good illustration o f apparitions th a t people h ave
the habit o f reco gn isin g as rep resen tin g a g iv e n person w h en the
evidence o f id en tity is w o rth less.

Se co n d ly , it enables m e to

produce a p o ssib le explanation in the supposition of sublim inal
personation a risin g o u t o f a possible th ough t w h o se occurren ce
can h a rd ly be doubted. I n spite o f all th is, h o w e v er, I am in
clined to th in k that it is a pure fabrication o f the sublim inal and
not the re p ro d u ctio n o f a n y p a st thought w ith reference to m y
father.

T h e w r itin g o f the nam e h as no sign ificance, and M rs,

S. not o n ly h a s had abun dant o p po rtu n ity to k now it, bu t it w a s
deliberately given her while in the trance in Ja n u a ry (p. 2 4 6 ) ,
A s in d ica tio n o f secon dary p erso n ality and even its delicate
mental o p e ra tio n s it is in terestin g to note th a t this o ccu rs im 
mediately fo llo w in g the v isit to N e w Y o r k and sim p ly takes up
the mental thread left o ff there.
E v e n the scraw ly writing and
confusion a re exam p les o f this con tinu ity. T h e circu la r loops
nuy be tr e a te d as sublim inal badinage. T h e y are like the line
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d ra w n b y H a rriso n C lark e to represent m a rch in g at the last
sittings o f m y series in Ja n u a ry {p , 2 5 0 ) .

A p ril 4th, 19 0 1.

Planchette used.

M rs. S . conscious.

The

first com m un icato r a M iss T h o m p so n and the next apparently
m y father.
" ( I s there a spirit h ere?) Y e s. (G o on.) R e v e r Beach. (Is
it R evere B e a ch ?)
[ I thought that it might be the R ev. Jno. W .
Beach, a m inister that I knew ve ry well. H e w as a very old man
when I last saw him and I thought that perhaps he w as dead and was
w riting. T h e idea of R evere Beach w as fa r from m y thoughts.]
R evere, Y e s. (G o on, write as you please.) Thom as. (W h a t is
the last nam e?)
that is [‘ t’s * crossed and ‘ i ’ dotted,]
(Please
write what you last wrote again. I cannot sec it ve ry plainly.) that
is [* t's ’ crossed and ‘ i ' dotted again.]
(P le a se w rite y o u r first
nam e.) M iss
i ’ dotted.] (W h a t is the name a fte r the * M iss ’ ?)
[T h is question w as intended to have the name completed as nothing
had been written a fte r * M iss N o reply w as given.] (G o o n, write
as you w ish.) revere Beach m iss Thom pson, [T h e letter 1 m ’ was
written before and immediately connected with ' revere '.] ( I s M iss
Thom pson yo u r correct nam e?) Y e s. ( A ll right. G o on a s you
w ish .) T ell papa—
(D id you write 'te ll p a p a ’ ?) Y e s .
(W h o
is p a p a ?) N o. (D o n ’t you want to tell m e ?) Y e s. ( G o o n . E x 
plain please. Y o u said 'T e l l p a p a ’ . W h a t do you m e a n ?)
You
found me.
( A ll right, go on. Is Lillian your first n a m e ? )
[I
thought o f a M iss Lillian Thom pson that I knew. She w a s no t dead
as fa r as I knew. She was in good health last summer. Y e t I did
not know but that she might have died. I never knew th at sh e had
anything to do with R evere Beach. Th ere w as no a n sw e r to my
question, and w e w ere interrupted at this point by callers a n d the
sitting w as postponed for an hour and a h alf.] "
M rs. S. adds the fo llo w in g note to this sittin g.

“ About

' M iss T h o m p so n o f R evere B each ’ I w ish to sa y th at I d o not
k n o w o f a n y person liv in g there and n ever did. I n e v e r h a d any
corresponden ce w ith a n y one liv in g there. I never v i s i t e d the
place but once and that w a s in the sum m er o f 18 8 5 w h e n w it h a
p a rty o f frien ds w e w e n t for a ride and o n ly rem ained f o r about
an hour o r tw o at the longest. I did not meet a n y o n e there
w h ile there th at I knew . W e sat d o w n for a sh o rt t i m e , then
w alk ed alo n g the beach to C rescen t B each and th en to o k the
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train for home. D u rin g this tim e I did not leave the p a rty a n d
no others joined the co m p an y th e re ."
Mr. S. ad d s fo r h im self; “ I k now of no one connected w ith
Revere Beach and n ever d id ,"

[C o p ie d A p ril 11 t h , 19 0 1.]

A t ten m inutes o f 9 p. m. the sittin g w as resum ed and the
communicator purported to be m y father. T h e re w a s n o th in g
but repetition of attem p ts to g iv e his nam e, a fte r it had been
written quite clea rly once.
.
"S h o w me

*

*

, [followed by the loops o f the previous

date and a p p a re n tly the letters ' rn b e r n ' and tw o letters that
are undecipherable.]
(G o on.)
remember Robert Hyslop.
(Is
this Robert H y slo p ?)
[H an d began to tremble.] Y e s ." Th is w a s
followed b y a line and ap p aren tly the letter 4u

and then th e

pencil continued in a line w ith m arks in it in d icatin g several
pauses. T h is w a s follow ed b y unintelligible s c ra w ls w h ich began
the w ritin g a fter th e substitution o f the pencil for the planchette.
From this point on the tim e w a s taken up in attem p ts to w rite
something w h ich is not cle a rly in telligible, e xce p t that it is un
doubtedly not an attem p t to g iv e the p ass sentence. T h e first
thing a p p a re n tly intelligible is either * S le s o e n ' or ‘ H esoen
The questions w ere sim p ly req u ests to w rite more clea rly o r
inquiries to k n o w w h o w a s w ritin g . T h is caused the rep etitio n s
probably. A f t e r w r itin g so m eth in g like * H o H rslo p ' the w o rd
became * H e s l o w w r i t t e n tw ice, and then ' H e s lo p ' follo w ed
by ‘ H e s l o w ' again. T h is w a s repeated until the close o f the
sitting a n d this w a s six tim es, w ith o n ly sligh t variatio n s.
Th ere is nothing for com m ent in the sittin g excep t the indi
cations o f seco n d ary p ersonality. T h e w o rd s are too unintelli
gible in a ll bu t tw o o r three instan ces to con sider them as h a v in g
any definite meaning fo r intentions o f any reasonable sort. T h ere
is only th e p au city of k n o w led ge exhibited th a t m ust eviden tly
be the c a s e re g a rd in g m y fath er w h ere n o th in g has been asked
for by h er a n d n o th in g im parted to M rs. S.
April 5th , 19 0 1 . Planchette work. M rs. S . conscious. “ ( A r e
there any sp irits present?) [A n sw e r w as a pause of about ten min
utes, follow ed b y scraw ls.) (W h o is h ere?) M e [follow ed by some
undecipherable letters.]
(W rite the second answer again.)
Me
[followed b y scraw ls in loop form repeated over and over again until
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the page w as filled, in response to the request to have the w riting of
the second question dime again.]
(P lea se write your name plainly.)
[L a rg e scraw ls though they
represent lines definitely drawn, most of them in the shape of tilt
figure 8 lying on its side, and then suddenly followed b y the dear
w riting or the name George.] (W h a t is the last nam e?)
[Th e last
mentioned scraw ls again covered another page and in the midst of
them w as written clearly the name Sm ead.]
(Is yo u r last name Sm ead ?)
[ A few lines drawn across the
page and then:] Y e s.
[Follow ed b y serpentine scraw ls.]
( Will
you tell me more about y o u rse lf?)
[Lin es drawn again across the '
page, some straight and some curved.]
(W h a t does that mean?)
[B etw een tw o o f them w ritten :] Mines. (D o you mean * m ines’ ?)
Y es. (G o on.) H e knows.
(T h e next question w as a mental one, not asked aloud .] (Does
it refer to some one killed in the m ines?) Y e s. [M en ta l question
asked.] ( A r e you su re ?) Y e s. (G o on.) [Th ere w as then drawn
some lines across the page representing apparently som ething like a
triangle, though not intended fo r this. In it near the base was
drawn a pocket-like figure and tw o lines connecting it w ith the edge,
or surface o f the larger figure. T h e n :] H e will know. [Another
mental question.]
(W h o ? M y fath er?) Y e s. [M en tal question
again,] ( A r e you su re ?) Y e s . [T h en aloud.] ( W h o will know?
W ill you w rite his n am e?) Joseph.
[A nother mental question.]
(Jo sep h Sm ead ?)
Y e s.
(Josep h W h o ? )
* *
[undecipher
able.] Brother. [A n o th er mental question.] ( M y fa th e r?) Yes.
(W h o m do you m ean? M y father, Joseph Sm e a d ?) Y e s . (Go
on.)
[S c ra w ls like tw o figures 8 , and then:] Sylve ster, Calvin,
George. (G o on.)
[ A serpentine line draw n across the page and
under it a straight line, and between them the word : * father *.]
[M en tal question.]
( M y father’s fath e r?)
Y e s. ( T h a t is what
you mean, is it? ) Y e s , Samuel.
(G o on.)
Tell Joseph father tried ( ? ) — (M ental question.]
( Y o u wish me to tell m y father.) Y e s. (G o on.) Sylvester —
[M ental question,]
( M y brother?) Y e s, B illy.
( I s my brother
S y lv e ste r here ?) Y e s.
[ A t this point I had used all the paper I had on the table and I
asked 'C a n I get some p a p e r ? ']
N o.
(G o on.)
W e are busy.
(A IÏ right. I will t iy to manage it.) Y e s, tell fath er we all came
tonight and send our love to him and mother, ( I w ill.) Y e s. (Go
on.)
Good night.
(Is there a spirit here n o w ?)
[ N o answer.
Seance stopped a fte r lasting an hour and ten minutes,] ”
In regard to this sittin g M rs. S . w ro te im m ediately after it
the fo llo w in g acco u n t o f h er k n o w led ge and ignorance in respect
to the matters concerned.
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" A l l I know o f w h a t w a s w ritten to n igh t w a s that som e one
by the name of G eo rge w a s present, and then th at the nam e
Sinead w a s w ritten . I do not k n o w a n y one besides o u r little
boy George that b ears the nam e in th e Sm e a d fa m ily , and n e v e r
did, he being nam ed fo r m y o w n broth er G eo rge S . R obertson.
The machine m ade a lot of lines.

W h a t th ey w e re I do not k n o w .

Then after that I did not k now w h a t w a s w ritten , bu t M r. S .
asked if it w a s h is fath er, Jo se p h Sm ead , th at w a s m eant, and I
do not k now w h a t it w ro te m rep ly, excep t th at S y lv e s te r said
he was present. I felt th a t S y lv e s te r w a s present, but w h o else
1 cannot te ll."
M r. S . ad d s som e rem ark s of h is o w n re g ard in g the sittin g.
“ I noticed ” , he sa y s, “ that there w a s no tre m b lin g of the hand
or arm as in th e case w h en M r. and M rs. H y s lo p claim ed to
communicate. I noticed also th at the com m un icato rs w h o tried
to control th e m achine seem ed obliged to m ake several sc ra w ls
before th ey could w rite. I t looked as if th ey w e re p ractisin g.
They w e re a ll n e w com m un icato rs unless w e excep t m y bro th er
Sylvester. W h o the G eo rg e Sm ead is o r can be I cannot im agine.
I do not k n o w a n y of m y fath e r's people b y th a t nam e th at can
be dead.
" T h e reason that there were so many mental questions w a s
that 1 co u ld not help a sk in g them . I w o u ld o b serve so m eth in g
written, and I w o u ld ask a t once in vo lu n tarily the m ental ques
tion and a s soon as it w a s asked th e a n sw e r w o u ld be w ritten
at once a n d then the m achine w ould continue w ritin g . I did not
have tim e to w rite d o w n th e question, bu t cou ld rem em ber them
afterward and inserted them a cc o rd in g ly .”
In o r d e r to be co n clu sive the m ental questions should h a ve
been o f a so rt w h o se a n sw ers w e re other than * Y e s ’ and ' N o '.
This m a y b e tested in futu re experim ents, bu t no im portance
<an be attached to such as appear in this sitting. Th ere is, how 
ever, an in te re stin g su g gestio n re g ard in g the rich a d a p tab ility of
the su b lim in al in the absen ce o f a trem b lin g hand w h en the
“ co m m u n ica to rs” are not m y fath er and w ife . T h e repetition
of that tr e m b lin g w h ich w a s associated w ith th eir perso n alities
at my hom e some weeks before, when they purported to appear
at her o w n home, is a significant fact that in the estimation o f the
delicate su b lim in a l m ach in e ry invo lved.

W h ile it m a y not p ro ve
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m uch if a n y th in g for secon dary p erso n ality it is certainly the
v e r y phenom enon that w e should e xp e ct on th at hypothesis.

A p ril 9th , 19 0 1. P lanch ette used. M rs. S . conscious, but
tired. M u ch confusion and incoherence in the w ritin g .
“ I began " , M r. S . says, " by talking about H arrison Clarke,
saying that I w as somewhat so rry that 1 had sent him away so
roughly, and invited him to write if he were present. T h e planchette
at once began to write, and 1 supposed that our old friend had re
turned, but I w as m istaken."
" In reply to m y question about H arriso n Clarke the planchette
w rote a word that is undecipherable. I t m ight be a rough attempt
at ' h is to r y ', or as conjectured at the time a rougher attempt at
* p l a t e r s [ I think the more probable attempt is ‘ histor \ J . H . H ,]
I made a figure 2 and drew a line to indicate where m y second ques
tion, 1 G o on *, w as to be inserted, the line crossing the w o rd written,
when the planchette at once erased the figure 2 and the line indi
cating that the line ought not to be there. 1 recognized the meaning
and a sk ed :] ( I s that correct?) Y e s. (E x p la in .) It historian— is
a—
[T h e pencil came back to the space between * I t * and * histor
ian and wrote ' is a 1 between them, and in a vertical direction, so
that the sentence would read ‘ It is a historian ’ .]
" (E x p la in .)
R ead it, yes. (W r ite it again.) Y e s , it w a s a
historian that w rote his name, that could not w rite m ore, but I am
not him. (W h o do you mean is a historian?) I a s [ ' I as ’ erased]
I am said to be Plato, but I am not. (W h o are y o u ? ) W ill that do?
( N o , kindly tell me who you w ere on earth?)
N o t at present.
(W e re you a philosopher when you lived h ere?)
N o . ( T e ll me
more about yo u rself.) Platow ( ? ) R osstor * *
[undec.] is he
to * *
[undec.] E ssie ( ? ) is she * *
[undec.] do t r y him.
yes. (C a n I read it? ) Y e s. (W ill you w rite ?) Platow e Rosstoln
[last word uncertain.] (W h a t is the first letter in the second w o rd ?)
[sm all letter ‘ r ’ written tw ice.] ( I s that ‘ P ’ in first word ?) looks
that w ay to us. ( I cannot understand that word * Platowe
W r it e
it again, please.)
N o, Platoar, yes, ar. Platers. ( ? )
( W i l l you
write the last word plainly?) Rossiter, yes. (T e ll us the m eaning
o f all this m ixture o f w ords.) [T h e answer to this question though
it occupies a page is wholly undecipherable. T h e word ‘ y e s ’ is ap 
parent, and also the word ‘ f a u l t a n d after this last p ossibly * look
as if yu \ But nothing intelligible is ascertainable.] ”
T h is is a m ost interesting sittin g w h en w e com e to k n o w the
incidents that g a v e rise to the contents recorded.
T h e y show
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undoubted evidence of seco n d ary personality.

T h e first o f the

incidents refers to the m ention of a historian .
follows.

It originated as

Some tim e a g o a sittin g w a s held and the results seem ed to
Mr. S. so w o rth less that he tore up the sheets and th re w them
away. A s a result o f th is present sittin g and an experience o f
Mrs. S, to be narrated im m ediately he looked up the fragm en ts
and sent m e one o f them pieced together. O n it he had w ritten
at the time the nam e of C h a rle s N . W e ir as the interpretation
of the name of the com m unicator. T h e re is no date fixed to the
paper, and M r. S . cannot rem em ber e x a c tly when it occurred.
But M rs. S . narrates the fo llo w in g experience th at took place
on the afternoon of the d ay on w h ich the p resen t sittin g occurred.
I give her o w n sto ry.
" A w h ile a g o there w a s a person that tried to w rite h is nam e,
but had a v e r y hard tim e d o in g it. T h e nam e proved to be
Charles N . W e ir or W e is . H e w ish ed v e r y m uch to g iv e som e
kind of a m essage, but could not w rite a n y th in g th at w a s read
able, so w e p aid no m ore attention to it.
“ But on A p r il 9th I w a s look ing through som e books for the
letter th at I k n o w M rs. Ja n e s w ro te in regard to M au d e ’s death,
when one o f the books that I took up sta ye d open at one page.
I did not p a y a n y atten tion to it except to notice that the w o rd
‘ W eis’ w a s in v e r y black ty p e , bu t took the le ave s up again to
run them th ro u gh to find the letter I w a s sea rch in g for, w h en
my hand stopped at the sam e p age, and this tim e as it stopped
there the im p ressio n cam e to m e ' N o t W e ir, but C h arles W e is
iod so I looked to see w h a t the first nam e w a s th at w a s given
with ’ W e i s ’ and w a s m uch su rp rised to find th at it w a s C h a rle s
Weis. T h e n I looked to see w h ere he lived and w h en he died, or
if be w a s dead. I did not read the w hole o f the article, but ju st
where he lived , and at the end to see if he w a s dead. T h e n I
looked o v e r to the opposite page to see w h a t nam e w a s given
with ‘ W e i r ’ and it w as v e ry different. S o I read m ore about
him and in m y m ind g o t it m ixed up w ith * C h arles W e i s / that I
had noted first, supposing that he was some P ro fesso r o f lan
guages in so m e u n iv ersity. I k n o w that w h en 1 sa w the name
'Weis, C h a r l e s ’ I did not look to see w h a t his occupation w as,
because I co u ld not con scio u sly w rite it if I tried. W h e n that
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ev en in g the in telligen ce said he w a s a h istorian I could not be
lieve I had k n o w n th at fact, bu t I think th at I m u st have known
it un co n scio usly.
" I w ish to add th at I took p ain s to tell M r. Sm ead of my
book exp erien ce ju s t a s soon as I w en t d o w n -stairs that after
noon.*'
M r. S , certifies also that M rs. S . told him the experience that
afternoon upon her com in g d o w n -stairs.
T h e n ex t incident is quite as interesting. O n M arch 17th
w h ile M rs. S . w a s v isitin g me fo r experim ent I had a sittin g with
another person in th is city w h o m 1 shall call M rs. M . I told
M rs, M . p u rp o sely th at I w a s exp erim entin g w ith anoth er me
dium.

In the co u rse o f her tra n ce she told me th at the control

in m y other case, th a t o f M rs. S , w h o se p erso n ality and identity
I had not revealed, w a s Plato. I narrated th e fact w h en I re
turned hom e a t th e table, and w e all had a h e a rty lau gh at it.
M rs. S . treated it as h u m o ro u sly as the rest o f us. N o w it turns
up here that her sublim inal action denies ju st w h a t th e supra
liminal had laughed a t on that earlier date. T h e nam e it w ill be
noticed is not spelled rig h tly , and it sh o w s that the subliminal
ap p aren tly h a s difficulties of this kind in p ro p er n a m e s where
there is not a n y reason to suspect spirits. O n the contrary,
w h en there is reason to suppose th at it is seco n d ary personality,
and not sp irits at all. I t m ust be rem arked, h o w ever, th a t the
erro r is in p art due to the sitter, as the w ord P la to w a s clearer
at first than w h en ‘ P la t e r s ’ w a s su g gested b y th e s itte r in his
attem p ts to deciph er it.
T h e w o rd * R o ssite r ’ has no m ean ing th at is determ in able in
th is connection. I t also appears th at this form o f the w o r d is the
final result of su ggestio n , as it is quite ce rta in ly m o re like
* R o s s t o r ' at first.
Both incidents reflect the influence of secondary personality.
T h e evid en t im pression on the m ind o f M rs. S . in connection
w ith the nam e W e is w a s that there w as here so m e th in g o f in
terest, and the subliminal corrected some o f her assum ptions in
sa y in g th a t it w a s ’ h isto ria n ’ th at w a s righ t. T h e r e is besides
no proof that the nam e w ritten a t the sittin g w h o se r e c o r d w as
destroyed w a s th at o f ‘ W e is ’ . A c c o rd in g to th e re c o rd it was
supposed to be ‘ W e ir
and n o th in g but the exp erien ce o f M rs.
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S. on th e aftern oo n of the d a y on the e v en in g o f w h ich the sittin g
was held suggests a connection.
On A p ril 3rd there w as a
word w hich looked like the name ' W e i s ' (p. 3 3 8 ) in the sitting
in w hich m y father p u rp o rts to com m unicate. I t is too doubtful
an interp retation h o w e v e r to a tta ch a n y special sign ifican ce to
it.

T h e con sequ en ce is th at the evidence is in favo r o f sublim inal

action a n d not a n y extran eo u s in te lligen ce.

It is only to b e re

marked a s a m atter of som e interest that there is no claim o f
spirits in it. N e ith e r is th is the case in reference to the nam e
Plato. O n the c o n tra ry this idea is renounced. B u t in spite
of their no t b ein g spiritistic in their a llegatio n s the evidence o f
an influence upon th e sublim in al from the inform ation possessed
by the n o rm a l con sciousn ess is such as to sb o w that it m ust be
reckoned w ith in the exp lan atio n o f the gen eral case.

A p ril 1 1 t h , 19 0 1, P lan ch ette used. M rs. S . conscious, but
quite tired. P resen t a cle rg y m an w h o w a s a friend o f M r, S.
I shall c a ll him M r. H a n so n , a b b re v ia tin g this to M r. H . w hen
necessary.

“ ( I s there a spirit h ere?) Y e s, ( W h o is it? ) a friend. ( A
friend? W rite his nam e.) Y e s . H e cannot w rite much, yes. (G o
on.) I a m not him. (G o on.) W e (o r m e) [erased.] N o , I am
not him. ( W h o is w ritin g ?) M e. (G o on.)
* *
[trndec., but
looks like an attempt to w rite M r. or M rs. T h e last tw o letters,
however, are clearly ' s o ' . ]
a a fe w friends.
(G o on.)
Elder.
Elder. N o , I must not tell w h o I am . ( I do not ask you to tell who
you are, but w ill you tell who a n y of them a re ? ) Y e s , but they can
tell— no, no, no, yes, who they are if they wish.
(G iv e us any names
you please.) Hanoon. ( I s that a nam e?) Y e s. ( I cannot read it.
Repeat it.) Y e s , try it, let E ld e r try . [M r . H anson here began to
ask the questions.] ( I s it D exter San b o rn ?) N o. ( I s it Hanson ?)
look and see. [T h e word ‘ lo o k ’ w as indistinctly written and the
planchette a fte r finishing the sentence moved the pencil back and
erased the w ord and rew rote it clearly under the first instance,]
(G o on.) Does he know m e? ( I s it father H an son ?) I want
you to see. (H o w can I ?) read it. ( I t looks like Hanson. Is that
right?) Y e s , it is me. Y e s, it is me. ( I s it you, fath er?)
[T h is
was asked by M r. H anson in French. N o an sw er was given. M rs.
S. said she knew what the question was and did not allow the answer
‘ y e s' to be written. M rs. S . knows no French, Y e t she said she
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knew what the question was. It seemed to her as if the question
w as asked in English as fa r as the meaning w as concerned.]
(G o on.) T ell your mother I would that w e could be together
once more but she is needed on earth awhile. I need to be here 3
waiting fo r you.
(W rite your middle name fath er.)
[scrawl.]
J * no. one * *
[scraw l, possibly ‘ th
yes, on. Jam es E.
D. [ * E . D ,’ apparently erased.
Scraw l, possibly T . D .]
SE s.
T h éo T e T . no, no. M issions, C —
(Is that word * M issions'?)
Y e s. (R epeat it and go on.) M issions, Canada, [scra w l] pere (?)
P ra re no, no, sh— no, n o ."
" T h e reference to missions is correct.

M r. H anson 's fath er was

interested in F ren ch M issio n s in C an ad a, and w a s a m issio n ary to
the Rom an Catholics to tum them to the Protestant faith. M rs. S.
did not know that he had ever been in Canada, but I did and dûs
statem en t “ M issio n s, C an ad a * m ust be discounted b y so m uch. I
am sure I did not w rite it, h o w ever."

M r. S . had his hand on the

planchette.
T h e “ communicator's ” name w as “ Thom as A . H anson
Th ere seems to be an attempt to give this in the letters MT h é o Te
T . " but the " Jam es E . D .” is w rong. The sitter's name w a s “ E . C.
E . Hanson " ,

A ll that M rs. S . knew o f the sitter’s father w a s that

he w as dead and that when living he had been connected w ith the
French w ork at M anchester, N . H ,, but not that he h ad been in
Canada, at least so fa r as her m em ory goes. Sh e did not k n o w his
Christian name, nor that he w a s an “ E ld er ’* in the C h u rch . The
sitter, who w as as indicated the son o f the " com m unicator " , is not
an E ld e r and M rs. S . knew that he w as not. A s she and M r . S.,
however, are friends o f M r. H anson and have had m any co n versa 
tions with him on these phenomena it is possible that the n a m e of
the sitter's father m ay have slipped out and have been forgo tten
T h ere is no evidence that this is a fact, but also none to the con trary
except the testimony of M r. and M rs. S .

A p ril 13th , 19 0 1 . Planchette used. “ M rs. S . lying on t h e c o u d
and at no time looking on the paper on which the w riting w a s done
P art of the time she w as asleep, and a large part o f it d o z in g .

Th<

writing began in less than thirty seconds from the time s h e place*
her hand on the planchette. W e w ere both thinking o f D r. H y s l o p ’
father and w ife, and hoping to get a message from one o r b o th o
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them, but w e could not control the result by direct or indirect
suggestion.”
" ( A r c there any spirits p resen t?)
Y e s.
(G o on.)
[scraw l.
Possibly M ] [pause.] Cemmore. (Cannot read it.) Seym ore, yes.
(I don't k now what you mean. W rite it again.)
Seesmore. ( I
cannot understand it. Is it ‘ It is m e '? ) N o. (G o ahead.) S e y 
more: ( W h a t is the first letter?)
L [or S .]
( I s it L ? )
No.
{What is it th en ?) S . ( I s it S ? )
Y e s. (W rite it.) Seym ore,
y *—- ( V e r y good. G o o n .) N o ( ? ) . ( I s the name ' S e y m o re ’ ?)
Yes. (G o on.)
Th ank you ser [s ir ], yes, they w i— Christian ( ? ).
(Mental q uestion : ‘ Is that last w ord ' will ’ ?) yes. ( I cannot read
it. W ill y o u rew rite it? )
[scraw ls.] let us—
[Pencil point too
sharp seemed to interfere with the w riting.]
(G o on.) T h at is
what I said- ( I will fix i t L et us try this one? go on.) Y e s, yes,
not that. ( D o you want the other sheet?) Y e s. [ I gave sheet N o ,
3 which had been written on, and the following w as written ju st over
the attempt to write the same before.] they w ill let us try. (G o on.)
Seems good seems good to be here, yes. [ ' Seem s good ' erased and
rewritten m ore distinctly.]
(M ental question: Is it ‘ seems good to be h e re ’ ?) Y e s . (G o
on, please.)
Y o u know us [n s]. U s ? )
Y e s.
(W h o is here?)
You know us.
( I must know yo u r names to recognize yo u .) I did
give m y nam e.
( T o make it certain, write it again.)
Seym ore.
(What is the first nam e?)
[scraw ls. Probably A nn ie.]
(Is it
Carrie?)
C arrie— Caroline— [scraw ls.] no [scraw ls.]
(H a v e
you a middle nam e?) Y e s.
(W h a t is the middle nam e?) a. [ ? ]
[the period w as very strongly m arked.]
[M en tal expression of
doubt.] a. [ ?] [Continued doubt.]
Y e s, A ,
[Period marked in
each case.]
[I did not say a word aloud and these last tw o ' a ’s ’
were written to make me know w hat the letter w as.]
(Is your name Caroline A . Se ym o re ?) Y e s . (H a v e I spelled
the last name righ t?)
I did.
( Y o u d id ?)
Y e s.
( I cannot re
member you. T e ll me anything about yourself, so I will remember
you.) Y o u called to see me and (In what town or c ity ? C an you
tell?) you prayed fo r me.
(W h e re w as the p lace?)
H artford
Conecticu
[Pencil ran over edge o f paper before finishing the
word.]
(W h a t is that w o rd ?) H artford .
(W h a t do you mean
by the w o rd after * H a rtfo rd '? ) Connetcut, [B oth ‘ t’s ' crossed.]
(Tell me more so I can recognize you.)
Y o u came you * *
[rest o f word undecipherable] and that [ ?] other young man.
(Who w as h e ?) A young man. (W h a t w as his nam e?) do not
know, I w as sick then and he read the Book. (T h a t is all possible.)
and you prayed. (W h e re did you live in H a rtfo rd ? ) E a s t side.
(East.) Y e s , E a st S t f t ’ crossed,]
(G o on.)
S t [scraw l, pos
sibly attempt at ‘ S e '.]
(E a s t S t .? )
no. (W h a t do you m ean ?)
Side, yes. ( E a s t side o f w h a t?) I told you f t ’ crossed.]
(D o
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you mean that you lived in E a s t H a r tfo r d ? ) Y e s . (D id you die
th ere?) Som ewhere near it. ( I s that what you m ean ?) Yes.
( Y o u have told me your name w as Caroline A . Seym o re of East
H a rtfo rd , Connecticut, and that you died som ewhere n ear there. Is
that tru e?)
I did write what I want to write. ( * I didn’t write
what I want to w rite
is that it? ) N o . ( G o on.) I did write 1
wanted to thank you and your friend fo r helping me to get here
T e ll him too. (W h a t w as his nam e?) Frank. [C o rre ct.] (What
w as his last nam e?)
I don’t know .
( Y o u think h is name was
F r a n k ? ) Y o u called him that thas ( I have a very faint recollection
o f it. I cannot remember your name. I remember W arfield and
I going over to E a s t H artfo rd . D o you think W arfield w as the last
nam e?) I do not know. (H a v e you anything m o re ?) no o yes,
teU him he * *
[possibly * & \ ] helped me get here, good by. (I
tried to read this for some time and w as not clear, and hence asked
that it be written again on a separate sheet o f paper. I t w a s written
as follow s.) tell [ ‘ t * crossed] him you helped me o [to ] get here.
(G ood night, I am much obliged to you fo r yo u r kind expressions.
W ill you come again ? Y o u will be w elcom e.) Y e s , thank you."
M rs. S , w rote out the following statement im m ediately after the
sittin g:
” A f t e r the planchette w rote the first ' Y e s *, I thought Mr.
Perkins, o f the H a rtfo rd Sem inary, a friend o f ours w h o died in
B razil, w as present, and I thought at the sam e time that if the name
o f M r. Perkins w a s written, one would say it w as caused b y second*
a ry personality, or telepathy, and I hoped it would not be written
and it w as not.
“ W hen M r. Sm ead asked what the young m an's nam e was (the
second tim e) I thought then that it w as M r , Perkins, and I was about
to ask M r. Sm ead if he and M r. Perkins ever went out holding meet
ings together.

B ut I refrained from asking because o f D r. Hyslop's

advice not to speak until the sitting w as over.
“ A t the close o f the sitting M r, Sm ead first spoke o f his impres
sion that M r. Perkins w as there when I told him w h a t m y impres
sions had been, that I thought M r. Perkins had been there all
evening.
" I never w as in E a s t H artford, knew nothing about the place,
never knew that M r. Sm ead ever went there to hold meetings. All
these events w ere before our m arriage ten o r tw elve years ago. I
never knew that M r. Smead had ever been in E a s t Hartford for
y
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I never knew any person by the name

Inquiry in C a st H a rtfo rd results in the following information.
“ Desire (L o o m is ) S e y m o u r .( w ife o f A rdon A .) died F e b ru a ry
22nd, 18 9 4 , at Pleasant St. (m eado w ) aged 7 5 yrs. 8 mos. 2 days.
This is th e only female Seym o u r o f whose death our town has any
record." I t is apparent that this does not fit the record o f the
sitting. B u t it comes fairly close to it.

A p ril 24 th , 19 0 1. Planchette used.
knowing w h a t w as written.

M rs. S . conscious, but not

“ ( W h o is w ritin g ?)
[S c ra w ls and lines all over the page with
two or three letters in the midst o f them quite clearly written. T h e y
were ' rer ’ .
Then without scraw ls on the next page] R u s—
(W rite it plain er.) R u s s e l l . Russell. ( I asked a mental ques
tion, *' W a s your name W illiam Russell ? I f so w rite it.’ ) M y
name w a s not that. Sister’s was.
( G o on.)
Sh e is not here.
(What w a s y o u r nam e?) Steam s— Low ell. (W rite your name. I
cannot read it very w ell.)
M rs. Steam s
(W rite the last word
again.) S te a m s. (T h e name is Steam s, is it? ) Y e s. (W h a t was
your first n am e?) [S c ra w l] what * * Low ell Rose. ( T r y to
tell me yo u r first nam e.)
* *
[Lo o ks like Clelee,]
Lo w e ll
Rosa. [S c r a w l.]
(W ill you tell me who y o u a re ? )
I did. ( I
know that you told me yo u r name, but you did not tell me your first
name. I f I can get that I shall have a fact that I can w ork w ith.)
Rob— [sc ra w l] will kn [k n o w ], ( I w as impatient and said that all
that w a s o f no use.) W ait. ( I will. I am sorry that I w as in a
harry.
I ask your pardon.
G o on.)
Rober [scraw ls] R ober
{Robert? W h a t R o b ert?) R o b e r t will know. (W h a t is the last
word?)
K n o w . (W h a t R o b e rt?)
Russell will K no w .
(R obert
Russell o f Sa n d w ich ?) I told you. D o you know him ? [Question
asked here forgotten.] Y e s , you do. Robert, yes. (W h o m do you
want R obert R ussell to k n o w ?)
M rs. Steam — Lo w ell, his w ife 's
sister. (D id you w rite sister?)
Y e s. (W ill you give your first
name?) *
*
[looks like Celelee as first written and then re
peated less distinctly. Both may be attempt at either * Cecilia ’ or
‘ C e lia '.]
( A r e you Robert R ussell's w ife’s sister?) I am her sis
ter, ( Y o u m ay go on. W h a t is your m essage?)
[S c ra w l. P os
sibly ' S h \ ] she was good to me and she w as good to father, you
will remember him. She told me about your preaching, so I have
hear— [pencil ran off sheet] heard you.
( I s that last word
‘ heard '? )
Y es, it is. ( I cannot read what you have ju st written.
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I can sec that one word looks like ‘ planchctte ’.) Y o u do not read
it [righ tly.]
(W ill you write it a g a in ?) R ead, yes.
(W e ll, you
m ay go on with yo u r message. [S c r a w l.] ask her— I thank her—
tell her—
( I cannot read it. D id you say, ‘ thank M rs. Sinead’ ?)
look, read it better, ye—
( I did and it w as clear. G o o n .) no, I
thank her— tell her. ( Y o u w ant me to thank M rs, R u ssell ?) Yes,
m y father [ ?] does too. ( W h a t w as your father's nam e ?) You
know. [T ru e , I knew his name w as Thom pson.]
( W h a t was his
first nam e?)
[Som ething that I did not know .]
[L in e s draws
across the sheet and at each end a series o f circles. T h is done twke
and on the second line w as w ritten.] wires. (W h a t do you mean
by those w ire s?) A s k on them, ( Y o u w an t me to find out that
w ay?)
Y es.
(Y o u want me to telephone to R obert Russell?)
th a (t) is it. [T h e lines and circles at the end w ere d ra w n again.]
(G o on.) Y o u can ask her what that sister’s name w a s that cam
here last, yes. ( I cannot make it out v e ry well. W ill y o u write it
a g a in ?) no need. (W h a t else can I ask h e r?) I . , [scraw L] I
will come again. (W ill you write it a g a in ?) I w ill com e again—
thank you— M rs s [scraw ls] Stearns ( ? ) . [T h is last is so indis
tinct that it is illegible, except the letters * m s \ T h e reading is a
conjecture.] "
T h e incidents o f this sitting have some interest.

M r . and Mrs.

S . knew the Robert Russell here mentioned four or five years ago.
but have not seen him since they m oved from S------- , excep t two or
three times.

H is w ife ’s sister w as a M rs. K elih er and she had been

dead about a year.

T h e almost undecipherable “ Celelee *’ m ay be an

attempt at this name. H e r husband worked in the S te a m s Manu
facturing Com pany at Law rence, M ass. N either M r. S . nor Mrs.
S . k n ew the la d y o r h er husband, n o r did th ey k n o w where the
husband worked. M rs. Russell’s and M rs. K elih er’s fath er died in
Lo w ell, M ass. M rs. Russell went to Low ell to take care of her
father before he died. T h is possibly explains the allusion in the
message indicating that the sister and fath er thanked M rs. Russell
for being good to him.

T h is w as known to M r. and M rs. S . at the

time. But M r. S . discovered on inquiry that he w a s mistaken in
supposing that the name of M rs. Russell's father w as Thompson
H e learned in his investigation that it was “ S ly e ” . H e had never
known any o f the Slyes connected with the fam ily concerned.
It m ay be a matter o f some note to record the fact that Mrs.
Keliher died in a delirium in which she had lost the sense o f personal
identity. W h en the physician w as called in he asked her her name.

The

xl she replied " M a ry
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She had been told the

unc of the doctor, which w as Buckingham , and on being asked by
m what her last name was, replied " Buckingham

April 25th, 19 0 1. Planchette used, M rs. S . conscious at first,
£>soon became unconscious, passing into this state easily without
in, but with a slight trembling o f the hand. M r, S . reports as
Bows:
* I began by talking about my brother Sylvester, hoping to get
ffl to return and control. W e were surprised to note what took
A scrawl w as draw n and then some w riting which we found
old only be read by the use o f the m irror. I cannot give all the
«boos asked, but they w ere few and unimportant.”
.
"[Scraw ls.] harrison, yes. [M irro r w riting.] ( I s it H arrison
trite?) y— H C . [T h e ' y e s ' w as not completed, and ‘ H C ’
s written in the form o f a monogram, and both in the inverted
le.] So you d i( d ) not do much. [N o rm al.] S o you do not get
fh * *
[tw o or three letters undecipherable, but all in m irror
ring,] * *
[apparently two letters are ‘ nd*.
M irror w rit•I you you b yes. [ M irror writing,]
[The words ‘ you ’ and ' y e s ' w ere written while I w as trying to
d what had already been written. M rs. S .’s hand was on the
nchette alone. M ine had been removed.]
So you have changed yo u r mind. [M irro r w riting.] ( I replied
11 had, that I w as glad that he had returned, and that I hoped he
dd now control the psychic and help others to w rite a s he used to
I then a s k e d : I f this is H arrison C larke will you write your
m in full, so that I m ay know that it is realty y o u ?)
No. [N o rm a l.]
(W ill you please write in the usual w a y, so I
read it e a sie r? ) I am doing this. [M irro r w riting.] ( I s M rs.
rifling that sh e should enter the trance state as she used to d o ?)
: is when I wish.
[In verted .]
(P lease w rite in the ordinary
f, ordinary E n glish , please.) I told you I w as doing this. [M irwriting.]
( G o on. I— yes I an and I will stay (M irro r writ•] until I— [N o rm a l,]
[Sheet changed.]
(G o on.) I did not
A. [M irro r w riting.] (G o on then.) stay until I get ready to
ft. [N orm al w riting,] (W ill you take control o f M rs. S . ? ) not
r, [Normal.] w hen I get ready.
[In verted .]
( W e need some
to help us on your side. W ill you help us ?)
I do, I will—
snnal] . . . [ s c r a w l] when 1 get r e . . . . " [M irro r w riting.]
’ Here the w ritin g stopped.

I looked at M rs. S . and found that
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she w as in a complete trance. I took the planchette a w a y and put a
pencil in her hand, as I bad done before when she w as in the trance,
and supposed that it would w rite as it used to do.

I did this again,

but it w as not possible to hold it. Sh e soon came out o f the trance,
but cried a little a s she did so. Sh e felt her ja w s locked a little, but
soon felt all righ t."

A p ril 26th , 19 0 1 . Planchette used. M rs. S . conscious alt tbt
time, and asking most o f the questions herself. T h e seance wai
prefaced by vocal p rayer b y m yself ( M r , S . ) , p rayin g f o r th e Divin
blessing and guidance, that if it w as not the w ill o f G o d a ll met
sages should cease.
“ I said, ‘ A l l right, cannot there be a m essage from M r s . H yslo
or M r. H y slo p ? Cannot M r. C larke, if he is present, a r r a n g e that?
“ M rs, S . had her crystal and w as looking into it b e fo re w e bega
the sitting and I said that I would like her to fix it so th a t sh e coo^
see into it as the planchette w as writing. Sh e seemed p le a se d a t thi
suggestion, and arranged the crystal so that she could se e into i
M rs. S . has alw ays liked the crystal w ork and had e x p e c te d thi
there would be some ve ry m arked developments w ith it.
S h e hi
been m uch more interested in it than in the planchette w o r k .
“ M rs. S . says that while she w as looking into the c r y s ta l b e fo re
asked her to put her hand on the planchette and to fix th e c r y s t a l i
I have indicated above, she saw the face o f a m an. T h e fo llo w in g :
her description o f it. ' H e had v e ry black hair, high fo r e h e a d , vcj
black eyes, pointed chin whiskers, and his m ustache fixed w it h lot
pointed ends. It w as black and h eavy. T h e sides o f h is f a c e w e
smooth.’ "
< W h ° is h ere?) I do not like it— whose has been h e re ? ( (
on’ ) ™
must put it aw ay, it will hurt her eyes. [ M ir r o r w ritin g
[W h ile 1 w as reading this by the aid o f the m irro r th e p la n d ie t
made a number o f movements on the table, w ith o n ly o n e fin g e r
M rs. fa. upon it. T h e crystal rested on the table abo ut 1 2 o r
inches aw ay from the planchette. T h e re w a s no c o v e r in g o v e r t
crystal, but M rs. S . had placed a sheet o f w h ite p a p e r b a c k o f
P ^ r w as the box in w hich the c r y s ta l h a d be
-f. ,
Pjanchette hit the crystal sid e w a ys a n d th en b a ck w a i
a ii .. .
bunt, and then it w ent b a ck upon th e ta b le a
all that touched the planchette w as the tip o f M r s S . ’s fin ge r
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m it went round and round in a circle with considerable sw iftss under her finger nail. I finished the reading and placed a new
*t of paper under the planchette. It made some scraw ls and
n followed.]
I do not like it. [T h en it made a dive for the crystal again and
it. Only one o f M rs. S . ’s fingers w as on the planchette. I p u t
planchette back on the paper and M rs. S . said 1 1 like it there. I
ft something to do. W h y not leave it there ? ’ T h e planchette
n wrote:] hit that [and then made a bee line fo r the crystal and
«deed it off w ith the paper into M rs. S .’s lap.]
D o not use it
in. (I cannot see the sense o f that. T e ll us w h y she should not
it, Make it clear to us, please.) I have— [planchette moved
the paper,] (M r s . S . thought that she might see you in it. Sh e
ited to see y o u .) I have appeared to her once, but do not like
[I asked * W h a t is that ? hoping to get him to w r it e ' crystal \
looght that i f he w rote ‘ crystal it might indicate that it w as her
mdary personality. T h e following w as the r e p ly :] I don’t like it,
orts her eyes and she cannot see us [ seus] as well if she uses that
. [Before w ritin g the word ' ball ’ the planchette d re w supersi circles representing it.]
I awld not read the w riting at first and a sk e d : Is it ‘ she cannot
as well'? ) no— us— see. ( I do not understand.) see [first * us ’
jrently erased] see us. ( M r s . S , : I thought I could see you bel
li is not clear to m y mind. Ex p la in please.) I have, ( I t is
yet dear to h e r.) She does not need it to help her see us, when
come to her we will let her soul or spirit see us, as we alw ays
why does not that satisfy h e r? (T h e y say that this is all seciry personality o r telepathy, that my unconscious self docs this,
hat I get it fro m others by telepathy. H o w can I be satisfied
ithat,and I don’t like it.) T e ll them to try it. ( W h o w as it that
tome when I w as thinking o f going to N e w Y o rk , * Did I ever
; you? Did I ever forsake y o u ? ’ and then when I went to N e w
k I had no one with me. I want to know.)
I did not know
it anything like that. ( W h o w as it?) I do not know, you asked
0 go aw ay a n d I did. (D id you know o f her N e w Y o r k trip ?)
1 not go there with her, ( I asked you a plain question.) and I
I'ered you. (T h a t is so. Y o u did in your w a y. W ill you an- '
‘ that question * y e s ' or 1 no ’ ?) I did. I did not go with her.
t you knew o f her trip a fterw a rd s.)
I knew she went aw ay,
ut told you ?) I saw her go. (D id n ’t you go with h e r?) N o.
to did?) th at young man Sylvester. (W h o else?) ^ N o one.
« y o u seen S ylv e ste r and talked with him about it? )
No.
Hyou try and bring h im ?) I will try. (C a n you get him tol?) No, not soon enough.
Please do not put M rs. S . into the trance state tonight. I think
she i$ too tired and she w as in that state last night for a little
; Let her rest tonight.)
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do not let her use that, I do not like that, it troubles m e
[W e had taken the crystal and put it in its box and it rested o
the table near us.]
( G o on.) take it aw ay, [H e re the planchette made a dive fc
the crystal, and we put it a w a y on the mantel shelf some feet away.
( M rs. S , is tired. H ad we not better stop ?) a s you like it. (Goo
night.) Good night— [scraw l.] (W h a t did you w rite a fte r ‘ goc
n ig h t' ?) Sir. (T h a t w as it ?) Y e s ."
M rs. S . writes regarding her own feeling about the crystal i
fo llo w s: " I cannot see w h y H arrison Clarke should take the positk
that he does, I am sure that the crystal has not hurt m y eyes, as f;
as I am able to judge.
blurring o f the sight.

It has never m ade them tired o r caused ai
I have had no bad symptoms w h a te v e r with'

I h a v e a lw a y s like it, and it h as fascinated m e. I h a v e liked it i
w ell I can not see w h y he should not w ish m e to u se i t ."

A p ril 27th , 19 0 1 , P ro f. X , also present. Planchette used. Mi
$ . conscious during the sitting. B egan by placing the cry sta l as
w as the night before, hoping that H arriso n Clarke w ould repeat 1
experim ent o f knocking the crystal off the table.
appeared a s the communicator.

H a rriso n Clar

“ you do not do as I tell you, so I will go. [ A ll but th e first wt
‘ y o u ’ in m irror w r itin g j take it aw ay. [M irro r w r itin g ,]
[T
crystal w as rem oved.) Thank-you sir. I like it better. [ N o re«
o f question asked at this point.] N o. ( P r o f. X . : W h a t is itjj
you w ro te ?) I like this better. ( P r o f. X . : H ave y o u a w o rd
this you, M r. C la rk e ?) I am glad you are here. ( I t seem s u
like meeting an old friend again. I have not seen y o u for
months. H a v e not you some communication to g iv e u s ? ) so
believe me better. ( M r . S . : W e cannot make it o u t.)
S o yi
( I s it * so you believe me better ’ ?) yes. ( Y e s , I think th a t yoi
all right, M r. C lark e.) I do, ( W e cannot read that.) I d o . (1
X . : A ll right, M r. Clarke. W ill you talk to u s?)
T h i s [cin
scraw ls] this is me and you w ill sometime know me b e tte r.
S . : I cannot read it. W ill you write again ?) no, this is m e and si
yes. [ ‘ T i m e ’ and ‘ k n o w ’ omitted. A ll except the w o r d * y e i
m irror writing, and the * i’s ’ in 1 this ’ and ‘ is * were d o tte d .] J
X en o s you will some [time kno] w me better. ( I s th a t w o r n
te r?) Y e s, (W h a t is the word before ‘ m e ’ ?) some.
(P r o iJ
I shall be very glad to know you better, M r. Clarke. W i l l y o J
to u s ? )
Y e s, l told you set [s ir], but you thought I d id ut
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know) best. ( M r . S . : 'D i d n o t ' w h at?) no Best. ( P r o f. X . :
Vhat do y o u m ean, M r. C la rk e ?) B E S T .
( P r o f. X , : W e think
oil know best now , M r. Clarke. H ave you a communication now
o give us ?) y o u must w ait as it is v e ry hard. [W o rd s ' you must ’
n mirror w ritin g .]
( P r o f. X . : W e will give you a better pencil to
« , Mr. C lark e. Is that better?) It is, but there has been trouble
hat hurts m e.
( M r . S . : I read o ver what had been written and
sked if it w a s correct.) Y e s , yes. (P r o f, X . : W ill you tell us
rhat the trouble has been, M r. C la rk e ?) I do not know what they
Sd. It troubles me to write. ( I s it because M r. X . had his hand '
0 the planchette ?)
yes, not that. I t is w ith that ball. It gets
lakes me d— [circle d raw n ] dizzy [series o f superposed circles
rawn again a fte r ‘ d iz z y ’.]
(W h a t is that last w o rd ? ‘ di z zy *? )
fes. (M rs. S . : I think that this is silly, is it not, M r. Clarke ?) no.
*rof. X .: C a n you explain to us w h y it makes you d iz z y ? ) son
some] next time. I do not like it, it ma— makes me feel like
ukes me m e feel like going. [T h en the pencil drew some scraw ls
1 an elliptical form which m ay be interpreted for ' round and
Mind ’,] it m akes me feel like [ ?] going.
(P ro f. X , : M r. Clarke, you know the
as that the spirit is in a dream state when
ite. H o w is it? ) Y e s [ ? ] I did not *
ot me untill that [circular scra w l] came (

theory that D r. H yslo p
it is trying to communi* all m ay come ( ? ) it
?) no, yes.”

April 29th , 19 0 1 . Planchette used. Present, M rs. M iller, M iss
ennie and M iss E v a M iller besides M r. S . M rs. S . conscious. T h e
wo Misses M iller were anxious to hear from their father, M r. F ra n k
filler, w h o w as the communicator at an earlier sitting (p. 2 9 1 ) .
Tiis was in the mind o f all present.

“ (Is M r . Clarke p resen t?) [S c ra w ls representing large curves
overing h a lf the sheet, and ending with] yes. (P lea se w rite your
ame.) w h o are these? Y e s I know, the sione [ ? ]
[ Al l but the
dative pronoun ‘ w h o * in m irror w riting.] M iller (W h a t is the
ford after ' t h e ' ? ) same [m irror writing.]
[T h e ladies present
iere now introduced to H arrison Clarke, and I said ‘ go on ’.] I
ried to get him, (D o you mean Sy lv e ste r?) N o. (W h o do you
lean?) T h e one with the little boy, they will come next time and
fy tto [to ] w rite fo r them.
(W r ite the w ords before 1 with ’
gain.) the one. ( G o o n .) he is small child, (W rite again what w as
written a fter ‘ boy ’ above in the m anuscript.) they will come next
me and t r y to w rite to them. (T h is w as read o ver and I asked if it
ras correct.) Y es. (G o on, can Fran k M iller come tonight?) I
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told you next time. (G o on. Cannot some on« c o n * tonight f<
these people?) [N o answer, but a long pause.]
( A r e you still h ere?)
[N o answ er. P au se.] ( G o on, perhaj
he is reading our minds.) I do not do that. ( G o on.) there are a
a lady, there is a lady. ( G o on. T ell us about her.) she is waittr
for her father. (M en tal question. Is this lady M rs. M ille r? W1
is at the table?)
N o t this.
[T h e planchette then m oved o r
rapidly to M rs. M iller to indicate that she w a s not the lad y to who
H arrison Clarke referred.]
( W h o is this lady w aitin g fo r ? ) b
' father. [T h e planchette again made a m ove in the direction of Mi
M iller.]
It w as his w ife 's when on earth when I understand h
better. ( Please give the lad y's nam e.) I will give it yo u . I— yt
yes, yes. [T h e three * y e s e s ' w ere in answ er to minor questions
to what w as written.]
(W ill you give us the n a m e ?)
[Illegib
except the last three letters which are ‘ sey \ J
( I cannot read it
Betsey. ( W h a t is the last n am e?) wait. ( I will. G o o n .) *
[undec., but having no resemblance to the real name, w h ic h shoo
have been * H a l l '.]
(P lease w rite that which is in r a g e 2 7 01
again .)
[I held the page up before M rs. S . j 20 . [ T h i s w as t
right number o f the page. I had made a mistake in c a llin g H 3
Second attempt at name also illegible, but resembles th e first i
tempt. 1 ( I cannot read that. Please to w rite it so that I can re
it.) [S c ra w ls representing a star shaped figure.] ( W h a t does t!
m ean?) Som e [Stm e] flowers. (W h a t is the use, M r . C lark e,
fooling this w a y ? I f you cannot get that name, w h y not s a y so ?)
canot cannot understand her but w ill try to get it so th at I can ex
[cannot] will some [ot] her time. (W h a t is the w ord a f t e r ‘ a
n o t ' ? ) will some. (W rite that over again.) Read it (w ritten
large plain letters.]
( I tried to do, but stumbled at it.) w ill so
other time. (G o on.) Sh e is too tired. (W h o is too t ir e d ? 1
lady that is trying to tell you her last nam e?) [In response to t
last question the planchette made a line in the direction o f M rs.
and the pencil went up between the fingers on the hand th at w a s \
on the planchette. T h is seemed to indicate that M rs. S . w a s mea
She thought that the force came from the hand o f M iss M ille r, w b
w as also on the planchette. I w as about to stop the sittin g wf
there w as written,] H arryson C la rk e."
Betsey H all w as the name o f M rs. M iller's mother. M r . S . $
that no one present w as thinking o f her, but w as w ish in g to b
from M r. F ran k M iller, M rs. M iller's husband.

A t the tim e

word “ Betsey " w as written, M iss E v a M iller said, no, but N
M iller shook her head and said, yes, a fte r H arriso n C la rk e 1
written " B etsey
M rs. S . did not know this name, and it w as f
recognised by M rs. M iller, who o f course knew it at once.
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In both this sitting and the one o f A p ril 27th the handwriting o f
-risen Clarke was not as legible as it has been in the past.

It was

istly bad on the 27th , possibly connected with the conditions
cr which he complained o f dizziness,
[ come next to a spontaneous experience in the form o f a waking
» which took place a fter M rs. S . had retired, I give it in her
narrative, as written out the next morning. It is dated M a y 2nd.
'We retired early and while M r. S . w as talking I w as lying on
right side listening to w hat he w as saying and answ ering him
imy eyes closed, when to m y surprise I seemed to be as it w ere
iferred in spirit to N e w Y o rk C ity and back about thirty-five
* ago, and while standing on a com er o f the street, at a further
er there seemed to be a targe crowd, some w ere m aking conable noise while others like m yself wondered what the cause
>much confusion was. I w as about to speak to a lady when she
t a motion from the direction where the crow d seemed the
test, and I looked and saw the soldiers returning from the w ar.
y were so tired that it seemed all they could do to keep in line,
t others w ere joyous over their return and marched w ith a very
c step. W h ile watching this it seemed as if some one spoke to
ind the voice w as quite clear in one ear, the left, while I w as
ling to w hat M r. S . w as saying with the other. T h e remarks
cssed me, a s I w as not thinking o f this matter, nor o f the person
was mentioned.
My vision seemed fixed when the voice said, 1 count ’ , and I
d as the first of the regiments passed. Th ere seemed to be
cn men abreast and eight lines. Then there w as a space, and
‘ext was the same, except there w ere ten lines, and so on until
was one th at this voice seemed to want to impress me as being
tsted in it.

T h e voice s a i d , ' Lo o k fo r H arrison Clarke— count ’ .

:died each line fo r that face and I counted I— 2 — 3 — 4— 5— 6—
, and it said 'stop, look *. I did so, and I could not see it, and
rice said, * I told you so. 1 w a s there !2 5 th
and I looked at
«cession a s it marched on and I wondered how it w as that I
1 not find the face I w as looking for.

W hen this regiment

d the cro w d seemed to close partly upon it, and it was imposfor me to tell one form from another. T h e voice said, ' rerf—n o ', and I w as once more alone with M r, S . talking.

I
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wondered what the meaning o f it could be, and so turned over
left side, when I had a vision o f a v e ry different character.

In _

as fo llo w s:

“I

1 .

w as conscious and talking with M r.

S.

ju st as before wl

seemed to be up very high and w as gradually descending.

Wl

w as about a mite from the planet whither 1 seemed to have gl
thought, where am I ? when there w as no answ er. So I was1
much interested to know and watched w hat looked like a sea of
m oving up and down.

T h ey were all o f one color and

kind

made in the same w a y. B y this time I w as about tw o feet fi
surface o f this v e ry strange place, and I again thought, where
Th e answ er cam e, ‘ O n M ars *, and I cannot describe the i
had to think that I was, as it were, on that planet, a n d yet
able to touch it.

T h e owners o f these peculiar hats w e re now

about one-quarter o f a mile from me and there w as one w ho
it were an overseer. H e came up ve ry near to me and looked
at me.

T h is seemed to be done in answ er to m y w ish to

know ju st how they looked. Ju s t before this, h o w ever, I
thought, where are all these people going to ? the re p ly
w ork
" W hen they were about twenty-five or thirty feet fro m me
changed their course and went to their left. Th is one m an d
like all the rest came nearer to me as I seemed to glide to w ard
he was, and when within speaking distance we were fa c e to face
each other the expression o f his face caused me to sm ile,
turned toward the others and about one-half of them had
from sight while I w as watching them. I w as carefu l a s I
to see how they were dressed, as they w ere all dressed alike,!
they were nearly the same height. I w as about tw o fe e t fr<
surface and could not seem to get any nearer. T h is m a n that
the nearest to me w as as tall as I am. H e did not a p p e a r unusi
tall, as all of the others were of the sam e height.
“ T h e y w ere dressed in a suit o f grey material w ith tr<
m ade similar to those o f the Chinese, except that they w e r e gatl
at the ankle and tied so that they extended about one o r tw o i
below where they were tied. T h e upper part o f the s u it w as
very much like the blouse a sailor would w ear, except th a t there
no collars and the blouse w as o f a lighter color than th e t
In place o f the collar they each and every one o f th e m had a
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T h e y all had a very

b a it expression as though they enjoyed life.
"1 should say that there w a s not much difference in the ages o f
tet men. But as th ey all passed into the place where they worked
just allowed to glance a t the building. It w as very large and
■ Erected of some dark stone, I should judge. I could not see
Wier it was all one o r not, a s it looked to be, fo r I seemed to be
■ edutely turned tow ard s the other side w here there w ere others
in a darker costum e, with a little difference in the hat which
k smaller and the top w as square while that o f the first group was
tnd. Then these did not move as rapidly as the others and went to
t right into a building which w as o f a whitish grey. I thought all
«seems to be such a happy quiet place and that I would like to stay
d set what they do and get acquainted, when a voice said, 1 look
d 1 was wondering what I should look for, when it said, * the
*®Sras5\ and then I seemed to see that it w as nearly sunrise.
4en thought, * Y e s I se e ’ , and at m y thought I w as as it w ere
kd and placed back on the bed. A s I moved I realized that I w as
on earth. M r. S . had stopped talking, and I turned over and
at to sleep,"

3rd, 19 0 1.

Planchette used.

M rs. Jennie M iller and M iss

n Miller present w ith M r. S . M rs. S . conscious throughout, but
a dazed condition much o f the time. M iss E v a M iller had her
^ ou the planchette w ith M rs. S . I w as free so that I ( M r , S .)
dd take notes. T h e writing began with a few marks and then
sPP°ff if H ang son Clarke had come and seen the M illers present
dgone away again to get M r. M iller, according to his promise.
(Who is h ere?)
[E o n g pause, and finally written.] it is H re
* [jhere] Mr, M iller. ( I s it F ra n k M . M ille r? Is that righ t?)
'J* is not that.
(W h a t is it th en ?) read it. ( I s it F ra n k W .
“ tT') no, Here mr M iller is what I said fo r him. ( I read this
w and could not be sure o f the w ord 'h e r e
I said w rite that
^sin.) H re. [T h e capital ‘ H * is made so that the loop at
Etnd of it, as in the previous cases where it w as spelled as in this,
I"8 *ko for the letter * e ', and the word appears clearly as
« i t ’,]
(Is it Mrs. M ille r?) no, here. (D id you w rite ' H ere M r. M il(Kwhat 1 « id for him ’ ?) Y o u are right. ( I s M r. F ra n k M iller
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here ?) o ver here. (D o you mean that he is near, over M rs. M iller.)
no I did not say that. (W h a t did you s a y ? ) here. ( D a l under
stand you to say that F ran k M iller is h ere?)
w here here. (Is
F ra n k M iller here tonight?) w h y don’t y ou ask him to sit down
with your circle.
(W h en the letter ‘ y ’ in the word ‘ y o u * was
written the planchette moved hack to the left to begin another word,
and evidently discovered that * y o u ' had not been finished
I t then
returned to the proper position and finished the word b y w ritin g the
letters * ou ’.]
( W e d a H e is welcom e.)
( I at once removed some papers from a chair near me and invited
him to sit down. It made the ladies a little fearfu l and it seemed a
very strange thing to ask.]
(W h a t is the word after sit?) no down. ( Y o u m a y sit with
u s.) thank you. ( I offered him a ch air.) put it o ver here. (Whal
is the word before ‘ to ’ ?) no, put it,
[I placed the chair between his daughter and M rs. S . It had
been before that at m y side.]
( I s that righ t?) yes. (G o on, w e are all ready n o w .) he wanti
to write. ( I s it ‘ H e wants to w r i t e ’ ?) Y e s.
fin targe letters.]
( W e cannot see d e a rly what that sentence is. W rite it o ver fo r us.)
Y o u do. [in large clear letters.]
(Please, M r. C lark e, m ake the
m atter plain to u s.) he wilt write. [T h e * t ’ crossed and the ‘ i 1
dotted in the w ord ‘ write ’ .] ( Y o u r meaning is then that M r. Mil
ler will write to u s ? ) yes. ( L e t him w rite now .) yes. [Change
in handw riting.] I am here ( G o ahead.) can you here (h e a r ) me,
M a ry [referrin g apparently to his daughter M a y , who is a little hard
o f hearing.]
[ I asked a question regarding what he had ju st w ritten and
which I did not record. T h e answ er w as) us— no can y (W e
are glad to know you are here. H a v e you any message fo r us?)
yes, I have m ic much to say and w — [scra w l] wish that y o u could
let me hear you so that I could know you did, that w ould help me.
tell me, w h y don’t you Jan e. M aiw , can you tell me so th at I can
talk to mother.
(D o you want M ary to ask questions?)
Yes.
(M r s . M iller: Y o u want me to ask, do you F r a n k ? )
[ T h is was
spoken in an ordinary tone of voice.]
speak loud Je n n y ,
[Mrs.
M iller put the same question in about the sam e tone o f voice.]
speak loud. ( M r s . M ille r: F ran k , are you happy where you are
now ?) w hy won’t you say it so that he can here H e a r better, yes.
[M rs, M iller w as so nervous that she could hardly control h er voice.]
(M rs. M ille r: A r e you h app y?)
[Spoken clearer and louder.] I
am very very ha— ve ry very happy and when you see the little boy
you will thinn [think] what a pretty boy he is. do you understand
m e? ( L e t me read over what has been w ritten.) tell me do you
know what I said said? ( Y e s .) [ A t this point M rs. M iller and May
E v a , the daughter, w ere m tears, and I had to stop and try to coni'
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fert them.j
(G o on.) when we cm [come] m us [started to make
' of next w ord, and then made * t ’ over it as if to erase it] must
Dt worry1:- it will trouble us, we are not dead, Jenn y, I am talkg to— could I if I w as, yes, cannot you heree me ? yo you don’t
!1 x e, d o 'y ( o u ) hear m e? speak Jenn— yo, (M r s . M ille r: Y e s ,
!fank, I hear. T a lk to me if there is anything you want to say to
le. Can y o u see that I am doing righ t?) yes, you did right to
Sue here,J yes it w as better to come here nearer to W ils [W illis ],
ihe had recently sold the farm and moved into the town, taking a
Dement near m yself.]
(M rs, M ille r: * H e knows ’.) and we can
tlk to y o ( u ) too Jen n y, we can be happy because w e tio [erased]
Imow W illie will look a fter you.
(H e alw ays called me W illie.]
(Please w rite the last sentence o ver again,) W illie will look after
pou. (M r s , M ille r: Don’t you think, Fran k , that I can look after
myself?)
yes, but when you are not well, Jen n y, let him know.
(Mrs. M ille r : H a v e I got it right ? W h at can W illis do fo r me, if I
im not w e ll? ) yes, he can see to all things for you, don't forget,
because w e cannot a lw a y s be ju st near to you. (W h a t is the word
ifter a lw a y s, * s o ’ ?) no, be. [in large clear letters.] (M r s . M ille r:
Frank, cannot you tell me whom y o u have m et over there, besides
Charlie? A r e you with any one else?) I see them all sometimes.
(M r. S . : G o on.) talk to me. ( I s it M ary you w ant to talk to
pou?) both. ( M r s . M ille r: W e are trying to do ju st the best we
a n . W e were a w fu lly sorry to have you leave u s.) yes, that if
right. I must go now. good night, Je n n y ; M ary, come some soon
igain.” Sittin g at once came to a close.
r
M a y IOth, 19 0 1.
Planchette used.
M rs. S . conscious. T h e
initing w a s so illegible that M r. S . could decipher only a few
vords o f it.
T h e sitting began with tw o pages o f scrawls, the first being a
wssible attempt to produce what w as done clearly on the second,
tamely, to draw a large square with diagonals and to cut it up into
our sm a lle r squares each with diagonals.
" M r . H a r ry [scrawls, but evidently not an attempt to complete
n y n am e. A lso lines like a series o f the figure 8 .] H ickey ( ? )
T h e letter * k ’ looks more like ' p ’ , but I conjecture its meaning
rom th e next attempt.] H ick ey H is [or H e is, compare * H e r e ’ .]
I1U— ( ?) Isl ( I cannot understand anything but H a rry .)
[S c ra w l
riding in ' s \ ]
[scra w l] hin [scraw l.]
T sl
(P lea se w rite it
g a in .)
r s M rs B [ ? ] henry [ ? ]
( I s the first w ord ‘ M r . ' ? ) yes.
W h a t is the word a fte r ’ M r / ? )
H en ry * *
(tw o w ords uneriph erab le, one looking like ‘ h osH \ ]
(W h a t is the word a fte r
M r.’ ? )
H en ry [? ]
* *
[urtdec., but might be Q llly, or a rough
K em p t at ' K e lly ’.]
[ T h i s w as followed by a page o f scraw ls which had no regularity,
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and then a page of circular scrawls of enlarging concentric circles,
Another page was taken up with a few irregular lines in circulai
form, and then followed, after the question,' Who is here *?]
Ho * y * * Sweden * * (Do you mean you lived in
Sweden?) yes. (I cannot read it.) joking. (Where did you
live in Sweden?) Milll,. (?) [scrawls] Hllles (?) [possibly
Hollis.] "
There is not enough in it to justify notice, except to call attention
to the singular fact that it exhibits an unexpected inability to write
or communicate clearly.
May 13th, 1901. Present, Prof. X. with Mr. S. Planchette work
Mrs. S. conscious during the sitting. The conversation was about
Mr. and Mrs. Miller for a little time, and then concerning Mrs. J.
H, Hyslop and Mr. Hyslop's father. We were hoping that they
might communicate.
“ (Go on.) Frank is here. Where are his friends tonight (We
could not find them.) He will wait untill they come, tell them to
come to him next time. (Please to write the word from the word
Hhem' again.) to come to him next time. (Have you any other
message ?)
[Mrs. S. spoke of a vision of a man she had had some werics
ago (p. 338 ) and said that he had a mask on his face. I said that it
might be a subconscious representation of Mr. Hyslop at those
seances that he had with Mrs. Piper, but Mrs. S. did not think so,
when the following was written without any request:] That was hi..
His Father.
[Mrs. S.'s hand began to tremble, so that it was very noticeable,
and 1 spoke of the fact to the effect that it seemed as if some one
was needed on the other side of the planchette to steady it and to
make the writing easier, when the following was written, without
our request:]
Yes, we get better control wh (with) wo (erased] some one
here, (Please finish the sentence.) Yes, [scrawls, possibly
Minnim.]

[Wo took the planchette away and tried to work with the penciL
P tuI. X unt' h desired to have a certain friend write.)

.
b

yes, we try—m yar * (y?) Miss * * ec * yes, yo—
t. Pit« e o p.-'t.) yes en yes e.. I will ser sr [sir] (We cannot
rrail ii.i
ls we try, it is very hard, bu.. * (but?) (Won’t
you lumh,*,' that lady is gone, (Won't you give the name of the
i;uh ? p no, lie was trying but failed, so she will come again. Prof,
X Wh*' is writing?) H. C. [inverted.] (Prof. X.: Will H. C
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get my friend forme?) it was [scrawl,] her [inverted.] (Prof.
X.: Was it my friend who was writing?) it was her sir. (Did she
not give you any message?) they do it themselves. (Prof. X .:
Could you tell what her business was in life?) * * (Have you
anything more you wish to say, Mr. Clarke?) [scrawls.] (Prof. X .:
Who is here now?) s h e ___ (scrawls] * es * * . [Hand
trembled considerably.] (Prof. X.: Try again to write your name.)
[scrawls.] (Prof. X.: Evidently you cannot seem to write. Let
some one else try.) no. (Prof. X.: Please write your name. Is
this my friend for whom I asked ?) * * [possibly an attempt at
‘ yes’.] (Prof. X .: Can you write the initials of your name?)
* * [mere scrawls.) (Prof. X.: I will give you a new start.
Cannot you write your initials?) she (?) * * you [inverted]
orsi (?) [two letters ' rs * clear, but the others very doubtful.]
(Prof. X .: Cannot you write your name?) [scrawls.] ’’
May 16th, 1901. Planchette used. Present, Mrs. Frank Miller,
and Miss May Eva Miller. Both had their hands on the planchette
with Mrs. S., who was conscious during the sitting.
“ (We are all ready to go on.) Frank Miller, (Go on.) yes,
Willie. (We are glad you are with us, Uncle Frank. You may
write what you wish.) yes, yes, 1 know it. I am glad to be with
you all tonight, a [letter ' a ' erased] it Seems S [letter 1 S ' erased]
so stre [letter 'e ' erased] so ts [‘ ts* erased] strange to call it
night because it is not night to us here. [As I was reading it I
could not make out the word night very clearly and the planchette
wrote without my request.] night. (Go on,) my dear girl why don’t
you talk to me. I would love to hear your voice again. (May Eva:
What have you to say to me papa?) yes, O Mary, I can see you
and hear you. I know what you are doing. I cannot always hear,
but I am glad when I do hear y you so don’t be [pencil ran off the
sheet and the *e’ in ‘ be’ was not written] as fraid to talk to me
and mama must talk too. If you cood [could] only know how
pleased * * ann [am] to be here. (Minor questions as to read
ing.) pleased I am to hear your you, yes, and her voice. (Mrs. M.:
Frank, if this is really you, tell me something that the others don’t
know.) yes, Mary came (?) after me [_?]. (Mrs. M.: It is I that
asked you Frank, net Mary.) [Mrs, Si, evidently misunderstood
the answer, as Mrs. Miller’s sister Mary Hall was dead and the
allusion may have been to her. But she died before Mr. Miller.]
Well, Jennie I can. Mother was talking to me abo.. [about]
her * * (May Eva: Have you anything more to say, papa? You
wanted to hear me talk. Cannot you say something ?) [no answer.]
(Mrs. M.: Frank, have you not anything more to say to me tonight ?)
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[Slightly changed and improved handwriting. Apparently Harrison
Clarke writes,] He is gone now with that lady that came, Betsy you
called her what her name was. the t .. [erased] other h [erased]
ome [one] 1 could not hear, do you know her. [From * I ’ to ‘ her’
the writing is all in very large clear letters.] (I think we know her.
Will you wait till I read what has been written ?) I am. [Very
large letters.] (A little of it is not clear to me.) with her. (I do
not seem to understand, Mr. Clarke.) read it, the— [I did so very
carefully.] (We think we know whom you meant. She is Mrs.
Miller’s mother, Mrs. Betsey Hall.) mrs Betsy Ball, did you say?
(We said Hall not Ball.) [Spoken loudly.] yes, I hear you. (Has
she got anything to say.) She has gone with Frank, (Mrs. M.r Is
there any other friend of mine that is here tonight?) I will try to
get them for you next time, it [t]akes time to get them so that they
can use this, [The letter ‘ x ’ in the word * next' is incomplete as it
was twice on one evening in January last.] (I asked him to
make few words clear.) you next time. [An intermission of
twenty minutes followed.]
(Is any one here ?) yes, her uncle is. [The planchette began to
move to May and then to Mrs. Miller,] (Will he give his name?)
yes, George. (Correct and absolutely unknown to Mr. and Mrs. S.
Written in large clear letters.] (We would like to have him write
now.) he will try. He [loop in the capital ‘ H ’ again serves as
letter ‘ e ’,] cannot now, it troubles him. next.. (We wish he
would, Mr. Clarke.) he will stay near until he learns. I think he
will be able to by then, do not you Mrs. Sinead? (Yes, I think so,
Mr. Clarke.) George was too much surprised to write."
This sitting has considerable interest. The pertinence of the
names will be clear from a few statements. Betsey Hall was the
name of Mrs. Miller’s mother, and was mentioned before (p. 358V
George, as said, was the name of an uncle of Mrs. Miller, unknown
to Mr. and Mrs. S. Mrs. Miller thought that the allusion to his too
great surprise to write was characteristic of him. Mary, by which
he addressed his daughter, May Eva, as she is called by Mr. and
Mrs. S.( was the name by which Mr. Miller always called her in
life. This was unknown to Mr, and Mrs. S. * May * is her nick*
name for 'Mary*. The expression “ my dear girl” addressed to
his daughter Mary was his characteristic mode of addressing her
while he was living. As soon as it was written, she exclaimed,' How
natural of papa
The mother writes of it: “ That would be the
way my husband would speak of her.”
The answer to Mrs. Miller's request to tell something that the
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others would not know has some interest, although it is not com
plete. It appears, in the parlance of that expression as usually in
terpreted in the Piper case, that he meant to indicate that a Mary
died after him. But this is not true of either Mrs. Miller's sister
Maryor of his own mother Mary, But about this point Mrs. S. had
animpression, which she wrote down immediately after the sitting.
It is as follows: “ Just before Mr. Miller went away I had an im
pressionthat there was something that was, or was to be, written that
dated back to the time of Miss May Miller's birth. What it was I
couldnot tell and after the sitting I told of the impression white we
weretalking.*' This statement is signed by the three persons present.
May 16th, 1901. Planchette used. Mrs. S. conscious. I began
byasking Harrison Clarke to give us some specimens of mirror writ
ing. The request was useless.
The sitting began with scrawls, first representing apparently
hundreds of large circles drawn in a concentric form, and then
similar large figures 8, tho two sets covering the whole sheet. At
die bottom of the sheet was written the name of George Miller in
dear handwriting.
"George Miller. (I said his name was not Miller, but George
Halt) Hall Miller. (Write his whole name.) George Hall Charlttn, (What is the name after * Hall ’ ?) Carlton Hall, have we
p* that right? (Is there another Mr. Hall?) no, Carlton Hall.
(What is his name?) George Hall, Brother's name [name written
scrawly] you do not know us, yes. (What is the other Mr.
Rail's name?) Charlton, that don’t sound just like it ser, but that
wiHdo. I think it will do. (What is your message?) I am just
(Raising so that I can do much better some other time.”
This is interesting in as much as the Millers were not present.
Krs, Miller had a brother Charles, not Charlton, who is dead.
George was the name of her uncle, mentioned at a previous sitting
P 253). Mr. and Mrs. S. say that they had never heard of this
Charles Hall. The failure to get it exactly right prevents our making
«7 cogent use of it in the case, unless we wish to treat “ Charlton "
®d “ Carlton ” as possible attempts at it. In the light of this possi
bilitythe statement of Harrison Clarke, who might almost be recog*wd by his " ser ”, that the name did not sound right, is interesting.
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May 20 th, 190!. Planchette used. Mrs. S. conscious. We had
planned sitting to have it private and had no intention of reporting
it. We wished to hear from our little daughter Maude who had not
communicated for several months. It had seemed to us as if she
had left us and would not communicate again. We agreed to think
of her during the afternoon and to earnestly wish to have her pres
ent, hoping that if she was away Harrison Clarke would get her for
us. I was obliged to attend a wedding at 8 o'clock, and so did not
return until half past eight. Then we sat down and again spoke of
our little girl and wished for her to communicate. The results art
as follows, entirely contrary to our expectations and wishes:
"[F o r some time nothing was written. Then came:] HeUen.
(Is that word Helen?) yes, Hersey, (Hersey) yes, (Helot
Hersey? Is that the name?) yes. (You may write what you
please.) * * [Might be Sbenen, or Henen, or Horen, followed
by several capital * s ’s.) Gelun [ ?] (We cannot read it.) [Mrs
S.’s arm became stiff and pained her. This was something unusual.]
Leheol [ ?] Fo— [ ?] (We cannot read it.)
[Mrs. S. said at this point that she knew a girl by the name oi
Helen Hersey. She saw her, as she last remembers, March 8th
1881. She has her autograph in her autograph book that she hai
when she was at the Gaston School in South Boston. Mrs. S. the
got the book referred to and opened it at the place where this Hela
Hersey had written her autograph. Mrs. S, does not know whethe
this girl is dead or not.)
(We know you. Tell us more about yourself.) We did not lik
that teacher * * * [two or three words undecipherable. Pos
sibly the first is an attempt at the teacher's name.] (Please tell m
the first word in the last sentence?) Hmllnn [Helen?] your wif
knew me. (Did you write ‘ your wife night*?) knew me *
(Go on. Write something that we know.) Leila [Lilia?] is her
and so is Eva . . . . Daisy too. (Who is * Daisy' ?) Semond
[Simonds] Leila [Lilia] is here and so is [scrawl] Eva. (W
cannot read it. Who is 1 Daisy *?) Daisy Simonds. ( Mrs. S.:
did not know that Daisy was dead or you either.) no, we are hen
(You mean that you have passed to the other life.) Lela [Lila] i
too and so is eva (What is the last word?) Eva. (Do you mea
Etta?) no, Eva. (Do you mean Eva?) yes. (Eva Simonds?
no. (Eva who?) N [erased] [scrawls] White. Is that wor
White?) White. [' i 1 dotted and *t ’ crossed.] (Do you mean t
tell us that Eva White, Daisy Simonds, and Helen Hersey ai
dead ?) yes. [We know nothing about this, whether it is so or no
Mrs. S. knew the parties as school girls,] (Well you may go on
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Ldla is here too, (Stella?) no. (What is that name?) Leila
White, (Lila White?) no. (Stella White?) no. (Go on, if you
please.) * * field. (Field?) [scrawl.] yes. (Please write
the whole name?) [A line was drawn under the part of the first
word on the sheet that was not deciphered before ‘ field \] (1 canart read it. Will you write the name again?) Jennie. (Jennie?)
y«. (Did Jennie Field die?) She did, yes sir. (If you are Helen
Hersey, you never knew Jennie Field.) no, but you did a little, and
we were talking about when we were at School and we all knew
you, so we are going to find out how many are left there, (Repeat
after the word ‘ and*.) we all knew. (Go on. Who is writing
now?) Hellen Hersey. [Written slowly.] (Mrs. S .: That was
natural, Helen.) why? (Mrs, S .: You remember Miss Willett
used to say to you, Helen, that you never knew how to move, you
moved so slowly. She said that you would never get anywhere in
the world.)
1 am out of it now and she will be soon, then I can show her
how to move. (Mrs. S .: Can you tell me what seat you used to sit
in most of the time in that room at school?) yes. (Mrs. S .: Which
one was it?) at 35, (That is wrong. How do you explain your
error?)
[We figured it up and it was seat 40 . There were 5 rows and 7
seats in a row, making 35 , But Helen sat in the next row and her
seat would have been the 40 th in (he room.]
I forgot to add in the fraction of a row. (That is all bosh. You
did not know and so you tried to make believe. You did not know.)
yes I did, but I never did like fractions. (Tell that to the marines.
Do you think that you can make us believe that?) true, yes, I sat
there enough. (Can you tell me where you died?) Dooschester,
Wo— [First letter ' D ’ very doubtful, and it is followed by a
»crawl that makes the whole much like a small * f V] (Is that word
‘ Dorchester'?) no, (What is that place?) Worchester. (Do
yon mean ‘ Worchester’ ?) no. (Do you mean ‘ Winchester*
where you died?) I did not die. (But you passed out of this life.)
yes. (Will you write the name of the place?) Woschester. [Very
»crawly, then a scrawl like 'n o ' or ‘ Wo’, followed by:] Worster.
[Then another scrawl and] yes.” [The sitting then came to a dose
with Mrs. S, considerably fatigued.]
There was some difficulty in finding out whether there was any
truth in the “ communications” purporting to come from Helen
Heney. Mr. Smead finally got into communication with the Miss
Willet mentioned in the record and ascertained that Daisy Simonds
tod Eva White were dead. Mrs. Smead did not know this fact.
They did not know any Leila White, but Mrs, Smead knew a Leah
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White. It was found that she was still living at the time of the
sitting. But Miss Willett knew nothing about Helen Hersey. After
some difficulty it was found that she was still living and was mar
ried. Communication was established with her and it was found
that her father and a brother were deceased. But it would be oat
of the question to assume the possibility of any “ communications ”
from them. The whole sitting shows relevancy with Mrs. Sinead's
schoolmates. Nothing has yet been ascertained to confirm or deny
the death of Jennie Field. It is clear that the messages purport to
come from Helen Hersey. But with two correct hits and two mis
takes and one indeterminate incident there is nothing in the sitting
to support the supernormal of any kind. The confusion about the
names and the spelling is the most interesting feature of the sitting.
Miss Willett is still living, so that the implication of this fact in one
of the messages is correct. It was strange that any mistake occurred
about the number of the seat occupied by Helen Hersey in the school
mentioned, as Mrs. Smead knew this fact apparently well enough.
“ Mrs. S., while the sitting was in progress, was wearing Mrs.
Hyslop's waist. This was done deliberately, thinking that if articles
that had been used by the departed seemed to help Mrs. Piper, pos
sibly this article would help Mrs. Hyslop to communicate. But
there was no sign of her presence, no trembling of the hand such as
had occurred in New York. Suggestion seemed to have no effect."
May 22 nd, 1901. Present, Prof. X., Mrs. Miller and Miss May
Eva Miller. Mrs. S. conscious about half of the time, having passed
into the trance without being observed to do so. Writing began
with the use of the planchette, but this was changed for the pencil at
the suggestion of Prof. X. The latter placed his hand on Mrs,
Smcad’s and with this arrangement she soon began to write.
“ (Is there any one present?) yes. (Prof. X.: Write initials,
thinking he might get those of a friend.) M. S. J. [‘ S ’ read as
* L ’ at the sitting. It may be this. Interpreted as referring to
Maude L, Janes. Writing said to be characteristic of her. It is
certainly different in character from the previous sitting. J. H. H.]
(Maude, will you write your name ?) ask you to * *
[doubtful, possibly ' write
(Please to repeat.) ask you to write
to Minnie. (Do you want me to write to Minnie?) no. (What
do you want?) Mrs. Smead.
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[We made some remark that we knew Maude and that Mrs.
Miller and Miss May Miller did not. Mrs, Miller thought that it
might be some friend that she knew, of her folks, etc., until this
remark was made.]
Yes, they know me. (Do you want Mrs. S. to write to Minnie?)
{Go on. Have you any message for us?) your little girl will come
soon. She does not want to yet. (Why?) She will whe— (when)
[Pencil ran off the sheet] she comes. (Repeat please.) she will
when she comes. (You may write anything you please. Do you
want Mrs. S. to ask Minnie anything?) no, only to write. (Have
you any message for us ?) Why do you w [erased] like this, we do
not anderstand [‘ a* for ' u ’.] (To what does this refer?) I do
not know what you call it. (Do you mean this writing?) Yes. We
have reasons to desire this. We wish to know if the intelligence is
really a spirit. Will you not prove that to us. We shall be very
grateful.) I have before ser. (Prof. X.: Will you give us some
thing more overwhelming in its evidence?) You have not told
Florence what I told you to yet. [This is correct. We had for
gotten to do so.]
(Prof. X .: Could you find my friend and bring her to write for
me?) I will try to ser. (Prof. X .: 1 shall be very glad to have a
message from that friend, I expect a message from her.) H. C.
(Good evening, Mr. Clarke.) so you sent her away did you?
{Yes, I am very desirous of hearing from that friend.) We will try
to help her to write. (I shall be very much obliged for your assist
ance.) when she comes. (Will she come tonight?) Yes. (Have
you talked with her, Mr. Clarke?) the last time you came she tried,
but failed. (Did she give you a message, Mr. Clarke?) no, I told
you she must do it herself. [Large clear letters.] (Have you any
thing to write while we are waiting, Mr. Clarke ?) I told you that
before. (What did you tell us before?) that I knew best. (Prof.
X.: We have come to believe that, Mr. Clarke, Will you give us
any message you please?) ye—
[At this stage Mrs. S.’s arm became badly cramped. She could
not drop the pencil for some time. She complained of pain in the
arm, so that we stopped the sitting and allowed her to rest.]
(Prof. X.: Are you still here, Mr. Clarke?) Yes, you did not
get me away, did you? [Then in answer to some unrecorded
question regarding the previous messagej * * did you me yes.
{Prof. X .: We want you to write, Mr. Clarke. We think you are
an old friend.) Yes, that is good. (Prof. X .: Can you do as well
with my hand off, Mr. Clarke ?) I do not wish to because you can
prove to yourself that it is not her.
[I made some remarks that Mr. Clarke intended to impress Prof.
X. that he was really here, and that Mrs. S. was not the cause of the
writing. Prof. X. did not see the point.]
Well it [’ it * erased.] if your hand is here you can be a better
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judge asd [letter ' d ’ erased in a manner evidently intended to cover
the whole word] and you can tell them that you e bet— [pencil ran
off the sheet. New sheet given] bet [erased] a better judige [Evi
dently asked here to repeat.] and so you can tell them [apparently
another similar request] knew better about it. [Apparently another
also,] so.
(Prof. X,: Will you take a mental question from me, Mr,
Clarke?) why? why? (Prof. X.: In order that I may know that
Mrs. S. knows nothing about it.) no. (Prof. X .: Will you try, Mr.
Clarke?) yes, [Prof. X. now put his mental question. It was:
' How many minutes will it take for my friend to come and write?]
[The control at once changed and apparently Clarke was gone
Prof. X. noted the fact as indicated in the action of the hand which
at once became more limp. In a few moments the writing began
again.]
* * Helena, yes msss ( ?) [might be ‘ Miss
(Please repeat
what you last wrote.) W E L W (? ) (Cannot read it.) Th * *
(It is not clear.) * * (Prof. X.: Is my friend here?) Yes.
(Prof. X .: Will my fnend write her name?) [The control at once
changed. This is apparent in the easy clear handwriting.] she will
if she can ser, get her a paper. (We did so.) Lillian * * Yo—
[Here Mrs. S. became entranced. I was a little worried by it anc
got up to bring her out of it, when the hand wrote ‘ n o I said, ‘ Is
she all right ? ” and the hand wrote *y e s I then let her remain
Several little questions of no importance were asked regarding thi
friend and the replies are not readable.]
[I detect among them in one instance a tolerably clear attemp
at ‘ Winifred Hyslop ’. The letters are ‘ Winifred Hy— with tb
second ‘ i ’ doubtful. The syllable ‘ Win' appears in two of th
other attempts, but the rest of the letters bear no resemblance to th
remainder of the proper word. If I recollect rightly the attempt
resemble those which were acknowledged in New York in March t
be attempts at * Winifred'. On the next sheet there are a lot c
circular scrawls, and amid them are found first apparently a figur
3 followed by the capital letter ‘ L ’ or ‘ T then 1 Lop ’ or ‘ Top
and a word like March. J. H. H.]
(Prof. X .: I should think that she could write all right. Sh
was so bright mentally while living.) Your friend will need to leai
just like the rest of us. [Evidently a request to repeat some of it
learn, the rest of us. (Prof. X.: Will you ask her name? Pe
haps, if she cannot write it you can do so for her, Mr. Clarke.)
have tried to tell her how to do it. (Prof. X.: Will you write In
first name for her, only that, Mr. Clarke?) I think it best that sh<
[*d’ erased] should do it herself. (Prof. X.: Tell me the city
which I last saw her.) no. no * * let (?) her. (Prof. X
Will she write it tonight?) when she gets control sht will do
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(Can she tonight?) no, it is too hard for her, let her see how I do
it a few times.’*
(Prof. X. requested that Mrs. S. be permitted to come out of the
trance easily and without discomfort. She woke up all right,]
There is nothing special to remark regarding this sitting, except
that the name “ Lillian ” has no significance to Prof, X., nor to the
others present. Where I have recognized a possible reference to the
name " Winifred ” I had in mind my little daughter whom Mrs. S.
met while in New York. There is too much doubt about the reading,
however, to even lay any stress upon it in favor of secondary person
ality. Besides, no matter what the pertinence of the results little
stress could be placed upon them when we consider that Prof. X»
hadhis hand at times upon that of Mrs. S.
May 30th, 1901. Planchette used. Mrs. S. conscious. Mr. S.
hoped that Harrison Clarke would appear, as it was his intention to
tell him an incident that he had learned that day. Harrison Clarke
did not make his appearance. Instead Sylvester came.
" (Whoever is here may write.) Your what you call it. (Please
»rile it over again.) your what you call it Billy. (I do not under
stand.) (Go on.) your (Do you mean the word ‘ your’ ?) yes,
yon said who was doing it, read it. (What do you mean by it?)
never mind, Billy. Mother is feeling bad tonight, they put flowers
there. (On your grave?) Yes, why does she always mourn, Billy,
»e are not dead. I wish she would not. tell her to— (I will.)
[sheet changed] you o [erased] know Joie [‘ t ’ dotted] allways
would make her feel so. you know he is sad and mournful, it was
enough to kill a living person to hear him. (Word after ‘ kill’ ?)
Bring. I heard him today. (Go on. Did you go to New York with
Mrs. S,?) when. (In March?) yes. but she stayed. (Did you
not stay?) no. (Why did you not stay?) there were others there.
(Who was there?) there was one young man. I heard them call
James. I did not stop, just passed on. I went back. I just stayed
too (?) [erased] around near there, and when I saw them writing
*nd talking I just heard this [‘ this ’ erased] an older gentleman say
Junes and I did not stop, but came back to mother to comfort her.
(Do you hear me, Sylvester?) yes. (Will you be here when Dr.
Byslop is here?) no, cannot, I am sorry. (Why not?) I am very
tey. (What are you doing?) ask them to find out. (Whom do
Jon mean by ‘ them'?) your friends that are coming. (Will you
»ait i little while, so I can see what is written?) not long. (Have
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you any other.reason?) I[f] they can find me I will come. (Pas
sage read to see if it was right,) yes. (Will you please to cane?)
let them come and find me if they can. (How can busy people find
you?) not that, they are coming. [Read to see if it was right.]
yes. (Whom do you mean?) you will know when they get here.
(Who is meant by ‘ they’ ?) this James living here, not on your
earth, Billy. (Do you know his last name?) no, good bye. (Come
again some time.) yes. (Come soon.) no.”
There are some incidents of interest in this sitting. Mr. S. ascer
tained from his father the next morning by telephone that Mr.
Smead’s mother had been feeling quite badly all day of the 30 th and
that she and her husband had talked about decorating their son Syl
vester's grave with flowers, but finally decided not to do it because
of the long grass on the grave and in the cemetery as the day was
rather wet. It was therefore postponed.
The brother Joseph was usually called Joe in the family, but
when his brother Sylvester wanted to tease and annoy him he called
him Joie. Other members of the family sometimes teased him in
the same way. Of course Mr, and Mrs, S. knew this fact, but they
did not know the intention of the father and mother in regard to the
grave. This brother Joe is a very melancholy temperament. I
append the personal statements of the father and brother.
The father says: " Relative to the question you asked me through
the telephone, mother was very much troubled concerning the
decorating of Sylvester’s grave and felt very badly because she
could not do it."
*
Mr. Joseph Smead, the brother called “ Joie” in the record,
writes: “ I was at home in Methuen, Mass., that day and mother was
feeling badly because she could not go to the grave where Sylvester
was buried, and said it was the first Decoration Day that she had
not put flowers on Sylvester’s grave, and I told her that Sylvester
knew how badly she felt about it and she said she believed he did.
“ It was raining quite hard and mother was afraid of getting
more cold and so she could not go.
“ I was feeling very badly about not being able to go there. 1
was feeling badly because Sylvester was dead. I told mother how
badly I felt. I told her how I hated to go to his grave as I wantec
to think of Sylvester as living and not in any way associate him will
the grave stone and the earth. And yet I thought I ought to go ant
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put some flowers there, and I was even on the point of going out and
buying some, and decorating it myself, but mother did not go and
so I gave it up. I told mother all this and I think I made mother
fed badly because I felt so.
“ Besides I was greatly troubled that day about some private
personal matters. I told mother about what was troubling me. I
feh that if Sylvester had only lived I should not have had so much
trouble. I told mother how I felt that day,"
Mr. and Mrs. S. of course knew of this habit of decorating Syl
vester's grave and the fact greatly qualifies the significance of the
message. It would have been a most important fact otherwise.
The reader will remember that at my sittings in New York (p.
324) I got the name James, which could have no importance evi
dentially for reasons indicated in the record. It is curious to ob
serve here, however, the narration of events as they would be on
“ the other side " in regard to that name. The narrative is all very
plausible and possible, but non-evidential. Quite as curious also is
the reference to a “ James " as " living " on the other side ” , as I
had an uncle James McClellan deceased who had been a “ communi
cator” in my experiments with Mrs. Piper, the Report of which
vas not published for some months afterward. But my articles
in Harper's Magazine had been accessible to Mr. and Mrs. Smead
and had been read. Besides I had probably mentioned this uncle and
his name in telling them incidents of the sittings.
The next few sittings were my own personal experiments. I had
arranged for them and it was these which Mr. Smead had in mind
»hen asking if his brother Sylvester would be present.
May 31 st, 1901. Present, J. H. Hyslop, Mr, and Mrs. S. Pencil
wed. Mrs. S. conscious the whole time, but evidently confused.
The writing did not begin for about twenty minutes. This time was
Qlcen up by waiting and occasional remarks by Mr. S. to the effect
that the communicator could write. Just before the writing began
Mrs. S. remarked that her arm felt as if some one was holding it.
The first indication of the writing was the slow movement of the
pencil across the sheet of paper. Then there was an attempt to make
i letter apparently, but this ended in a scrawl. Then followed a
dear James. I give it in the dialogue form.
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“ James. (Very well, write on.) yes you know (Yes, when
you can tell me the name.) Mary. (Very well, Mary, that's right,
is it?) yes. [several words undecipherable] (Well, Mary, canyon
tell me what you were doing before we were married ?) [word un
decipherable,] (I can’t read it. Write it again, please.) study, yes.
(What did you study?) German. (Yes, all right, anything eli?)
Music. (What did you do after you came home?) taught. (What
did you teach?) music. (Do you remember your most intimate
friend out there?) yes. (All right.)
[There was a pause here and 1 asked the communicator if she
wanted to rest. No answer was made to this, and I continued my
question,]
(Do you remember your most intimate friend where you taught
music?) yes. (Very well, who was it? You know what I want.)
[The answer is not readable.] (I can’t read that.) [Answer again
illegible.] (Write that again.) [No answer.] (Is she married?)
yes. (Write her maiden name clearly.) [Answer undecipherable,
except that the first word looks very much like 1 mama *.] "
It was evident that the writing was becoming more difficult and
I remarked that we had better close the sitting, I was too ill myself
to continue. It is very noticeable that the writing is like that which
occurred in New York. It is the same wavy style, and was exceed
ingly slow and difficult.
As to the facts in the case they are as follows. I was rather ex
pecting my father to appear first and was surprised to find the name
of my wife written so promptly. Evidently the order of my thoughts
had nothing to do with the result. Of course Mrs. S. knew this much
of my wife's name and no importance can be attached to thus getting
it. But Mrs. S. did not know the other facts given. My wife spenl
five years in Germany studying the German language and music
After her return to this country she taught music, as indicated in
the answer to my question. When I asked for the name of hei
friend I had in mind a certain lady also well known to me, but th<
fact seems to have had no influence on the writing. As I could no*
read it I soon thought of another lady that was intimate with m3
wife whom my question might suggest. She is married, and nr
question was rightly answered for what I had in mind. But there i:
no dear trace of the name.
I should remark regarding this sitting that it occupied about aj
hour and a half. This will serve as an index of how slow the writ
ing was. It should also be observed that when I asked the questks
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'What were you doing before we were married? * I was thinking of
my wife's teaching. When the reply came that she was studying I
thought of her studying music, and expected that answer to my
farther question to know what she was studying. The reply *Ger
man though correct, was not what I was thinking of. The reply
to my next question was what I wanted.
June 1st, 1901. Present, J. H. Hyslop, Prof. X., Mr. and Mrs.
S. Pencil used. Mrs. S. conscious, though betraying some evidence
of tending to go into the trance which may have been resisted. Prof.
X. present after the sitting began. This will be noted at the proper
place. Ten minutes elapsed before the writing began. Several re
marks were made to the effect that any one present might write.
* Yes me Mary, yes. (I can read only the first and second *yes \
What are the other words?) me Mary. (Is that Mary, 'me
Mary ' ?) it is me. (Shall I let you tell your own story ?) this is so
hard * * (Is it hard work?) * * (Very good, take your
time.) there is so much to say an[d] then [it] is so hard can you
understand? (Yes, I understand. Whenever you get ready tell
what you wish.) Tell auntie that I thank her, James, for the care
she—she * * [undecipherable. One word possibly * George ' or
1 young'.] my dear little ones. (Which auntie do you mean ?) why
auntie Braine. (Yes, all right.) [scrawl.] he sh she told me she
would come to stay she did you rem—
[Prof. X. had arrived a few minutes before and noticing that the
writing was slow and difficult remarked at this point that he might
help it by holding his hand on the pencil and Mrs. S.'s hand. While
there was a pause he held his finger first on the pencil and then his
hand on Mrs. S.'s, slightly clutching it. Nothing occurred and his
hand was removed. There was then a long pause and various ar
rangements were made to make Mrs. S. rest comfortably. Then
Prof. X. again placed his hand upon the hand of Mrs. S., holding it
so that he could influence its movements consciously or uncon
sciously. Presently the writing began.]
Mrs. Miss Miss * * [Letters might be ' Mreme Ruis *.]
Miss Milleee (Prof. X .: Write the last name again.) Mlleee. (Is
that name Miller?) yes, Minnie * * * * Dr. Minies Miller
(Minnie Miller?) Dr, Miller, yes. Mr. Xenos knows me. (Prof.
X.: Where did I know you ? Where did you live ?) Kansas City.
[Period inserted.] (Prof. X .: Where did I meet you in Kansas
City? At what place?) There was a pause here and another, the
following, question asked. (What official position, if any, did you
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hold when I knew you?) * * (Write it again, please.) Mer
* * minister. (Proi. X.: Do you mean to say Dr. Miller, a min
ister ? Is not that a mistake ?) [No answer.]
[Prof. X. removed his hand and went across the room and sat
down. He said that he knew such a minister, and was thinking of
Emporia, Kansas, when he first saw the name written, as he had
met this Dr, Miller there. This Dr. Milter was a teacher and min
ister and died, according to the statement of Prof. X., about fifteen
years ago. He talked considerably about him, Mrs. S. being per
fectly conscious and in her normal state. He remarked that he met
the man at a normal institute in Emporia, while he, Prof. X., was
principal of the High School. It then occurred to him that he
should have asked for the initials of his name. The sitting was re
sumed with the intention of bringing these out.]
" (Prof. X .: Is Dr. Miller still here ?) W, S. Miller. (Prof. X:
Where did I meet you? Tell me something to identify you.) when
y (ou) Knew me you were superintendent, once you were my
teacher * * teach— (Prof. A.: Did I know any member of
your family?) yes, you knew my wife * * [Might be Emily.
Some conjectures were made as to the reading and Emma or Emily
supposed when the writing was resumed.] no * * Mrs. Mill—
(?) Miss Miller Minie (?) (Miss Minnie?) yes. (Prof. X.:
What relation did I sustain to her, if any?) teacher, yes. (Prof.
X .: I was her teacher, do you mean?) yes. (Prof. X .: What was
my official position at the time?) normal (Write it again.) normal
teacher, yes. (Prof. X .: What relation did I sustain to her after
this?) [No answer. Pause.] (Prof. X.: What became of the
daughter? Did she afterwards marry?) [No reply. Sitting came
to a close.] "
In explanation of the contents of the writing it is necessary to
say that the name of my housekeeper is Brain, It was spelled
wrongly by Mrs. S. She knew well enough in her normal state how
to spell it. Mrs. S. also knew her personally and what was said in
reference to her offers its own explanation, especially when I remark
that the children always call her “ auntie” . My wife knew Mrs.
Brain and was a warm friend of hers, and besides Mrs. Brain was in
the house at the time of my wife’s death. I do not know whether
my wife ever alluded to her as auntie in the presence of the children
But no importance can attach to this fact except to say that it is not
as absolute proof of secondary personality as it might have been
though I do not consider any other interpretation as credible.
The only incident apparently supernormal was the writing of th<
name Miller and the accompanying details. As already said Prof
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X. knew a Dr. Miller who was a teacher in a business college in
Emporia, Kansas, He also knew a daughter who was student under
himself and afterward a teacher under him when he was superin
tendent of the High School. He thinks the initials of Dr. Miller
wereW. 0 .-, instead of W, S. In the reference to " normal teacher
" superintendent", and the statement that Prof. X. was the teacher
of Dr. Miller's daughter would be fine evidence of secondary person
ality on the part of Mrs, S. were it not that Prof. X. himself had
his hand on the hand of Mrs. S. The subconscious muscular action
of Prof. X. would be as largely a cause under the circumstances as
that of anyone. The only fact suggesting the subliminal of Mrs. S.
was the allusion to Dr. Miller as the teacher of Prof. X. If the
facts had been obtained by Mrs, S. alone and without the presence
of Prof. X.’s hand on hers there might be very good evidence of
the supernormal of some kind. But the complication of Prof. X.*a
own secondary personality with the result precludes certainty as to
tfet of Mrs. S.
June 3rd, 1901. Pencil used. Mrs. S. conscious. Present, Prof.
X. with myself and Mr. S. No results.
Prof. X. began as on the evening before to suggest that the rrrit
could proceed and one held the pencil for a few moments abow
Un S.'s hand. A few minutes later he moved to place his hand on
here as on the evening previous, but I protested so vigorously that
he retired. Twenty-five minutes elapsed before the pencil began to
move. When it did it moved very slowly and succeeded only in
Miing some lines on the sheet with two attempts to write a word
or words that are illegible. There were frequent pauses. After
fifty minutes of this I insisted on bringing the sitting to a close, and
s was done.
The entire failure was probably due to the intrusion of Prof. X.,
u Khad put a stop the evening before to the writing that I was get
ting. Mrs. S. also resented his interference very naturally, as I did,
rod she was in no mood to do any subliminal work.
After the sitting Mrs. S. narrated the details of an apparition
which she saw during the attempt to write. It represented a soldier
Banding under the table near her and toward which she was looking.
Sk aw only the face and upper part of the body. She thought him
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an officer in the Civil War. He looked like a mounted guard with
very short whiskers all about his face, thin face, blue eyes, wearing
epaulets, gold braid and buttons, and wearing a general's hat.
June 4 th, 1901. Pencil used. Present, only Mrs. S. and myself.
Mrs. S. unconscious most of the time. Time, 7 :25 to 8 :35 . Seven
minutes elapsed before the pencil began to move. During this period
I first asked if anyone was present, and twice if Mr. Clarke was
there, the second time just after the pencil began to move,
“ Marmond (Is that word Marmond?) no. (Was it started for
Mary?) no, H (Was that last letter H?) yes. (Was the word
Harmond?) yes, you know. (Who was Harmond? Youhavenot
got it quite right.)
[I here thought of a young girl we had as a servant one summer
in the country. Her name was Harmon, not Harmond. I thought
the intention was to mention spontaneously the place and incidents
connected therewith. The words *you know ’ were written indis
tinctly and I said.]
(Press a little harder. I am not sure. I want to see it written
out here.) 'you d— Harmond. (Harmony?) no, no, Harmond.
(Harmond?) yes, (Now can you tell me what that name means?
Where did you learn that name?) [The hand at once began to
tremble slightly. I could detect only the letter * L ’ in the reply. Its
meaning became apparent later.]
(This is you, is it, Mary?) y—it is me. (Well, write dearly
where you learned that name which you wrote.) Liebsc. [All but
‘ L ' s ' , and ‘ c ' unintelligible to me at the time.) (I cannot read
that.) Germany. (Germany?) yes. [more emphatically and dis
tinctly written. Also it is interesting to note that the ‘ y ' of the word
* Germany * was used for the first tetter of ‘ yes'.] do not you read
it? (Yes, the word you wrote was Germany. That was not what
you meant.) not that. (All right. You can try it again. You
know exactly why I want it written.) Leipsic. (Is that word
Leipsic?) that is it. [There was no doubt in my mind as to the
name, but I wanted confirmation by rewriting iL The previous at
tempts became dear.] (Very good, Mary. Now can you name any
one we met there?) * * (Was the first letter M?) yes. (Now
try the rest.) * * (I can’t read it, Mary.) * * (Don’t try
any more. Let me try another question. What did you do in
Leipsic?) I studied there music. (That’s right.) you know.
(Yes. I know.) yes. (Now go on.) yes after while it will get
easier, yes, I try to help you. th(i)$ right. ['This right’ written
in slightly larger letter and more distinctly.] (I can't read all of it)
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which. (Do you remember a young boy you met in Leipsic ?) yes.
* * [not distinctly legible. It might be * maine ’ or an attempt at
that which would have been right. Had I been able to read it at
the sitting as now, my next question would not have been put as it
was, but I suspected the attempt, and so put the question so as to
hare the correction made without any suggestion.] (Is that word
'many'?) _ no, not this * * (Are you getting tired?) * *
[possibly *it is hardfollowed by a clear *gone ’.] gone. (Who
wrote' gone'?) [No reply.] "
The facts which will make the incidents of this sitting intelligible
are that ray wife studied music in Leipsic, Germany, and that she
ailed me by a nickname that I suspected after the sitting was in
tended by the name “ Harmond ” , though this was a mistake far
removed from it in all except the first three letters. I resolved at
the next sitting to test this matter. She met there a young boy
whose name if it had been clearly given would have been positive
proof of the supernormal. But it is not clear enough to be certain
of it The reason that I asked if it was “ many ” was that I wished
to make it certain without suggesting it, and as the nature of the
continuous writing in these sittings makes every word end in a line
which might be interpreted as “ y ” I read it purposely as “ many ” .
b was not corrected. I cannot attach conclusive weight to the two
lames Leipsic and Germany and the statement that she studied
music there, though there is absolutely no reason to supposp that
Kre. S. knew anything about the facts either in this or the sitting
if May 31 st. The sceptical difficulty which has to be overcome is
he possibility that she may have suspected, while in New York,
fromthe piano in the house and the music lessons that my little boy
*as taking then that my wife was a music teacher. This once sus
pected, the fact that Leipsic is one of the few places where music
an be studied in a special way, or is a frequent resort of music
overs, a fact known to almost all persons, we can see how the submmal might do some effective guessing. What was needed was a
far answer to my two questions, one asking for the name of an
miniate friend where she taught and the other for the name of that
ttmg boy.
June 5 th, 1901 . Pencil used. Present, Mr. S. and myself. Mrs.
I conscious for 15 minutes, but began going into the trance at the
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end of this period. Sitting began at 7 :25 and ended at 8 .40 . Hand
began to shake slightly at 7 135. Pencil began to move a minute or
two later.
" [Scrawl, possibly 'yes*,] yes * * "[possibly an attempt at
‘ Mary*.] (Write distinctly. Is that you, Mary?) yes. (Now
one word I did not get certainly the last time. It was the first word.
Can you spell it out one letter at a time and m capitals?)
H A R M O N D. (Harmond. Is that right?) yes. [New sheet
given.] yes H (?) If I could talk (Yes, all right.) I would (Yes,
I understand.) tell you, yes. (Yes. Tell me important words. I
can tell what you are trying to do. Can you tell me what you called
me in Leipsic?) you * * [two words undecipherable.] Hislop
[first two letters doubtful and the last with some resemblance to
small * n
(All right. Wait a moment.) [Sheet changed.] yes,
is (?) (Is it too hard?) yes. (Give me any word or name that
you can recall, for instance, your room mate where you taught
music.) * * (Write it again in capital letters.) [Illegible
scrawl.) (You had better rest and get my father here. Have you
seen him?) many Hysslop, (Yes, all right.) yes. (Have you
tried to reach me through Mrs. Piper ?) yes (What was the reason
you did not communicate?) you did not come. [Written in
scrawly and wavy letters, but in heavier lines.] (Have you seen
Imperator? You remember Rector and Imperator.) [Scrawls with
some resemblance to three separate ‘ y *s.] (Did father take you to
Mrs. Piper?) yes [ ?] he did. (Is there anything special you want
to say?) yes. (All right, you may say it.) do [?] you laiow it is
very hard. I am trying to help you. (All right, Mary, I am glad to
know that.) yes, I knew you to [' to' erased] would be [The pen
cil then moved toward my hand across the sheet until it almost
touched it and then wrote.] James. [Noticing that the pencil was
getting dull I put another into the fingers of Mrs. S. and changed
the sheet. Immediately was written in clear strong letters.] this is
yours. (Yes.) I like it [not read at once] better. (Write that
word after *yours * again.) I like it. (How did you know it was
mine?) you gave it me just now. [Pause, and then some straight
lines were drawn across the sheet.] (Had we better stop now,
Mary?) [Letters superposed in the answer.] (You are writing the
letters over each other.) Good night, James. (Good night, Mary,
we will have one more evening together.) good, yes, more to---going now.’*
I had asked for the rewriting of the first word of the previous
sitting because, as remarked above, I had suspected after the sitting
that " Harmond *’ was an attempt at my nickname in Germany,
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knownto only one other person living and possibly forgotten by her.
The “ Harmond ” was rewritten out according to my request and
without hesitation. No suggestion came from me as to what I
wanted or what I wanted it for. The word is wrong. I know
nothing of its meaning unless it is a confused attempt at the name
of the boy asked for. I tried to get the word by directly asking for
what I was called in Leipsic, but the scrawls that I received for an
answer bear no resemblance or indication of what I wanted. Neither
does the answer to my request for the name of her roommate where
shetaught music.
The episode of recognizing my pencil which 1 had taken from my
pocket was interesting, especially as Mrs. S. was in the trance. But
thesubliminal might have reagnized it from its temperature and the
fact that Mrs. S. saw me sharpen it before we sat down. 1 had
oeTer given her one before, and Mr. S. does not keep the pencils he
uses in his pocket. But throughout the sitting there is absolutely no
tiaceof anything that can claim to be supernormal.
After my arrival home and careful inquiries which I at once
nade I obtained clear evidence of secondary personality in regard
tothe incident of studying German. My little boy is studying this
hnguage at school and one day while speaking of the fact with Mrs.
S. while on her visit in March my housekeeper remarked of his
mother that she was " a splendid German scholar ", This circum*nce would afford a hint for a great many true things which the
tobconsrious might safely venture to assert or infer. The circum•hjice also shows how little we can rely upon messages obtained
®der Such circumstances. No one knows what may be inadvertently
ifropped in this way and forgotten, only to turn up in the necessities
of subliminal operations. This remark is strengthened by a circum■ we which shows that I was correct in March in not attaching
®7 nine to the names obtained in my sittings, wholly apart from
doubtful reading of some of them. Three times recently (June
*<h} I have heard my housekeeper speak of my youngest child in
her Christian names and know nothing about it afterward.
Such slips may have occurred with both my younger children in
&rdi and in the presence of Mrs. S,, whether she noticed it or not.
ADsorts of inadvertent remarks may thus be recorded and turn up
toutound us in our search for the supernormal.
The general consequence is that there is no trace, whatever of
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any supernormal process by Mrs. S. in any of these last sittings.
Not a word or expression can be found that cannot be explained by
secondary personality or is not definite evidence that it is this. There
was a bare possibility that the reference to Mrs. Brain, my house
keeper, contained one incident which might have involved something
of importance. It was the statement of the promise of Mrs. Brain
to care for my children. Something occurred at the time of my
wife's death to make this possible, but inquiry shows that it did not
occur, and I thought it extremely improbable from the nature of the
circumstances which I cannot explain here, that it should occur
though possible. Inquiry, however, shows that nothing of the kind
took place and not a coincidence in the six sittings has a mark of
supernormal character about it.
Sittings were not immediately resumed after the date of the
last record owing to private reasons which have no interest for
the public but which made it necessary for Mrs. S. to have quiet
and rest. In July, however, Mrs. S. found it possible to continue
the experiments at judicious intervals. The record, therefore,
proceeds as usual.
July 6th ( 1901). Present Mr. and Mrs. S., Mrs. Frank Miller,
Miss May Eva Miller and Mr. J. L. Smead. Planchette used.
[Some unrecorded question or statement was made, perhaps such
as " If any one is here he may write ”. This was followed by a
straight line, and then an undecipherable word or words, though
the lines seem intelligible and regular enough.]
“ (Who is here?) Frank W. Miller. [Not read at first.] (I)
this mirror work?) No. Frank W. Miller. [Written clearly.]
(Are we right in thinking that this is Frank W. Miller?) Yes
(What have you to say to us?) Where have you been? [Fol
lowed by a scrawl across the page.] [The next question was lost.!
Why not Jennie? (Have you a message for us?) Yes, I want t<
tell [scrawls.] want to tell you to tell you much, my mind i:
confused when I try to remember. When we are [New shee
given.] when we are here we would like to talk just as we did whei
here with you, but we cannot [scrawl.] we [scrawl.] just [ ?] tr
* * [possibly "to ".] do the best we can ["can ” writ to
»crawly.] Mother is here and so [scrawl] others. It is hard t>
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■riteand listen both. We try and write the best we can. [Some
^recorded question.] Yes, no [ ?] Mother is here and so [Sheet
ranged.) mother is here and so 1-----are others and it is hard very
?] hardto write [ ?] [Sheet changed.] write when so many [Sheet
ranged] so many are talking. It tires us [scrawls.] Good night,
lily, Jennie, all.”
There are no evidential incidents in this sitting and only some
atements regarding the difficulties of memory and confusion
itolved in the attempt to communicate which are like stateirnts and incidents in the Piper phenomena. It is not possible
>determine how much these are affected by the subliminal of
Its. S. The most that can be said is that they may reflect opin
es formed in her ordinary conscious states.
Xo further sittings seem to have been held until September
id. But in the meantime the sudden death of the older of their
ro children was connected with some incidents having an in
rest to psychical research. This child, Cecil by name, took sick
i Sunday morning August 25th ( 1901), possibly poisoned by
Xingsome canned shrimps, and died on the evening of the same
iy. Mrs, S. apparently had some premonitory experiences
bich were afterward thought to point possibly to some event
the kind. They were narrated to Prof, and Mrs. Xenos on
< morning after the death of the child and they sign their
xaes to this fact. The account of the experiences was written
* by Mr. S. on the date of September 2nd at the dictation of
n. S, The experiences seem to have taken place on the day
thechild's sickness and death. The following is the account.
“ Cecil was resting on the couch in the sitting room. He was
esed. He had only a slight fever so far as I could judge. I
t*not in the least nervous in regard to him. I had no thoughts
khewas so soon to die. Willis and George (Mr. S. and the
•inger child) were at church. Cecil and I were talking while
fixing my hair. I heard a very heavy step as if a man
•scorning up the cellar stairs. He came up to the top and tried
cdoor, so that it shook the whole room where I was. It fright
ed me. I heard the knob turn. I tried to be quiet and sat
**•■ 1 did not tell Cecil. I kept still and listened and for some
X, five minutes or so, I expected to see some one walk into the
«n from the shed. I finally found that they did not come in,
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and then I waited to hear the person turn back and go down
stairs, but heard nothing. I did not go to the door. I thought
it best to stay in my room with Cecil. A11 this occurred it
about 11.30 a. m. on this Sunday of his death. At the time of
this occurrence I did not have any idea that he was sick enough
to have a doctor see him and had no possible thought of hu
coming death.
Between one and half-past one o'clock of this same day, when
Willis and George were at Sunday school, Cecil and I were in the
same room. He was on the couch asleep, I was sitting in the
Morris chair reading a magazine. I had no thoughts of Ccdl’a
critical condition when he woke up and wished Papa and George
would come home. He then shut his eyes and went to sleef
again. Then I seemed to be about half conscious, in a state ol
stupor or trance, or approaching to this condition when I sas
the most beautiful hall I had ever seen. The walls were of gold
It was about eight feet wide and from fifteen to twenty feet long
The floor was either crystal or gold, which I cannot be sure. Ii
was very bright. I thought as I saw it: ‘ Is not this the moS
beautiful place I have ever seen. I wonder where it is. I w*
never here before. I have never seen anything like it.* Then
began to wonder what made it so light, since I could not see an
windows through which the light could come, when I seemed t
be impressed with the pureness and brightness of it. Then
voice spoke to me and said: 1 Can you not see that there is u
need of the Sun here?' So far I had seen no one. I still wot
dered at the beauty and brightness of what I was looking at whe
at the farther end (of the hall) a lovely little spirit came rtinnin
towards me. I do not know where this spirit came from, ft
there did not seem to be any doors or windows, and as she or I
(I could not distinguish which, it came so rapidly) neared me
thought apparently without taking time to think, * Is this Maud1
Or is it that I am to lose our little one which God has not yet h
to our care? (referring to a prospective birth). Is it Cecil
The little spirit called * Mamma, Mamma,’ and I saw it lay i
head back and its beautiful eyes closed and it vanished, I beii
left to wonder at its meaning. As I seemed to come to roysi
there was a strange odor in the room and I thought that perha
Cecil was to have the scarlet fever and that when his father ca;
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borne I would send for the doctor. When my husband came in
then Cecil wakened from his sleep and asked me if Papa and
George had come from Sunday school. I told him that they
»ere coming1 just as they stepped upon the first step and then I
toldhis father to see how he was and call or get the doctor, which
«ns done at once.”
There was also an incident in the death of the child that may
iave some interest, though it has no evidential characteristics.
It is simply one of those death bed occurrences which might be
observed in many cases and which could only have evidential
nine if we could afterward obtain communications under proper
editions indicating the same incidents. Mrs. S. reports the
arts to me after making a record of them and at my request.
The record is as follows. The date of the occurrence was, of
nurse, August 25 th, and the record was made on September 2 nd.
“ While Cecil was passing from this to the other life he at
irst asked me: * What makes it so dark ? * It was only about 3
i. m. and very light in the room. I told him that it was not dark
ndhe said:1 But it is Mamma ’. I did not even then realise that
e was passing through the valley and the shadow of death,
'ben when I talked to him he jumped up and pointed towards
be top of the room and cried: * Mamma don’t let that man get
ie\
“ I took him in my arms and told him there was no one there.
It replied:' But I see him Mamma'. After this I talked to him
«dhe quieted down for a few moments, and as he seemed to rally
®°> the stupor he again jumped up in the bed and reaching out
Mb his hands cried: ‘ Mamma, don’t let them up there get me.
hty are throwing ropes down trying to get me. They will hurt
*• Don’t. Mamma, let them get me
“ I still told him that he was with Mamma and that I could
* see any one. He cried out again and reached for the ropes
fcich, of course, were invisible to me, and when he caught them
* first time, he said: 1 Take them away and threw them back
flhe invisible ones. It seemed as if the invisible intelligences
*ered these ropes again to him. This time he reached out and
fight them and then said: ‘ Got them, Mamma. Get the scisand cut them quick, quick, quick \ This was said by him
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very rapidly. I replied: ' I would, Cecil, if I could, butj I cannot
see them, my dear boy.’ He then said: * Cut them Manama.'
“ I was afraid that he was suffering too much as he was lying
on his left side, and I told the nurse that, as he wife getting
quieter, perhaps we could turn him over, when he either heard
me, or the invisible intelligences were still waiting toy him and
trying to get him to take these ropes. He jumped up jest a little
and reached out and cried: ‘ Got it, got it, got it and then sank
back very easily and closed his eyes, and the nurse add I turned
him quietly and he did not wake again. His soul was then in
that eternal world which he always loved to talk about.”
f
I
On September 2 nd, 1901 , a sitting was held in which appar
ently there was an attempt on the part of the deceased child W
" communicate
The writing was accompanied with some con
fusion and difficulty and the letters for " Papa” were general!;
in capitals. But nothing of importance seems to have beet
accomplished. Mr. S. did not see fit to transcribe the sittinj
and unfortunately either did not save or certainly did not send m
the questions which were asked and which were marked in th
usual manner on the original manuscript, so that I cannot gin
as intelligible an account of the record as otherwise would ll
the case.
I returned the original manuscript, however, to Mr. S. |
his request and he has reproduced the questions as nearly as I
could from memory. Mr. S. says that they are only appro!
mately correct. They will probably be better than no reed
of them.
1

September 2 nd, 1901 . Present Mr. and Mrs. S. PlanchH
work. Mrs. S. conscious. First sitting after the death of <1
child Cecil.
1
“ (Go on. Whoever is present may write.) [Scrawl.] Y
we w [Sheet changed.] (Tell me if any one is here.) we he
(Who is it?) [Scrawl.] (I cannot read it. Write it so 1 caf
Maude. (Write what you wish. Have you seen Cedi, Mautfa
Yes, he is * * [Read by Mr. S. as f to in’.] heaven. (
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on.) _ [Scrawls representing lines and loops across the sheet.] (Is
Cecil «re?) Yes. (Let Cecil write if he can, if he is here.) Cecil
(very scrawly.] maMa PAPA GE Oe [George.] (All right my
boy. Go on.) [Lines.] PAPA. YES. (That was good, Cecil.
We are very glad to hear from you. Keep on and try to write.)
[Lines across the sheet with *Y E S ' erased at one end and * no' writen at the other end.l (You may come when you can. We love
o have you come. Come all you can and learn to write to us.)
lecfl will try. [Handwriting changed here to the usual style,
^robably written by Maude,] (Go on.) Cecil loves [Lines,
wanting to Mr. and Mrs. S.] Y ES."
September 5 th, 1901 . Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
sed. Mrs. S. conscious. Sitting held about 9 p. m. Nothing
pecial to suggest the particular communicator or the line and
tyle of communications. The sitting began with prayer.
" £ A scrawl something like the letter 'w '.l (Who is here?)
ylvester Smead, your brother J. Houston (Do you mean my
"other Sylvester and Mrs. Smead’s brother John Houston?) Yes.
Have you any message for us, Sylvester?) Cecil John is happy,
e wants mama too [to] know he loves her more now, and Willis
know, we" should say his papa, your brother was with me when
: came here and he did not know him, so was some afraid and we
ere careful not to hurt him. (Will you wait until I can , ead
bat has been written? Shall we keep our hands on the pian
ette?^ Yes, keep them on. (Where is Cecil now?) playing
lo w is it that he is not here?) It is not best yet Ida. (Mrs, S.:
Ivester, if my brother is here what has he to say?) he is here,
t has not written for so long. He says he loves Papa and Mama
d so he will be near them for the time that is coming to them. I
H tell you some time before very long, he said. (Who?) he
i*s brother said it. (He Ida’s brother said it?) Yes.
( 'WTiat was the cause of Cecil’s death?) God’s will. (What
« « j - did Cecil have? [In answer to this the planchette moved
pencil back and drew it across the words 1 God’s will ’.] (What
nan reason was the cause?) Drs. did not know, but he was to
oj tired [‘ i ’ dotted.] and was nervously exausted. [Words ’ to
o j tired * repeated in response to request as they were not read.]
ras h e poisoned?) No. [apparently erased after writing.]
ras there dfiy truth in the idea that he was poisoned by eating
ned shrimps or any canned goods?) No. (Did the injection
t h in t ?) It helped him come a little sooner, but he had been
rly here before. (Sylvester, was not my son poisoned in some
,/j
No. (If he was not, how do you explain those offensive
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discharges?) It is so with every one when they die. (Go «
Have you anything else to write?) Are you all through, Billy, wid
those other men? (I cannot read it very well. Will you write i
again ?) with those other men, yes. (I do not know what yta
mean.) You know. (I do not.) Yes. (Explain please.) Bod
Billy. (That book I have been at work on?) Yest (Do yot
mean the publishers Holt, etc. ?) No. [At this point Mrs. S. nit
" Hyslop’* in a very low tone of voice.] Ida said it. (You mar
Hyslop, Xenos-----) Clark. (I am not done yet and cannot rf
just when I shall be done.) I will say good night until you are, yd
we do not like that way. We come for you and do not like that1
Here the sitting closed as Mrs. S. seemed to be tired.
1
This allusion of Mrs. Smead’s brother, John Houston, t
Cecil's fear when dying has an apparent sequel in a later sittiq
(p. 435 ) when Cecil referred to his confusion of Sylvester wil
his " uncle jogle ", and the incident of his explanation aboat th
" ropes ’’ and his fear that a man would get him (p. 387). 111!
brother of Mrs. Smead’s was never known to him.
September 12th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchetl
used, both parties having their hands on it. Mrs. S. consdoS
Sitting began at 7.45 p. m., and lasted about an hour. Nothil
said to suggest the character of the communications. The par
communicating absolutely unknown to Mr. and Mrs. S.
" (Who is present?) [Scrawls across the first page but not
tempt to make letters.] (Please write your name.) [Curia
scrawls on the second sheet ending with the name----- ] Thom
[Very poorly written.] (Please write your name.) Yes. V
right, please write your name.) Thomas. (Is your name Thomas
Yes. (That is good so far. Write the rest of it, please.) [Sen
something like ‘ mine *, but undecipherable. Then written in lai
letters.] Thomas Henry. (I cannot read the last word very w<
Try to write it carefully.) Henry [written more carefully a
legibly.] (Do you mean your name was Henry Thomas?) 1
(Do you mean that your name was Thomas Henry?) Y
(Where did yon live on earth?) [No reply,] (What is
message?) * * (Is that mirror writing? Must I get a loota
glass to read it?) No. (Is what you have written the Engl
language?) Yes. (Go on. Write what you wish.) Mill, Q.
(Go on, please.) R. R. .. [scrawl.] (Is th a t' R x ’ ? [Both*,
and ‘ Rx* were underlined for reply.] (What was your busin
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earthP) Yes. [Then words written that are undecipherable,
t first resembles *R d mi t o r ' R d i n i t T h e second resembles
stin’ or ‘ Hslin ’.J (Write it plainly.) [The answer was the
i for dram and mix as used by druggists. This was repeated and
be described as a large ' 3 ’ followed by the letter ‘ m * with the
ss line to indicate ' m ix'.] (I think I understand what you are
ng to show me. Will you please to write it plainly in ordinary
;luh, so that there can be no confusion ?) [In reply the same
is were written quite plainly and followed by the word -----1
®ist, no. (Anything else?) [A curious scrawl ending with
undecipherable word which was followed by the sign *Rx ’ and
or three letters that are uncertain, and then in clear writing
t the question -----] (I cannot read it. Will you write it
in?) Thomas Henry. (Where did you live?) 24 Mill. [The
iber 24 not clear.] (Where did you live?) [Circular scrawls
ing with something like the sign * R x a n d then an apparent
mpt at 124 though doubtful, followed by a clear ’ no * and the
re ‘ 2 ’ and an apparent attempt to write the figure *4 ',]
here did you live? I cannot understand.) 24 Mfll. [Great
rt to make the 124 * clear, apparently a period after both fig¡.J (Explain please.) [Circular scrawls and then -----] Mill
(Go on.) [Answer illegible.] (Write it over please,) No, I
iot [followed by a circular scrawl.] (Do you want to stop?)
iedrawn.] (Had you anything to do with tne firm of Druggists
made these smelling salts that Mrs. 5 . has now in her hand ?)
w drawn.] ” Sitting then closed.
rhere is nothing evidential in this sitting. The sign for pre
vious is correct and so also is that for the word *mix \ or
Kt\ following an apparent attempt to name certain ingredi. The part of a physician is very well represented, but
ther it all comes from the subliminal action of Mrs. S.'s mind
«collections of prescriptions cannot be determined. For al1 meaning of name “ Thomas Henry ” cf. p. 424 .
September 13th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S, Planehette
If. Mrs. S. conscious. The sitting was divided into two
a. the second part being separated from the first by a pause.
1 (Go on. Whoever is here may write.) [Circular scrawls endwith an apparent H. C.] (If it is H. C. write your name in
or writing.) [Circular scrawls covering a page.] (What is
for?) [Circular scrawls covering another sheet,] (What is
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that ior?) [Circular scrawls, then some lines across the page, a
circular scrawls again.] (I do not understand this at all. Who
present?) [Irregular scrawls followed by------- ] Relinm. (Pie
write that last word carefully.) Relinium. [In response to qo
tions regarding the letters in the word it was repeated.] Reli
* * [‘ rim ' apparently, but erased and ‘ um ’ written under i
(Is the word4Relineum' ?) Yes. (What does it mean?) ” [Oi
lines were drawn in answer to this and other questions, the last
which was a suggestion to quit.]

I
!
i
:
■
!
|
j
|

A pause followed before the sitting was resumed. When
began it was very difficult to keep Mrs. S. from going intt
trance.
*
" (Go on. Whoever wishes may control Mrs. S.) ) l
[scrawls followed by a word which Mr. S. could not read, but wb
looks like 1 mcsage’. The ‘ a ’, however, resembles *b*, tho* !
like the ' a * sometimes made.]
i
_ (Is this Mr. Henry?) [The answer was the sign for drams
mix, followed by ' No, I think you' * * [The first three 1«
make 'she', followed by two others like ‘ ell*’. Apparently, h
ever, the planchette, after writing the word, went back and eh
erased the ' e ‘ in ' she as Mr. S. read the word * will \ and w
the letter * e ’ at the side, or wrote the letter ' a ' or * u ' in its pi
I think it more probable that the writing was ' e ’ to correct
reading ‘ will ’.]
[two words und
(W
lenry. (What is your r i
sage?) [Scrawl.] to help you (Well, what have you to tell i
* * [Sign for drams and mix and prescription, followed by — ■
Jentian [sign for drams and mix, and prescription.} colofora * |
[possibly' m ’.] stricknin, no, alcohol. Yes. No, * * ” [ (
dently some unrecorded questions were asked here.}
I
m

*

[Some further words were written with the druggist’s s
repeated as before, but the words were undecipherable to
I have had a physician who was familiar with prescriptions
amine the writing and he can make nothing certain of t! j
words. J. H.H.]
|
Inquiry of a physician shows that this combination of I
terials would make an anti-ferment for stomach use. The “ c i
municator” does not indicate what it is intended for. A 1 (
sitting possibly suggests what was in mind (p. 426 ).
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September 14thr 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S.
sed. Mrs. S. conscious.
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Planchette

“ (Whoever is here may write.) [Scrawls followed by some
ties like several letters, but not definitely intelligible, and these by
milar scrawls resembling a series of figures 8 connected with each
her. The figures are often seen in embroidery.]
(Who is it?) MAMA I A— HERE. (Mrs. S.: Mama is
ad.) [After writing * here' the planchette went back and inserted
twten the *A * and *HERE * the omitted letter ' M ’.] (Mr. S .:
iwhat part of the room are you Cecil?) [No answer.] (Go on.)
\PA I SEE You. (Are you happy, my boy?) YES PAPA,
forge is not here [‘ t ’ in ’ not ’ crossed.] Papa. (No, George is
bedasleep. Have you seen him tonight?) No. (Do you mean
it yon want George when we use the planchette?) YES PApa.
Ve will use the planchette in the daytime and then we will have
£Tge with us. [George is the remaining and younger child,]
s. (Go on, tell papa about the place where you are.) You
nStl't* crossed.] wait [‘ i * dotted and ‘ t ’ crossed.] (What
a the cause of your death.) PAPA. I AM HERE, (You
ow that you have left this world, don't you?) YES. [emphatic
riod placed after the 'y e s’.] (What was the disease you had?
II papa.) NO, NO. (Do you mean that you will not tell me?)
HuRtS. [The *i* dotted and the *t‘s* crossed.] (Does it hurt
a to think of it?) YES. (Do you know what I took out of
it desk?) [Answer undecipherable. Mr. S. says that Mrs. S.
fsscd what he had in mind and told him afterwards. Hence she
rwwhat it should be all the while.]
(Try again.) [Illegible and apparently not the same word as
ore.] (What is it Cecil?) [Figures drawn.] (I cannot tell,
al Did you think I took out your sticking paste ?) No. [Then
igure like the previous ones but more poorly drawn.] (What
igs are in the box in the other room?) [Mrs. S. knew all that
s in it, for she put them in.] [No answer.] (Are you still
e?) Going to [‘ t * crossed.] bed with [*t’ crossed.] George,
tawl, possibly *Soo’ with the second ‘ o* erased.] (Are you
ag to see George?) Yes. (He sleeps in your bed in our room.)
line was drawn toward me, Mr. S., and others toward Mrs. S.j
'ant papa to kiss him?) Yes. (Want mama to kiss him?)
i. (Good night Cecil, come again.) " The sitting then came to
ose.
Mr. Smead reports that the child Cecil was in the habit of
ting in capitals. It was a very decided habit with him. The
:was of course known to both Mr. and Mrs. Smead and amen*
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able to secondary personality. But it is an interesting indication
of the exactness with which the personality of Cecil is repre
sented. This use of capitals later almost or wholly disappears, it
the reader will remark.
September 15th, 1901, Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and that
little boy Geòrgie. Panchette used. Mrs. S. conscious. Hands
of all three on the planchette.
“ (All ready.) [Circular scrawls all over the page ending ini
undecipherable word. The hands of Geòrgie were removed
only Mr. and Mrs. S. held their hands on it this time.]
[Cecil] wains [wants] George, papa. (I think I read it.) No, I
WANTS GEORGE, PAPA. (What do you want him to dai!
[Circular scrawls.] [George then put his hands on with oursJ
Good LttLE BRother. [The ‘ d ’ in good was made so that the IfflJ
served also for a part of the capital ‘ L and the ' i * omitted l
‘ Little and all the small ’ t's * were crossed.] (What is the woi
after ' Good ’ ?) LittlE. [' i ' dotted and ‘ t’s ’ crossed, fallow«
by scrawls all over the sheet.] (Go on.) GOOD litell BRotW
[ followed by scrawls. ‘ i ’ dotted emphatically and * t’s ' crossed 1
’ little’.] (Please tell us what the last was. Let somebody bq
you to write if you cannot very well.) my good little brother, n
dotted and * t's ’ crossed in little . Mr. S. then said : *Cra
George will speak to you.’] (Geòrgie: Tell me a ‘ Bill story.
(Mr. S. : Let somebody help you, Cecil.) [In answer a picture J
a cage with two wheels was drawn and an animal in it. Below!
was written-----] tigER, yes, TIGER. [The ' t ' crossed in fl
first of these.] [Mr. S. adds: I told Cecil a story of Bill's dro
before his death with which he was very much pleased and also
had seen a circus before his death a few days. Geòrgie had so
one some time after his brother’s death, so that this picture h{
much meaning and significance to him and to us. It does not prd
that he was really drawing ¡t, but it is very suggestive of his pi
sonality.]
[Good, Cecil, write to me.) I LOVE You AIL. (Mrs. Ì
Cecil we are all glad you are here. Do you know it?) YE
(Mama wishes she could see you.) not now. [*t* crossed
‘ not ’.] (Who have you seen in heaven?) not yet. [*t ' erosi
in ' yet followed by beautiful circular scrawls, amounting to vi
good circles,] (I don't understand.) [Two sets of circles drai
connected by lines and lines drawn across the page with one i
decipherable word, and then the word * mama ' written at one si
of the sheet and the word ‘ Papa ' at the other side and ‘ Geor-
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: the bottom, the rest of the word, evidently intended for ' George
^decipherable.] (Go on.) No. [Connected circles drawn.]
He is drawing his eyes.) no. (Go on.) [Circles drawn.]
ood night mama, George, Ceil, Papa. (All right, Cecil. Come
pun.) **
September I8th, 1901. Présent Mr. and Mrs. 5 . Planchette
ied. Mrs. S. conscious. The " communicator ” a new person.
“ (Go on. Whoever may be present may use the planchette.)
»crawls and an attempt at some word that is undecipherable, folwed by—] Ennis is— [rest undecipherable.] yes. (Who is it?)
essie [Very poorly written: looks like Berrir.] bessie Ennis. (Is
Bessie Ennis ?) yes.
[Mrs. S. remarked that she thought she had heard the name of
unis, but she did not know any one by that name and was sure
at she could not recognize any one by the name of Bessie Ennis,
fter her remarks the following was written.]
Bessie [poorly written.] yes, Emers [or 'Ennis’ poorly writn.] Malden wes— no, no [erasing ' wes'.] yes Malden
crawls.] Farm [scrawls.] [Some unrecorded question asked.]
ssie Ennis Learn [Farm] Malden [scrawls and then * Bessie'
ased and wrote—] Elisabeth. (Do you mean Malden, Mass.?)
a. (What street was it?) Farm [written very clearly.) (Do
« mean that you lived on. Farm S t ?) no (Do you mean that
u lived on a farm?) Yes. (1 did not know that there were any
ms in Malden, Mass.) look and see. (See what?) them,
t' crossed.] (What do you mean by 'them '?) Farms. (In
at part of Malden was the farm?) West (What was your
thers name?) [No reply.] (Have you forgotten it?) Yes.
low long have you been dead?) Don't know much about it.
t ‘ in ' don't ’ and *about ’ crossed. A word or two undecipherle, but the letters seem to be ‘ yeresssS . . . (undecipherable).
re.1 (Do you want me to see any body or write to any one for
u?) Yes, Nettie, [‘ t’s* crossed.] (What Nettie?) [scrawls.]
s, Robinson. (Do you want me to wnte to her?) Yes. (What
ail 1 tell her?) * * [three words undecipherable. The first
ms to be ‘ Hesee ’.] (I cannot read it.) S. Jessie [scrawls.]
bert. [The * S ’ written first and the ‘ J ’ superposed upon it]
cannot read it) [Scrawl,] Meeting * * [several words
it are undecipherable.] "
Mr. Smead inquired of the " Nettie Robertson ” here men*
ined in the communications, whether she knew of the " Bessie
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Ennis " indicated. Her reply is that she knew of but one family
Ennis in Malden. It consisted of father, mother and one daugh
ter. The mother’s name was Jennie and the daughter's Anna
Cora, and no one by the name of Bessie or Elisabeth Ennis is or
was known to Mrs. Smead’s sister. The Ennis family lived in the
outskirts of the place, northwest from the center of Malden on a
farm. This was fourteen years previous to the “ communica
tions". About two years ago Mrs. Ennis and the daughter
Cora both died of cancer within two weeks of each other. The
house and land were sold to the town for a cemetery and the house
used for a pest house when the smallpox broke out about the
time of the death of Mrs. Ennis and her daughter. Mr. Ennis
has disappeared. He was in England or Scotland for a while,
but returned and his whereabouts at present are not known.
I obtained the same facts from another independent informant
with the exception that she gave the name “ Kate ” as that oj
the mother and states that the farm was '‘north’’ of Malden. Bd
as her information was obtained second hand the name " Kate *
as that of the mother may be a mistake. It is apparent, therefore
that the message has no evidential value, though it is interesting
to note the statement of Mr. 5 . that he and Mrs. S. knew nothin)
about this Ennis family, at least do not recall ever hearing of it.
September 23 rd, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S., Mr. and Mn
Bowles. Planchette used. Mrs, S. conscious and taking aj
interest in what was written. Mr. and Mrs. Bowles had nevt
been present before at the sittings.!
" (Whoever is present may write.) [Singular scrawls all od
the sheet.] (Please write your name.) [Singular scrawls again
(Go on. Do as you please.) [scrawls.] (What are you trying 1
do?) [Singular scrawls ending with a drawing of a human figure;
(Please explain.) no. (What was that picture?) [Drawn
square like figure and some scrawls ending with—1 a new discove;
....... [several words undecipherable, probably the same as wh
follows.] (What are the words after ‘ a new discovery’ ?) at
we found. (We do not understand. Will you make it plainer?]
[There was evidently some difficulty in reading the answer
this question and no record was kept of the questions put to seed
the correct reading. ‘ Yes* and ‘ no’ were written several timi
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endently in response to queries regarding the reading of the writing,
but nothing was recorded to enable me to determine the order. J.
H. H.]
J
Mennnis. [Evidently not read, and then repeated,] Mennuis.
[The *i * dotted. The word was finally written also as ' minnues ’
with the ' i * dotted and the handwriting poorer than in the other
instances, Lastly the phrase ' this new discovery' was written
(¡oite dearly. This was in answer to the question as to what the
newword meant.]
(Please tell me what this new dialect or language is.) Mars.
We were there when Brother came. Yes. (Who is writing?)
me. (Who is met) Why do you always ask me, papa? (Will
you please write your name?) Maude. (Please tell me about that
newdiscovery.) Why just the way they fix up their houses some
times before they come here, it is most like our way. (Won't
you write more about it, please?) You know Papa. (What do
they do to their houses?) [Rough drawing without any apparent
meaning, except that there is an apparent attempt to make it rec
tangular.] (Tell me what you mean.) [Same drawing repeated
and rectangle more evident. The figure referred to above (p. 398 )
and connected with the drawing of a person is a perfectly definite
.
r mind that, Maude, please tell me something about Cecil.)
[A pause of about two minutes,] Yes, he [‘ he' very indistinct.]
does not play with your kind of play things, he does not. [' he
does not' written over at request.] (What does he do?) [At
this point Maude evidently disappeared and Cecil came in her place,
is two sets of connected circles were drawn and the capital letters
used by him usually appeared.]
PAPA iS [The ‘ A ’ was crossed and a dot put above its apex
:oindicate the letter ‘ i * in ‘ is'.] THIS MiSR TER BOWES HE
NEVER uSE tO [‘ t ' in ‘ to * crossed at top possibly intending to
nake it a capital.] HE DID NOT COME WHEN I LIVED
iRE, DID HE? (No, he did not, Cecil. I will ask Mr. Bowles
a ask you something.) (Mr. B .: I would like you to write someting for me very much, Cecil.) WHERE I S -----(Jack?) YES.
¡lir. B. said: * He means where is Jack, a favorite dog of Mr. B.’s
h i Cecil knew *.] (Go on.) I AINT AFRAID OF HIM Now.
.Good night, Cecil. Mama is very tired and we must stop.) YOU
300 [second ' O ’ erased.] NOT HEAR [ ?] IT.”
It is interesting to remark in this sitting a return to the Mar
ian phenomena as connected with the personality of Maude, She
as not appeared for a long time and the Martian episode was
ocmccted closely with her action. There is nothing in the " com
icrucations ” of Cedi which cannot be explained by secondary
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personality, as the reader can remark from the record. Hence
he may also suspect that the matter of Maude’s messages suggests
the same explanation, independently of the evidence in the nature
of that matter. The resumption of this subject on her appearance
suggests it most clearly. Mr. Bowles also was too hasty in
suggesting the name of the dog as the thing which Cecil had in
mind. It is worth remarking that Cecil, when living, was afraid
of the dog.
September 34 th, 1901. Present Mrs. S., Mrs. Frank Miller
and Miss May Eva Miller. Mr. S. absent on business connected
with the church. Planchette used. Mrs. S. fully conscious and
taking an interest in what was written. The record was not as
carefully kept as when Mr. S. was present, but at the close of the
sitting he took pains to get every question and answer in its proper
place, so that the record is fairly accurate.
“ (Is there any one here?) This is better, we like to do our
own work. (He referred to the planchette as preferred to the
Ouija board which the ladies had and were trying to make work
with Mrs. S. It was a failure with her. While her hand was on it
it would indicate that it, the intelligence, wished to write.]
(Who is it?) Frank Miller. (That is right We are glad that
you have come.) Yes, yes, you all try. (Try what?) yes, write.
(Evidently some unrecorded question connected with the reading as
the following answer indicates.]
similar question.] [Scrawls.]
say ?) I am WELL [' well ’ in
^
#
,
(Mrs. M.: "You are always well now” ?) Yes, you are better
acquainted with me through this down here ['through this dovn
here ’ not clear and decipherable only by means of repetition. Thu
was evidently asked for as it was written clearly on the next sheet.]
Me through this down here. (Is this right?) this down here, yes.
(Mrs. M.: Do you think that I had better go to Boston?) Will
you feel better ? ( Miss May. M.: Do you think that she had better
go, papa?) No, she will be very much exhausted. (Would it be
better for her to stay at home?) Yes, it would be best for her,
Mary. (Mrs. M.: If I go to Boston, will I feel better, Frank?)
Yes, it would be very much worse. (Mrs. M.: Now, I think it
would be better to go.) You may try it for yourself. (Miss May
M.: You know what you are talking about, don’t you papa?) I
usually do, Mary, usually [evidently not read at first and asked to
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be repeated.] (Mrs. M .: Will my head ever be any better?) Get
out of doors, no, Doors, [evidently not read at first.] much of it,
yes. f'yes' apparently erased and then rewritten,] yes.
(Miss May M.: Do you want me to stay at Draper’s and work
jo hard?)
Is it necessary. (Miss May.: Yes.) No, [‘ no* re
peated three times.] (Mrs. M.: Can you see how sick my father
uf) Yes. [erased.] When I go over there. (Mrs. M.: Will my
fattier die soon?) H [very large capita].] he will live all the time,
we do not die. (Mrs. M.: Will he pass over the river soon ?) not
yet (Mrs. M.: Do you think we had better move to Boston after
be is through?) You are better here, no. (Miss May.: Did you
bow I went to Buffalo, papa?) I went to [too.l (Mrs. M .: Can
yon see what we are doing all the time?) Yes, when I come.
(Mrs. M.: Do you like the gentleman May is acquainted with?)
Does Mary? (You won't give me away will you, papa?) No.
(Mrs. M .: Frank, did you write to me yesterday on the Ouija
board?) I tried to, but this is better. (Miss May.: Is there any
thing more?) Yes, [scrawls.] yes. I will say good night."
There are no evidential incidents in this sitting and it speaks
for itself to the reader. There is interesting intellectual play, but
unfortunately it affords no indications of the supernormal. The
allusion to being " well now ” is interesting.
September 26th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. 9.30 p. m.
There was no special intention to have a sitting, but I had fixed
up my study different from what it was before and had a little
table that I thought might be all right for Mrs. S, to work on,
and so I was anxious to try it with the planchette. Mrs. S. was
wry tired and almost ready to go to sleep when I began. But
ábe kindly consented to see if my table was all right. The follow
ing important sitting occurred.
" (Write your name.) [Scrawls like the letter ‘ n ’ made several
fines.] Cecd [poorly written.] (Mrs. S .: Is it you, Cecie?)
Maude * * (Go on.) We are here. (Mental question: “ Is
he above ‘ we are here'” ?) Yes. (Write what you wish.)
Mercy is here. (Who is Mercy?) Grandpa knows her. (What
Srandpa ?) Grandpa Smead. (Please write Mercy’s name in full.)
Bercy, just Mercy, (Was it a man or woman?) Lady. (Please
' e her full name. She must have had a name besides Mercy.)
cy Smead. (What relation were you to grandfather, or to my
fcther ?) Sister.
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[Mr. S. evidently forgot that he was talking to Maude, his
daughter and did not ask his question rightly. He should hart
said: ‘ What relation was she to grandfather’ ? The answer in
volves this conception of the situation and it was evidently what
was meant by the question. We might suppose a change of per
sonality or communicator. J. H. H.]
(Tell me anything that will help my father to remember you)
My brothers are all here except 2 . (What two are living?) Joseph
and [scrawl.] Samuel. ['Samuel' poorly written: in fact de
cipherable only from its repetition later.] * * (I cannot rod
the last name plainly. Try again.) * * Joseph, Samuel (Go
on. You say your brothers are all there except Joseph and SamueL)
Mother cannot write with this. She does sometimes come, but doer
not understand this way. it is hard [ ?] to her.
Mrs, S. said she was tired and must stop. Mr, S. explained
this to the "communicator” and the word 'y e s ’ was written
three times. Then the planchette made some lines across the
page the words *yes ’ at each end to signify that Papa and
Mamma should kiss Cecil good night, and the sitting closed.
There are some matters of interest in this sitting. In reply
to inquiries Mrs. Sinead’s father says that he had no sister by the
name of Mercy, but that he has a deceased sister by the name ol
Lucy. This Lucy was also a full sister, so that the allusion tc
her mother as the same as that of Mr. Smead is pertinent, :
fact of which the son and his wife, Mrs. Smead, seem not to havi
been aware. Mr. Sinead’s father reports, however, that so far a
he knew at the time of the sitting there were three other brother
still living besides Samuel and himself, Joseph. He also say
that it was general not to have any middle name in the family
Mrs. Smead, it seems, did not know that this was a fact.
Inquiry, however, shows that Mr. Smead’s father has tw
brothers deceased and all the rest living. If the message ha
been that all were living but two it would have been come
This mistake is an interesting one since Mrs. S. knew the fad
in the case.
September 27 th, 1901 Present Mr. and Mrs. S, [Presumabl
planchette work. No record of this fact, however.]
" (Go on.

Whoever is present may write.)

Yes *
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[scrawls or undecipherable words made of letters resembling ' m '
and 1 e ’.] (Who is trying to write?) George Lowrey. (What is
the last name ?) Lowrey. [This is not the way that we supposed
the name was spelled.]
(What do you wish to write?) We Mr. [ ?] Smead He is here
* * [a word undec.] [At this point Mrs. S. removed her hand
from the planchette and Mr. S. kept his upon it and an undecipher
able word was written. The handwriting is slightly different from
what it was before, though some resemblance still remains. It is
fainter in appearance.]
(What Mr. Smead ?) George, (Do you mean George Smead?)
Yes, (Who was George Sinead’s father?) * * [one word undec] Samuel Smead. (What was George Smead’s middle name?)
F [Scrawls.] F. (You do not know. You are fishing.) no.
(IMiat is that you wrote?) * * [Word undec.] Sometime.
(?) [‘ homtine’ apparently, but after writing it the planchette went
back and apparently made an * S * instead of r h ’.] ”
The George Lowrey mentioned was Mrs. Smcad’s uncle.
He had died some three or four years before. It seems that all
that Mrs. Smead knew of the fact was merely that he was dead.
No particulars were ever told her. Mr. Smead says: "W e both
knew George Lowrey (Mrs. Smead’s unde) was dead. She
never was especially interested in him. I never saw him. Ida
saw him but once in her life when she was 13 years old and then
he came in the evening and stayed two or three hours. This
was all.”
Mr. Smead thought that the name George Smead, the son of
his uncle Samuel, was a fabrication of Mrs. Smead’s subliminal,
as neither he nor Mrs. Smead could recollect any person by that
name. A letter from Mr. Smead’s father, however, in answer
to an inquiry, says: “ My brother Samuel has a son named
George S. Smead. I do not know whether he is living or not.
I think he is. If he had died some one in the family would have
written me. I feel quite sure of this.”
A later letter from Mr. Smead's uncle Samuel also mentions
this son George as still living.
The following is an account of a vision which Mrs. Smead had
on the same night of this sitting after retiring. I give her own
narrative of it as written by herself. The date of the vision was
the night of September 27 th.
” I had been to ride Friday afternoon and was very tired, so
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could not steep very well during the first part of the night. I
would sleep a little, then wake up quickly and was very feverish
at times, so much so that I thought that I was going to be sick.
But at about midnight or a little before, I woke with my right
arm so painful that I could not move it from the wrist. It was
limp (that is, the wrist and hand) and 1 turned over to the left
of the room and thought that it was very lonely without Cecil,
and how much I would like to see him, if only for a few mo
ments, when there was a loud rap in his room and another near
me on the floor. I looked toward the spot where the rap came
from, when I saw a vision of an etderly lady. This vision was
very different from any that I had ever seen before. It looked
very ghostly. It had snowy white hair and wore a white gown.
The hands and face were very white, so much so that I looked
very steadily at it to be sure that I was not mistaken. I thought
that, perhaps, the lady we had seen that afternoon had died. This
was not true. This person that I saw was very old and I was so
much surprised at the difference in her appearance as contrasted
with those that I have seen before that when morning came I at
once told my husband what I had seen. He told me to write it
out at once. I said that I did not wish to do so because it was so
ghostly that I did not like to think of it.”
Mas. W. M. S mead.
The date of this writing and signature is September 30lh,
Mr, S. writes on the same-date;" I hereby certify that Mrs.
S. told me the above on Saturday morning, September 28 th, at 7
o'clock a. m.”
There was apparently no hint of a possible coincidence in the
case until she received a letter from a friend dated September
30 th and received the same day, saying in a postscript note an
aunt Sarah in Baltimore had died. Nothing was said about the
time of her death. They then wrote to the mother of Mrs. S. tc
ask when this aunt had died. The reply, dated October 26 th ii
as follows:
“ I wrote to your aunt Annie to send me aunt Sarah’s age
She died on September 26th, 1901, but I do not know how ok
she is.”
'
Mrs. Smead's sister Nettie had written a letter to Mrs. Sinead
1901.
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saying that this aunt Sarah was sick, but the letter was missent
to------ Mass,, (a town of the same name as Mr, Sinead’s home
tnanother state), but it did not arrive at Mr. Smead's home until
two or three days after the vision of this lady, possibly the aunt
mentioned. In reply to a letter addressed to an aunt in Baltimore
Ur. Smead ascertains that this aunt Sarah died on the 26 th of
September, 1901, at the age of eighty-six years, that her hair was
very white, that Ida, Mr, Smead's wife, had never known this
aunt Sarah, and that Mrs. Smead had not seen the writer of the
letter for thirty years.
It is interesting to remark that the George Lowrey mentioned
inthe Hcommunications " in the sitting of the 27 th, the day after
this aunt Sarah's death, was .a nephew of this aunt.
As soon as I bad copied the narrative regarding the apparition,
supposed after the receipt of the above mentioned letter to be
that of the deceased aunt Sarah, I wrote to Mr. Smead and asked
him to secure a photograph of this aunt without the knowledge
of Mrs. Smead and to place it among some others and place them
where Mrs. Smead might see them, taking care that he should be
present when she saw them. Mr. Smead did as I requested, but
it was several months before he was able to secure the desired
photograph. At last he was able to report the following letter and
experiment, and it apparently represents as good an experiment
of the kind as could well be performed. The letter was received
the day after I left W------- .
“ W---------------------- May 29 th, 1902.
“ Dear Dr. Hyslop:
“ I was fortunate enough to get the reply from Baltimore with
the picture of that aunt Sarah that we wanted to try the experi
ment with. I took great pains with it to make the experiment
conclusive. Mrs. S. did not know that I had received any picture
or any bundle the size of any picture. She knew that I had re
ceived a letter from Baltimore, supposed it to be an ordinary
letter, thought that contents related to some matters of detail
»bout this message, that you wanted me to write for more par
ticulars about this aunt Sarah and that this letter might have the
reply needed. She knew nothing of its contents and had no posnble idea that I got a photo in it.
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" I put the photo that I got from Baltimore in the midst of i
lot of others, over 50 of them, and after an hour or so had elapsed
I brought the whole lot down-stairs, began to talk of some of tier
girl friends, told her I wanted to see if she could find me the pic
ture of Lottie Dudley that she knew was dead, asked her to see
if she knew who Annie Hedengran was in a lot of pictures and
named over two or three others, so that she thought that some of
those that I named were dead, or had died recently, and that my
point was to see if she could find their pictures. I fooled her
completely and threw her off her guard as to aunt Sarah. So she
went along looking at the photos and talked of this one and that
one of her girl friends. Some she was sure were living, others
she knew were dead, and others she thought might possibly be
dead, thinking alt the while that I was driving at that to see if
she would pick out the photo of this dead girl friend when by and
by she came at once upon this photo of aunt Sarah. She was
greatly shocked, looked at me, and knew it at once and recognised
the face, said the face she saw had no glasses, the hair was
crimped as in the photo, but flatter on the forehead. She had a
white dress when Mrs. S. saw her and was not quite as fleshy as
the photo would indicate. The recognition was absolute. 1
then took another tack. I told her she was too sure, that it was
all nonsense for her to be so positive, that I might have got a
picture of some other woman and put it there to make her think
it was that of the one she saw and kept back the real picture it
I had it, that I was trying to fool her, etc., etc. It was all no use
She was sure and positive. The identification was complete
I had to give it up. So I told her then that it was the photo o
this aunt Sarah. She had never seen a photo of her before
This picture of her was the last one taken of her before her dealt
" I send this to Boston, care of Dr. Hodgson, thinking tha
you might like this now.
Very cordially yours,
“ W. M. S m Rad."

September 28 th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and Mi
Jennie Miller, wife of Frank Miller deceased and appearing t
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communicator in this record. Mrs. S. in good condition. Plan
chette used.
" (Whoever is present may write.) Mrs. J. Cloumd [not dearly
written: might be ‘ leoumd'.l (Please write it again.) Mrs. J.
Clound. [dearly written.] (Go on, please.) Good by Sir.
[There was then an intermission of about five minutes.]
Yes. [Scrawls and lines.] (When you can write you may do
». I do not wish these lines and scrawls. I will not have them.
You can wait until you can write without them. You may make
circles if you wish.) [Scrawls.] you are very kind, sir. (I
apologize, if I have said anything to hurt the feelings of the intelli
gence, Sir.) I am a lady. (Excuse me, Madam.) I wilt, sir.
(May I call you Mrs. or Miss.) mrs, (Go on.) Carue [not
clear.] (Please write that last name a^ain.) Came, [might be
read as an indistinct ‘ Carrie'.] (Is it Came?) No. (Is it Caw?)
No. (Go on.) Carrie. (Is it Carrie? Please write the other
way of the sheet.) [She had determined to write in a different
way from any other " communicator ” .] No, yes. (Mrs, Carrie
------ ?) Rand. (Is it Mrs. Carrie Rand?) it is. [one word,
apparently ‘ me ’, not indicated in its place in the record of Mr. S„
J. H. H.]
(You have made me do as you wished, Mrs. Rand. I think
that you were used to bossing your husband when you were with
him, weren’t you, Mrs. Rand?) No. (Appearances are decep
tive, Mrs. Rand.) they are. [The communicator had insisted on
writing across the narrower part of the sheet instead of its length.
J. H. H.]
(Please tell me where you used to live?) * * [Letters seem
to represent' Maendu ’.] (I cannot read it.) notnow. (You may
write what you please, Mrs. Rand. Outside of my jokes &c, I am
very glad to have you with us this evening. We are delighted with
your presence.) do you mean it? (I do mean it, Mrs. Rand.)
we do not [ ?] we do not. (Please write it again.) no doubt.
(Please write what you please. What is your message? Are you
through?) for now. [followed by lines and scrawls all over the
page.] [Then a pause of a few minutes.]
[After the pause Mrs. S. took a pencil for trial, but nothing was
done and she resumed the planchette.]
(Is Mr. Prank Miller here?) Mr. who? (Mr. Frank Miller.)
no. (Where is he?) he is home. (Can’t you bring him here?)
no. (Is he at home with Mary?) yes. (Please tell me who you
are.) Sylvester. (I am glad you are here. We shall have to
stop soon. Mrs. S. is tired and we shall have to retire.) yes, you
may now. (I will be glad to sit up. Won’t you write what you
may wish?) will come again. (I will wait for you.) no. (Come
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Monday evening?) sometime [sometiune.]
ter.) Yes."

(Good night, Sylves

Mr. S. sends me an obituary notice of a Mrs. Catherine F.
Rand printed in a paper (Zion's Herald) of October 16th and
says that Mrs. S. saw it on the 17th of that month. The notice
reads: "Rand.—Mrs. Catherine F. Rand died Sept, 27 th, 1901, at
her home, 114 Upland Road, Cambridge, aged 98 years, 2 months,
17 days.” Mrs, S., it seems, never knew such a person.
There is no definite evidence in the case that the coincidence
is significant. The mistake o f 1 Carrie' for " Catherine ” is easily
explicable, but there is not enough corroborative evidence to per
mit any apologies in this direction, and no apparent reason for
such a person turning up.
There is an interesting coincidental incident, however, con
nected with the statement that Mr. Frank Miller was not present,
but was at home with his daughter Mary. Miss May (Mary)
Eva Miller had remained at home this evening and tried the Ouija
board for experiment herself and reports as follows:
“ This is to certify that at the time when the writing was given
purporting to be from Sylvester Smead to the effect that Frank
W. Miller was not present but was at his home with his daughter
Mary, I was using the Ouija board and received what seemed
to be a message from my father Frank W. Miller. This would
indicate that the statements made by * Sylvester * were true.
“ O ct. 1s t , 1 9 0 1 .

M a y E v a M i u j e h ."

September 30 th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Mrs. S. in
good condition, not tired. Began the sitting with prayer, closing
with these words: “ May Thy will be done in this matter this
evening."
“ Yes, it ssall [shall] Be as thou desirest. (That is good. Gc
on, please.) Yes, I am here to do this. (I do not see. Explain
please.) In answer to your prayers. (All right, my friend, wht
are you?) Mrs, farah B------- (Write it again.) Brown
(How is this. You did not write the same thing.) Mrs. faraS
Brown. (What is the letter before the small letter ‘ a ’ ? Is i
' s ’ ?) Yes. Sarah, [written in large clear letters. It is possibk

It
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that the 1 f ' written twice for ‘ S ' above was an attempt to write
theold fashioned ‘ s '.]
(Tell me something about yourself, Mrs. Brown.) You know
ate. (What was------- ) [I did not have time to finish the last
word when the planchette wrote as follows.) not Sarah, Eunice,
(lou mean that it is Eunice that is present?) yes. (Why did
you write ‘ Sarah’ ?) wanted her. wanted, (Go on please.) tel!
Sarah 1 am here. (You mean who?) why Sarah Bishop.
(Mrs. Brown, you knew me very well when you lived in B------- „
C------ . I want you to write something that will help me to know
that this is really you.) you did not bring me my papers home.
(What papers?) The Congregationlists. [Congregationalists.]
(I am not sure that I understand that.) I let you take it But
you were so Busy you forgot about them. [This is probably cor
rect.) (I think I recall it.) Yes. (It seems so.) Am I noheoght
[not right.] (I think so, Mrs. Brown.)
(Can you give me the name of the man who used to live in
Gilead C------- , when you were there and who ran for the office
of sheriff?) Mr. Puennes. [not clear.) (Make it clearer.)
Penuines. [not clear.) (That is all wrong, Mrs. Brown.) No.
Plum * * (If you cannot write it, please print it.) P L U MAfER. (Do you mean Mr. Plummer?) Yes. (Do you mean
that Mr. Plummer once lived in Gilead, C------- , and that he ran
for sheriff ?) Yes, I do. (Please give Mr, Plummer's first name.)
it is too much for now Thomas. (Thomas?) Yes. (What of
fice did he have?) sometime, tell Sarah. (What do you want
me to tell Sarah?) Good night. I am here. (I cannot promise
that I will tell Sarah.) Yes. (I cannot tell Mrs. Bishop very well.)
you can. (I will do all that I can about it. I will not promise
to tell her. Will that do ?) Yes.”
October 2 nd, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs, S. Planchette
used. We were thinking of Cecil and Mrs. S. had a picture of
him before her all the time, Mrs. S. conscious through the
sitting.
“ (We are all ready.) Yes. (Is Cecil present tonight?)
[ScrawL] yes, me papa. (Who is it?) Cecil. (I am not mis
taken, then. This is my son Cecil?) yes, yes papa dadic, Cleve.
[We called him ‘ Clevie *, and he often called me *papa dadie
(I am glad you are here, Cecie. Won’t you write to papa and
prove to him that it is really you?) Yes. (Gcf on.) [Here a line
was drawn across the sheet lengthwise with a circle at its end and
then aline drawn back to the starting point at the other end with a
rirde also at its end, so that the representation is that of a tube.
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This was repeated until six tubes in all were drawn and lines at
right angles across them. Then a railway engine was drawn with
its wheels, fender, cab and projections on its top,] (What is that,
Cecil?) PuSSEI. (I cannot see what it is. Is that first letter
' P ’ ?) Yes, PUSSEI, PiSSEI, [This was followed by * no, no, yes,
no’.] [Mr. S, does not explain their meaning in any note. Ap
parently some questions were asked that have not been recorded.
. J. H. H.] (I cannot see what you mean.)
[I thought that he was making Martian characters. This was
Mrs. S.’s impression.] [There are two or three marks that might
suggest this view. J. H. H.] [Then follows:] PUZ. [period.!
ZEL [all in large capitals with the last three letters written below
the first three,] P U R .,, [scrawl.] no, Z [large capital written at
end of the first syllable ‘ PUZ ’. Then:] PUZ. [period.] Z. [period.
Sheet changed.] ZEL PU [The planchette here went hack and
wrote this syllable * PU * in front of the syllable ' Z ELm aking the
word 1 PUZZEL *.] (Is that word ‘ puzzle '?) Yes.
(Do you mean to help to remember that puzzle that you had
Saturday evening and that you could not put together and laid
aside?) no, TRUNK, yes N [circular'scrawl ending with cap
ital—] K. [period inserted.] no. (That is good Cecil. I remember
that. Tell me some more dear.) TRUNK, [period.] yes, yes.
[There is some imperfection in the record of Mr. S. here. He re
cords the answer 'Y e s ' to the question about putting together the
puzzle, while the original has ‘ no* before the word ‘ TRU N K’ as
first written. J. H. H.]
(Do you mean a trunk that you had?) Yes, little one. (What
little one, Cecil?) george took it. (Was it Georgie's?) no.
( Mama and I do not remember about George taking a little trunk.
We cannot think that he did. We don’t understand.) Yes, he did.
look in my desk, Papa dadie [line and scrawl.] yes. (Go on. Ex
plain to us, Cecie.) You took me [‘ me' erased.] away, [period
inserted.] [Then the planchette went back and wrote lines as if to
erase the erasure over the word ‘ me \ and rewrote:] me (Do you
mean I took your body to bury it?) you took me away, yes.
(Where, Cecil? I don’t see what you mean.) up-stairs. (I see
what you mean now. Go on.) George took it. (Took the little
trunk ?) yes, yes. (Mama thinks that I took it, not George. How
is that Cecil ?) No, George did do it. I asked him to. (Why did
you ask George to take the little trunk, Cecil?) I was going with
you. (I cannot remember that you asked George about it.) [No
reply.] (Are you not mistaken?) no. (Have you some word
for us?) Love you alt. (That does not sound like Cecil. I can
not think that he wtote that. Is he here?) no, (Who is writing
and helping him ?) Maud.
_
[There was evidently some further conversation in connection
with which the questions have not been recorded, since the next
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yes, some, yes, yes

There are incidents of unusual interest in this sitting. The
first one of course is amenable to explanation by secondary per
sonality. Cecil had a puzzle consisting of an engine and train of
cars which was to be put together in a certain way and he had
many times succeeded in doing it. But on the evening of the day
Wore his death he tried it and failed. Mr. S. reports the follow
ing regarding it.
“ The puzzle that Cecil put together the last thing before his
death was one of an engine and cars. It was a card board puzzle.
He had put it together many times before, but could not get it
right this time, and laid it aside in disgust. This was on Satur
day afternoon, and he died Sunday at about 7 p. m." Mr. S. can
discover no special meaning in the lines which I have described as
apparently attempt at drawing tubes. He does not see that the
puzzle would suggest them.
The incident regarding the “ trunk " or box is more interest
ing. The facts, briefly stated, are these. Cecil had a little box
or toy trunk. When Mr. and Mrs. S. were not in the room it seems
that he asked his brother Geòrgie, four or five years of age, to
give him this trunk to play with. Geòrgie did so and after a
while Cecil again asked Geòrgie to put it aside for him, as he did
not wish it longer. This was on the Sunday morning of the day
on which he died, Mr, and Mrs. S. did not know of the facts
until thus told them at the sitting and afterward verified them by
asking Geòrgie. The following is the account of Mr. S. signed
by Mrs. S. on October 3rd.
“ The sitting was at 8.30 o'clock that evening (October 2 nd)
ind the next morning I asked my little boy George without telling
him any of my reasons for asking him, or telling him anything
ibout what was written that evening, if he remembered a little
runk or blue box that belonged to his brother Cecil. He said he
lid. I then asked him if he had it playing with it on the Sunday
fiat his brother Cecil died, and he replied that he did have it that
lay, that Cecil asked him to get it for him to look at while he
Cecil) w as lying on the sofa sick. ' Mama was out in the
ótchen when I got it for Cecil1. Alt that was about 11 a. m.t

A
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church time. ‘ Cecil asked me to take it and put it on his desk
* I did it for Cecil \ ‘ I didn't have it after that \ The quotations
are Georgia's exact words.
“ Mrs. S. tells me that she remembers that I gave this little
box or trunk, as Cecil always called it. to him Saturday afternoon,
and does not remember seeing Cecil have it after that. So she
did not see George get it for him, or see George take it from Cecil,
as he asked him to do and put it back on his desk (about three
feet from the sofa or couch upon which he was lying). George
could have easily done this and Mrs. S. not seen it. George’s
memory of this event is very positive, and at once without any
leading question said that he had the trunk and that Cecil asked
him to get it for him as It was lying on his desk nearby, and that
soon Cecil, having got tired looking at it, asked him to put it back
where he got it from.
" I have no remembrance of the matter and rest the case
solely on Cecil’s declaration in the sitting and George's prompt
recognition of the fact. George said that Cecil asked him to get
it for him. I did not ask a question to bring out this answer.
He said this of his own accord as he remembered it.
" W . M. S mrad,
“ I. M. SUKAD.”

Mr. S. adds in a postscript after the above was written the
following further statement:
“ I asked George what Cecil did when he gave him the trunk. ■
He said : ' He opened it,’ and took out the ‘ little cloth rolled up.
He then-looked at it and put it back in the box and then kept it
a little while and then asked George to put it back on the desk for
him.*
“ I think there can be no doubt of George’s remembrance. I
have tried to make him tell a different story, but he sticks to the
same essentials and says he didn't know about other things. I
worked into it for the purpose of testing his memory."
The incident would thus appear to have some possible super
normal significance. Taken in connection with the other it is
certainly interesting to say the least.
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October 4 th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
used. Mrs. S. conscious. Both Mr. and Mrs. S. tired.
" (We are all ready.) [Hand drawn with a ring around the
forefinger. Then:—] Yes, We are Cecil Yes. (Go on.) Yes
* * [First letter undoubtedly ' S *, and next may be either ' t *
or *1\ Whole word followed by scrawls.] (I do not understand
this at all.) Yes, Silver stars, yes. (Do you mean your ring with
silver stars?) Yes. (Of course you are not here tonight, are
you?) yes [?1 [poorly written.] (You are not writing are you?)
Yes Papa. (No, you are not doing it. Some one is doing it for
you.) Yes. [Sheet changed.] (What finger did you wear the
ring on, Cecil?) Papa [‘ papa ' erased and a hand drawn as before
with indication that die ring was on the first or forefinger and then
the planchette went back and indicated by emphatic marks that it
was the second or middle finger and wrote after it—] Yes. [Mr.
S. 9 -* J
'
’ *
■*
■'
no
tnx
just Cloth. (Ia that all that is in it?) Yes wole, (Write that
word over again.) wole. [Evidently intended for ‘ wool* which
was correct. Mrs. S. knew well enough how to spell the word
'wool*,]
( I am going to get it and see what is in it. I do not know and
mama does not know, Cecil.) Yes. (Are you willing that I should
get it?) Yes, yes. (Do you want to write anything before I get
it?) no. (Will you remain here while I get it?) * * [word
or words undecipherable.] (Tell me, Cecil?) If i can Papa.
[At this point I got the trunk, the little box he called the trunk.
. 1 opened it and found the cloth, the wool, and some bright paper
rolled up under the doth, so it could not be seen, unless one took
out the roll of cloth. One coutd not see it if he looked at the box
or trunk when it was opened.]
. . .
.
(Why did you not tell me about the paper in it, Cecil?) I did
not [‘ t ‘ crossed, and 1 1 ' and ‘ d ’ in 1 1 did * made in one letter.]
see it. [‘ t ’ crossed.] (If you remember the doth and the wool
why did not you remember the paper ?) did only look now, Papa.
(I think that you didn't know about that paper.) no, I did at first
though. (Don't you mean that you didn't know?) though Papa
Yes, Papa * *
^
(We will drop that, Cecil. Tell me something else that will
help me to know that it is really you.) don't know what to say.
(You can tell me what you put in that pocket book.) Cards and
stamps and [' and ’ erased.] like [‘ i ' dotted in * like *,] you did in
yours, Papa dadie. (Tell me anything else in it.) No, no. (Are
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you sure there was nothing else in it?) [Lines made in the direc
tion of Mrs. S.] (What is the matter, Clevic?) my potty [?]
[Interpreted by Mr. S. as * pretty '.1 Mama. [Mrs. S. here broke
into tears.] (You would not want Mama to cry, would you Cecil?)
no, don't want her to. (Write her something, Cecil.) Mama I
....... [word undecipherable, possibly ' love ’ or ‘ lovd '.] here to
[too.] love here. (Mrs. S .: Mama would like to hug you, Cedi)
Yes, kess [kiss] you and papa George. (Are you going Cecil?)
Yes. (Good night, Cecil.) Love.”
This sitting explains itself in most details. Of course Mr. and
Mrs. 5 . knew all about the ring on the fingers and nothing im
portant can be made of this. It bears well enough on identity,
but does not escape the interpretation of secondary personality.
The incident of telling what was in the trunk appears more like
the supernormal of some kind and may have that meaning It is
borne out by the spelling of " wool ", The incident is comparable
with one or two others in this record, for instance, my experiment
with the moving hand. The reference to the cards and stamps
is true.
In reply to further inquiries, Mr. Smead says : " I think it was
his third finger counting either way. Mrs. S. thinks that the
ring was on his third finger when he was buried. She is not ver)'
sure about this. She says that he had his ring on his finger when
he was taken up-stairs and put in the bed in which he died, that
the ring dropped off and that she picked it up, did not notice
what finger it had been on, and placed the ring on the bureau,
and that it was not put on him again until he was dressed for
burial. She thinks that he usually wore his ring on this middle
finger.” Compare drawing at later sitting (p. 461 ). Mr. Smead s
recorded note in the body of the sitting makes it possible that the
child wore the ring on both fingers.
October 7 th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and Mrs. Frank
Miller. [Planchette presumably used.]
“ (Go on.) Scrawl, apparently the letter ‘ M.' M. per
iod. M Cecil, Papa. (Write what you wish.) Papa Be Good
To [I interrupted to say that I thought that it must be Mrs. S.’s
subliminal.] Mama [Then an undecipherable letter followed by
scrawls like an emphatic period. Possibly intended for * Be ’.]
Good TELL GEORGE BROTHER .. . [scrawl erased.] CECIL
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(1 cannot think that this is you, Cecil. You are Mrs, S.'s sublim
inal self.) no. (How is it you can write so well?) PRint it
jboth'tV crossed.) * * [probably another attempt at the word
‘print’.] (Go on.) BROTHER GEORGE I COME TO SEE
HIM. (Do you want me to tell brother George?) YES PAPA.
(Coon.) I AM HERE PAPA. (Yes, go on. It is easy to write,
Cecil) NO [' no ’ erased.] IT IS HARd. (Have you some
thing to tell papa? What sort of a world do you live in, Cecil?)
YOU MiST [MUST.] [Only one line of the letter ' U ’ made.]
NOTASK ME PAPA. (Why must I not ask you ?) BECAUSE
I CANT TEEL, PAPA. (Why not, Cecil ?) DONT NO [know.]
HOW. (What do you do there?) PLAY AND LEARN. (Have
you been to the planet Mars ?) [No reply.]
(Whom did you see when you were passing out of your body?)
MEN. UNCLE [only one line of letter ‘ U ’ made.] VEST e R
[Then the planchette went back and erased ' UNCLE
FRANK,
no BABY. (Who else?) JOHN BABY [Planchette went back
md wrote 1 B A B Y ’ in front of 'JO H N ’.] UNCLE (What do
you mean by ‘ Baby John’ ?) ['UNCLE* and ‘ JO H N ’ under
scored many times by the planchette indicating that the answer to
this question was ' UNCLE JOHN
(Do you mean your Uncle
fflhn?) YES. (Have you seen your unde Frank tonight?) We
*c him. (Have you seen your uncle Frank tonight?) NO.
(Were others there?) YES. (Who were they?) I DONT
ENOW A LL THERE NaMES. MAUDE WaS AWAY. [The
>' in the word ‘ names * was made in the printed form for the
mall letter as it is seen in type, but also made as large as the capiils. The 1 a ’ in ‘ was however, was made as it\ ordinary hand
ling.]
(Please get uncle Frank for us.) NO HE IS BUSY [letter
y not finished.] (What is Frank doing?) BUSY. May Eva
!»n TEU. (Let some other spirit write, Cecil?) GOOD BY
’APA, NANE, MAMA, AUNtlE. [' t ’ crossed.] ’’

There are no evidential incidents in this sitting as the reader
fill perhaps remark. One interesting feature of it, however, is
ie statement of the " communicator ” that he does not know
ow to tell about his new world. This we should expect from
¡most any one, and especially from a child. It is precisely what
•ght to be said on the spiritistic theory, but unfortunately it
light also be the reflection of opinions on this side.
The expressions “ Baby John ” and " Unde John ” have some
iterest Mrs. Smead’s brother John had died when a child two
tda half years old and was of course Cecil’s uncle. The writing
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of the words “ baby ** and " uncle ” so nearly together and with
reference to the same person is an interesting incident on any
theory. Mrs. S. says that she never called him uncle John in
Cecil's presence but always her brother in heaven. Quite as in
teresting also is the statement that it was his uncle Sylvester
that he saw when passing out. There is nothing evidential in the
statement, but it coincides with his dying statement that he saw
a man (p. 387 ). "Frank” possibly refers to his uncle Frank
Miller, a former " communicator ” (p. 362 ), Cedi, it seems,
had never seen him while living and knew him*only by name as
unde Frank.

October 10th, 1901. Present Mrs. Miller, Miss May Eva Miller
and Mrs. S. Mrs. S. conscious all the time and much interested
in the sitting. Mr. S. says: " I was away and no record of the
questions asked was kept. I shall take up the record as best 1
can from what I was told were the questions asked.”
Mrs. S. says: " Mrs. Miller and her daughter wanted to bea.
from Mr. Frank (Miller). As Mr. S. was not here to keep th
record I did not think it would be worth while, for there has beei
so very little of interest to me, and so little that I felt real!
amounted to anything. I did not think it would be at this timi
I did not want to take the P-----(plancbette), but did not refus
because I did not want her to think that I did not wish to b
accommodating, so agreed to for a little while. She had brougt
over her Ouija board, and we were going to try it just from cur
osity, but it would not work for me, but instead would try I
write.
" She asked so many questions that it was impossible to kw
a record of them, but I have written as many as I can recall fro
the answers.”
“ (Who is here?) [scrawls.] (Are you here Frank?) Mai
* * [apparent attempt either to repeat the name ' Mary * or
write ' Mamie '. Letters most distinctly resemble ‘ Mamtn \ TJ
interpretation based on later attempts.]
(Who is Mary?) M ... M ... Mann... (Mary who, plej
tell us who you are.) M e... Maunn [ ?] [or ' Mamm '
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' Mamie \] (May Eva M.: Do you mean me, papa?) mam...
no. mam... no. (May Eva M.: Then if you do not mean me do
yon mean that yourname is Mary?) Yes, Mary. [Then appar
ently an attempt again a t 1 Mamie , but very scrawly.] (Mrs. M.:
Then we are to understand that you are Mary Hall, my sister?)
no... Pall [?] [or ‘ Hall’ ?] (Are you Mary Hall?) yes, (Are
you Mary H. my aunt?) no, no. (Then I guess you are Mary
H. Whitney.) no. (Then who are you?) One mary hall. (Then
if you are Mary Hall you must be either Mary Hall, sister, or Mary
Hall Whitney, aunt.) no, one Mary.
(What do you mean by ‘ One \ and ‘ One Mary Hall ? ’) Are you
Maiy Hall, or who are you? We would like to know.) no, no.
[Then lines drawn through the word ‘ one ’ and ‘ yes ’ written.]
(Mrs. M.: I guess you don’t know much or you could write more
than just Mary.) Mary hall one. [planchette then made a curve
and drew a line through word ' hall * and wrote ' no ’ superposing it
upon letters *U’.] ( If you are any relative to me will you tell me
what your mother’s name was before she was married ?) annie [ ?]
Mary [?] [or'M am 1 ?] [scrawl, possibly ‘ one ’.] [scrawl.] mame
[ ?] [or * mimi ’ or * mime'.] (Then are you related to Otis Hall ?)
no, (Are you related to Fletcher?) no. (Perhaps you can re
member Otis Hall coming up to N. H. to get some cider.) no.
(Mrs. S. notes: There was some more said that I do not recall,
but it was about its being some relative to her and Otis Hall, The
answer was:) no, no * * [apparently an attempt at ‘ Mamie'.]
no.
(I guess you are not Mary Hall at all.) Yes, I am.
[Mrs. S. notes: Aunt Jennie (Mrs. Miller) was so nervous to
think she could not get any communication from her husband and
nothing of interest to her from this Mary Hall that she said we will
wait awhile and see if Frank will come. We waited for about ten
minutes and aunt Jennie said, ‘ I guess if Frank is going to write
he would be here by this time ’. So we tried again.]
(Is there any one here?) Yes. (Have you any message for
us?) Yes. (Is this you Frank?) no. (Who is it?) no, Mma
[?] [or ' Mme * ?) (Please tell me who you are?) Mar [scrawls.]
hall * * [undecipherable owing to its having been written
through the scrawls, but apparently ends with ‘ mlo' and possibly
a scrawly ‘ p Apparently also a * Mar— hall ’ written again in
the scrawls.]
(Have you any message for me, Mary Hall?) no. (May Eva
M,: Have you any for me or Mrs. S.?) no. (Mrs. M.: Can you
tell me what your sister's name is? Was your sister's name Betsey
A. Hall ?) no, I did not have any sister, (Didn't you have a sister
Betsey A. Hall ?) no.
(Then I guess you are no relation of mine.) [scrawl,] no, no.
(Can’t you tell us some one that will know you?) Mary hall
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Hyslop. [Mrs. S, records that this last word could not be read, hut
Mr, S. afterward read it and it is fairly clear.]
1
(V/hat do you want to say to us any way, Mary Hall?) no, |
* * my [ ?] ork [possibly ' N york,’] no, no. my husband is sick.
I would like to know if you are any relative of mine?) no, here
* * Mrs. J. H. * * lo ... Mrs, * * [Next question not
recorded.]
[scrawl.] no... Mary . . . [scrawl.] wait. Mary [scrawly.]
my husband, New York. (Who is your husband?) Yes, when he
comes over. (Was your sister’s name Betsey Ann Hall?) no, no,
no. Mary Hall [scrawly.] (What is your husband’s name?) no,
no, not now. yes, he will tell when he comes here. His name
[scrawl.] no not * * slop [?] H. [apparently erased.] hyslop
[ ?] (Who is your husband?) you know him. (Is he Dr. Hys
lop?) yes. he is coming soon and he can write it I cannot his
name [scrawL] no, * * [Frye, apparently not read.] no, Frye,
yes, no, no, no, my husband is sick. Mary * * no, Mary hall,
new york. not much, yes, George, yes, no, yes, Mary Frye. no.
my husband [scrawly.] is sick, yes, New York. Mr. James ...
no, no, no, when he comes over here, yes, not here [ ?] (What do
you wish to say?) What I want to say is, don’t tell James he is
coming yet. [apparently not read.] no yet. not [ ?] • * yes."
[By this time Mr. S. had returned and the sitting was resumed.
Soon after, and before the sitting closed Mrs. Miller and daughter
went home, according to a note of Mr. S. The writing became
quite distinct.]
“ (If Mrs, Hyslop was present she may write.) Yes, Hyslop,
(What do you want to write?) Frye. (Was that word ‘ Frye’ ?)
yes. (What is it about that word ‘ Frye '?) James knows. (What
relation was ‘ Frye’ to you?) my mother hall. (Was Mrs. Frye
your mother?) yes. (What is that last word?) Hall. (Hall?)
yes. (What was her first name?) Mary. (Mary?) yes. (Mary
Frye was your mother’s name?) yes, Frye hail. (You mean she
married a Hall?) yes. (Are you Dr. Hyslop’s wife?) yes.
(Are you really Mrs. S.'s subconscious self?) no. (Prove that
you are not.) yes, (Go ahead.) George Hall * * [undec.
possibly * Wast ’.] (What is that last word ?) * * (Tell me that
word.) Hyslop mary * * ”
Mary Fry Hall was the maiden name of my wife. It was not
spelled Frye, as in this present record. The reader may remem
ber that in March 1900 at a sitting in New York I received the
name " Mary Fry ” in much the same manner as here (cf. pp. 323,
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), It will also be recalled that the circumstances prevented
from attaching the weight to the name that I would other*
: have had. The same circumstance prevents my using it
¡as I might wish to do. But it is interesting to see the per
met of it in all the desires and attempts of the sitters to re
t communications from another person. The possible attempt
tve the name * Mamie ’ is more suggestive. This was what
wife was called by her parents and relatives, but was never
died by me. She preferred to be called 1 Mary
I am cer~
that Mrs. S. never heard that name applied to her, unless Mr.
when he met Mrs. S. at my house may have spoken of her
at way. The reader will recall my reference (p. 324) to her
ary in the presence of Mrs. S., but he may rest assured that I
r called her * Mamie ’ in the presence of any one. The posty, however, that her father may have spoken of her in this
prevents my having any certainty that the writing of it here
ay other source than the subliminal. Besides even this posty is diminished by the doubt about the writing and its in
flation.
rs. Hyslop’s mother was not named ‘ M a r y H e r maiden
, however, was * F r y H e r father’s name is George Washn Hall. It is most probable that Mrs. S, never heard his
tian names: it is more than probable that she never heard
ttond part of it, but the significance of this is diminished by
mbt about the reading.
rs. S. knew that 1 was sick, and that the tuberculosis from
11 was suffering was generally regarded as a fatal disease,
just gone to the Sanitarium at Saranac Lake, having been
ted on October 5th, The prediction here recorded evidently
rt yet been fulfilled, as I am here to record it and the rest of
communications'*. There is nothing, therefore that can be
d as important and evidential in this interesting sitting,
ors too much of secondary personality.
frs. S. after writing the sentences regarding the Ouija board
lines through them as if to erase them on the ground that
rad no importance, but I have copied them because of the
)n to the tendency of the Ouija board to write like the
rette. J . H. H.]
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October 14th, 1901. Present Mr, and Mrs. S. Planchette
used. Both our hands on the planchette. Mrs. S. conscious.

“ (Go on.) [Scrawls. Resembles ‘ Snnm’ : further scrawls.j
(Is that mirror writing?) no. (I cannot read it.) Mrs. Bame
(I cannot read this last. Will you write it again?) Yes, Mrs. B
[very large capital.] ames. (What letter is the first letter of youi
name? Is it the letter 1 B '?) Yes, B. (I cannot see through it
Please explain.) B. ames B ames no B ames.
[This was very curiously written. The planchette first made thf
capital letter 4B ’ in comer of sheet and then wrote 1 ames ‘ unde
it. Then it went back to the beginning of this ‘ ames * and wrote,
capital ‘ B " in front of it and drew curved lines under the won
' ames ' as if to indicate that ‘ B * belonged to it, and then after draw
ing a line went to the top of the sheet and wrote * no
Then i
went back to the second letter 1 B ’ and drew a line through it an>
then a circle about the first capital' B ’ and wrote after it ' aomes
evidently intending it for ' a me s T h e n it wrote ' Barnes1 an
under it the word ' no' and then drew a line through the capitr
1 B * and apparently wrote the letter ‘ M ' above and to the ngk
Then wrote ' no ’. J. H. H,] (I cannot make it out. Please prir
it.) B [Then five spiral cods were made without taking the plar
chette off the paper.) (Go on.) [Scrawl with a period after i
Probably the letter ' M
Barnes Barnes Mrs. Barnes, Yes, M
. . . . [possibly letter *s* poorly made.] ames. [Scrawls follow,
(You may write what you please.) Mr. ames, yes, Bames, Baim
Mrs. Bames Mrs. [letter ‘ s ’ erased.] (Will you please tell c
your first name?) Mr. ames [letter *a’ probably intended for
capital as it was made of large size though in the form of a snu
*a ’.] Mrs. B. ames. [letter 1 a * again made apparently for a capit;
as it was of large size, though in form of small ‘ a
(Will yc
tell me your first name?) Mrsh buens [?] (You may go on i
you please.) [Scrawl.] mrs. [scrawl] no. [scrawls.] Mr Am
letter 'A ’ made as before.] * * W [or M] ames. Mr. ame
lr. Ames to, no, yes, Mrs. Bames. (What is the message?) 1
Mrs. B Ames. [1 Ames * written under ‘ B ' and the ' A ’ thouj
written in the form of small *a ' ts enlarged as if intended for
capital.] she is my wife, yes. (What is your message to her!
Mrs. Bames I know what she does, yes, where she goes. (W
you tell me anything so that I may find out Mrs. B. Ames?) Ye
(All right. Go ahead.) Ashland Manchester, Lawrence, yes, Mr
Bames. (What do you mean?) these yes. (Goon. You may tt
me what you please.) Mrs. Bames, Lawrence, Manchester noi
(Do you mean that Mrs. Ames is still living?) Yes. (Do yt
mean that she is living in Manchester now?) Yes, Mrs. B. Ame

I
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'A'made in form of small letter ‘ a ' but enlarged for capital.]
Will you tell me anything about Mrs. B. Ames?) No. (What is
x name that begins with ‘ B *?) Betsey. [' t ' apparently crossed.)
Please give me your first name?) [Scrawls.] Barnes Barnes
Write what you please.) Mr. ? or Mrs, * * Ames. [‘ A * made
ice small 'a ', but enlarged.] Mrs. BAmes. [‘ A ' enlarged small
a'.] Mr. * * [rest of word undecipherable. Resembles
!iIrisheel *.] Yes. B. thank you. Good Bye, Yes."
Mr. and Mrs. S. seem never to have known either Mr. or Mrs.
jnes. Mrs. S. when visiting Mr. Smead’s mother a short time
gomade inquiries about the two persons. She ascertained that
(r. Ames had lived in Ashland, Manchester and Lawrence or
lethuen (the last two places are practically one and the same
iwn). Mrs. Ames had lived in Ashland and Lawrence, and
nally went to Manchester, N. H., to live and lives there now.
he parties thus seem to have been known to the elder Smeads
id not to the parties concerned in this record.
October 17 th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and Mr, and
trs. Bowles. Planchette work.
.
[Mr. Smead did not make the usual transcript of this record as
ere was too little in it that was decipherable or intelligible to make
iy clear account of it J. H. H.)
" (Go on. We are ready.) [Five minutes delay before anying was done. Mrs. Bowles then put her hand on the planchette.)
jo on.) [The planchette then drew the picture of a man or
«nan with a pair of spectacles hanging by a chain as it were from
e right eye.] (Who is it.) [No reply.] (Put a frame on it.)
planchette then drew circles about the picture,] (Please explain.)
iheet simply covered with lines and scrawls having no apparent
caning.] (Please tell us.) [Figure drawn which is evidently a
cht with two sails.] (What is that?) Boat, [poorly written,
rt with the * t * crossed,] * * (Is this Maude?) no. [very inMinctly written and completed by going back to finish the ‘ n ’.]
Aftio is it?) [No reply.] (Can you tell me?) [No answer.]
on as you please.) [Picture of an animal's head drawn, posJy a cat, ending with the letter ‘ Y '.] (Go on as you please.)
Apparently a house drawn, but not clear,] [Mr. S. put his hand
i the planchette. The planchette then went over to Mrs. Bowles.]
.ines drawn with the word ' must1 written clearly in the middle
them,] (Go on.) Go must, [‘ must* poorly written, but the
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' t ' crossed.] (Who is here?) (Scrawls.] George ]?] [not ap
parent until suspected.] George is here with [very poorly written.]
* * [Interpreted by Mr. S. at time as ‘ Cecil Smead',] Pap
Bowles."
[The writing in this message is very scrawly and fine. It re
sembles very much some of the hand-writing that I received it
my sittings as described in this report. One would have to so
the letters made to suspect their meaning, but once s u p p o s e
some of them are intelligible. J. H. H.]
Mr. Smead reports the following experience as occurring o
the night of October 20 th. No sitting was held on this dat'
The account will explain itself.
"October 20 th, 1901, I was obliged to be busy that evenini
At about 7 o'clock p. m. I called at the house of Mr. C. H. B—
and we discussed the abstract of the report of Dr, J. H. Hysk
upon the case of Mrs. Piper. I left this house at half-past sevc
or near that time, and went to the house of Mr. A. F. B-----whe
I stayed until nearly 9.30 p. m. I then returned home and tons
Mrs. J. E. Xenos present visiting Mrs. Smead. We talked abo
various things and she went home about 10 p. m.
" Mrs. S. and I were then left alone. Before I went out I h
said aloud: ‘ I think that when I come back we wilt try the pb
chette.' But when I returned I was too tired to do so, and
got ready to retire. 1 went into the kitchen and locked all i
doors and put out the light in that room, I then put out i
light in the sitting-room and lighted the little hand lamp and M
S. and I started to go up-stairs to go to bed. We had to p
through a hall-way and up the front hall stairs. I know t
the front hall door was locked, because it has a spring lock an<
was locked when Mrs. Xenos went home, and after the ev
that I am soon to relate I found it locked.
“ Mrs. S. and I had gone through the hall-way and were ab
half way up the stairs when I was startled beyond expressiot
two or three sharp, clear, strange raps that thoroughly fright«
me. They were not like any I had ever heard before. T h ey v
given on the door we had just passed through. As I listene
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ay fear (and I was afraid. Why I cannot tell.) there were two
lore oot quite as loud or sharp, yet very distinct. We went
p-stairs then and I made up my mind when I could collect my
noughts to see what was the cause of the raps. So Mrs. S. and
vent down-stairs and examined the house down-stairs. We
»Id not find any reason for the noise.
“ We then went up-stairs to bed and at regular intervals the
ips tame. These that were given in the bed-room were of a
tferent character than those 1 heard in the hall-way. Those
.the bed-room were like a click or a snap. We could not make
<intelligences answer us.”
October 20 th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
vk Hands of both on planchette.
" (AH right. You may go on.) [Lines and scrawls.] Yes, we
Dlet you know, go to her.
[This answer apparently refers to the thoughts of Mrs. S. She
i been given the name of a medium in B— ---- and she wished
go to see her, so that she (Mrs. S.) might find out who was her
ncontrol. Mrs, S. wished this very much. She had not spoken of
'desires until after these words were written.]
(*Go to her' is it?) Yes. (What do you mean? Please ex
in.) who controls here? ('Who controls here*, do I have it
it?) Yes. (What do you mean by ' Go to her*?) * * Let
i apparently *yese .. .nefetinght *.] [Question repeated.] Mrs.
' * * will tell you about her when we see her. Mrs. Smith
'crossed.] will tell [*t* crossed.] you about [*t* crossed.] her.
ifat do you mean by ‘ her *?) go and find out. ( Who is writ
?) [A line drawn under the above words indicating the same
wtr.] (A ll right. Will you go with me?) [Another line
*n under the last message as before.] (Will you not be kind
tafh to tell me something about yourself?) when she tell you
si am. (Can I find out if I go alone?) if it [*t* crossed.] is
rssary. (Y ou know Mrs. S.'s present condition. She cannot
» far now.) Yes she can. (I don't think she can safely.) It
l oot hurt her. (I should be afraid.) then wait. (Whoever
iare do you want to write anything for us ?) no.
(1 do not see the use of waiting. Please tell me your name,
tat is the need of my going to Mrs. Smith's to find out who is
ummicating tonight? Please tell me who you are.) Sylvester.
te very glad to greet you.) Cecicee [not dearly written. ProbJ intended for ' Cecil '.] we will . . . [scrawl. Possibly for
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'g ’,] o [written on next line.] to [?] [period.] (I do not quit
understand.) Cecil, we will go to. [too] [planchette went back ¡a
crossed the ‘ t ’], (All right. Go on.) with mama when sbe goe
(Mother is here. What do you mean?) Yes, yes, to find out in
' i * dotted in * find ’ and *t f crossed in ‘ out ’.] (Write it over i
shall be sure. We don’t need to find out you. We know that
is you.) no you dont [‘ t * crossed.] (Tell me something that wi
prove that you are not Mrs, S.’s secondary personality.) Go an
find out. (Will you not write me something that will prove iti
Henry is here [last two letters in * Henry' not distinct.] (What
that first word?) Henry (Who is Henry?) Henry *
[Letters apparently ‘ Seenthnns \ Might be a rude attempt
‘ Smith* or ‘ Stevens’.] (Is it Henry Stevens?) ^ Smith, a
* * [Resembles * Nishishuoy'.] no. Stevens he is [ ?] with
[us ?] now [ ?] (You did not answer me about Henry Steven
Who is Henry Stevens?) You remember Billy RusselL (Ye
Yes, well he, Yes, is he will write * * [letter or word undi
Possibly, as interpreted by Mr. S„ a scrawl for ' if *.] you keep 1
......... [scrawls and lines.] * * * (If Billy Russell is pres*
he may write.) no, not now Billy. (Did Billy Russell write that
no, I did.”

i

No explanation of names need be given as they appear
this sitting. Secondary personality accounts for all of tVw
especially as the Henry Stevens seems not to have been knoi
Mrs. Smith is the name of the medium to whom Mrs. S. thou
of going.
October 25th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planch1
used. Hands of both on the planchette. Before the sitting
had been talking about ” Imperator ” and Mrs. Piper and AV
the Great, who Mrs. S. thinks must be " Imperator
She wis
that he might make known his presence to her. W ith thi
mind we began the sitting. I did not think she could sit i
' long because she was so nervous. But as she had these thou
in mind I thought it was worth while to sit and see what roigf
written. The result is very singular. The ” communicator ”
very free and had very little trouble to communicate,
seemed to affect Mrs. S. very much and it was very difficu
keep her from entering the trance state. In her present phy
condition 1 did not wish her to enter that state, so final
stopped the sitting.
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Sitting began with prayer. At its dose a rap was plainly
card by us.
"{Go on. We are ready.) [Lines drawn across the sheet.]
What does that mean ?) Guy M. Pease [letter ‘ a ’ not dear.]
What is the last name?) Pease. (Did I get it right?) Yes.
Isit *Guy M. Pease'?) you did. (What do you want to write?)
le wants to tell you that he [pause for some minutes.] has not been
tie very many moons. (What is the last word?) moons.
Phnchette drew a line through the first word *moon ’ before
ntingita second time.] (That is good. Go on please.) [Scrawls
te the figure eight.] (Go on.) [Scrawls like a number of letn 'm' followed by scrawls like inverted letters ‘ e ’ and those
It ‘ m’ repeated. Then—] My home man [?] [was] not
fhase.] [Scrawls.] (Why do you make those scrawls? Please
rite without them. I have not very much paper. Do not waste
) [Lines and scrawls in more confined space.] Yes, you do not
derstand why it is so hard, my home was in Boston soeweh here
omewherel before I came, [scrawls in corner of sheet.) you
derstand [word finished on another line.] me [New sheet given
d circular scrawls made in its upper left hand comer to which
: planchettc would go every now and then. Mrs. S. called it his
c well, but in reality it was evidently an accommodation to the
pest of Mr. S. to save paper. After making the scrawls there
J a pause. Mrs. S. was greatly affected, as if she would go into
! trance state. Mr. S. checked this and waited until she was
rmal again. This took about three minutes.]
(Go on. We are right now.) [Scrawls.] when I was here my
ther lived in Boston somewhere. [Sheet changed and the ‘ ink
R' made in its comer.] (Did you write your brother ?) no, my
fter [*t * crossed.] when I came here she did not know hhere
here.] what she was.”
Hera Mrs. S. became so nervous that the sitting was broken
much to my regret. This communicator was a very good
; dear and rapid in his style of writing, using his 1 ink well'
intime to time. The name is wholly unknown to both of us.
; never knew any such family.
October
ft

2 7 th, 1901.

*(AU right, friend.)

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
How are you? [scrawls.]

(I am all
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right Glad to have you with us.) Aer you to? [too.] [Intern
gation point inserted.] (What is the first word?) are. [Tt
question was directed to Mrs. S.] (Yes, I am. Mrs. S. is too,
guess.) Mrs. Sinead 1 Who is she?
# (Listen. Mrs. Sinead is my wife. She is the lady here. SI
is the “ light ”.) I wish to say she is not well. [scrawL] (Wh
is the matter with her?) Elastic * * is her trouble. (I tai
not read it, so as to tell what is meant.) Elastical muscular ['a
is ' edsticai' apparently erased.] not enough of it do you see? <
don’t understand. Explain it, please.) She has that trouble u
should have it seen to. [scrawls,] (What trouble is it ? I do n
understand.) muscles are not as limber as they should [scrawl
do you see? (I know that it is hard for her to move. What c
be done for her? What is the matter with the muscles?) *
[several words undec.l to take. She will need special care if she
not more careful. (What should she do?) Have here [last lett
' e ’ erased.] see her phys. [word unfinished and period insert
as if recognising the abbreviation.] she does not like what 1 s
True. (What is the matter with her?) now I have told y
(What do you mean any way?) Best take my advice. (What
that last word?) advice. (What have you to say to us tonight
I will wait. (Does it hurt her for me to have ncr use the ub
chette? No. [period inserted.] (Please tell me who you an
Thomas Henry. (Will you find some one for us and bnng him
that we may ask him some questions?) who, (Alfred the Grei
[No reply.] "
For the possible meaning of the name 'Thomas Hemy
refer the reader to the close of the next sitting (p. 4 2 6 ). 1
present one is apparently connected with the previous commi
cations from this ' Thomas Henry ’ and his prescriptions,
they were apparently intended for Mrs. S. who at the time
expecting confinement some months later I at once saw a poss
meaning in the reference to her condition in this sitting and w
to ascertain whether any investigation had been made into
physical condition in respect to her muscles, and suggested
if it had not been made it might be advisable to consult a doThis was done. Her physician reported that there w as certs
trouble with her muscles. “ He said that if he had not kn
her so well he should have been much alarmed at her symptoms.”
regard to the statement about her walking Mr. S. reports
there “ was much difficulty in her walking. This w a s tw
three days after the message when she could not get u p iron
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nge without severe effort and pain. It was not a case of
mpof the muscles, but seemed to indicate some poison, some
tation in the muscles. Dr. G----- found no excess of albumen
heurine and no lack of proper proportion of urates in it."
Dctober 29 th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
l
The record was not sent me in full as it contains matter pering to the future. Only the map drawn by Sylvester was
me. I reproduce what Mr. S. writes me in his letter. J,
*0
.
In the experiment that 1 tried yesterday morning at about
. m. with Mrs. S., with the planchette as usual. She drew a
singular map of several points, connected with lines to represent
tads. The names of the places were Boston, New York, Phila)ia, Nashau, Saranac Lake and P------- . These places were
iced on this map, as I call it, that the relative positions were
d to be correct. When I afterwards looked the matter up
i atlas I was struck with the accuracy of this map. The
mmicator pretended to be Sylvester. Several facts were stated
e communication that relate to the future and they may all
ght and may all be wrong. He said to me in regard to the
tct matter: 'Billy, keep this for me*. So I cannot send it
iu, but I will send you the map if you wish. 1 should want
oreturn it as soon as you have examined it. Do not copy it
mtil I get permission from Sylvester. I will do so if I can
time."
have examined the map and it is quite accurate in the relaMsitions of the cities except that of Boston. This city is
d on a latitude south of New York. It should be slightly
.. I should like to reproduce the map here, but it might
tothe identity of Mr. and Mrs. Smead. There is nothing in
(might not be produced by secondary personality.
Hue months later, the last of May, 1902, Mr. S. decided to
me the full record of the sitting in which this map was
n. I am therefore now able to reproduce it. The date, of
e, is October 29 th, 1901. Sitting held in the morning thinkut the results would be better.
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“ (All right now.) * * (I cannot read it.) Plimther (?
* * Yes. C * * [period inserted at end of word.] Mullii
[?] Mr. * * metereny [ ?] men * * (I cannot read it
yes, where is my mother * * * * (I cannot read it) w
[ ?] want j ?] papa * * * * make mama [ ?J well *
(Please write it plainer. I cannot make out what you mean,
must wait for a while * * * * head [ ?] should * * lirii
[?i
[Then a figure was drawn which might represent the bottle o
smelling salts that had been placed on the paper just at this pain
and then the planchette wrote:—]
What is it here for? [Mr. S. explained it saying:—] (Mr*
S, smells it so that she will not be faint.) that light is hurt by il
[Mr. S. removed the bottle. Then the map was drawn which hi
been described above.]
(That is very good. I think I can see what you are trying t
show me. 1 am very’ much pleased with that map, as I shall ca
it. Is Dr. Hyslop going to visit us at P------- ?) Selles [meanin
of this not intelligible, possibly intended for word ‘ Tetters \1 w
yet, sometime soon. (Is it really Dr. Hyslop that you mean ? Wh
do you mean?) You should know [kno] your letters * * wort
and so forth ectra [last probably intended for et cetera .] [Mr. i
adds note; This phrase is characteristic of my brother Sylvester,
(Is Dr. Hyslop going to visit me?) not yet. (Is he going 1
visit me as spirit or as in the body?) Spirit. (Do you mean thi
he is going to die at Saranac Lake ?) [Line was then drawn b
the planchette to the place called New York on the map.] (Is 1
going to die in New York City?) Leave the earth there. (Wh
made that map?) [Line drawn again drawn to place on ma
called New York.] (Some one from New York when in the body!
yes. (Who was it?) [Line then drawn to place called Fhilade
phia on the map.] (Did you go from New York to Philadelphia
Is that what you mean ?) yes. (Now will you write your name!
not yet, this is enough for now. (Do you want me to stop now!
we will tell him, you need not. [Question evidently misundei
stood.] (I said, do you want us to stop now?) yes. (Pleai
write your name?) what for? (I want to know so that I can t
sure who is doing this.) Sylvester. (Shall I tell Dr. Hyslop th
sitting?) no (I understand that Dr, Hyslop will leave Saraiu
Lake, and go to New York and leave this earth at New York Cit]
Is that it?) sometime. (Is that what you mean by what you ha'
shown me?) it is. (Anything else you wish to write?) yes, kee
this, Billy, for me. (Listen, Sylvester. Do you hear me?) ye
Who is this Thomas Henry that has been here?) me. (Who i
the spirit that calls himself Guy M. Pease?) Guy M. Pea*
(Then he is a real spirit?) yes.
(What do you think of calling Ida's disease " elastical muscn
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(I must ask

The allusion to the smelling bottle " hurting the light" is
iotcertainly intelligible. If I could be certain that it meant the
uneas the word “ light ” in the Piper case when referring to her
could explain it as referring to the conditions for communicatng. But it has not been customary to so call Mrs. S. It is
ossible that it was the intention to say that the smelling salts
'trr not good for Mrs. S.
The remainder of the sitting comes very near being sugBfrve. It appears that a prediction is made regarding myself,
idthat 1 shall die in New York. But it also appears that I shall
sit Mr. S. at P------- , which, by the way, has been done since
« record was made. But I attach no significance to the fact,
ie reference to Philadelphia, however, and the answer " spirit ”
one of the questions shows some confusion in the supposition
it the communication is wholly connected with me. Now my
de lived in Philadelphia and died in New York, and if we will
ppoue that the word " spirit *' and the messages about a " visit ”
jght possibly refer to an intended communication from her we
t a clear and consistent account of the record, as complicating
prediction about myself with both an indication that a spirit
tied to me was wishing to communicate and the fact that it would
» later. I cannot, of course, have any more in support of this
v than mere conjecture and even this is unwarranted on the basis
diepresent case alone. It requires the importation of the results
the Piper phenomena even to raise a suggestion as to possi
bles in the matter. Mrs. S. knew too much about the facts
ts indicated to attach any such importance to the incidents
I we have to be content with the explanation by secondary
tonality. The sitting has very great interest, however, on
i supposition as indicating the kind of complications involved
the manner of the " communications ”, especially when we
ark the personality through which they are delivered, a per*Hty that claimed to have gone to New York with Mrs. S. and
to have taken any part in the experiments there (cf. p. 355).
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October 30th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pianchetti
used, 2.30 p. m. Mrs. S. in good condition.
" (All right. Go on.) [Circular scrawls with occasional am
apparent attempt to write words, ending in the word---- ] Yes
(Go ahead.) ______ [undecipherable. Apparently ‘ mmi' ye
mm’.] no nana [?] * * (Who are you?) My name (?] i
J. Sinead. (Please write that again.) J. [scrawl.] Sm J, Smeat
(What is that first initial?) J. Smead. (That is too thin.) |
thought that her subliminal was writing the name of my father wb
I knew was living.] no. (Explain it then.) no. (That perse
is alive.) no. [I thought that my father might have died and
not known it.]
(What relation is the writer to me?) Son. [not clear.) [
often called my boy, Cecil John Smead, John Smead. I calie
him this as much as I ever called him Cecil. I wanted to b
sure, so I asked.] (What was that word?) son. (Did yt>
not then tell me what relation I was to him ?) no. (Please tell m
again what relation the writer was to me.) son. (Please print thi
word, so I shall be sure.) Son. [not printed.] (I am sure what i
meant now. Please explain.) you s-----[say] hello, J . Cecil. (
don't understand clearly.) Your boy S. J. Clevie. J. Cle—
(Cecil never wrote that.) ues. [yes.) (What word after 'of'?
[No reply.] [There was no need of asking it as there was no wor
‘ o f1 in the writing.] Get eie [me] som [some.] of my [letter ‘y
made like ‘ S '.] thngs [things.] * * [scrawls interpreted by M:
S. as 'that I*.] use— [scrawl possbily an attempt at letter 'd'.
his [written ‘ hes’, but the * e ’ dotted so as to show it was ii
tended for ' i ’.] w------- [circles drawn so as to make a spot aba
half an inch in diameter, then on next line,] Ch [ ?] get *
[Letters seem like ‘ linan'.] (What shall I get?) Set [Let] it
Se [See] it, (What do you want to see?) my books, watd
(What tiook do you want?) daily food.
(He had a little book that he thought everything of, calle
‘ Daily Food '. He could read some of the verses in it.]
(Shall we stop until we get them?) Yes, (Here they ai
Cecil. Do you want mama to take off the wrappers and the nibb
cloth?) Yes, papa. 1 am with you here mama, break then
[The string.] I want to see what time it is. Will you mama?
[This was very characteristic of him. He could tell time as m
as any one when he was living. He always loved his little watc
and his little ‘ Daily Food’.] (Mama has Cecil, Do you wai
mama to take it out of the rubber sack?) [We put this watch i
rubber cloth so that no hand should touch it but his own.] Ye
* * (There it is.) Yes, put it on there. [We put it on tk
planchette.] (We have. Don't you see it?) mine [?j yes, mam
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my book. (Tell me what you want.) Eleven o'clock, no, 25 min
[rest undecipherable and finished on next line. Might be
‘nis ‘ or *u t s m a m a my mama's.
[The time of the watch was 11,20 a. m. Mrs. S. knew the time,
as she was looking right at it. Cecil might have readily made the
mistake at first sight of calling it 11 o'clock. Still he corrected it
at once to 25 minutes. This was strange when the real time of the
vatch was 11-20 and Mrs, S. was looking straight at the dial plate
and coifld hardly have made this error twice. It is much more
reasonable to suppose that my boy, Cecil, was really present.]
(There they are on the table, Cecil.) Give me my watch, Papa.
(Shall 1 put it on the planchette?) Yes. (All right.) George,
lore him 1 do Papa. (Go on.) I love George, Papa, (Shall I
not put away the watch and book.) no.
[I was called away and Mrs. S. asked the next two questions.]
[Will you do something for me, Cecil?) Some, yes, what mama?
(Can you bring uncle Sylvester with perhaps Imperator. You
mow whom 1 mean. You know who that is. You have heard
»pa and mama talk about him.) When I can talk with uncle
«ter. (Cecil, let me take your watch off from the planchette.)
10.
[His brother George came in and sat in a chair opposite him.]
Do you see George, Cecil?) Yes. (Say something to him,
¡tril) my li [ ?] my * * [Possibly ‘ nice ’ or an attempt to
rtish the word ‘ little1.] going papa. (Do you hear me C«il?)
'cs. (Shall I tell you a story, Cecil, so that you will stay. I will
f glad to.) not now, papa/' [Planchette moved to left side of
ic sheet and circles drawn to make a dark spot, and sitting closed.]
* *

This sitting explains itself. There are no incidents not
»wn to Mr. and Mrs. S. They are, however, well chosen to
lastrate personal identity even if we cannot escape secondary
rrsonality as the explanation.
November 2nd, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
ed, with hands of both on it. Mrs. S. had her picture of Cecil
fore her. I had received a letter from Mrs. B. F. Smith, a
idium. to whom I had been referred. She said that she would
eme Tuesday next at one o'clock, and I had planned to go.
“ (Go on. We are all ready.) We are here, Papa, seem
*ms] like I can't here [hear] you, Papa. (Cecil, Papa loves his
r) Yes, Clevie loveS Papa [very indistinct.] (I cannot read it

*
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Cecil.) * * * (What do you want to write?) number AT
SMiTHS ['i* dotted.] (What is the word before ’ at'? Is it
‘ number’ ?) Yes. (Please explain it.) 2. [period inserted after
the number.] (Please explain it.) We will be the number Z
[period inserted again.] (What do you mean by the ‘ we ’?) you
and me, papa. (Will Sylvester be there?) Yes. (You and Syl
vester?) Yes. (Who is writing now?) me, CEcil. (Write
me something that will help me to know that it is really yop that is
writing.) * * Be sure to visit [?] [weesit ?] (Explain this.)
minurstiny [ ?] ministry f ?] iinto [ ?] the house, minuestiny [ ?
minestin [?] ministry.
[This is very queer. I can explain it when I remember that
Cecil used to play minister and preach, and that he wrote this so 1
would know that it was he and to recall this fact to me.]
(Go on. Tell me something else, Cecil, so I shall be sure it is
you.) Exprès [‘ x p ’ a mere scrawl.] to ashland [‘ d* a scrawl.]
Exprès [' x ’ made like ‘ r to ashland. Exprès [* xp ’ looks like
‘ rt’.] to ashland. (Explain it.) when mama was in new york,
papa. (What did you do when mama was in New York, Cecil?)
ashland. (What about Ashland?) Express, yes. [’ x* still like
'r ', but with a line to suggest an attempt to make ‘ x \ ] (What
about the ‘ Express to Ashland*?) * * yes. (Did you and I
go to Ashland?) Yes. (What did we go for?) Lecture. [Cor
rect.] (Tell me anything else CeciL) my night pants. [This b a
pertinent incident.] (Tell me something else, Cecil.) Mitten.
[This is correct.] (What about the mittens?) You no [know.]
(I don’t remember.) You bought them. [True.) (Did I buy
them when mama was in New York?) Yes. [This was true. I
had forgotten it at the time, but recalled it afterwards.]
(Tell me anything else about it, Cecil.) his sister played with
me. (Can you think of anything else, Cecil?) Lillian. [This
was true. Mr. Hanson's sister Liman played with Cecil that afternoonj
(Co on, Cecil.) not now papa. (Don’t you want to say some
thing to mama ?) kiss her good night, [After this the word *yes *
was written on the left side of the sheet and the planchette drew
a line to the other, the right side and made a series of little circles
and went back to the left side and drew similar circles and then
again went to the right side and wrote ‘ yes ’.)
This sitting again explains itself very largely. Most of it is
certainly explicable by secondary personality, though it has inci
dents that are equally explicable by the spiritistic theory.
In regard to the incidents about the “ Express ” , and " pants ",
and “ mittens " Mr. S. says in response to inquiries:
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“ Cecil and 1 kept house alone white Mrs. S. was in New York.
He needed some night pants, or a night dress. So I bought him
a new pair. He was pleased with them, and when Cecil and I
vent to Ashland we took these new night pants. It was a combina
tion garment. For him to refer to it was to me an evidence of
his presence, unless we ascribe it all to Mrs. S.'s subliminal which
I don't believe. She knew he had the night pants and mittens.
She did not know he took them to Ashland with me. She knew
he went With me to Ashland. She did not know he went on the
“ Express
In fact there was no " Express " to Ashland. But
when Cecil was with me in the car he was so pleased and tickled
to go that he referred to his playing "train ’’ at home and said
that the train on which we were was an “ Express ", and said he
was going " Express to Ashland", This was a good test of
identity to me, for Mrs. S. did not know it and I did not think
of it until it was written.”

November 10th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
used. Prayer as usuaL Nothing special to suggest what was
written.
“ (All right Go on.) we are here. (Who?) mernes [?]
raeines, (Memes?: mentally without asking question aloud.) no,
no. (Who are you?: mentally.) unstell, yes. [Mr. S. thinks the
‘yes* was in answer, probably, to a mental question regarding Cecil
by Mrs. S. or himself. ]
(Who is writing?) Sylvester. (What is the answer to ques
tion two ?) me, me, yes, (What do you want to write ?) helping
Cedi to understand, (Understand what?) this way. (What do
you mean?) This way of working. (Do you mean the plandiette?) Yes. (Have you anything to write to me?) he says,
tell papa and mama I do come to love them much, (Sylvester,
please tell Cecil we love him with all our hearts and miss him so
much.) we know it papa and little brover [brother] too papa
* * (What is written after the word ‘ little'?) brover too papa.
[Then the planchette moved the pencil and erased the undecipher
able word mentioned above.] (That was good. Tell us what you
are doing, Cecil.) no. (Tell me what you can, Cecil.) I come to
see you Sometimes papa, does mama see me now? (Mrs. S .:
Mama can’t see you, Cecil, with the light here.)
[Sawtooth
scrawls.]
mama can sometime. (Go on. Tell us what you
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please.) It is hard work, it is hard to spell and write, papa. (Let
uncle Sylvester.) no, papa. (You can tell him what to write,
Cecil.) no. (If you have anything to write, you may, CedL)
Mama, Papa, George,, Cecil, Maude, Ida, Jamie, Bertha, Henry, I
am tired. Good night, Papa,
(There may be other spirits present.) Kiss little brother fo [for]
me, and little mother. (Go on.) Good night, Papa. [Circles were
drawn on each side of the sheet to represent kisses and then the
words written—] for braver
■ The reference to “ Mama, Papa, George" explains itself.
Cecil and Maude are the names of two deceased children of Mr.
and Mrs. S. and the only deceased persons mentioned. Ida is the
name of Mrs. S., Jamie the name of an intimate friend of Cecil and
still living. Bertha is the name of an aunt of Cecil whom he
liked very much, and Henry the name of a boy whom he also
liked very much.
November 16th, 1901.
used.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S.

Planchetu

“ (All right.) Yes, Smith George, yes, yes. (Write the nam
again.) George Smith. (All right, you may go on.) Yes, where
[Apparently asked to know whither he should go.] (I mean tha
you may write what you wish.) we came when you did not let u
write. (When was that?) 3 days ago. (What do you want t
write?) yesterday we came [?] twice, yes. (Tell me somethin
about yourself, Cecil.) * * yes, when we mistake I ?] him fc
uncle vester. I am telling you about uncle Jogle. [Cecil’s nam
for my brother, his uncle Joseph. He used to call him this.]
(What did you mean by what you wrote ?) I thought uncle Jogl
[‘ Jpgle erased,] vester was uncle vester [‘ vester’ erased.] Jogl
when I first saw him. [The change in both cases was made wrthoi
suggestion, so that the message meant: ' I thought unde Vester wi
uncle Joseph when I first met him ’. This had a definite referero
to something he said about my brother Joseph as he, Cedi, w:
dying. We cannot tell now what that reference was.]
(Who is writing now?) [I thought that it must be Cecil, y
I was not sure, because he had not said that he was, as he usual
did, but gave the name George Smith.] me, papa. (Are you he
Cecil?) Yes. (What was meant by George Smith?) Dew«
[The reference to ' George Smith ’ was now clear to me. Cecil h
written ‘ George Smith ’ meaning 1 George Dewey Smith the nar
of my boy Georgie when he was in New York.]
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[When Mrs. S. was brought to New York for the experiments
recorded above (pp. 312-337) I arranged to have her called Mrs.
Smith so that her identity would not be known even in my family.
The little boy Geòrgie came with his mother and he had been told
before he came that he was not to be known by his real name, but
by George Dewey Smith, J. H. H.]
(Then you wrote it all, Cecil?) Yes. (Cecil, George wants
tohave me tell you a story. Shall I?) Yes, papa. [Mrs. S.’s hand
shook very much : seemed to be great excitement there. I told him
thestory and asked him how he liked it.]
tell more yes. [This was just what he used to say when I had
finished a story that he liked very well.] (Papa cannot tell you any
more now Cecil. Do you like to hear papa tell stories?) Yes.
{Go on. Have you anything else to write?) Yes, going to see
little brother. [George, who was in his crib In the next room, a
curtain being between the two rooms, said:—] (I love you Cecil.
Cood night.) New york. (What does 1 New York * mean, Cecil?)
we went there. (Tell me anything else Cecil.) Can go easier now,
papa. (Go on. Tell me all you can, Cecil.) we don't have [‘ don’t
have’ illegible.] guns here. [Apparently a letter made at end of
‘ here’ and then erased.] (Write that again.) we don’t have
Guns here, pepa. (What is the word after ‘ have ’ ?) Guns.
(What did you mean when you said something about ‘ uncle
Jogle ’ ? When did you see him? Tell all you can about it, please.)
1 told you papa when 1 came here first. (What was the cause of
your death? Why did you leave this world? Tell me, Cecil.)
[Scrawls.) mr, Bowles made me. he didn’t know. [Apparently
i period inserted.] (What disease did you have?) not any but
tired, papa. (Do you mean that you did not have any disease?)
tired papa. (How do you explain your high fever?) don’t know.
(Dr. Bowles wanted to help vou.) Yes. I told him to stop, yes I
did papa. (I know you dia, but he didn't. He thought that he
could help you. He didn't want to hurt you Cecil.) [Pencil in
planchette broke and one was put into her hand when it wrote—]
1 will forgive him. [This was very scrawly.J [Planchette re
paired.] (Do you think that you could have gotten welt, if he
had not done that?) I guess mr. Garland could have helped me
most papa. I liked his [Planchette moved pencil across the sheet
to begin another line, but went back and erased ‘ his ’ and wrote
1 him’ under it.] him best. I didn't know Mr. Boles was a Doctor,
papa. (Do you mean that you didn't know that Mr. Bowles was a
Doctor?) Yes. (Have you anything else to write?) I come
when you was u----- [ Panchette moved to other side of sheet to
begin new line.] up-stairs, yes, now I come here when brother was
side, papa. Dr. Garland made him well, papa. [All this is just as
he would.say it if living.]
(Mrs. S .: Clevie, be a good boy, and mind all God tells you,
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won’t you ?) my dear mama I love you and will do it like you used
to tell me and like papa too. (Is there anything else, dear?) Yes,
1 want mama to tell Aunt Sadie I found Bena, Jamies [Jamie's]
sister, tell her, (We will. Mama will.) good night papa, mama,
George. “ [Lines drawn to each side of sheet intended as a kiss to
Mr. and Mrs. S.] ”
" Uncle Jogle ” , as a note in the record shows, was the name
that Cecil applied to his uncle Joseph, Mr. Smead’s brother, still
living. There is an apparent confusion between this “ uncle
Jogle and " Vester the name for another brother, Sylvester,
of Mr. Smead’s, and deceased, as we have seen. Whether it
means that ** uncle Vester ” was taken for “ uncle Jogle" or
“ uncle Jogle” for “ uncte Vester” might be open to doubt.
But supposing that it meant that Cecil had supposed that his
uncle Sylvester was his “ uncle Jogle " I wrote to inquire whether
the two uncles had resembled each other in any such way as thus
to be mistaken for each other, remembering that Cecil never
knew his uncle Sylvester. Mr. S. replied: " Joseph and Sylvester
resembled each other as brothers do, size, build, height, and color
of hair. But In features the resemblance was not marked. Syl
vester had blue eyes, Joseph had black eyes. I do not think you
or I would have confused their faces. I cannot think there was
great similarity. Still Cecil might have mixed the two whet
dying, knowing Joseph and never knowing Sylvester, only as hi
had seen his large crayon portrait in his bed-room, not in t h e roon
in w hich h e died, but in the room in which he usually slept. I canna
see how he could have mistaken Sylvester as a spirit for 1 uncli
Jogle \ Still this might be possible, they being brothers am
some resemblance certainly as above indicated. Dr. Bowles am
' Jogle * looked very much alike. Possibly Cecil mistook him fo
‘ uncle Jogle' and then as he disliked Dr. Bowles mixed him u|
with uncle Sylvester, and when, if he really saw Sylvester, h
mixed him up with ’ uncle Jogle’ who was suggested to Cecil1
disturbed mind by the presence of Dr. Bowles and his strikin
likeness to *Jogle
“ I cannot give you any more light on it. I do not know whi
to think of this incident o f ' uncle Jogle
What do you think (
it? What is it probably, subliminal or spiritistic? ”
It will be interesting to note in this connection that, wbe
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dying, Cecil, just before he spoke of the “ ropes” (p. 387) said:
“ Don't let uncle Jogle get me.” Mr. S. says: " He did not want
to die and leave us." The reader will also recall what has been
said of his dislike of Dr. Bowles and the confusion of mind in
which the child was when dying.
Mr. S. adds in a later note: “ I have not done the incident full
justice. The case is stronger than I thought. After I wrote you
I went up-stairs in Cecil's bedroom and looked at the picture of
Sylvester hanging on the wall directly in front of his bed. I was
struck with its resemblance to * uncle Jogle ’. In the picture the
eyes were black, the hair dark, and the features much like ' unde
Jogle’s Cecil never knew Sylvester, only by this picture. He
never knew Sylvester's eyes were blue. ' Jogle’s * were black.”
The regular family physician was Dr. G-----, but this Dr.
Bowles was on a vacation in the next house and a son of the Mr.
Bowles who had been present at these sittings before. He was
hastily called as the family felt there was no time to lose. There
was some fear that an obstruction was present in the bowels of
the sick child. “ Dr. B------- began to press upon Cecil’s ab
domen at different places to find if there was an obstruction there.
This Cecil did not like. Dr. B------- probably hurt him some.
TTien he gave him an enema, a high enema, with a bulb syringe
(wring the water above the sigmoid flexure. This caused Cecil
great pain and he told him so. Cecil expressed his dislike for
kimstrongly.”
Of course both Mr. and Mrs. S. knew the facts and hence the
ucssage or reference cannot be used for evidential purposes, but
t is an interesting and relevant circumstance nevertheless as
lowing that, if we urge no other interpretation than secondary
xreonality it has pertinence for identity in a form that shows
that the subliminal is capable of, in case we do not feel impressed
nth any other significance.
November 21st, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
■ ed.
(All right. We are all ready.) [No writing for about five
■ notes. Mrs. S. said she was thinking of Cecil. We had some
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dates on a plate. I placed them on the table on which we were
writing. I said, as if talking to Cecil, “ Papa and Mama are eating
some dates.” This was followed by slight motions back and forth
of the planchette, but no words were written as yet. Finally it
began.]
[Scrawls. Apparently the word ‘ men’.] my mines. S * *
mines * * men they [?] there [ ?] S S S S S. (I don't under
stand that. Please write that again, so I can see what you mean.)
[Scrawls.] my mines, men [scrawls.] mine, yes. (Will you please
explain.)
[A long pause followed this question. Finally the position of
the planchette and writing was changed. Mrs. S. and Mr. S. re
mained in the same position as before, and so also did the sheet of
paper on which the writing was done. The planchette, however,
was moved about so that it appeared sideways, or pointed toward
the left side of the sheet of the paper, and from this moment on the
writing was done in a vertical line, so that Mr. S. could not see it
until the planchette was ready for him.]
men there, my mines. (Please explain. Is that word * mines’ ?)
no, mines, (Please explain more.) me * * is [part of word
illegible.] memphis [still not distinct in the two letters 'ph'.j
(Please write it clearer. Take plenty of time.) memphis. [clearly
written.] (Please to explain more.) men hurt there. (Is that
word ‘ hurt’ ?) Yes. (Please explain more.) we could not get
out of it, our souls are here. (Please go on with the explanations.)
when we were shut [last three words very scrawly, almost ille
gible.] in we were gone but were surprised when we were Stil alive.
(Go on please. Tell me who you are or where you lived or any
thing that will interest me.) my home ill [I’ll] tTy to get, but don’t
remember my name now. (I read that all right, but tell me some
more facts.) west memphis.
[Mrs. S. became faint and Mr. S. thought he might have to stop
the sitting. But he went on to ask a question.]
(Is that ‘ West Memphis*?) Yes. (Where you lived? Or
where the mine is?) home there, mine near there. (What state
was it ?) [Lines drawn vertically, and apparently a period placed
after them. Mr, S. conjectured that they were an attempt to draw
the mountains in which the mines were. Then followed two words
that were illegible.]
(What state p ease?) Tennesees. (Go on.) SmE til tune.
[reading doubtful.' we will come again. (What is that word you
write first?) Stil well, yes. (What does that word ‘ Stillwell’
drawn as before,] (Was that the name of the
mean ?) [Lines
~
mine,) [Lines drawn again.] (What does that mean?) * *
[Might be an attempt to write ‘ Stillwell* again.] (I cannot read
that. Will you please explain.) [Five lines of scrawls written
across the sheet as if they might be attempts to write again the same
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word as before.] (Do you want to send any message to any body
onearth. I will try to send it for you, if you do.) [No reply.]
[Mrs. S. showed signs of being very nervous and I stopped the
silting.]
There is a marked difference between the handwriting in this
sitting and previous cases. This, of course, may be due to the
unusual method in which it was executed.
It has not been possible to ascertain whether this incident of
the mines at Memphis has any pertinence. We could attach no
importance to it even if proved to be true. Mr. and Mrs. S. recall
nothing that would suggest it.
November 28th, 1901, Thanksgiving Day, Present Mr. and
Mrs. S. and the little son Geòrgie. Planchette used.
(We are all ready.) I am here. (Who is it?) me, Your
CedL (Write what you want to.) Yes. (Go ahead then.) Here
sCIesle. (Write it again please.) Heres Cleste. (I do not under
stand it. What is that first word?) Here is Cleve. [clearly writ
ten.] (All right. Write me something so I will know that it is
you, Cecil.) Yes, no, no, papa, I do, papa. (Do it again, please.)
Maude is big as me, papa. (What Maude? Maude Janes? Betta
Maude? or Ida Maude?) my Maude, of course. (Do you mean
Mama ?) no.
(Do you see brother George here?) Yes, papa, he wants to
come here, papa. [George said that he had been thinking of it
for three or four days. He did not tell us.] (We don't want him
to leave us. We want to keep him, Cecil.) He will come some
time, papa, though, [period inserted.] (Cecil, have you anything
to write me?) we find lots to do, play everything nice and pretty,
we can learn to help you to do things when you don’t know it, papa.
I helped little [Planchette went back to other side of sheet to begin
a new line and apparently wrote ‘to’, and sheet was changed.]
brother to read, I did any way. perhaps u— [you] don’t believe
it, but I d— [did] 1 did any way. (We believe it, Cecil. Tell us
more.) best to tell much, papa. * * boys here heare. (If you
have anything to write, do so.) does mama see me now, me h [ ?]
mama. (I don't understand. Mama says she does not see you
now.) She did see me. (How? When?) we were very near
mama. (When?) how (I want to know when it was that mama
saw you?) she sees me lots of times. (Have you any message
for os tonight?) we would like to make you see us too, papa, it
j?) * * help—s [us ?] not------- [Sitting closed.]

r
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There are two matters of interest in this sitting. The first is
the reference to a wish of George to come to the "other side”.
Apparently this was an incident unknown to both Mr. and Mrs.
S., and should be noted as a possible intimation of the super
normal.
The second incident is the reference to his mother's having seen
him when the fact is that up to date his mother, in spite of the
wish to see an apparition of him, has not had such an experience.
This experience came later (p. 444). Have we here such a dung
as a sublim inal hallucination? If we have we can understand the
verisimilitude of reality and can explain the phenomenon without
supposing anything devilish in the action of the subliminal. If
the subliminal has hallucinations and interprets them according
to the well known principles of supraliminal judgment we can
understand that she has actually seen her child, in this subliminal
way of course, and so takes the apparition for reality without any
knowledge of the fact by the supraliminal, and consequently has
no means of correcting it.
I may remark, however, that similar phenomena have oc
curred in the Piper case, where " communicators ” have thought
they had been able to send a message through when as a matter
of fact no such thing had been received.
December 1st, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S.
used. Mrs. S. had a slight headache.

Planchette

“ (All right.) Cecil [ ?J is here. (Go on.) * * * * First
two words resemble * Mrs. here*, then illegible until the last word
appears to be ' heer *.]
[Mrs. S. had a fainting spell and the sitting was broken off as
she was not able to control the muscular system. She remained
conscious and very soon became normal again, and the sitting re
sumed.]
(Go on.) your letter [‘ letter' not clear.] Is [word1 Is * begins
a new line.] coming, it will tell about h [apparently the * t ' of the
previous word * about' and the *h ' that follows were an abbre
viation of *that ’.] lady that left [deft] your earth recently, very
lately. (What is the first word?) letter [‘ t V crossed.] (What
lady is it?) my ous [' ous ’ erased.] Cousin. (Please tell m<
who is writing?) George Lowrey. (Go on tell me what you
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please.) he is with mother now. [Planchette went back and
possed the ' t ’ in * with ' and in * mother'.] (Is that sentence ' He
is with mother now'?) Yes, your little boy. (All right. Go on.)
1 think that is all, thank you. (All right. Go on.) me m [Line
drawn to right side of sheet.] (Go on.) Yes. [written in vertical
line and a scrawl above it. Then planchette went to the other side
of the sheet.] (Mrs. S .: Hullo, Clevie John, did you try to write
for mama this morning?) [Scrawl and under it—] Yes.
(Clevie, tell papa where mama sat.) my desk. (What did I take,
Cecil?) pencil to him [‘ to him ’ not clear.] * * * • [two or
three words undecipherable.] (1 cannot read it. What did you
write after 'pencil'?) Picture, [No resemblance between this
and undecipherable words.] (What picture?) Brother’s t me.
(All right go on.) [The planchette then drew a line through the
‘t' before 1 me*, so as to make it read, according to the interpreta
tion of Mr. S„ * Brother’s & me ’.]
(All right, eo on.) Smead * * [two letters illegible.]
Cecil * * * (several words undecipherable.] (We cannot read
it.) Tell little brother to be careful how He [‘ H e' begins new
line.] goes across the Street [‘ Street* begins new line.] To look
both ways. (All right. Go on.) I have to watch him, (Haven't
got through watching him yet, have you Cecil?) no, I am going
to go home with George, yes. [George was down town at the
Junior League alone.] '*
Cecil used to watch and help his little brother across the
street. The allusion to the picture has some interest, especially
as it appears to be confused by the answer to the question by
Mrs. S. Apparently the subliminal gave the answer “ pencil " to
the question and then went on with the “ message” about a
picture of the two children, it seems. There is such a picture.
It hung above the desk at which Mrs. S. sat during the attempt
that day to get some automatic writing. This desk was Cecil's.
December 4th, 1901, Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
used.
“ (We are all ready.) [Scrawls.] (Go on.) me. Papa, my
good Papa. (I am glad you are here tonight.) Yes, papa. Why
papa don't you go to the church and tell The [‘ The 1 begins a new
line.] boys to be good, Papa.
[I explained the matter to him. We were having a sale at the
church and I presume that the boys were making some noise run-
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ning about. Cecil never liked this, and so if he was really there, u
it seemed afterwards, he probably saw this and was bothered by it
Hence this remark of his.J
Papa, you are the minister. [I continued to explain to Ced
why I was not there, looking after the boys, that I did not want to
be a policeman, and that I was very tired and did not want to go
there.] You can do them good, Papa, like you did me. [I con
tinued to explain it to him.] Yes, Papa. (You understand, do
you?) Yes. (You don't blame me, do you?) no. I would do
it, papa, if I was on your earth, (Go on, my boy. Write what
you want.) Selling the sand, mama, [not distinct.] (I cannot read
it) Selling the Sand, (Mrs. S.: Yes, Mama did it Clevie, She
made it into emeries for needles. Are they selling them?) Yes,
lots of them. (Mrs. S.: Have you been down, Cecil?) Yes.
(Mrs. S.: Have you been with Papa?) Yes. (Mama?) Yes.
Go on dear.) my little Sands were pretty, mama. [Mrs. S. and
were in tears, this was so like him.] (Mrs. S.: Did you see the
little dolls?) Yes. (Mrs. S .: Clevie, you remember the little
white dolly, the one you said looked like an angel. Hattie’s mother
bought that for Hattie.) marion [Marion] is pretty and good. I
liked her to have it for Christmas, mama, yes. (Papa don’t under
stand. Tell papa.) That doll, papa, (I don’t see.) what mama
Said. (Mama said the doll that you thought was so pure and good
and was like Jesus, Hattie has bought it.) Y -----.

i

[An interruption occurred here for some three or four minutes
A caller came and we had to stop for that time. At the end of il
the sitting was resumed.]
“ Marion P-----was the name of a little girl about nine yean
old that Cecil thought very much of and used to play with a grea
deal.”
Of the incident regard the “ selling of sands " Mr. S. says
“ When Cecil, his mother and George were at Revere Beach las
summer the boys got some beach sand and brought it home b
Hedding, N. H., in tin pails, and when we came from Hedding b
P------- it was brought here. Cecil thought a lot of it, and sai
his mother could have it to make emery balls, or little needl
scouring balls in fancy shapes. So she took the sand from hin
b efo re his death, and a fter h it death she made a lot o f prett
strawberry shaped needle balls and filled them with C ecil’s fir
beach sand. These balls or sand balls, or *emeries ’ as M rs. i
always called them, were placed on sale at the church fa ir, an
on the Junior League table. They were nicely arranged on
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plate. Several of them were sold at the fair. Mrs. S. did not
go down to stay that evening, but had gone in the afternoon for
a few minutes to arrange things. I staid at home with her that
ercning and we used the planchette. When Cecil said, * selling
the sands ’ and * my little sands were pretty, m a m a h e never
wrote anything more evidential to me than the way he made up
that word sands. He used to do this very thing with words when
living. He said once, 'Papa, let me lawn m ow er the grass and
again, ’ Let me scythe the grass’ ; and he often invented words
tofit ideas as he did when he saw these little emeries and called
them *sands ’
“ (Co on.) [Scrawls both in circular form and like the figure
8-1 (All right.) [Scrawls like the small letter ‘ I ’ and then the
pbncbette drew the pencil around in circles many times, making a
remarkably round set of circles and then followed them with lines
like the small letter ' 1 ’ again.)
(Write your name.) Yes, Ida, Her Friend. (Who is it?)
her friend. (Who is it?) [Scrawls as before like the letter 1 1 ’.]
(Are you Harrison Clarke?) no. (Who?) her friend. [Fur
ther questions are by Mrs. S. until the change is noted.)
(Who is my friend?) [The previous 'her friend’ underlined
for an answer.) (Arc you a man or a woman?) [Previous 'her
friend' underscored again, and ' man ’ written under it.) man.
(What is your name?) [Word ‘ man’ underscored,] (Is that
your name?) no. (Can’t you tell me your name?) When you
goto Boston you will find out. (1 want to know now.) sometime
n can know better why I do not give it tonight. (I would rather
ve it tonight, then I would know better some other time.) I will
tell you just as soon as it was [‘ was' erased and ‘ is ’ written above
iLj is told to you. (I would rather know tonight, then I would
know who it was. What is your name?) When you are told I
r3J say It is I that told you first. (I don’t believe that you ever
met me. I f you did you would tell me your name.) wait and see.
(When did you ever meet me.) Long [written ‘ Song time ago.
(I guess so, so long ago that you have forgotten your name.) you
wait and see. you will not think so when your mother or Nettie
tells you that I am here. (Is your name Gibbons?) Wait till you
find out. (Where did you ever meet me?) Miss Ida M. R. [writ
ten in Large letters.] (I haven’t found out your name yet. What
» it? I know my own name. I asked for yours.) yes, Miss
Sobertson, City Point, South Boston, Mass, No 4 [figure interpreted
as 4 looks like a combination of the letter * s ’ and the capital letter
’ D’.J Pleasant Plaice. (You haven’t told me your name yet.)

C
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no. (How old was you when I knew you?) wait. (What did
you come here for, if you cannot tell me your name. I should not
think that you would come.) Do you mind. (I must know who
you are before I can tell.) wait and see. [Mr. S. here resumes
questions,]
(How do you do, sir.) well, thank you sir. (What are you
here for?) [Words ' wait and see' underscored for answer.]
(What do you want to write?) I have told you sir. (Have you
any message?) just what I have told Ida. (I think that you must
be Sylvester.) no. (Will you come again ? Mrs. S. is tired and
we ought to stop now.) when you desire. (I want you to come
Friday evening at 7.30 o’clock.) does you wife so desire? (Yes,
will you come then sir?) I will try, good night, Sir.”
The address given here was that of Mrs. Smead when she was
living in Boston an unmarried lady. Robertson (pseudonym)
was her maiden name, Mrs. S, guessed ‘ Gibbons’ because a
man by that name had been an admirer of her when she was
young, but she did not reciprocate. She thought he might be
dead, but had never heard whether he was or not,
[Further comment on this “ communicator" will be reserved
until later when his communications have been completed. J.
H. H.]
■
December 6th, 1901 Present Mr. and Mrs, S. This sitting was
held by appointment of the '* spirit ” who would not give his
name the other evening, but said he was a friend of Mrs. S.'s and
agreed to come Friday evening at 7.30. Within one minute of
the time agreed upon he was present, as will be seen by what is
given below.
“ (AH right. We are ready now.) [Scrawls like small letter
‘ e ’ or ' 1
yes 1 ave [have] [apparently an * s ’ in the word ai
if ' has ’ were attempted.] I Have [the ' I ’ and * H ' are made to
gether.] come. (All right. You are welcome. I see you are or
time. Write what you please.) here we don’t have time as you do
[written in an unusually clear style. The first response was not s<
clear.] (How is that matter arranged? Will you tell m e?) w<
are able to know a [‘ a ' erased.] just when the friends on earth an
thinking, so we come to them. (Very good. Why don’t the friend
come that we think of most?) it is not always so we can at on«
but when we fis [fir ?] promise we are alwous [‘ alwous * erased.
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almost ala [last *a ’ erased, and ' w * written upon it.] ways alowd
[planchette then moved to the other side of the sheet to begin a new
line, but went back and erased * ow ’ and wrote upon it ‘ lowed *,
making the word ‘ allowed allowed to keep it. (That is all right.
Will you allow me to answer— to ask you questions and will you
answer?) If I think that it is right that you Should k [' k ’ erased.]
hare an answer. (That was very good. You did see what I was
up to with that word ‘ know’, and you changed it, didn't you?)
Even if I did, what good will that do you? [interrogation point in
serted.]
(They say that you are not a spirit, but Mrs. S.'s subliminal,
whatever that is, and that what she writes comes out of her head or
mine. I am trying to prove that a spirit really is here. Help me to
do this if you can. Write something that will prove you are a real
spirit.) I wish I were for a while. (What do you mean?) her
subliminal. It is .. [followed by a letter that is undecipherable,
hut is apparently erased.] alwaws [always] was a puzzle to me how
she knew what was not told her. I never [written 1 nc— ’ scrawl
r’.] could understand her, can you, you? [I tried to read this when
it wrote.] yes, no. was a puzzle. (I got that right, didn't I?)
Yes. (I cannot understand her. Has she a subliminal self?) I
never found one. [The last word was written so that it might be
read either as *one %or ‘ oul or ‘ ow ’. The planchette then went
tothe other side of the sheet to begin a new line, but immediately
went back and erased the last letter and returned to the other side
of the sheet and wrote ' one *.]
(I never found one yet, but these psychologists talk glibly about
one, and they say that you are not a real spirit, but that this plan
chette writing is really by her subliminal self. How is this? Try
toprove to me that you are a real spirit.)
I have read of it, but since coming here * * [either ‘ S ’ or
‘ I ’ made and erased.] I find that we are just as much individual
beings as we were there, and when we go to those we were suppossd
{supposed] could tell our friends we find it is about as easy to go
toour friends and make them feel our presence. I never knew she
had this power until after * * [perhaps a scrawly attempt at
next word.] coming here.
(Let Mrs. S. rest a minute. She is tired.) Yes, call her Ida.
[Apparently before the writing stopped some time was taken up with
(¡nations and answers to determine the reading of the above long
passage, and is occupied with making clear the words ‘ after', ' in
dividual and ‘ supposed’, the last being written *suppossed’.]
(Ida, Mrs. S. is rested now. You may go on if you wish.) I
ame because I wanted to understand her better. (Will you tell
at who you are tonight?) no, I do not wish to. (May we rest
about ten minutes? Ida is weary.) I will go soon, (I did not
mean that I wanted you to go.) I must, (Have you seen Cecil?)
r
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Your little one? (Yes.) yes there is a little girl that looks like
her mother. (What is her name?) Maude. (Write what you
may wish.) I will leave now. (Will you come Sunday at 3 p. m. 1)
no, I will come Wednesday Eve at 7.30. (Is that it ?) yes. (Good
night, sir. I shall expect you then.) "
One of the most interesting of the mechanical features of
this sitting ts the clearness and apparent ease of the writing, and
the very prompt correction of errors. The contents represent no
evidential importance, but have a psychological interest worth
attention. It is especially interesting to note that probably " sub*
liminal " is understood by the " communicator " to mean or imply
the loss of individuality, It is of course not clear as to what
"individuality" means. It may mean the normal personality.
The next record is an experience of Mrs. S. in which she saw
an apparition of the child Cecil. This occurred on the night of
December 9th and was written out by her and signed the next
morning. I give the record as made by her,
" East night I saw Cecil after we had been in bed and asleep.
I turned over toward the door and he was standing with his
back to me while he was looking in the crib at little George. I
was very much surprised to see him, for I was not thinking of him
at the time, and I put out my hand and said: ' Oh, Mama's Clevie’,
when my speaking either frightened him or something, for he
was gone almost in an instant. But after a little while he came
back in another part of the room, but did not stay long. He did
not speak to me.
" M

rs .

I d a M . S m e a d ."

December 10th, 1901. I was soon to go to a prayer meeting
I had been at the meeting of our psychological society at Prof.
Xenos’s and while there we had been discussing the conditior
of Mrs. S. when she was in the conscious condition. I said thai
I thought that she was in every way normal. Prof, Xenos said
that he could not detect anything abnormal except in her eyes
He said that they were an index of her abnormal condition. ]
said that I did not think that there was anything to be seen in hei
eyes to make any one believe that she was in the least abnormal
He said that there was no stare or fixedness or anything liki
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that, only a strange expression that made him sure that she was
in an abnormal state. I think that it is all nonsense. I have
watched her eyes time and time again, and I never have seen
anything that made me take Prof. Xenos's view. I took pains to
fell Mrs. S. all this and told her that I would watch her eyes this
time, so that I could see if there was anything out of the ordinary.
I did this. I could detect nothing while the writing was going
on, and she was conscious,
" (T shall look at her eyes while you write. Go on.) 1 have
seen them, (Seen what?) they are all right, Billy. (That is
what I think. Go on.) I have been where you went the other
night and your friend don't he know f ‘ k * written or superposed on
(hesyllable ' he ’ without erasing, by planchette going baric.] how to
¡Judy her Billy. (That is good. I have to go to meeting soon.)
Yes, So shall we. (Who is here besides you?) yes, the babies.
(Mrs. S.; Do you call Cecil a baby ?) Cecil is a good boy, Ida.
be is a very good boy to alL (Write what you wish, Sylvester/)
shun [sun] sin the universe, Billy, tell the People t o R E P E N T .
Sbnn Sin in the Universe, yes, yes. (Tell me some more, Sylvester.
Hear George a laughing?) I will help you to do it, yes. (I will
give it to them red hot.) yes, it is needed, begin at Once. (I
have been doing it, Sylvester.) Do nt be A f r a i d . Yes .
Cannot Y o u S e e t h o s e men a r e g e t t i n g o t h e r
Peopl e' s b oy s to C o mmi t S i n s [writing larger than
usual] that if y [‘ y ’ erased.] others so ['so* erased,] Should
['Should* begins new line.] do to theirs they would not enjoy it
themSelves. We are watching them, tell them so [‘ so ’ made in
tiger letters and underscored.] don't forget.”
A page was then given to questions and answers regarding the
reading of certain words in the above. The words in the auto
matic writing without the questions being recorded are: “ no, do
to [?] [not clear, but apparently the word ‘ to* with the *t*
crossed.] their Sons they would not enjoy it themselves, ye—”
Sitting closed, having lasted about thirty minutes.
I must consider it a serious mistake that Mr. S. told his wife,
Mrs. S., of the talk at the house of their friend about her case. If
ibe present data had been given without that conversation there
would have been definite traces of the supernormal. But, of
course, the probability is that the references which might have
b«n quoted as such evidence would not have been made. The
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allusion to preaching and repentance, and counsel about the
boys is probably suggested by the fact that it was prayer meeting
night, and the knowledge that Mr. S. was expecting to attend the
service.
December 11th, 1901, This sitting was by appointment of
Mrs. S.'s unknown friend. Writing began at 7.25 p. m. by my
watch. Present Mr. and Mrs. S.
" (We are now ready.) [Writing began with a very singular,
but well formed scrawls and a line drawn through them when the
writing then went on in a very clear stylej Yes, I am here, hare
been waiting. (Oh all right.) Yes, (Go on please.) his will
[possibly, as interpreted by Mr. S., it is ‘ He is will' with ' mg’
omitted.] now to help those on earth by letting us come Sometimes
to them. (Who wrote that?) Me. (Whom do you mean?)
Your Friend, The one your wife knew, Yes. (Will you give me
your name now?) [No reply except scrawls like the letter * S ' or
the figure 8.] (Go on.) Yes. (I think that Mrs. S. has not much
power tonight.) She is all right. What did you want me to come
for on Sunday last.
(I wanted you to prove to me that you were a real spirit You
may do it now if you will. I shall be glad to have you. Why will
you not tell me who you are?)
Here [Her] life is to be fought for this way. [Evidently a
uestion as to the reading arose which has not been recorded, since
he sheet has the words ‘ l i f e *her and * is ’ repeated.]
(What can you mean by that sentence? What do you mean?)
we are trying to show those there how were [we are] here alive while
those there do not beive [believe it.] we are using it here, you
people over there.
[Further questions as to the reading were asked resulting in the
following answers written in the order given.] “ we are using ",
[circular scrawls.] we a [or w ?] [letter erased.] “ we are using",
“ h Yes Yes, people "
(That is very good. I can see what you meant. I thank you
very much. It is evidential somewhat. Will you not give us your
name now ? Ida wishes it very much. She wants to know who you
are.)
She must wait. (Why?) [No reply, or attempt to reply.]
(Go on.) She can wait, because I have * * [undecipherable
letter erased.] planned to let h-----" [The sitting was abruptly
broken off by a visitor whom we were obliged to see. It was not
resumed for about an hour. This “ communicator " did not come
again that night.]

Q
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December 11th, 1901, (same evening as previous record) 8,40
p. m. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and Mr. C. H. Bowles. Plan
chette used.
“ (If the friend that was here this evening is here I would like
him to continue. The break could not have been forseen or pre
vented. Will you go an as if no break had occurred?) Cecil, (Is
Cedi present ?) Yes, papa. (All right. Go on and tell papa what
yon want to.) * * [word undec. followed by scrawls.] Smead
Ivery poorly written.] tell mama my ma [mama] [apparently un
finished because a new line had to be begun.] that she must not
feel so bad, mama. (Do you see Mr. Bowles here?) Yes, and
Jack to [too] papa. George is afraid of Jack like I use [used] to
be papa. [Jack is the dog Cecil knew.] (Cecil, Jack is not here
with Mr. Bowles.) Yes, comes to [too] but you don’t See [‘ See'
begins new line.] him like I do papa. (Cecil, Jack is not here.
He is over at the bam. Yes, his body. (I cannot believe that,
Cecil, Jack is not here.) he did come. (That is wrong, Cecil.
Jack is not here and has not been. I cannot believe it.) Yes, yes
he came when he heard him papa, no. [‘ him ’ probably refers to Mr.
Bowles.] (I cannot believe it. It is too silly.) well you can ask
him. but I know he did did * underscored.] (I don’t believe it
How can I ask him ? What nonsense I How can I ask him? He
caxmot tell me.) he can bark.
(Mr. Bowles; Have you anything to say to me, Cecil?) What
does his boy do now he ouit [ ?] [possibly'an attempt at *out'] here,
does he play ball with George [* his boy ’ is the Doctor Bowles
(p. 435.)] (Mr. Bowles: George Bowles is not here now, Cecil.
He will come and play with George next summer, and play ball
with him.) George is h [‘ h ’ erased.] a going away [first ‘ a ’ in
'away ’ made much like an ‘ h '.] before him. he can’t Mr. Bowles.
(Mr. Bowles: Have you seen my little boy George ?) what George.
(Mr. B.: I mean my little boy George that died many years ago,
CedL) O, yes. (Mr. B .: I cannot see him, Cecil. I would like
ta) I know it, but my mama can see me [circular scrawls.] I can
come to see you to [too] sometimes.
(Mr. B .: Cecil, will you give me some word for my son George
in Boston. I mean the Doctor. 1 am sure that he would like to
hear from you, Cecil.) I told him I would not play ball with him
any more. I knew best, he said Get well, but I don’t have any
more pains now, so I play [‘ I ’ and ' a ’ made together.] sometimes,
play, [evidently made to certify reading.]
(Mr. S.: I am glad that you can come and see us, Cecil. Tell
Mr. Bowles what you can. I am glad that you can talk with us.) I
can papa, you will be gla [’ I' and ‘a’ apparently made together again
and also apparently a period inserted, or it might be taken as a
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scrawly *d ’.] when you come, because it is better here, Mr. Boles.
(Mr. B.: Cecil, I have a little boy over there where you are, and
I would like to know if you have seen him.) Yes, that was why
I asked you what George, Mr. Boles. I have seen him. thel
[letter ' t ' erased, making the word ‘ the’.] little boys and girls
here don’t grow old here, tell Mrs. Boles. (Mr. S .: How is that,
Cecil?) they grow bigger but not old. (Mr. B .: Who was with
my little George, Cecil?) he was with some other boys and girls
that he [‘ that he' erased.] they were bigger than me, papa. I didnt
know them. (Mr, S .: How did you know that the little boy was
Mr. Bowles’ boy?) I knew it was him because he went to Mrs.
Boles and called her Mama, went ['went' evidently written to
assure reading of same word above which was not clear.] (Mr.
B .: I would like you to find him, Cecil, and bring him with yoa
sometime.) yes, I will for you, Mr. Boles. I am going to tell him
when I see him again, Mr. Boles. ( Mr. S.: I suppose that you have
met many of Mr. Bowles's people, Cecil. Can't you tell us about
them?) I can see lots of them, but I have [’ have' written more
like ‘ hone ’.] been with uncle Vester and Bena Maude mostly all
the time, papa. (Mr. S .: Have you ever been to Mars, Cecil? Tell
us about it.) I know about it some, papa. (Tell us please.) no,
on. [Map drawn, resembling slightly the map drawn at the be
ginning of the Martian episodes.] (What is that?) Mars, yes.
no. [This 1 no' appears at the beginning of the writing on the
next sheet, is separate from all the writing and is not explained by
any note of Mr. S. J. H. H.J
(Mr. B.: I am very much obliged to you, Cecil.) yes, your
[you are] welcome, Mr. Boles. (Mr. B .: I thank you, Cecil. Good
night.) yes, why didnt Mrs. Boles come. She did once. (Mrs.
Bowles could not very well tonight, Cecil. She will some time.)
Yes, tell her good night for me, George her little boy. [Scrawls.]
yes, no, [scrawls.] (Mr, B.: I will, Cecil. I know Mrs. Bowles
would like to have you tell him for her.) I will tell him for her."
[Sitting closed.)
Mr. S. adds in a note: ” I am very sorry that I cannot be more
sure of what the questions were that were asked. We did not
keep a record, as there was so much confusion with Mr. Bowles
being here. He would talk so that it was not possible to get the
questions exact. I have done the best 1 could in putting in the
questions from memory and think that they are very nearly exact.
They convey the thought of every question that was asked. Of
course the replies of Cecil are in the automatic writing. If there
is any error in transcribing this it can be seen and corrected.”
In response to inquiries regarding the incidents of this
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iog I received the following information. Mr, S. could not
ill the incident of Mrs. S.'s feeling badly. She says: " I
rly fainted away and was either going into a trance or a real
it, and so we stopped the sitting for awhile, and resumed it
t I was all right.” The earlier record indicates that it was
rrupted by a visitor, though this may not be altogether injpatible with the existence of bad feelings as indicated.
Or. Bowles was Mr. C. H. Bowles's son and Cecil knew him as
Bowles's son. The afternoon of Saturday before Cecil’s death
played ball a little with Cecil. This was Saturday, August
i, and Cecil died Sunday, August 25th. Cecil asked very
irally if he played ball with his brother George, thinking of
own play with him. When Dr. Bowles was attending Cecil
re his death Cecil, because of the pain, said to him that he
id not play ball with him.
*lr. Bowles's son George, here mentioned by the father, died
it forty years‘ago. The allusion to boys growing bigger
not older may have some pertinence here on any theory.
)r. Bowles did say something like “ get well” to Cecil, but
mthese words so far as can be recalled. “ He talked to him
xrtors always talk to cheer up a patient. He may have used
: very words. He may have said, *Try to get well, Cecil or
want you to get well, Cecil
Mrs. S. of course knew alt
: facts, or most probably so, as it could hardly be otherwise,
ie was with him during his sickness.
December 13th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
- 7.30 p. m. I thought that I would see if Mrs. S/s un
fit friend would come without suggestion of his presence,
not tell Mrs. S., but she told me afterwards that she guessed
was in my mind, so that the test was of no use.
(All right. Everything is ready.) [Scrawls and loops like
tier *1*.] next Wednesday [ *x’ in ‘ next’ made as usual like
■ \J (Please explain.) your unknown will come. (Who is
ig now ?)
Me. (Who is me?) [The word ' me ’ underscored
hen the planchette moved the pencil upward and underscored
ords * your unknown
(I see who you are.) Cannot Stay,
e that you will come again. What time Wednesday will you
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come to write?) Same as before. (I explained the interrupt)«
of the other evening and asked him if he would not stay tonight.)
no must go. (Come* Wednesday evening at 7.30 and plan to stij
awhile, please.) will try. (I suppose then that I must bid you good
night.) yes.”
” I did so and the sitting was at an end. No more connmmt
cations came that night. We tried two or three times to get writiq
but it was of no use.”
Mrs. S. records the following dream as coming somewhcr
between 3 and 4 a. m. on December 14th.
” Near our front door I saw a peculiar black cloud come dowi
to the front of the house and touch me. I waited and it w«
up again. I thought I would die within three hours. A litt)
while after another cloud and a large wreath of black roses wit
white in the center came and touched George (living child
Hyslop was in no way connected with my dream, as far as
knew.”
December 14th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S.
used. 7.35 p. m.

Plandiet

" (All is ready.) J. H. (Go on please.) Hislop. (Wr
your name please.) J * * J, H hhhh. (Write your naa
please.) Yes, J. H. H. James Hysloy no, (I see.) H Hysk
(Will you write your name?) Hyslop. H. James Hyslop. [?
parently underscored and the planchette underscored first ‘ Hysk
on same page and then again underscored the last one. This i
done in response to question, " Who is writing " ?]
(Do you mean to tell me that the spirit now here is James1
Hyslop?) yes. (Has James H. Hyslop passed out of the btx
If so write out your full name please.) James Hervey Hyls
Hervey, Hervey James [Janes] (Is James H. Hyslop dead?
cannot believe it.) yes. (Tell me something to prove it.) Jai
Hervey Hyslop. (Tell me something, Dr.) Get slop, He
H * * * * I am here Smead [ ?] (I cannot make that
clearly Dr.) I will try to better, came [ ?] late last night. (W
it again. I cannot make it out clearly.) late last night, came b
(Do you mean you died last night, Dr.?) yes, called here, yes.
see, Go on.) Mrs, S. is to rest [not distinct.] (I cannot i
it.) Mrs. S. is to rest a while. (Go on.) when [?] she fel
She feels better she will be easier * * (Go on.) [scrawl
which the letter * H ’ appears.] (Who is writing?) me. (Wh
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<eï) lam. (Who?) Hyslop * * (It is pretty hard for me
believe it, Dr.) me too. (I suppose we must stop now. Mrs.
is so weary.) yes."
Ur. S. made the following note at the time. " Both Mrs. S.
idi do not believe that there is a thing in this message. We
ink that Dr. H. is alive and that this is a vagary of the subninal of Mrs. S.”
Well, I am still on this side to copy my own discarnatc mes
ses, possibly as a reincarnation and fortunately retaining my
entityI It is the first case in my knowledge of a ghost coming
dt to study his own communications and feeling obliged to
nfess that they are the result of secondary personality. It is
mgh to confuse a man even on this side.
Humor aside I think this sitting is a most interesting one. It
tfineexhibition of what the subliminal can do, providing I did not
inmy sleep I The writing is clear.
December 18th, 1901. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
d.
“ Me [scrawls.] yes, have come. (Who is it?) unknown,
ould you like to stay and see me marry these people?) tintssary. (Ido not know, but you might be interested. ) [ Scrawls,]
iy I ask some questions ?) you can. (Will you try to answer ?)
■HI do so if right. (What is spirit body made of?) No, we
rot tell you. (What is human consciousness?) It is of God and
must ask Him. (What is spirit consciousness?) It is to know
we are still living after leaving your earth and that we can live
[or 1 1 '.] [erased.] make our lives better here than they were
e we are conscious of all this and more, (How do you man
to use the medium so as to let me know you are here r) I use
ana. some use the brain, some use both. (Do you take hold
Krann?) Yes, and sometimes it is necessary to use the brain,
life continuous?) with some they are like being unconscious,
fou they are sleeping for awhile, they are not unconscious
gb. they need rest after a sad struggle with life in the body,
xd after ‘ with ' cannot be made out.) sad struggle with life
« body. (What do you understand life is?) life is eternal,
nal [written in large letters.] God * * [undec.] (I did
ask that.) [G od underscored.] [scrawls ending in * dies’.]
Iks. [endless.] (Where is the medium when she appears to be
state of trance?) She is not in a trance. (I know that.
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Where is she when she is in a trance?) her soul is [apparently
letter ‘ t * or ‘ I ' made and then erased.] between [apparently write
* feltwan '] heaven and earth, that is, it is nei— [new line begun.)
Is it * [undecipherable letter made and erased.] is neither ben
or there. (Are the hypnotic state and the trance state identical?]
not tha [that] I know of. they do so many Silly [new line begun.'
foolish things when they are H yp------- [word * hypnotised ’ no
finished. Letter begun and erased.] that no person ever d [Plan
chette drew a line through last part of *ever' as if to erase it an
erased the letter *d ’ and wrote—] in a trance, [then went bade an
wrote 'd id ' above the letter ‘ d ' erased.] (Do you as a spr
consciously desire to establish communication with this world!
I will when I have made her know me. ( Does the world of spiril
so desire?) Is that not doing so? [interrogation point inserted
(Yes, somewhat. Are you all striving to accomplish this endi
not all. some try and cannot.
(Some unrecorded question was apparently asked here.) i
cannot just tell no. no. next week on Saturday evening, if y
so desire, good night.”
December 21st, 1901.
Mr. and Mrs. S.

725

p. m. Planchette work. Pres*

” (All ready.) Yes, * * [Apparently the word ' night
yes. * * Henry hat [ ? pap— ?] Henry Russell, papa. (Tell
what you mean.) [Scrawls.] liked him best, my best frie
(What is it Cecil?) yes, when I live lived with you he was
friend. (What do you mean by referring to him ?) liked him.
am pretty tired tonight, Cecil, I think that I shall have to sto
yes, but i have not come for a long time, papa. (Go on, Cecil
will wait.) It is most time for Jesus birthday. I would like
give him a birthday present. (Perhaps Jesus will let y o u do
Cecil.) Yes, I will find out. we used to buy them when I ’
with you. (Go on, dear.) Papa ndama [evidently abbreviated
‘ and mama',] I do love you, (Can you see us?) Yes, I
See you. yes kiss brother for me. papa, I love to tell you and
mama I love you. I wish I could buy Christmas presents, but
dent [don’t] have to uke [like] you do there pa— [sera»
(Write what you wish. Have you any message for us?) ju
love you Brother. (I am very tired. I shall stop now, Cec
guess.) Don’t go papa, (Is there anything that you want m
buy for anybody?) Yes, mama, willts, Ester, Rubie Ruth, Gee
* * (possibly an attempt a t 1 Cecil '.1 Papa and my mama, J
[Here the planchette moved the pencil to where the word ‘ yes
first of the sentence was written and wrote ‘ Jesus’ after it, ■
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ù recognize that

he should have been mentioned first, and then re*
ume<f to the proper place and wrote—] and lots, papa. [Then the
ilanchette moved back and wrote ' Cecil *, not very distinctly, over
be word marked ' undecipherable
(What does this mean ?) I
rould like us all to have some Christmas like we use [used] to,
spa. (I never bought presents for Maude, Rubie Ruth, Esther,
nd Willis. What do you mean by that.) but I am here now.
apa. (What shall I do? I cannot give you a present.) why?
Howcan I?) you put it on my desk. (How can I give the rest
present?) I will tell them where you put it. y— (It will be
ôy hard for me to do it, Cecil.) never mind, papa. (It is very
ud for us this Christmas, Cecil.) It is hard for me to [too] papa,
s. (Will you let Maude write tonight, Cecil?) Yes, I would,
^ she is not here. (I guess we must stop, dear.) Good night,
iw 3 good time Christmas, we will come to see you and brother,
e wiD play with little brother, mama, say Good night. [Small
its or circles drawn at each side of the sheet for kisses to Mr.
d Mrs. S., and the planchette wrote—] kiss him for me.”
“ Henry Russell” was the name of Cecil's intimate friend.
Iwother names are those of deceased and living childreo. Thus
t sitting explains itself.

December 25th, 1901. Planchette used. Present Mr. and
is. S.
“ (I said to George, ‘ Go to sleep '.) Tell brother George good
ht, papa. [The word 1 Tell ' was put at the beginning of the
fence after the rest of it was written, the planchette moving back
k>this.] (All right. 1 have told him.) Mama is a good ma—
mma' unfinished.) you love her papa. (I do, Cecil.) I have
n the pretty things, papa. (All right, Clevie. Did you see his
nne and cars and track?) see brother’s tr— (Yes.) brother’s
letter than mine, papa. (What do you mean, Cecil?) Mine
not go on the track. I saw him and we wcle [were] playing
[too) with him. (Did you see what was given Mama from
non, the soft pillow?) yes, papa. (And the picture?) yes,
ltd you I saw the pretty things, papa. (Do you want to write
nt them?) I would like to talk like so you could hear me.
Ive you anything to tell papa tonight ?) Good night, papa. (We
not forget you, Cecil.) no. (God bless my boy.) yes, he does,
a [Kisses drawn as usual on each side of sheet for the parents
then written—] hug little brother ".
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It is true that George's cars went on a track. Cecil's did ml
Mrs. S. oi course knew the facts.
December 26th, 1901. 7 p. m. Present Mr. and Mrs. f
Planchette used.
" (All ready.) . Cleve [scrawls.] (Can’t read it.) [ScrawU
(Write your name, please.) Cleave, papa. (Mrs. S .: Hull
C le v e .) hullo, my mama. (‘ Hullo, my mama*?) Yes. (Wri
what you want to.) we * * to you, (What kind of a pin
is it up there where you are?) me * * hcven [?] Srota
(Don’t you want to write something?) * * when heTen (i
(Cannot Maude write tonight?) Perhaps. (All right.) Get m
his box. [Probably by Maude.] (Do you mean the box Mrs.
put away?) mama put it there in the study. (Who wrote ‘ Get hi
his box ’ ?) Me Maude. (Do you want us to stop this and get it
yes. [We got it and there was a break in the writing.] (Here
is. What shall we do with it ?) [It seemed as if they were look)
at it.] yes. (Tell us what you want.) stamps, papa. [Mr.
probably read the word ’ stamps ’ as lamps, though he has not tt
a note of this, for the planchette wrote ‘ no* and moved the pen
upward and crossed the ‘ t ’ in the word 4stamps V] ( Do you wi
me to get your stamp book?) yes. (There it is, Cecil.) Of
it, mama. [Mrs. S. opened it, and took some time in showing h
all his stamps,] (You can sec them, Cecil. There they ar
(Scrawls.] the home are the best. [Meaning the U. S. stamp
papa can give me some of his. (All right, I will. Do you want
to stick them in your book?) let mama. (Go on.) [Mrs. S. I
not reply.) will she do it? (Yes, what do you want me to g
you?) some I don’t have. (You don't want me to take any |
of my book.) it. (My new book? You mean for me to g
you my duplicates?) Yes. (Go on, my dear.) it is most]
talking, papa. (Papa will put some in it for you, dear.) ms
do it. [I took the box to look at it.] give it to her, papa. [I g
it to Mrs. S.] (Papa is glad Clevie is here tonight. Go on.)
can talk easier when she has it, papa. [Apparently a question f
asked as to the reading of the word ‘ talk’ which was very in
tinct, as the planchette wrote—] t a l k [and then drew the pe
upward and underscored the previous word for ’ talk ’.] (I uni
stand.) Good little brother, get some like the one I * * [C
two letters that are possibly intended for ‘ like ’.] bes to [inter
evidently for ‘ best to’, the one * t ’ serving for both words.]
pasted, papa. [Apparently a question as to reading ‘ bes to’
asked and not recorded, as the planchette wrote the word ‘ to ’
a scrawl after it like * s but apparently erased it.] (I understai
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(What else, Cecil?) my wa t c h n u u d c wa n t s to
: pa p a. (There it is.) [Mrs. S.’s hand shook and trembled
i excitement] That is a pretty one, Cecil. [Apparently writby Maude.] (That is registered. It is by Maude and Mrs.
jot it.) yes, (Go on.) Where is your book? [Apparently
by Maud to Cecil.] Cecil’s book, papa. [Said apparently by
ide to Mr. S.] (Go on.) no, the other one, little one. [‘ i'
edand the two *t's * crossed, probably in response to question as
«ding the word * little ’ which was not dear.] (Do you mean
stamp book?) no, little one.
(.] (Do you mean that one?)
bin rubber cloth, carefully sewer,
nee Cecil’s death. She did not want to take it out of the cover*
1 see that. [Apparently said by either Maude or Cecil to the
r.) yes. take it off. [The planchettc moved over to Mrs.
irst as if wanting her to do it, and then when she hesitated it
ed over to me, as if to urge me to do so. Mrs. S. took off
Mvering,]
'Go on.) Yes, it is pretty, Cecil, I like them too. [Apparently
by Maude to Cecil.] (Go on.) yes, we like to look at them,
some more. [Mrs. S. took a small package that she had not
ted. She did not remember what was in it, and said:] (What
?’ Cecil?) Pencil. [This was correct,] [Mrs. S. then took
all package that she could see what it was. It was a valentine,
said:] (That is a valentine. We won’t open it, Cecil.) Show
Maude. [We did so as far as we could.] hat [then *d * superd an' t ’ making the word ‘ had ’.] at our Junior league, Maude,
time. [Apparently said by Cecil to Maude.] (Go on.) yes,
[second ‘ yes’ written on new sheet.] Maude, yes pretty like
rchette then went back and drew the pencil through the word
ude', and then wrote—] yes. [and drew a line through it.]
on.) Is brother happy? (Yes, I think so. Can I have your
ps, those which I have not?) yes. [‘ yes’ erased.] no, Cecil,
feyed here some to make him [happy,] no, don’t like it done,
ds ‘ it done’ doubtful. Apparently refers to the question of
S.) (You want me to give you some?) no, [erased.] yes,
i new [written ‘ raw', and then the planchette erased the last
e of the ' m * leaving the ‘ e ’ out. ] ones. (I will, Cecil. Mama
put them in.) All right. Show maude my desk, just open
[We did so.] (Go on.) take us over.
We did so, taking the planchette with us. What was then
en was written on his desk.] yes, [erased.] no. [These
'snot explained.] thank George for that po— [apparently some
ement and delay, as the position of the planchette was changed
it had stopped to write, and then when replaced it went back
iproper place and wrote—] c k e t book, papa. (A small pocket
that George had given him and he placed it on Cecil’s desk.]
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(I cannot read it very well.) thank George for my little podett
book, papa. Good night papa, mama, George."
The incidents in this sitting explain themselves. None an
evidential, but there is one apparent case of supernormal acqui
sition, namely, the reference to the p en cil sewed up in the package
But this can be easily explained by subliminal memory. Tlx
most interesting feature, however, is the dramatic play to it
This is quite as good, though not so plentiful as in the Piper cate
The apparent way in which Cecil and Maude converse while thei
words are picked up and registered by Mrs. S. is a most interest
ing phenomenon for its reproduction of what appears in the Pipe
case, to be transcendental. If we were assured that this case i
spiritistic we might so explain it here, but this remains to b
shown.
The box alluded to and which contains some pretty things i
Cecil’s, namely, his watch, his stamp book, his valentine, and hi
Daily Pood book, was put in the study as indicated in the sittinj
The valentine he got at the “ Junior League ” and the Daily Foe
book they use to read in the "Junior League " meetings. (
the " home " (American) stamps Mr. S. says: “ He thought ti
most of them. He was quite a patriotic boy. He marched wS
me in the procession last Memorial Day."
December 28th, 1901. 7.30 p. m. Present Mr. and MrsJ
Flanchette used. Sitting according to appointment with “ ti
known friend ",
“ (We are here waiting for you.) yes unknown, [last wc
not very clearly written. After it the planchette made a cun
line and went back to the beginning and returned to where it beg
and then drew a straight line through the figure drawn which s
somewhat the shape o f a heart.]
(Is my friend here?) Yes. (Have you any message?) if
hard to write tonight. Good night. (Do the best you can. Pie
do not go.) it hurts us, yes. (Why? What is the matte
there is some trouble, I cannot use her much. (What is
trouble?) I canot [cannot] quite understand. (Things are
right now. I *guess you imagine it.) no. (Will you try )
answer questions ?) it is very hard. (Let us stop now until l
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Kt eight, when we will try again, if Mrs. S. is rested. Will that
tall right?) Yes, yes, yes.
(We have resumed, my friend.) [Scrawls.] I have come.
Who?) her friend. (Will you explain the hypnotic state?)
* [possibly the first two letters are 1 Cl ’.] hers is not that.
1 know that I do not think that her condition is that of the
fpnotic state. Go on.) * * * * [whole page undedpher>/e.j (All right Let that go. Go on with something else.)
a, she is not as able, no, usable. [Evidently the word ' usable ’
u not read at first and a question was asked and the planchette
rote 1 no and then ‘ yes' and went back to the second writing of
table ’ and underscored it.] (I guess we must stop. I thank you
rtrying. Will you try and come again?) yes, when? { Wedsday at the same hour I shall be at liberty. Will you come then ?)
s. (All right. Good night. Thank you sir.) Yes."
December 29th, 1901
trie.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette

"(We arc all ready.) S. 1. [?] Smead likes them. [Refers
»rently to some musk tablets which we were eating. Mrs. S.
cod some on the planchette.] Sylvester. (Is my brother Sylter really here?) most likely B----- [Billy?] (Please tell me
ectly. Is Sylvester here?) Yes. (Write what'you may wish.)
(If I shall ask some questions will you answer them?) we
i't like them. Y o u -----we do not like them. [Repeated for
ding.] Y o u ___[letter made and erased.] people Expect Chil
li to know as much and more than you do. (You arc not a
Id.) no, but the little ones come here. (I never asked questions
the children.) you have Billy, (I mean not hard questions.)
* all that, all * * therefore billy [?] * * because you
always trying to trying to * * Maude. Yes, others bUy
* Yes * * (Won’t you answer some?) [No reply.]”
The writing now became so indistinct that we had to stop,
is is the first time, so far as I can remember, that the writing
rted so well, and for some reason became so indistinct that we
t obliged to stop. Mrs. S. was not specially tired, but 1 could
see any reason for this phenomenon.
[I am inclined to agree with Sylvester that Mr, S. did ask at
es some rather absurd questions of these children. The
Jer will probably have observed this in the record. J. H. H.]
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January 1st, 1902. 7 p. m., one-half hour before the time ippointed for Mrs. S.’s unknown friend. Present Mr. and Mrs. S
Planchette work.
" (Go on. Whoever is here may write.) M------- Sm * *
* * humlp [ ?] Mis * * Clemns humlp [ ?] here * * * '
(Cannot read it.) * * [undec.] ster Sinead. Stella Clearocni
(Is that word ‘ Stella’ ?) Yes sir. Stella (‘ t ’ crossed.] no. f‘t
in * Stella' apparently crossed again with more emphasis.] Yet
Cleamens yes, [planchette then erased the letter ‘ a ’ in ' Cleamens’.
(Clemens?) yes, don’t you know me? (Where did you live?'
near Hartford. (Please tell me more about yourself.) Yes, yo
came.to see me. (Where?) at [‘ t* either crossed or erased.
Brother Frank’s house, (What was ’ Brother Frank’s 1 name?
Filley. (Who was Frank Filley? Did I know him?) Yes, yo
used to come to get your money. (I remember getting my mone
at Mr. Filley’s place, but what had Frank Filley to do with it?
You used to get it from Frank sometimes. [This is true.] (I n
member that Frank used to bring it to me sometimes.) yes, t
did Arthur Clemens. [I cannot remember this.] (What disc*
did you die of?) Cancer. [Correct.] (1 cannot remember wh
your name was, but I do not think it was Stella.)
No, Miss Clemens has to wait. She has made a mistake, so w
try to get it right. (Who wrote that?) unknown. [It was 7.3
the time agreed upon for him to come.] (Was her name Stella
no. (I suppose that you do not know.) Yes. [Probably mea
that she did not know.] (Do you know what her mistake was
She said she had made one. (Will she come back tonight?) s
is here. (Will you let her write a little while?) If you wish
(Ask her to correct the mistake.)
My [possibly intended for ‘ Mary ’.] M [ ?] Clemens, 5
* * Clara Clara Miss M Clamens ley. Mary Clemens Filley [*
dotted.] (Who is here now?) Sister to Mary. (What relati
to A. N. Filley?) his wife. (Is Mary C. Filley his w ife?) y
(What is your name?) * * Harriet M. Clemens. Harriet,
think that this is correct.] (What message have you?) My B<
are to be told, if you will tell them, I came here. (Who are yi
boys?) Frank, Arther [Arthur.] (Anything special.)
(Will my unknown friend resume the writing?) He has go
(Will he write soon ?) I do not know. He did not say. ( Can j
tell him I am ready for him ?) no, do not know where he wt
(I suppose that is all.) yes, no.”
[For explanation see notes to the next sitting. J. H . H.]
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January 1st, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
[Hour not mentioned, but note says it was the second sitting.
I.H, H.J

I looked up the name of " Miss Clemens ” and 1 found that it
¡ras Martha Clements rather than " Clemens ", but I did not men
ionit to Mrs. S. Why was the name written Clemens and what
ud Stella to do with it ? AH this is a mystery. I cannot solve it.
" (I find that your name was 1 Martha Clements ’.) [Scrawls.]
iness you do not know me. (Who is it then?) Your Friend,
is this Mrs. Smead’s friend?) No, Hastings. [The planchette
ftrted to make the letter ‘ H writing the first stroke and then made
scrawl, but ended by making ‘ H
(Is that word 1 Hastings '?)
Scrawls.] yes, Yes. (What is the first name?) Chas. [period
uerted.) no. [This is wrong for 4Hastings ’, but right for a later
mmunicator who was apparently with M. Hastings.] (Tell me
wr full name,) Hastings, you know me. (I want to know your
fst name very much.) [Scrawls.] Why? (Ido.) * * Char
: Stanley [not distinct, resembles Stonle—] is here, (Will you
il me something so I can know it is the one I think it is?) Yes,
contain, Bolton, you came to see me and it rained very hard,
benI came here Hastings.
[This is correct in the main. He lived in Bolton, Conn, on the
(witain side. A mountain was near the house. I went to see him
fore he died, and was with him while he was dying. Whether
rained or not that day I have no knowledge.]
■
(Will you give me your name in full?) [Scrawls.] * *
illiam Hastin— Hastings, [period inserted.] (Is that word
Villiam’ ?) Yes. (Go on then.) * * * [first two letters
ro’ are clear, but remainder doubtful.] (Write it again.) moris
ntings. [This is correct, except that the name should be spelled
lorris'.] (Go on.) T * * [scrawls.] mores, Yes. all then
* * ['th en’ ?] were so * * (Will you write something
prove to me that you are a real spirit?) how? (Tell me the
mes of the doctors that attended you.) You know them. [This
s a fact and would not do what I wanted.] no (What did you
c me to do for you before you died? Tell me, no matter if I
know.) Yes, ppreach to the yousst [all but 1 yes ’ erased.] I
nted you to tell the young men I was sorry I did not give my
irt to the Lord, and that I wanted them to [too] not to wait,
his is correct.]
(What else? Did I say anything to you?) You asked me if it
d me much, [period inserted, but reading of ‘ me much' doubt
.] [Correct.] (What was your father’s first name?) William
* * H a r * * [rest undec,] (What is your father’s first
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name?) Harvey. [This is correct. I am not sure that his middle
name is William. I knew him as Harvey W. Hastings.] ”

Mr. S. knew a Martha Clements, but not a Stella Clements.
Martha died in 1895 and was buried at B------- , Conn, (some 12
or 15 miles from Hartford), by Mr. S. Mrs. S. knew this. She
was a sister to the wife of A. N. Filley, mentioned by Mr. S. at
the sitting. This Mr. Filley used to pay money to Mr. S. So
also Frank Filley, according to the record. Of Arthur Filley and
his paying money to Mr. S., the latter says: “ It is probable he
did, very probable. It is impossible to confirm it more. My
memory strongly leads in that direction."
Harriet M. Filley was the name of the wife of Mr, A. N. Filley,
her maiden name being Harriet May Clements. She was living
at the time of the sitting. Frank and Arthur were the names of
her two sons. “ Clara” is probably a mistake for Martha
Martha Clements was Mrs. Filley’s sister. Frank Filley was
not Miss Clements's, Martha Clements’s brother, but her brotherindaw's son, her nephew. It is interesting to remark that this
Frank was once thus indicated as a brother and then a ie*
moments later as a son, if ‘ My Boys ’ must be so interpreted
But if 'Boys’ when referring to Frank and Arthur be interpreted
as a mistake for ‘ Brothers * the consistency of the messages wools
be established. It would appear, of course, from the allusion U
* My Boys ’ that it is this Harriet M. Filley (nee Clements) tha
is the “ communicator” . But this would be incorrect on an;
spiritistic theory, as she is still living. The allusion to 4sister b
Mary * might mean that Martha Clements is the “ communica
tor”, and that she was trying to give the name of her siste
Harriet whom she correctly says is the wife of A. N. Filley. T
appreciate the possibility of these interpretations the reader mu*
ignore the question of Mr. S., and suppose that they were mu
understood, as they evidently were on any theory, since Mrs. !
knew the facts and correct persons.
Of the other persons mentioned, Mr. S. says: " Morris Has!
ings was the name of a young man I was with when he died yeai
ago. I asked him if he suffered any pain in dying. He said, n<
Of course we talked of death and heaven and Christ, etc., an
he wanted me to preach to the young men, and tell them that 1
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wished he had publicly professed religion. Charley Stanley was
i young man in Harwinton, Conn,, where I lived years ago. The
parties were no relatives of each other, only I buried them all and
they liked me very much personally."
Harvey W. Hastings was the father of Morris Hastings who
is supposed to communicate. He was well known to Mr. S. and
so far as the latter knows is now living.
The confusion in giving the name “ Chas.” as the first name
of Mr. Hastings in answer to the question of Mr. S. is interesting,
as it is spontaneously corrected in a moment by giving the name
of “ Charley Stanley", showing that the first question had not
been understood. The remainder of the sitting explains itself.
Mr. S. says that it is very difficult to tell how much of all these
facts were known by Mrs. S. and how much not.
January 2 nd, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
work. Nothing special to suggest the “ communicator ’’ Cecil.
" (Go on. We are all ready.) [Scrawls of a peculiarly syste
matic sort.] (Go on.) [The reply was the drawing of a bird on
its nest and a human hand extending out from it with what is quite
apparently a ring on the forefinger. The hand was drawn after
the question ' What is that' ? referring to the bird in the nest.
Then the question was asked a second time.]
(What is that?) a bird in hand. (Explain.) baby hand.
(Go on, please. Explain more.) no, when [you] get the baby
put my ring on its finger, so that I can know it please, papa. (What
has the bird to do with it. I don’t see.) baby being hatched.
(Who is writing?) Cecil, (I will do it, Cecil, for you.) we will
seeyou, Cecil John Smead. (That was a good joke. I see it now.)
agood joke on you, papa. (A 11 right. Go on, Cecil.) I [scrawls.
Then a line was drawn toward the right side of the sheet where it
was pointed with an arrow head, and the pencil moved to the other
fide where some circles were drawn, as i f giving the usual kisses to
his parents, and then in large letters was written:—] do not
forget t h e rin g .
[Cecil then disappeared and there was an interval of about five
minutes between the two sittings.]
The allusions in the record to a baby evidently relate to Mrs.
S.’s expected confinement. The way Cecil expresses the incident
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is interesting. The reader wilt understand the reference to the
ring (p. 411 ).
(We are ready now. I hope my unknown friend will come
tonight, so that we may make an appointment for some other tinie.)
[Scrawls,] I subliminal [?] [So interpreted by Mr. S., but very
indistinct and conjectural. Letters might be ‘ eclminil ’.] (Please
write your name.) my name, I have none. I am [Ihm ?] your
ah----- [sheet changed.] Subliminal. (Will you explain.) no use.
( I cannot understand that nonsense.) that is what you people cal
us. [large period inserted.] (What are first two words?) (PlaJ
chette went back and crossed the two ' t's * in *that and thJ
wrote:—] that is. (I have not taken that view of it.) Then whJ
do you ask for whenever we come about whether we are spirits or
not. (Cannot you or my brother try to write something so that 1
can know that he is a real spirit ? Will you try to do so now ? I
may know all about it that you are spirits, but others do not, and
I am trying to get some facts to prove it to them.)
Your brother does not try, he iseene [possibly a confusion of
‘ is *and ‘ seems ] utterly tired out with so much nonsense. [Ques
tion as to reading of words above.] he is utterly tired out. (I did
not know that spirits ever got tired.) no, when we try to write, and
it is so hard it does not tire us as it does you, but some of the old
feelings come back. (That is a pretty good answer, Sylvester.!
I am not your brother. (Please who are you.) Your unknown
(The one here before?) Yes. (Ida's friend?) Yes. (Go on
then.) now do you believe me? (Yes, go on.) Yes, all right, h
beleives us now. [Apparently said to some one on the “ othe
side.” Note way ‘ believe’ is spelled,] (Who do you mean b
‘ he’ ?'m e'?) of course.
(Iam glad that you are here. Try and give me some facts ths
I can find out are true and that I can use to make others know yo
are a spirit.) I o----- [pause apparent.] have to wait for a long l
[?] [possibly ' ti ’.] time now. (When will you come again?
cannot just tell. (Cannot you see how important it is for you t
*ve me some facts that I can have to look up?) I will try wbe
come again.
(If you are what you say you are why do you try and dodf
every time? Why not now give me the facts? Tty and see if yc
cannot think of some now.) list, list. * * * [Mr. S. thougl
that the ‘ list* might refer to the street on which the City Poh
church was situated.] (I see that you will not tell me anythin
Why do you do so?) when She goes to Boston. [‘ She * begii
new line.] (That is all bluff. You might as tell [as well have tolt
her when she went to New York. Tell us now.) [Scrawl.] Fn
Childs. (Go on. That is what I am after.) Herbert M— [* N

f
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erased] (What about him?) Ellers brother worked for Merril.
(Go on. That is what I want.) Yes, Ella Potter, Potter. (Ella
Potter?) Yes, [Mrs. S. said that she did not know them.] Yes,
she did know them. Merril is here. {What Merrill was it?) Geo.
[period inserted.] (Mrs. 5 .: Is it Merrill the milkman?) Yes,
yes. (That is just what I want. Go on. Tell me some more.)
]—John lefft * * [Two letters that might be ‘ k f ’ or ' C f' or
‘ lb’.] (How can we find out about all this?) [Scrawls in loop
form.] Candlin. (Candlin?) Yes, he would remember G, MerriL (Go on.) [ScrawL] Get him to tell you, Candlin. (What
Candlin?) he will remember, you know. (You mean the min
ister?) Ves. (I will see about it. It is time for us to stop now.)
w---- (I shall be glad to have you come again.) Yes. (Try and
tell me all you can next time.) Yes. (Good night. I am much
obliged to you.) " Sitting closed. Mrs. S. not very weary.
The “ communications ” of this unknown friend have an un
usual interest as they are so different from those of most of the
Hcommunicators ". He shows some of the reluctance of Har
rison Clarke to prove his identity. The writing was unusually
dear and easy in all, or nearly all, his “ messages
But it was
certain spontaneous remarks by him that excited an interest to
bow how the subliminal of Mrs. S. could produce them. The
illusion to the retention of our individuality after death (p. 443 )
suggested that either Mrs. S. had a very peculiar notion of what
was meant by the “ subliminal ” , unless she took the pantheistic
new of things which I knew she was not likely to understand at
ill, or the references were not a natural expression of her supra
liminal convictions and conceptions. Hence, long after the sit
ing, I wrote to her, without telling her what my object was, to
mow what her idea of the '* subliminal” was. The following is
icr answer:
“ I don’t think much about it. I suppose it is what you (Mr.
5.) and Mr. Xenos and Dr. Hyslop think is the unconscious mind;
when the conscious mind is asleep the unconscious mind is active.
But I don't believe it just the same. I suppose it means what you
&ink it means. To me it is a piece of nonsense. Sometimes it
s active in consciousness, but not very often. The two minds
annot act simultaneously in relation to the same subject. They
Bay act so in relation to different subjects. I am inclined to
thinlc that the subliminal, with some persons, may have tele
pathic powers.
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" 1 think that there is no unconscious part to a person in that
sense at all. Whatever there is, it is something that we have
heard or known before and in some way stored up in the brain,
like the message in a phonograph cylinder, that whatever is writ
ten by me or Mrs. Piper automatically is from outside parties, not
by our subliminals, only when something is written that it came
from our stored up memories."
The reader will remark that there is a difference of view be
tween the “ communicator's " conception of the subliminal which
is denied and that of Mrs. S.'s supraliminal consciousness, and
no trace of the idea that the subliminal seems to deny individu
ality.
The statement by this " unknown communicator" that some
use the arm and some the brain, and some both the brain and the
arm (p. 451 ) coincides with statements in the Piper case,
which Mrs. S. might have seen, as Dr. Hodgson’s Report is in the
library of Mr. S. The other statement just after it, however, to
the effect that some persons after death " are like being uncon
scious. To you they are sleeping awhile, though they are not
unconscious ", is also quite identical with the representations of
Imperator both through Stainton Moses and Mrs. Piper. I think
it hardly probable that Mrs. S. has seen any of these, as she
knows nothing of the work of Stainton Moses and I do not re
call any similar statement in Dr. Hodgson’s Report. It mighl
be inferred, however, from the statements of George Pelham. Be
sides one may ask, does not this paradoxical reference to rlerj
not being unconscious reflect something of the confusion in Mrs
S.'s own conscious account of the subliminal above?
Fred Childs was a boy about 15 or 16 years of age whei
Mrs. Smead knew him at school. Ella Potter had only a speak
ing acquaintance with Mrs. Smead and was older than sh<
Herbert Ellers is not known. There was a Herbert Potter, Ella’
brother, but it is not known whether he worked for Merrill, th
milkman whom Mrs. Smead knew and who is dead. John j
possibly a reference to John Taylor, a person still livin g an
quite pertinent to be mentioned in this connection. H e wi
known to the Sineads, as also the Rev. Candlin, whose name als
is pertinent in this connection as in possession of the facts I
be verified, or at least as one who ought to know them.
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January 12th, 1902 . Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and Geòrgie.
Geòrgie was sitting opposite Mrs. S., and the little table was be
tween him and Mrs. S.
M{Go on. We are all ready now.) My good little brother. I
tan see him, papa. (I cannot see you, Cecil.) No, you will some
time [Question asked as to reading.] you, will. (Go on, and
write what you want to dear. I shall be glad to have you.) Can't
write much, seems like you know what I say. (Go on, and try to
tell me.) I think how much I want to love you all [scrawly.] and
want to tell you, but you know it all don't y— [last three words
very scrawly.] (I cannot sit as I have been sitting. My right
hand pains me. I shall have to change my position.) O, Papa try
my way. (What do you mean ?) I can watch George, [I changed
my position, but I could not make out the writing, and the sitting
was soon brought to a close, I was so nervous that I had to break
off the sitting,]
[As far as I can make out the writing was “ The Darknes [ ?]
your [?] * * papa, my brother.” The writing was not clear
in this sitting. J. H. H.]
January 16th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. George had
just gone to bed and was awake in a room nearby. Planchette
work,
" (AU right. Go on.) 0 1 * * C S I O . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Papa. (What does that mean?) [Scrawl.] in Cecil Book,
yes. (What do you mean. I do not see.) numbers, mama Goose
Multiply. (Go on, dear. You got that mixed. It should have
been ‘ Marmaduke Multiply1, Cecil.) multiply is all rite [right]
papa. (All right. Go ahead, Cecil. Why did you make those
figures and that mistake?) funy [funny] papa. (All right. Go
on.) Yes, I liked it cause it was funny. (Go on.) mother Goose
is there too. [We did not notice this until he called our attention
to it.] (You meant ‘ Marmaduke Multiply1, didn’t you, Cecil?)
I guess I did. (Go on.) m [or scrawl,] [The planchette then
made some circles on the right side of the sheet of paper for kisses
as usual, and then it went to the bottom of the sheet and wrote :—]
Good night little [ittle] Brover, [and then moved up to the left
middle side of the sheet and made circles again for kisses to Mrs.
S., and then to the top left comer and wrote:—] Yes, tell George,
papa, before he goes to sleep. [Then the planchette moved the
10,
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pencil to the circles on the left side and then away from them and
wrote:—] Good night little [ittle] George, yes. [We did as he
wished.] [Cecil often called his brother ‘ brover’,]
(Go on, dear.) my Good mama is good papa to [too] [The
word read * is ’ might as well be read *es and so be an unfinished
Wes *.] yes, we love her. (You said a little while ago,1 Good night’,
Cecil. I don't understand how you are here now.) that was to
little brother, papa, (I see. Go on.) my dear papa, tell me [?]
[um ?] a tory [story] about Bill. [This is just as he would hare
said it if he had been in the body.] (Do you want me to tell you a
Bill story, Cecil ?] yes, papa. [I did so, and told him a story in
the course of which I said: *Bill didn't get a blessed fish, Clevte.’]
no, don't say it, blessed fish, cause it is only a tory, papa, [story.]
[This is very much like him. I had always taught him not to
say words that were not fit to use. I especially taught him not to
say what he called bad words, and he had a deep sense of reverence
for sacred things. I can see how what I thoughtlessly said when
I said 'blessed fish' would have unfavorably impressed him and
he would have corrected me for it.]
[I went on with the Bill story, told him that I would not say so
again, and told him that some way all of Bill’s fishes got out of the
net and so Bill didn't get a single one after all.] * * to [too]
bad wasn’t it, papa. (I have told you a story, CedL Tell me
something about the world where you are, please.) 1 can’t papa(Maude did, Cecil.) You couldn’t un------- " Some friend called
and this at once put a stop to the sitting.
There is some interest in the incident of the “ numbers mams
Goose multiply", which is worth mention. Cecil had a book
as reported in the language of Mrs. S„ that he thought much of
The title of it was “ Marmaduke Multiply". It was sent him bj
his grandmother Nannie, and in it were sets of rhymes involvinj
numbers, so that he learned many of them by the use of this book
It was in his desk at his death, and is now placed there with th
rest of his books. NEXT TO THIS ONE, is a book call«
*' Mother Goose Rhymes”, that he liked almost as much. Whe
the writing was going on the books were behind Mrs. S. and sh
had no thought of them. The confusion of the two in the ea
pression “ mama Goose multiply " is an interesting circumstanc
on any theory, natural on the spiritistic, if we take the Piper caa
as a standard, and instructive on the theory of secondary persoi
ality, in as much as it would show that agency capable of mi)
takes similar to those claimed for spirits.
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Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette

" (AH right. We are all ready.) [ Scrawls like the letter ‘ I'
andmade in three lines. These were followed by a perfect mesh of
rircular scrawls, and then:—] Y e s. (made in very large letters.]
(Goon.) Cincinati Ohio. (Is that word Cincinnati?) Yes sir,
(Goon. Who is it?) Sylvester and Calvin Smead. (Who are
you? What has Cincinnati Ohio got to do with it?) Your uncles
in we. (Uncles?) Yes. (What has Cincinnati Ohio got to do
with it?) Calvin was west when he came here, he had at one
time thought to live there. (Is that right? Have I read it cor
rectly?} Yes. (Go on.) Yes, tell Laura Miller, Joseph's wife
that Frank’s father is here before Jenny does it that it may not
thurt her. [one ‘ h ' in ‘ hurt' superposed on the other.] [Ques
tions as to reading followed by words:] no, is here, yes, Jenny
does. (It was Mrs. Miller's father that died. What has all that
pi to do with my mother?) Yes, shock her if you do not these
things easily (All right. I will do it. Still I don't think that it
would shock her. Go on.) You have little idea of the many that
would like to use this. [ Planchette went back and crossed the two
’tV in the word ‘ little’, probably in response to question.] (Go
»■ Cannot you tell me something that I want to know ?)
My sister Mary wants to know if you have found her out yet?
(Whom do you mean?) Matha. [In response to question of
reading the planchette went back and crossed the ' t ’, and then
Mperposed upon it the letters * rt making the name ' M a rth a and
liter this wrote:—] yes. (I cannot see who it is. Explain
Martha'.) Your frends are so many that they do not get a chance
or much, it is Martha Clemens.
#
[The name should be Martha Clements, I told Mrs. S. how it
»as spelled and she knew. Still it was spelled ‘ Clemens ’ as usual.]
(You are welcome Miss Clements.) did you ascertain the facts
hat to be true that I gave you. (Wait, let me read that.) no, it
J so hard to get control that I got another to do it for me, so that
could take it up and go on. did you do what I said. John Taylor,
e is here. ( Who is he ?) you know him. ( May Taylor's father,
heone that lives in B——— ?) Yes, exactly the same person, yes.
I have not had time to look up these cases, yet.) do so soon. (All
%tiL Go on.) You may write to any one there except Brother
(ockwell he is here also. (Is Frank Rockwell here tonight?)
o, he will come some time if you wish him to. (I shall be very
Wto have him come. I always liked Frank W. Rockwell.) Yes,
* will be glad to h f* h ’ erased.] know it. I will tell him. (Who
(writing now ?) Martha. (Will you tell me more of the B—----tuple that have passed into the other life ?) I will have to come
pin. good night.”
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Calvin Sinead was an uncle of Mr. S., and died in California
many years ago. One brother says that this Calvin never lived
in Cincinnati, never talked of living there and thinks that he
never thought of doing so. But as he indicates that this brother
traveled all over the West, a fact stated also by another brother,
and admits having seldom heard from the brother Calvin, it might
be true that the latter once thought of living in the city named.
One brother, Mr. Smead’s father, says that it would not be im
probable that Calvin entertained this thought at one time. Mr.
and Mrs. S. never knew whether such an incident occurred.
“ Joseph’s wife " refers to Mrs, Smead's mother and is an inter
esting way to refer to her, as it is the natural expression for the
brother Calvin to use, though it is apparent that Sylvester is
present who would naturally say father. It is not certain who the
" communicator " is, though one expression, the allusion to Calvin
in the third person, would imply that the “ communicator** was
Sylvester.
“ Frank ” refers to Mr. Frank Miller, a previous and frequent
“ communicator” in this record (pp. 291 , 357 ). “ Jenny** is the
name of his wife, living, and Laura Miller a sister, wife of Mr,
Joseph Sinead and mother of Mr. S., also living. All the parties
concerned knew of Mr. Frank Miller’s father’s death. Mrs
Jennie Miller's father had just died, she had intended to write tc
her sister-in-law to tell her of it.
The interruption of the “ communications ” by the appearance
of " Martha Clements ” is an interesting episode, as showing i
resemblance, noticeable also in other instances between this am
the Piper case in the matter of interruption and change of “ com
municators**. The correction of the name “ Martha Clements'
can have no importance since Mr. S. had told Mrs. S. (p. 4 6 7 ) th
correct name. But it is interesting still to see that, in spite o
Mrs. S.*s knowledge of the correct spelling the original mistak
is committed in regard to the name “ Clements *'. It is als
interesting to remark that the same apparent mistake regardin
the identity of the “ communicator” before is committed hen
The reader may recall that in the previous sitting where thi
"communicator” appeared she seems to have represented hei
self as “ Harriet M. Clemens ” , in reality the sister of the " coo
municator ” , The question “ my sister Mary ” " wants to know
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etc., apparently implies this. The " Brother Rockwell ” alluded
to as deceased was still living at the time of the sitting, but a
friend reported that he “ is at present quite sick, possibly dan*
gerously so. He has not been to church since 1895 excepting
once or twice.”
January
nsed.

23 rd, 1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette

“ (All ready. Go on. Never mind our talking.) (Two flowers
drawn.] (Are these flowers?) Yes. (Who is it?) I have no
name. (Will you please explain.) * * Hill [very poorly writ
ten, except the ' H ’.] St Hill (Go on please. I cannot yet see.)
Hill, St Hill. (Go on. Explain what you mean by * St Hill'.)
[Sheet changed and planchette began by moving pencil diagonally
across the page to the tower right hand comer, and back to the
uppAr left hand comer and then down vertically to the left hand
comer and hack to the beginning point at the upper left hand comer,
and wrote:] Hill Street, [directly on the line drawn upward from
the right hand lower comer of the page.]
(What is it about Hill Street?) I lived on Hill St. [After
writing the word ' on' the planchette moved the pencil upward to the
lines, probably intended for a street, and wrote between the two
extending from upper left to lower right hand comer, the words
‘ Hill St moving the pencil in an awkward diagonal manner.]
(That is good. I can see that. What city or town?) Near
Medford. (Is that word ‘ Medford*?) yes. (Go on. Tell me
sli you can.) * * [Scrawl.] J. cooper (Write that over
»gain.) J . Cooper. (Is that your name?) no. (That name is
‘J. Cooper is it?) Yes. (What do you mean by *J. Cooper ’ ?)
I knew him there, [' t ’ crossed in *there ’,] (Co on. Tell me
your name please.) I lived near him accrossed [across] the Street.
(Please tell me your name.) * * [Scrawls, possibly containing
letter‘ P ’.] J. P. [ ?] No [?] Pratt, [clearly written.] [Then
probably an unrecorded question as to reading, as the name is fol
lowed by the word *no ’.] (Is that name Pratt ?) Yes, yes. (Will
you take pains to tell me the rest of your name?) P [?] P [?]
TT [written almost in a vertical line.] I am John. [It is possible
to read * I am' as a scrawly attempt at 'John'.] (I see. Is your
name John Pratt?) why yes. (John Pratt
why yes. (Where
did you live ?) I told you Med ford, near it. Nearer the water
Station. [‘ Station * begins new line.) (Do you mean the pumping
station in West Medford?) [Question suggested by Mrs. S.j near
it. (I understand that you lived near the pumping station in West
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Medford?) Yes. (Go on. What message have you to give?
Why are you here ? What is your wish ?) my only wish is to be
side [apparently fusion of words ‘ be beside'.] them all that were
my earth friends, yes (Go on. Tell me all you can.) I would
like to have You ['Y ou ' begins new line.] to [‘ to’ erased.] tell
them wife and I are here, that their friends and neighbors still think
of them, we come home to them one [some ?] times to know how
they are thinking of us.
(How can I find out? Will you tell me some one that I can see
or write to, so that I can tell your friends ? If you will I will try
and give your message.)
You might ask for the Austins. I cannot tell them alL then
[ ?] the agent on * * [Letters apparently ‘ helhes
Then
erased.] the hill road to tell you where I lived/'
[In response to explanatory questions the word ‘ yes' was writ
ten three times.]
" Here we were obliged to stop the sitting. Mrs. S. could nrt
stand it any more. She was so tired and suffered with cramps.
I was sorry that I had to stop until 1 had received more facts to
help this matter of finding this party. Possibly we shall find him,
but I fear that it will not be possible with the information at hand.
Mrs. S. knows nothing about any of these parties, and I have no
knowledge of them. I was never in West Medford, or in Medford
in my life, only as I passed through there in the cars.
" Mrs. S. was in Medford when she was a young girt about 14
or 15 years of age. She went to the pumping station and looked
at the machinery. They had two alligators there. She went
there to see them and she was not there over an hour. She
went from there to Arlington Heights and back (walked). She
did not stop there, only went for a walk, and did not know any
body there. She did not know the man at the pumping station.
She knew his son, his name was Bornes. She did not stop any
where in West Medford; did not know anybody in West Medford
except this son of Mr Bornes. She never heard of Hill St. in
West Medford. She does not know whether there is a H ill St
near the pumping station. She says that she once knew a Clan
Pratt that lived at Medford Hillside, but did not know htt
mother's or father's name or the street where they lived. SU
never knew that the street had any name. It was some 1 8 yealj
ago that she knew Clara Piatt. She was some four or five yea!
older than Mrs. S.”
;
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Medford Hillside is between College Hill and West Medford,
not very far from the pumping station, perhaps a mile. Mrs. S.’s
tmde lived at Medford Hillside, and this uncle is living there now.
She has not been there to see him for some 18 years, and has not
been in that vicinity since the time she went on the walk to
Arlington Heights.
Personal inquiries made by myself at the place mentioned in
this sitting resulted in the following facts which may throw some
light on the "communications
I intersperse the account with
incidents that may also throw light generally on both the human
memory and the difficulty of verifying such facts as the record in
dicates.
I went to Medford and first called at the Police Station to
make preliminary inquiries regarding the street and whether any
Pratts lived in this place. 1 ascertained that a Sarah Pratt lived
onHillside Road, No. 21, and that the street was once called Hill
tide Street, having been changed to Hillside Road recently. I
called on this Mrs. Sarah Pratt and found that her husband was
still living, his name not being John Pratt. She did not know
any other Pratts in the place, nor a Cooper, nor an Austen. But
she had a vague recollection that some other family by the name
of Pratt had once lived in the neighborhood, but they were no
relatives of hers. She directed me, however, across the street to
a neighbor, Mrs. Sinclair, who she said would know how to
answer my inquiries.
Mrs. Sinclair knew that there had been a Pratt family m the
place other than the one I had just called on, and also that there had
been a Cooper, but did not know the first name of either. She
also knew of the Austens in the same way. She gave me the
names of persons, however, who would know. I at once called
on one of them, a Mrs. Dennison. She knew of the Pratt family
l was seeking, but mainly of the son Prank Pratt. She thought
the father's name was Frank, but was not certain as she said it
was her son, Mr. Prank B. Dennison, who knew the son Frank
Pratt and was well acquainted with him. She also said that
these Pratts lived opposite a Cooper family on Adams St., and
that the father of Frank Pratt had died about fourteen years ago.
But she directed me to a Mr. Robinson on Adams St. for further
information.
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I called on this Mr. Robinson and he said he knew this Mr.
Pratt well. He said that his name was George Pratt, and that
he had lived on the same street with himseli a few houses dis
tant and opposite a family by the name of Cooper. He thought
the first name of this Cooper was William. He said that the
Pumping Station had been removed about three years ago and
pointed out the new one to me, situated only across the street
from the old one. One of the workmen in the new station con
firmed the fact about the time of removal. The old station is
still standing.
Then I called on Mrs. Austen. She did not know any Pratts,
but thought there had been a George and Clara Pratt living on
Adams St. She said her own husband was dead and that she had
been living at her present place (49 Quincy St., next to Adams
St. Medford Hillside) for twelve or fifteen years.
I then called on Mr. Edward B. Dennison in Boston and found
that he knew Clara and Frank Pratt, son and daughter of Georgt
Pratt, but he did not know Mr. Pratt’s first name George. He
did not know when this Mr. Pratt died, as he vaguely remembers
that he was reported dead when he, Mr, Dennison, came to the
place, Medford Hillside, in which he had lived since 1886, sixteen
years ago. But he was quite sure that Mr. Pratt had died about
that time or before, possibly as much as twenty years ago.
Mr. Robinson told me that Medford Hillside was a part of
West Medford which he pointed out beyond the pumping station,
this being about one-fourth of a mile distant in a flat between the
two places. At the Police Station I ascertained that both West
Medford and Medford Hillside were parts of Medford. Thus
geographically Medford Hillside and West Medford are next ta
each other as welt as parts of the town of Medford.
!
From an acquaintance of this Miss Pratt I learned her addred
and that she had been recently married. In answer to an inquin
I received from her the following statement:
1
“ I received your letter of the 17th and will try to answa
your questions. My father’s name was George Franklin Prati
He died May 25 th, 1886. The name of the Cooper was W itlian
I think the middle initial was F.pbut am not sure. My father <fl
not know Mr. Austen. I was not sure if they lived there be fed
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he died." This letter is signed Clarissa Pratt Greeley. I find
also from a son of this Cooper that his father’s name was William
Fischley Cooper.
The most interesting result of this inquiry is the fact that I
found the Clara (Clarissa) Pratt who was probably the very
person that Mrs. S. knew and mentions in her notes on the inci
dents. It would seem very probable that she had actually heard
of or even seen the Mr. Pratt involved in the “ communications ” ,
and possibly not knowing his first name the subliminal had
guessed it What it was possible to have heard about the
Coopers and Austens no one knows, but having found this one
connecting link in the case it is easy to imagine how the rest
may have originated, especially as we have seen so much positive
proof of the influence of secondary personality in the phenomena
described in this record.
I made further inquiries to know the extent of Mrs. Smead’s
acquaintance with Miss Clara Pratt and details of her association
with her. The following is the reply to them, giving an account
of the origin of the acquaintance with the lady and the most
probable time at which Mrs. S. made her visit to the Pumping
Station, so far as she can calculate it from the data of her mem
ory. Mr. S. writes the account for her.
" She was introduced to Clara Pratt in the old Boston and
Lowell Depot. She does not remember who introduced her
about eighteen years ago. She used to pass her mornings when
Mrs. S. went to work. She never had any conversation with her
beyond casual greetings. She never wrote to her. The ac
quaintance lasted three or four years. She was never in any
sense intimate with her. She knew nothing about her family,
and never visited her home. Miss Pratt never visited Mrs. S.
There was nothing but a passing acquaintance like dozens of
others. Miss Clara Pratt did not go with Mrs. S. to the Pump
ing Station. Mrs, S. concludes from the best calculation now
possible that it was in 1885 that she visited the Pumping Station.
It is apparent, therefore, that the acquaintance was only a pass
ing one."
It is evident from the facts in the case that it would be hard
to prove that Mrs. S. had in any way ascertained the fact of the
death of this Miss Pratt’s father. We cannot say that she might
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not have accidentally ascertained the fact, but the circumstances
make it equally possible that she knew nothing about it, and it
seems very unlikely that she had known or heard anything of the
Cooper and Austens mentioned, especially as they seem to have
played no part in the acquaintance of Mrs. S.
January
used.

24 th, 1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S.

Flanchette
1

“ (We are all ready.) Yes, sister will try f ?] to be little * *
[Scrawls like letter * lf.J love God is the 11. . . way to have it
easiest. (I cannot read it. Write it all over.) I can't do it. she
was ten, will, yes, yes. she was ten. I do not know. [Some of
this was apparently in answer to questions as to reading or meaning.)
(I cannot read it. If you want me to read it, you must write it
over.) She was ten. (Did you write 'She was ten*?) Yes.
(Who was ten?) Sister. (Who was sister?) Don't you rember
[remember] (Tell me.) Maude. (What do you mean?) MeA
[?] Maude is ten. (Who is writing?) me. (Who is me?) J
Cleve, why papa don’t you know your ow [own] Clevie John? (All
right, Clevie. Go on.) Yes. [Then planchette drew a spot of
circles on the left side of the sheet, and a line over to the right side.
Then it made a circular swoop to the left side and half way back
to the right and wrote * Georgeand then went back to the left
side and wrote 1 brother ’ before the ‘ GeorgeApparently the
circles and lines were intended for the usual kisses.]
(Can I tell you something?) [Mr. S. records the answer 'yes’
in nis transcript, but it is not found in the original automatic
writing.]
[Mrs. S. then told him (Cecil) that she wished that he would go
to Mrs. Piper at Arlington Heights and communicate through Im
perator, or [and] if that must be the way to find Imperator, and
have him let Cecil send a message through Mrs. Piper to his mother.
We had received a letter from Dr. Hodgson telling us to pray that
this might be done by the permission of God and the kindness of
Imperator.]
[When we suggested that he do this the writing stopped at once.
Nothing was written for over ten minutes. We both got up from
the table and rested for a while.]
(Alt right. We are ready now.) Let brother know I come,
papa. (I will dear boy. Mama is not very well and she cannot
stand much of this tonight, Cecil.) [Planchette made the usual
circles for kisses on each side of the sheet and at the bottom for his
father, mother and brother. Then it wrote:—] you see papa I will
try to if God is willing. (All right, Cecil.) yes. (Go on.)
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(Mrs. S .: Clevie, you remember you were here with Mama one
day. You said that you would come back to mama in the daytime.
Mrs. Piper has sittings in the daytime. You could go there in the
daytime sometime.) Yes, (Mrs, S ,: Mama is glad you are here.)
I come sometimes when its day to [too] in the houses. I amt [am
not] afraid of the dark like I was, mama, in the, yes. [Evidently
the last were answers to questions.] (Mrs. S .: There was never
anything to be afraid of Cecil. Jesus would take care of you.)
Yes, but I would for get Sometimes. [Last word begins new line.
Then the planchette drew the circles for kisses in the usual manner
and wrote:—] Papa I love you. (Go on.) [Kisses again drawn,
two each for Mr. and Mrs. S., and one for George, and then
wrote:—] I love you all, Papa. (Go on.) Maude does to [too].
(Did you do that, Maude?) [Kisses drawn again in usual manner
and written:]— yes, Papa, I saw Brother did at [‘ at' erased,
though evidently intended for ‘ it ’, but this latter word was not
written after the erasure.] (Won’t there be any more Martian
pictures, Maude ?) not for a long time, Papa.”
[The writing of this last sentence, according to the statement of
Mr. S„ was in the manner of Maude’s earlier writing. I can also
confirm this fact. The words were written under each other, so
that there was only one word in a line, except ‘ a long1 which were
in the same line, the whole occupying only a corner of the sheet.
J. H. H,] Sitting closed. Mrs. S, weary.
Of the incident regarding Cecil's fear of the dark Mr. S. says:
"Cecil was afraid of the dark when living. He would some*
times be afraid a little while after going to bed and Mrs. S. had to
go in and sit down and quiet him by talking to him. She often
did this telling him that Jesus would take care of him. He would
not go into the bath-room alone without George. Mrs. S. tried
to shame him out of this, telling him he ought to be ashamed to
be such a coward in the dark when his little brother George was
so brave about it. But it was very difficult to break him of this
fear. It was natural for Cecil to forget. He never used such a
combination of words when living, but it would have been very
characteristic of him to have said it. When he said, *1 would
forget sometimes' he told it just as it happened several times.
He did forget and was afraid again.”
The following was an experience on the evening of January
25th, when Mr. and Mrs. S. tried to have a sitting. It was writ
ten out in Mrs. Smead’s own hand and transcribed on the type-
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writer by Mr, Smead. I quote the account as given me with sig
natures of Mr. and Mrs. S.
" In the early part of the evening, about 7 o'clock, we sat at a
small table working with the planchette. Cecil seemed to be
present and we were very glad. While Mr. S was trying to read
what had been written, it was all I could do to keep myself here
in the body as it seemed, I knew all that Mr. S. said, but was
not able to answer. My jaws seemed to be locked and my eye
lids held down. We did not try to continue the sitting.
"After perhaps an hour we retired for the night, and while
talking a very strange feeling came over me. It was as follows
as nearly as I can put it into words:
“ While talking with Mr. S. I began to have a feeling of light
ness come over me. It did not seem to come in any one part
of the body, but over the entire body, and I spoke of it to Mr. S,
at once. It seemed strange as I was perfectly well, and so I
began to wonder what could be the cause. I began to lose the
sense of weight, although I could feel anything I touched, yet
if I lifted it it did not seem to have any weight. I reached over
to Mr. S. and took his arm in my hand to see if the sensation
would be confined to my own body alone, but found that it was
not, and it was the same with everything I touched. I turned
over, (I was lying on my right side) thinking the position I was
in might have caused it, and told Mr. S. why I turned over. But
it made no difference whatever. So I turned back, and after
about fifteen minutes this sensation began to go away very gradu
ally, and the last I knew until about 3 a. m. was when Mr. S
said: 'Will you be all right, do you think?’ I told him 1
thought so, but it did not go away at once.
“ When this sensation came over me I was perfectly conscious,
and knew where I was. I had had similar experiences when a
child once or twice a year. But when about 14 or 15 years old
they left me and have never returned until last night.
" The sensation, as far as I can describe it, or liken to, would
be * the freedom of the soul after leaving the body \ for I thought
during this experience, ‘ if I could not have the knowledge of
weight, how will it affect the sight? \ and it seemed as though I
could see through my brain or any part of the body, I could
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set Urge veins and smaller ones. The whole interior of my
head seemed filled with light of the brightness of a very bright
star. I was conscious of being in the body and that my soul was
looking through the brain.
“ There was no pain in this experience, and it was very pleas
ant. 1 would have much enjoyed remaining in this condition, as
I told Mr. S. at the time.
“ To test this sensation I took hold of the bed clothes, bunched
themnp to see if the sensation of roughness was still to be no
ticed. I could notice this sensation of roughness a little, but the
sensation of volume, en masse, as Mr. S, put it, was there without
weight.
“The light I saw in my brain seemed to be alive or in motion,
and it did not seem to make any difference whether my eyes
were open or shut,
"Mr. S. took pains to see if my heart's action was all right.
Also he noted the temperature of the body and could find nothing
abnormal.
" A possible reason for this experience may have been because
1 have been thinking of late whether death was or would be pain
ful and possibly this experience was given me to show that it was
without pain, for I could move any part of the body and not
realize it There was not the slightest pain in my singular ex
perience.
“ I da M . S m ead,
" W. M . S m e a d .”

January 25 th, 1902, Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
work. I (Mr. S.) put my hand on the planchette and Mrs. S.
pot her fingers on my hand. What follows was written.
"(Go on. All is ready.) Mamma [?] [letters resemble
Muninu followed by scrawls as if practising first making symbols
Hke letter ' e ', then *m ’ or ‘ n \ followed by signs like ‘ 1 '.] S.
Wad. SateUun [ ?] Smead. * * [‘ Seuenlenem ' ?] Smead,
Smead. J. [This ended the experiment. The usual way was
then tried.]
[If the first word is * Mamma ’ it is the first time that I have
wn it written with the three ‘ m's ’ in this record. J. H. H.]
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(Go on.) [Then an attempt to draw the musical staff followed
with also a drawing of a cat, ending in the same stroke with the
words:—] pretty kitty Cat. (Go on.) Yes, Tell George, good boy,
sing pretty cat for me, (What do you mean? You mean pussy
cat.) Pretty kat. 1 used to sing that a tong time ago. aunt Edit
told me. (Aunt Edie?) Yes.
[Mrs. S. then recognized what he meant and she sang it for him.
Then she said, was that it?] Yes. (Go on, dear Cecil.) Tell it
to little George so he can sing it to me, mama. [During most of this
Mrs. S.'s hand was on the planchette alone.] (Shall I put my
hand on now?) Yes. (Anything else dear?) Yes, papa, let mama
Sing it sometime to you. 1 always liked to hear [here] her sing."
[Sitting then closed.]
The incident of the song explains itself. The letter 1 S ’ be
fore Smead does not indicate what was meant, as the boy's name
was 'John Cecil
The exact date of the following incident is not determinable,
but it certainly occurred between the dates of January 25 th and
February 21 st, as it occurred after the birth of the child Nettie
and before sittings were resumed. I give it in the language oi
Mrs. S.
“ I was lying on the lounge in the sitting-room at P--------. I
had my eyes shut resting when everything seemed dark and this
word (Stilenburgen) seemed to come out of the darkness written,
beginning at the floor and written upwards towards the ceiling,
one letter at a time. I watched the letters form and I thought
that some one was going to write a message, but Mr. S. walked
in between and most of the letters went away. The letters wen
perfect and of a bright golden color. I was not able to tell whal
the completed word was until about a month afterwards in :
dream. I saw four young men, and one was Mr. Stilenburgen
I was introduced to him in the dream.”
Mr. and Mrs. S. can attach no meaning to this name. I1
recalls no memories and suggests nothing more to them than i
would to any one having a similar experience.
February 21st, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Hands c
both persons on the planchette. First sitting held since the cor
finement of Mrs. S. She seemed strong and in as good a nervou
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condition as before her illness. While our hands were on the
planchette Mrs. S. was reading a story. No writing while she
read.
" (All ready. It has been nearly a month since we have had a
sitting, Whoever is present may use the instrument if they wish.)
[Wehoped Cecil might write and tell us how much he liked his new
lister.]
[Scrawls followed fay letter' h ’ made clearly eight times in sucttsiroo. Then followed loop scrawls for four lines, the first line
being somewhat like the letter ‘ 1 ' in most of it and the other three
like a series of constant *m's' except for the loop. Then came
Mine illegible letters followed by the letter * h ’ made five times in
succession. This was interrupted only by the remark " Go on ”,
made by Mr. S. Then came:]
RUllRhhhhhh Rhhhhhhh, (R. H.?) yes. (You will be all
nght sow.) yes. 11111111 ololobbbbbb Rh bbbRhhlolbh httttttt.
TP/yyyyyyy nil [scrawls] sssssstttt [scrawls, possibly intended for
letter ‘ e’.] ooooooo... Rhrrrr [ ' r's’ not dear.] hrrr [ 'r ’s* not
dear.] rrrrr. Mrshhh Rhhhhhhhh h [scrawls, possibly intended
for letter *e*.]
(I think I understand who you are.) yes, tell it to him, you
bow. (Who?) my son. (Write your password.) hyslop,
(Will you not try to write your password?) [scrawls, followed
by apparent attempt at some illegible words and letters.] Then:—
hhhhhhhh * * [letters undec., but probably ‘ obetbort'.] hyslop
ftmber. (Is that all? Have you written your password?) re
member mbem [scrawls.] " [Sitting came to a close interrupted by
acaller.]
This sitting is chiefly interesting as showing a strange appsrent inability to write words though the letters are usually
remarkably clear. Mrs. S., of course, knew the name of my father
perfectly well and had written it before clearly enough. The use
of the phrase " my son ” is interesting as the one often used in
the Pjper communications, but it is possible that Mrs. S. may
hive noticed it either in magazine articles or my Report, But I
Qa hardly suggest the same explanation for the word ” remem
ber" which is the word that has preceded father's reminder in
the Piper case of his intention to give that password, and neither
e*pression has ever been made public, though I may myself have
indicated as much to Mrs, S. during her visit in New York last
jar I have mentioned this word to several while leaving out
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the password when telling the message that came through Mrs.
Piper at that time. But I do not recall even mentioning so much
to Mrs. S. as to the nature of the message, though I did at a later
time mention it to Mr, 5 ., without indicating anything about the
password. It is interesting on any theory that this coincidence
should occur.
March 3rd, 1902. Afternoon. Present Mr. and Mrs, S.
Hands of both on the planchette. We wish to hear from Cedi.
" (All right. Go on.) my ysvester * * (Write it plainer
please.) mrs [ ?] mrslester [?J (I cannot tell yet. Write it for
me again. Who is it?) Mrs. Fssves T eR ,.. [scrawls.] (I didn’t
get that last name.) SYSVES. [period inserted.] TER. [period
inserted.] (Will you excuse me. I cannot read it. Will you not
try and print it for me?) Mrs. TYSVESTER. (Was it Mrs.
Sylvester?) no. (Who is it then?) R1U [?] [possibly 'PIllM
Mrs. Mrs. (I cannot understand it. Is it my brother Sylvester
writing? It seems like Mrs. Sylvester.) no, he is not. [scrawls.]
(Who is it. Please print it.) Mrs. TrsSIESIEr [ ?] * * [Let
ter ' T ’ in several cases might possibly be ‘ P ’.]
[I tried to get some clearer idea of who was meant by asking
her to make the letters one by one, but she could not do much at it.
1 asked her to make the letter next to the letter that looks like ‘ F *
in the comer of the sheet, and instead of doing as I asked the writer
wrote ‘ S yes ’ and then went to the original letter and carefully
made it over (superposing it upon the original). I then tried again
to get her to print the letter * r ' in the comer of the sheet, and at
each of the three trials wrote ' a r e ‘a r a n d 'a h ’. So I was sure
that the last letter was meant for ‘ r ’ and dropped this method.]
(Is this name a German name ? Were you a German ? Did you live
in Germany?) no, (I cannot make out anything with this name.
Tell me about it please.) [scrawls.] (Go on. Write as you please.)
nes al she ever did either. (I am very sorry, but I cannot under
stand it yet, I wish you would try to write so that I could under
stand it.) m [ ?] she ever did either. [This may be a possibk
reference to my asking if she ever lived in Germany.] Whert
* * yo ... recall. (Will you write the word after ‘ where
again?) someother day. Good day all [?] [followed by letter‘ I
or ‘ s ‘ made a number of times in succession, and then circulat
scrawls all over the sheet.] (Go on.) [scrawls over page.] (G<
on.) [scrawls. These were written very rapidly and we could fee
the force of the planchette operating. Finally the letters * Mar
were distinctly written.] (Go on.) [more scrawls over page, con
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duding with the name ' Mary ’ dearly written. The motions of
theplanchette were first reversed and then made to go up and down
Eefore the name was written.] (Go on.) [scrawls, and an unsuc
cessful attempt at a word. The letters might be ’ Po ’.] (Try and
write the name plainly.) Pollard [or ‘ Ballard ’.] (Write it again
please) [scrawls.] Bollard [or Ballard.] (You mean Pollard.)
Yes. (Mary Pollard?) Yes. (Tell me all you can.) Somersworth, Connectict. (Is that Connecticut?) Yes. (What is that
word before Connecticut ?) Soneres [erased, or Sonerd, probably
intended for * Somers’.) (Write it again.) no need, no need.
{Please write over again.) read it. (You wrote ‘ no needdidn’t
J«i?) yes. (You mean Somersworth, Conn.) yes. (I do not
dunk that there is any such place in Conn, as Somersworth.) yes
sir. [I tried a telepathic test with Mrs. S. by mentally asking a
qneston, uttering only the following words;] (Were you---------w-------- which?) [No answer.] (Can you tell what my ques
tionwas?) no. (Were you Miss or Mrs,?) The planchette then
underlined the word * no *, and moved over to the incompletely
written and uttered sentence and made what seems to be a period
iodcame back and wrote:—] Miss. (Then it is Miss Mary Pol
lard?) yes. (Go on.) E. (Mary E. Pollard?) yes. (Miss
Miry E. Pollard, Somersworth, Conn.?) yes. [then a line was
4ia«.-nto the top of the sheet.] (What do you make that line for ?)
jet your Geography. (Go on. Shall we stop now?) I taught
School at one time.* [I thought that the words ‘ at one time ' stood
for Andover, Conn, and 1 asked:—] (Was it Andover?) no, one
ime. (Go on.) you do not know it well yet [scrawls.] (Go on.)
lam going now, you may find me, yes (Will you come again?)
res. (I will convey any message for you that you may desire.)
Leam your LeSSon first. (All right.) Study ¡t
of an hour.
[What was that last? I did not get it.) Three fourths of an hour.
AH right. Go on. This is good, rich.) [No reply.] "
March 3 rd, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Hands of both
the planchette. We had no thoughts of the person who comaunicated this time. We had never received a communication
rom her more than to have her name written with other comatmicators. We both knew her very well and have often wonkred why she never communicated since she had been dead a
amber of years. Still there were reasons that I cannot record
ere why she might not have wanted to communicate. The mes»ges that follow explained to me why she had not written before,
Tiis reason I cannot see how I should have guessed.
[As “ Miss Pollard ’* had communicated in the afternoon, I
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wrote m the corner of the sheet we began with the sentence:
“ Miss Pollard, I looked up the place you referred to and there is
no such place in Conn/’ I thought that probably Miss Pollard
would remain to communicate more. I read this statement aloud
and the planchette moved the pencil down the sheet to the left
hand corner, then to the right hand corner and to the top righl
hand corner where it erased the sentence, and took the reverse
coarse back to the upper left hand corner where it began the regu
lar message,]
" She is not here, Willis. But your dear girl is. (Who is it
please?) [I said, It must be Rose.] you have guessed it. (AJ
right. Co on, please.) It was Somers Ct. I knew her. (Did sh
give her name rightly as Mary E. Pollard?) She did. (She did?
yes. (Can you tell me something about her, Rose?) She was shon
light brown hair, blue eyes. My mother knew her best. (Ca
you think of anything else about her, Rose ?) her name is Pollan
(It is Pollard and not Bullard, is it?) yes. (Please tell me anj
diing else you can, so that I can find it out.) Mr. Pollard I di
not know. Mrs. Pollard I did not know. (Do you know the
first names?) No. (Can you tell me anything about Miss Pc
lard?) N.o, She used to wear a grey dress.
. . .
[I said aloud: ‘ Now you can see, Ida, that this writing is 1
your subliminal, because you used to wear a grey dress and Ro
knew that and you knew that Rose knew it, so now, when the
is a message that pretends to be from Rose these facts are woven
about this dress by your subliminal.’]
Miss Pollard wore one too, not like Ida's, [apostrophe insert
between ' a ’ and ‘ s ’.] (Go on. I think we saw Rose last wh
we were at B------- Conn.) Yes, I was there since you k
B------- . (Write what you please. Rose.) Mama is here, s
is sorry [some] we had any misunderstanding, and so am I, are yo
[interrogation point inserted.] (I do not understand it clear
Won't you write it over?) She is sorry we had any misunderstar
ing and so am I, are you (Misunderstanding about what, Rot
What do you mean ?) about several things. (What have I to
with it, Rose?) as much as Ida. (Is that Ida?) yes. (What
you mean, Rose?) no. (Go on, Rose. Explain.) I do not 1
too. [Last two words dearly * had too but possibly intended
*have ’ or *care to'.] If I say the [ ?] [erased.] about the tim
came to visit you you'll know. (All right, Rose. I know ™
What are you sorry about now?) I behaved so uni.. . [new 1
begun.] ladylike. (I forgive you Rose, You are not the o
one who has done so.) But I knew better. (I knew what a<
you, Rose. I knew it all the time.) I thought I could not help
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at I was honest in my thinking so.
[She had severe attacks of hysteria when on a visit to us in
)--------Conn.]
(Doyou want Ida to say something to you, Rose?) yes. (Mrs,
I have nothing to say, 1 do not know what to say.) [No
tply,] (Do you wish to send some message, Rose?) yes, no.
Mrs. S,: Have you seen Mel. Covington since you died?) yes.
You may come again, Rose. I am very tired now. I must stop,
/ill you come again ?) yes.”
The name and incidents connected with this Miss " Mary
. Pollard ” have some interest. There was some difficulty in
eertaining the existence of a lady by the name of Pollard ans
ering to the facts mentioned, especially as there was no Somersorth in Connecticut. But as this was corrected finally to
users there was a clue to suggest inquiries. Somers is some
stance north of Bolton, Conn. On the ground of having once
tended a ministers' association in Somers Mr. S. addressed a
iter of inquiry to the minister in one of the churches there,
>ugh he had to assume both that there was a congregation of a
rtain sect there and was ignorant both of the name of the min
er and as to the possible fact that there were other churches
tre. The inquiry brought the information which this minister
•nsmits as follows: “ I have made a number of inquiries and
<1the only Pollard family having ever lived here was a man and
fe and a Miss Alice Pollard with them, a teacher. I cannot
m her whereabouts. Mrs. Ann Pollard, the wife, is in South
ron, Ct.”
Inquiry of this latter lady brought the following reply:
“ Between ten and fifteen years ago, 1 was living in Somer!e, Conn., and the description you give could very easily be
>lied to me, except that I was married, of course.
“ I had charge of a graded school in the town and for a year
two (I think two years) my husband's sister, Mary Alice
lard, taught in the primary room in the same school. The
mption you give would also fit her. I know of no Mary E.
lard."
Mr. S. wrote to this lady again and explained that this alleged
iry E. Pollard' was known to the Rev. Candlin mentioned,
xring also to Ruth Candlin without indicating the reason for
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it, and asked, after indicating that ‘ Mary E.’ might be a mistake
for ‘ Mary A. Pollard', whether this latter was living or not.]
He received the following answer:
" Rev, Joseph Candlin is still in the New England Conference.
At least he is preaching in Mass, yet, and was married last month.|
“ Miss M. Alice Pollard is evidently the person whom you|
seek. She was married, perhaps twelve years ago, to Albert
Candlin, son of Rev, Joseph Candlin. Mrs, Ruth Candlin, the
wife of the latter was one of our dear friends, and my sister and I
visited her frequently before there was any marriage connection
between us. Mr. Candlin is now teaching in Waltham, Mass,
and Mrs. C. has two daughters. Rose Candlin died a good
many years since. I am not sure of the date.”
This lady then wrote to her sister and received from her tb<
following reply which throws light upon one or two incidents
I quote only the relevant parts of the letter:
" The date of my marriage was Nov. 26 th, 1891. I taught u
Somerville (Mr. S. says Somerville and Somers are really th<
same town) from September '87 to May ’88. I am sure of thii
date because the date in my engagement ring is Nov, 13, ’8
Then the second time I taught in S. was from Sept., ’9 0 , to Jum
*91 . I don't think I ever wore a gray dress there, tho I recal
two browns, a garnet and a brighter red. You had at least on
navy blue that I recall, a black and I think two gray ones. I
that picture which we had taken with your pupils you had on th)
gray flannel that Flora Goss’s cousin helped us to make in tl
spring of ninety.”
In response to inquiries regarding the possible knowledge <
Mrs. Sinead regarding a Miss Pollard Mr. Smcad sa y s:
" Miss Rose Candlin visited us when we were in Bolto
Conn., some ten years ago. It is possible, though not certai
that at this time this brother, Albert Candlin, was courting th
Miss Mary A. Pollard, and that this fact was known to Miss Ro
Candlin and that she told Mrs. S. of it. In this w ay Mrs.
might have heard about this Miss Pollard and that she was
teacher and that she lived at Somers. She has not the slight«
recollection of anything like this. But it seems to me that
remember something of it. My remembrance of it m ay be d
to what I have read in these letters (above) of Mrs. Pollard's.
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dnot recall a thing until I heard from Mrs. Pollard. I am sure
re. S.'s memory is much better than mine. Still I state what
eras to be possible.”
It would appear from the record that the “ communications ”
iply that *Mary E. Pollard * is dead. If the reader will examine
closely, however, it will be apparent that this is not necessarily
t case. It is rather the questions of Mr. S. that give this im
ession than the statements of the " communicator ”, except the
swer ‘ yes' which might involve a misunderstanding of the
estion put. On any theory it is more probable that the " comraieator " was trying to give the name of Mary A. Pollard with
idiots connected with her. How far the “ communications”
re correct and how far false the reader can determine from the
native. The possibility that Mrs. S. might have heard someng of her prevents using the truth in the case as evidence of
pthing supernormal.
As to the * dear girl incident' Mr. S. remarks: “ This was one
her (Rose Candlin's) jokes. When I was away at school Mrs.
and Rose were alone and just about the time I was expected
ne from tiie Seminary at the end of the week, she would say to
s. S.: * Better hurry up and get your dress changed. Willis
1 be coining, and he’ll want to see his dear girls looking nice.*
t kept this up until Mrs. S. got so sick of it that she could not
t her around. She had the hysterics before she came to visit
We did not know this when we invited her to visit us. The
se of them at our house was that she was nervously excited
oning to take an examination to teach school at Bolton, Conn.
: was worried, and the first we knew she was rattling off
in verbs as fast as her tongue could form them, and the
tcrics would follow. They continued for weeks and we had
employ a physician. Finally she left us and boarded elseK.
March 5 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used
both parties. Mrs. S. conscious but very liable to enter the
onscious condition. We wished to bear from our boy Cecil.
ie of sitting 7 p. m.
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“ (All right. We are all ready now.) Cecil, Rubena, Maude
Ruth, Carie Sinead. [I said mentally, ‘ What is Carrie*? I sap
posed that the word * Calvin * was * Carriewhen the intelligent)
went back and w r o t e ' yes, Calvin *, and then the planchette move)
the pencil up to the word which I had read 'Carrie’.] (Who i
Ruth?) Willis * * George Smead, Georee Lowrey, George E
Lowrey. (Is that letter * D ’ r) D, yes. [The pencil in the plan
chette squeaked and I said that I was tired of the squeaking an
tried several ways to fix it, but I did not succeed. I then said,1
wonder what I can do with it.] yes sharpen iL [I did so.] (Ihan
sharpened it. Go on.) yes, this is better * * more. [Afu
writing the word ‘ better^the planchette moved the pencil upwai|
and underlined the previously written words ' sharpen it ’ and wet
back to the original line and wrote the word 'more'.] (That j
the best I can do with it. Go on.) It is all right now. * * *
(It squeaks yet. I don’t like this squeaking.) it is a good one, ye
[scrawls apparently to show that it would write easily.] (Wb
is the matter with it ?) When we push [ ?] your hand holds. ;
then changed the pencils. (Go on please. We will try this ooe
Sister did it Gertie * * [undec] Gillett, Gillitt [* t * doth
and 't ’s* crossed] lest [?] [possibly ‘ best’.] (Go on.) Gert
Gillitte [* t's * crossed and last ‘ i ' dotted.] (Gillette?) Ye
(Was that Gertie Gillett?) Yes, Jessie [Planchette here moved ti
pencil up and drew line through 'Gillitte*.] Gillett. [‘ t's* cross)
and * e ’ dotted for an ' i ’,] yes. (Go on please.) I am your frier?
You knew me once. (I don't remember you. Where did I kna
you and how about it. Tell please.) Gillettes [‘ t’s* crossed a)
apparently the ‘ e ’ dotted for an ’ i *.] of your first Charge Wat<
bury, (Go on, please. You are doing just what I want you to d(i
we lived on the hill when you called. (I think I begin to recolh
you. Was not your father a man that used to drink liquors ? An
not right ?) he did as he pleased about it. (I remember about the hj
I think I recollect him. I cannot remember your sisters very we
Tell me more.) there were five of us and father and moth
Mabel to [too] Mabel, [planchette moved pencil as if to begin!
new line and apparently made a pcriodj (All right Who si
Mabel?) sister, (Go on, please.) Father was poor in yo
worldly goods and some people [scrawls.] liked to tell o [erasc^
us of it I was proud and did not like it. (I remember that, y
I recollect. Go on.) [I knew they Viere poor, but not that th
were proud.] good, mama was sick most all the time, so was bat
you came when he was sick once. (What was the matter wj
him?) [This question was not recorded, but I remember tha|
asked it, I think mentally, but will not be sure.] Diphtheria. ( Y
have made a mistake. I never called upon a case of diphtheria1
Waterbury. The Board of Health would not allow it) most
(Will you tell me baby’s name?) Johnnie. (Johnnie?)
y
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11rjght Go on. Have you any message you wish to send ?) no.
nyou ever go there again? (Yes, sometime.) To live, [underidseveral times.] (I cannot read it.) To Live. (Do you want
know if ever I will go there to live?) yes. (Probably not. I
11go there on a visit sometime.) Why not to live?
(I will tell you. I am now a member of the------------------------- and I shall not live again in Waterbury, Conn., because I
11 not be appointed there as a pastor. I may go there by and
00 a visit)
Co when. (I do not know when. I will sometime, no doubt.)
well enough alone, ( What did you write? * Let well enough
ie'?) yes. (Why did you write that?) She has gone. I
<e it T. H. (Who wrote that last? What do the initials
id for?) T. H. [‘ H ’ erased,] H [clearly written.] Good night,"

Mr. Smead made the following notes on this sitting at the
t, dividing them into two sections, one pertaining to what
i, Smead knew and did not know, and the other his own
wledge of the case.
‘ It was possible that Mrs. S. knew that there was a Gillett
ily in Waterbury that were poor, and that I helped them one
ter from the poor fund that I had at my disposal.
‘ She did not know that the father was a drinking man, and
never knew the names of the girls. She never called there,
never knew that their baby was sick. It was one of the
y incidents that I met with in my pastoral visits in that city,
1 am very sure that I did not mention this little detail to her,
use I never did tell her such minor matters. I usually told
that I was going out calling and that I had made so and so
y calls. That was about all I ever said to her about my pas1calls. These Gilletts were people much below the average in
tality and social position. The father drank when he pleased,
I am sure that Mrs. S. was never interested in them. She
lot even know where they lived in that city, just as she did
mow where many other families lived that I used to call upon
y professional duties as minister in that city.
She never knew that the disease which the baby was said to
had was diphtheria, because I never knew it and do not
v it now. Still it might have had what the father and mother
d diphtheria which would be a false form of the disease.
As to myself, I knew that there was a Gillett family there.
r
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I think I helped the father one winter. I remember his calling!
the parsonage and my giving him an order on a grocer for su]
plies. Mrs. S. was not in the room. I was alone. I remeralx
calling at their home. I remember the fact that the husbao
drank some. I recall that the family was peculiar, cranky aboi
the church. I think they were on probation, that is, the fathi
was. I cannot recall that any others of the family were. I mi
have known the names of these sisters. I cannot recall them,
think I remember calling once when the child was ill. I nev
knew that the disease was diphtheria, or that they thought s
I remember that there were some daughters. I may have knoi
the name Mabel Gillette, at least possibly so."
The initials ' T. H.‘ represent an interesting incident in tl
sitting. The reader may recall that when “ Sylvester " was ask
who " Thomas Henry " was, and who had given the initials ‘ T. t
replied “ me ”, indicating that " Thomas Henry *’ was assumed
conceal his own identity. The circumstance that the initials i
pear in this sitting in the way that they do seems to indicate tl
“ Sylvester “ is playing the part of the trance personalities in t
Piper case, and no surface indication of the fact appears.
March 6th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette u
by both parties. Mrs. S. conscious and very tired. Did i
expect good results, but thought that possiblythe Gillett g
might wish to supplement what they gave us at theprevi<
sitting.
“ (All right.) I am here now. (Who is it?) George Snu
(Who is George Smead?) * * * * my home is at his
mother’s [?]
[An interruption was occasioned by the necessity of attentioi
the child by Mrs S-]
(You may go on now.) * * * * (Go on.) Rebe
(Who is Rebecca?) Stime [?| Stimes [?] Stiryes {?] Stir
(Write it so I can read it.) Steimes, Steimes [‘ i * dotted.) (1
it as Rebecca Stimes. Is that right?) Stimes [* i ’ doited,
crossed and word clearly written.] yes, yes, yes. (Who are y
We do not know you. We never knew you.) * * * * ‘
liam [ ?] (I cannot read that. Write plainly please.) • * *
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hums [ ?J leder Shimcs [ ?] Elder Stillinn [ ?] * * * (AUI
a read is * E l d e r Wr i t e it plainly.) Yes, Elder Stilliams [ ?]
Ider Stilliames Chellerliubb [ ?] (I cannot read it yet. Try and
II me about yourself, please.) * + * * Alehha Ikktkster [?]
I wish that you would write clearer. Perhaps you can make
ebrewletters.) Ahkalleheldltncs, (All right. Please write more
wish very carefully.) * * * * (Well, what do you want toght?) * * * * Ahleld [?] Ahkhd [ ?J Ches [ ?] (Well,
case write what you want. Cannot you write in Hebrew char
ters like these?) [I made a few from memory to let her see what
meant.} [Attempts at something like it, but nothing clear.]
fhere is no Hebrew to that, Rebecca.) [scrawls all over the sheet.]
iirs. S.: The school Marm is back.) [She meant Miss Pollard
this.] My dear friends, I hope you are * * * * (Some of
I cannot read. Write it for me.) * * * * * * you better
lp[?] * * "
This sitting requires no notes, but explains itself. The pernality represents no one in the memory of the sitters so far as
collection goes, and I think the advocate of any theory regardf it would say that it is probable that the name has not been
tten correctly. The amount of undecipherable matter appartly would indicate this fact.
April 2 4 th, 1902, Présent Mr. and Mrs. S-, Mr. and Mrs.
seph Smead, and Helen Smead, Planchette work, Mrs. S.
lv conscious.
" (Go on. We are all ready.) [The planchette made some
ps to the center of the sheet of paper whence it moved off the
it again and returned to the center making the loops, and con
ned to do this until it had a figure with what may be called a
der’s web with nine “ spokes ” and a set of circles for the
iter.] (Go on. What do you mean?) [scrawls.] George
ere. (Please repeat what you did.) where is. (I don’t under
bid it.) Where is George, Let [Get] George, George, papa,
ircular scrawls interpreted for kisses for Georget Then letter
' written a number of times and circular scrawls drawn again
1 interpreted for kisses for his grandmother, as a very scrawly
rammie ' was written, the first two letters being quite clear,]
t George, papa. (Brother George is up-stairs asleep. I canwake him up.) Get him, papa. (I cannot get him. He is upirs asleep. Don't you understand?) Where? (Up-stairs
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asleep.) He has to help us. (Cecil, George is in Helen's roan
asleep on her bed.) Why that is my place, papa.
(This is true. He used to sleep there always when we visit®
my father’s. George used to sleep in our room on a lounge. Thi
time he was put in Helen’s room on the bed where Cecil used al
ways to sleep. ]
(All right. Go on.) Yes, papa, yes. (Go on.) I wan
George, papa. (You must not ask me to wake him up, Cecil.
(Circles drawn again to show that he wanted to kiss George.) (G
on.) [Page of scrawlsj Gla [SLa] Gramei Cl * * ra Grami
[Circles for kisses.] Grannie. (Go on.) Grandpa, ho [undo
lined several times.] ho. [Circles for kisses.] me [?] me [?] m
you * * papa. [Circles were then drawn at different points a
the paper representing the various positions of the persons pres«
and kisses for each. Then was written:—] Going to he brothe
[Circles drawn. Then scrawls like attempt at letters terminal
by circles again.] hunt [?] [possibly intended for ‘ want'.] Hele
[Evidently Cecil changed his mind, for he then wrote:—] G
George [circles drawn.] want brother. [Planchette then went to tl
spot where the circles had just been made and superposed ma
circles over the first set.]
(Go on.) Grandpa place. [Planchette then went back a>
drew circles before the word ' Grandpa
Then it went down
the left hand comer of the sheet, drew circles and wrote ‘ Gramit
and drew circles again over the first set. Circles were drawn
indicate the position of each person present.]
[ Mr. S. says: " My mother, * Gramie ’ was sitting a little to o
side of the table and as I saw that he meant for her to have a pj
in this I said something like this: ‘ Shall Gramie move up to t
table?” ’.]
Yes, we must have Gramie a place here. (What did you wri
a ‘ piece ’?) no, place, yes.
[My mother then moved her chair up to the table. Cecil nt
made circles in the comer of the sheet to indicate that he want
to kiss Gramie.]
Gramie place. [ ?] [possibly ‘ specs’.] (That is ‘ Grammi
place’ ?) [The planchette moved the pencil to a point above *i
in * Gramie ’ and apparently drew some circles, then moved down
the bottom of the sheet near the left hand comer and rewrote
Gramie’s * * [possibly intended for * specs
(Grammi
specs’ ?) Yes, put them here. [I got them and put them on 1
table.] on here. [Meaning on the planchette. We put them
it.] (Go on. All right Cecil.) ho, Grandpa. [Circles dra
over letters * ra ’ in word * Grandpa ’. Then pencil moved to b
tom of sheet and more circles drawn and words * Gramie’s plat
written after them.] ’’ Sitting then abruptly dosed.
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irs. S. reports the following incident as having taken place
the date of May 12th. Mr. S. verifies her account of it. The
rative, of course, followed the discovery of the fatts which
mto make the coincidence.
'May 12th, 1902. Mr. Smead had gone to K-----with Mr. B.
this town (W-— N. H.). I was alone with the children
>rge and Nettie. I was willing that George should go to the
t house to play with the little boys and I told him to come
ic at 11.30 a. m. I was very busy so did not call him, thinking
[ he was all right and having a good time when I was very,
f much surprised at about 12 n. to hear our little boy Cecil
: had left us last August say to me: * Mama, you had better
t George come home from there. He'll be getting killed.’ I
so surprised to find, after hearing his voice utter these words
n I turned and did not find him in the room, that I thought
ould go and call him home. He came in about three minutes
rwards saying, ' he guessed he would not go over to Paul's
n\ I asked him what the trouble was and he told me that
' were up in a buggy, that is, Paul, George and Oliver, when
er pushed him and tried to throw him out of the buggy, and
to keep himself from falling he had caught hold of the tree
when he was getting down from the buggy this boy pushed
under. I was very much shocked when I turned to look at
to see a black and blue spot about one and a half inches
and very much swollen over the right eye. The skin was
en in small places, and so to prevent it from breaking any
t I used vaseline, and then told him that he could not go
there to play again unless I went with him. He wanted to
v why, so 1 told him that Cecil had said he would get killed
was not more careful. As soon as Mr. S. came home I told
of what had occurred,”
fay 15th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil used instead
Unchette. Mrs. S. in a semi-conscious state. Very much
: shown. Very marked evidence of personality present. Sitbegan at 8.30 p. m.
he writing consists almost entirely of wavy scrawls precisely
e type which marked the sittings in New York (pp, 312-335 ).
r
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when the same personality was present. There are fifteen page;
of writing and scrawls. The only clearly evident names given an
“ Hyslop * given several times, “ Robert " given once, possibly
“ James” once or twice, and apparently the words 'try ’/yes’
and ‘ n o I t is probable that many of the wavy characters, i
they had been decipherable would have turned out to be th*
names “ Robert ” and “ Hyslop
Possibly other words wcr
concealed in the same way.
“ After I (Mr. S.) stopped the writing the hand kept on mov
ing. Finally Mrs. S. came out of her condition all right. N
pain or discomfort accompanied the writing and she felt all rigb
the next morning. She expressed a willingness to enter lh
trance state provided a decent control could direct things. X
suggestion was given Mrs. S. as to the possible communicatoi
and she did not know until I told her who attemped to common
cate. Mrs S. when she came out of the trance had the impre
sion: 1 Tell James I came here.’ "
[It is a mere coincidence that I wrote a letter to Mr. S. fro
Ohio that evening about 9.30 p. m. Eastern time 10.30 .
H. H .]

May 16th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work. 1
transcript made, as there were only a few scrawls of the w i
sort written. The first sheet contains a slightly wavy ' M *, a
an undecipherable word which might be an attempt at *reme
ber’, then nothing but scrawls. The next sheet contains mu
more wavy lines, but more legible words. They are ‘ yes ' yo"
and ’ J. Hyslop
These are followed by mere scrawls.
Mr. S. writes in his note: “ I suggested that if the writing v
very hard that the communicator stop and try to understand t
medium better and then come next Wednesday week at 8.
The communicator accepted my suggestion and after t r y i
about five minutes the pencil dropped and Mrs. S. came to 1
consciousness. She had been about half conscious before.”
May 21st, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work,
transcript made either of the questions or record, as the la t
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represents the same communicator as before with the same wavy
style of writing. Apparently no questions were asked, as there
is no indication of it.
[Scrawls in shape of letter *m *.] Hyslop Robert, yes. [Then
apparently *yes * written a number of times on the next three sheets.]
(Go on and write. You can.) [scrawls.] hard, [scrawls, and pos
sibly an attempt at ‘ remember as the word looks like ' rember ’
which has been written several times in the history of the case.]
yes. (I will tell James.) my son. yes, he is my son. [evidently
decipherable only by following the pencil at the time.] [scrawls.]
(I will tell James.) yes, will remember me. [scrawls.] (Is there
another spirit present besides Mr. Hyslop?) [No reply.]
May 24 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work,
Mrs, S. in a condition to enter the trance and willing to do so.
[Wavy scrawls.] Robert Hyslop. [illegible scrawls.] (I can
read the name.) good, Hyslop. [very scrawly.] [illegible scrawls
onseat three sheets and sitting closed.]
When I wrote the letter of the fifteenth of May I did not
know that I would have an opportunity to visit the Smeads and
have some experiments. But on my arrival home in New York
1 found that sittings had been arranged for me with Mrs. Piper
and so I resolved to try Mrs. Smead first and see what might
occur at the sittings of Mrs. Piper in consequence. I also learned
u connection with the appointment for sittings with Mrs. Piper
that Dr. Hodgson was to have a sitting himself with Mrs. Piper
on May 2 8 . Hence I wrote Mr, Smead that I would visit them for
experiments and without indicating anything about my special
object which was to try and repeat the experiments tried when
Mrs. Smead was in New York (p. 335 ). I gave Dr. Hodgson
no information whatever in regard to my whereabouts and plans.
I simply disappeared from his knowledge, and also gave no hint to
either Mr. or Mrs. Smead as to my plan farther than to prearrange
for a sitting on May 28 th between 10 a. m. and 12 m., and also to
fere an experiment the evening before, soon after my arrival in
tbe place, At this first sitting nothing occurred that requires a
y
f
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detailed account. There was not one clearly legible word in it
There were only the usual wavy scrawls which have always char
acterized the pencil writing when my father purported to be pres
ent. I therefore brought the sitting to a close in half an hour.
The next day, the 28th, we sat down at the appointed hour.
Mr. S. had surmised the object of my sitting, but Mrs. S. knew
nothing about it unless we suppose that she too had conjectured
it and said nothing of her supposition. She soon went into a
trance, as she had done the previous day.
The first sheet of attempted writing contained nothing but
fine wavy scrawls. The second began with the same and ended
with a fairly clear ' mary *. This was in response to the question,
* Who is here'? Scrawls continued until I asked if the communi
cator had tried before and ' yes ’ was written, but could be read
only by watching the pencil and soon as it was written it was
covered up with a wavy scrawling of the pencil. Noticing that
there would probably be no clear writing from the alleged com
municator, Mary, I asked if my father was there and could not
read the reply. 1 repeated my question and received the answer
’ yes' which was read only by watching the movement of the
pencil. I then asked if he could take a message to the other
"light", and received a fairly clear ‘ yes' for answer. I gave
the two words that I wanted delivered, repeated the message, and
said good-bye. The scrawling continued for some time amid
requests to make the letters larger and statements that I could not
read it, until I asked, 'What is the trouble*? and received the
answer read clearly enough at the time, ‘ we are here ’. This was
followed by nothing but very confused scrawls, and I closed the
sitting.
The writing was accompanied by constant trembling of the
hand which gave the wavy lines. I noticed as Mrs. S. began to
go into the trance her head trembled, but her right hand remained
perfectly calm for some time, though her left hand shook slightly.
After a while the right hand also began to tremble, and continued
to do so during the whole sitting. As Mrs. S. came out of the
trance she began to cry, but soon recovered her equanimity.
The sitting closed at about 10 minutes of 11, and in a few min
utes Mr. S. and myself resolved to take a little walk. Mrs. S. had
complained of feeling sleepy after coming out of the trance. I
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toldher that this would soon wear off, and Mr. S. and I started (or
our walk. This was about 5 minutes after 11. Mrs. S. still felt
sleepy and her hand began to tremble. As we had gone out she
sat down and took a pencil to try writing alone. The following
is the results.
[Scrawls.! Biter Swst [?] [scrawls.] yes. [lines of 'yes'
regular and clear. Wavy scrawls followed, then possibly an incom
plete attempt at ‘ we here’.] yes. [scrawls.] * * B [f] * *
[undcc.] ts * * [scrawls.] we [?] will Hyslop [not dear.]
Hyslop * * [nearly a page of wavy lines follow.] Hyslop,
¡scrawls.] yes. [scrawls.] Bitter Sweet. [Svat or Sveet.] * * *
¡followed by wavy lines and the writing stopped.] Mrs. S. felt no
more sleepiness after this and her hand ceased to tremble. The
writing occurred between 11.15 and 11.30.
The two words " Bitter Sweet ” in connection with my
father's name have considerable interest on any theory. I had
been very careful not only not to tell Mrs. S. the object of my
experiment, but also «of to hint in the experiment that I wanted
or expected a return message. The appearance of the words
" Bitter Sweet '* consequently shows possibly a conjecture either
by the normal consciousness of Mrs. S. or by her subliminal that
I expected a return message, and an apparent attempt to produce
one subliminally. Mr. S. on his return recognized the pertinence
of the words to J. G. Holland, but could not recall exactly what they
referred to. Mrs. S. seemed not to know anything about them.
If this is a fabrication of her secondary personality it is a most
interesting result, especially as coming in connection with the
name of my father, as I interpret the reference to Hyslop. I sup
pose my father never heard of the book “ Bitter Sweet" by Mr.
Holland, and he certainly never read it, as he never read any
poetry in his life so far as I know. But it is possible for me to
suppose that my father was trying to give his password, since
there is a very remote resemblance between the words “ Bitter
Sweet” and the first two words of that pass sentence. This
misunderstanding of the words might easily occur as the pass
sentence is in a language that Mrs. S. does not know, and this
fact has not been told her. But I cannot feel confident that any
nth attempt was made, as the evidence is too slight. I must
ttncede the possibility that it is a subliminal result.
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June 7 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette wort
Writing somewhat different irom usual. Mrs. S. conscious.
“ (Go on. All ready.) * + Get want [?] brother George
papa where which we [ r] [or * me * f] OA [ ?] (I cannot read it
clearly.) yes, you can papa. (I cannot very well.) Get want
* * [scrawl like old fashioned ' s ’.] George brother. (Did you
write ‘ Get brother George *I want brother George' ?) yes, papa.
(Brother George is up-stairs asleep.) a dear good brother, I love
little brother. (Go on, Clevie.) yes, tell little brother that I don’t
want him to fer... [line finished.] forget brother Cecil (We will
tell him Clevie. He won't forget you dear.) I love him just the
same as [I] did. I can see him playing. [Circles drawn.] hug him
for me papa. [Mrs. S. crying.] (I wifi Clevie. Go on.) We
love him here. You love for me too, papa. (1 will Clevie. Go
on.) yes, he is a very good soul do you know it papa. 1 will
be glad when we can pUy together again.
(Well, Clevie, I want to make and keep him a good boy. He
must mind me. If he don’t I must punish him Clevie. Do you
understand me, dear?) you don’t have to hurt him. h [erased.)
1 didn’t and he would mind me, papa, what 1 told him. [This was
always so.] (I cannot read what you wrote after ' papa ’.) what
I told him. [Mrs. S. still in tears.] (Go on, dear. Cannot you
say something to comfort mama. See her crying, Clevie.) yes.”
June 13th, 1902. " I was very busy with matters at my desk.
I had given my little boy George a small Jack knife to whittle
with. He was sitting out in the kitchen whittling as he had
done before several times. He had never been cut by his knife
It was not very sharp and was blunt on the end. He sat there
whittling. Mrs. S, knew he was there and was not at all con
cerned about it. In fact, she told me where the knife was so that
he might take it and whittle. Mrs. S. was in the parlor sitting
on the lounge a little ways from the baby's crib, talking about
some things that I was doing. What we were talking about had
not the slightest connection with what was written or about the
communicator Cecil. In fact, there was absolutely nothing to
suggest the message or the communicator. While Mrs. S. was
sitting there beside me she said: ‘ Look at my hand shake. I feel
kind of funny *. I said, go at once and sit down at my desk and
see if you will write anything. She laughed and said: ' There will
not be anything written \ I said, never mind. Sit down and
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see. She did so and the following was written. She used a
pencil and was in a state of complete trance, knew nothing at all
as to what was written until I told her when she awoke. The
trance was of about five minutes' duration. She awoke all right
and at once went about her household duties. I was not near her
when she first entered the trance. I was at my desk at the other
side of the room. Finally I thought that she had been there long
enough and went over to see what was written, if anything. I
found her completely entranced and the writing going on. I
read it without difficulty and asked the questions given below.”
(The writing was not distinct. It had the wavy appearance
noticeable in the sittings in New York and when my father pur
ported to be present. It began in mere wavy lines and scrawls.
J.H.H.]
“ [Wavy lines and scrawls, followed by an apparent attempt at
a word which is illegible.] yes [scrawly.] we do not [?] want
(Go oo.) yes, what do you let brother have it for, papa?
[I knew that he meant the knife, so I went out into the kitchen
andtook the knife away. Then I went back.]
yes, (scrawls, interpreted as ‘ go* by Mr. S-, but if this is cor
rect it must have been read as traced by the pencil, as no evidence
of the word exists in the original writing.] see brother, you mt
[must] bee [be] careful of my little brother.
[Baby Nettie was crying. Mrs. S. was unconscious. I said:
'Let mother come to herself now, Cecil. She must take care of
Nettie *.] not yet. (All right. Go on.) yes, we love her, little
sister, come again, yes, Cecil John. [The last five words were
written in a regular and clear manner without any of the wavy
appearance of the previous writing, and especially the name ‘ Cecil
John*. J.H .H .]
Mrs. S. reports the following apparition as occurring on June
18th ( 19Q2 ). I received the account on June 26 th. J. H. H.
" I was sitting in the room getting Nettie to sleep when I saw
a form of a little girl about three years old, blue eyes, very white
skin, hair parted in the middle, tied with little light blue baby rib
bons, She was dressed in a white dress. I at once thought of my
husband’s sister’s little Ruth Smead, when the strains of the tune,
'Three cheers for the Red, White and Blue ’ came into my mind.
1 had not heard them since my visit to Hedding last summer with
my children.”
The incident in connection with which Mrs. S. had heard this
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song of “ Red, White and Blue ’* was a flag raising. Cecil wis
present on the occasion before his death. He helped sing the
song with other children.
June 19th, 1902. Present Mr, and Mrs. S. Pencil work.
Mrs. S. at first unconscious, but became conscious after a while
" (Go on.) [scrawls, in which Mr. S. thought he detected die
name ‘ Hyslop
[I talked a good deal while the writing was be
ginning.] Be still you trouble me. (All right, I will.) you under
stand me, do you. (Yes.) good. (Write your name.) not yet
(Go on.) [A few separate lines or scrawls as if trying to make
separate letters. No more written,]
(Mrs. S. became conscious now and we got the planchette and
used that to see if anything more would be written.]
[Scrawls.] You will me [ ?] Billy. . . . Sinead meme [1]
yes, doubt. (No, I do not doubt you Sylvester. Goon.) [Answer
uncertain. Letters are evidently ‘ me doubt tis B i l l y b u t prob
able meaning is either ‘ me doubt 'tis [?] Billy' or ‘ we doubt this
Billy Then an uncertain word follows. The letters are ' Gethous'
ending in scrawls for further letters.]
(Go on. I cannot see what you mean, Sylvester.) you doubt
me it [?] you Billy. (I don’t understand. Please explain.) your]
machine is no good, it is no good like [ ?] (It is the best one 1
have, Sylvester. I will try and make another one, so you can have
it to work with.) no, we will try without without [ ?] it [ ?] (All
right. Tell me all you can.) no."
[The writing with the pencil is a fine script and wavy. It began
in illegible scrawls, a part of which Mr. S, deciphered as an attemf*
at the name ‘ Hyslop \ and it might be an attempt at this, but it is
better to regard it as illegible altogether. The writing with the
planchette was not as good as it usually is with this instrument and
also shows some variation from its usual form, but this may be due
to the fact that the planchette was not the one that they had used
before their removal to their present place of residence, the fattei
having been left at the home of Mr. Smead’s father.]
The following sitting may have a coincidence worth noting
Some time after copying it 1 received the record in the Piper case
for the years 1896 and 1897 in which the appearance of the Im>
perator group of trance personalities is marked by the mention
of many persons of interest. This record marks the beginning ol
their control in this case. On Nov. I 7th the name of Martic
Luther is mentioned apparently as one of the group. It is in*
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ttresting in the present record to find the name Luther spelled out
in capitals which is often the form of spelling proper names in
the Piper case, and it is worth mention that no historic persons
have hitherto had their names mentioned in the present case. It
does not appear to be the result of suggestion in any respect.

June 25 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work.
p. m. Mrs. S. conscious at first, but completely entranced
at the end.
8.30

“ (Go on.) [Wavy lines drawn across the sheet back and
forth.] (There is no use of this.) yes. (Go on.) [Wavy lines
continued and near bottom of sheet in second of described lines ap
parently the word ‘ remember' is written. Wavy lines continue
until sheet is changed. Then:—] L U T H E R [written in capitals
and though written with the pencil each letter is connected as when
the writing was done, with the planchette. Wavy line is then drawn
tobottom of sheet and then upward and as the pencil started across
tothe right it apparently wrote ‘ yes' and passed into wavy scrawl,
came hack in a straight regular line and began an apparent attempt at
some word or words which are illegible, and then passed into wavy
lines again. The sheet was changed and the writing took the form
of a more definite attempt to write words. The first is most prob
ably ‘ PAPA and then possibly ‘ your boy followed by *yes ’ and
illegible attempts to make letters. The attempts are in heavy and
wvy lines and show that the pencil could only be moved up and
town. This continued for two pages and became a little less wavy
»ward the last and more like definite efforts to write legibly. Then
ma third page it again degenerated into the double wavy lines with
i possible attempt to write the name ‘ George but this is too un
certain to entertain even the possibility without reluctance. The
'mirth page degenerated into a mere wavy line and the sitting
:k»ed.)
June 2 6 th, 1902. Present 'Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil used.
Urs. S. fully conscious until just at the end when there was a
irief period of total unconsciousness and then semi-consciousness.
\s soon as we were ready the hand began to tremble. Mrs. S.
tnd I watched it work.
" Go on.) [Wavy scrawls for three lines.] (Go on.) you talk
of [‘ f ' erased.] too fast. (All right, who are you?) why [?]
y
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(I want to know. Go on.)
illegible.] ”

(Wavy attempts at words that are

“ Then the writing stopped and the pencil dropped from her
hands. Mrs. S. came out of the trance and told me not to dis
turb her. She said she had the following vision.
" She saw a bright cross of the Greek form except that the arms
were pointed. The cross was of yellow light and blue rays of
light streamed from it like electric rays. Then it gradually
changed into a bright star and soon disappeared. It appeared
at an angle of about forty-five degrees and seemed to be at a great
distance. No words were spoken, or forms seen with it"
The interesting incident of this vision is the fact that the cross
is the symbol used by Imperator in the Piper sittings and it in
variably stands for his personality when referred to. But I can
not attach any evidential importance to it here. Mrs. S. is awart
of its use in the Piper phenomena and has been willing, perhapi
more than willing, recently that this personality should take con
trol. The only outside circumstance of interest is the fact tha
Imperator some time in April, I think near the first, indicate*
that it was his intention to examine this case for future medium
istic work if it were possible to develop this condition suitabl;
for the purpose. It is also noteworthy that Sylvester in the sit
ting of June 19th apparently expresses the conviction, perhaps th
regret that his brother, Mr. Smead, seems to doubt him. Whethe
anything but secondary personality will issue from this situatio
it will be interesting to observe.
June 27th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil Worl
The usual trembling in the right hand was noticed, but in additio
I noted that the left hand and her head also shook. I was a littl
alarmed at this and said: ‘ I think that if you cannot use her will
out this shaking, you had better stop and let her come out of th
trance'. The reply was “ no” .
[I cannot find a certain trace of this " n o ” in the origin;
record and hence must suppose that Mr. S. read it from the tra<
tng of the pencil in the midst of what appears as mere scrawl
J. H. H.)
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" [Scrawb.] yes, * * [evident attempt at some word or
words, but the letters are too wavy to decipher.] w w are [ ?] we
are. (Well, do not disturb her. Take it quietly.) we are we are.
(AH right. Go on.) [Wavy lines on the next four sheets except
at close where they became regular, but without any tendency to
represent letters,] (Try now to write.) [No reply.] (Drop pen
cil if done and let her come to now.) [No Teply.] "
[Mrs. S. remarked after she came out of the trance that she felt
as if Sylvester was present. Experiment lasted only about half an
hour.]
June 28 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work for a
part of the time at first when the planchette was tried and then
dropped for the pencil. Sitting began at 8.30 p. m. Mrs. S. reading
the Cosmopolitan.
* (We are all ready. You may write.) [Scrawls and evidently
nothing but tapping of pencil on paper. Mr. S. says: ‘ I waited a
long time, some fifteen minutes and then I got the planchette. Mrs.
5 . was conscious all this while
(Go on.) Yes, put this away. [The planchette was then re
moved and the pencil resumed.] [AH right. Go on.) Regular
scrawb in the form of fine loops and curves ending in the following
wavy words:—] we don't want it. (All right. That is good. I
can read that.) [Regular scrawls again ending in a wavy attempt
to write a word which might be *' r e m b e r T h e n scrawb and
wavy letters again, but illegible and finally a wavy " yes ” followed
by some illegible word. This last Mr. S. interpreted as an assent
to the removal of his hand from the paper which the movements of
the pencil toward it seemed to deprecate.]
(Go on.) [Wavy line and then written in clear regular hand:—]
Smead, Yes, Cecil John Smead, Yes, Papa, My mama, George. (All
right. That is good. Go on.) [Hand trembled again and wrote
only scrawls, which possibly might be ** we let m . . " Sitting
then closed.]
Mrs. S. said that her hand seemed to be all light, as if a semi
circle of bright light surrounded it.
Mrs. Smead reports the following experience which may have
some interest in the final interpretation of her case. The account
was not sent to me until much later than the date of its occur
rence. I received it on July 17th. This was after I had informed
Mr. and Mrs. Smead that Imperator had expressed his intention
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to experiment with Mrs. S. The experience, however, seems to
have occurred before I gave this information and to have been
written down afterward. The coincidence was not observed by
Mr. and Mrs. S. until I told them of what was possible.
“ June 29 th, 1902. Mr. Smead after the meeting at our church
did not come right home, but went to one of the other churches
(Universalist), and so did not return until about 9 p. m., and 1
was writing. He wanted to know if I would not take the pencil
and see if anything would [be] written. I told him I did not
want to, for Impcrator did not like to have Mrs. Piper write on
Sunday, and if he was around would not like to have us do
so, and I do not believe there would be anything written, and so
we did not try.
“ But after we had retired and Mr, S. was asleep I was prating
and my prayer was in substance that if it was right that this
work continue that I should know it and it seemed as if my soul
was almost taken from my body, and I saw the faces of many
people. Some were better looking than others, while some
seemed very much hurt at being sent away. For while I watched
them I was impressed with the idea that they were some that
had or had tried to write through my hand, and then immediately
upon their departure others came. I could not tell who they
were, but was in some way made to know that there was to be a
new control, and that it was in some way connected with Im
perator, and was told that it was all right. ' It is all right. We
will not hurt you *. After that I thanked God for his goodness
and kindness to me, and said I was willing to do anything that
God wanted that I should do to know and believe. In the morn
ing I told Mr. S. of my experience of the night. He said it was all
nonsense, that Imperator was not here. I still felt it was so. but
said nothing more of it."
Mr. S. writes: “ I certify that Mrs. S. related this experience to
me the next morning and that Sunday night June 29 th she re
ferred to Imperator as not working on Sundays,”
June 30th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil WorkMrs. S. fully conscious at first. There was no intention to hold
a sitting. Mrs. 5 . was intending to write a letter to her sister, t
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said, 1 keep still and see if you will write anything spiritistic
She did so. In less than a minute the writing began. Mrs. S.
was fully conscious and watched it with great interest. The
record will indicate when she became entranced.
" (All right. You may write if you can. Mrs. S. will wait.)
Yes, we are trying trying * * we cannot get it [ ?] when he want
toys papa. [The word ‘ toy' was first written and the pencil went
back to the left side of the sheet to begin another word, but re
turned to where it had left off and wrote the letter ‘ s * after ‘ toy '
making i t ' t oys Wr i t t en in wavy style.] [Not a word had been
said about toys.] (I cannot see what you mean, Cecil, repeat it,
dear.) we do not [ r] get toys, why don't you get [sheet changed)
get them papa, please. [Written in wavy style.] (What do you
mea*?) [scrawL] I told you. [writing clearer and more regular.
Mrs. S. here became entranced.] (What?) toys papa, [wavy
style again.] (What toys?) * * [some illegible word erased.]
m... books to J ?] [too] [scrawls.] (Books?) no [?] [only last
two letters legible.] (What is it? Papa doesn't know.) No
reply." Mrs. S. soon came to consciousness.
Mrs. 5 . became entranced in a very singular way. She was
fully conscious, watching the writing and reading of the answers
when at once she shivered and became totally entranced. She
never did so before. I cannot convey how this was. Let me say
that one minute she was watching the writing, the next she was
completely unconscious. Mrs. S. says that it seemed to her as
if she had taken hold of a battery which sent cold chills through
her.

July 2 nd, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S, Pencil work. Head
and left hand shook, Mrs. S. herself catling attention to it. Then
the right began to shake. Her eyelids worked slowly.
A wavy line marked the beginning of the writing and then
some illegible word was at temped, followed by a scrawl and the
sitting closed.
July 3 rd, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil used. Prac
tically two sittings with an interval of a few minutes between
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them. Mrs. S. was not unconscious in the first sitting. She
seemed to be under the influence of an anaesthetic as she described it
She had no knowledge of what was written. Her head was
turned away from it.
Before the sitting we received a letter from Dr. Hyslop stating
that Imperator was trying experiments with Mrs. S. Mrs. S. was
much pleased and somewhat excited. We got Cecil’s box and
placed it on the table opposite Mrs. S. Mrs. S. was greatly im
pressed by the news that Imperator was trying to use her.
" (All ready now. We are glad that ‘ Imperator ' has been try
ing experiments with Mrs. S. We are glad to welcome him. We
feel and know that we can trust him.) [Mrs. S. opened Cecil’s box
and took out several of his things and placed them on the table.
I did not touch them.] (All right.)
[Mrs. S. was very nervous. She saw a small face on the table
spread. Her hand began to shake. My impressions were that she
would not be able to write she was so nervous and impressed. She
appeared to be in the trance state. I thought her unconscious, but
she was not wholly so, but in a state of numbness, hands and feet
numb. Both hands and head shook some, but not violently.]
[Wavy line first drawn.] dear [ ?] papa we come, we Wellcome
us [ ?] [scrawl.] (Was it 1 papa, we come '?) [scrawl.] yes. [scrawl.]
(Was it 'we will leave1?) no. [Probably read by tracing the
pencil, but not legible now.] (What was it then?) [No reply but
scrawl.] (Go on. Write what you want to.) we are getting
controll. [Wavy style and very indistinct. Must have been read
by tracing pencil. Interpretation recognizable after once made.]
(Is it * we are trying’ ?) getting, [fairly clear but wavy.] (Is
that word ‘ control’ ?) yes. [scrawly.] [Hand shook violently
and whole body shook for five minutes.] (Go on.) Yes. [scrawl,
but apparent attempt at word.] (Do not keep her too long tonight
We will try tomorrow night.) [No reply.] (Are we going to stop
now?) [No reply. Mrs. S. became normal.]
[When Mrs. S. came out of this semi-trance she said that she
was not at any time wholly unconscious, but felt as if she had been
taking an anesthetic. Her hands, feet and whole body were numb.
She said that she could not move her arm or her head. Yet the
control gently lifted her head up a little and rolled her arm out from
under her head. I saw this and wondered at it. The head was
raised a little and the arm on which her head was resting was rolled
from under her head. She was soon normal after this.]
There was an interval of about five minutes during which Mrs.
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S. was talking with me about what was written. I noticed that
her hand began to tremble. She said that she felt queerly. I
put the pencil in her hand and told her to rest her head on her
pillow again. She did so. At once the writing began.
(All right.) when youu [last word apparently erased.] when
you write Hyslop mrs [possibly ' mr a going to do it. Hyslop,
(I think that she ought to rest now. We will sit tomorrow
night. Drop the pencil if you are through.) [The pencil dropped
and Mrs. S. gradually came to full consciousness and was not in the
least disturbed by her experiences.]
July 4 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work. 8.30
p, m, During period of first attempt Mrs. S. apparently became
entranced. No writing accomplished. But Mr. S. makes the fol
lowing notes.
"Fireworks disturbed Mrs. S, slightly. Writing begins at
8,40, No trembling of the hand, but very slow and deliberate.
Writing seems to stop, hand shakes a little and then writing be
gins again. Then stops and I fix pencil. It dropped to its old
position and the writing stopped again. Mrs. S. twitched a little
and was quiet. Her breathing was regular. She then opened
her eyes and said some one was crying. She said she had been
asleep and this was apparently the fact. She became conscious
at 8.45. After a brief rest another trial was made but with no
results.”
July 5 th, 1902. Mrs. S. reports the following experience on
this date which has much interest as a subliminal phenomenon.
It illustrates very clearly the connection which has to be estab
lished between the subliminal and supraliminal in order to secure
the emergence of any influences that may enter the subliminal or
arise from it. For this reason it has some importance in the
study of spiritistic messages. Written out July 6th.
“ Saturday a. m. 9 .30 . I had just finished making the bread,
had covered the pan, and started to place it on the stove to rise.
When I was about to go from the pantry into the kitchen it
seemed almost as though some one repeated this verse ‘to me:
’ If the salt hath lost its savor wherewithal shall it be salted
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when instantly I remembered that I had forgotten the salt I
wondered what I should do, when it seemed as if some one said:
' Willis would tell you to let it alone and no one would know the
difference. You said nothing about it ’. But I knew I could not
eat it. So I mixed the salt in and then set it to rise, and I think it
was about the best bread I ever made. I thought I would tell Mr.
S. of it, just to see what he would say. He thought it a good case
of the way the unconscious mind could work and wanted me to
write it out."
July 7 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work
Writing very scrawly and only a little of it legible. Most of that
which is not legible is simply wavy lines. Apparently there was
too much talking at the beginning as the first message indicates.
There were two seances.
'* [Scrawls.] you talk too much, [scrawls.] * * [wavy
lines.} (I cannot read it.) you will, [wavy letters.] "
There is nothing whatever legible in the second experiment.
But as Mrs. S. came out of the trance she reported seeing a cross
again with a halo of light around it at a great distance. The
light was blue all around it. It seemed to be a ’light blue cross
set in the sky at night time. She also saw a large letter ‘ A ' and
also another letter, but could not tell what the latter was.
I made inquiries of Mrs. Smead regarding the appearance of
the letter which she could not recognize and the following is her
reply:
“ The letter * A ' that I saw in my vision was like this, the left
side being the heavier. The other
letter was either an ' E * in the
1
English language or * X * in the
Greek, I could not see the whole
letter. The letter ' A ’ was made
first, beginning with the last line.
I took the Hebrew and Greek
grammar and looked to see if the letter I saw was like any letter
in either alphabet. These letters were about ten inches in
height.1’
Sittings were also held on the dates of July 9 th, 10th and 12th,
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but nothing was written. Mrs. S., however, reports the following
experiences for the 10th and 11th.
“ July 10th, 1902. We had retired and I was just asleep when
I awoke with a start supposing some one had shot me through the
heart. I told Mr. S. about it at once, as he had not yet gone to
sleep. I could not sleep for quite a while.”
July 11th, 1902. I woke at 3 a. m., or somewhere near that
time, to find my body very cold and I was unable to move for sev
eral minutes. I could not speak. Yet I was conscious and grad
ually became able to move, although it was very painful for a few
minutes."
The sitting on July 16th developed no results except some
scrawls. It was much the same on July 18th save that there were
not even scrawls. On the 19th there were some scrawls. The
planchette was tried, but no result came of it. The report for July
25th, the’next sitting, has more interest, though the result was
nothing but illegible scrawls, followed by a vision.
July 2 5 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work. 8.30
p. m. There is nothing that can be read in the writing, but the
evidence of power of some sort was stronger than at any previous
sitting, not excepting those in which Harrison Clarke was present.
During the whole of the sitting Mrs. S. was in a state bordering
upon the unconscious. She was semi-conscious. Fifteen minutes
of waiting occurred when her hand began to shake and then her
whole body shook violently. The writing then began in a very
fine script of the wavy style, and I said, ‘ make larger letters if
you please
The shaking then increased and the attempt to do
as I wished was very apparent. Part of the time the right hand
was shaking and the left hand executing a corresponding motion.
Then soon the right hand became still and the left which was
holding the head up for Mrs. S. insisted (for some reason I can
not find out) upon resting the head upon it and began to make
a motion upon the head as if playing the piano. This went on
for some time, about five minutes, when the right hand began to
shake and the attempt to write communications went on. But it
is illegible. I said as I noticed the continuous motion of her left
hand, * L e t her hand rest \ The answer was ' yes ’. I thought
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that the fingers were possibly scratching the scalp and to show
me that this was not the case they slowly arose so that I could set
them just touching the hair, when the motion began again. I
said, ‘ All right. Go on \ The attempt at writing continued, but
is nothing but illegible scrawls from beginning to end of sitting.
After it was over Mrs. S. reported the following experiences. ¡1
report them in the language of Mr. S.—J. H. H.]
“ After Mrs, S. came to her senses as far as I could see, she
suddenly closed her eyes. I thought that she had enough that
night and so I spoke to her to bring her to herself. She bade roe
let her alone. I did so and she raised her hand and with her
index finger made three letters in the air, and asked me to make
them on paper as she made them for me in outline and as she saw
them. I tried to do so and the following is their form as I under
stood them. Then her hand fell and she
began to cry. Soon she was all right and
said that she did not know what she cried
for. She said that these letters were like a blue lightning flash.
They were four or five inches long.
" Mrs. S. also told me that she was thinking of the letters
which she had seen previously, the letter 1 A* and the incomplete
letter (p. 506) and she said to herself while in the semi-trance,
' if possible let me see that other letter I did not get the other
time, and if Imperator did it, that I might know it. I saw the
word Jesus or Jesu written upside down with a peculiar J \
" *When the first part of the sitting was over I could not hear a
sound. While my head was shaking the impression was as if
something was saying 1-2 -3-4 : 1-2 -3 -4 , then 1-2 -3 : 1-2-3 , with the
emphasis on 1 each time. Just before the writing stopped I had
the impression of a face lying on a pillow. The face was flushed
and had the impression of being in a state of fever. The hair
was red. I thought it to be that of my sister Sadie. The de
scription would fit her. But somebody told me “ No, Jennie1'.
This was the name as I understood it.*
“ The strange part of this is that the very next day (at 3 a. m
in the morning ) my boy George was taken suddenly ill with
a high fever. His temperature was 103 to 1(M. His face w i;
very much flushed. He has red hair. It is possible that th(
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word ‘ Jennie ’ was a mistake of her subliminal for ' Geòrgie
Howprobable this is I do not know.”
On July 25th I wrote out the following from the Piper records
of 1896 or 1897, purporting to be the advice of Imperator regard
ing mediums and sitters, with only the alteration in one or two
instances of a sentence involving the transformation of a
question by Dr, Hodgson assented to by the trance personality
into an assertion, and sent the copy to Mr. Smead, asking him to
read it to Mrs. Smead and return to me. He received it on the
next day, July 26 th, at 5 p. m., and did as I requested. The fol
lowing is the text which it may interest the reader to know when
studying subsequent records of this case.
"First consult with the person possessing the light, otherwise
permission to sit might be debarred. First gain the confidence of
the medium. Secondly sit as often as possible, bringing only
harmonious persons. Ask as few questions as possible at first,
but wait for information. Be prepared to accept what comes.
This is the very best way to get good results later on. Say,
tell us anything you wish/ etc. Otherwise the controlling spirit
may become confused and lose his or her identity altogether,
such questions as :
“ 'How are you? I trust you are happy. I am delighted to
neet you here. I do not exactly know you, but I shall be pleased
:oknow you, and at any time you may choose to tell me who you *
ye I shall be pleased to know. In the meantime I shall be glad
o hear anything you have to say.’
“ Such conversations as I mention are necessary for developntnt, no matter how general the conversation may be at first,
ay for the first three months.
“ [Advice to the medium.]
" Eat light nourishing food, walk briskly in open air each day,
«tire early with rest undisturbed by clamor of any kind. Bathe
he body freely, live more or less as a nun. Dress simply,
oosely, and read good books. This I think is about as complete
<sI could give it. Accept a little more pleasure than a nun. The
pint has it here. Live a simple, pure, chaste life in every way,
ievoted to the best there is in life. I mean by this to trust in
kd, enjoy his birds, trees, flowers, animals, the sunlight, and a
ew shadows. The beautiful walks through nature’s paths seek-
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mg to unravel the mysterious threads that hold them thus. In
other words look into them with interest and thought. Should
all of his children do this there would be a vast amount of pleas
ure in your world."
It was several days after the receipt and reading of this docu
ment before any sittings were held. But the experiments began
with the following date and record.
August 1st, 1902. Present, Rev. C. J. Hollis, Mr. and Mrs.
Smead, and Mr. Joseph Smead, brother of Mr. Sinead. Sitting at
8.30 p. m. Pencil work.
Mrs. S. used the pencil of Mr. Hollis in response to a mere
feeling that she was moved to ask for it.
At first the hand shook as usual, but after three minutes began
to write. Not much of the writing is legible, but it was better
than usual lately. It is possible that it was all subliminal.
" (We are all ready now.) [scrawl.] where * * [undeci
pherable scrawl, and two lines drawn across the page toward Mr.
Hollis.]
[This action by the pencil was interpreted as meaning that Mr.
Hollis should come nearer. He did so and stood [leaning] over the
table looking on. Another line was drawn toward him which was
interpreted as referring to him and then was written:—]
Sit. (What do you want him to do? Do you want him to sit
where I am sitting?) no. (AU right. Go on.) tell him . . .
[line drawn down the page.] (Do you want Mr. Hollis to sit
here?) [wavy scrawl.] yes, [wavy scrawl.] yes. [wavy scrawl.]
[At this point a cry from the baby interrupted the sitting for some
minutes and it was resumed at eight minutes before nine.]
[Before Mrs, S. became conscious she wrote:—] 'you . . .
good bye \ [The sitting was resumed with the following question.]
(All right now. Go on.) * * hen [when] you come.
[These three words written in inverted mirror writing and are not
wavy in lines as the previous writing was. By inverted mirror
writing is meant that the sheet has to be turned upside down and
then read with a mirror.]
(Goon.) bring a better pencil [inverted mirror writing.] * *
when you come [normal writing, but very wavy.] * * * *
[Shows much trembling of hand,] (Go on.) again, do you know
what I say. [wavy normal writing.] (What do you mean?) a
better . . .
a better. (What is it please?) [scrawl.] no.
[scrawl.] no. [scrawl.] (Goon. Explain please.)
[While we were trying to read the mirror writing Mrs. S. came
out of her semi-trance state, and in a moment felt the impulse to
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write. The pencil was given her and she wrote in normal style, but
rather wavy form:—] when you come bring a better pencil.
(Why? What is the matter with it?) to [too] heavy, (All right.
Coon.) [scrawl.] no. (Well, shall we slop now?) monday, better
pen---- [pencil.] (Monday evening? Shall we meet then?)
yes,"
"Mrs. S. soon became conscious, and said she saw a darle
woman lying on a couch. She looked very sick or hurt, her hair
disheveled. She looked something like my sister Annie, whom
we knew to be living and who we knew had had great trouble
over the serious illness of her daughter Ruth. Mrs. S. also said
she saw the cross that we associate with Imperator.
“ I may be wrong, but the whole message looks so much like
those that Harrison Clarke used to produce that I think it sub
liminal. Mrs. S. had the same opinion and said so soon after the
sitting,"
August 4 th, 1902. Present, Rev. C. J. Hollis, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Pencil work. Sitting held according to appointment at 8.15 p. m.
Pencil used brought by Mr. Hollis, a light black one.
Mrs. S. said that she felt a sensation as if an electric current
passed through both ears and down through her arm to her
pencil. Soon the hand began to shake, then the other hand and
head, and she entered a semi-trance state, remaining apparently
partly conscious for some time.
“ (All right.) [scrawl.] we are glad [scrawly line.] to see you.
[scrawly wavy line.] [Writing fine and trembly.]
(Yes, all right. Go on.) [scrawls.] you [ ?] we. (Go on.
You are welcome, whoever you are.) welcome. (Go on.) wel
come friends [?] (Please write the word hfter ‘ welcome’.)
friend. (I understand. Go on.) yes. (Go on.) your friends
will be glad to come. (Very good. Go on. We are patient.)
* * * * [wavy letters endings in scrawls.] (Go on, friends.)
we cannot [doubtful reading.] (Write if you can.) [scrawls.]
«ry bad [ ?]
(Mrs. S. now became fully entranced, so that her hand began
to show signs of lack of muscular power, her head began to drop
forward. 1 saw this and at once placed pillows under her head to
support it. I placed her head so that she was facing the writing.]
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(Perhaps you can work better now.) when you . . . wrong
. . . her head. (Is her head all right?) no. (What shall I
do?) turn [ ?]
[I then turned her head so that her face was away from the
writing.] (All right now. Go on.) [no reply.] (Go on when
you can.) * * (Go on.) [scrawls.] we want you to be more
patient [last word a mere scrawl.] (All right. I will try. Go
on.) Uncle William. [* William ’ doubtful. Letters are ‘ W * or
' H ’ * * Ham ’.] (All right. Will you write your name
please ?) [no reply.]
[The hand was seen to tremble as if her subliminal was excited
at the presence of a new communicator and I was a little alarmed
at this evidence of agitation when she was in the deep trance, so I
said: 1 perhaps you had better let her come to herself. It may be
too great a strain for her. We do not want to hurt her.’]
nor do we. [I took time to read this and while I was reading it
these words were written.] you get that? (Yes, I did. It is all
right. I understand. Go on.) she must have . . . (Is it
“she must have’ ?) yes. (All right.) loser [?] [looser] [pos
sibly ‘ easier ’] garments. [Referring possibly to the corset waist
and skirt and waist she wore, possibly to the neck band.]
I
(I will fix that for next time. I did loosen the neckband. Do
you understand?) yes. (All right. Would it not be best for her
to stop now?) soon. (AH right. Was Imperator or Rector, Prudens or Doctor present?) it matters not friend. (All right. Shall
we meet Wednesday evening?) no, Friday.
[The capital letter ' F ’ is made in a way not usual with Mrs. S.
It undoubtedly resembles the way this letter is made in the Piper
case. Usually with Mrs. S. the top begins with a loop and then a
curve for the rest. Here this loop is omitted and the top made like
that in the Piper case. So also the stroke for the line distinguishing
the letter from ' T ’.]
(Then I understand that we will meet Friday evening?) yes.
(All right. We shall say good night now.) uncle William came
tonight, he will try again." [written clearly and without trembling.]
" Pencil dropped and Mrs. S. came slowly to full conscious
ness without any unpleasant features. When she became fully
conscious she said that she saw the pillow that I had used to fix
her head with and said: 'What is this pillow here for?1 I then
asked: * What did you see when in your trance? ’
The reply was: “ A while ago I saw a man who looked like
Mr. McKinley, but as he came nearer the table I saw that it was
not he. He walked up to the table very fast. He stopped be
tween you and Mr. Hollis. He had a long coat on. It was
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opened and was loose. It was black or brown and looked like a
dressing gown. This man came in rapidly through the door. He
seemed to want to control. I did not hear anything that was
said. I saw a lot of other people, I cannot describe them all.
But I saw the cross, the blue one. It was more like the one that
appeared the first time I saw it (p. 500 ). Light was around my
hand as before.
"At one time I seemed to be in a peculiar room, all mixed up
indisorder. I noticed an old-fashioned lamp with a white globe.
The globe was small and the chimney was long. I saw a girl in
this room. I could see that she had a light complexion. But this
is all that I remember. The room was so mixed up and things
were so confused."
It is probable that all the incidents in this sitting explain
ihemselves. The reference to looser garments is probably to the
thought mentioned in the passage sent by myself to Mr. S. and
■cad to Mrs. S. July 26th (cf. p. 509 ).
August 8th, 1902. Present, Rev. C, J. Hollis, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Pencil work. Mrs. S. at first conscious, then semi-conscious and
inally completely entranced. Sitting began at 8 .30 .
“ Before the sitting Mr. Hollis spoke of the serious condition
'f his oldest boy. He said he was much worried about him, etc.
Phis made a deep impression upon Mrs. S.’s mind because she
tmembered that Cecil was so ill and that he was delirious as Mr.
iollis said his boy was at about midnight for two or three nights
ast. I think that this recital of his had its effect upon Mrs. S.'s
ubliminal and it is possibly an explanation of the message that
ras received by Mr. Hollis this night. Still it may be that the
ranee personalities grave him this message. It sounds like those
mperator gave in the Piper record. Cecil’s box was on the
able.”
“ (All right, friends, we are all ready now,) [Conversation was
tout Imperator. Nothing special said. Hand begins to shake at
.45. No reply to my question. I fix the pillow. Mrs. S. moved
er hand across her face and covered her eyes and said: ‘ Don’t
«ch me \]
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(All right. Go on.) [Mrs. S. awoke and said she felt she was
dying. Infixed her head on a pillow at 8 .55.] (All right. Go on \
if you wish.) [No reply.] [Writing began at 9 . No trembling
of the hand. Pencil seemed to drop from her hand. Her face was
flushed. The breathing became deep and she became unconscious.]
(All right friends.) [Breathing became easier and Mrs. S. came
to full consciousness, saying that she had seen the star and cross
again, that the star had faded into the cross, that they were blue
in color, with a yellow blending, and that they were accompanied
by a phosphorescent glow. She then composed herself again and
soon the hand shook a little and she again went into a deep trance
and the following message was written without suggestion.]
We welcome you here friends, [probably meant for Mr. Hollis.]
(We read it all right. Thank you. Go on.) we will care for
you little one. don't be alarmed, we will watch him and let God's
Will be done in Heaven and on Earth, [written in clear script with
out any trembling.] (Mr. Hollis is satisfied, friend.) Yes, yes, we
will try to help you keep your little one with you. [slight wavy ap
pearance in some words.] (Do you want me to read it?) let him,
if he wishes, [slight trembling in letters.] [Mr. Hollis read it]
yes, did you get that? we want to know, [very wavy and trembly.]
(Did you want to know if we got that?) we want to know. (We
got that all right.) yes.
(Goon, friend. Write what you wish.) [Hand shook a little.]
(I am glad to greet you, whoever you are that is communicator
We are interested in each other.)
[The left hand slowly arose, made the sign of the cross, re
mained in that postion a minute, and then slowly dropped.]
(If Imperator is here raise the hand again please.) [scrawl,
ending apparently in a very clear capital * Hf o l l owe d by rapid
writing in a very wavy style that is wholly illegible- Then the tefl
hand arose again, remained as before, and then slowly fell.]
(All right, friend. I understand. Go on.) [line of scrawls and
then apparently an attempt at intelligent writing, but too wavy to b<
deciphered. This was distributed over four sheets, but with oil]
one or two lines on each,]
(Is uncle William present? Can he communicate?) not the
time, to [too] much trouble. (All right. Go on.) you must b
quieter. [Lines drawn as if erasing something.] trouble. [Line
drawn as before and sitting closed.] [Last writing clear and regu
lar and resembles that of the planchette.] "
“ Mrs, S. woke without being able to move her head, or arms
or feet. By and by she had the usual control of them. But foi
some time her neck was stiff. She said that her feet had becomi
crossed in some way. Next sitting appointed for Monday night.*
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Aug. 9th, 1902. No results whatever. It is interesting to
remark that the attempt was made on Saturday evening previous
to the Monday appointment mentioned in record of day before.
August llth, 1902.
Pencil work, 9 p. m.

Present Mr, Hollis, Mr. and Mrs. S.

" (We are all ready, friends.) [Pupils of eyes somewhat di
lated.] (I have fixed her now.) [Went into trance without shak“>£-]
no her mother, [very small letters and almost illegible.] (All
right friends.) mama, yes my nannie. [Name for Cecil's grand
mother on his mother's side. He always called her * Nannie ’.] (Go
on. I don’t know you yet.) [No reply.] (Go on. Who is trying
to write?) we cannot. (Go on.) [Pencil dropped from hand.
Soon entranced again.]
(Go on, friends.) [Mrs. S. woke up, startled by hideous faces,
and refused to go into trance.] ”
After the sitting Mrs. S. said: “ I saw my mother when I
came out of the trance. I saw her but for an instant, because a
soman stepped right in front of her. My mother is living and
this woman that 1 thought was my mother must have been some
one else. I do not know who it was. She may have been my
aunt Laura, my mother's sister, who looks like her. I saw her
only for a moment when, as 1 said, this other lady stepped right
in front of her.
“ Cecil was there. He was playing near the building which I
told Mrs. S. before was being built and near which Cecil was
flaying before.
“ I also saw a man that looked something like Rev. Mr. Hollis
(short, dark hair, spare build, light skin) only this man that I
aw had whiskers all down his face and they seemed to come to
t point.
“ I also saw lots of people, I do now [not] know who they
«re.”
Then Mrs. S. went into the trance again and suddenly awoke
tnd said: “ I saw some ugly looking faces. I thought that they
night want to control me or to write through me and I would
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not let them, so 1 came back at once to full consciousness." At
this point Mrs. S. was a little faint.
August 13th, 1902. Present Rev. C. J. Hollis, Mr. and Mrs.
S. Mr. Hollis referred to the fact that his wife was not well.
First part pencil work and planchcttc tried later.

“ (All ready now, friends. We trust that conditions are all right,
friends. They are as far as we know on this side.) [Hand shakes
at 8.44 p. m, Head and hands shake, eyes close, head dropped.]
[Writing undecipherable, possibly because it is very fine. Perhaps
letters * we geeo ou ’ are the best possible reading, but it can only
convey to the reader the shape of the lines which suggest such a,
reading, ]
'
(Go on friend.) [scrawls,] [Deep breathing.] (Go on.)
[Mrs S. gave a start. Hand raised and fell, then shook violently.]
[scrawls resembling the letter ‘ m*,]
(Go on friend.) [wavy line across the page and then in wavyj
letters was written:—] Hyslop . . . [wavy line across the
page and back and apparent attempt to nuke some letter when
pencil returned to beginning and wrote above the first wavy line a
word which looks like ‘ will *, as if to mean ' Hyslop will *. Ap
parcntly message not completed.] [Cf. earlier mcs&gc ‘ Hyslop
rember' p. 479 .]
(Go on friend. We shall be glad to have you write.) [Ham!
shakes.] (Do you want me to fix Mrs. S. ?) [scrawls.] [Inter'
preted at time by Mr. S, as ‘ we can'.] (Try and write plainly.]
[illegible scrawls.]
[At this point the pencil dropped from her hand and one tinge
was raised. I said, *if you want to write I will put the pencil ii
her hand. If you undertsand me drop the finger.* The finge!
dropped, 9.15 p. m. This dosed our attempt at trance writing wit)
the pencil.]
I
[Simply for the experiment we got the planchette to see wha
would take place. To our great surprise it at once began to maki
scrawls. We watched it with great interest.]
[These scrawls show no wavy appearance or trembling. The
are apparently practising work and at times might be interpreted a
individual letters. J. H. H.]
I
(What is that scrawl?) L. H, [scrawl.] (L, M .?) L. R
(Who is L. H. ?) Luther H. [period inserted.]
[Mrs, S. was cramped and I fixed her.] all right, [spantar
eously written.] (What is the name that begins with H . ?) F
(All right. Go on if you please. Tell me what you wish.) B*
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dc you here is a little boy. good to all was he. yes, he came and
id but will come again.
{We were in doubt as to the reading of the words of this mesge after the word ‘ boy’, but did not express our thought, but
£ed *who is the little boy' ? when the next reply was given.]
and good to all w----- [?] [scrawl.] Cecil, (All right Cecil.
o on.) Papa, yes, George, get him please, (George is upstairs
leep, Cecil.) Bring him to me, yes. (I cannot do it, Cecil.)
ais time I want him papa. (I cannot do it. I cannot wake up
»rge to bring him here.) o dear, I would like to kiss my dear
dc brother. Get him. (All right. You can go up to his bed
am and kiss him.) going to get him. good night jtapa. (You
ght to know better than that. I cannot do it, Cecil.) [No
ply.]"

The mention of the name Luther H. rather suggests that the
rlier allusion to Luther (p. 499 ) might have no reference to the
ssibility there indicated, but might be a product of the subliminal.
H.H.
August 18th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work.
« usual questions were asked at first, but nothing was readle for some time.
u [Scrawls, some apparently wavy attempt at words, for several
go. Many are very regular and pretty.]
S. I. C. [scrawl and apparently ’ yes '.] [I thought it was H.
and so asked.] no, (Who is it?) S. I. C. (Is that Sylvester
Smead?) yes. (Write please.) S. I. C.” [The letter C is the
rial of the real name.]
" [The waking of the baby put an end to the sitting and Mrs.
was allowed to come out of the trance. The making of the
rials was the same as in life of my brother whom it purported
be.) "
Mrs. S. made the following statement after she came out of
: trance:
“ When I went into the trance I saw the cross. I was rest
s and nervous, but after I saw the cross I was so calm, as if
t water was calmed when it was rough. The cross seemed to
ve a halo of light yellow. It was light, with blue and yellow
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blending. When 1 first went into the trance the cross was a
the left side. When I came out it was on the right side. I d
not know who the possible communicator was."
On an undated day of this same month, August, Mrs. S. n
cords the following vision, suggested by a conversation betwee
her and Mr. S. on the condition of the soul after death. It was
vision of a body of water with two ships on it and barren rock
on a shore. Mrs. S. drew a representation of the scene, an
described it.
" The water was very calm and I was very much surprise
when I saw it dash against the rocks. The scene looked vtr
pretty, but it was dreadful to sec the soul which I could descr
suffer upon those rocks. The white foam dashed very high o
the rocks when the water was thrown against them. The rock
were very barren. No life was visible except the poor loud
soul that was beginning to realize its loneliness and crying fc
help which it expects to get from the ships. The sky was greyis
blue with pink tints in the clouds. The water was a greenid
blue with pink reflection of the clouds in it.”

September 15 th, 1902. Present Rev. C. J. Hollis, Mr. an
Mrs. S. Pencil work. Went into trance at 8 .35.
“ (Go on friends.) (No reply.] (Go on. Write what yt
wish. Shall I fix her hand?) no. (All right.) [Hand shakes
you may please, [evidently decipherable by Mr. S. at the time on
by watching the pencil.]
(“ Please” ? That was right was it not?) [Reply illegible
(Kindly make your letters larger.) you do not know us yet. [On
first and last words legible. Evidently deciphered by watching t)
pencil,]
(I shall be glad to know you. Go on, friend.) she sees 1
sometimes, yes, she saw me, Rosa G. Pano----- [?] (Go o
please, whoever you are.) we [?] B tried [?] (Go on.) [Lin
and the word ' yes ’.] (Go on please, if you can.) [No reply,»
Mrs, S. came out of the trance.] ”
Mrs. S. described the following vision after she came out t
the trance. Mr. S. records the fact that she asked him: “ Wi
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Corliss buried in the West P-----cemetery ? " But he
es not say •whether this was during1 the trance or before it.
“ I saw a woman up by a cemetery. The grave stones went
s same way as the road. It seemed to be the road to West
— . The woman seemed to look like Mrs. Harriman. Her
ek was toward me. I saw a lot of people, but did not know
10 they were. I saw a woman in a chair. It seemed like a
one. She had a fine face, a crown on her head, and I seemed
be everywhere and to go from one place to another as fast as
:oul<L I saw my grandfather John W. Robertson. During
: time I was unconscious to the world I was elsewhere, seeing
s and that and I was active all the time.”
The following dream on the night of September 18tb is narcd by Mrs. S. It seems to have been written out the next day
J apparently verified in some of its incidents on Septem-22nd.
“ September 18th, 19G2. We retired about 9.30 p, m. and I
nt to sleep almost as soon as I got into bed, for I was very
:d. We had been calling all the afternoon and I awakened
y suddenly having dreamed or seen, in a vision, that a very
ivy wagon, drawn by two large horses, one black and the
er a dapple grey, black and white mixed, came up the street
I about in front of our side window. The children were play
. I knew them all. They were the three Prentice children,
two Hollis children, and my own little boy George. As this
m came up the children ran in different directions to get out
ts way. When the driver called to the horses to go on, George
some way was struck by the dapple grey horse and I was so
eked that it was impossible for me to speak or move, and I
t my eyes to keep out what I knew must be the result of
kick which that horse had given George, But in a few
onds I opened my eyes and saw the little body trampled
tost beyond recognition. The driver did not wait to see what
i the result of his driving, but went right along, and after he
sed I went and brought the little body into the house, I then
re up with a shiver to find a little dark object about as large
i humming bird flying in the room. It seemed to come out
n the side wall and ceiling, and flew about five feet to the
aer of the room. I expected to see it enter the hall, but intus
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stead it went right into the corner and out of sight It seentet
to fly in this way, striking the ceiling five times and made a littk
buzzing noise. The light was burning in the room, so that .
could watch the object. I was unable to get to sleep again fa
about two hours. I was wondering what this dream or vision
could mean and what the little bird could signify.
The next morning, Friday, September 19th, I told Mr. S
about this dream or vision, and he wished me to write it out. 1
was very much troubled about it and intended to tell George t(
be very careful on his way to school, but forgot it. So I toll
him, when he went to play, that evening after school, of thi
dream and to be careful about the road. This was Friday, Sep
tember 19th, 1902."
The following narrative of incidents representing apparenth
a partial fulfillment of the dream has a date of September 18*1
at the head of it, but the narrative shows that the incidents tod
place on Saturday, September 20 th, and in his certification of tl*
facts Mr. S. writes the date September 22 nd, as if the accouu
were written out on that date.
“ Saturday morning Mr. S. had just started for the postoffie
when the little girl next door came running along crying. Mi
S. asked what the trouble was and she said that Paul was hurl
that the horse kicked him. So Mr. S. went over and found thsi
the little boy had been kicked in the face and possibly in th
bowels. This latter fact is not yet known, although Paul com
plains of it hurting him there.
“ Saturday afternoon the children were all playing, as I hav
said, out in the side yard. Paul was in his mother’s lap watchie)
them, when George called and said that a big team was comici
with wood. It was quite near when I turned and saw the veij
team that I saw in my dream. The grey horse was on the sin
nearest the walk. I called all the children up on the walk to til
veranda and watched them very carefully for fear my dream u
vision would be further realized. I told Mrs. Prentice of ul
dream and she was much surprised and moved by it and sail
*
to think it was Paul instead of George ’.
>
" A stranger fact in connection with it is that Mr. S. had il
told me that he had not [ ?] ordered any wood, and so I was surprii
to know that this team was coming directly to our house.”
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The difficulties in supposing any verification of the dream in
lese incidents are apparent to the student. The record has not
een as carefully made as is necessary, especially as to dates, and
e are not told exactly whether this Paul was among the children
sn in the dream, though it is probable that he was one of the
tree Prentice children, mentioned above. There are various
attires of the incidents that suggest probable errors of judgment
id interpretation.
September 22nd, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work,
[rs. S. in trance. Mrs. S. felt the presence of " controls ” in the
temoon. Her hand shook and she was very confident that an
fiuence was at work,
“ In the evening just before she sat down to the experiment she
:ard a buzzing noise, like that which a telephone wire will somemes make when a message is going over it. I also heard this
lise and when she spoke about it I said that I heard it also,
ttmg began at 8 p. m.”
“ (We are all ready friends. We are trying to follow your
rections.) [Mrs. S,: I want to thank whoever it was for the
iraing given us in connection with George and the wagon.) [8 .20,
nng into trance. Hand shakes, and writing begins at 8 ,25. Hand
id head shake.]
[Scrawls.] (Try and write plainly, friends.) [Hand and head
ake. Very singular actions of the hand on her head. She was
sting her head on her hand. This hand kept moving on her foread in a circular way, then the motion changed to one like that of
leading bread. There was great agitation in the hand writing and
e body. It shook the table, and I was a little alarmed, but did
Xgive expression to it.]
(I know that you are trying hard to get control. Try to write
ainly for me if you can.) yes. [scrawls.] (Go on, please.)
The hand dropped over her eyes and for a long time her eyes were
^ kept covered.] [scrawls.] (Do not keep her in that position.
will cramp her arm and neck. Shall I not change it?) no.
Zo on friend.) [No reply.] (Go on.) [Motions of the head
id arm. The writing hand is still and limp. The pencil dropped,
replaced it in her hand. Both hands now shake and head also,
ier face is much flushed. The hand that is over her eyes comes
*ay about an inch from the eyes. Her head raises a little. Her
/
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hand drops and her head falls upon the pillow, and the pencil is
grasped again.]
(Go on please.) [No reply.] [Mrs. S. groaned a little, came
apparently to slight consciousness, and said she was all right. 9
p. tn. Pencil again dropped and she came into her normal corsciousness.] ”
The following is what Mrs. S. said after coming out of the
trance, indicating the experience of another vision.
“ I saw the cross at a distance, with all the rays of light, just
as it came the first time, only 1 did not see the star that I saw
first. 1 saw a large building which was built as the following
diagram will indicate.

" On the part X was the cross. The building was all light
and the light was yellowish. The top of the cross seemed to.
form the spire of this building and it seemed to be a two-story
building with a slant roof. Each side of the building was about
200 feet, that is, ax was 200 feet and bx 200 feet. It was full of
windows, two rows being on each side. The whole structure
seemed to be one mass of yellow light.
" It seemed that everywhere I turned to look I saw the cross
as a part of this building. The light of the cross was yellow in
stead of blue as before.
” I think I saw Cecil. He turned around and looked at me and
smiled. The people that 1 saw seemed like passing visions.
There was nothing permanent tonight.
“ I also saw just one spot in a cemetery, as if in a corner alone,
with a fiat stone over the top of it and a curved one at the head.
The cross that I saw on the building seemed to leave it and
rested on this grave, as if the cross stood over the grave. It left
after awhile.
“ My hand was at first prickly and hot as if electricity was
going through it from the elbow down. When Mr, S. got up to
fix my head my writing hand became as dead. It felt as if ice
water was poured upon it. Afterwards it felt warm again.”
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The following additional note is of the same date and apparJtly refers to some period during the trance:
" I was praying. I had my head bowed. I asked God if there
as anything in this and it was his will for me to have anything
i do with it, that my soul was his, that he could do as he pleased
ith it, that I was willing that he should do as he pleased with
iy soul to take it from the body if he wished. In less than five
linutes I saw the cross with all those streams of light coming
omit. That made me feel that it was his will that I should go
i with it, and that I should know that it was right for me to
ibmtt myself to trance personalities. After this the sitting
snt on.
'
*' I. M. S mead/'
September 26th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
sed. No results except lines and scrawls.
The results were the same for September 27th and Octoa 1st.
October 2 nd. Forenoon. Present Mr. and Mrs. S.
lette work. No record of questions, if any, except one.

Plan*

“ Scrawls.] I remember we * * [scrawls. Then a picire of a woman drawn wearing a sort of Napoleon hat. After it
«word "yo u ", clearly written.] (Who did it?) we did it.
crawls.] * * well, no, we do not [line drawn downward and
en back to starting point,] well. [Clicking of planchette like a
legraph.) welkome friend Wellcome fen— Here we are now.
* [scrawls.] we will come there ow [now?] * * you for
d thoughts, for old-----[scrawls and great agitation in the hand
id writing which was very wavy.] yes, we Wellcome friends, yes,
e * * Hello * * ’’ Writing then abruptly ceased and the
tting ended.
Iu the evening of the same date another attempt was made
ot there were no results.
October 6th,

1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S.

Prayer was
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offered by myself (Mr, S.). I also sang * Trusting in Jesus, that
is all *. In my prayer I made vocal reference to the desired pres
ence of Imperator, if it was in harmony with the will of God,
Sitting began at 7.15 p, m. Pencil work.
Mrs. S. was very nervous. She put the pencil down and
rested her head and arms on the pillow, the pencil resting on the
paper. In all our work I never knew her to do this before. Her
act was independent of any suggestion of mine. Her face was at1
first turned towards me. This condition lasted about seven min
utes. She then gradually lifted her head from the pillow and
rested it on both hands (7.57 p. m.) and her breathing became
deep and even. At 8 p. m. her hand on her head began to shake
and increased for a time, shaking perceptibly. Increasing at
8,03 and violent at 8 .05 , when the hand began a sort of rotary
motion and her breathing a little irregular.
|
I
" (Friend, cannot she rest now?) [No reply. Shaking con
tinues.] (Do not shake her any more than is necessary, friend.)
[No reply. Shaking less violent.] (Will you not let her rest now
friend?) [No reply. Agitation subsiding, 8 .10.] (I await your
pleasure, friend.)
|
[Hand rises from her head and is gradually detached from th<
other hand which still remains on her head, and slowly with stiffen«!
fingers descends to the pillow. I give it the pencil; the set finger:
relax, and the pencil is taken all right at 8 .15, one hour having passed
in coming to this condition.]
,
(Shalt she rest her head?) [Hand shaking slightly, breathinj
normal, and face slightly flushed. Writing begins.) no.
(Do not shake her any more than you can help, friend.) [scrawls
and word *no' written with great effort.] (All right.) [Atterop
at legible writing but not successful.]
i
(Let her head rest, friend.) * * * [undec.] (Shall I fir
her head, friend?) * * * [undec. Agitation in hand and final!]
word ‘ no* written,]
(All right, friend. Go on.) [Hand shut up, gradually with
drawn from the head and again placed over the eyes, 8.24 p. m.]
(I will be very glad to hear from you tonight, friend, if yoi
will communicate.) [Great efforts to write and finally words writ
ten that were interpreted to be either ‘ trance commencing ’ or * tranc
communicators *. Not legible now.] ”
[Pencil dropped at 8 .25 . Breathing became normal, hand stil
over her eyes, breathing long, no agitation, face natural and witbou
flushing, several long breaths and the head dropped on the arm usei
for writing. Mrs. S. now became fully conscious for a brief time
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8 .30, and voluntarily rested her head on the pillow, and I placed the
pencil in her writing hand. She appeared to be simply asleep, and
finally after a long sigh she became fully conscious at 8.31 p. m.]

Mrs. S. narrates the following incidents connected with the
sitting in which she was apparently entranced:
" I was not fully unconscious any of the time during the sit
ting. I was helpless to move hand or foot. I came very near
dying, the nearest I ever knew to it. I could feel my heart beats
getting fainter and fainter. [This was not actually the fact,
because the action of her heart was as strong as ever. Mr. S.]
Even my jaws shook and my teeth continually hit together. 1
had the sensation of pitch darkness. There was no light or sign
of light. This darkness was many times blacker than the
blackest midnight. Midnight darkness was nothing compared to
the darkness that I experienced. This lasted until my hand went
down to write. [There was a very brilliant tamp on the table.
The light from it was directly in Mrs. S.'s face.—Mr, S.] When
I came out of this condition, both feet were numb. There was oo
feeling in them until I was wholly awake.
" I saw the cross, yellowish light. It seemed as if a whole
Tegiment were shaking my head. I was a little sick at the stom
ach when I came out of the semi-trance.”
October
used.

16th, 1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S.

Planchette

“ (All right.) * * (What is that from?) Cecil, (Go on.)
* * (I cannot read it.) [Scrawls in small loop form.] her
hello, hello hello. [Then the planchette moved the pencil about a
point until it had made a large round black spot like the kisses in
previous sittings, wrote the name ‘ Georgemade another spot like
the first, wrote ‘ Yes repeated the black spot and then last wrote
the word * mama ’.]
(Hullo, Cecil. You told Mama about the bird in the nest. We
think that baby looks that way lots of times. Go on, Clevie dear.)
Ves, Yes, papa she did. [Scrawls.] (Please help my son to write
friends.) he is gone. (Who is now here?) [Scrawls.] (Please
try hard to write plainly.) Yes [word written thirteen times in
succession, and in a slightly wavy manner, followed by circular

f
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scrawls.] (Cannot you write something, friends?) Yes * *
yes, yes, one [?] * * (Try and write.) * * [Letters very
wavy.] ”
On October 26th Mrs. S. had a vision of a boy. " He was
taller than Cecil was. I thought it was Cecil, but this boy was
afraid of me. Some way I thought this fact very strange. I saw
him standing beside my bed, and he had on a white gown. As I
watched him I was going to speak to him when he went up over
George's bed right straight out of sight. There was left a black
thing about the size of a humming bird. This remained about
five minutes and then vanished."
A sitting was held October 27 th in the usual way, but nothing
special occurred. The writing began in unintelligible scrawls and
soon took the very wavy form of letters still illegible. Finally
it became more regular and the letter H was written twice and
then repeated twice again with some undecipherable letters.
Before the sitting Mrs. S. had made a reference to Harrison
Clarke saying that he might still be found in the records of the
Herald Office. After the capital H had been written Mrs. S.
asked if it was Harrison Clarke, but the writing in reply is not
legible and hardly suggests any name at all, Finally after com
siderable illegible matter was written the name J. S, Smead was
written twice and the Smead again, some illegible letters and the
word * Hello *, when the sitting closed.
October 28 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S.
work. Sitting held iii the morning.

Plaochette

“ * * [not clear, apparently 1 W. Cewens’, the last three
letters being quite clear.] Hester S. Hester Stevens. (Why is all
this confusion and scrawls? Mrs. S. used to write all right. I
don’t understand it.) H • * * [loop like scrawls.] S
* * * [scrawls.] N o * * S * * S S S S * * *
She was willing to let every every one. we [?] don't * * write
[ ?] * * write and we do not let them now. (Who is con
trolling her?) no. (Go on.) * * [possibly an attempt at ‘ Syl
vester *. the letters are 11 Sislsler ’.] S. I. Smead. (Who is it ?)
Brother. (Is it my brother S.?) he comes here sometimes. (Do
you let my boy, Cecil, come?) we have told Cecil yes. (What is
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the word after * have'?) no, you cannot * * [possibly ‘ have*.]
(Von did not answer me plainly.) We do not have Cecil with
* * * * [scrawls.] (Go on.) * * [Letters resemble' sonohe
ngg\] (Why is it that yon cannot do anything with her?) You
must wait and see. [scrawls.] yes, it is no use. no * * [undec.]
[scrawls.] "
This is a curious sitting. There is the appearance of a change
of personality, though an apparent attempt at Sylvester at the
same time. It seems to represent the effort of the subliminal to
reproduce another than the usual personality possibly under the
stimulus created by the desire for the appearance of the Im
perator group in the Piper case.
On October 28th another sitting in the evening developed
very little writing and much of it was illegible. It began with
evident difficulty and in small scrawls. Then followed something
like ‘ Sm ' and the planchette went back and wrote the capital
letter ‘ J ’ and then * ad evidently the whole being intended for
“ J. Smead Then ‘ S R ’ two or three times and lastly ' no, no*.
Nothing more occurred and the experiment came to a close.
November 6th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S.
used.
»

Planchette

“ (All right.) we are here now, we will come again. ('We
will come again’ ?) Yes. (I cannot understand.) * * and are
here every time. * * (The mental confusion is over. Go on
please.) no. (Would it not be well friend for you to let me know
who is here?) no we welcome [last three words doubtful reading.]
no * * [resembles ‘ warewe '.] * * her [?] (Explain.)
George will come here * * we are here * * (Go on.) * *
(Go on.) George will come here. (Do you mean 'welcome’ ?)
no, come here, we like him, yes near [ ?] (Do you mean you want
George here when you come?) we [?] did. (Clevie wrote it for
George?) Yes. (Go on.) Every time he must come, best for
himHere [new line begun.] we can come, (Who is here?) we are.
(Go on.) George Hullo, See him, See him, yes.”
November
used.

15th, 1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette

” TueSday, yes tou [ ? ] * * * *

twogether [ ?] * *
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* * (We cannot read it. Will you write it again?) Yesterlay
were coming you did not * * [The baby was crying and I laid
‘ never mind baby’.] not [?] good to [?] yes. (Go on friends.)
* * * * (I cannot read it.) * * away with it * * *
* * * mother is sick, yes, comE home at once, mother is side.
(Whose mother is sick?) Ida's. (Who is writing?) * * Net
tie, Nettie, yes, yes, (Nettie is living. Who gave us that mes
sage ?) [Nettie is the name of the baby.] aunt [ ?] nettie [ ? ‘ nitric’]
said she was. Aunt nettie said she was. (I see. Go on. V?ho
is writing?) * * Maude and bena [Bern.] (I am glad Maidc
is here again.) * * (I cannot read it.) no, mother is sad [?]
you [ ?] go to her at once. (What is the word after ‘ is ’ ?) [Blan
chette went back and wrote the word ' sick ' under the word inter
preted as * sad \] (What is the trouble with mother?) [Scrawls.]
She is choalring [choking] no, no, go at once. (Is that word
‘ choaking’?) Yes, go at once. (Is mother going to die very
soon?) [No reply.] (Mrs. S .: What is making mother choking?)
* * now [ ?] go see. See to her at once, yes at once. (If mother
is sick, Nettie will telegraph. We cannot go unless we get a tele
graph.) mother is sick at and go * * [scrawls.] (If mother
is sick, Nettie will telegraph.) * * (If mother is so side, go to
Nettie and have her telegraph.) * * Ida go * * do it * *
(Ida does not believe that this is true.) [Scrawl.] ”
No inquiries seem to have been made regarding the alleged
illness of the mother of Mrs. S.
November
work.

21 st, 1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette

“ (All right. Go on.) [Lines drawn and some circular scrawls
with the word *yes' written in the upper right and the lower left
hand comers of the sheet.]
.
(Go on, friend.) Letters are home, yes. (What do you mean?)
yes to [two] were there. (What do you mean?) yes, they were
both for Mama [very sera wily, almost illegible.] (What word
after 'fo r'?) Mama, (Is word ‘ mama’ ?) yes. (Whom do
you mean? Ida’s mama?) no, my mama. (Tell me who is writ
ing?) me Maude. (Go on, Maude.) mama [?] my * *
Maude. (Write it again.) * * Maude saw. [large period in
serted.] my [?] sister [scrawls.] George, yes, papa, m sister
[scrawls,] my sister [ ? ' estister ’. ] * * *
come now, yes, now
good night. Maude * ♦ [‘ bella' ?] yes, get away, soon * *
papa. (Yes, go on.) * * * * yes we are trying, you was
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toosoon. (Go on.) You mesh ['must' ?J stop. (Go on, friend.
Hive you any message ?) Bitter [' Bitt ’ written first and 1 er ' (?)
below it.] wee [ ?] come so tonight. Bitter Swtt, yes, Sweet, yes.
{Goon. Who is ‘ Bitter Sweet*?) you light may * * * *
(1 cannot read it. Who is ‘ Bitter Sweet’ ?) no, no * * Mr.
Sylvester Smead [ ?] yes * * yes, Ida [ ?] * * you did.
* * Yes sir * * ”
It is apparent that Mr. S. did not recognize the significance of
“ Bitter Sweet". [Of. p. 495 ). It was seemingly an attempt at
a previous sitting of my own to spontaneously return a message
for me in response to one that I had tried to send to Dr. Hodgson.
It is an evident action of the subliminal here without any evident
appreciation of its origin or meaning.
Some time previous to the date of the record to follow, Dr.
Hodgson made an appointment for Mrs. S. to have a sitting with
Mrs, Piper. This arrangement was made on Dr. Hodgson’s part
inpursuance of my wish last year that some such experiment be
tried. It was apparently promised by the Imperator group in
^pril last. Finally before the date set for the sitting the Im
perator group cancelled the engagement. Correspondence with
Dr. Hodgson shows that it was quite possible that the original
irrangement was not intended for Mrs. S., but for another
‘light”. It is possible that there was some misunderstanding
Wwcen Dr. Hodgson and Imperator. At least this is Dr. Hodg«n’s opinion expressed in a letter to me. With this explanation
he following experience will explain itself. It is given in Mrs.
*.’s own narrative of it. The date was November 24 th, 4 a, m,
*' I awoke or partially awoke to find myself lying on my back
nth my hands locked together so that I was obliged to force
hem apart. While doing this my attention was drawn to the
pot where Georgie’s crib was and where I saw the outline of
»o strangers from the other side (the room was lighted by a
wy small lamp and these persons looked dark). I had an im
ression that one of these parties was Imperator. But I could
ot see them clearly. The one that I thought was Imperator had
letter in his hand and was about to give it to me when I became
Doseious and they withdrew with the letter. I was very much
«appointed because I wanted to know the contents of the letter
at could not then, and so in the morning I intended to tell Mr.
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S. When 1 got up first to light a larger lamp I stepped out on
the floor and only took two steps, my left hip hurt me so that I
could hardly walk, and in that way it passed from my mind (or
the time.
" AH through the day and night and the next day I suffered
and while Mr. S. was out Tuesday afternoon the pain became to
intense that I had to lie down, when he came in with a letter
from Dr. Hodgson and I at once said, ‘ they do not want us to
come to Mrs, P i p e r ' s M r . S. was very much surprised and
said, ‘ Why, what makes you say that?' I told him that I had
felt all day as though something was to happen and that we were
not to go, or that they did not want us. He said,' Tell me wbat
makes you think so. There must be some reason for your feel
ings And so I told him what 1 have written here, and then he
wanted to know why I did not tell it him before. I told him that
I had intended to do it, but because of the pain 1 suffered I had
forgotten to until I saw the envelope which he said was from Drj
Hodgson, which brought it all to my mind. Then he read me thi
letter. I felt as if I could not endure any more, although I wai
prepared for it. I could not help feeling hurt, but I knew thal
there must be some good reason which I think has been mad*
very plain. I refer to the recent storm that would have positive!]
prevented my going to Boston with my little child. I also re
ceived a letter from Mr. S.‘s aunt telling me that it would not b
possible for her to accommodate us. I also got a letter from m;
sister at Malden telling me that they had no coal and that i
would not be safe to bring the children to Malden, so I was com
pletely prevented from going to Boston to see Mrs. Piper. N
doubt all this was known to Imperator.”
November
used.

25 th, 1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S.

Planchetl

" [Scrawls] here very soon, you do not need too to be di
couraged * * [scrawls.] (Do you want to put her into
trance?) no. (All right. Go on.) * * * * yes * * j
cannot read it.) mama you are a making [scrawly and indistinct
Maude (What word after ‘ are’ ?) making. (Go on.) [Bat
was crying and Mrs. S. had to go to her.] (Why did you not k«
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word with us for the sitting with Mrs. Piper?) Maude * * may
* * (Go on. Who does all that?) May, Cecil Maude * *
Willis, yes, yes to [ ?] feel to too much like weeping, we do. mama
is making Maude and Cecil and Willis------- yes, are you. (Why
did they not keep their agreement?) They are papa. (How is it
that they do not keep their agreement with me?) will go and ask
them. (Will you come back and tell us?) no. (What will you
tell me?) (No reply.] (We will continue to sit. Go on, please.)
* * [evidently intended for ‘ tomorrow’.] Tomorrow nght
[night] no, light, yes, nght NiGht. (Is the word ‘ light’ ?) no,
light. (What is to be tomorrow night?) * * [apparently
'Something ’.] ”
November 26th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs, S. Planchette
work. Sitting held in the afternoon.
Mr. S. says: “ I had heard that it was not to be allowed for
» to have the expected sitting with Mrs. Piper and naturally felt
eery strange about it. Mrs. S. felt very much hurt."
“ (Go on friends. We are all ready.) * * yes we [ ?] kow
know] * * (We cannot read it yet.) yes * * yes. (We
annot read it.) husler [hustler] is here, yes. (What do you
own?) husler is here, yes. (Write it over so that I can tell,
ilease.) husler, no no hereler. no, no, hersler, hastier, no, yes,
io, hustler, no, yes, yes.
[Is is apparent that Mr. S. had asked questions here regarding
he interpretation of the writing, but, if so, they have not been re
arded. J. H. H.l
(Explain.) Yes, you know [not clear.] know. (Explain the
ford ‘ hustler'.) Yes, [scrawls,] (What do you mean? I do not
mow.) yes, you said [not clear.] it papa. yes. (Who is
hustler’ ?) sa * * me Cecil J o h n
[This is a fine point. I used to call him ' hustler ’ and tell him
o'hustle'.]
_
(Is Cecil here?) yes, no. (Is he writing?) me? [?] [scrawl.]
ou [?] ♦ * (Who is writing?) me, me, me. (What makes
ou act so, friend ?) wait,
(It looks to me as if you were ashamed of yourselves and would
<ot tell who you are. Do you think that you are doing right?)
fes, we do * * [undec.] you don't understand. (Did you not
take an appointment for Dec. 10 ?) Yes. (I want the explanaion. I am entitled to it.) * * you shall get it soon from Light
* (Did you say ‘ Light’ ?) yes, yes, yes. (What do you
nean?) one [?] one. (Do you mean this lady here?) no.
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(Then you mean Mrs. Piper?) on Light, not [ ?) her [ ?) ('Not
her *?) no. (Is Mrs. Piper the Light that you mean?) * * (Girt
me the worldly name of the light.) You do not need it. (It must
be Mrs. Piper.) So let it be. So let it be. (I think that you ought
to tell me.) we cannot as we would like to here, mama, you
* * Cecil is here. (I cam ‘
*................. ‘ tell me when
you can write what you do.)
more light.
( I hope that I shall be satisfied with the explanation.) Yes. (You i
ought to have known when you made the appointment.) * * • *[
[undec.1 all right, yes, yes, * * * * (Mrs. S. feels hurt and1
grieved.) no, I want her to be above it all. (How can she when
she was treated so. ) She will, yes. ( Mrs. S. will not consent to
be used if she is to be treated this way.) yes, yes. (We like tol
get these reasons from ourselves, not from Mrs, Piper.) Yes, yes.
get them here.- (Tell me then the reason. She feels very badly
about it.) Let her wait a little longer. (Our patience is pretty
well exhausted, friend.) no. (She says *nobody is here ’.) [Mrs.
S. made this remark as she watched what was being written.] no
one is here, you are here, we arc here. (Friend, that shook her
somewhat. She believes that you are here.) * * [resembles'
‘ Elehert’.] Hislop. she kanoot [cannot] ask most [?] * *,
(You may write, friends.) [scrawls.] Good night ngho He ....
[Planchette made a line downward and drew a period like figure and
repeated the act twice after and ceased the writing.] "
I
December 2 nd, 1902. Sitting held by Mrs. S. alone. The
little baby was at the table. George was out of doors playingI (Mr. S.) was down street Mrs. S. felt her hand shake and sh^
thought that it was perhaps the desire of the invisibles to com
municate and so she sat alone.
" ( If there is any one here he can have the privilege of writing
through me.) Hyslop, yes we know, [Mr. S. came in at this
point and suggested this the best time.] yes, we know, you come,
this is the best time, which is the best, when, when, where, when
-----yes, why, why,------yes time.
[He reports also that he was talking rapidly about several thing!
related to the general matter of communications and the next mes
sage came.]
You must not talk so fast, fast, yes. (Did you say that I must
not talk so fast?) Yes fast, will you rem— remember hereafter.
(I do not quite get it.) will you remember hereafter. (Yes, 1
will try. I get what you wrote.) Good, we will try again, again,
yes. (Yes, I know.) you will sometime again. 11 Hyslop. (G<
on, please.) 11 Hyslop.’
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December 10th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
work the first part of the sitting, pencil the latter. Mrs. S. in a
peculiar condition, not completely unconscious but unable to
resist the influence.
We did not offer prayer as we have often done, but said:—
“ (AH right, friends.) Better ask a blessing. (We did so. I
prayed for Mrs. S. and for Mrs. Piper, that all might be done in
harmony with the will of God.) * * * (I cannot read it.) you
set it better be so. [Period inserted.) [Some questions not recorded,
but a note says that they pertained to the reading of the writing.)
better be so. no, be so. be. so. [After each of the last two
words the period was inserted in an emphatic manner.) so, yes, yes.
(What do you mean?) we told you. (I think I now understand
you. Go on friends.) [Pencil here substituted for planchette, but
the writing is noticeably indistinct and scrawly.)
* * * (Go on.) * * (Go on.) * * (Go on.) wait.
(I will go on.) Wellcome, send H word, (I cannot read it.)
send H a word quick. (What shall it be?) as you like it, yes.
(Doyou mean for me to send Dr. Hyslop word?) no. (To whom
shall I send it?) never mind. (Go on.) we have taken it. (Do
you mean that you have taken word to Dr, Hodgson?) yes. (Go
on ) When you write to father, Willis, tell him I am here. (Who
vs writing?) Don’t you know. (No, I do not.) Sylvester. (I
am delighted to have you here, Sylvester, Go on.) Yes, Cecil.
(Go on. Do you wish to talk to me, Sylvester ?) more faith in us
faith [word ' faith ’ in last instance written more plainly and letter
V dotted and ‘ t* crossed.) (I will try to have it, Sylvester.) a
SHIP,
[Mr. S. learned at the end of the sitting that at this point Mrs. S.
aw a sentence of perhaps a dozen words, but all she could get of
it was the word ‘ ship \ She did not will to print this, but it seemed
as if some one took hold of her hand and wrote it. ]
{Mr. S. had to leave the room to see after the baby and brought
ber in with him and said:—] (I have brought little Nettie in.)
my dear good sister I love her too and George, Hullo. [Just at
this moment George came in.) (Mr, S .: George, say hullo to Cecil.)
[George did so.) yes, (Go on friends, write what you please. I
doll not try to dictate.) will you come day after next, friends.
(Do you mean at Mrs. Piper's?) here. (Do you mean Friday?)
Its yes, (At the same hour.) Yes. (We will friends.) Thanks
be to God for his goodness to me. (Will you tell me who is con
trolling things here?) [No reply.] [The pencil moved off the
paper.] "
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Mrs. S. reported the following experience during the sitting
and it shows that she was not in a deep trance:
" I saw Cecil's name printed in blue and gold letters, the same
colors that were in the cross when I saw it. The name was
printed just as he used to print it.
" I could not become unconscious. I knew everything that
was written. My right temple snapped. When I was released it
seemed as if they left me way up high. My body was numb.
My right hand seemed to be normal at first. I did not see any
words, and did not see the cross as before."
I need hardly comment on this sitting, as the same character'
istics will appear in later instances where the Imperator group
of alleged personalities are supposed. There is here no evidence
of their presence, but rather distinct suspicions of their absence
and of simulation.
[Further experience in the development of mediumship leads me
to alter the statement made in this last paragraph. White there is
not evidence in the record by itself that the Imperator group art
working, the experience that I have had in the development of Mrs.
Chenoweth, indicating at times that a personality may be exercising
an influence when other personalities that are present may not know
it, leads me to reverse the suspicion mentioned here. J . H. H.
August 15th, 1916.)
December 12th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil work.
Little writing at this sitting, and this indistinct as usual with the
pencil. Sitting held at 10,45 a. m.
'* (We are all ready, friends.) cannot get. try to so do not
worry. [Very indistinct.] (I shall not worry.) [Writing illeg
ible and first part resembles inverted mirror writing. Finally it
began to be legible and normal, but the first words are doubtful]
It will only take time. [The next question is not recorded.] It is hard
for us to get here [ ?] controll [ ?] (Write as plainly as possible.)
* * * we are trying. (Go on, friends.) [Scrawls as if trying
to make certain definite letters resembling those of a foreign language
possibly.] ”
Mrs. S. narrates the following as having occurred during the
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sitting. At the point at which Mr. S. said he would not worry
the hand moved up and down and the body shook. The vision
seems to have occurred at the close of the sitting.
“ I saw a madonna and child. The woman was veiled in
white and a circle was around her head. She was draped at each
side of her head with a long cape. The child was in her arms and
the madonna was about as tall and fleshy as myself. Her skin
was grayish white and the woman was following me with the
child in her right arm. Just after I saw her I saw the cross.
The cross was very brilliant and of a whitish color rather than
hlue and yellow as before. In connection with it I saw letters
or characters like the following: o n e
What their mean
ing is I do not know.'
“ Before the writing began everything seemed to be like waves
of light, as if rolling in cloud like forms."
What may have suggested the vision of the madonna and
child is not known, but it is mot necessary to know this to under
stand the natural association which might suggest the cross to
follow and the letters following this which may have been due
to a latent or subliminal connection with the Hebrew characters
said to have been nailed on the cross of Christ. The religious
belief and temperament of Mrs. S. would account for this easily.
December 16th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Pencil tried
at first, and then planchette, owing to failure of pencil to bring
any results.
* (All right friends.) [Lines drawn followed by an undecipher
able word though some of the letters are clear.] Good may come
of all * * * * Good ----- [Scrawls.] (I cannot read it.)
* * (Go on, please.) [No reply.] [Planchette substituted.]
[Immediately a face was drawn with spectacles and a mustache.]
(Who is here?) Yes, South side. (Explain.) Sea rs paen. (I
cannot see into this. Please tell us so that we will know.) no, you
sorely are very anxious, very. (Please let in all the light you can.
That is so.) ha 1 ha! (I see it is a good joke.) no, good of you.
(All right. I would like to [know] more about it.) so you are a
food one to ask questions of us, yet you ask to [too] many, you
should better be satisfied with what you get. were [apparently
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erased.] we are hear [here], but you do not always know us. we
wish we could mak Jrnake] you always understand.
(Go on please. Tell us what you wish to.) I like to have you
retire while with us. (I do not see what this means. Go on, tdl
us.) like to have her retire awhile with us. (What do you wish
to have me do ?) nothing. (Tell me what do you want her to do?)
retire, (What do you mean?) alone. (Alone?) yes. (Do you
want me to go out of the room?) no. (Mrs. S. wants to know
where you want her to go.) go alone. (Do you want her to go
into the trance?) Eleanor. [The letters ' ea ’ in this word or name
are not clear and are perhaps conjectural. The rest are distinct.]
[Mr. S., I think rightly, conjectures that the reference here may be
to the name of Mrs. Piper which is ” Elcanora ” , and this is known
to Mrs. S. The possible meaning of the message is that Mrs. S.
is to go alone to a sitting with Mrs. Piper, while the previous enbroken off was, I think, to include Mr. S. with his wife.
(She is willing and so am I. Go ahead.) Tomorrow come here
and we will try to help you more. (Yes, I will. Who has been
writing?) We have, friend. (You are known at Mrs. Piper’s as
Doctor, Rector, Prudens and Imperator. Will you tell me who is
writing here?) yes, yes, sometime we will take her away and you
will know. (Please tell me who is directing things with her.)
Patience. [Written in large script.]
[“ Mrs. S. thinks that this means that some spirit by that name
is doing it all. I think that it means that I am to have patience.
—Mr. S.]
(All right. Have you anything else?) Yes, much, but
enough for now,"
December
work.

17th, 1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette

" (We are all ready, friends. You may write.) W. M. £■
[initials of Mr. Smead.] (W. M. S. ?) Yes. (Go on.) Get out.
(What do you mean?) no, ye, no, we are not ready. (Well. aB
right. I did not know but that you wanted me to get out of the
room.) no. (All right.) * * [Same word repeated twice, the
second time the letters are quite clear, but word without known
meaning. First time written it appears to be ' urmeanues ’, the
second time, ‘ urmineam
Next page, ‘ urmeanma’ and either
‘ urmenian ’ or *armenian ’.]
(I cannot read it. Go on.) never never * * [evident at*
tempt to repeat the above word that was written so often, but is not
dear. It is either ' mmaneur' or * armaneur ’ with a doubt about the
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last three letters.] never we cannot * • yet. not yet, not yet.
{Is it ‘ not yet'?) yes, yes. {You spoke about her retiring with
you. She is all ready.) we [ ?] she hre her [ ? ] * * * * we
will com [come] for her * * [scrawl.] (All right.) you must
let us try. [not clear.] (question asked with reference to reading
and reply was.) you must let us try. (Question as to reading
repeated.) Let us try. [written in larger letters, but still scrawly.J
(Go on.) * * * * [Pencil changed for planchette,] (Go
on.) no, * * she needs attending to * * * * (Do you
want me to fix her head on the pillow?) not that. (What is the
matter with her?) look and see.” [Evidently something more was
said or done, as the word ‘ no * was written in a very indistinct way.]
Mr. S. says: “ I did look and could see nothing wrong and
she was awakened. After she came to consciousness I found
that one leg was cramped in the chair. 1 did not know it and
could not see what was the matter, and found out only after she
awakened."
The handwriting with the pencil was very fine and showed no
clear resemblance to that with the planchette, though it was dis
tinctly like the normal handwriting of Mrs. S.
December 18th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Sitting was
begun with no special thought of a message. I asked to use the
planchette for the fun of it. Mrs. S. was willing. We did not
have the slightest seriousness and Mrs. S. was specially cheerful
and frivolous. 8.30 p. m.
" (Go on.) [Scrawls. First apparently inverted writing, not
mirror.] no, * * Yes. * * (Mrs. S.: This is all nonsense.)
no, no, one are two. (Mrs. S.: I guess this is George's subliminal.
It has come down-stairs and written that line.) no, no [ ?] two plus
two are four. (Go on, friend.) Yes, we are. when we can your
friends. (Who is writing?) no one you would at this time know.
(Never mind that. Will you write your name?) * * [Not
clear. Might be either * Elmar Chas.* or ‘ Charle hasthough the
symbol after 1C ’ is not a dear ‘ h ’.] Marhall. no. [I thought
it was Elmer Chas. Marhall.] (Please write it again.) Westerly.
(Westerly?) Yes. (What state?) Mass. no. (Did you not
make a mistake in the state?) no, Western Was [ ?] [erased.]
(Please write your name again.) Westerly Marston. (Please
write the whole of your name.) Marston melbum mary. (I
understand that your name is Mary Marston.) Yes. (Where did
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you live when you lived on earth?) do not know. (Will you try
and tell me how many years you have been in the spirit world?)
do not no [know.] (Never mind. Write for me what you wish.)
[Scrawl, supposed by Mr. S. to be an attempt at drawing of a
flower.] mary Marston, Grandpa is coming. (Go on.) here
soon. (Go on.) no, they must tell him, so he may know. (Whom
do you mean?) Elisha Marston. (Elisha Marston?) it is he.
[not clear.) (Write it again.) it is he. (I understand that ail
right. Were you married when on earth?) not that only little.
(Little?) yes, (You were a little child when you were on the
earth, were you?) yes, tell him I must be going, tell him. (I
cannot do that. 1 cannot tell him. It will not do for me to do so.
I cannot and will not do it.) you can and you must. (I cannot
tell him.) you must. (I cannot do it. And I shall not unless you
tell me how I can do it. If you will try to do this I will try to do
as you wish.) Mary, written vertically, your -------- no,
[scrawls.] "
In the evening after a nap Mrs. S. had a vision of some roses.
There were five of them and they appeared in the form of a bunch
of light.
This sitting has some interest. It must be taken, however, in
connection with the second experiment on December 22 nd, which
completes it.
On December 19th at noon Mr. S. got a Boston Herald of that
date and chanced to see in it an obituary notice of the death of a
George H. Marston whom he had known and whom Mrs. S. had
met once for perhaps five minutes. The dispatch to the Herald
was dated December 18th and was sent from Lowell, Mass.,
where this man had lived and died. His home proper was in
Centralville, a part of Lowell, though situated on the opposite
bank of the Merrimac River. It lies northerly, not westerly, from
Lowell.
A full notice of this Mr. Marston’s life and death appears in
the Lowell Morning Citisen of December 19th. He w as an
officer, according to the account in the paper, of the same de
nominational church to which Mr. S. belongs as well as known
slightly to the latter. His father, Elisha Marston, died last Sep
tember two days after his 101st birthday. Mary Marston may
be the name of the little girl of Mr. George H. Marston's
brother. All that Mr. and Mrs. S. know at present is that a little
girl of this brother's is deceased. [Inquiry, however, shows that
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her name was Grace. J. H, H-] Mrs. S. gives the following
statement:—
" All I know of the Marston family is that Mrs. Dr. Marston,
of Center Sandwich, lost a little girl. He is the brother of George
H. Marston. I did not know her name or age. I do not remem
ber calling there but a few times, not over four times while in the
town two years. I knew nothing of their family affairs whatever.
This George H. Marston that died I met at a reception to his
father on his 97 th birthday and only spoke to him in a general
way about the weather and how pleasant it was that his father
enjoyed such good health at his age. The reception was one
where the people passed in and out, speaking a few words to the
old gentleman and wishing him many happy returns of the day,
etc. There were no private talks or chances for it. Neither Mr.
S. nor myself ever had any correspondence with these parties
at alL
“ I do not know anything about Mary Heard except that she
died a few months after Cecil. This I found out from the Man
chester Union, which stated that she died in the hospital some
where near Boston. About her home life I knew nothing, as I
made only two calls at their home, one while she was sick in bed
and the other when she was just recovering and was able to sit
up a little. In neither case did I remain long enough to ask any
thing about private affairs, had I been inclined to do it.”
December 21st, 1902. This record does not represent a regu
lar experiment after the manner of previous instances. Mr. S.
had gone out on some business and came back at about 11 a. m.
to find Mrs. S. in a semi-conscious state at automatic writing.
The pencil was used. It first began with very fine script, but
became heavier in the second line. It is characterized all the
way through, except the last word, by the wavy style of making
the letters, showing great difficulty in the writing. Much of it is
undecipherable, and none of it shows systematic connection of
sentences. No questions are recorded, or indication that ques
tions were even asked. I shall transcribe it as best I can, though
I have to depend upon the reading of Mr. S. in many instances,
as he is usually better at reading it than I am.
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" Hyslop, yes we know * * * * yes we know, we will say
[ ?] * * this is the best time * * which is the best.
[An interesting circumstance is the fact that the words “ which
is the best " were written in clear style without the wavy appearance
and in a form much more decidedly resembling the normal hand
writing of Mrs. S. J. H. H.]
when when when when yes * * * * yes time. * * * *
[very scrawly.] you must not talk so fast . . . .
[scrawls]
fast, yes, [sheet changed.] yes, fast * * * * remember here
after, will you remember hereafter, good we will try again again,
yes. you will sometime again . . . [scrawl.] Hyslop H.
Hyslop." [Mrs. S. became conscious.]
The period was inserted after the capital “ H
The chief
interest in the writing at the close of the sitting is the fact that
the name “ Hyslop ” as first written was in the wavy style, and
the capital “ H " was also very wavy. But the last time the
name was written it was in a perfectly clear style and reproduces
in a somewhat backhand style the normal writing of Mrs. S.
But in all cases except the two indicated the writing was not
only wavy, but is identical in style with what occurs whenever
my father purports to communicate. There is no evidence that
any such real person is communicating, and hence the unity of
the personality is an interesting circumstance and shows the
consistency of secondary personality when it is assumed to ac
count for such phenomena.
December 22nd,
work. 11 a. m.

1902 .

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette

*' (We are all ready. You may go on please.) Robert Hyslop.
(Robert Hyslop? Is it he? Do you hear me?) Hislop Robert,
what. (I said, do you hear me, Robert Hyslop?) that is me, sir.
(Go on. What do you want. Free your mind.) we we [plan
chette moved across the sheet and then back.] we want to hear
you plainer, you [ ?] (I am glad to have you come. Did you
hear that?) yes, yes. (All right now, Mr. Hyslop.) yes, good.
(AH right. Go on, and tell me what you want to.) we must not
let my son think he is to get well, it is impossible, he will be a
little better away from the City, but James can never get well, never
get well i say [the letter ' i ' was dotted after writing the word
* say as if in that way to make it a capital.]
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(Let me fix the little baby, please. 1 can read that all right. I
will be bach in a moment.) Yes, [scrawls.] Go.
(AD right now, Mr. Hyslop. Go on.) What I say is to son
James. (You do not want me to tell James this do you ?) Yes, yes,
James must know. (I got that all right. Tell me anything else
for son James you may wish. I will tell him for you.) Good.
[Marks on the paper show some movement of the pencil in the
planchette. Mr. S. remarks in a note that there was a very marked
illustration of telegraph clicking at this point. Compare pp. 317,
320, 523,]
(AD right. Go on, please.) * * (Go on.) Yes. as [ ?]
(Do you want to write anything more?) * *
(Intermission of about five minutes. Mrs. S. got up and fixed
the baby. We took our places at the end of this time and I said to
Mrs. S. that I was sure they would go on and write more. She said
they are gone and that no more would be written. I took out a
Itn cent silver piece from my pocket and said to her that I would
give it to her if there were not more writing. The following was the
reply of the planchette.]
No that is not the way to do, friend. (I was rebuked and put
the ten cent piece in my pocket and spoke about it. . The planchette
moved over to me so as to hear and wrote.) to .[too] fast. (I have
put it up. I will not do it again. Go on and write what you wish.)
Yes * * (I cannot read that.) no. (All right. I will tell your
son what you wish me to. Go on if you please.) Thanks, good
(fay. (Who is going away now?) Hyslop. (Good day Mr. Hys
lop. Come again any time you want.) Yes i will [Letter * i ’ dotted
ifter writing the word ' will ’. ] "
“ Mrs. S. was fully conscious all through this sitting. She
said that her hand seemed transparent while the writing was
going on and that she could see the writing on the table cloth
before it was written on the paper by the planchette. This was
a new phenomenon.”
I had a short time before given up my position in Columbia
University on account of the danger of renewing the tuberculosis
and many friends who did not know the exact facts thought that
I was in a more serious condition than was the fact. This sitting
is the echo of this impression in Mrs. S.’s mind.
December 22 nd,
work. 8 p. m.

1902,

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
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“ (We are all ready now. Go on please.) Yes, yes. [period in*,
serted.] * * grey. (I do not understand that. Who is 4
please?) Mary H------- d (Is It Mary Heard?) H------- d. [A
long- line was drawn after writing the ‘ H ' and before the ' d1 was
written.] (I am not sure. Please write that last name.) [The
planchette went back to the proper place and inserted the letters
‘ ear' between the original letters ‘ H— ——d making it dearly
read ‘ Heard ’.] yes. To you a merry Christinas. So you are
afraid to take my message. (Do you mean that word is ‘ mes
sage'?) Yes. (What do you mean?) You remember grandpa,
and we want him to believe. (I see. I shall tell Mrs. Marston and
she can tell'Elisha Marston.) for her little one who loves them.
(Go on. I will do it for you.) Yes, he may believe it and be so
much better for him when he comes into life. (All right. Who is
Mary Heard ?) [The planchette moved over and erased the name
‘ Mary Heard' which I had written on the comer of the sheet on
which I was recording the question.] (You said the last time tbit
your name was Mary Marston. Now you call it Mary Heard, and
1 do not understand it at all.)
[I said this to the spirit, but personally I thought that this spirit
was her—Mrs. S.'s subliminal—and playing the Harrison Clarke
game on me.]
no, no Marston M a r y [last name written in larger script.}
(But Mary Heard was written tonight Who is Mary Heard?)
me, no. (Please explain this to me.) needs none. (What?) m
[erased.] needs none. (I do not understand it at all.)
[It seemed all the more to me that it was a game like Harrisot
Clarke’s.1
Mr. Smead, I am Mary Heard of Centre Sandwich, marston’i
little Girl wants them to help Grandpa. You know the rest why wt
came. (What is the word after 'know'?) the rest. (I see i‘
all now, Mrs. Heard. I am glad to have you here tonight. I wfl
write to Mrs. Dr. Marston and tell her what the little girl wishes
Have you anything that you wish to tell me? I shall be glad t<
receive it.) Yes, much, want more had [erased.] time. (All right
Go on please.) [Scrawl,] we were a little Surprised [last won
began a new line.] last time so came to you. [Evidently a qucstioi
was asked here as to reading of the word time, as the planchette
after completing the sentence, went back and crossed the letter ‘ t
in *time ’.]
(I do not understand what you refer to.) George Can»
(George Marston ?) Yes. (All right, go on Mrs. Heard.) Littl
William, my only baby------- Cecil is here, (Mrs. Heard, Williai
is a pretty boy, so bright. I liked him and Cecil did also.) * *
and we go and see him, but he does not know us now. (Go on.) _n
mooooooo [lines drawn.] good night. (Mrs. Heard, tell Cecil
love him as I used to do, and so docs his mama.) no need, h
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knows it. (Have you any other mesasge to write, Mrs. Heard?)
not now. (Good night, Mrs. Heard. God bless you and Cecil in
that other life.) my baby."
Mr. S. adds in a note: “ I think this sitting is one of the best
I ever had through Mrs. S. It is in every "way characteristic of
hits. William Heard, whom I used to know in Center Sandwich,
N. H,”
The interest in this sitting, on any theory whatever, is found
inthe following facts, known to Mr. and Mrs. Smead.
We have seen from the sitting of Dec. 18th and the news
paper accounts that George H. Marston had just died. This Mrs.
Mary Heard was in life the neighbor and intimate friend of Mrs.
Dr. Marston, the wife of this gentleman's brother, and still living.
Elisha Marston was the father of this George H. Marston, and
still living, as indicated in a previous note (p. 538 ). He was
known not to be a believer in a future life. The little girl, here
alleged to be his granddaughter, probably refers to the Mary
Marston, mentioned December 18th. But the " communications “
represent her as interested in telling this grandfather of his
approaching death and the need of believing. But psychologic
ally the most interesting fact is the indirect manner in which the
information is conveyed, and the medium through which it is
conveyed, so close to the death of George H. Marston. It is done
through the deceased friend of his brother's living wife.
December 25th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
wed. 7 p. m. to 8.30 p. m.
" (All right. You may go on. We are all ready.) Be sure
utd do as you are told. (What do you mean ?) To tell our earth
friends. (That is not clear to me. Tell me what you mean.)
iylvester. (Sylvester?) Yes. (What have you got to do about
tiling oar earth friends?) G George. (What do you want me
a tell?) H. marston. (Is George H. Marston here?) No, sent a
nessage. (Does George H. Marston wish to send me a message?)
k wishes it.
(I understand. Who is writing, please?) Your
friend, Brother Sylvester. (All right Sylvester. I am glad you are
itre tonight. I gave the message that you gave me for father.
Have you anything else to say ?) Strange it is so hard for him to
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believe, Billy, hes [ ' s ’ erased] knows I am all right, will con
tinue his doubting, why does he do it, Billy.
[The planchette moved over to me to hear what I would say
in reply.] (I can only say, Sylvester, that he will reason in a drdc
and if he is convinced once you will have to do it all over again.
You know how it is with him. Co on, tell me all that you want)
Merry Christmas papa and mama, George. (I wish you many
merry Christmases, Cecil.) Many papa, you tell little Braver for
me. (I will, dear. Go on, Ctevie.) Tell him we liked his tree and
best of all that we saw him good to baby sister. (Go on) Tell him
Cecil knows he was thinking about him. I love dear good little
Braver. (Are you happy where you are?) why papa do you ask
me. (Don’t you sometimes feel bad, Cecil?) No, papa I as ['as'
----- j i
.......^ " * ye. we do not have things like
(Don't you know that we fed
,
.
,
, t you must love me lots, so you
won’t have to papa. (I feel sorry Cecil because I cannot see you
or hear you speak to me.) 1 sometimes do and you answer me
papa.” Sitting broke off here. Baby sick and vomiting.
December
used.

27 th, 1902.

Present Mr. and Mrs, S. Planchette

“ [Scrawls.] (I guess Clarke is back again.) no [or 'me’,]
(Please write the way we usually do.) Yes, better not say too
much. [Interruption.] [scrawl.] er rest, let us talk, [resembles
Malic’] (What is the word after ‘ us’ ?) talk. (All right)
* * this is * * (You are welcome.) Illlbbcceeccccc. (I can
not make it out.) ererest. ['t* crossed.] (Free your mind. Gt
on.) we cannot here [hear] you so. [I spoke very slowly.] (Gc
on. Free your mind.) better let it go now. (Shall we stop this?)
It is better so. (Who is writing?) Good night Sylvester. (Wher
shall we sit again?) Second day of the coming week. (Shall i
be in the morning or evening?) light, (Light?) yes. (Do yot
mean daylight?) as you call it.”
December 29 th, 1902. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchctt«
work. 11 a. m. The sitting was held in accordance with ai
appointment of Sylvester, who refused to allow a sitting on Sat
urday evening last and suggested this Monday morning. Tht
sitting was begun with prayer.
One interesting coincidence in connection with the sitting
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i most cases recently is the fact that the baby is quiet during
«hour of the experiment.
“ (All right. You may do what you please with the light. She
willing.) [Scrawls.] yes, yes. (Go on, friend.) Sylvester,
rhank you.) you are welcome. (Go on, Sylvester.) Yes, I am
ad to met [meet] you here again, Brother and know you relize
ealize]------- [pause.]
[We both noticed the spelling of this word ' realize ’ and laughed
out it. Sylvester evidently noticed that we were doing something
idat once wrote after a brief pause.]
What is the trouble? [Interrogation point inserted,] (There is
>trouble Sylvester. I was pleased with the way that you spelled
at word. That is all.) realise, realize. (All right, go on.) that
t are able to come to you. (I understand. Go on and tell all that
mean.) Yes. (Shall I ask questions?) No, not yet.
[At this point I spoke of the fact that the baby was so good
hen she had been so fretful before and needed so much attention.]
(All right, go on.) you need not be surprised, we know how
tter than you do, brother. (All right.) How to take, ['take'
decipherable but for its occurrence in the next sentence.] (All
^it.) How to take care of the little ones best.
[Mr. S. spoke of the fact that the baby was always quiet when
e sitting was held. The form of the statement is not preserved,
d hence the answer is not wholly intelligible.]
So do I. [Mrs. S. noticing the way the capital * I ' was made
d:—] (That is a G clef.) Yes. [Then the planchette moved up
the proper place and made a capital ‘ I ’ just after the one renbling G clef.] (Go on. All right.) [A musical staff with the
f was then made and the word ‘ one ’ written under it.]
(All right. Go on.) no, They are not at present. They are
[too] soon.
[We did not say anything to suggest this and were both much
rprised to read it and did not understand it.]
(I do not understand. Please explain.) next year. (I do not
What do you mean?) Have them there. [After writing the
t word, ‘ there \ the planchette moved up and crossed the ' t ' in
iem' and then down again and crossed the ' t* in ‘ there'.] (I
not understand.) Yes, down there. (What do you mean by
nwn there'?) more light, you no [know]. (Listen to me. I
mot understand this at all, Sylvester.) Good. (Please explain.)
od one. you know so well and say you do not. (I do not know
at you mean.) Yes, where there is more light uou [you] know,
to you mean at Mrs. Piper's ?) where there is more light, next
it.
_
(Sylvester, listen to me. Do you mean at Mrs. Piper's at Arr
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lington, Mass., where Imperator, Rector, Doctor and Prudens and
Dr. Hyslop and Dr. Hodgson have?) Yes, that is the place.
(All right. I do not yet quite see what you mean.) Read what
I have said. (I have; still do not quite understand what you mean.)
none meetings there at present, do you understand * *
it' ?]
now? [interrogation point inserted.]
(What do you intend to do there for me next year?) I cannot.
I am here, (Are you kept with us?) with other Friends. (What
friends are these?) wait and see.
(Sylvester, I have just received a letter from father. Shall I
read it to you?) we know its contents allready [already], no need,
was there when he composed its contents. (All right. Go on.)
Yes, you do not know him as well over on your side as we do he«,
he is a good m a n B i 11 y. (I have nothing against him, Sylvester.)
no, I know that, [first ‘ t ' crossed.]
(Sylvester, I sent the last message that you gave me for father.
Will you please send some word to father again.)
[There was a pause and for some time the planchette was oc
cupied in drawing two oval shaped figures like spectacle glasses, and
then wrote:—]
My bottles he did not save as I left them and many at first ;
could have gone to use untill I got my bearings better over he«
you get it do you ?
(I did not get the word after ‘ to'.) use until. [' t ’ crossed.
(I got that all right. But I do not see why you wanted to go to you
bottles after you died.) better wait until another time for that.
TW "
“ *............. t I went out of the room and looke
moment. During my absence th
word * well ’ and the ' I ' of Ida were written and on my return th
rest of the following.]
Well Ida you see we are about you. You remember our waO
and Ham and Bacon. (Mrs. S. remembers it well, Sylvester
(Mrs. S .: I presume that you have met her over there?) [* Ho
referred to a Miss Rose Candlin, cf. pp. 482 -485 .] Yes. and pot
Billy [Mr. S ] you remember him do you not? (Yes she do<
She is laughing Vet.) [‘ Vet ’ was a name for Sylvester while lr
ing,] how about Billy?
(I am delighted to have you come, Sylvester, to Ida and wri
through her. It is all right with me Vet. I am all right.) "
In regard to the incidents of this sitting Mr. S. records tl
following facts:—
“ My brother Sylvester before his death by accident (p. 9
had a lot of bottles of which he thought much. He had jo
finished the collection of them for experimental purposes a lit
while before his tragic death. These bottles with other chenm
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ippaiatus were taken in charge by his father. What he did with
themI do not now know. Mrs. S. knew that he had a collection
ofbottles, but that is all."
The incident about 11 Ham and Bacon ” was this. One
evening Sylvester came in time to accompany some young friends
iome from a meeting. Some one asked him if he had read
iacoiis Essays, and his reply was that he did not like bacon but
hat he preferred ham. This occurred at a time when there was
i little rivalry between him and his brother, Mr. S., about Mrs.
i. before their marriage. This accounts for the question about
'poor Billy" (cf. p. 304 ). Miss Rose Candlin was a friend of
Sylvester's. All the facts of course were known to Mrs. S.
Mrs. S. reported after the sitting that her hand seemed to be
J1light while the writing was going on. It seemed as if a light
res inside her hand and that it shone in all directions.
January 9 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
rork. 11 a. m. I arranged the room so as to shut out all the
ght that prevented my reading the writing and also shut the
oor leading into the kitchen, thinking that it might be well to
ive the room in which we were sitting as private as possible.
Ire. S. referred to this as a whim of mine and as nothing else.
"(All ready friends.) No., (What did I say that demanded
it answer 1 No ’ ?) Yes, we will when the mind is at rest. (Do
» mean what I said about its being a whim?) no we are not
Hong to you Brother. (I got that all right. What do you mean
fit?) You cannot yet, very e [erased.] you may know and be
Heto understand, but [* t ’ crossed.] at present be willing to wait,
w must let us work for you. see it takes time or perhaps it
ould be [erased.] be better to say that patience in our work is
os needed brother; read it for me please.
(I have read it all right. Go on.)
very good. Do you understand what I said? [interrogation point
tmed.] (I understand it as you have written it. Is there anying else that I ought to understand ?)
1- patience.
2. quiet.
1- rest for the Soul.
4. of the mind.
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5 . faith in Cod’s power to do what no mortal man can do.
6. faith in us.
7 . Pray that God’s will may be done always, enough for now.
we will come again the second day of the coming week, good bye
until then.
(Shall we rest awhile?) [I thought that if we waited about
five minutes or so the writing would go on as before,]
until [' i ’ dotted.] the second day of the coming week. (Please
tell me who has been writing.) do as you are told. (Please teil
me who you are.) [No reply.] "

Ji*.... . G o f H '
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Planchette

" (All right. Go on.) [Sheet filled with Martian symbols.]
(Let me know what you wrote.) Sinead Boys. Yes, You cannot
aped unless you do as you are told. (Tell me what this means.)
not Expect much unless you mind mind. [‘ i * dotted in second in
stance of ‘ mind
(Whom am I to mind?) us [?] (Who are

ou. Tell me whom I am to mind.) no. (Why ought I not to
now?) You were told no, (Tell me some reason why.) Billy
i ’ dotted.] we want you to stop now. I told you when [referring
»time I was to have the next sitting.] (Why shall I stop?) Have
w no common sense. (What harm does this do?) You should

-■ n n.-ii
» ^
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rest [*t' crossed.] as I tod [told] [‘ t ‘ crossed.] you. (Should Ida
rest?) Both [' t ’ crossed.] (Have you anything that you wish to
write?) no, Sylvester [‘ t ’ crossed.) ”
January
used.

14th, 1903.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Plancbette

“ (We are all ready. Co on.) * *
wcsscr ’ ?] werea [?]
' Jester, narallstone [" t ' crossed.] (I cannot make anything out ol
it Be more careful.) mellumn soma anetto [‘ t’s * crossed. ’ »
in ' Soma ’ might be *a * or * u '.] we are here, werer [we an!
here Sheeldon. Sheldon essssssssC Sheldon, Coi Close to to Jd«
[or * I c told *] Chom. [last word quite clear.]
(Please write your full names.) Ruth [' t ’ crossed.] Shelda
(Wait till she can fix the baby. Tell me all you can. All ngh
now.) Yes, we know it bit [but] we think it better in the light
[At this point the planchette began at the end of the last writta
line consisting of the last three words and crossed the ‘ t's * and dotte
the * i’s proceeding to the left, in each word, and then moved 4
to the line above consisting of the four previous words and crosst
the * t's ’ and dotted the *i's * proceeding to the right, then mow
up to the first line and crossed the ‘ t ’ and dotted the *i ' in ti
word ‘ withand moved down to the middle of the sheet to begi
new “ communications ", but as recalling something forgotten, mow
back to the first line and crossed the ‘ t 'and dotted the ‘ i ’ in S
word ‘ b u t a n d returned to begin writing. The letters were i
crossed or dotted with a strange accuracy.]
(Never mind that. Do the best you.can.) Let us do it a
way, please. (The sitting that you appointed was no good. Hfl
do you account for that?) too tired on your side. ( 1 should thi
that there was some hitch in this business. When is it to be straigt
ened out?) the light is t----- The light is to [too] tired tot
[use], it should have a change. (It seems to me that there is J
ways an excuse.) * * (I cannot see that anything ails the ligl
or this light.) [Meaning the lamp.] Have it your way and
Satisfied [new line begun.] Billy. (I want some spirit to pro
his or her identity.) we will try. (All right Go on, if it is si
to do so.) Sister * * [resembles ' Mer C west is *.] Margi
is here. (Margaret who?) hogg. (Hogg?) Yes. [or 'it is
(Go on.) is here. Tell her that little [new line begun.) sisl
Robbie flowers— tell her that brother is over here all right, that1
will so love her, that we have watched her— yes pooor [ ixk
(Whom do you want this message to reach?) little sister Mat]
Marget ret [' t ' crossed.] * * g ------- She-------- [scrawl
(Write the name, please.) * * [undec. apparently ‘ Little
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e S 5 S S * * (We did not get it.) James hcgg. Yes
>rge, many thanks, aand [and] good night Billy. (Who is James
?g?) hogg was hide * * Mar (Where did he live?) Hide
it Park. [The planchette after writing ' Park’ went back and
He the letter ‘ y ’ over the 'i* in 'Hide' making it 'H yde’.J
ill you tell me how I shall find this out ?) It does not need it
e words not clear.] write Ellen. She’ll know. (When shall we
igain?) Suit her, yes, (Anything else?) no."
I happened to be at the home of Mr. Smead when I first saw
original automatic writing and record- in this sitting and
in I saw the name “ Chom " I asked him if he knew what it
int. He replied that he did not, but that he had so read it at
time. He asked me if I understood it and I replied that I
light I did. I then asked him if either he or Mrs. Smead had
r read the “ Spirit Teachings” of Stainton Moses, or any of
writings, or any of the records in the Proceedings of the
iety for Psychical Research, and he replied that they had
tr seen them in any form or shape. I then remarked that I
tght he or Mrs. Smead, or both, had seen the allusion to that
ie in Mrs. Barker’s letter criticising my Report of the Piper
■, in the Journal for Psychical Research (Vol, X, p, 175), to
ch I had replied' in the April number of the same year (p.
Mr. Smead replied that he had never seen either Mrs.
Iter's letter or my reply. He had moved to his present place
re those numbers were sent to him and they were never
'arded to his present postoffice address. I remembered then
he had told me soon after his removal, when I mentioned
letters, that he must send for them to be forwarded. But he
he never did so, and had never seen the letters. Mrs, Barker
er letter alluded to excuses that the Imperator group gave
tot succeeding in certain experiments and quoted from StainMoses the phrase " abortive attempt on the part of Chom to
e a light ” . I had of course supposed that Mrs. Smead had
this sentence and name and that its reproduction here was
to subliminal memory, but the evidence is not in favor of this
in of the name.
inuary 15th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S,
c Anniversary of Mr. Smead’s birthday.

Planchette
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“ (All ready,) Line drawn toward Mr. S. as if to greet him
(Good morning Sylvester. I am glad you are here.) Good ['G
printed in capital.] morning [' i ’ dotted.] my friend [‘ i * dotted.j
(Is Sylvester writing?) orin orin Robbin. (Write it again.) * 1
Brother we will need a patient watcher. (What do you mean?;
you must not expect to have it always your (way) you need it our
sometime. (All right. Do what you wish.) Even yours truh
Billy. (Go on Sylvester. Let her head rest on her arm.) y«
may please (Planchette wrote ‘ pea ’ and then moved upward ore
the letter ‘ e* and wrote * 1’ and then finished the word.} hin
[possibly ' hem 1 or *herJ with ‘ n * after it.] You may please nx
You must ot [not] [‘ t ' crossed.] [Curved lme after't* in ‘ must
may be intended for ‘ n *.] forget to do it what is right. (What d
you mean?) we told you. (Tell me about the old farm, sane
thing we only knew.) letters to hattie [Hattie] yes you know He
don’t you Brother. (Yes, but I did not write her any letters.
Yes you did, Billy. [Mr. S. adds note: ‘ I doubt this *.] (No, te
me about it.) She did not and we dd [did] and well [will ?] nc
will [well ?) You are * * well. [Mrs. S. suffering from sever
headache.]
(Go on.) no. we were so many times out to see her. we use
to come home from there and she used to sing you into [she
changed.] into loving her. how is that Billy? (Please write tte
last again.) you into loving her.”
January 16th, 1903. Present Rev. G. M. C-, Mr. and Mrs.!
Planchette used. Morning sitting.

"Mother comes * * no when. [After writing ‘ no’ tl
planchette moved up to the top of the sheet and wrote this wo
* when ’ above the first message, and then returned to the bottom >
the sheet and wrote ‘ we ’.]
(Please try and write it again.) Yes, we come [*we’ n
clear.] * * mother comes * * mo t h e r mother com
(What word after ‘ mother '?) mother comes, mother goes, we [
shuld [?] [should] we like, no. (Go on.) George, son [ ?] w
. . . [scrawl.] why don’t you preach, it is best for you Gwrj
(Shall I read it?) mother says no, let George, we are glad to s
him. he knows we live hear near him, no. (Write it again for u!
Live near him, yes. (Mr. C .: Go on. Who is writing?) S;
vester [very scrawly,] For m o t h e r my son for [?] motl
[?] yes. (Mr. C.: Who «
L
* -------- '
your Friend’s, ds
some one sick, a lady, yes, we do not get her name, the roo
have left her there alone and her bed is to the south asían [sh<
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Jiged,] island [interpreted ' lamp'] near the left [Planchette
red to left to begin a new line and then returned and wrote * is '
■ve ' left ’.] grec [grey] hair and table. She is very sick, she
ter [or 'the letter'] a yellow one * * Sorry tha [that or
ir] leave her so on [?] (Must you leave Mrs. S. now?) Yes.
ime this afternoon.) will try, yes.”
Mr, C.'s name is George. The advice to preach, he says,
old be what his mother would say to him, she being deceased,
told me personally that he had ceased preaching because of
iculties with his throat, but that he had been seriously thinkof returning to it, and that he had not told any one of these
Qghts, least of all Mr. and Mrs. S. He does not live in the
« place, Mrs. S. had only met him a short time before, as he
i in the town on church business connected with a conference.
January 16th, 1903. Present Rev. G. M. C., Mr. and Mrs. S,
nchette used. Afternoon sitting.
'{All right. We are here.) Welcome Friends. Be sure to to
it. your Duty is to preach, you should not Live [new line
m.] this way. there do u [you] understand that, vou you must
your friend—yes—no, no, from mother to your friend. (Mr.
What should I do?) always she likes you to, why she says,
ich, (Mr. C.: Why should I preach tonight when 1 have a sore
at and have preached six times this week so far.) not tonight,
says to always and stay at home. (What is meant by staying at
e?) not live all around, we like you to preach to one people,
church, don't you understand now, you understand, yes. (Mr,
Yes, I understand, I wish you would tell me where to preach,
ra’t know.) Lawrence. (Why Lawrence? Why not some
r place?) go back. (The same place?) better so. (Tell me
t to do. I don’t know.) go preach. (Would it not be better
meto go to W----------or K-----------?) no, go where we think
we can help you much [words *you much ’ erased.] you best
, [scrawl.] the work we want you to. Billy, be patient,
.as a little nervous. Mr. S-] finish the work. [Apparently not
at the time.] Finish the work, yes, yes * * * * good by.
tesoon soon again, yes, yes. * * she will.”
rhe reference to preaching explains itself after the allusion in
previous sitting already explained. It seems that Mr. C. had
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P ro ceed in gs o f A m erican S o ciety fo r P sych ic at R esea rch .

t

had a p asto rate in L a w r e n c e and g a v e it up fo r the re a so n men
tioned.

H e w a s now tra v e llin g abo u t on o th er c h u rc h business,

bu t thought seriou sly o f retu rn in g to a p a sto r's d u ties.
M rs. S . did not k n o w this.

M r. and

I t is not sp ecifically m ention ed, btd

the m an ner o f re fe rrin g to p reach in g is con sistent w ith this state
o f m ind, though w e h a ve seen in p revio u s " co m m u n icatio n s " tc
M r. S . h im se lf th a t he w a s counselled to continue p re a c h in g ant
both he and M rs. S . knew that M r. C . w a s a m inister, s o th at the
coincidence m igh t be a casual one. T h e m anner o f conductini
the "c o m m u n ic a tio n s ” , h o w ever, h as a m ost in te re stin g psycho
logical character.

Ja n u a r y 17 t h , 19 0 3. P rese n t M r. C -------, M rs, S . a n d J . H
H y slo p , M r. S . b e in g out o f the room m uch o f the tim e . Plan
chette w o rk . I I a. m.
I had go n e to p ay the Sm e a d s a v isit and called t h e nigh
before. A n appointm ent w a s m ade fo r the next d a y a t th e hou
named.
I en g ag ed in a fe w w o rd s of con versation w ith M r . C ------- a
auto m atic w r itin g , w ith w h ich he w a s not at all fa m ilia r , an
talked abo u t the conditions under w h ich it g e n e ra lly o c c u r s an
of com m unications p urpo rting to be such.
“ yes, * * yes, no [ ?]
( Y e s , word a fte r * y e s ’ . )
*
(W h a t is the w o rd ?)
* * y yes. (P le a se w rite th a t wor
again.)
* *
( I s that your nam e?) no. ( I can’ t read it
[P au se,]
( W h o is writing th is?) me Sylvester.
( S y lv e s t e r !
yes.
( A ll right Sylvester. G o on.) where [probably attem p t 1
say ‘ we are here ’.] wait, get the rest, [not clear.]
(P le a s e to wri:
that word again.) get the rest, rest ( A ll right.)
[I thought that this meant that M r. S . should be c a lle d in ar
asked him to come.)
yes, get the rest head. ( A ll right. W ait a m om ent.)
[ I he
saw that the statement was probably meant for a head re s t, as w;
usual in m y sittings in the past. I indicated this and p illo w s w e
brought and placed under the head. W ritin g then p ro cee d e d .]
* *
( A ll right, Sylve ste r.)
[L o n g pause.] come b r o th e r [
we are glad to yes see you * *
B illy.
[T h e w ritin g h e re w.
very w a v y and indistinct and showed difficulty in being effected
no, get him ( M r . S . : I am here.) it is hard alone for h e r.
othe
( M r , S , : A ll right. L e t me help him. L e t her be as quiet a s f>o
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bk.) come. [M r . S . then removed the necktie o f M rs. S .( thinking
tat it might be too tight.]
Yes, his trouble is like mine. (W h o said th at?) his father.
Yes, father let me be sure that this is you. Y o u remember what
ju are to sa y .)
B I ------- ( W a it a moment. T r y again.)
* *
What are you trying to do, fath e r?)
tell him Beter not * *
&n't read it. T ell me w hat you are trying to do without doing it.
on'l w rite it, but tell me in general what you are tryin g to do.)
* [has some resemblance to * quite ’ or ’ b u tte r'«]
( I s that
ord 'b itt e r * .)
no, * * w hat is the trouble B illy. ( M r . S . :
do not know that there is any trouble, Sylvester.) you do not get
bat is sa said to you [ ? ] I do not hear you.
(W h a t is father
ying to do, S y lv e ste r?) tell you something (y e s) private.
( A ll
ffht.) she cannot make it d e a r now. I will help more next time.
Vfl right.)
F ir s [first] T im e week, not now. this new w a y is
it so easy fo r me. Good by till M onday, will try to do better for

■ liP.

There is n o th in g o f im portance in this record. I had hoped to
! able to g e t the pass sentence w h ich m y fath er g a v e in the
iper case. M r. and M rs. S . k n ew th at I had such a p ass w o rd ,
here are so m e evident allusions to it in the reference to " som e¡mg p riv a te ” .

T h e p ass sentence is in a la n g u a g e w h ich M rs.

does not k n o w and sh e does not k n o w w h a t lan gu a ge th is is.
have a lw a y s been careful to conceal this. I f I could decipher
early one w o rd I m igh t sa y th a t its sound resem bles the first
ord of th a t sentence, b u t it is too dubious for a n y con jectu res.
There a re certain d ram atic fe a tu re s of the sittin g th at h ave a
ychological interest. T h e y are e x a c tly w h a t w e should e xp ect
an attem pt to g e t a m essage from a com m unicator to b e delived th rough a control. T h e reader can see th is fo r him self,
be represented difficulties are e x a c tly w h a t I should exp ect on
e spiritistic th eo ry, bu t the evidence is en tirely absent to sug~
st that w e are d ealin g w ith th a t so rt o f phenom enon.
A most in te re stin g circu m stan ce is th e w a v y ap pearan ce o f
t autom atic w r itin g at first, a s it has a lw a y s appeared w hen

e representation o f m y fath e r’s presence is made.

T h is feature

appeared, h o w ev er, befo re the close of the sitting.
When I a sk ed w h eth er a certain w o rd w a s .1 b i t t e r ' I had in
nd the incident which occurred at an earlier sitting (p. 4 9 5 )
id supposed th a t th is w a s a sublim in al m em ory o f th at occasion,
be statem ent that " h is trouble is like m ine ” , ap p are n tly re -

/
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ferrin g to m y p ulm on ary difficulty and th roat trouble, is qaiuj
pertinent.

M rs, S ., o f cou rse, w a s p e rfe ctly a w a re o f m y tuber

culosis and p o ssib ly knew th at I had g iv e n up m y w o rk at Co
lum bia becau se o f th ro at trouble w h ich threatened th e return of
the p rim a ry affection.

I had explained to M r. S . in an earlier

letter w h y I h ad to leave and indicated th a t the indications of
m y condition from the m ere fact o f resignation w e re not what
m o st people w o u ld conjecture.

Ja n u a r y I7th , 19 0 3. P resen t M r. and M rs. S .
Planchette
used. 3 p .m . [ I had left the place on the 3 p. m. tra in . J . H .H .j
“ (G o on, please.' Let us have no trance.)
H Y S L O P R.
[T h is name w as written in capitals as in the Piper case usually,
except that they appeared vertically on the sheet one at a tim e I d
the Piper case they are written horizontally.]
(W h a t is th at?) R , ( I s Robert H yslop h ere?) yes. (Who
is w riting for h im ?)
Bro. S . yes. (B ro . S y lv e ste r?)
yes. (All
right. D o not put her into the trance. L et him give y o u whatever
he pleases.) a s you L ik e it. [A fte r writing last tw o words the
planchette moved the pencil around below the word * i t * dotted the
' i *, crossed the * t ’ and then went back and dotted the * i * in 1 like ’.
( A ll right, Sylvester.)
[Unintelligible figures and lines drawn,
though a few w ords and letters are clear. T h e letters ‘ A D ' are
clear, but they w ere written in the reverse order, * D * having been
written first and ‘ A * afterw ard .]
( I see what you are doing.) yes. (W h a t is it?)
* * * *
( T e ll me what it m eans.) * * Sm ead.
( I want to know what
this means.)
BuHer [not clear.]
B uller * *
[undec. * S I 1 1 H'
or ‘ S w e e *] no. (G o on, please.)
B itter w [ ?] ( G o on.) S w
-------------- a a a [scraw l.]
(G o on.)
B itter S w e [w o rd ending m
scrawls.] B i t t e r
(W h o is B u lle r?)
Sw eet Bitter.
(Go at.)
* *
[Letters ' B ’ . ' s ' . ' y ’ and * B ’ clear.]
(W h a t is meant by 'B u ll e r * ? W e are alone now Sylvester.
T ell me.)
[A llu d in g to a visitor that had come and gone.] BiHy
this [ ‘ t * crossed and ' i ’ dotted.] is all out o f tune [ ‘ t ‘ crossed, h
w as a fter w riting 1 tune * and crossing the * t * in it that the pUnchette went back and crossed the ‘ t ’ and dotted the ' i * in ‘ this.]
(T u n e ? ) yes. (W h a t do you m ean?)
L e t H yslop R . H. (R
H . ?) Y e s . (W h a t do you mean by it being out o f tune?) This
w a y o f talking, it need [needs] rearanging. ( I do not under
stand.) ging.
(R e arra n g in g ?) yes.
(G o on. T e ll me more
about it.)
It will take to too long, needs resting. (W h o does )
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Ida. (Did you not plan fo r a sitting next M o n d a y?)
Cannot
must wait until I rearange the tone [ ‘ t ' crossed.]
(W h a t is that
lui word?) Tone. (W h a t do you m ean?)
so hard to h e a ry o u .
(Did you say that you must arrange the tone ?) Y e s , T H A T I S
IT. (Is there anything the matter with Id a ? )
I cannot ju st tell,
but we cannot hear you over here ve ry well, it m ust be retuned.
(What must be tu ned?)
Sh e must stop for now.
(W h en can we
sit again?) I will let her know,
(A n yth in g m ore?)
Belle [? ]
Hemy Hyslop.”
There is n o th in g significant in this sitting.

T h e w o rd s " B it

ter Sweet ” are a repetition o f p revio u s " com m unications ’’
already explained, as apparently attempts either to give a pass
word as p revio u sly explained o r to inven t a m essage m re p ly to
one sent through the same " communicator ” before. ( C f . p. 5 5 5 .)
It is noticeable, h o w ev er, th a t there is no w a v y w r itin g su c h a s
lus so generally characterized the “ communications " o f the per
sonality p u rp o rtin g to be m y father.

January 26th , 1903.
P resen t M r. and M rs, S.
work. S ittin g begu n w ith p rayer.

P lan ch ette

" ( A U ready now. M rs. S . said : ‘ It is hard to w r it e ’.)
* *
* * Y es, yes, yes yes,
(G o on.) Y e t it is not sufficent [suffiwnri [Planchette here moved the pencil back under the word
1 sufficient ' and then through it to dot the * i down through it again
uni under the rest o f the line, beginning with ‘ is and then up to
the word ‘ it * in the line above and dotted the ‘ i
(W hat do you m ean?) yet it is not sufficient. [ I repeated the
message and then asked, ‘ Is that it *? T h e answer w as :] yes.
[A fter w ritin g the word ' sufficient ’ the planchette went back
« the same manner as before, dotted the ‘ i ’ in it, and then dotted
the 1 i’s ' and crossed the ‘ t’s ' in ‘ it
‘ is * and ‘ not ’, and then
wrote the w o rd yes in answer to the question asked about the
trading,]
(What do you mean ?) you do not know. (Please explain.)
I
ame the other [Planchette then crossed the ‘ t’s r in ‘ t h e ’ and
other’.]
d ay B illy [ ‘ i ’ dotted.] and you did not let me tell him.
[‘ t'c r o s s e d and then ‘ i ’ dotted,] I came to help him and not to
tart him, y et it is not sufficient. I thought he would like to know
itout [letter ‘ b 1 first made and the planchette moved back and made
V before it and then went on to w rite from the letter ‘ o ’ in the
right place.] them, so that he would not make that mistake another
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time. ( I do not understand what you refer to, Sylvester.) Yes,
yes. H e does ta [erased.] take so long a time to understand me.
(W h o m do you mean ?)
Father. [ ' t ’ crossed.]
(F a th e r wants
you to explain it to him, Sylvester.)
I think [ ‘ i ’ dotted and then
* t ' crossed.]
I have B illy.
(C a n you hear m e ?) yes, better [‘ t V
crossed.] than before [planchette crosses ‘ t * in ‘ th a n ’.] the rest
[planchette crosses ‘ t ’ in ‘ r e s t ' and then ' t ' in 1 t h e '.]
[T h e allusion to ‘ rest ’ had reference to what w as said about
M rs. S . in a previous sitting (p. 5 5 0 ) regarding the need o f rest.]
(M r. S . then told Sylvester what his father said in explaining
the incident regarding what he said about m oving the bottles. The
answ er w a s :]
not that w ay mna------- (please go on with the explanation of that
matter.*)
[ A t this point an interruption o f the sitting b y callers took
place and it w as fifteen minutes before it w as resumed.]
(P lease go on now .)
[F ig u re draw n whose m eaning is not in
telligible? It has no shape to even suggest a possible meaning.]
(W h a t is th at?)
like it. (L ik e w h a t?) that picture. ( Whai
picture,
that.
(T h a t picture is like what, S y lv e ste r ?)
that
is not me sir.
( W h o is w ritin g ?)
[no reply.]
( G o on. Do
what you please.) me.
[Then scraw ls representing short ver
tical lines close together and a fte r them large circular and curved
scraw ls.]
(G o on, friend, paper is cheap.)
Friend, Y o u said
[planchette first wrote ‘ sa ’ with the ‘ a ' like ‘ u * or ' o ' and then
corrected it by writing a plainer * a ' o ver it and then finished the
word.] well when you called me Friend.
(W rite w hat y o u please.)
A S t s t A (T e ll me who you are .} A S t. T [ ?] [o r S ]
(Write
your name please,)
T T S A [written vertically, then in response
to questions as to what these letters w e r e :] no, T yes.
( A ll right.
W rite your nam e.)
L [ ? ] luther [w ritin g not so distinct or regu
lar.]
(C a n you do it?) * * *
*
( I cannot read it.) L U 
TH ER .
( Y o u are welcome. W e got that alt righ t.) good."
[W ritin g stopped and sitting closed.]
T h e w ritin g in th is sittin g w a s rem ark ab ly c le a r a n d regular
until the personality o f " L u t h e r ” appeared, w h en it w a s not
e x a c tly o f the sam e definiteness and reg u larity. B u t previously
the letters w ere w ritten ap paren tly w ith o u t d ifficu lty and the
c u rv e s both in the letters and in the m ovem ent o f th e pencil in
the planchette o v e r the paper w e re v e r y gracefu l. T h e possible
m e an in g o f the letters “ A S
sittin g.

T ” , etc., w ill ap pear in the next

F o r the significance of the nam e L u th e r com pare pp-

499, 5 1 7 , where it occurred previous to this sitting.
M rs. S . said a fte r the sittin g th at w h en th a t w o rd , apparently
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referring to th e nam e L u th e r, w a s finally m ade plain so m eth in g
snapped in h er head.

Ja n u a r y 2 7th , 19 0 3.
work.

P resen t M r. and M rs. S .

P lan ch ette

T h e fo llo w in g note exp lain s itself in this connection.

[R e m e m b e rin g th a t there h ad been som e coincidences in th e
Piper case connected w ith p ra y e rs directed to Im p erato r I w rote
a letter to M r. S . a sk in g him to p ra y fo r the interposition of
Im p erator w ith o u t a n y k n o w led ge o f his a c t on the part o f M rs.
S. J . H . H . ]
M r. S . s a y s : " I p rayed as requested b y D r, H . a s per letter
of Ja n . 2 6 th , n ever seen b y M rs. S . and also h a v in g no k no w led ge
of m y p ra y e r sin ce I w e n t a w a y alone. Sh e h as no t seen this s it
ting, I read to her w h a t S y lv e s te r said to h is father, bu t no
m ore o f it. I h ad her tell m e all th a t sh e s a w o r th o u gh t a t th e
close o f th is sittin g and it is annexed to th is record.”
** ( A ll ready. G o on.)
Luther.
( Y o u are welcome. G o on.)
yes, w h ere? ( I mean for you to keep on talking.)
S t Augustine,
[not d e a r, the ' A * is made like the small letter * b \ but the re 
mainder is fairly legible, but seems not to have been read at the
time.]
( I cannot understand that.) A U G U S T I N E [the capi
tal ‘ I * dotted.]
(S e e it make that ‘ E ’. ) yes.
(A u stin e ?) no.
[S e v e r a l questions w ere asked as to w hat the various letters
were and the answ ers w ere ' yes * and * n o ' until understood. Then
finally w a s written, as i f asking w hat had been w ritte n :]
no, w hat is it, see. [T h e planchette then moved back to the
top o f the sheet and inserted in the right place and in capitals the
letters " G U " making the name " A U G U S T I N E ” . T h e let
ters w e re printed as in the P ip er case.)
( I do not get it. G o on.) T e ll me what I said.
( I said, you
said A u stin e .) no, next time. ^Y o u said, ‘ w hat is it, see
W hat
I w an t to know is i f A ustine is righ t?) no. (W ill you please
write it again ?)
[A lm o s t as soon as 1 had asked this I w as moved to look again
at the letters and then I saw what M rs. S . did not see, although it
was rig h t before her, that the word was really A U G U S T I N E . I
then sa id a lo u d :]
( I understand it now , brother. She does not know it and I do
not w a n t her to know, so you need not write it again.)
w h a t here w er------(S h e is all right, friend.) yes, Lu h er.
[Th ere is a letter like * i ’ a fte r ‘ h *, so that it is possible that it w as
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intended for ' t ' and by mistake placed a fte r instead o f before * h V]
( A ll right. Y o u are welcome.) he ha— [ ? ] have it read it.
( T r y and w rite plainly.)
Ertherance. (K e e p on trying. The
word I get seems like Lu th er.)
Elonane Yeslvester.
( I s Sylvester
here ?)
I am here B illy.
(D o you know who it w a s ? )
Lu th er. (Yes,
W h o else? W h o w a s that other sp irit?)
I w a s n o t here. (Do
you know who it w a s?) yes.
(P lease tell m e.) A ugustin e. (All
right. T ell me all you can about him .) w h y ? ( I want to know.
Please tell me, Sy lv este r.) when he comes I will tell [ ?] him . (Do
you know anything about his earth life ?)
[ N o reply.]
( A ll right. Free your mind, Sy lv e ster.) yes, for fath er, tell
him that I did not like [sheet changed] not that m------- th at it was
that Jo ie slept there, mother put other bottles there and took mine,
some o f mine, [sheet changed] mine. I made it so con fu sin g to me,
you understand. ( I understand it all. G o on.)
that is all. I do
not blame father, he did not know bett------- [erased.] I o n ly told
him so that he might not [not clear) forget fo r the others, do you
understand. ( Y e s , I will tell him. G o on.)
when will he feel
* *
[pencil moved o ff the paper and sheet w as changed.]
will he
feel better. ( I do not know. T e ll him something that w ill make
him believe that it is really [y o u ]. T h is will make him feel better.)
[N o reply.]
[P au se.]
[ I felt that he had gone and so I said , as ii
to a new spirit.]
(G o on, friend.)
Y e s, St. Augustine and * *
¡undec.1
[T w o letters ‘ S t.' are clear, but apparently there is a cap ita l * E '
before them, and something like capital ‘ M ' a fte r them .]
(Please
continue, friend.)
[S c ra w ls.]
[B egun with lines that M rs , S.
conjectures in a question that they m igh t represent an attem pt to
make the cross. T h e continuous motion o f the pencil w ith the
planchette makes it impossible to determine this. It is probably
accidental tn its appearance ] "
M rs. S . w a s su fferin g som ew h at at this stage o f th e e x p e r i
m en t and so it w a s term inated at th is point. She g a v e t h e fol
lo w in g facts of h er experience d u rin g the sittin g, a fter s h e cam e
to c o n scio u sn e ss:
“ I sa w no cross o r cro w n , but I sa w G reek letters, lo n g w o rd s
in G reek in sentences, and w o rd s w ith ten o r tw e lv e l e t t e r s in
them , and also short w ord s.
sm all letters.

T h e letters w ere both c a p i t a l s and

” I did not h ear or see a n y b o d y .

I think a person w h o g a v e

h is nam e as A u stin e w a s here, and L u th e r w a s g iv e n w h e n I w a s
conscious. 1 felt that S y lv e ste r w a s here, talk in g to h is fath e r
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about his bottles,

I do not k n o w that this is so, but 1 feel that

it is.
“ I do not rem em ber a n y explanation o f the nam e A u stin e that
was given.

It m igh t h a v e m ean t A u g u sta .

T h e r e are lots of

them in th e R o bertso n fam ily, and A u g u s tu s also o ccu rs fre
quently in o u r fam ily.”
The nam e L u th e r exp lain s itself, a fte r the note on the p re
vious sitting. B u t th e nam e o f S t . A u g u stin e has considerable
interest.

T h e r e h as been no hint of the nam e p re v io u sly , and I

do not k n o w a n y reason fo r its appearan ce here in this con nec
tion, unless it h as a p o ssible explanation in the fo llo w in g facts.
Some tim e befo re I m et th e Srrieads I w as ta lk in g w ith a friend
a New Y o r k abo u t Im p erato r and th e date to w h ich he m u st be
»scribed, i f he is to b e treated a s a spirit. I rem arked th at he
»as at least fifteen hundred y e a rs old.
ny friend, he m u st be S t. A u g u stin e.

I f that is th e case, said
Sin ce then I h ave tw o or

hree tim es, w h en m en tio n in g the fact of his probable d ate sup
p in g him a spirit, la u g h in g ly said he m igh t be S t. A u g u stin e ,
do not rem em ber d o in g this in the presence o f M r, and M rs.
»mead. B u t I do rem em ber in h is house w h en he and Prof.
Cents and an o th er friend w ere present, re fe rrin g to the possible
ate of Im p e ra to r, a cc o rd in g to the Stain to n M o ses records, and
may h a v e alluded to S t. A u g u stin e at the tim e. I can not recall
sat I did so . N o r can I recall certain ly w h eth er M rs. Sm ead
»s present in the room at the tim e.

B u t I think sh e w a s.

A lso ,

iuce I p a id th a t v is it so m e w h at n ear the tim e w h en m y friend
lade his re m a rk abo u t S t. A u g u stin e , it is possible th at I m ay
ave m ade th e reference.

I t w ould certain ly h a v e been quite

dural f o r m e to do so. B u t it is stra n ge th a t it should be so
te in tu r n in g up in connection w ith w h a t p urports to be the inaence o f t h e Im p erato r gro u p in this case. I t is e sp ecially all
ic more in te re stin g and cu rio u s w h en w e recall the fact that
Its . S m e a d h a s th o u gh t that Im p erator is A lfr e d the G reat (C f.
422).

I d o not know whether St. Augustine has been mentioned

the P ip e r ” com m unications ” o r not. I do not recall seein g it
the r e c o r d s o f 18 9 6 and 18 9 7 w h ich I read last su m m er ( 1 9 0 2 ) .
nt I did s e e in them the nam e o f M artin L u th e r in connection
ith the I m p e r a t o r m atter. M rs. S . knew and k n o w s noth in g
this fa c t.
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[L a te r reading o f the records mentioned, sittings w ith M rs. Piper
in 18 9 6 and 18 9 7 , shows that the name o f St. A ugustin e is given
there apparently for Imperator,

T h ere is thus a double coincidence,

one with the records o f M rs. P ip er and the other w ith M r . Sinead's
prayer.

J. H. H.

Ju ly , 19 16 .]

Ja n u a r y 28th , 19 0 3.

Present M r. and M rs. S .

Planchera

used. S ittin g held at 1 1 a, m.
T h e re w a s n o th in g said to su g g e st the sty le of t h e communi
cation or to su g g e st th e picture w ith w h ich it b e g an , a s if a new
p erso n ality intended to introduce him self.
" ( A ll ready. G o on.)
[Pictu re draw n, representing the bod
o f a man with hat on his head,]
( W h o is th a t?)
Chesterfield*
(W h o m do you mean by Chesterfield?)
I am. ( I am glad to wd-

■ i t ' w;f[
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cmm you here.
T e ll me more about yo u rself.) Y e s Chesterfield;
how will you know me, ( I can find yo u r life in the en cyclopaedias:
or possibly I should have said ‘ h isto ries’ .) histories f‘ i’s * dotted
md ' t ' crossed.] yes, well [ ? ] [w ill ?] soul * * [possibly
‘ answer’.] to. Get mine.

[An interruption occurred here by the call o f a visitor.
sitting was resumed immediately.]

The

(G o o n .) histories [ ‘ t * crossed.]
(C a n you hear m e ?) Y e s.
(Tel! me w hat you first name w as,)
Chesterfield. (W h a t were
yoo called ?)
S *
[undec.] [scraw ls.] S
* * S . [interpreted
by Mr. S . as * S T A G S ’ and a s meaning S t. Augustine, but at the
time he thought Chesterfield w a s still the “ communicator ” and
aid:] (W ell, do you w ant me to get the history n o w ? ) no. (A 11
right. Go on.) yes, [scraw l.] not yet to w ait all here tune [time
?] * *
(G o on. I cannot read it.) Y e s . * *
[scraw ls.]
(I cannot read it.)
S A
( M r . S . : I understand. G o on. W rite
rhat you please. M rs. S . : It m ust be Sa rah A u g u sta , a relaht.) S A I [M rs. S . recognized at this point what w as intended
md said so with much surprise.]
N T . ( A ll right. G o on,
4ease,) augustine m o s e s .
(P re tty good. B rin g them along,
think that this is a joke o f Sy lv e ster's.)
Stanton.
(Sta n to n ?)
fa . (G o on. A ll right.)
S S S S S . . . [written fourteen times,]
Shall we stop now ?) Y e s, * *
[scraw ls.] ”
"M r s . S . w a s su fferin g from a severe pain in the neck and
ide. She w a s not in good condition, and had no k n o w led ge of
our letter to m e ,"
Mr. S . fu rth e r sa y s, w ith reference to C h esterfield, in h is inroductory note to the sittin g : 11 W e had n e v e r spoken o f this
erson. M r s . S . did not k now th a t he ever lived. I k n ew o f him
nly as I r e a d abo ut h im in the encyclopaedia and had no interest
i him. I n e v e r th o u gh t o f him a s in a n y connection w ith the
iper case, a n d do not k n o w w h e th e r he has a n y such connection,
f with S ta in to n M o ses referred to later in th is sin g u lar sitting.
fhy sh o u ld her sublim inal pick him up and d raw his picture
t

him a n d introduce him as a new com m u n icato r?

I should

link th at i t h ad a lrea d y m aterial and personalities enough w ith it this n e w fraudulent invention o f this Chesterfield, o f w hom
it never h a d a n y k n o w led ge th at he had e v e r existed. S h e
ought t h a t the nam e C h este r w a s meant fo r C h ester F le tc h e r,
boy th a t w e k n o w as liv in g , th in kin g th a t p o ssib ly he m igh t
! dead."
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Ja n u a r y 30th , 19 0 3.
w o rk . B a b y 's b irth d ay.
w o u ld com m unicate.

P resen t M r. and M rs . S ,

Planchettc

S ittin g held w ith the hope th a t Cecil

" (A H ready.)
[S c ra w l.] brother.
(B ro th e r ?)
yes.
(AD
right. G o on.) Frien d , M . yes mann mama [ ? ]
( A l l right.)
Y es, mmananan mama tnana mana
(G o on.)
mama, m y mama.
( M rs. S . : Hullo, Clevie, mama is glad to have you come a n d see her.
It seems a long tim e.) no, not a long time. (G o on.)
hallo papa.
(H u llo C levie.)
I am here much papa. ( W e are g la d you are.
D o you want to tell us anything?)
w hat papa. ( I did not know
but what you would want to say something to papa about yo u r new
life .) how about it. it is all right. ( G o on. T ell m e anything
that you w ant to, dear.) we are ve ry busy papa, w hen you come
you will be surprised papa. (W h a t do you d o ?)
seclets papa.
[T ic k e ts?) no, seclets. (W h a t is it? )
seclets
[T h is is his old word for ‘ secrets*. H e used it w ith George
and M am a, and I did not see w hat it meant until it had been written
these several times.]
( I see, dear, ‘ seclets ’ is it.) [scraw ls.]
we reed [re a d ] and we
have lots to do, lots o f fun papa. (W h a t do you p la y with?)
[scraw ls.] lots. ( D o you know that Nettie is one year old today?)
B ab y Sister.
( Y e s , baby sister.
H er name is N e ttie Russell
Sm ea d .)
H en ry.
( Y e s , I named her a fte r H e n ry Russell)
H en ry, w e did not get our base ball team, did H e n ry care. (I
don’t know what you mean, C levie.)
H enry does. (C le v ie , you
tell papa.) yes, ask him [scraw l.]
I gave him the nam es papa
na [erased.] names. (W h a t nam es?) Jo h n R oss W a lt e r Adams
[T h ese names are all pertinent.]
(D id you tell H e n ry that you
would get up a ball team ?) he has my papers about it p ap a. (Do
you mean that H en ry has your papers with names written on them?)
yes, ask him if he cares papa. ( I will ask him sometime. H e liked
you, C ecil.) yes, Loie to [too]
[R e fe rs to L e w is R u ssell, brother
o f H en ry, and called Louis by the boys.]
( I know whom y o u mean.
Louis who fell from a horse, C ecil.) yes, we do not feel it here
like you do when you get sick, it is not the same, we come and
help make your body better. (G o on, dear.) I come and help
little brother, yes.
(C an you hear little siste r?) yes, p la y with her
too papa, [planchette started to write ‘ er a fte r 1 with ' as if intend
ing to make the one * h ' do fo r both w ords and then w en t back and
wrote the second ‘ h ’ .]
(C ecil, who is Im perator?) ask uncle vester. he can tdl it
best. I can’ t papa. (A H right. Is V e ster h ere?) yes, w hy pap
he comes most all the time. (N e v e r mind. Com e when you can.)
She is here too, M aude. ( W e are glad to have you h ere, Maude.
Cecil, ask M aude if she will tell us more about the planet Mars.)
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Mars? ( Y e s .)
not now.
( A ll right. M am a is getting tired.
Come tom orrow forenoon,) N o , not then, sometime, Y e s, my
desk. I like it that w a y, yes.
[Possible reference to the w a y w e
had placed his desk in our sitting room with all his things in it.]
(W e will take good care o f it.)
w hy don't you open it like 1 did.
it looks better.
( W e will sometimes, Cecil.) yes, thank you papa.
(Cedi, w hat do you think o f my stamp business?)
O ! that's all
r^ht, (M a m a must rest n o w .)
we love her all of us. (C ecil,
kus her, dear.)
L o v e all, yes.
(G ood bye. Com e again.) y e s.”
Mr. Sm ead questioned h is little son G e o rge abo ut the inciden t
of the baseball team and learned fa c ts w h ich neither he nor M rs.
Smead seem to h a v e kn o w n . M r. Sm ead asked G eo rge a b o u t
the incident the d a y o f the sittin g. T h e fo llo w in g is the storytold b y the b o y :
“ T h ere w ere a lot o f other b o y s talkin g abo u t it o n ly a little
while before he (C e c il) died, and M r. R u sse ll w o u ld not let H e n ry
go with them . So m e b o y s b ig like W a lt e r A d a m s and W a lt e r
Avery, L o u is and H e n ry w ere out on the verand a.
were in the house p la y in g w ith H e n ry and L o u is.

C ecil and I
T h e se b o y s

rapped a t the door and H e n ry and L o u is w e n t to the door, open
ing out from the b a ck verand a. T h e b o y s w an ted H e n ry and
Louis to h ave a ball team . T h e y w e re ta lk in g about m ak in g
money. C ecil and 1 w e re in th e kitchen lo o k in g out o f the w in 
dow w h en th e b o y s w e r e talk in g and so w e h eard them ta lk in g.
Mr, R u sse ll w o u ld not let them go .”

F e b r u a r y 9th, 19 0 3.
work.

P resen t M r. and M rs. S .

P la n ch e tte

“ Chesterfield M anse (M a n se ? )
yes ( G o on.) mannerell
[or manurell.]
( W a s that word ‘ M a n s e ’ ?) y e s, maneueell [ ? ]
(I cannot read that last w ord .)
manuerell. ( I s it ‘ m an n e re ll'?)
no. (P le a se correct it then.) manoo [last tw o letters erased.]
mannerell.
[S e v e r a l questions unrecorded were asked here w ith reference
to the reading o f this word. T h e planchette wrote ‘ n ’ and then
moved u p w ard and wrote ‘ nn ' under the two letters intended for
these in the word 1 mannerell ’. Then apparently in response to
questions w rote ‘ y e s ' three times.]
,
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(D o es that word ' M an n erell* go with ' M anse ’ ?) no. (What
does it mean ?)
M aim ers, well, T h a t is it, yes.
( I understand.
G o on, tell me anything more you can about yo u rse lf.)
no more.
( T e ll me what you please. Free your m ind.)
no, another.
[Pause.]
( A ll right, proceed.) no more yet. w ait aw hile here.
(D o you
want me to stop this sitting?)
N o.
(Sh a ll we w ait h e re ? ) Yes,
w ait, and be quiet, ready to receive.
( A lt right, w e w ill.)
[Waited
about three minutes.]
Chesterfield Manse.
( V e r y good.) yes, m ara------- M a r a n n e e e 1 1 going [goeeg] to leave. (W h a t did you w rite last ?) going
to leave, yes. ( Y o u are welcome to stay if you w ish .)
her now
and * * * *
[Conjectured at time as ‘ little o n e s*.]
(All
right. Do whatever you w ish.)
w ait here. ( Y e s , we w ill.)
wait
W e w ill try T R Y . ( A ll right.)
[Pause. H and and head shook,]
T T A U S o n [o r Y T A N Son ] * *
[* it is ’ or * w a s ’ ] here.
Salute th y Friend. ( A ll right. Y o u are welcom e.) E a rth , Earthy.
(W ill m y friend tell me who he is ? )
F a th e r [o r ' E a r h y *]
( I got
the w ord 'e a r th y * . I asked if you would tell me w h o y o u are?)
[A p p aren tly a letter inserted in the last word and its m eaning con
jectured to be * Eastern ’.]
you do [ ? j not understand.
( I do not
understand.)
E ste m .
(E a ste r or E s t e r ? )
no, E a s t e r n
(I
see. ‘ Eastern *.) Country.
(Th anks, I understand. G o on.l
Episcopalian, [v e ry scraw lly.] n o E P I S C O P S L E P L (Episco
palian?)
yes. ( I got the word ‘ E p isco p a lian ' all righ t.)
Better
wait.
( A l l right.)
B e w ait here. (D o you want m e to stop
sitting?)
not ju st yet. ( A ll right. I will w a it.) S T V T [large
dot made below letters.]
* * * * A ru n n [ ? ] m eslson [?|
(M u st I stop n o w ? )
wait.
( I s Im perator h ere?)
[ A loud clear
rap on the bench near the table.] * *
[interpreted as either
' Lu th er * or * Preacher *.]
[Sig n o f the cross made.] ”
M rs. S . reported the fo llo w in g vision on re c o v e ry of con
sc io u sn e ss: “ I sa w the cro ss ju s t before I cam e to m yself. I
w a s not w h o lly unconscious, v e r y near to it.

I sa w n o th in g but

the c ro s s ."

F e b ru a ry 10th , 1903.

Present M r. and M rs. S .

Planchette

w ork,
“ ( A ll is ready.)
* * H ellop (W h a t is th at?)
Hislop. (Is
that w ord ' Hislop *? Please w rite it again.)
Hislop * * hislop
[not distinct.]
( A ll right.) * * had one * * eyes wah
* * H a d [ ?] get * *
( I s she, M rs. S . all right ?) yes, you

*
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art willing now. no, you are willing now. ( Y e s , I am .)
dear f
Sun------ * *
(scraw ls.]
(W h a t is the m atter?)
* * * *
(Better release her.)
not yet, Friend.
(A H right.) (scraw l.]
Brother. (D o you want to stop n o w ? )
wait here. ( A ll right. I
will.) [Possibly attempt at 'E p is c o p a lia n ’, yes.]
St * * ”
Mrs. S . reports the fo llo w in g visio n , a s she cam e to co n scio u s
ness: " I s a w an old prairie w a g o n draw n b y a w h ite horse. T h e
wagon had a w h ite round top. T h e r e w a s a m an sittin g in fro n t
and I could not see him v e r y p lain ly.
“ I also sa w a chair, an old-fashioned square seat, sittin g on a
platform. T h e ch a ir w a s a la rg e a rm chair. I s a w a le tte r o f
peculiar shape.
I had the impression that it w as H eb rew .
I
saw the w o rd S tick n e y o r S tric k ly .
the word " H y slo p ” w a s w ritten .
the other. T h e r e w a s a V also.”

F e b ru a ry l l t h , 1903,
work.

I could not tell w h ich .

Then

O ne w ord w a s underneath

P ré sen t M r. and M rs. S .

P la n ch e tte

“ ( A ll ready. W e aw ait yo u r pleasure.) * * * *
[undec.]
(I cannot read that.)
* *
(G o on.) Chesterfield. ( A ll right.)
I am here * *
(W rite that again, please.) [scraw l.] am [ ?] a
gpang [go in g ] * *
(W h a t word after 'g o i n g '? )
wait. ( A ll
right I w ill.)
[D elay o f three minutes. B aby required attention.]
(W e a r e all ready now, friends.)
European [ * E * m ade like
number 3 .]
Hyslop.
(W h a t do you m ean?)
* *
[appar
ently ' Slaonam e
( I don’t understand.)
well all right. * *
[apparently * manners C h est.']
[A t th is point M rs. S . and I had a little discussion about her let
ting her h an d move, as she might have an impulse. She w a s very
unwilling to do so, and said that if she allowed that she would
think that she possibly did the w riting and that others would have
the same idea, and so she would not allow it at all. 1 finally said
that perhaps the best w a y w a s to be patient and let things take their
usual cou rse. ]
B E T T E R
S O F R I E n D , un derstan d. ( Y e s , I under
stand.)
L U T H E R
G R EaTS TH EE.
( I s it L u th e r?) yes.
(With no le v ity o f heart does thy earth friend greet thee, illustrious
spirit) E V E R So.
(Proceed, 1 would fain know thee better.)
amen. ( I t is well. I am content, friend. Speak to thy earth
friend at t h y pleasure.)
[S c ra w l.]
[M rs. S , rem arked: “ T h e y are
gone, b ecau se all lights went a w a y,] ”
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W h e n M r. S, at the interruption w e n t out to look a fte r the
b a b y M rs. S . sa w a cro ss w ith the letters S A P , one a t the left,
one at the righ t, and one at the lo w e r arm o f it.

F e b ru a ry 12 th , 19 0 3,
w ork.

P rese n t M r. and M rs. S .

Planchette

“ { Al l ready now .)
[S c ra w ls]
B B B B
{G o on, friend.)
(M r s . S . : Is it you C e cil?)
[L in e s draw n .]
{ W h o is it?)
[Planchette moved over toward M rs. S ,]
{M r s . S . : W e are glad
to welcome you. W h o is h ere?) Th an k Y o u Friend.
(M rs. S.:
I am glad to see y o u .)
Better S o FR ien d s,
(M r s . S . : H ave you
something to say to me to d a y?)
Better so. you hear m e friend.
( Y e s , I hear you, friend.) Better stay,
(D id you w rite 'Better
s t a y ’ ?) w e did.
(W h a t do you mean by th at?)
FRiend.
[probably completion of previous w ords ‘ better s t a y '.]
[M ental wish by M rs. S. She w as thinking whether it would
be possible to get Im perator and bring him here.]
Y es,
( W ill you please tell me what you m ean.) T o w ait. (To
wait here ? T h a t is it ?) T o w a i t her. T H A T I S I T .
( What
do you m ean?)
understandest thou never what w e sa y to thee
Friend.
( I understand the words, but I do not know what the)'
refer to.)
TO W A I T H E R E.
(D o you mean th at I ought
not to go to the N orm al School at P -----------) Y o u do not under
stand us yet. (P lease excuse me if I do not. I do not.) Just
wait here, ( A ll right. I will understand now.)
T im e . [Read
* T u n e ']
(T u n e ? )
[Planchette then dotted the * i ',]
( A l l right
G o ahead.)
not this time, but he w ill in good season.
(W h at do
you m ean?)
come to her. (W h o will com e?)
H E WHOM
S H E A S K E T H
FOR.
(P lease write his nam e.)
Friend
( W h o is here to d ay?) yes, a friend. I have told y o u before.
(P lease write your name here.)
Luther. ( W h o is Chesterfield?)
a friend. (T e ll me more about him .) your. ( I greet thee, and
salute thee, Lu th er.) yes, better eleven [ ? ]
(W r ite it again.)
eleven. (W h a t do you m ean?)
not that, (E x p la in it please.)
not that. (W h a t do you mean by ‘ e le v e n ’ ?) [scra w ls.] no,good
morning FR ien d .
(S h a ll we sit tom orrow at eleven ?) not Thar,
(W h a t shall we d o ?)
Rest.
(W h en shall w e sit a g a in ?)
[No
r e p ly .] ’’

F e b ru a ry 16th , 19 0 3.
w o rk .

P rese n t M r. and M rs. S .

P ra y e r th at L u th e r m igh t be present.

good condition.

Planchette

M r s . S- not in
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“ (G o on.)
mm bring you good m Luther. (W h a t w ord a fte r
‘ good' ? )
Lu th er. (W h a t word between ‘ good ’ and ‘ Luth er ’ ?)
none. ( I salute thee. It will be m y pleasure to receive w hatever
word thou m ayest have fo r thy earth friend.)
3piscopalian P [or
R.) [period inserted and the planchtte moved up to the word just
written and wrote capital ‘ E ’ before the symbol ‘ 3 ' and erased the
symbol, m aking the word clearly ' Episcopalian ’.]
(Go o n .) yes, yes.
[Responses to brief questions about ‘ E p is 
copalian '.]
wait here Friend.
( Y e s , I w ill.)
yes, * * *
* * * H islop is here. ( W h o is meant by ‘ H is lo p ’ ?)
Friend
Robert.
( V e r y well.
L et him give his pass w ord .)
* *
[N o
resemblance to pass w ord.] we are all [ ?] here, welcome Friend.
(Welcome
friend.
I greet
thee.) yes,
*
*
[interpreted
‘ Jam es']
* * not well at present.
[This is correct. I had used a vaporizer on the 13th and w as
abed all d a y the 14 th and only recuperating the 16th. I attach no
importance, however, to the coincidence a s it is too general and
Mrs. S. k n ew that in a general w a y I w as not a well man.]
( I cannot read that.) g o some time, not at present. (W rite
it plainly, please.)
* *
(P lease w rite it plainly.)
T H i s is not
[?] w hat [ ? ] welcome. ( I do not know who you are.) yes.
(Who is it? )
H A L C o r H H C m e L S L S yes. [response to
question if it w as letter ' S '.] H H C L S [Letters written in vertical
line. T h e y were conjectured to be intended for the initials o f the
names H yslo p , Luth er and Sylvester.
(P lea se explain.) L S Chesterfield, H yslop Friend, no, yes.
[apparently in answ er to some unrecorded question.]
Sylvester,
Hyslop.
( W r it e what you please.) Lu th er Erem anium * *
(Fare thee well until tom orrow.) [scraw ls.] "

F e b r u a r y 17 th , 19 0 3.
work.

P resen t M r. and M rs. S,

P lanch ette

P r a y e r that L u th e r m igh t b e present.

“ ( A ll is well, friends.)
St. and [ ?] A ugtine A urelius------[scrawl. 1
( W h a t is that w ord beginning with 1 A ’ ?) Chester
Seid. ( T h e w ord beginning with ' A * ? )
Chesterfield. (W h a t is
that w o rd beginning with * A ’ ?) Chesterfield. (W h a t is that
word begin n in g with ' A ' ?
Y o u do not understand m e.)
P B S
yes, Chesterfield., yes, it is he. (G o on.) Augustinus [ ?] Aurelius,
yes. ( W r i t e that w ord again, please.) Aurelius. (W h o is A u re 
lius?)
[ M r s . S . said she knew Augustine, having seen the name
in the encyclopaedia.]
we a re here.
( I do not mean fo r you to leave, but to continue
writing.) [s c r a w ls .]
[M r s . S . put both hands on the planchette.]
Chesterfield here is the better light [sheet changed.] light. (P r o -
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ceed, please.)
Better w ait, Luther.
( W e will w ait. I greet thee,
m y friend, and shall be glad to receive yo u r word to m e.)
S o may
you receive the light. (P lease repeat it. I cannot read it.)
so may
you receive the light. (T h an k s, friend L u th e r.) welcome. (I
welcome you, friend, also. W e desire to know that there is a lift
a fte r death. C an you aid u s?)
the desire is a w orth y one friend.
(W ill you aid us, frien d ?)
it is our purpose. (L u th e r, m y friend,
will you give me Im perator’s name ?) [scraw l.] you m ust not be
over anxious, fo r there are other things which we are desirous of
doing fo r the friends o f earth, at present be content with what we
m ay do. ( I am willing. Shall I try to read this n o w ? )
no need.
( A ll right.)
M artin M artin welcome.
( I know o f your earth life. W h en a boy I w as interested in it.
I remember reading o f your singing at the cottage o f y o u r friend.
I recall the tragic death o f your friend A lexis. I adm ired your
brave stand at W o rm s before the Em p ero r.)
so God w as willing.
(G o on.)
* * Chesterfield [scrawls.]
Shefield.
( W a s that word Sheffield?)
no
(W h a t w as it?)
Chesterfield, ( A ll right do you want to say a n yth in g?) have
tried, will try again. (G la d to have you. Please do so.) Efts'
copalian better light, yes, yes. [response to questions as to what
the w ords w ere.] "

F e b ru a ry 18 th , 1903.

P resen t M r. and M rs. S .

Plancbette

w ork.
“ ( A ll ready.)
W e are Ches------- [interruption o f five minutes
to attend to the baby.]
( A ll right now. G o on.)
B io [ ?] * *
mum amy mamy [ ? ]
( W h o is w ritin g?)
a Friend.
( W h o wrote
'm a m a my m am a *?) not that sir. (W h a t did you w r ite ? ) * *
m um ary [plancbette then moved the pencil back and w rote the letter
‘ m ’ over the word and between * m ’ and 1 a ’ m aking the word
‘ m um m ary ’.] better so yes.
(W h a t does ‘ m u m m a ry ’ mean?)
Chesterfield. (M u m m a ry ?) no (M u m m a ry ?)
we do not un
derstand you. (W h a t does m um m ary m ean ?)
Better so. we did
not get that other. (O th er w h at? N e v e r mind, tet that go.) we
did not get that other. ( A ll right. L e t it go. P lease go on.)
T h ere is tw o lights here. (W h a t is the word a fte r * i s ’ ?) There
are little lights here, lights that call papa, mama, aunt Ida, unde w,
aunt Ida, uncle W illis, aunt Ida, uncle W rillis [* i V dotted.] you
would better speak to them, ( T h e y do not hear u s.)
you do not
know what we say to the thee Friend.
( Y e s . 'y o u would better
speak to them ’ .) no, before that. (W rite it again, so that I can.)
and aunt Ida and un de W illis ( I understand now. W h o are these
lights ?) never mind that, speak’ ( I am glad you are here little ooes.
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Will you say something to me ?) we come to tell * * aunt Sadie
papa will get better. (D id you say that A un t Sadie will get better?)
Yes. (Is Cecil trying to w rite ?) yes, w e come with Bena, papa.
(Is little B ena h ere?) going back to aunt Sadie can't stay.
(Sadie w ill get better.) T h e y have gronc friend.
(W h o has charge
here?)
no, 3piscopalian.
( Y o u got your ‘ E ’ w ron g.)
never
mind that. (W h a t do you mean b y Episcopalian ?) not yet. ( P r o 
ceed.) [P arallel lines draw n on the sheet and then a large capital
M across the lines.]
(L u th e r w ill come n ext.)
Lu th er is busy.
(Go on.) B etter stop Friend. C .
(W h en shall we sit a ga in ?)
Eleven. ( A ll right.) ”
Eleven o ’clo ck in the m o rn in g h as been the usual h o u r fo r th e
sittings re ce n tly , th is tim e h a v in g been chosen fo r va rio u s
reasons.

F eb ru ary 19 th , 19 0 3.
work. 1 1.3 0 a .m .

P resen t M r . and M rs. S .

P lan ch ette

*' ( W e are here today. W e shall be glad if we can meet S y l
vester.)
[ I had received a letter from my father which I wished to
read to S y lv e ste r and ask his advice or opinion at least.]
* * * * * *
all w ejj a w en
( ‘ Al l w ill be w e ll’ . Is
that tt?) yes. all. (E x p la in , please.) you did not ask fo r H is
blessing. Frien d , then how can you expect it. neither did you
ask h [* h ' erased and tine draw n so that a capital ‘ H ' w as made
by using th e 4 h * for a part o f it.]
H is presence friend, d friend.
(I will p ra y. I w ill remember a fte r this.)
[ I prayed.]
Gustavus.
Bitter Sw e e t, friend, welcome here friends.
(W elcom e, friends,
welcome.) * * ustavase. ( W a s that ‘ Gustavus '? )
yes, friend.
(All right. G o on.)
[F ig u re drawn. M r. S . thought it looked
like a co a t o f mail, I see no resemblance whatever to this.]
G U S T [?]
[P au se.]
( I s Gustavus h ere?)
no.
(Proceed,
please.) *
*
Sto p friend. ( Y o u wish me to stop this sitting?)
yes."
Mr. S in e a d w r ite s : " T h e r e w a s ab so lu te ly n o th in g to su g g e st
the name o f G u sta v u s. M rs. S . does not k n o w w h o he w a s and
bas no id e a o f its appro priaten ess in connection w ith th at o f
Luther.”
There i s a curious confusion fo r secon dary p erso n ality in th e
allusion to " B itt e r S w e e t ” in connection w ith the nam e G u s-

r
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ta v u s , evid en tly re fe rrin g to G u sta v u s A d o lp h u s.

A s th ese words

w ere previously (p. 3 5 9 ) associated with the name o f m y father,
seco n d a ry p erso n ality h alf as sh rew d as th at o f M rs . S . m ust be
supposed to be should not b e g u ilty o f th is tra n sp a re n t error,
though in the vision o f H arrison Clarke (p. 3 5 9 ) it did commit
an in excu sab le m istake w h ich m a y exp lain th is one.

F e b r u a r y 2 5 th , 19 0 3. A fte r c o p y in g th e a b o v e reco rd o f Feb
ru a r y 19 th 1 w ro te to M r. S . in q u irin g w h e th e r M rs. S . h a d read
th e tran scrip t co p y o f the record w h ich I had sent him accordin g
to h is req u est to sh o w to a friend.

H e had asked for th e chapter

on H arriso n C la rk e and for th e m ateria] connected w ith h is son
Cecil.
I sent him the H arrison Clarke C h ap ter and all th e rec
ord containing the “ communications ”

from Cecil, his so n .

In

th is tatter w a s contained the reference to L u th e r and m y com
m ents thereon both the first and second tim es th at the n a m e was
given . T h in k in g th at M rs. S . m igh t h ave read the tra n scrip t
record and m y com m ents and th at h er k n o w led ge o f th e m m ight
h a v e affected the reappearance o f th a t nam e and a s s o c ia te s I
w ro te to ascertain w h e th e r sh e had read th e record. T h e fo llo w 
in g is h is rep ly to m y letter, dated F e b r u a r y 2 4 t h :—
“ Y o u r s at hand. I w ill re p ly to it as fu lly as I can . M r s . S.
s a y s th a t sh e did not read the c o p y th at y o u sent m e, b u t o n ly a
p art o f the H a rriso n C la rk e record and on ly a v e r y little o f th at
I told her to read it all she w ish e d , but she w o u ld n o t d o so
th in k in g that y o u w o u ld be su re to a sk a lot o f q u e stio n s ab o rt
it, and so she considered it to be the b est w a y not to r e a d it. 1
read to her som e o f the record abo u t C ecil, bu t not v e r y m u c h a
that and nothing w h a te v e r about L u th e r, I re m em b e r tc tlin f
her th a t y o u though t that L u th e r had so m eth in g to do w i t h th<
P ip e r case, this is a ll."
A s I sent m y tran scrip t c o p y to M r. S . so m ew h ere b e t w e e n th<
15 th and 22n d o f D ecem ber last ( 19 0 2 ) and it w a s r e t u r n e d ti
m e p erso n ally Ja n u a r y I7th , there w a s a ch an ce th a t th e read in g
o f m y com m ents abo u t L u th e r m igh t h a v e influenced t h e la te
" com m unications ” p u rp o rtin g to com e from him .

Though i

appears that she did not see them , it is ap pare n t that th e r e m a r i
to her b y M r. S . about L u th e r, in connection w ith th e a s s u m e *

T h e Stnead C ase .
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Imperator m atter in her sittin gs, m a y exp lain th e p ersistence and
frequent m ention of that nam e and so the association w ith it
finally of the nam e o f G u sta v u s A d o lp h u s.
latter M r. S . reports as fo llo w s :
"F e b r u a r y 24th , 19 0 3,
i. m,, at 8.40.

In reg ard to this

W ritte n b y W . M . Sinead, T u e s d a y

W h a t is to be recorded w a s told him b y M rs.

Sinead at 9 o ’clo ck M o n d a y even in g.

T h e re w a s no sittin g M o n 

lay m orning as usu al, because M rs. Sm ead had a v e r y severe
:o!d and on the w h o le did not w ish to sit.
“ M rs. Sin ead w a s w a sh in g the dishes at about h alf p a st one
'1.30 p. m .) M o n d a y afternoon and w a s not th in k in g of G u sta v u s
when su d d en ly the nam e A d o lp h u s Sashed into h er m in d ; she
wondered w h a t A d o lp h u s m ean t
tdolphus a t once cam e to her.

w hen

the

nam e

G u sta v u s

“ I desire to sa y that n ever w a s the sligh test hint given M rs.
knead th a t th e nam e w a s G u sta v u s A d o lp h u s. I kept it from
« r with th e utm ost care. Sh e opened no book and in no w a y ,
inless telep a th ica lly o r sp iritistically, could she h a v e go tten th is
ast name A d o lp h u s.

S h e n ever heard o f G u sta v u s A d o lp h u s,

as now no k n o w led ge w h a te v e r o f him, does not k n o w w h a t
n s his n a tio n ality . I h a v e exam in ed h er a s to all these p oints
nth the g re a te st c are and caution, so a s not to g iv e h er the
lightest c le w to him o r his life.”
O f c o u rse no one k n o w s w h at M rs. Sm ead m a y h a v e seen
ome tim e in h er life asso ciated w ith the nam e o f L u th e r.

A lm o st

very g e n e ra l school h isto ry is likely to h ave the nam e o f G u s»vus A d o lp h u s asso ciated w ith that o f L u th e r and the h isto ry
f the R e fo rm a tio n . T h a t p o ssib ility suffices to account fo r the
resent in cid en t.

F e b ru a ry 24th , 19 0 3. P resen t M r. and M rs. S . P lanch ette
sed. N o t h in g w h a te v e r said to su g gest the com m unicators,
he s u g g e s tio n w a s rath er in a different direction.
finking o f G u s ta v u s A d o lp h u s, L u th e r, and C ecil.

W e had been
M rs. S . had

one u p s ta ir s o n ly a few m om ents before the sittin g and she had
ten some o f C e c il's clo th in g, so that her th ough ts w ere centered
pun him .

A l l th is w a s told me before the sittin g began .
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“ ( A il is well, friend,) [scraw ls and apparently the w ord " h a s "
written, though it might be read either as ‘ lhas ’ or * Uias *, or
' e lia s '.]
(G o on.) [scraw l.] lisa, yes. ( W a s it U . S . A . ? ) no.
(w h at w as it? )
E lisa t [ ? ] [scraw l.]
( E lis a ? )
yes.
( A ll right,
go on.) E lisa , Elisabeth.
[W e said.]
( I t is nicely w ritte n : looks
like Chesterfield.) yes.
(G o on, please: use the light all you can.)
S o we are. ( A ll right.)
Ebenousten [* t * crossed,]
(P le a se write
that again.)
Ebenouston. [ ‘ t ’ crossed.)
( I s it * E B E N O U S T O N ’ ?) no, O U S T E N . [printed.]
( I s it E b en Houston?)
ousten [ ’ous ’ w a s underscored and then the remainder o f the name
completed in the right manner and place.]
no, [planchette moved
pencil up and drew line through * o u ’ and wrote ‘ n o ’ a second
time and * yess, yes, no, o u s t e n * , which a note o f M rs. S . says
w as in an sw er to his false pronunciation of the name.]
(W h a t does that m ean? Ebenousten?)
Ebenousten.
(Is it
the name o f a m an ?)
It is here, he came, yes. ( W h e r e did we
know him ?)
N o friend, thou never dids’t [apostrophe inserted and
* i ’ dotted.] know me, never did, Eben
( W h y did you com e to roe?
W h a t have you to s a y ? )
Elisabeth D . [ ? ] W illiam s.
(Elisabeth
D . W illia m s?) yes, yes. (W h e re did I know y o u ? )
E liz a beth
[last syllabic written under first.] D . W illiam s, bolton.
(B olto n?)
yes. (Bolton, Conn ?) yes. ( Is it M iss o r M rs. ?)
M iss.
(Ted
me more about yourself, M iss W illiam s.)
It is you frien d , her
sister M a ry knew you.
[I began to imagine who it might be and said.]
( 1 think I
recognize you.) [scraw ls.] mother knew you best. (D id y o u write
‘ not h e r* ? )
mother, [written above first ‘ m o th er’.]
(P le a s e tell
me something else so that I can remember you.)
H o w a r e we to
know, there are so m any Elisabeths.
(W h a t w as y o u r brother’s
n am e? I used to know him, I think.)
[ I had in mind at this time tw o men by the name o f W illiam s
and I did not and do not know which one is really th e brother
meant by the communicator in the answ er.]
chas (C h a rle s?)
no. (G o on. T e ll me all that y o u c a n .) it
cost a lots to buy them, yes, he could not afford to, so so ld them.
(W h a t do you re fe r to ? )
houses. (H o u se s?) yes.
( I s that
word ‘ h o rse s’ ?)
no.
(H o u ses then?)
yes.
( S o ld all tb(
houses?) sold them alt. (W h e re were those h o uses?)
FARM
house m other’s to in the village [planchette then m oved p en cil uf
and wrote ' in ' above the first instance o f it.]
(M o th e r's h o u se in
the village?) yes.
(Y o u say that your brother sold th e fanr
house and your mother’s house in the village. Is that it? )
[P a u se .]
Elisabeth has made a mistake, it w as groceries he sold.
W illiair
(D o you mean that W ill W illiam s sold gro ceries?) H a s tin g s .
[It is a fact that W ill W illiam s sold groceries at B olton a n d thal
he sold the store to H astings, H . W , Hastings. O f cou rse w e botl
knew this fact because we used to live there.]

T h e Sm ea d C ase.
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(You mean to tell me that H astings bought W illiam s o u t?)
jts. (W ho w as it that wrote 'E lisa b e th had made a m ista k e '? )
A Friend. ( I did not know that W illiam W illiam s w as related to
Elisabeth. W a s h e?)
H e was. another time, good morning
Friend, Thanks.
(Sh a ll we sit tom orrow at eleven o'clock?)
as
you like it. (W ill you bring this frien d ?)
[ N o reply.] "

February 28th , 19 0 3.
used.

P resen t M r. and M rs. S .

P lanch ette

" ( A l l right now. G o on.) lo o yso [ ? ] oooo [scraw ls] Elsoo
[?] (Keep on. W e are in no h u rry.)
and and and Q . [ ?] [period
inserted.] 3 [m ade very distinctly with special effort to have it
dear, the lines being strongly shaded. F igu re also made alone and
word written in next line.]
Episcopalian. (W h a t do you mean by ‘ Episcopalian '? )
E p is
copalian. ( I know that, but what is the meaning o f this word. It
has been given several tim es.) Episcopalian M oses.
(W h a t
Moses?) R ector, ( I s R ector h ere?)
L t. [ ? J [could as well be
‘ St.’] oes, [possibly intended for ‘ y e s ’ .]
( Y o u are welcome, R ec
tor. I do not understand.)
me [ ? ] [possibly 'n o '. ]
(P lease
tell me.) Episcopalian Rector y. [yes]
(D o you mean that M oses
*as an Episcopalian R e cto r?) T h a t W a s it.
(I thought the m atter w as a joke o f M rs. S .'s subliminal and
being disposed to treat it so asked the next question.]
(Do you mean that old M oses w as an Episcopalian R ector?)
D I D n o t s a y So . (W h a t M oses is it ?) F R ien d . ( I s it friend
Moses? S t a n t o n .
(H o w w as yo u r name spelled?)
Stand
ton. Got [ ?] * *
( I s Stanton M oses h ere?)
Stanton.
(Is Stanton M oses h ere?) T h is is not your * *
[scraw l.]
Btt [?] B E T T E R S T O P , yes.”
Mr. S. m ad e the fo llo w in g note a t the tim e : ” I find on clo se ly
questioning h er (M r s . S .) th at she d id k n o w h o w his (Sta in to n
Moses's) name w as pronounced.

She says she heard you pro

nounce it Stain to n , and noticed then that y o u pronounced it
differently from m yself.
I a lw a y s called it Stan to n , although I
knew it w a s spelled 1 Stain to n V
As I w a s no t certain h o w M r. S . m eant to distingu ish m y pro
nunciation fro m h is b y the sp ellin g ' Stain ton ’ I w ro te to him to
know, being v e r y careful not to indicate h o w I pronounced it, but
»iking him to s a y w h e th e r he m eant to pronounce it ‘ Stan e-to n '
»hen spelled * Stain to n

H is rep ly w a s as fo llo w s:—
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" I asked M rs. S. about it and she said th at th e n am e ' Stainton
pronounced as it is spelled, lo n g ' a ’ w ith the ‘ t ' sound in
its p ro p er place, w a s given to her at the tim e o f the s ittin g when
the w o rd C h o m w a s w ritten .

Y o u can find out th e d a te h v refer

ence to y o u r records. T h e pronunciation w a s a s if it w a s spelled
Stan eto n , but w ith the letter * t 1 connected w ith the first syllable.
“ Sh e supposed th at it had no possible con nection w ith any
one o r a n y th in g.

S h e k n ew th at the nam e o f M o se s w a s pro

nounced Stan to n .

I a lw a y s so pronounced it in h er p resen ce, bat

I k n ew that it w a s spelled Stain to n . S o she sup p o sed th a t this
w ord Stan e-to n w h ich she kept h ea rin g at th at sittin g w a s of no
sign ificance, so said noth in g abo u t it.
“ I a lw a y s supposed that the nam e Stain to n w a s pronounced
Stan e-to n , that is, if it w a s pronounced co rre ctly , bu t I assum ed
that u su ally the pronunciation w a s Stan ton.

M rs. S . supposed

a s she recollected th in gs, w h en I w ro te m y idea o f it, th a t s h e had
received this pronunciation Stain to n (S ta n e to n ) fro m y o u , but
she n o w rem em bers that this w o rd w a s g iv e n a t th at s it t in g in
w h ich the w o rd C h om w a s w ritten .
“ I see no reason for d o u b tin g h er statem ents, bu t I w i s h that
she h ad told m e th is a t the tim e o f th a t s ittin g ."
O n referrin g to the record I find th at this nam e C h o m w as
w ritten on Ja n u a r y 14 th , but the nam e Stan to n w a s n o t g iv e n on
th at date. I t appeared for the first tim e on Ja n u a r y 2 8 th in con
nection with the name o f Augustine (p, 5 6 3 ) , and w a s written
Stan ton.

T h e reader w ill rem ark a m istake in th e m e m o r y of

M rs. S . I m y se lf h ave a lw a y s pronounced th e nam e S t a n t o n and
n ever Stan e-to n . A s there is no eviden ce th at M rs. S . h a d seen
the nam e in print, the w ritin g of Stan to n is a p h o n e tic re p ro 
duction o f w h a t she o r her sublim in al im agined th e s p e llin g t o be,
w h a te v e r interpretation w e choose to g iv e o f th e in c id e n t o f the
au d ito ry exp erien ce reported as o cc u rrin g at an e a rlie r s it t in g .

M arch 2n d, 19 0 3. P resen t M r. and M rs. S . P la n c h e t t e used
M rs, S . in good condition. H o u r not noted, bu t c o n te n t s shoU
sittin g precedes the next.
j
I should state that I w a s a little o u t of so rts a t th e b e g i n n i a
o f this sittin g and that the m ental oneness w a s no t a s m a r k e d a

The
previous sittin gs.

Sm ead Case.

T h is w a s m y fau lt.
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M rs. S . w a s patient

d interested and sy m p ath e tic and w ish ed th a t w e m igh t h ave
good sitting. S u ch w a s the condition of a ffa irs w hen I w a s
d ‘ let us p ra y
I state these facts th at the reason for the
aver may be evident. I t w a s no doubt intended for m y benefit,
im certain th a t I need all the p ra yers I can be fortunate enough
receive.
" (AI1 ready. G o on.)
* * * *
(G o on, please.)
* •
* Chesterfield.
( Y o u m ay go on.)
* *
(G o on.
I will
it for you.)
[L in e s draw n across the sheet.]
let us pray. O ur
ther in heaven, W e ask that Light be given these T h y Children
t They m ay beleve believe and harmonize their lives in accord
* with T h y W ill. O ur Fath er bless this H om e that we may
me to it and bring T h y L ig h t and T ru th T o all o f mankind
ough T h y [erased.] T h e life o f T h y Son w e ask it, amen. (S h a ll
ray that p ra y e r with y o u ? )
yes, it would be well, yes.
[I did
) {So let it be. I have prayed with y o u .)
it is well. ( Y o u m ay
(mi.) H a v e w e and it should ever be now . [period inserted.]
(hat is the w ord a fte r ‘ w e ' ? )
[Planchette moved pencil up and
w a vertical line between ' we 1 and * and ’ and then made some
awls.]
(N ever
mind.
G o on.)
* * Em m a
(E m m a ? )
. Philbrihck. (E m m a P h ilb rick?)
Philbrick.
(W ill you tell
more about yo u rself.)
Chesterfield, Chesterfield. ( I am w aitChesterfield.)
A friend is here.
( W h o is it?)
Philbrick.
this Em m a P h ilb rick ?) no, a friend. H e does not want Father
worry so. he would like you to tell him ha [sheet changed.]
t money is no object h e re ; that when he comes he will not have
j'orry as to how they will care fo r him. those that are left will
right about that [' t * crossed,] and although they are anxious
ut that w e say now they will be ve ry so rry they took it. mother
appy now. good by [bye] W illis r , Philbrick.
( I will tell him
■n 1 get a chance.)
Chesterfield and he has gone. (Th an k s,
sterfield.)
Chesterfield.
(W h a t have you to tell me, Chester*
1?)
Chesterfield, Good morning Friend.
(Good morning,
sterfield.)
[N o reply.] "
Mr, S. n o te s the fo llo w in g fa c ts :
M rs. S . k n ew th at there
i a M rs. P h ilb r ic k w h o w a s dead and she m igh t h a ve guessed
t her first n am e w a s E m m a . B u t sh e did not know the com mcator’s fu ll name. Sh e k n e w that his nam e w a s W illis P h il:k; she d id not k n o w that it w a s W illis F . Philbrick. Sh e did
know a th in g abo ut this m oney m atter spoken o f here. I did
it is a f a c t that the old m an w a s troubled about this and no
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doubt is n o w , if b e is liv in g , w h ich I think is a fact. Mrs. S.
does not k n o w w h e th e r the nam e E m m a as applied to the Philb ric k 's h as a n y pertinence o r not.

I am not sure th at I do, but I

think th a t it has pertinence to W illis P h ilb rick 's w ife n o w living,
o r to the d a u g h te r o f H a rriso n P h ilb rick n o w liv in g .

Harrison

P h ilb rick is the nam e o f the fa th e r alluded to in the communica
tions.

I attended the funeral o f W illis F . P h ilb rick .

H e was >

m em ber of m y ch u rch a t P ------- and o f m y S u n d a y sch oo l class
and a good friend o f m ine.
c h a racte ristic o f him .”

I can te stify th at th is m essage is

M a rc h 2n d, 19 0 3. P resen t M r. and M rs. S . P la n c h e tte work
N o tran scrip t m ade o f record bu t the questions w e re recorded on
the o rig in al sh eets w ith the au to m atic w r itin g and in th e ir propel
place.

A ll th at is la c k in g is that there is no note re g a r d in g thl

sittin g, excep t th at n o th in g o f im portance occurred.
w a s introduced b y p ra y e r. S ittin g a t 1 1 a. m.

T h e sitting

“ ( Al l is ready, friends.)
* *
[apparently ' Benistenaion
(G o on. I could not read th at.) chestenamenn [ ?]
( Y o u wil
excuse me, but I cannot read it.)
[S c ra w ls.]
( G o on, please.,
* * *
(P le a se write that over again.) nestarman [ f ] noman
anananan [ f ] Chesterfield.
( Y o u are welcome Chesterfield.
Remember.
(W h a t shall I rem em ber?)
* *
( I do n o t undo
stand.) C isco [ ?] * *
( I do not understand it.)
B e tte r *
[undec.] wait.
(A U right.)
Sh e will w ait. ( Y e s , I w ill wait.
* *
(W h a t do you mean ?) aaanaaaaaa wait. ( I w ill w ait you
pleasure. W a it ? )
yes. ( W e w ill.)
Chesterfield, n o when w
can better control! well [w e 'll] do so, (Com plete it.)
D o so. (A
right.)
Chesterfield
better w ait
Episcopalian.
(Is
Stainte
M oses h ere?)
Friend, better w ait another day. ( I sh all be awj
tomorrow. Sh a ll we set d ay a fte r tom orrow ?)
B etter w a it. (D
you understand m e?)
Y e s.
(S h a ll we sit day a fte r to m o rro w i
Chesterfield, well [w e ’ll] come tom orrow. (S h a ll M r s . S . s
alo n e?)
Sh e m ay. (Good bye, friend, we will stop.) ”

The

next sittin g is dated M arch 4th , bu t as M r s . S . sa

alone and the sittin g is a p p a re n tly the one arran ged f o r a s ind
cated abo ve on M arch 2nd the date on the record w a s probabl
put there b y M r. S . the fo llo w in g d a y a fte r h is return. T h e plai

The Sm ea d
chette wag used.

C a se ,
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M rs. S . records on the o riginal sheet th a t she

did not ask a n y question to su ggest the begin n in g o f the w ritin g .
March 4th, 19 0 3. M rs. S . alone. P lan ch ette used.
" Friend, w ait here, mama m ay we come m am a 2 [to ] you.
[The writing a fte r the w ord “ here ” seems to be slightly different
Irotn the first three words, being slightly backhanded, and the
ignre ‘ 2 ’ is excellently made with double lines.] when w e can.
HE I S H E R E
(W h o is h e r e ? )
M AM A.
( I then asked if
l was Cecil and i f it w as if he would ask Im perator if he would
fflite here next M onday. T h e re w as no answ er for at least five
ninutes, when what follows w as written.)
W E W I L E TRY.
scrawls.] yes, w e do no no. w e will come.
■
[A word that is apparently “ mnamms ” w as written in very
inc letters though perfectly steady form , and then a hand with four
ingers and thumb with the w rist draw n spontaneously and a ring
n the first finger. Th e ring w as draw n first and then the knuckles
nd the ring a second time the lines almost overlapping and then the
ager and the w rist lastly, and immediately the name Chesterfield
i very dear steady script.]
Do not get so easily discouraged * * Chesterfield. H O P E ,
’ RAY, B E L E I V E .
[M rs. S . changed the sheet.]
Y e s, that
. will come to you. hope, p ray, believe that light m ay come too
? ]' to ’ y [ ?) [planchette then went back and wrote * o u ' superposig them over the 1 o y ' o f the first effort, making the w ords “ to
ou ”.] Y e s [scraw l.] Chesterfield. [Th en w as draw n a figure
mi lines which are not interpretable, and the sitting came to an
ad.]

March 1 1 t h , 1903.

P resen t M r, and M rs. S ,

P lan ch ette w ork.

" ( A l l i s well, friends.)
Yes.
(Proceed.)
* * ‘ [apparently
Sumcrinemt \ ]
( I cannot read that.) Sumerenemis.
(Please
rite it again .)
Episcopalian.
( I got that all right. G o on.)
es, Chesterfield.
( G o on, Chesterfield.
D o what you wish.)
es, [sheet changed.] yes, he has come over. (W h o m do you
■ can?) doctor. (W h a t is doctor?)
H uck. [erased.] H . . . get
in. (D o y o u mean that you will get h im ?)
we will try. ( I
iderstand.
G o on.)
L et brotherly love continue, Friend,
Thank you frien d.) ■ Y e s, the doctor will try some t [' t ’ crossed.]
her to [erased.] day. he does not feel equal to the task [scraw l.]
4. (Please tell me who this is.) a friend o f the Children's [new
te begun with word * children’s.]
I w ill let him when he is ready.
Will you ask him a question for m e?)
Y e s when can we [ ? ]
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[erased] [T h en planchette went back and inserted apparently the
letter ‘ 1 1 between words 1 when and * can ’.]
( I s the doctor here n o w ?
M y question was, ‘ Is his name
Stainton ’ ?) no, no, he has only come [scraw l,] recently. (Wasn't
it D r, H u ckins? G o on please.)
H e w as a good friend, yes, we
have told him you know him. (G ood, thank y o u .)
Y e s, he says
might have been ve ry much better brother. ( I would have liked
to have known him better.) not that, much better man. [Mrs.
S .’s head and hands began to shake.]
(T h a t is true. D r. Huckins
w as his own w orst enem y.)
Glad to come, it is good, boy is all
right.
[T h is Dr, H uckins w as with Cecil, son o f M r. and Mrs. S,,
when the boy died.]
( I have not worried about him .) all right,
good to come and see you here. (C a n you tell me w hen you died.)
live. ( Y o u know what I mean.)
only a ve ry little while, seems
as if I ju st [sust] came. (T h a n k you. T e ll me when you left the
body.)
can’t, we [ ?] are [ ?] all right o ver here, every one has
trouble there, tell w ife you can com fort her. Sh e is most alooe
not me. (T e ll m e anything you w ish .) not now. Thank yoc
brother.
(H a v e you met Cant, Colby th ere?)
[N o reply.]
( W e will still wait here, friends.) Chesterfield. (Chesterfield
did the doctor talk a w h ile ?) Y e s.
( I wish to talk to yo u . Chester
field. W ill you come over to m e? A n yth in g else?)
Y e s, as h
pleaseth the [thee]. ( I plan to sit W ednesday, T h u rsd ay, aik
F rid a y A . M . at 1 1 o'clock. Is that agreeable to you ?)
will answe
another time. (Chesterfield, I shall sit tom orrow a t 1 1 o’clock.]
as you like. (A n y th in g else to d a y ?) that is enough f o r this day
(T h an k s, Chesterfield.
K ind ly greetings.
Good m orning.
Giv
m y regards to D r. H uckins and tell him he is welcom e to com
again.)
it is well said, Friend, good d a y ."
“ M rs. S . thinks D r, H u ck in s died last nigh t. A s a matter c
fa c t he is not y e t dead, A p ril 4th . T h e reason th at th is messag
w a s g iv e n w a s th at M rs. S .’ s sublim inal m ade it up . She rt
ceived, M a rch 10th , a letter from a friend at P — , w r itte n Marc
8 th , s a y in g th a t D r. H u ck in s w a s v e r y sick and w a s n o t expects
to live but a fe w hours, that he w a s fa ilin g fast. T h is w a s enoug
fo r her sublim inal and this sittin g is the result. T h i s is the on)
w a y I can explain it.
“ I t is b a re ly possible th at w h ile the do cto r w a s so v e r y ill thi
his soul did leave the b o d y at th at tim e and did a c t u a lly come t
m e a t W -------th rough M rs. S „ bu t this is v e r y im p robable. I
m a y be so, h o w e v e r. B u t the best w a y to treat th is s ittin g is I
class it as sublim inal, a fiction o f M rs. S .’s m in d a ctin g tu
c o n scio u sly ."
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March 12 th , 1903.

P resen t M r. and M rs. S.

itting opened w ith p rayer.

P lan ch ette w o rk ,

1 1 a. m.

Mr, S. re m a rk s : " I had gone to see m y p h ysician abo u t a
ironic trouble that I n ever considered of a n y accou nt and in no
use a source o f d an ger to m e. T h is ph ysician tried to operate
»n it and relieve me tem p o rarily.

W h e n he tried to do this he

¡led to g iv e me relief. H e becam e alarm ed. H e thought the
auble m igh t be o f the nature o f chronic hernia o r o f a cancerous
st, and ea rn estly ad vised me to at once be exam in ed b y a speUist at K ------- .

I w a s m uch m oved b y w h at he attem p ted to do

the w a y o f an operation and his failure and w h a t he said to me.
vent hom e and told all to M rs. S . Sh e w a s as m uch m o ved and
rprised a s I w a s. I finally m ade up m y m ind th at if I w a s
ally in so d an gero u s a condition I w ould go at once to B oston
d consult a sp ecialist in hernia w h om I knew .

I had planned

do this a n d both M rs. S . and I w ere in this condition o f m ental
xiety w h en w e had this sittin g. N o questions w e re asked to
ggest the w o rd s th a t w ere g iv e n to us b y som ething, a spirit
her w o n d e rfu l sub lim in al,”
(The u se o f the expression " t h e k n ife ” is in terestin g as put
the m outh of C h esterfield.

J . H . H ,]

" {W e a re all ready friends.)
Friends o f earth, go on in thy
y of doing good, do not w orry, thy trouble is but slight, we
not think y o u need to [sheet changed.] to [erased.] be so [s c r a w l:
parently a w o rd begun and erased.] much concerned about so
jht a m atter, do you hear us.
(Yes, I h ea r all right. Th ank you my unknown friend.)
un
own you s a y . not so. ( W h o is it? ) Chesterfield.
(ChesterId gives m e this advice.)
w e do. (W ill it be well for me to see
. rarrar in Boston ?)
we cannot tell, w e do not know him, but
cannot see a s it w ould do any harm to see him. but we should
\ be cau tio us or perhaps you could understand if you were told
rawl) to be v e ry careful.
(W h a t shall I be careful about?)
the
ifc, the k n ife .
(W h a t is m y trouble?)
thou knowest. ( A ll
ht. A n y th in g about it, please,) use your very best judgment
;h much c a r e fu l thought, do not go off in a hurry, yes you
krstand w h a t we mean. ( Y e s , I understand.)
H u rry not friend
Kit your g o in g there, w e would advise you to wait [scraw l and
Md.] un til w e m ay tell the [thee] better. (A b o u t what do you
ih to tell m e b etter?)
what thou had'st been asking our council
ta few m om ents since. ( D o you refer to the D r. F a rra r I spoke

f
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of ?)
that is it. ( I s there any doubt as to what ails m e ?) I an
not [letter written and erased.] ju st tell yet, but will tr y and ha*
a friend tell the [thee] better soon. (D o you mean today?) a
[erased.] no. ( I am getting tired, friend. Perhaps w e shall bar
to stop now .) thou will do well to consider it carefully, goo
morning, Friend.”

M arch 12 th , 19 0 3.
A ftern o o n sittin g.

P resen t M r. and M rs. S.

3 p. m.

M rs. S . sleep y.

P lan ch ette used

T h is fa c t w as taka

as indication o f desire to com m unicate.
" ( A ll ready.)
yes, we will, do not go there, w e do not »
the need w [ ?] [erased.] thou can’st do as well fo r thyself. I
thou would'st not w orry, yes thou art in no danger.
(W h a t is nr
trouble? D o you know now frien d ?) the trouble is healing of it
self, but thy mental w orrying will do the [thee] h arm , so tiy t
quiet thyself.
(A n yth in g else?)
no senous difficulty friend
(W rite that again please.) no S E R ious difficulty [ ‘ t ' crossed,
friend. ( I do not quite understand that, frien d.)
Yes, nt
(W o u ld it hurt me if a certain simple operation w ere performed?1
I would say, let it alone.
( I s D r. Huckins here? W h o is h ere? Please g iv e me you
nam e.) no, no name this time is needed. ( I s this Chesterfield?
no need, you w o rry over to [too] small matters, w e think tho
Should’st know us by this time, friend.
( I really do not think it i
Chesterfield.)
Chesterfield. [M rs. S . w a s unconscious and I said:
(R elease her, friend. I am not able to stand any m ore todaj
Th ank you, friend.)
she will come all rig h t”

M arch 13 t h , 19 0 3.

P resen t M r. a n d M rs. S .

P la n c h e tte worl

S ittin g opened w ith p ra y e r as usual.
“ ( A ll is ready, friends.) Y e s , we will try friend.
(A H right.
Y e s. (G o on, please.) what will we say for thee T h is day. (
4m feeling better, friend, thanks to thy counsel.)
It w a s thy mmt)
anxiety that as [erased.] w as all. (Th anks. I w ould be glad t
have you tell me how you use this light.) T a lk to the soul. Che
terfield. (T h a n k s : have you anything else to tell me about that?
no, not at this time. ( L e t some o f my friends come to me if yo
can. I should be glad to meet D r. Huckins again .)
a t a mar
convenient time. ( A t a more convenient tim e?)
Y e s . (Ver
well,)
Y o u do not understand y e t
[I had said to M rs . S., ‘ You
soul is your sublim inal’.]
(W h a t is it that I do not understand?
the Soul of man.
d
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[This answer w as written in a very strange manner. T h e words
Soul o " were first written and the planchette went back and wrote
the ” before the word “ Soul ” and then returned and wrote " f ”
Iter the “ o " and then the word “ man
Th u s “ Soul o------- the
------ f man " . ]
(I admit that I do not know anything.)
Episcopalian, you
nst not say it so, friend, but thou can’st learn and be taught much
1 (That w as good. I t w as a royal answer. Please teach m e in
y blindness.)
no [scraw ls.] we would say that to speak to the
«1 would be as though w e w ere again in the body, as [erased.]
>, as if two souls were in one body talking one to the other. [M rs.
says that she never conceived things in this w ay,]
(We shall have to stop to take care o f the baby. D o you hear
i?) we do. [P au se in sitting.]
[Sitting resumed.]
(M r s . S . through M r. S . : Can you bring
uperator to m e?) Chesterfield, Chesterfield is sorry to tell the
we] that the friend cannot come to thee this day. (D o you mean
uperator?) yes. ( H a s he ever been h ere?)
H a s been, yes.
* [scraw ls,]
( Y o u do not answ er m y question plainly.) has
en, yes. [scraw ls.] (P lease give m e a definite answ er,) answer,
t have given thee. H e has been, Friend.
[W o rd s ‘ H e ’ and
mend’ begin lines.]
(T h a t is all right.
A r e you still here
Ksterfield?)
Friend.
(Chesterfield, what is M rs. S .’s subbm »1?) Sylvester, yes.
[ C f . pp. 2 9 2 , 30 4 .]
(W h a t do you mean to
y?) her subliminal [a letter or tw o written a fte r ‘ s u b l' w as
ased and ’ m in a l' written above.] is Sylvester. (T h a t answer
dps us a lot.) yes, you must let it rest brother. ( Y o u spirits are
puzzle to m e.) we expect to be, B illy, for awhile yet.
(W h y
n't you talk as you used to Sylveste r ?) do not hurry us. we are
ling better.”
[ A circle w as drawn around this last sentence and
e sitting closed.]

April 1 s t , 19 0 3. P resen t M r. and M rs. S .
nycr a s u su al opened the experim ent,

P lan ch ette used,

“ (A ll is ready friends from our side.)
* * * * T h is day
: begin o u r [scraw ls] begin our work. * *
[undec. apparently
loronna.’ ]
H ave all things ready at this time as thou art guided,
do not k now w hat you wish. Shall I get the pillows and get her
ady for the trance?)
at this season it is not o f any great im Ttance. w e w ill tell you when we w ish any changes, ( I under
bid. G o on, friend, as y o u w ish.)
* * * *
[A p p aren tly
Mae best w e tell ’ is part o f it.l
( I did not get that. Please write
over aga in .)
Y e s we are [ r] to [ ?] try friend, you have de
led to keep on in thy w ay o f doing good, it is wel well. ( A ll
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right. G o on, please.) * * Good * *
[ ‘ onot* ?] we [?]
understand * * try too [to]
* * tell you best. (Please
w rite plainly what you wish to say to me, friend.)
Come to try to
test her to find out more than anything [scraw l,] anything [scrawl]
else.
(I thought that what was written referred to a ve ry disagreeable
experience that M rs. S . had tw ice when alone, indicating the pres
ence o f an evil spirit and so I said what appears next.]
( I think that w as a contemptible perform ance.)
w e say not so
friend, say [evidently repeated for reading.]
( I do not want any
more such experiments with her. I resent them .)
W h y . (Be
cause it referred to matters that neither you nor her ought to con
sider. I want no more o f it. She does not need a n y such tests.)
we do not mean in your way o f thinking.
(T h a t is the w ay that she thought it, as I have told you. She
considers it an insult and so do I, and if that will h ave to go on 1
will drop the whole m atter.) no, you do not understand me. (Ex
plain it please.)
I came here at this time to see h ow I could besi
use the light for this that is needed to mak [pencil ran o ff edge ol
paper, and sheet w as then changed.] make it plainer to those ol
earth that w e are here on this side. (W h a t do you m ean .) you
earth.
[ I again referred to what I had discussed with this spirit am
alluded to the ve ry disagreeable experiences that M rs. S . had hij
and blamed this spirit very severely, and said that if an evil spin
w as allowed to be present that I would object to any m ore w ork aw
said that I wished to plan things so that evil spirits would no
be allowed to come at any time.]
I do not know what you are talking about. [ I w e n t over tfi
ground very carefu lly and asked the spirit if he understood me.
I do, but know w h o would [ ?]
(W e re you interested in it?)
do not know what you refere [re fe r] to [ ' tto * or ' oo \ ]
( W e do not say that you are evil spirits, but I do s a y that 1 d
not w ant any evil spirits present and I will not have th e m . I wi
drop the whole m atter if that is to be.] * * * *
"
" [M r s . S . w as unconscious and there w as hard w o r k to wak(
her from the trance. T h e heart action w as slow er th a n norms
and it w as the first time that I ever noticed it to be in the lea
affected by the trance. Finally she became herself all r ig h t .” ]

A p ril 3rd , 19 0 3,

P resen t M r. and M rs. S .

P la n c h e t t e use

P r a y e r as usual.
“ ( A ll is ready, friends.)
Friends, we her [h e re ] w e r e *
[apparently * Thuterim ll ’.]
( I cannot read what y o u w r o t e a ft
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friends'.) Friends, we here were here Th u rsd ay Thrumboll.
No one by the name o f " Trum ball *’ known to M r. S .]
(Make it plainer, please.)
here where were you Friends.
[M r.
. adds a n o te: " I see now what they mean, I w as aw ay fishing
hursday when I ought to have had a sitting.]
(I was aw ay fishing and you must excuse me for it.)
yes,
riend, weo------- [long pause.]
(Go on friend.)
Chesterfield, understand. ( Y e s , get M artin
uther, if you can please.)
Better [scraw l.] w ait waiit wat.
(G o
i please.)
w [ ? ] wait.
(A ll right.)
Chesterfield waits thy
«sure, ( I would like you to bring some earth friend to m e.)
annot bring earth friends. ( I did not mean what you thought,
et some spirit like Cecil or Sylvester come to me.)
another time
iey shall come, friend, we are getting ready now this light and
3 not wish it used only as advised by us. ( V e r y well, Chesterfield,
/ill you answ er questions I may ask ?) I have already done this
ir thee, friend.
[T h ere w as an interruption at this point, the baby
■ quiring attention.]
[S c ra w ls.] must [ ?] wait.
(Go on, friend. A ll is ready now .) M A R T I N L U T H E R .
I am glad to greet you, my friend.)
so you called for F R I E N D
UTHER.
( I wanted to greet you again, friend Luther. I
n a minister. C an you tell me facts in theology. Y o u remember
at you w ere in the earth Hfe a doctor o f divinity.)
TO F A S T
y F [erased.] my friend, to fast, to fast,
[ I then spoke more
owly.]
( I would like you to answer theological points for me
ease.) not best [ ‘ t * crossed.] it is not time for that. ( A ll right,
ell me anything you please, friend.)
Y e s later, ( I s Im perator
ne?) is [or ' es * followed by the sign of the cross made distinctly
iree times.]
(I cannot understand. Is Im perator here?) a S t [ ' t ' crossed.]
». (H a il, Im perator. T h o u art welcome here.)
[M rs. S . was
mpletely unconscious and had been for some time.]
Stainton
his day shall continue the w ork of God throug [through] friends
dearth, the w ork must be sloly [slow ly] done. (Im perator, tell
f what to do. W e want to know .) be slowly. ( I understand,
n right. G o on.)
I am trying this to do. understand think
Ju? ( I think so .) v ery well. ( A ll right. G o on.)
ve ry well,
lir third fourth [ ‘ fourth ’ crossed out or erased.] no fs ( I do not
it it P lease w rite it o ver.)
fourth, fifth, sixth days elaventh
Seventh] until the tw elvth hour.
( I understand.) v e ry good,
t see w hat you mean. I will do it.) until told to do differently.
[ must be a w a y from A p ril 15th to A p ril 23rd , Im perator.)
very
ell, the rest will do the light much good. (A n yth in g more, Im irator?)
you m ay leave her with me.
[I did not understand and
i he said a gain .]
with me wi [sheet changed.] with me, (G o on.)
) out ( D o you want me to go out of the room ?) yes. ( A ll

/
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r ig h t.) [ I d id so a n d came b ack in a fe w m in u te s .] [s c r a w ls .]"
[ W r it in g had been a lit tle s c ra w ly f o r some tim e .]

“ Mrs. S. came out of her trance easily and naturally, and said
that she felt rested as she always did when Imperator was pres
ent. She saw his cross and by this knew that he was there before
she became totally unconscious. While in her unconscious con
dition, she saw Cecil. He seemed to be lying down on some
thing/'
Mr. S. adds in a note: “ I can see that all this sitting can be
classed as subliminal, and so it must be for scientific consider
ation. But it is a most wonderful subliminal that will fabricate
characters like this one of Imperator. It is very difficult for me
to accept this subliminal idea. Yet at times I feel forced to by
the logic of some of these sittings. When a so-called spirit com
municates, gives alt the characteristics of himself, so that I think
that he is there and afterwards I find that he is alive, I must call
such a communication as that subliminal, and if that one is there
it must be other than this. I do not deny such a view, but it is
all so strange and unthinkable to try to conceive what sort of a
personality a secondary self is that will fabricate in such shape
as Mrs. S.'s will.”
April 4 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Experiment with
the Ouija board. Sitting held in afternoon.
The Ouija board was an extemporised one and made out of
a lap board by writing the letters on it. It had been tried once
before (cf. p. 398 ). In this previous instance the hand of Mrs. S.
insisted on going through the process of writing. But on the
present occasion the hand at first pointed to the letters in the
usual way with the Ouija board, but soon began to make writing
motions and the words had to be deciphered by watching the
movements of the hand.

" (We are very glad to have you come, Cecil This is a Ouija
board. Here are the letters: you used to know them. Will you
try and use themf)
A big, big B, little a , big B, little b . (This was the way that
George, Cecil's brother, used to say his letters, and Cecil always
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saidthat it was very interesting to hear him say “ big A, little a ",
etc.)
(Cecil, will you not try and use this Ouija board? You have
seenone, I think.) Cecil RemBeRS remem aunt jennie had one of
these. (All right. Go on and use it please.) Cecil was serprised
[surprised] when he came here, was you papa? (Do you mean
that you were surprised when you found that we were at Win
chester?) over here. (Papa was much surprised when he knew
that you were dead, Cecil.) Ceci) aint dead, papa. (I know that,
dear. But I spoke as people here speak.) [I then took out my
watch and showed it to him and said, ' I have your watch, dear.
1 sold mine and now I wear yours, Cecil
I then put it on the
table. The ouija board pointer went all around the watch as if
looking at it.]
not Cecil's chain, papa. [This was true George had Cecil's
chainand my own chain was on his watch.]
(Cedi, I gave the chain to George.) I like him to keep it from
Imrther Cedi for Christinas present. (Cecil, do you know whether
l shall go to P------- again?) To preach papa? (No, to take up
work in the--------- school. Do you know about that, Cecil?)
Mr. Xenos will know papa. Ask him. his little boy comes to see
his mama, but she don’t seemto know him. must g...
[The remainder was as if it was written. Mrs. S. could tell
that was meant by watching the motions of the Ouija board
pointer.]
we do not like this, it takes too much pushing, it tires us.
Good by, George. I love him, my little brother, tell him to be
food toevery one. yes, mama, we like little sister, Maude and me.
we like to see her, we like to see George, papa, we like you.
Goodby. from your little Cecil. Maude, lots of us."
There is one fact of interest in this sitting. Mrs. S. knew very
well why Mr. S. was contemplating going to P---- and it was
not to preach. The whole matter had been talked over and dis
cussedand I also knew what was contemplated. Besides the fact
is mentioned right here in the sitting by Mr. S. Cecil, of course,
could not be supposed to know anything about it. It is singular
that the subliminal should try to play this game which is just
shrewd enough to simulate the spiritistic, but not intelligent
enough to detect its own limitations and errors. " Mr. Xenos "
was also known to Mrs. S. as “ Prof, Xenos ”, and was most
probably called 11 Mr." by Cecil when living. But there is no
assurance on this point. J, H. H.
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April 8th, 1903, Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchettc used.
“ (All is ready, friends, with us.) Bitter sweet, Wellcome.
(Very well. Go on.) here we come * * [apparently 'no*,bat
erased.] Help [ ?] [Hoop ?] u. (Who are you. We try to help
you.) Chesterfield manoreal here. (What is that word after
‘ Chesterfield’?) manoreal Here. (Go on.) Let us help yon
Friend. (I will. Go on.) Let her try bbbbbb anner so [?] get,
yes She [ ?] (I cannot get that.) Let her try the banner to get yes.
(We do not understand what you mean. Will you please explain?)
H h h h h h h h h h Hemom noon. (Please tell us what you
mean?) no more more [?] here ohor here afternoon, more [?]
h * * [scrawls.] (We do not understand what you mean.)
helo * *
[Intermission on account of the baby,]
(I will give you time to control here. I wish you to tell me
what you mean.) She here now [ ?] She came over with us at one
over [?] [‘ have’ ?] trouble [ ?] (We cannot get it yet.) * *
MA Ry N [?] IN [?] II here himask h... where are you. Tell
Him, yes. (Who is it?) Tell him. (What shall I tell him?)
V I V I Mary Bitter Sweet, hmm * * [scrawls.] * *
[‘ Oremes’ ?] (Whom do you wish me to tell?) James * *
[scrawlsj (I will. Can you tell me anything for James?) * *
* * (Go on, please.) many thanks. (Go on, please.) Chester*
field * * [scrawls.] Chesterfield * * * * [ 'Moaune’ ?1
no,.. FRYE. * * [undcc.] no."
The word “ V I V I " is very clearly printed in capitals so
that there is no mistaking the reading. Mary Fry, as previous
notes show, is the name of my wife deceased (p. 323 ). It is ap
parent here that the words “ Bitter Sweet '* are represented as
a pass word from her and not from my father as conjectured
before, where I treated the words as attempts on the part of the
subliminal to imitate the experiment I was trying, though the
words were said to have a very remote suggestion of an attempt
to give the pass sentence of my father in the Piper case. This
idea is evidently abandoned here and the words seem to repre
sent an attempt to give a pass sentence to my wife and the Latin
word ‘ Vivi ’ is added. Mrs. S. it seems does not know anything
of Latin. She may have seen the word somewhere and have
learned its meaning. In that case we should have to suppose the
subliminal fabricating the use of it here to mystify us. At the
same time it is consistent with the frequent use of Latin by the
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Imperator group in the Piper case. There is no distinct evidence
that they are operating as yet in this instance and I know nothing
tojustify the supposition that my wife would either send the
words ‘ Bitter Sweet' to me for any purpose or give the word
‘Vivi ’ for any known purpose.
The following incident took place some time in February or
March, but was not reported to me until the date of May 26 th.
It was not written down until that time. The only importance
attaching to the incident, however, is the fact that the experience
tookplace before the sitting at which my wife purported to com
municate and gave the word " V I V I " apparently as a watch
word. With this fact in mind the present incident will explain
itself. The sitting at which “ V I V I ” was given was April
8th. It was not thought at the earlier date that the experience
was of any special value, and besides Mrs. S. is so busy with her
domestic affairs that she cannot write down all her fugitive im
pressions and visions, and it was only after the sitting of April
8ththat the importance of the experience here narrated was im
pressedupon her mind, as she saw clearly that the sitting and its
incidents were probably a subliminal reflection of this earlier
experience.
But some time in February or March Mrs. S. in a dream vision
sawa lady in a large room or hall like a reading room which
appeared to be 30 or 40 feet square. She got the impression that
thelady was my wife, but did not know how she herself, Mrs. S.,
hadgotten into the room. But she seemed to stand about 7 feet
frommy wife. The latter sat at a table in the middle of the
room,about 3 by 5 feet, with her back to Mrs. S. and reading. In
thecenter of the table was a green felt cloth with bevelled edges
all around. My wife did not move or notice the presence of Mrs.
S. and was apparently indifferent to sound. The light seemed
like an electric light, but much softer, and there was a green
dome-shaped shade on the lamp. She wore a dark gray dress
fittedvery closely; her hair was of a light brown shade and her
*yes blue. Her shoulders were broad and complexion fair. Her
faceseemed small as compared with her shoulders and her waist
average. There was a wavy appearance for about two inches of
thehair and the face was round, but not specially full. The chair
which she was sitting was like Mrs. S.’s chair, a study chair.
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“ I spoke to her several times but she did not notice me until
a voice saidt ‘ A friend speaketh to thee’. At that she turned
her face sideways and saw me standing there. I told her whit
I had come for. She sat erect and stiff as if nettled by being
disturbed.
I told her to send some word to her husband as he
t

was very anxious for it. She refused at first. I begged her to
and she finally said, 'Tell him vivi amaverim [?] a m a r e I
asked her to say it slowly that I might remember it and she did.
I said it over two or three times, when I awoke. I could not recall
any of it then, but it came to me later.”
The word “ vivi '* was pronounced ** veevee ” and the others
were so indistinct that they are partly the result of guessing,
especially the second.

April 29 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette work.
Sitting opened with prayer. There was a rest of three weeks on
account of matters connected with church affairs.
"(All ready, friends.) Chesterfield. (Go on.) Chest ....
the little ones love to come so much. (They are welcome to go on.)
mama, yes, we love mama [planchette drew pencil across the sheet
twice and then wrote:] we brother. (Go on, whoever is trying.)
Yes, papa. (AH right.) Stainton is going to * * write * *
She was all * *
[At this point Mrs. S. appeared faint and the sitting was stopped
until she was restored.]
(All right now.) Chesterfield is sorry to have any trouble
Friends. (That is all right. She is all right’ now. What made
her faint?) cushions here next time. (All right. I will have
them.) you understand how we wish things. (Yes, I do.) very
well. (It is too late to get pillows for this sitting.) we will try
them next time. (Have you anything else to tell me?) let her
*
*
['go out’ ?1 of doors mornings. [Question as to reading
evidently not recorded.] yes, out. yes, yes.”
April 30 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. U a. m. Opened
with prayer. Planchette used.
" (All right, go on.) * * [First letter like the reversed cap
ital ' E ' seen before in the attempts to write the word ' Episco-

It
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palian* and made like figure 3 . Some letters suggest the same
attempt here.] (I cannot read it.) * * [letters apparently
'merlhina',] (Was that word ‘ nothing'?) [No reply.] (All
right, go on.) Episcopal [very scrawlly and made like figure 3.1
* * (All right. Go on, friend.) Chesterfield, Chesterfield.
(Good morning. Chesterfield. We are all ready.) Chesterfield is
ready. (All right. Go on then.) Episcopalian Eriend. [‘ E ’ in
*Episcopalian * like figure 3 .] (All right, Chesterfield. Go on
then.) How is [ ?] * * (You are welcome friend. We shall
be glad if you can use the light.) How is [?] Episcopalian [very
scrawly.] (Write it again.) * * me [?] Chesterfield [ ?] Jeso
?] (It is well friend. She will quietly rest.) When Chanfield
evidently intended for ‘ Chesterfield'.] * * (I cannot read it.)
dathman [ ?] How is it. mathenam [or ‘ mathmam’] mathehick
...mathematical. (Is the word mathematical?) Yes. (I got it. Go
on, she is resting finely.) Yes, * * nothing [?] (All right. What
doyou mean by‘ mathematical'?) * * (Write what you wish.)
Chesterfield wifi come * * * * [Pencil given but no writing fol
lowed and the planchette was resumed.] Chesterfield, [very
scrawly.] Chesterfield. * * [undec. apparently ' chesfd ’.] (Go
an.) Luther, [not distinct.] (Is Luther here?) mes, yes. (Go
on.) * * * * (What is the matter today, friend Luther?)
Episcopalian Friend is [ ?] ssssss is h...* * (Go on.) Episco
palian. [capital ‘ E * made correctly,] ”
" I stopped the sitting as something seemed to be the matter.
I do not know what.”
Mrs. S. saw the cross several times at this sitting. It went
from yellow to blue and passed into a white cloud. The arms
were not like the usual cross at the ends but terminated in a
leaf-like shape.
May 1st,
H a. m.

1903 .

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette work.

” (All right, friends.) [scrawls.] Friends, * * [' tnesimeresnnesss'] mess [scrawls.] Robert Hyslop. (I thought it you.) Clif
ford the h [* h* erased.] manee [last ' e * erased.] well what * *
['welt ’ ? ] * * [ * mesan has ’ ?] Especially,, yes. (Who is
Clifford?) Chesterfield was here not was not here. Could now
... [scrawl.] came now. (Is Chesterfield here now?) * * bet
ter have * * yes. (Who is Clifford?) Friend we kn., know
not (Will you tell me who Clifford is?) we know not. (Is that
what you said, ‘ we know not’?) Yes. (All right Write what
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you wish.) Get brother. (Whom do you mean?) George.
(George is here by my side. Go on.) Let him try, (His hand is
on the machine.) George, say something. (George said, ' Who is
he papa’ ?) Hello George, don’t us [?] [erased.) you know roe,
Cecil. (Let George take his hand off.) no, papa. (George said:
' Hullo Cede'.) George be Good. Love [ ?] Love * * good o
good play with sister now go yes * * (All right. Go on, dear.)
Chesterfield. (Did you let the little boy Cecil write?) yes. (Go
on.) Chester [ ?] Mary (?] [I said: ‘ We cannot help it but do
not recall what I meant by it.] * * * * (Go on.) Chester
* * [undec,] Chesterfield. (Please do something.) Chester

May 1st, 1903, p. m. Planchette used. Present Mr. and Mrs.
S. Mr. Smead introduces the transcript with the following
remarks :
“ This sitting was held in the afternoon. That of the fore
noon was very unsatisfactory and both Mrs. S. and I were de
pressed, thinking that it was a great waste of time to spend in
these experiments. Nothing seemed to come from them. We
proposed to drop the sittings in the forenoon and plan to have
them in the evening and let whoever wished to control as in the
old régime. These were our feelings. I finally as an experiment
asked Mrs. S. if she would be willing to sit this afternoon and
said that we should do as we pleased; that we would not pray;
that we would not have anything published, that no report of the
sitting should reach Dr. Hyslop. She agreed and after I had
helped her finish the house work the sitting was commenced.
She was rested. Her mind was easy. All the work was done.
We were in harmony in every sense. She agreed to take an in
terest in what was written and to see if that attitude of mind
would make any difference. We were willing that even Harrison
Clarke should communicate, if he wished to do so.”
“ (If any spirits are here they can use this machine.) Chester
field. [We were surprised to see that ‘ Chesterfield’ was here.]
(All right, go on.) Friends you would do well to pray often for
light.
[I prayed after this and took pains to tell God what no doubt He
knew, that the reason I did not pray was that I djd not wish to have
to pray, but wished to do so willingly.]
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(We have prayed Chesterfield.) Chesterfield: nothing lacking,
ask that greater light be given thee. (Shall I pray again?) not
at this time, but before thou goest to thy evening rest ask that as
[' s’ erased.] a greater blessing be given thee and thine. (All right,
Chcsterfied: allow me to express my satisfaction and pleasure with
what you have written. I shall do so.) always and ever after do
not forget thy Creator, (I will remember, I perceive that you are
an exalted spirit.) Chesterfield desires naught but thy good.
(All right. Thanks. Will you tell me who you were on the
earth?) a prudent man. (That is good, Chesterfield. Will you
tell me anything more?) Enough of that. (AH right. I submit.
Coon as you wish. One question any way. Are not you the Prudens in Mrs. Piper’s case with Imperator Doctor, Rector, etc.?)
Yes, the same as thou hast Said (new line begun with *said ’.] (All
right, go on.) I am Chesterfield here. [This was written 'Ches
terfieldhere ’ when the planchette went back and wrote ' I am’ over
’Chesterfield’.] (All right, Chesterfield. I will call you Chester
field here.) Yes. (Do you stay here with this light most of the
time?) Oh no, not always [scrawl.] it would not do [apparently
the' t' in ‘ not' was erased, but possibly the intention was to cross
it.] (Is this planchette best to use?) at present, yes, later no.
[Question as to reading evidently not recorded.] yes, later no.
(Chesterfield, I do not see how Mrs. S. can go out doors mornings.
It must be in the afternoons.) we will think about that. (All
right, go on.) Chesterfield, The hihght [light] a getting weary in
well doing. (Please write it over.) Gooday ['good day’] (All
right.) Chesterfield, Good day, Friends."
May 2 nd, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. 8 p. m. Mrs. S.
was willing that I try the experiment with the Ouija board. She
was in fair condition. Prayer as usual.
" (If any spirit is present you may go on.) no we do not want
this, [no written as if using the planchette.] (Shall we put it up
andtake the planchette?) Yes, yes.
[I fixed the planchette with a plain pointer in the place of the
asual pencil and placed this on the Ouija board to see what would
takeplace. I said *Suppose you try planchette improved.’ The in
strument went up to the sign of the cross that I had made on the
Ouija board to indicate when Imperator wished to communicate.]
(Do you wish planchette fixed as usual?) We don't like this,
[pointer went to the cross. The Ouija board was laid aside and the
planchette used in its proper condition and Mrs. S.'s hand alone on
«-1

,

.

. ’

(All right, Imperator.) Thank you Friend, you will do well
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to let us do that part at our pleasure. (We do not quite under
stand. Will you explain who is present and writing?) Experi
menting. (Thank ydu. I understand. All right. Who is using
the light ?) WE are caring for it. we do not want thee to do it
unless advised by us/'
“ We stopped at this point, seeing that they did not wish us
to experiment only as they planned."
May 7 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
Prayer as usual. Mrs. S.’s hand alone on the planchette.
" (All ready now.) [Hand, head and body tremble]
[Scrawls.] (All right.) [I put my hand on planchette.) * * *
* * * Ches ... (Go on.) Better wait. (All right, I will.)
we not [?] * * » (All right.) it very sis [erased.] still
(Yes.) s T I L L S TI L L . (I do not understand.) Still.
(Yes.) Emeromdn * * (I cannot understand.) * *
[apparently ’ ssGtC or 1 ss G H.’l yes, no, yes no * * (Try
to write plainly.) Better * * [undec. ‘ Chesn’ or ‘ Chem’
followed by scrawls.] (Who is here today?) wait. (Yes.)
thanks. (All right.) * * no. [scrawls.] Epscopalian Rector.
(Are you Rector?) Episcopalian. (Can I do anything to help
you?) [scrawl, and apparently the word ‘ so’.] Gone."
May 8th,

1903.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.

“ (AU ready friends.) Chesterfield, Yes. Here welcome Friends
of earth. (We were a little late today. We could not help it. We
are glad to greet you, Chesterfield. Go on.) Chesterfield means
to do well, yes, * * (Goon.) well [not clear.] yes. (Goon.)
Chesterfield William [ ?] (Willing?) no. (What is the word?)
William, ifive b b b b bb, (Go on, I do not understand it.) How
shall we do it if you make so much * * talk.
[At this point a most interesting phenomenon occurred. My
Sloyd table which is about two inches thick, fastened so as not to
move, and blocked very carefully so as not to rest unevenly upon
the floor, sounded as if two loud raps were made upon it. They
made Mrs. S, jump. We both heard them. They were not cracks
or snappings due to settling of the house, as may be supposed. 1
noted the two very clear sounds. After the sitting I took pains to
very carefully test the bench to see if it was possible for me to make
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it rap by any pressure at any point on its surface, or by trying to
produce the raps by shaking the bench, as it must have shaken if
there had been an earthquake, or a settling of the house. Nothing
inany way like the clear raps could be made by any effort that I
could make. I think that the raps were made to emphasise the
fact that they wished me to obey and to keep quiet and not talk so
much. They had advised me in this direction several times before
andprobably they thought that if I had some physical demonstration
of their presence I would pay more attention to what they might
request.]
(I will be quiet.) How both do t it * * * * (I was a
little nettled at their command to keep still and said: 'Will your
Royal Highness allow me to say that I cannot read what you
wrote' ?)
at the present we are not trying to write we are busy about
other matters, we want it still for this purpose, Friend. So do
not be offended at what may be said to thee concerning thy much
speaking. (All right. Tell me when you wish me to speak.)
When we ask if thou understandcst th [‘ th’ erased.] what we say.
(All right.) Chesterfield * * me body harm * * if it is to
go. not that, well in time [ ?] yes, we very much desire it so.
* * Charm bit ('bit' erased.] but it is a necessity, Chesterfield,
thanks you Friend, so Good morning, (Shall we have our sitting
as usual?) yes, it would be it [‘ it’ erased.] be well. (Will you
tell me what you are really doing with Mrs. S.,) not at this time.”
May 14th,

1903.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.

" (All right, friends.) Here is thy Friend. (Please write who
it is?) thou shouldst know by this time, Chesterfield. Should know
by this time that we let no others try. (Thanks, greetings, Chester
field, you are welcome.) Chesterfield grec [erased.] greets thee [last
‘e* erased.] friend of earth. (The reason why we did not sit
yesterday was that I was so busy that I forgot about it, Chester
field.) Greets and welcomes. When you cam [come] we will let
you try. you must wait awhile, friend. (Mrs, S.: Don’t you feel
the power in the planchette?) [We sat in silence.] Yes, Chester
field. [Still sat in silence.] IsR [?] I s + [sign of the cross
made.] (Chesterfield, be sure to do it so that no harm may be done
the light.) keep still. (Yes.) please. [Mrs. S. laughed.] no.
(All is well.) So with us. She will in time overcome that, yes.
Martin Luther greets thee, Friend. (I greet thee friend Luther.)
It is well that thou follow thy master in all thy ways. (Thanks.)
So let it be henceforth. (I will try, Luther.) Friend. Yes, to
morrowat eleven, good day, Luther, Chesterfield. (Shall we stop?)
it is better so.'*
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Mrs. S. remarked after she came out of the trance: “ I feel a
swaying motion. It seems as if some one was sick. I saw no
cross." Apparently the initials of '* Imperator Servus ” are given
with ‘ R ’ instead of' D \
May 20 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchctte used.
Mrs. S.’s eye was very much inflamed. The light was bright in
the room, when we commenced.

“ (AH right, friends. We are ready.) Get light softened,
Friend. [I did so.] Thanks. It is better so. They need rest.
(What do you refer to, please.) Eyes. (Go on.) * * * *
Episcopalian Rector is to tell them for me that I would like mamma
[written ‘ mama ’ ‘ a ’ erased, and ‘ ma ' written in its ¡dace.} to come
soon. (Who sent that message? Who is that?) little light.
(Tell me the name, please.) [scrawls.] H no. H C J. [period in
serted, then something erased.} [circular scrawls and some capital
letter written in center of them. Might be 'J'.] (All right. Go
on.) Chesterfield Greets thee, Friend. (Good morning, Chester
field. When is it going to rain?) [It had not rained for a long
time and it occurred to ask the questionj Elmo [ ?] Friend, thou
must of thy Father * * [undec.] For He pleases Him. (1
cannot read it.) Thou must ask of thy Father, that which pleased
Him that will He do. (Thanks Chesterfield, b Here come thaw
that wish to try. (All right. Let them try.) Chesterfield greet)
the Friends [screends] (Yes, go on.) then * * * ’
[scrawls.] Chesterfield waits, try to wait a little later
Friend. ("Try to write a little later"?) no. Try to wait later
(All right.) be better if you will, Friend. (Yes, yes. I will wait.]
Just wait here. (AH right.) Friend, we wish to try it next timt
without thee and so please remember Chesterfield. (Do you wisl
for me not to be in the room?) no, (Do you wish my hand of
fromthe machine?) that is it."

The meaning of the message referring to the wish tha
" mamma should come soon " is conjectured to be an allusion t<
domestic conditions in the family of Mrs. S.'s parents, and henc
possibly as a message from Mrs. S.'s deceased brother, Joht
Houston Robertson, The only clue to this is the initials of hi
name given in a confused manner.
May

21 st, 1903.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used
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"I was instructed at the previous sitting not to put my hand on
the planchette. I obey and results are much better."
“ (All right friend. I remember what you said.) I will ask
it Friend. Father wilt thou. Father wilt Thou Send Thy special
blessing to this Thy Child that she may be ever willing to do Thy
Will here For the uplifting of all mankind, That they may beleive
[believel in the Fullness of [scrawl.] Thy Love For them. This
weask This day amen. (All right.) + [cross made.] I am glad
of thy submission, Friend, it will be well For [new line begun,]
thee. B E T T E R SO A L W A Y S H E R E A F T E R . (Go
on a3 you please. Do as you wish.) Chesterfield welcomes
thee, Friend. Welcome (Good morning Chesterfield. Wel
come Chesterfield. You are welcome.
[Mrs. S. asked the following mental question: “ If I go to
Boston, will Chesterfield arrange it so that I could see Mrs. Piper ?]
W E D O N O T W I S H I T . (All right, Chesterfield.) Yes,
wemay. notnow, Mary, (All right, go on.)
Luther greets Thee, friend. He will not try This [new line be
gan.] day to talk to thee, but Greets thee. (Greetings, friend Lu
ther. I am glad to have you present.) Rector likewise, Friend.
(You are welcome Rector.) Thanks friend. (May I ask you a
question Rector?) If it pleaseth thee. (Do I understand that you
were Stainton Moses when living on this earth?) Episcopalian
Rector. (I understand Stainton Moses is the Episcopalian Rector.
Am I right?) Episcopalian Rector. Eupro [erased.] European
friend. (All right.) Thanks, Stainton S Moses, yes, Episcopalian
Rector, Friend. (All right.) WE A R E GLAD YOU A E
[ARE] T R Y I N G TO H A R M O N I Z I N G Y OUR
LI VES WI TH T H E E [THE] F A T HE R. IT I S
WELL. Chesterfield. Good morning Friends.”
May 2 2 nd, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Prayer as usual.
Planchette work. Mr. S.’s hand not on the planchette.
welcome, Friend. (Good morning, friend. Welcome. Every
thing is harmonious.) Chesterfield. (That is nicely done.) we
come friend, [read aloud.] yes. (All right.) how many Friends,
[read aloud.] Luther comes friend, welcome. [Mrs. S. semi-con
scious. Body shakes.] (You are welcome, friend Luther. Write
what you wish to me. I shall be glad to have you.) when we can
wewill, yet it is hard, [hand shaking.] (I read the message over
andsaid: * I have that.') yes, she one [ ?] (Let me fix her head.)
oo. [ I f ix her head.) no. ( I cannot read that.) w w when you
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pray ask that her soul may be moved very easily from thee [the]
body. (I will do so.) Good morning, Friend.”
Just as she was going into the trance Mrs. S. had a visionof a
face which she was impressed to think was that of Charles
Dickens. It was accompanied by the vision of an old-fashioned
house with a gabled roof and a window in the gable, small win
dow panes and green shades or shutters. Mrs. S. seemed to be
in the kitchen and saw an old-fashioned settee in the next room,
a fire place and a three-legged stool near the latter, without any
paint on it about five inches across the top and nine inches high.
The face taken as that of Charles Dickens showed gray side
whiskers and full beard. It soon vanished. After the sitting
was over Mrs. S. examined the picture of Charles Dickens to see
if it resembled what she saw and found that it did not. But the
picture of Longfellow was found to tally, with it quite closely.
May 27 th, 1903. Mrs. S. a lo n e . Flanchette used. She asked
her own questions and hence remained conscious during the
writing. The record of the questions was made afterward.
" (If any one is present he may write.) M A . .. [at this point
a florist called and Mrs. S. had to answer the call. When she re
turned the planchette completed the word:] R Y, Chesterfield, yes.
(Will you kindly tell Cecil that I am going to send the flowers to
P------- for him and will you tell me, if possible, who will place
them on the grave?) I will tell him for thee, Friend, yes tell him.
we’ll tell [ ?] yes. pretty flowers, we have them mama.
[The writing then proceeded without further questions for some
minutes,] ...... [lines across the sheet with dots or periods at end
of two of them,] * * mama, yes, we know who [wavy writ
ing.] mamma [ ?] yes, we know who. what it is we know, we
wilt tell what when. (What does this mean?) yes, what does it
mean to live. I ask you the same. (Tell me what this means.)
when he comes to live, we live, we live. Yes, to live live, that
is live, yes, not now friend.
[I told themwhy Mr. S. was not present and said to them that 1
would like them to come tomorrow. After this I asked no furthei
question until the word ' ring1 was written.]
It is better so friend, ring mine mine * * [undec
resembles ‘ urammm'] (What does it mean?) mine mini
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mine, where * * (I would ask that Imperator may come to
morrow.) Chesterfield will ask, Friend, so let it be amen.”
Mrs. S. did not think what the reference to " ring ” could
mean until after the sitting. She knew the name of my wife and
observing that this name was given at the beginning of the ex
periment she recalled that my housekeeper, when Mrs. S. was in
New York, toward the close of her stay there, had told her of the
incident in connection with the finger ring of my wife as she was
dying with the remark that she “ did not see how I could do such
a thing”. I had carefully told my housekeeper not to tell any
oneof the fact and wrote out an account of it and locked it away.
My housekeeper was present when the incident occurred and it
was necessary to counsel her on secrecy. But it appears here
that she betrayed me and did not keep the matter quiet as she
should have done, and Mrs. S. was of all persons in the world the
one from whom the fact should have been religiously kept secret.
The reader will perceive what a fine piece of evidence the refer
ence is of secondary personality, and the manner and conjunction
inwhich it occurs, Mrs, S. knowing that I was coming for an
experiment, are enough, with the failure to get other messages,
to suggest the limitations of the whole case to secondary
personality.
May 2 8 th, 1903. Present J. H. Hyslop and Mr. and Mrs. S.
Planchette used. Sitting opened with prayer by Mr. S. in which
he prayed for light in the work and aid in the removal of Mrs.
S.'s soul.
[I had written some time before that I was expecting to come
for a few sittings and the first one was held at the hour 11a. m.,
which seems to be the time arranged for regularly by the trance
personalities. It was some minutes before the planchette began
to move, longer than usual according to the statement of Mr.
S. J.H. H.]
“ (All ready.) (After some minutes this was repeated by Mr,
S. and I suggested patience, saying that we would let themtake their
own course. In a few minutes the writing began in a fairly dear
*tyle.j
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we greet thee friend. [I read this over aloud and it was re
peated as if I had asked for it again. Mr. S. remarked; ‘ friend of
earth *] yes, w [we] greet thee friend [a letter or two after last
word not legible.] (You are welcome.) WH A T DID YOU
S A Y FRI END. (Yes, I ... [sheet changed.] Hyslop we
cannot hear thee. (I greeted you, that was all.) [Spoken louder
and more clearly,] Yes, greetings. (Very good. Wait a mo
ment.) [Sheet changed,] [Pause.]
WE (“ We., We" is the word you wrote.) WE ARE
NOT R E A D Y FOR FOR T H E E (Is that word
‘ ready ’ ?) AT T H I S TIME. (Very well Very well, I
understand.) [wavy scrawls across the page.] (What is the
trouble?) WE WE [lines slightly wavy.] we must n [not] do
much more yet U D, H. (Should we stop now?) not just yet,
present we will just wait. MA R Y [followed by scrawl.] STOP
NOW. F RI E ND. (All right.) [Pause.] (Shalt I come to
morrow?) YOU MAY comE THS [this] NIGHT.
[Pause.] going. (All right. Good bye for the present.) ”
Mrs. S. was clearly in a deep trance. When she came out,
which was easily and quickly, she did not know that she had ar
ranged for a sitting for the evening, but supposed that it would
be at the regular time tomorrow. She remarked that she saw the
cross when she closed her eyes and that her head snapped at the
same time. This is the second time that she has had this ex
perience (cf. pp. 559, 620 ). The trance lasted 40 minutes.
May 28th, 1903. Evening session. Present Mr. J. H. Hyslop,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
I counselled silence at this experiment and the policy of al
lowing the “ communications ” to take their own course. After
some minutes the arm and hand began to tremble slightly and
continued this for some minutes. At a certain stage of this I
held my hand over that of Mrs. S. and the planchette immediately
began to write.
“ Friend + thou y [?] [Pause.] (You have written 'friend
cross thou'.) [Planchette moved back.) [Pause.] Yes, It will
not yet. [not read at first.] (Please write that again.) * * IT
W I L L N O T Y E T . (Very well friend, take your time.) Yes.
[Pause.] you did well, yes, mustry [must try] again. (Very well
Very well.) yes, H [Pause,]
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[The writing stopped and in a moment Mrs, S, became some
what flaccid and the head began to fall over from her hand on which
it hadbeen leaning. Mr. S. caught her and in a few moments she
cameto consciousness and out of the trance. She remained in this
condition perfectly conscious for some minutes. The pillows were
rearranged and she soon began again to go into the trance. As she
didsoher hand and arm began to tremble slightly.]
Yes [?] we came came [last not clear.] remember * *
[might be either ‘ bitter ’ or ' betteror even at attempt at 1 Rob
ot'.] (What is that word?) What is the last word? I got the
wordremember.) Yes, * * might be an attempt at *remember ’
writing wavy.] yes, so, yes, god [good] [Pause.] we come, we
areglad [scrawl,] we are * * Stop, (Shall we stop tonight?)
no. glad to greet you. ( 'Glad to greet you'?) yes * * * *
[undec.] [writing very wavy.] yes, so glad glad * * yes, so
glad * * so good to come here James [not clear.] yes [scrawl.)
you [?] here, what good night. (Good night. Are you going?)
Friends will come again. Chester d [Chesterfield ?] "
May 29 th, 1903. Present J. H. Hyslop, Mr. and Mrs. S. 11
a. m. Planchette used. No oral prayer offered. Silent prayer
by myself and Mrs. S. for “ light ", Hand began to write in a
fewminutes.
“we come friend H. (Good morning, friends. I am glad to
seeyou.) welcome here once again James. [I read this aloud.]
Father. (This is you, father is it?) yes, wait, [writing wavy and
hand showing excitement.] [I held my hand on that of Mrs. S.]
[Pause.] [I held my hand over that of Mrs. S,] you must be
Jreadaloud.] [excitement] yes, patient (Yes.) with us here, [writ
ingvery wavy.] [Pause.] [scrawl.] Bitter SWEET. (Is it ‘ Bit
ter Sweet ’ ?) yes, yes, yes. you can get it soon, do not say it
yet, not yet. (Wait a moment.) [writing was too fast and scrawly
toread.] * * * * do not SAY IT YET. (I read this over
mentally, as if to indicate that I got it.) yes, you must must re
member [letter 1 r* of this last word written on next sheet.] you
[scrawl.] yes, James, she C A ME we... oh it is hard yet, (' Oh
itishard'?) yes, yet. (All right. I shall be patient.) but as it
»yet, but in a little while it is getting better, Chesterfield. (Very
well I shall be glad for you to write Chesterfield.) [Pause.]
(I then found the pencil had been pushed down in the planchette
» that it would not write. I fixed it.] we we ... what do * *
(Last word?) mean, we do not like this. [The pencil was pushed
down again and I fixed it.] it troubles us exceedingly Friend.
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(What is the word before exceedingly?) it troubles us. [To
write this the planchette moved upward to space above the words
not read and repeated the message as indicated.]
[The table cloth had given trouble by causing the planchette
wheel to turn up the edge of the paper and made the writing diffi
cult. We removed it when the next message was spontaneously
written.]
fou did well, [this read aloud.] yes, when -f- comes. [Pause.]
ho comes?) + [The sign of the cross was made in both
cases.) This day thou did'st not ask for light Friend. [Cf. note
at beginning of sitting,]
+ [cross made.] F A T H [Father] L E T T H Y light
come here more abundantly, for there is great need [erased appar
ently because not clearly written.] need of it. we ask this this day,
amen. -+• [cross made and followed by a possible attempt to write
the word *' imperator ", Lines suggest ‘ im while *p * is dearly
written and the letter ‘ t ’ is crossed. There was a long pause after
it was written,]
we wish thou would make the light. (Wait a moment.) [not
room on sheet to write. It was changed.] more ea__easy. [We
endeavored to fix Mrs. S.*s head easier.] no it will not do. we
mustt [must] wait, come again. (Shall we stop?) + [ ?] yes.
(Shall we sit tomorrow?) try once Friend, can you make
thelighteasy, we will try * * can you make it easy on
the morrow, [read aloud.] yes. then we wifi try for the [thee]
again, Father H,
go now. Hts B L E S S I N [pencil ran off sheet.] go with
THEE, James. (Very well.) R. H. UD. U. D, [I did not
read the first *U D * and so it was spontaneously repeated.] going,
[very indistinct.] ”

W

When Mrs. S. came out of the trance she had a severe pain in
the neck. She does not rest easily in the position which it is
necessary to assume for support during the trance. But we have
since this sitting made a head rest which we will try at the next
experiment in response to the virtual promise to " make it easy
for the light ”,
The appearance of the symbol “ U D " in this sitting has much
interest. I had noticed in previous records that the word * un
derstand ” was often written in psychological situations like those
of the Piper case and apparently by the same trance personali
ties. The use of this word suggested them. But the symbol
“ U D ”, which I had expected to see before this date, was not
used until I was present, and it is certainly a remarkably apt use
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of it on the theory of secondary personality. Mr. S. knows of its
use in my Report on the Piper case, but Mrs. Sinead is not
familiar with that Report as a note above (p. 131 ) indicates,
though she may know from conversation with Mr. S. that this
abbreviated symbol is used in the Piper records for “ under
stand
The point of psychological interest, however, is that it
should not be employed until I was present, though Mrs. S. has
known all along that the records were for me. Secondary per
sonality would have to imitate spiritistic matter with remarkable
success to anticipate so interesting a coincidence.
May 30 th, 1903. Present J. H, Hyslop, Mr. and Mrs. S. 11
a. m. Prayer for '* light " by Mr. S, Planchette used. Writing
began promptly and immediately after prayer, as if there had
been no difficulty in starting or as if all the initial necessities on
“ the other side ” had been attended to before we sat down. The
first words represent a direct response to the prayer offered.
“ amen, Friend. That is better, [apparently alluding to the im
proved condition of the 11 light ’’ for whose head we had prepared
a better rest.]
Bitter S.... [sheet changed.] [Line drawn,] S... [Pause.]
* * [possibly an attempt at “ sweet ”, apparently with sign of
cross preceding it, but uncertain,] [Pause.] now (‘ now*?) we
came [ ? 'cannot* ?] but we [Pause and trembling.] * * [Pause.]
[scrawls.] [I had placed my hand on Mrs. S.’s hand to calm the
trembling and excitement.] [scrawl, possibly an attempt at the cross
and letter ‘ I* after it, but doubtful.] [Then a pause.] (Is there
any special trouble?) not on your side, Friend. Better [ ?] * *
(‘not on your side friend*?) yes. we are not all [ ?] here.
[Pause.] H, [Pause.] do you remember James. (Yes, James
remembers.) [Said to indicate that it was read.] you would
* * * * (Wait it is not clear.) yes we know it now [writing
very wavy.] ......... [Here we bad to remove the pencil from the
planchette and insert another.] where is George (All right. What
George do you mean?) where [?] [‘ when’ ?] James. Our [?]
George, you will know [indistinct.] (What George?) who my
sonson, my George [scrawl.] James, [scrawl.] (Slowly, all right.)
my George, (What do you wish to say about George?) [scrawls
and great excitement with long pause.] * * * * get it James.
[Great confusion and excitement.] * * (Have you seen George
lately?) yes * * George needs [Excitement and trembling.]
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care [ ?] * * yes is getting dearer Janies, you will not get it
yet: be patient. (I cannot read much of it.) [scrawls.] yes. [Pen
cil went through the paper and Mr. S. had to arrange the planchetie
and paper to let the writing go on.] yes, why doo [do] you trouble
us so much. [I had read this " why do you * * [undec.] remem
ber ”, and hence said:] (I remember well enough perhaps, but I
cannot read all the writing.) do [ ?] you [ ?] hear [ ?] * * us.
did you here [hear] (Yes, I heard the last words, that is alL)
hear me say here is my son. (I heard the last ‘ hear my son’.)
no, where is my son. (1 have not heard from your son George for
some time, father.) you must care for him. he [?] needs [?]
* * [Pause.] * * * * (Keep calm, father.) * * you
say be calm when we want [ ?] so much to get * * * * quick
[sheet changed.] quickly, yes, George most needs us. [Pause.] yes
we cannot do more this day (Very well. We can stop.)
Chesterfield, he says, good by [bye] come soon again, be patient
(Yes, I shall try to do so.) B. Sw.’^
This is the most interesting sitting that I have had in this
case. Although his name is not given, it is apparent that the
'* communicator ” purports to be my father, according to the
promise of the previous day. The whole attempt on his part is to
say something about my brother George. When the name ap
peared I saw the possibility of the interpretation that the refer
ence was to Mrs. S.'s little boy George, as he has frequently been
mentioned in the records, though it was not natural for any such
reference to be made in the personality of my father. Hence I
asked what George was meant. It became clear in the answer,
on any theory, that the reference was to my brother whose name
Mrs. S. m ig h t have known from my Report on the Piper case,
though she has not read any of it, according to her statements,
not being sufficiently interested in the Piper case to read it. I
have talked to her, however, about my brother George and
Report. The apparent significance of the reference to my brother
George will be found in what was said by my father on May 19th
through Mrs. Piper in a sitting by Dr. Hodgson on my behalf.
The statement there made makes the evident solicitude about my
brother in this sitting quite intelligible, especially the reference
to his need of care. Whether the statements made in the Piper
case on the date mentioned ever turn out true or not the same
incidents are apparently in mind.
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The group of sittings which this one closes has considerable
interest on any theory. The psychological evidence is strong for
theaction of the Imperator group of personalities, even if we have
only to suppose secondary personality as doing it all. The simu
lation of the Piper “ controls ” is perfect, even in the language
employed, and is especially so in certain mechanical features of
the writing. I observed throughout yesterday and the day before
the same indifference to intervention in the messages that goes
on at the Piper sittings. There was also very evident the same
kind of " psychological moments ’* in the transitions from “ com
municator ” to “ communicator”, which it is impossible for any
one to discover in the records and without a personal experience
in each case. The type of phenomenon is the same in each case:
allusions and explanations are the same, and various features
that must make us admire secondary personality for its powers
of imitation and reproduction where it is not familiar with the
facts which have to be supposed to make the action intelligible.
I cannot resist the impression that the evidence is strong for the
same personalities in this case as those that manifest themselves
inthe Piper case, even though spurious in both.
It is interesting to remark that Mrs. S. had a severe headache
when she sat down to go into the trance and when she had come
out of it the headache had disappeared.
I suppose that the “ B. S.” or " B. Sw,” at the end of the sit
ting stands for the words “ Bitter Sweet ”, which are apparently
the pass words adopted by the “ communicator ” so that I may
know who he is on any special occasion by these words rather
than his name.
June 3 rd, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
Mr. Smead’s hand not on the planchette. Prayer as usual. 11
a. m.
” (All right.) Chesterfield. (Yes, yes.) wait [apparently
said because I did not wait until Chesterfield had finished his sen
tence.) amen, what, what, wha— [Pause. Agitation.] (Be calm.)
yes, [scrawl.] he'll (?] try. (Who is trying to write?) * * Con
jectured by Mr. S. to be an attempt at ‘ Bitter Sweet'.] (Bitter
Sweet?) yes. (Go on.) [Great agitation in the hand.] * *
r
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[possibly 'couldn't' ?] my son [?] my son, my James [?] Ja
*
(Who is writing?) Robert Hyslop. (Go on, I got thaL)
Yes, James my son * * [scrawl.) (What do you wish?) why
so soon I wanted to tell [I took pains to tell your father that you
had gone to meet a man at W------- today and so could not be
here,] * * [possibly *what ’.] to day, but I was getting nearer
to him.
[I think that at this point the control or communicator changed.
I noticed a singular swaying motion of the body. I had never seen
anything like it before. I cannot describe it. It would continue for
a minute or so and then stop, then begin again and stop. This was
done five or six times.)
(Go on.) [scrawl.] T H E * * martin Luther [very
scrawly.] greets thee Friend, [word ' Friend' conjectured.) (Is
that word 'Fruits'?) no. (I cannot tell what you have written.
You must write more slowly. J martin Luther greets thee Friend
* * (I got that all right, friends. Go on, please.) we are glad
to come. (We are glad to have you.) yes, glad to see and know
you are doing much for the welfare of thy [excitement and scrawls.)
fellow creatures, you have much. [Pause.]
(Go on.) tnyes My * * W [?] h [?] myes. what
(Write slowly.) yes, Myers came, yes, myers came, yes. (Write
slowly.) what. (You must write slowly. I cannot read it.) yes,
what we say is, yes, Myers came, yes. (Write slowly.) yes, andl
much interested. (Tell him I was glad to see him. I shall be gladl
to have himcome again.) yes, will come, (Write slowly.) where
w ... when w (!) (Goon.) * * (Who wrote that?) myers.
Fr [ ?] * * [scrawl.] G. (Write slowly.) going now, Friend.1
Chesterfield, [very scrawly and indistinct, fading as in the Piper
case.) ”
*

“ Mrs. S. was completely unconscious during the sitting, and
knows nothing of the contents of the record.”
The following is a vision which Mrs. S. recalls at the end of
the trance: " A man with a long black coat, Prince Albert.
Average size, stout, little taller than Mr. S., soft fett hat, not like
Hyslop's and not worn as Hyslop's, but mashed in at the sides
and crease in the middle. Sandy whiskers, turn down collar,
features quite regular. He was just in the act of stepping on
the end of a cot. His whiskers came down about two or three
inches to a point.”
June 3 rd,

1903.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Afternoon sitting
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Mrs. S.’s eyes seemed to close and by this she thought that she
ought to hold a sitting, Mrs, S. was wholly unconscious during
thesitting. My hand was not on the planchette,
11(We are all ready.) Myers Hyslop * * glad to see, yes
* * * * * (You must write plainly) wait. (Go on.) talk
slowly, we cannhere [cannot hear ?1 you * * what we would
[scrawls,] yours my good Friend. (I cannot get it all.) good by
[bye] Friend. M * * * [mere scrawls,] Myers, Chesterfi
[pencil ran off sheet.] Chesterfield. (Can I ask a question Chester
field?) yes, [followed by scrawls.] yes, [followed by scrawls.
(What shall I do about sittings this summer?) we...... we cannot
yet tell thee Friend we must [‘ we must' very, scrawly] know
more yet."
June 4 th, 1903, Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used
withonly Mrs. S.*s hand upon it. Prayer as usual.
" (All ready friends.) [Mrs, S. referred to the fact as stated
by Dr. Hyslop at his last visit that the writing in Mrs. Piper’s
sittings was not always clear,]
esterfield greets thee friend. (Good morning Chesterfield.)
goodmorrow Friend. (Thanks.) yes.
(May I ask you a question, Chesterfield? The writing is hard
toread. The hand jerks. How can I help it, Chesterfield? Will
youtell me what to do to help it ?) only lx patient, we will soon
blowyour methods and will k [erased.] then understand the [thee]
better
(I repeated what was written and said: Is that right?) [scrawl.]
wecannot carry thy long messages well, thou must speak shorter
tbat we may understand better. (Yes, I read that.) yes. (May I
ukanother question friend?) I shall be glad to do thee [the] best
Icanfor the [thee] friend. (I find that the spirit ‘ Robert Hyslop '
makes hard work writing. Will you try to help him?) I will do
» when he comes sga again [after writing ‘ sga ’ the planchette
wait back and wrote ' aga ’ over it and finished the word in the
proper line.]
(Thanks. I read that. Would it be well, Chesterfield, to give
tp using the planchette?)
The what? (The planchette; this ma
rine.) when we so advise, not until then, Friend, would it be
fell,
. . . .
(Mrs. Piper will not sit this summer. Shall this light sit this
«miner? I got what you said all right.) it will be bike [like]
hemachine, only as we advise, you must wait untill we tell thee.
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(I got that all right. Thank you. I have no more questions to
ask. Do what you please.) [Pause.]
WH A T DOES F A T H E R S A Y NOW BILY
[Billy.) [I did not read it at first, so did not see who was com
municating. I made no reply and the control and style ot writing
changed.)
Thy brother wants to know what thy father thinks, now, Friend,
does he believe Now. (I think he does.) it will be well for him
to know that it is not all of the earth earthy, but There are also
heavenly beings that love to do the Will of Our Father [' r' not
made as pencil ran off the edge of the sheet.) above and when it is
his [scrawly,] Will we come unto these [corrected to ‘ those* by
writing ' o * on *e'.] of Earth to help. How can most [not dear.)
not believe aught but evil exists after what you call death comes to
them. We are not evil but good as it pleaseth Our Father to let us
come thither, so we always do to help thy fellow beings, teach
them this from your side of life, For this is pleasing to Our Father
in Heaven.
(I would like to tell my father who wrote this. Will you tell
me?) Martin Luth [pencil ran off sheet.) (Yes, I got it.) all
right, we [ ?] * * when you will learn soon that it is much
needed in your world, Eight I mean, when they learn it, much suf
fering will be abated and more love to God and man will follow.
(I believe it, my friend.) so may it be. It is enough for this day.
Chesterfield. (Chesterfield, will you not pray to God for me and
mine?) we will. (I will stop if you wish.) [No reply.) ”
This sitting requires no special comment. It has all the in
ternal evidence of the Imperator group's intervention, as any one
familiar with it in the Piper case will at once observe. The
change of personalities and the interpolated question of Sylvester
have the right psychological character for spiritistic matter.
June 5th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs, S. Planchette used,
with only the hand of Mrs. S. on it. Mrs. S. was not in good
condition, having worried about the baby who was sick. Besides
Mrs, 5 . fell and struck her head which caused vomiting a little
while before the sitting. I was also myself not in good condition,
as I was suffering from a hard cold,
"(All right.) [Long pause.) her [ ?] [possibly for ‘ here’.)
Mary Hyslop. [great agitation: writing wavy.) (Yes.) what is it
(I repeated the word ‘ yes’.) yes, yes. (Write what you wish.)
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rivi amaren [amarem] amis [?] amarem [not dear.] (Yes.)
aroarem[ ?] ('Amarem'?) yes. (Yes.) what. (I said‘ yes'.)
[scrawls.] (Do you want me to tell James anything.) yes, that
I am Mary Hyslop. [writing wavy, except the words ‘ am* and
’Hyslop* which are smooth and clear.] (Go on.) yes, they [?]
ire ever dear * * (Do not hurry. M * * [possibly ‘ ary
here’.]
[Apparent change of communicator, as the hand writing
changes.] * * [undec.] (Do not hurry, my friend.) was [?]
young * * [possibly ‘ woman’.) (Go on.) I know why he
»anted to know about it over here better now as we all * *
[possibly *desire '.] to [ ?] live. W. H. H. [the *W ' may be in
tended for ’ M 1 as the first two strokes are the same for this letter.
If so, it would be the letters given at another time for those of
Mary Hall Hyslop' (p. 414 ).] [Handwriting changes,] She has
jone. (Yes, who is here now?) M. Hyslop Friend, she could
rot stand more * * [undec. apparently ‘ hefili’. ‘ fill * erased.)
it was too much for her. will let her try aga— [again] [pencil
fanoff the sheet.]
+ [sign of the cross.] (Welcome Imperator.) F R I E N D
jood morrow F R I E N D of earth. (Hail Imperator,
nail.) [Pause.] U D. we are of the same mind that the light will .
Je better after a rest, we will not come the next week after the
:timing Sabath [Sabbath], but the same after the next. (Do you
nean that I shall wait a week?) it is better so. (No sitting this
wring week?) yes. (Week after next?) yes. (May I tell you
nyearth name ?) we already have it from the little light, we like
hename, Friend. (Why do you not call me by my earth name?)
tis easier to say friend. (All right.)
Chesterfield bids the [thee] good morrow. Friend. (Good
noming, Chesterfield.) C. H. It is well that we leave thee now.
[Chesterfield, will you tell my brother something?) YES, (Tell
iimthat I shall see father Monday.) I shall see Father monday.
¡Yes.) yes, I will tell him. Chesterfield.”
The reference to the ” little light ” is possibly to Cecil, Mr. and
Mrs. S.’s deceased child.
Mrs. S. said after she came out of the trance that she saw the
cross at the beginning and the end of the sitting. Beneath the
cross she saw three letters, the middle one not being recognised,
Jut the other two were S and T. She heard nothing.
June 17th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
Prayer, Mrs, S. had received news from home in regard to her
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sister Bertha which seems to have greatly troubled her with
mental anxiety. Besides she was suffering from neuralgic pain,
which had bothered her for two days.
Received from Dr. Hyslop a letter asking for sittings for him
self on certain dates and for two sittings for a stranger, if possible
to arrange for them. This letter was read to Mrs. S. for her
consent.

" (All right, friends.) [scrawls.] welcome Friend. (Welcome.)
yes. (Who is writing?) welcome. (Yes, you are welcome.)
Chesterfield, [wavy letters.] (Yes.) yes, the trouble hurts the
light, it is more difficult this time, [writing very wavy.1 (Can yoa
hear me?) yes [very scrawly.] * * what said [‘ said1 very
scrawly.] (I want to have Dr. Hyslop come here tor a sitting.
Did you hear me?) [scrawl.] yes. (Can he come the fifth, sixthand
seventh days after this day?) we will try for himthen, [writtenm
larger script.] (I mean James H. Hyslop, Do you understand?)
we do U D, (I want to ask you another question. Chesterfield.)
not at present, it is enought [enough] we must wait. (Yes.)
scrawls, with clicking and agitation.] (Write plainly, please,
riend.) [scrawl.] let us try our way. (All right.) [clicking and
agitation again with pencil moving backward and forward, follow«!
by a scrawly and wavy line across the sheet.] speak friend. (Cai
Dr. James H. Hyslop have the first sitting alone with you, Chester
field?) why me alone. (I do not know. That ¡3 what he asked
me to ask you. I suppose that he wants totalk to you Chesterfield.]
[clicking and agitation with scrawls between, making a word o
words undecipherable, possibly an attempt at' we wish'] [scrawls.]
we wish to work here this day and will answer thee for Friend H
on the morrow, [message read over.] (May I ask you any men
questions?) [clicking.] what, [scrawly.] (Will you ask Roboi
Hyslop to wait until the second sitting with his son James? 0 t
you get my question?) [scrawls.] yes, we will ask [?] friend to*
do * * and [? only letter *d’ clear.} we are [?] [scrawls in*
agitation.] (Hadn’t we bettter stop friend?) no, we are Ukiu)
her soul up higher, so be very still, [writing plain and legible bU
not distinct.] [The body swayed to and fro while there was agitt
tion of a singular sort not easily described. I waited in awe aw
asked no questions.] enough this day, Chesterfield."

i

Mr, S. makes a note of the fact that Mrs, S. on June 14th real
a comparison between John Wesley and Martin Luther in Tki
C h r is t ia n W o r k a n d E v a n g e lis t of June 13th, It has no significant
for this sitting, but should be on record for future emergencies.
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As she returned to consciousness from the trance Mrs. S. saw
avision of a bed with some one in it. It was probably the effect
af the news about her sister Bertha. She also saw the cross ap
parently underneath her. It was of a blue color at first, but it
became a yellowish color as the surroundings became light. Fi
nally, just as she emerged from the trance, the cross became a
yellowish white.
June 18th, 1903. Présent Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
Prayer by Mr. S.
" (All ready friends.) we we welcome. (Welcome.) we will
io for friend H. what we can, yes. [writing wavy,] (This answer
was repeated.) we will try. (I wish to ask you a question. May
task it Chesterfield?) not vet friend. (All right.) [Everything
ibout Mrs. S. remained still. There was a pause of about five
Tiinutes with no visible shaking. The handwriting changed from
thewavy into a smooth and easily legible swle.]
Our Father if it is pleasing to thee Thee u [erased.] let us
[erased.] Thy Light come unto this Thy ine ['Thy' written and
then ‘ ine* a little above it in line.] handmaiden that she may do
goodhere on this [scrawls.] day. we ask it [‘ ask it ’ very scrawty.]
weask it this da— [pencil ran off the sheet.] day, Amen.
[Clicking followed the prayer, with scrawls. Then the writing
became wavy again.] when * * [possibly ' we come '.] yes,,..
what. (Can I ask my question now?) yes. [very scrawly.]
(Will you ask Robert Hyslop to wait until his second sitting
withhis son James ?) we will ask him. (Thank you. Can I ask
mother question?) will wait, Hyslop. (Good: all right.) yes.
(Who is writing now?) * * [undec. pause and evident agita
tion.] Chesterfield, [written clearly and without trembling.] wel
come friend, [last two words wavy.] (Welcome Chesterfield.)
[scrawls.] (What is the trouble Chesterfield?) [evident confusion
md difficulty in the writing before beginning the answer,] when
ie cam can. (What is the trouble?) [scrawls.] yes, it will come
ill right sometime, [scrawls.] yes. [clicking and scrawls with evilent excitement.] we cannot answer you this day, friend Chesterield. (All right, do as you wish.) thankyou. cannot as yet. no.
[scrawly.] ”
It is probable that Mrs. S. was not in a deep trance at this
experiment, as she reports the following visions which she says
occurred during the sitting. It is probable that she had them
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either at the beginning or end of the trance condition, and could
not define the time of their occurrence any more than we canout
dreams. I report them in her own language as taken down by
Mr. S. The first was as she was going into the trance, as
reported.
“ I saw a woman with her hair in a net. The hair was dark.
Her eyes were also dark. Her dress was light brown or golden
brown. She seemed to come into sight from the skirt first. The
dress was made with a full skirt and the waist was tight fitting.
The hat was a cream colored straw trimmed with flowers and
black velvet ribbons. There were two short ends at the back. I
should say that she was a lady that lived about fifty years ago
from the style of the dress. She had a large hoop skirt, etc., and
looked very old fashioned. By her appearance I should judge
that her age was about 25 or 30 years.
“ After this lady had gone I saw a light. It seemed to come
down over me in streaming rays and in the center of it was a
crown with some ten or twelve points in it"
The next vision occurred, according to report, just as Mrs. S
was becoming unconscious.
" I saw an ocean vessel. It was very targe and it seemed tt
be coming towards me at first, with the sails set square, until tl
passed toward the left. I did not see it pass me, but when it waa
nearer me I had to turn toward the left and part of the sails wen
down. 1 cannot imagine what the meaning of it was, but it cam
from the east.
1
" I did not see anything after this until nearly conscious
when I saw the face of Christ sitting by a window. His heai
was leaning toward the right and he seemed very sorrowful
The cross was just over his head. His hair was in curls to th
shoulders, His face was, as we call it, with full beard. His eye
brows were square and his robe was light grey.”
This vision of Christ, the reader will remark, represents tb
current pictures and character of that person. It indicates on
of those little incidents which show how subliminal association
and visions may weave themselves together into the main strut
of the “ communications ",
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June 19 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette work.
Prayer. Mrs. S. in better condition than in previous sittings.
" (All right, friends.) [scrawl.] * * [scrawl.] Chesterfield,
[writing wavy.] (Good morning, Chesterfield.) good morning,
friend. (Write what you wish.) [scrawl.] yes [very scrawly.
igitation and scrawls.) yes [scrawl.] * * friend Hyslop. (Did
you say anything for me?) yes. yes * * for R. Hyslop.
(James will be here tomorrow night.) * * night [?1 (Go on.
Talk plainly, please. Yes tomorrow night.) we * * [scrawls
ind great agitation.) (I cannot read it. Speak plainly.) we de
sire to bring light to earth the second, third, forth [fourth] days
of the coming week, furthermore if the light lasts for himl thim.)
[Question put as to sitting for a friend of Dr. Hyslop's.) That is
all we can tell thee. (Very well.) thee [ ? the] light is not clear
this day. wait here. (Yes, I wilt) [Pause. Mrs. S. very still.
I thought a prayer for her.] "
June 22 nd, 1903. Present J. H. Hyslop, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Planchette work. Prayer by Mr. S.
This is the first of the series of sittings arranged for and
mentioned by Mr. S. at previous sittings of June 17th, 18th and
19th.
“ (Mr. S.: Everything is ready, friends, now.) [Pause of 8
minutes before the hand began to shake slightly and then 2 minutes
before it began to write. When it began it moved very slowly and
ranupward and paused again.] yes. [scrawls.] [pause.] (We are
ready.) [clicking of planchette from shaking of the hand.] * * *
(Cannot read it.) [scrawls, and pause.] (Mr. S.: All right, friend.)
friend (Mr. S.: Yes, go on.) Hyslop, (Welcome.) yes, wel
come, (Tell me when to speak.) [pause.] we do not very well hear
thee. [sentence to me illegible, but read thus by Mr. S.] [Hand
thenmoved toward me with the planchette, as it to have me repeat
the message more clearly, I repeated my statement.] (Tell me
when to speak.) [Hand remained still, and I repeated the state
ment again.] (Tell me when to speak.) when to speak Hyslop
now.

(I have some experiments to perform on the third day. It is
meant to show that you are spirits in order [excitement,] to help me
inthis work. Will it be possible to send a message through this
light to the other light? Will it be possible on the third day?)
will try to do * * [reading doubtful.] (Did you hear all I
raid?) yes. [written excitedly and followed by illegible and excited
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scrawls.] yes, yes, [scrawls.] yes, Martin Luther will carry it for
thee. (Very well. I shall remember it when the time comes. Re
member that it will be on the third day.) (Mr. S.: All right,
friend.) yes, it will be well (All right, you understand what my
purpose is.) [scrawl.] will help thee * * [‘ friend'?] Hyslop.
[We tried to read the word before 1 Hyslop' and could not nuke it
out. It was then spontaneously written.] friend. [Pause. Hand
remained perfectly still for a few moments, and showed by thehand
writing when it began, which was free and easy, but light, that
there was a change of control]
yes. [Here a remarkable phenomenon occurred. There was a
slight pause, and the hand arose from the planchette slightly and
went back to it, repeating this motion up and down, as if experi
menting with it, for some moments. Then the hand moved side
ways backward and forward a few times, and then touching the
planchette moved it backward and forward, as if trying it, and then
moved the fingers over it Finally the hand began to rise slowly
and was held m the air about six inches above the planchette with
perfect stillness. I expected the sign of the cross to be made, but
after remaining in an apparent position of prayer it again moved
down to the planchette and wrote:] amen, [line drawn.] you [line
drawn,] U D, (Yes, I U D.) good. All will be well for thee
[very wavy.] (Cannot read it.) * * * [part of the writing
very rapidand scrawly.] [Pause, and handtrembling.] * * friend,
[pause.] we will get it all. [very indistinct.] [Long pause.] (Mr.
S.: All right.) (Do you hear our messages well now?) [Pause and
quiet. The body began to sway slightly backward and forward and
then the hand to shake slightly, but quieted again and there was a
pause. Then the arm began to shake and the body to sway slightly
again, pulling the planchette with it slightly. Then the planches«
was pushed forward a little, the hand trembled and soon began to
write.] * * [Pause.] (Is the trouble on our side or on yooi
side?) [No reply, but pause and quiet for some moments. Mrs
S. then began to sigh slightly and apparently to begin to come cd
of the trance. She coughed several times, and then said “ burtj
me to breathe
Her head arose from its rest and rested on ba
hand which had been holding the head support. Mr. S. held bo
head a few moments and talked to her, but no answer came. Int
few moments she came to consciousness, but remembered nothing
that she had said a few minutes before. She remarked after re
covering consciousness that she felt as if choked and remained sleep]
for some time.] ”
She stated after coming out of the trance that, as she entered
it, she saw the name of " Robert Hyslop ” upside down in printed
letters before her, and to be read from right to left.
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The phenomenon which my note describes and which relates
>theconduct of the hand when an apparent prayer was made is
fac s im ile of what has occurred in the Piper case under the
jntrol of the Imperator group, early in the history of its régime
iere, and told me by Dr. Hodgson, but I do not recall whether
was published in his report or not. It is not mentioned in
tine. It had all the semblance of an attempt to improve the
mditions for communication after the previous disappointing
forts. The whole conduct of the hand was alive with intellitncein the apparent attempt to experiment with it and to ascern'n the conditions which interfered with clear “ communier
ons”, The writing of the words " yes " and “ amen *’ was calm
id distinct and there was no trembling of the hand as in the
ioal script.
June 23 rd, 1903. Present J. H. Hyslop, Mr. and Mrs. S.
lanchette used. Prayer by Mr. S. Mrs. S. reported that last
ght she was suddenly awakened and saw two forms in the room
hieh at first in her half sleepy condition she took for burglars,
ut on second thought she noticed them as clothed in robes
stened about the neck and tucked slightly at the waist. They
iddark hair. She could not see the faces plainly. The narra
te of this experience was told, however, before we sat down
experiment.
Prayer, Three minutes elapsed before the hand began to
etnble and six minutes before it began to write. When it began
moved the pencil upward and after writing the first letter ‘ w ’
ran off the sheet. The planchette was then replaced in right
sition and there was a pause again, and soon the hand began
tremble.
“ (All right, go on. It is all right.) [Said by Mr, S.] [Started
write but paused, the hand trembling all the while. Soon it
owed some excitement and wrote:] welcome. Hyslop. (You
t welcome, friend.) [pause,]
* * [pause.] (What was the
>rd after the name ‘ Hyslop*?) [pause,] wait * * here,
ause.] [Planchette moved up the page and the sheet was
anged.] [pause.] * * (Are you here, Chesterfield?) [pause
ten minutes.] [Hand stopped shaking and remained perfectly
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still for a few minutes and then began to tremble slightly, and
stopped again.] (We are waiting.) [slight pause and then began
writing slowly,] * * yes, wait. * * [pause.] will yes [?]
[very wavy and scrawly.] * * (Who is writing?) wait [?]
here [?] (Are you here, father?) [Hand trembled.] we cann
* * you did not stay when this light * * ['was gone* ?] this
time [r] * * good C [?] (Was that written by ... spoken by
you Chesterfield?) [pause.] [scrawl, possibly 'yes'] me. [pause]
[Hand remained still for eight minutes before it began to shake
again and to write,] when * * [pause.] [Hand still again
some minutes. Mrs. S. began to sigh and changed her head as if
coming out of the trance, seemed to return into it for a few mo
ments, sighed again and then remained quiet. I had removed the
hand from the planchette expecting the trance to end, but on sus
picion that it was returning I replaced it on the planchette and after
a few moments it began to write again.]
yes * * the morrow James. (All right, father.) yes.
(Can you bring—) yes. [written with a little increased excite
ment.] (the man who came with you before and after I had gone?)
I will try to have him * * * * good by [bye] * * (All
right, father, we shall meet an hour earlier tomorrow.) yes, well,
we will come too. [pause.] [The hand became still and soon Mrs.
S. sighed and came out of the trance.] ”

After Mrs. S. recovered consciousness, which was in a few
minutes, she said that when she sat down and was going into the
trance she saw the word MYERS in large letters. At first she
thought it was Hyslop, but it turned into MYERS. She saw the
two letters ' HY * and then they changed into ‘ MYERS The
letters were about two inches in length.
This sitting was practically an entire failure. Nothing oc
curred even to suggest that the Imperator group was there
What the difficulty was cannot be imagined, especially when w<
compare results with previous sittings.
The possible significance of this apparent presence of Myen
is the fact that he was profoundly interested in this experimcnl
which I had arranged for, when he was living, and had tried il
through Mrs. Piper and a medium in England in 1896 or 1887
The reader will also recall (p. 606 ), after I had left, that Myen
appeared to be one of the communicators and it was said that fa<
was much interested. It would have been natural for him to b<
present looking over the ground in preparation for the expert
ment arranged for the morrow. I, of course, have no express
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evidence that he was so present, but the fact that Mrs. S. did not
know of the communication in his name after I left May 30th
and does not know that he has ever appeared to communicate,
as well also not knowing that he was interested in life in this
kind of experiment, makes the coincidence an interesting one on
any theory.
June 24 th, 1903. Present J. H. Hyslop, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Prayer. Ptanchette used, 10 a. m. Meeting arranged for at this
hour to coincide with that in Boston with Mrs, Piper by Dr,
Hodgson. The usual hour for the sitting here has been 11 a. m.
The arrangement for the coincidence had been agreed upon be
tween Dr. Hodgson and myself.
Two minutes after the prayer the hand began to shake, in
four minutes the shaking increased and in five minutes the writ
ingbegan.
"Chesterfield. (You are welcome Chesterfield.) welcome
Friend, H. (Good, 1 welcome friend H '.) yes. (Tell me when
youare ready for Martin Luther's message to the other light.) yes,
very soon. (AH right.) [pause. Hand still a moment, then began
shaking.] yes. [pause.] now, yes. (Are you ready for the mesfflge?) [pause, and quiet.] wait * * [pause.] yes. (The mes
sageconsists of three words. They are * Hyslop pertinent Luther ”.)
[Time 10.15 ] [1 repeated the message two or three times spelling
out the word pertinent, and asking them to repeat it to me if they
got it. This was done.] hyslop Pertinent Pertinent Luther. (All
right, go ahead.) [pause.] (Now is father here? Robert Hyslop?)
Martin Luther greets thee, Friend Hyslop, (I greet thee Martin
Luther.) (I repeat my message: " Hyslop pertinent Luther ", De
liver this to Dr. Hodgson at the other light, Mrs. Piper.) Perti
nent Hysolp Luther, yes. (That’s right.) [scrawls.] yes [written
in excitement.] [pause.] Hodgson. (Yes, Hodgson, that’s right.)
wants [not read at time.] (Repeat that last word.) wants.
(Can’t read it yet.) [pause,] (Is it ‘ wait’ ?) (Hodgson wants?)
yes, Bitter [or *Buter ’] [I read it ‘ Bitter’.] [scrawl and pause.]
(All right, wait a moment.) BUTTER CHEEs, Robert Hyslop.
(Can't get that word before Robert Hyslop.) BUTTER (Bit
ter?) no. (Butter?) yes, what Hodgson wants [ ?] * *
(Wait a moment.) [pause and quiet.] yes, * * * * (Write
slowly.) [pause and quiet.] what Hodgson wants thee to get * *
Cheese [scrawl.] (‘ Cheese’ ?) yes, [10.30] (All right, ‘ But-
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ter and Cheese'.) Hodgson * * [pause.] (Is Myers here?)
[pause and scrawls.] do not worry so much * * [undec.] [act
read by me, but by Mr. S. a little later.} [Pencil changed]
[scrawls.] (All right, I shall not worry.) My [pause and scrawl]
* * friend [?] do you know him [fairly dear writing and with
out trembling.] H [ ?1 yes, * * (Is this Myers?) yes, you know
the European friend. (All right. Can you take a message to
Hodgson?) * * [undec. apparently *no\] [not read at tune,]
(I will give it to you now.) not yet (All right.) [pause.] Myers
(Good, Myers was written out.) you here [hear] it ['hear'
not read by me at the time, but read ' have' by Mr. S.J hear [pause.]
hear. (‘ hear'. I have it. Tell me when you are ready for the
message.) what (All right: ‘ Help me God; love me nun'.)
10.50 ] [Repeated several times.] [pause.] yes, (pause.) (Shall
repeat?) speak Hyslop, no. (Can Myers take ----- ) Myers
yes. Help me God; love me man Hyslop. [ 10.53 ] (That is right.
Go ahead when you wish,) [pause and trembling.] got it [pause.]
Hyslop. (All right.) love me man. (Yes, 'love me man'.)
yes. (Yes, all right I got it.) yes we are with you Here, [rad
‘ yes we love you'.] not that, we are with you here, [pause and
scrawl.] you must not get nervous, yes [ ?] and it troubles us. [read
by Mr. S. after I failed to read it. I then read it aloud and asked:]
(Is that right?) * * (All right. I shall try to keep calm.)
what now. Enough no [now] [pencil ran off sheet.] (You dose
the meeting when you think best.) wait here. (All right.) yes.
[pause of three minutes.] good bye now. (Shall we meet tomorrow
or not?) [pause.] (Shall we meet tomorrow or not.) [pause and
quiet.] "

{

In a few moments Mrs. S. sighed and moved her head and re
marked: " It seems as if the blood in my body stops." Then she
said she felt sleepy all over, and remarked that she had a head
ache through the temples. After five minutes she seemed to go
into the trance again. 1 replaced her hand on the planchctte,
which she had taken off. It was a little stiff, but soon became
flexible. She remained quiet a few minutes and came to con
sciousness again and mentioned her headache again. The sitting
then closed, as it was apparent that the trance would not be
resumed. It was 11.15 a. m.
June 24 th, 1903. 7 p, m, I called on the Sineads this evening
and ascertained from Mrs. Smead that after we had abandoned
the sitting today at 11.30 she still felt as if she should go into
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the trance. This feeling continued for some time and was so
strong that she finally lay down and went to sleep and had a
dream that Mr. Myers was present. It should be remembered
in connection with this fact that she had not been told at any
time that Myers had apparently tried to communicate through
her and hence she was entirely ignorant of what had occurred in
the past and also today. I told her, however, after the narration
of this experience that Myers had purported to communicate
through her, and also the general nature of the experiment per
formed today. I told none of the details, and neither has Mr. S.
told her of them.
June 25th, 1903, Just before the sitting today Mrs. S. nar
rated to me the fact that last night she went to sleep very quickly,
just as if she dropped into sleep as soon as she touched the pil
low, but was awakened in a short time very suddenly, feeling
her hand shaking. She turned over to the other side of the bed
and then noticed that her hand was writing. The following is
the record of the sitting today.
June 25th, 1903. Present J. H. Hyslop, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Prayer. Planchette used. 11 a. m.
[In three minutes the hand began to shake slightly and in
creased gradually until it began in nine minutes to write.]
Chesterfield. (Welcome Chesterfield.) welcome [pause]
* * R [pause.] (I get only the letter ‘ R ’.) [pause.] * *
(Larger letters.) [pause.] * * [pause.] Myers. (Myers.
That’s all Tight. I got the word ' Myers ’.] [pause and trembling
of hand.] (Wait a moment.) [Sheet changed. Pause and hand
quiet.] * * (Writing too fine.) [pause.] * * * * (You
are superposing.) yes * * yes * * [‘ yes’ ?] (Not clear.
Wait a moment.) [Sheet changed.] [pause.] (Put it in capital
letters.) [Long pause. Left side and arm shook while the right
remained comparatively still. Apparently a few sudden jerks in
hand,] * * [I took the last word to be *mary’ at the time,
though doubtful, and in order to test it quietly put a pair of arm
shields from a dress of my wife on the table to ‘ hold her ' if there.]
[pause and no response.] * * (Who is trying to speak now?)
[pause.] what [?] [pause.] (Who is trying to speak now?) we
on not, we cannot work this day. [Some difficulty on our part in
deciphering, but read by Mr, S.] (Had we better give it up today

I
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and not have any more meetings at present?) ram [cams] yes.
(Shall we give it up this day?) Better So Friend. (Ali nght
Chesterfield. You can bring her back.) [pause.] yes, yes. [Plan
chette then moved to the other side of the table by the headrest and
remained still a few moments when it resumed writing.]
we are very much exhausted * * [probably ' exhausted
repeated.] (AH right.) [pause.] [I then read the last sentence
aloud and said: 11 understand.’] yes, myers. [pause.] Myers, [pause
and trembling.] (Thank you Mr. Myers.) [pause.] (We did
good work yesterday. We can be patient until another time.)
[pause and trembling.] (We shall not meet tomorrow.) [pause.]
very well. [Hand then became quiet and in a few moments Mrs.
S. came to consciousness at 11.45 , when she remarked that her head
snapped as she went into the trance and that she also saw the cross.]
The object which I had in performing these experiments was
to test the identity of the trance personalities with those of the
Piper case. The appearance of that identity is very marked in
the use of language, psychological situation, dramatic play, and
various characteristics which any one can remark who studies the
case adequately. This appearance was so marked that it was in
cumbent upon me to settle once for all whether it was real or
simulated. There was no objective evidence of their presence or
that it was anything more than secondary personality. But the
internal evidence suggested the Imperator. group, in spite of
various doubts involved in the personality of Chesterfield and the
silence maintained in the Piper sittings, that it was necessary to
make a final test of the case and settle whether it was all sub
liminal or at least a part of it supernormal. The experiments
were arranged with this purpose in view. The result was only
to prove beyond question that the whole simulation of the Im
perator group was subliminal.
When I saw Dr, Hodgson after the experiment it turned out
that he neither received nor sent any message whatever, and the
trance personalities apparently knew nothing whatever of what
I was doing. This shows that all the psychological machinery'
involved in the actions of Chesterfield and Martin Luther, and
the receiving and returning of a message were secondary person
ality pure and simple. This is apparent to the reader without
comment.
As additional evidence of this I may remark several facts.
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The return message about " butter and cheese " coincides with
the fact that Mr. Smead had on that morning, June 24 th, bought
some butter and cheese and the fact was perfectly well known
to Mrs. Sinead. As soon as the message was delivered, Mr,
Smead remarked his scepticism of its genuineness and said that
he had gotten it that morning.
Again the reference to Mrs. Smead as " handmaiden ” in the
prayer by the trance personality in the sitting of June 18th has a
significance in the fact that at one of my sittings in May Mr.
Smead in his prayer opening the experiment used the word
“ handmaiden ” in reference to her, and Dr. Hodgson tells me
that Imperator never has so referred to Mrs. Piper in his prayers
for her. The same is true in the reference to Christ as the son of
God, which is Mrs. Smead’s belief.
It is apparent now what meaning is to be given originally to
the words “ Bitter Sweet ” in the sitting where I had tried a
similar experiment, though these words were later used for ap
parently very different objects, namely, as pass words instead of
the name.
It will have some interest in this connection if I transcribe
what transpired at the sitting with Mrs. Piper by Dr. Hodgson
on the same date as mine, namely, June 24 th. I give that part of
the record which refers to me and my experiments.
“ (Have you or any of the group been communicating through
any other light ?) I rector. This is an interrogation.
(Yes.) No friend not any of our special group. Who saith
this.
(Hyslop specially asks this, and he also wishes to know if you
have any advice for him about his experiments. Do you know
anything about his experiments?)
We often see him with a lady who hath (has h ?] some light.
('Who hath some light'?) Yes.
we also see him with one or more young men. but the lady, we
lo see hath light, but it is undeveloped and at times leaves her enirely. When she gets information from other sources. Yes this
st have seen her do.
(Have you tried to communicate through her?)
Oh yes many times long ago or some time ago.
(Do you mean not recently?)
No not recently, had we we would tell thee.
(Yes.)
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his father tried to send a message there but whether he was
successful or not we do not yet U. D.
(Is there any way by which you could assure me which lady this
is?)
She is the lady with whom we saw him soon after he met us
here some time ago. and the only one to whom we have ever been
attracted near him.
(Very good. That is all about that.)
We have sought diligently [dilligently] for another light. . dili
gently [dilligently] . . for a long time but we have found none
to whom we can communicate or through whom we can communicate
clearly.
(Yes.) "
The contradiction between this and the appearance of the
record in the Smead case is clear on any theory whatsoever.
There is no evidence whatever on Rector’s part that he knew
what I was trying to do at the time, though the readiness with
which he responded to intimation in my first attempt of the kind
over two years ago (p. 8 0 ) and the calm way in which he assumed
to know at the distance of Boston from New York might lead us
to expect on any theory that a similar omniscience would be ex
hibited. But nothing of the kind is indicated and there is ap
parently entire ignorance of what I was doing at the time, though
vague intimations that he Jtnew what I had been doing. The
answer to Dr, Hodgson’s question as to the identity of the lady
is not perfectly clear. If it refers to the time of my previous
experiment more than two years ago to communicate with him
in Boston it was more than a year after my sittings with Mrs.
Piper. The statement that he has seen this lady getting in
formation from other sources is rather oracular. It may have
four interpretations: ( 1) From conscious fraud; (2 ) From her
subliminal not involving conscious fraud; (3 ) From telepathic
sources; (4 ) From other discarnate spirits. We have no means
of deciding which was meant, and it would not make much differ
ence, as his opinion would be worthless in any case.
When the reader remarks that I had not suggested the bring
ing of any return message in my arrangement with Chesterfield
he will remark the most interesting feature of the secondary per
sonality involved. The subliminal had interpreted my object at
once, as it might well do from Mrs. Sinead's normal knowledge
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that I had tried the experiment of communication with Dr. Hodg
son once before.
As soon as Mrs. S. heard of the result of the experiments she
resolved never to have anything more to do with the subject.
She felt keenly the disappointment at such apparent deception
going on in attempts which she was so much in earnest about.
But on reflection with her husband and seeing that the meaning
of such phenomena ought to be known to science she finally
yielded to entreaties on his part and consented to renew ex
periment for the purpose of at least ascertaining what the source
of these pretensions is. The consequence was that the sittings
were renewed a few days afterward and continued at distant in
tervals as follows:
June 29 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
Mrs. S. insisted on my putting my hand on the machine (plan
chette) and absolutely refused to become unconscious. Sitting
3.30 p. m.
"(A ll right: we must work under these adverse conditions.)
Friends why trouble ye about so small a matter. (Mrs. S. : I think
it is a pretty big matter. I am disgusted with it.) She must not
weary m welldoing, we will still prove to you that we are here.
3o not believe that we are not truth S [After writing the letter ' S '
the planchette moved back and inserted the word ' not1 and above
before ‘ t r u t h ( W h a t does Rector mean when he says that none
of the Imperator group have been here? What does he mean
friends?) it means that They did not remember well, their own
memories have been shaken. They have met light they did not
know existed and are amazed at it. that is all friend, that is all.
(Do you mean to say that the Imperator group have been here?)
I certainly do. (Who is writing * * [‘ Lauroniee' ?] (‘ Law
rence’ ?) no, * * [* Laniuii ’ ?] (Who is writing? Tell
me.) [scrawls.] many memories forbid it. (Is this a new spirit?)
no. (Have you been here before?) I have Sir and intend to Stay
till I see this out. do you U D that. (I understand. Will you tell
what name I shall know you by?) that will do now U. D. [periods
inserted.] (What may I call you?) you may know me by that
sign U D yes. (That is absurd. You are her secondary person
ality.) no [?] we are hot [not] youur * * come here * *
(Pícase write it aver.) no, that is not worth troubling about, we
will remain around somewhere near thee, friend, that we may tell
thee more when they again return to earth. Thy friends a re-----
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thy friends shall and will stay by thee, never fear, { Do you think
Rector a lying spirit?) who is Rector, why does he conceal his
[?] his name, his name from you if he has one why does he not
give it then, [period inserted.] that is what we want to know, we
know no reason for this friend. (Rector is supposed to be one of
the Imperator group and I suppose that he conceals his name for the
same reason that you do.) I do not, only that when I gave it y—oo
[written with the 'y * on left and ‘ ou' on right side of page.] will
not— did not and do not believe me when I told you and now please
answer that, Sir. (I cannot tell whom you refer to. I do not re
member you.) there were so many of us that it would indeed be
hard to tell us apart. (That is so. Please help me to remember
ou. Who are you?) It would do no good (I would like to
now you and to remember you.) Surely. (Yes, I would.) yes.
yes, what would the good be, friend. (It would help me to know
you.) Thou ['T o ' written first and then 'h* superposed upon
it.] didst not believe thy friend Chesterfield, how can you ask for
more. (I did believe him. I have had no reason not to believe
him. I never said I did not believe him.) very well continue doing
good. (Please give me your name.) Chesterfield (Chesterfield,
do you know Imperator ?) I do. ( Do you say he has been here ?)
I did not. (As far as you know has he been here?) It is another
question. (Has Imperator been here?) I would say yes. (How do
you know he has?) That little blackeyed man has been almost
everywhere. (Who is the little blackeyed man?) you asked me.
(Do you mean by your little blackeyed man Imperator?) yes.
(You said, Chesterfield, that you were Prudens with Mrs. Piper.)
no, Chesterfield here, Prudens there [cf. p. 593 .) The same as thou
hast said. (Then you are Prudens in the Imperator group?) no,
I did not say it so. (What did you mean by Prudens?) same
Character. (Have you ever visited Mrs. Piper?) how wo---[sheet changed,] how will that help you. (Go on.) Thy friend
Moses has Been here. (Moses? Who?) S Moses. (Is he here
now?) no. (Is Chesterfield here now?) yes. (Will you please
describe Imperator?) no. (When shall we have another sitting?)
when you would like. I shall not go far away, so will know when
needed. (Who were you in earth life?) Chesterfield. (Were
you called Lord Chesterfield?) yes, Sir. (Can you not give me
facts to prove that you were Lord Chesterfield?) did I not do
that? (No.) Yes I told you how I looked and where I lived.
(Chesterfield, I want a set of facts to prove that you were really
Lord Chesterfield on earth. Will you try and give them to me?)
you would not know me any better at [erased.] whatever I said
until you came here for yourself to know. (Try and give me a set
of facts as I have asked.) yes, no good our ♦ * you do not
see they will not believe not believe. (Shall we sit tomorrow at
3 p. m.) Chesterfield is suited, yes."
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July 1st, 1903, Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette work.
Prayer. Mr. S. did not hold his hand on planchette at this sitting.
u (All ready.) Yes. (Mrs. S. : I dare them to use it.) Ches
terfield, Chesterfield, little lights Grow, yes. Chesterfield is not
affected by it, no. affected. (Mrs, S.: I am.) Chesterfield,
Che---- . (Chesterfield, you know the difficulty we are in.) Chem
istry. (Mrs. S .: What does that mean?) Martin Luther, yes.
(What does ' chemistry ’ mean? Greetings, Luther.) Chester
field, I heard that said [scrawls.] (We did not say or think it.)
that is good. (Go on please. Is Martin Luther here now?) Get
him. Chesterfield Could not persuade him to come, he is away
elsewhere, (Is Martin Luther here now?) no. (Mr. S., alluding
to Mrs. S.: It writes contrary to your will. You would never do
that, Ida) no, she does not. (I want a lot of facts to prove that
you are Lord Chesterfield.) get * * soon. Chesterfield, go
ing, good day."
July 2 nd, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used. 4
p. m. I had my hand on the planchette and said in a careless
way: 'probably the stimulus to move this comes from me. Per
haps I am like the plates of the battery.'
" (All ready friends.) Friend, yes, yes. Friend from us, u s
ns. (I understand.) Chesterfield. (Why was not the message
from Dr. Hyslop to Dr, Hodgson delivered? You are welcome
Chesterfield.)
[An interruption by callers for some minutes,]
Chesterfield, (We are very sorry for the interruption. Please
tell me if you are Chesterfield.) yes. (Is this Chesterfield?) yes,
(All right will you now tell me why that message of Dr. Hyslop’s
was not delivered?) he was to get it. I know not, (That is all
right, Chesterfield. How do you know Dr. Hodgson was to get it ?)
Friend Luther was to carry it. (Did Luther do so?) He said it
sobro [?] [erased.] so (Do you know if he did carry it?) Lu
ther said it so here. (I know that, but do you know ?) no. (Have
you and Luther talked about it?) Chesterfield will talk about it
Later. (I want to know now.) I will ask friend Luther then will
teil you later. (When will Luther come again?) Later. (Is Lu
ther one of the Imperator group with Mrs. Piper ?) I do not know
it that way. (That is not satisfactory. Tell me about it.) Ches-
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terfield cannot answer for friend Luther. (That is so. Have you
any advice to give me?) no, be careful of all things pertaining to
thy heavenly interests. (What is that word after ‘ things'?) per*
taming. (Chesterfield do you not think it strange that there is so
much pious talk and so many singular statements back and forth?)
we are here to help it if we can. (I will give you time.) our time
has been a very short one here. (That is so, Chesterfield. Will yoa
tell me something to prove to me that you are not Mrs. S.’s uncon
scious mind. If you will do this, you will help me greatly.) Friend
Chesterfield has made statements that if you * * you looked you
would have found. (I do not recall them. Please repeat one of
them.) Chesterfield, This is a manorell, my home was such a place.
(Did you ever give me any other statements?) Yes, my dress and
hat were not like yours. If I lived now and wore it your people
would laugh at such an old fashioned Rig. (That is good. That
is just what 1 want. Tell me another fact.) we had better not
now." Sitting closed. Mrs. S. was faint.
July 3 rd, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
Hand of Mr. S. on the instrument.
" (All ready now friend.) * * (What is that word?) * *
Robert Hyslop. (Is Robert Hyslop here?) wrathey wrathey. (I
do not understand it. Explain it please.) Chesterfield cannot do
their work. (Good morning, Chesterfield. I am glad to meet you.
All right.) No we will later answer. (I did not get it. Write
again, please.) Chesterfield said when ie ( ?] (What was the word
after ‘ said*?) no, no, that he was to come later. (Go on.) we
will not say more now, (Who is ' he ’ ?) word ‘ we ' misread.] me
me. (Who is coming later, Chesterfield?) I will go away now and
will come back later, (Shall we wait here?) no. (What are you
going away for, Chesterfield?) Find Friend Luther (When shall
we sit again?) I cannot tell thee Friend. (May I ask you some
questions before you go away?) [No reply.]
[I thought I would see what might take place if I opened up the
matter to any other intelligence who might wish to write as in the
old régime. This was done for experiment. We had no one in
mind.]
_
#
(Any other intelligent and honest spirit may write.) H * •
Shalle (Write plainly.) [scrawls.] * * [apparently ‘ Thee
teller '.] Let it good. (I do not understand. Write and tdl me
who you are?) [scrawls.] That is what I am trying to do. (Who
are you?) * * (Please tell me who you are?) Hopkins.
(Hopkins ?) Hopkins, [I see no reason for this name.]
(Please tell me your first name.) * * Charles, Charles,
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Charlts. (All right. I got it that. Where did you live?) * *
(Where did you live?) Charles, (You did not get it. What
pja«? Where did you live on earth?) Charlie, Charlie. (All
right. Tell me where you lived?) place. (Yes, what place?)
Methuen ass [Mass]
[There is such a place as Methuen, Mass., hut we do not recog
nise any man by the name of Charles Hopkins that used to live
there,]
(Write the name of the place again,) [scrawls.] (I cannot get
it Will you tell me what you wish.) Charlie is here, Charlie is
here, Charlie is here. (I know that, i got that all right. Tell me
something else.) channot [cannot] here hear should know Hop
kins. (What Hopkins is it?) [scrawls.] (What Hopkins is it?)
[scrawls.] ere [?] that we came, (I don’t understand.) Hopkins,
yes, here. (Yes, go on.) How. (I mean keep on writing.)
[scrawls.] Best say it so. (Tell me all you can.) * * * *
O H B T R * * *'
July 3 rd, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette work.
We thought that Chesterfield might be ready to talk and that
possibly he would bring Luther with him so that we could talk
about the experiments and why they failed. I wanted to see
what sort of a defence her subliminal would make. I was sur
prised beyond measure to find that Sylvester was present. 3.30
p. m.
" (All ready, friends.) [Curious lines or figures drawn.]
(What do you call that?) S Smead. [Not read at first.) (I do
not understand it.) S s s s s s s S S S S S S C [scrawls.] (What
does all this mean?) Sleep on a bed (What?) bed. (What
do you suppose I sleep on ? Did you ever see me sleep on the
floor?) Yes when a boy. (Did you ever sleep on the floor?)
Yes with you. (Who is this? Is this Sylvester writing?) no.
(Who is trying to write?) billy. [This is one of his jokes, cf.
p. 30+.] (Good for you. I know who it is. This is Sylvester.)
Sylvester, [written with remarkable clearness.] (Sylvester, do you
know anything about our experiments lately ?) I do not know much
of it, truly billy. (Tell me what you do know about them.) no I
will go away if you do not care for anything but that. (Of course
I are, Sylvester. I am very glad to have you today. Tell me more
about our childhood.) from that better take a lesson. (What les
son? What do you mean, Sylvester?) life is hard but we did not
realise it, so made the best of it: you see the floor was hard. Hard
tilings are not to be taken as defeats always billy. (Iam delighted
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with that. Thank you my brother. Good for you. Do you re
member father's old Goddard buggy ?) Grimes, good old hundred.
[Mr. S. adds this note: " This is a good point. It is not evi
dential, because Mrs. S. knew that the old horse which Sylvester
called Grimes and Old Hundred was called that name by me. She
did not know what Sylvester chiefly called him. It was Old
Hundred chiefly. This horse was a character in the horse line; tbe
most stubborn, lazy, and balky brute that any man ever owned. My
father used to have a Goddard buggy and he tried to drive this beast
with it. He paid over $200 for him originally and so hated to give
him up as a bad job and a dead loss, so be was determined to drive
him at all costs. The scenes with that old horse on the farm and
at my father’s hands, if displayed on the stage, would draw the
biggest houses in the theatrical business ” .J
(That was the old horse Vet. Write something about his old
Goddard buggy.) it is to too mean [ ?] he has made us laugh until
we cried trying to get him to it [True. Mrs. S. did not know this.]
do you know billy how he would start to town and old hundred would
get a little way and want to lay down.
[This is true. Mrs. S. knew he balked. I told her so, but that
is all she knew about his habits. He did try several times to fall
over on the shafts so as not to have to go. It was a way he had of
finishing up a balk. Sylvester knew this well. So did I, but I had
not thought of it for over fifteen years. He (Sylvester) has been
dead twelve years. I never mentioned to Mrs, S. the fact of the
horse trying to fall down on the shafts. I had not thought of it
until Sylvester mentioned it today. It is positively true. I can
prove all these statements by my father and by my sister Annie and
brother Joseph now living.]
(Yes, I remember, I suppose the old horse is dead.) [I thought
that he might be. I did not know that he was.] we placed him in
the meadow acrossed the road with dew [due] [underscored.] cere
mony, yes.
[If you knew the horse and our scenes with him and how Syl
vester hated him you would appreciate more than you can now this
fine joke.
The facts about this are that Sylvester here made a mistake,
but such a mistake as he might easily have made. Sylvester and I
buried another horse in a sort of pasture across the road. This
horse that we buried was a fair one, but no special good. I mean
his disposition was fairly good. This horse we buried.]
(You have mixed that up. We buried another horse. What
horse did we bury? The one Jim Cameron sold to father?) that
was what father did with the old Can. [period inserted.] Cow. [I
do not know whether this is so or not. Shall write father and
Joseph.] (Do you recall that old horse that Jim Cameron sold
father with the farm?) at the time that we went there to live.
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(Yes.) Let me think. I do not just now. I was so much taken
with old h— that I was forgetting everything else. (Tell me sometliing more about the old farm. Tell me something that Ida does
not know about.) at one time you remember little Joie used to
want to go where we did not think it best for him and would buy
him off with gunny bread, (Yes, I know. Go on.) but it was
not some that mother had given us. (I don’t remember that.
Where did we get it?) in the pantry. [This was true. We did
help ourselves to it., Mrs. S. never knew this.] (I remember that
is if it was but yesterday.) [Interruption by a visitor.]
(Tell me something more that Ida does not know.) S [scrawls.]
Let me remember, (Please write a little plainer.) Sister Annie
Said it was mean [not to let Joie go] and we said we would give
it to her if she told on us.
[This is a fact and I am positive Ida never knew it. I cannot
conceive of my telling her. I had not thought of it for fifteen
years. It was a small incident and never occurred to me until he
stated it. I think my sister Annie will recall it.]
(That is so. I remember it well. Tell me more about Joie.)
not now. (I was home lately and saw father. Do you want me
totell what father said?) I know, you do not kneed [need] [ ' k '
erased.] take the trouble. (Please tell me what he said.) it would
take too long. [This is true. He said a good many things.] (That
is so, Sylvester, do you know this Chesterfield ?) he has gone now.
(Doyou know him?) some. (What kind of a spirit is he?) all
right. (Anything else Sylvester?) Cecil is growing nicely and
will come another time. (Tell Cecil we all love him just the same
as ever.) yes. (Anything else?) glad to come (I am glad to
have you come.) yes, good bye (Good bye, Sylvester.) yes."
Mr, Smead made inquiries at home in regard to the incidents
of this sitting and reports corroboration of them in the following
statements based on the confirmation of his father, mother,
brother and sister.
**All about the old horse Grimes is correct. The gunny bread
incident is all correct. In regard to the cow being buried as
Sylvester says, my father says that it is so. There were two
cows. One Sylvester helped bury there on that side and more
than this he helped bury a red horse that he used to drive in a
milk wagon. The horse ran away with him, and so he remem
bered a horse and burying him in the meadow and possibly mixed
this up with old Grimes. None of the facts, with the exception,
of what is indicated above, were ever known to Mrs, S. or myr
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self. I was in C ■ ■ at the time and had no interest in sudi
things.**
July
Prayer.

13th, 1903 .
9.30 p. m.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.

“ (All ready friend.) (Mrs. S .: Sit still and say nothing and
see what it will do.) [Hand shook and writing very wavy and
illegible.] (1 do not want her to go into the trance tonight) yes,
Myers [ ?] (I think it is Mvers.) Myers [written dearly.] (Very
good: you are welcome.) [scrawls.] (I do not want her uncon
scious in this experiment.) no, [Mrs, S. very tired. I placed my
hand on the planchette to help.] (All right.) * * (Go on.)
* * (I would like to have Sir. Myers come.) Myers, Myers,
Myers, Myers. (Go on.) * * mother, mollie, mollie, moliic,
brother’s wife. (Tell me more. What brother?) Chum, Chum,
mother Chum. (Please explain.) Mother, Brother wife, mollie.
Chums, Chums together. (How have I anything to do with it?)
Chums together * * mother's friend, yes, (Whose mother is
it ?) George. (Who is George ?) George, George, George,
George, George, Chums, Chums with mother, yes, mollie i ’
dotted.] mothe— * * [apparently an attempt at 4mollie *].
* * «
July 17th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette used.
Prayer. My hand on the planchette until asked to remove it.
“ (All ready spirit friend.) When we will some do not like it.
(I am very willing. You may come.) some. (' When we will,
some do not like it ’ ?) yes. (What do you mean, friend.) come,
what Chesterfield (Good morning, Chesterfield.) welcome friend
S. (friends] (Thank you Chesterfield. I want to ask you a ques
tion.) me [?] welcome [ ?] not at present. (Go on.) Chesterfield
does not wish them now, please wait until I tell thee, welcome and
greetings Chesterfield, yes. (All right, Chesterfield. Go on as you
wish.) we do not want thee asking all spirits to give thee advice
now. it does not help thee [second ‘ e ’ erased.] light to be used by
every one that may chance this way. Can you understand our
meaning, friend. (Yes, 1 can. Do you wish my hand on the ma
chine?) It may come off. (I have taken it off. Chesterfield. Go
on. please.) W E W I L L T R Y T O D E V E L O P T H I S
L I G H T M O R E S O when we say we do not want others it is
because it needs renewing, yes and then you do not wish earthly
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spirits those that have not tried to develop their own light to come
in contact with it. they use it so rapidly and does not help to do
good but only satisfies their own pleasure, we are trying to help
this and so do not want or wish any to come that we do not ask for
the present.
(I do not object. Mrs. S. docs not object.) I would advise
thee to let it all be for the present and we will come to thee later,
and I would ask thee [written ‘ the’ at end of first line and the
second letter ‘ e ’ added at beginning of next line,] to pray every day
for light to come here that it may help souls to believe more in the
fullness of God and that we may receive • * [undec.] more of
(he needed light for this work, we may understand the wanted light
for your side as you for our side, pray for it daily.
(I will pray daily, friend.) it would be well to let the moon full
twice again before we come to thee. [Evidently a question un
recorded as to reading the word ' moon ’ was asked here, as that word
is not dear, and the following was written in explanation.] no
moon.^ (That is, not to have any sittings until the moon is full
twice.) 'that is it. (Who writes this?) Chesterfield wishes it.
(1 will do so.) It would be well that way.
(All right. Go on.) we will go to thee as thou wishest and
will do what we can to help the [thee] recover quickly it being
Cod’s will. (What is that word after ‘ help’ ?) thee recover.
(Thank you, Chesterfield. I am not afraid to die. I wish to live
for my children.) no death, life is everywhere, there is no
death. (You know what I mean, Chesterfield.) why do those on
your side say death ? there is none, we live and shall live, many
are not as far advanced when they come here, but they were not
over there. Else how could they be expected to go any further than
the earth when they come here.
(Do you remember that you used to speak of death, Chester
field.) but it should have been outgrown by now. (People do
not know much here now, Chesterfield.) there is no end to knowl
edge there neither here, we are always learning lessons of and from
life eternal.
(Chesterfield, do you remember your work in Ireland ?) I do
not want them now, (Please answer that question.) I did not
ask for it. (Please let me ask the question. I await your answer.)
it has also been a long time to recall all of my earth life, yet I
thought enough had been given thee to know that it was I who talketh to thee was Chesterfield of old. (Do you remember your earth
life in Ireland ?) much could be said but it is not prudent for one
to sound his own praises, (I understand that, Chesterfield. Give
me the name of the city in Ireland where you used to live.) we
would be glad, but it is better that we go now. (Please do this.)
it is too much work.” [Mrs, S.’s hand was so cramped that it
pained her greatly.)
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After the above records there were no further sittings until
the following, in the fall, when it will be seen that there is no
reference to the failure in the June sittings.
September 19th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S., Mr. S,’s
oldest sister, and Mrs. Annie L. T-----. Planchette used. Hand
of Mr. S. not on the instrument.
“ (All is ready, friends.) (Picture of a man drawn, apparently
with a long mustach but with two points on head like ears of a cat]
(Is that a picture of a cat?) no, (What is it then ?) A [scrawls
that are possibly attempt to write name 'Annie'.] Sinead. Irving
Smead Sylvester. (I understand.) Joseph Smea— Monday.
(Yes I got that: go on.) night [might] tell Sister [scrawl.] Annie
will [‘ i ’ dotted.] come. (Go on.) good bye. (Shall we have a
sitting Monday night.) 1 w i 1— [doubtful.] (Write smaller,
friend,) Billy, I was speaking to A N N I E L A U R I E . (Will
you be here Monday night?) Smead, yes, little sister I will come.
(Go on.) my brother, good night, my dear sister, good night I
welcome, little Annie with us. (What was written after 'little'?)
A N— yes, Billy. (She wants to say something to you.) not
now ” ,
September 25th, 1903.
L. T., a sister of Mrs. S.
to " communicate ". But
Mrs. S. and who had once
our surprise. 9 a. m,

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and Mrs. A
Our minds on Sylvester expecting him
a man who was not at all known to
before " communicated ” came much to

" (All right friends.) Bitter Sweet Cle— [followed by letters
or symbols that are not certainly decipherable.] [We supposed
the communicator to be Robert Hyslop and Mrs. S. said so, this
being the apparent watch word for that personality in earlier ex
periments, p. 495 .]
(Go on. Tell us what you mean.) Yes, Bitter with the sweet.
Smead. H. K. S. [ ?] P. [ ?] [ ' S ' read as • P ’.] (What do you
mean by H. K. P.?) F * * P [?] mama nana not * * many
were [scrawls.]
(Tell us something we may understand. Chesterfield, Where
are you?) [No reply.] (Go on.) Yes, aunt annie [inverted writ
ing, that is, has to be read upside down, and was not dear.] Yes
Aunt Annie [mirror writing, that is, must be read by a mirror.]
(Go on. We get it ‘ Yes, Aunt Annie',) [Scrawls.] (Go on.)
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* * * [possibly mirror or inverted mirror writing,] (Go on,)
Yes, will go, yes, we will go. [This written in inverted mirror
zLTiftnjf.] (Who is writing?) a friend brother, yes. [inverted
mirror writing.] (Yes.) Perkins, [inverted mirror writing.]
[Mrs. S. did not know who was communicating.]
(All right. Go on, I am glad you are here.) Yes. [inverted
mirror writing.] H. [normal writing.] [scrawls.] (Please tell me
something, Perkins.) well, what about her. you have forgotten
us almost, you will recall Dr. S. you know I was much interested
in his daughter. (How did you find things over there, Perkins?)
Lost Souls redeemed by Grace.
[Mrs. S. was educated a Wesleyan and this answer represents
a Calvinistic doctrine.]
(1 asked Mrs. S. if she knew who was writing and she said she
did not. I then said: ‘ What a joke. She does not know who it
is yet'.)
Let her believe in knowledge of the Proper kind, it is better
that women keep silence, Smead, (All right. Go on.) better not
care about the Studying, if you Love her It is all right.
(Do you remember about 'hoeing' out your room? And my
sharpening your razor? Do you recall your severe sickness in the
Seminary?) yes, but it came out all right, Smead. (Perkins, I
am a D. D„ a doctor of divinity. Only think of that for me, Per*
kins.) Is it hard to carry around. (It is hard for me to carry
around?) is it. (It is kind of heavy, Perkins, I will confess.)
[No reply.] (Shall we stop?) no, Smead. am doing missionary
work still. Cannot come often, helping to bring souls nearer to
God. sometime will come again. Going for now. Good by bve
F.J. [? ]P . [ ? ] "
’
Mr. S. remarks that the messages were characteristic of this
Mr. Perkins, but that he cannot believe that they were the effect
of his own hand on the planchette, one hand being there with
that of Mrs. S. Mrs, S. seems not to have known anything about
the man, according to the statement of Mr. S. Of the Dr. S.
referred to, Mr. S. says that this Rev. F. J. Perkins was either
married or at one time engaged to the daughter of Dr, S
, but
does not clearly remember which, as he himself, Mr. S„ has
known nothing of Mr. Perkins for fifteen years or since his death.
The experiments have not been so frequent since the failure
of my sittings last spring. The records practically explain this
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and the irregularity of them. I need not indulge in superfluous
comments on this matter.
October 17th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Prayer as
usual. Mrs. S. conscious and semi-conscious at times. Plan
chette used. My hand not on it at first, but placed on it later as
the writing seemed so difficult. The writing at once seemed
easier apparently showing that I was an aid to the work in some
way unknown. I had no knowledge of what was being written
until I had read it.
*

^

“ (All ready friends.) many thanks [scrawls.] (I got that all
right.) we will try [?1 (Go on. All right.) mary (Mary?
Who is Mary?) * * * * (I cannot read it very well. Try to
write plainly.) We will, father is willing now mary m [ ?1 yes.
[scrawls.] (I got that. Be careful of the writing. Write plainly.)
Gretchen is all right. (I got that all right. Who is writing.) ye
sir, Mary. (Write the last name, please.) [pause and scrawl]
mary [ ?] mary, yes, yes, yes, mary. [scrawls.] [Hand drawn with
fingers and at once the two words.] no more. [Hand placed on
planchette.]
(I will put my hand on now.) Sarah, you must have her bathed
in warm alcohol, it will strengthen her, Mother Lowery. [Writ
ing smooth and clear. Previously it was wavy and irregular.]
(Who gave that message?) Mary Lowery. (Who is to be
bathed?) the little girl Bertha, (All right, anything else?) her
home ts a sad one, sad as she needs our care so much. She would
better think and know we will be with her as she has soon to come
here. (Anything else? What can we do to help little Bertha?)
She is so now that there is not much can be done on Earth, but pray
for her that she may be as easy as God can let us help it be. (Yes,
anything else?) the little boy worries over her. (What do ym
mean?) yours, yes, he loves her much. (Tell my little boy not
to worry. God can care for little Bertha.) he knows that and he
loves her is why it troubles him. you wiU understand better what
I mean. Sometime I do not make it plain to you.
(Anything else you want to write?) Cecil is here papa, he
loves you too. (I guess I love my son. Good evening Ceal. good
evening my boy.) I will come to you like I said I would. (Pap
is glad to have you come, Cecil.) Cecil is a good boy. he is trying
to be patient. (I believe it, Cecil. It is very hard for us.) and
so is George, papa, i want him to learn much for Cleve, papa, ye,
so hard papa, so much to say. It makes me feel tired, yes, (Papa
and mama love you, dear.) i came to see mama, did she know.
(Yes she did. She saw you Cecil and heard you speak to her.
You said ' Mummie'.) i wanted to keep her, but she wait back so
/■
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quick. (What do you mean, Cecil?) yes, the baby cried to her.
(Mama heard you call her. Mama understands better, Cecil.)
yes, I wanted her to stay with me. (Mrs. S .: Come to mama again,
Cedi, won’t you? Talk to mama some more.) yes, my dear good
mama. (Mrs, S .: Mama would like to get her arms around you,
Cedi.) yes, mama, I do it lots of times, lots papa. (Mama thinks
she knows when you come, Cedi.) yes, other little ones come and
say, 'love them too’ papa, we love you much. (I love all my
little ones. Of course I knew Cedi best.) yes, we must go, papa.
(Good night all, my dear.) you and mama kiss little George for
Cedi good night papa and mama. (Cedi, come Saturday evening,
please,) if I can, papa."
Inquiry in regard to the possible incidents of this sitting
brings the following facts from Mr. Smead:
" Bertha is Mrs. Smead’s sick sister. She has been an invalid
for many years. She has had some trouble with her spine. She
is deformed, a dwarf and has not developed much beyond the
child stage of development, although 25 years of age. She has
been very, very sick, Bertha is a granddaughter of the Mary
Lowery mentioned. Mary Lowery is Mrs. Smead’s mother's
mother. Mrs, Smead went to Malden to the bedside of this little
sister the Monday after New Year. Bertha was then very ill.
Her life was despaired of and Mrs. Smead was sent for so as to
see her before she died. She was summoned by telegraph.
Bertha recovered partially, so as to resume her former constant
chronic condition contrary to all expectation.
** Now please to notice carefully these facts. When we re
ceived the message about her and the suggestion to use alcohol
she was as well as usual so far as we knew, but she was sick at
the time. From October 19th to the second or third Sunday after
New Year she did not have her clothes on. She had to be car
ried up- and down-stairs and lay on the lounge down-stairs, and
up-stairs on the bed. Mrs. Smead and I did not know any of
these facts until Mrs, Smead went down there after New Year
and after the message was given. I now remember that I sent
the message as soon as I got it to Bertha's sister Nettie, thinking
that they ought to know the contents of so important a message.
“ M y opinion is and it is the opinion of Dr. Lobdell that the
alcohol treatment would be of much benefit to Bertha, but being
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under the care of a specialist, it was not used. I am sorry that it
has not been tried.
" I have just read this over to Mrs. Sinead and she says that
I am wrong about the alcohol treatment. The facts are that her
father would not allow it used warm, being afraid to have it
heated. Mrs. Smead told them how to warm it safely and now
it is used with perceptible benefit, the little girl remarking ‘ that
she feels better after her bath V
In response to further inquiries about this incident Mr. Smead
replies:
" Bertha had been ill for many years, but nearly all the time
she has been able to be about and play as other children do. Her
illness, due to scarlet fever, caused an arrested development, a
curvature of the spine and some bladder troubles. We did not
know at the time of the sitting that she was any sicker than she
had been for years. We supposed that her condition was the
same chronic one that it had been and had no knowledge of any
critical turn as explained in a previous letter.
The Sarah mentioned in this connection is Mrs. Smead’)
mother, still living, and a daughter of the Mary Lowrey who
apparently communicates.’*
The following letter is from Mrs. Sinead's sister, apparently
in response to Mr. Smead’s information of the “ message
” Malden, Dec. 28 th, 1903.
“ Dear Ida:
** I am sure I hope you all had a very pleasant Christmas and
I suppose you think it strange that none of us have written to tell
the truth: no one had either the time or the heart to write.
" Bertha is very sick. Two months ago today she was taken
sick and she has suffered every single minute of the time since.
I have been out of the office all I possibly could and she seemed
to get better for a few days and then all of a sudden she would
be worse again.
" Last Sunday (the 20th) she felt fine and we thought she
was getting better, but on the 24th she was taken sick again and
now she is suffering dreadfully.
“ The doctor said yesterday that it is wonderful the way she
holds on, but she is really sinking very fast. She can't remember
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anything about Christmas, though we fixed up a very pretty tree
for her and she received many Christmas gifts. She wanted the
tree, so we got it for her, but it all seems to have left no impres
sion on her mind whatever.
"W e have got some little presents for the children, but some
how we have no courage left to pack and send them. It is very
hard and they are all piled up in the chair in the dining room.
Mother is completely worn out and I am strong and well I know
and I have been doing the best I could. I have taken care of her
at night and worked in the office all day, until I am getting
rather tired and nervous, but I guess I’m all right,
*' I wish you lived nearer, so you could come home, but of
course it’s asking too much, because you have your own family
to take care of. Of course she has to be kept very quiet and you
can see I can’t say bring the children, much as I wish you here.
You seem to be the only one I can turn to, for somehow Sadie
seems so busy. She came out Christmas to dinner and supper,
she and Jamie, and that is the first time she has been here since
Thanksgiving. I am going to write to George.
“ Now then I have got to go into the office and tell them that
I will not come in again this week. 1 have an idea that she will
go with the year. Ida she can’t possibly last much longer.
Mother doesn’t know what the doctor says, but I think she rea
lises just how things are and she feels very badly.
“ Write to me at the house and I will let you know if any
change comes.
“ Your sister,
" N e t t y e .”

Inquiries in regard to the incident about seeing the son Cecil
brought out the following facts which ought to have been re
corded at the time. But it is evident from Mr. Smead's state
ment at the sitting that he did not see the pertinence of the sit
uation, Cecil’s allusion to his mother's going back quick coin
cides with certain statements made by the trance personalities in
the Piper case about Mrs. Piper during the trance, and Mr. Smead
does not know either this fact or its apparent significance, and so
thinking that it was nonsense, evidently thought to correct Cecil's
understanding of the matter in the remark that his “ mother un-
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derstands better". I therefore inquired to know if Mrs. Sinead
had had a vision about that time and the following is the reply
to my question:
“ Mrs. S. did have such a vision in the morning of the day of
the sitting. The vision was about half past five or six in the
morning. All the rest were asleep. But Mrs. S. was about half
awake when she saw Cecil standing in the doorway. She was
just interested in the vision. She looked at him and he said
' Mummie and when he said this he seemed to double up, as if
he had a pain. He may have leaned over. Just then the baby
cried (little Nettie). She looked to see him after she attended to
the baby and he was gone.
" The reason it was not put on record was that we were ill
sick with a mild attack of tonsilitis. There was much confusion
and it was carelessly omitted. Neither Nettie nor George were
ill, but Mrs. S. and George had been ill with a mild attack. Mrs.
S. and George and Nettie were in the back room and I was in the
front room. The baby's crying was at the time of the vision."
October
used.

23 rd, 1903.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S.

Planchttte

“ (All right.) Tell [scrawls.] H. Hyslop. [period inserted.]
[scrawls.] (Who is here?) Chesterfield. (Mrs. S. does not
believe that there is any spirit here.) Chesterfield greets thee.
(Mrs. S. does not believe at all. Write something so she will.)
Chesterfield, Hyslop’s father * * Sylvester, * * * [appar
ently ‘ S Shinnmo' ?] L a ... (Go on please.) and [?] European
Friend, we welcome * * Cheefr [?1 (Mrs. S. does not yet
believe. She takes no interest in this Chesterfield, Write some
thing that will convince her.) friend myers in our circle. Chester
field. (What are you here for tonight, Chesterfield?) Chesterfield
has a mission to perform, (What is it, Chesterfield?) help unbe
lieving souls to look to the higher Light, (Very good. Any word
for me tonight. Chesterfield.) Good night. (I shall sit tomorrow
night, Chesterfield. I have asked my son Cecil to be present.) So
let it be. (Shall we stop now. Mrs. S. is tired.) Let it be."
October
used.

24 th, 1903.

Present Mr. and Mrs. S.

Planchette
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" (All ready, friends.) B * * Sevuley [?] [‘ Serenely’ ?]
Letrer Better * * [' mee ’ ?] Let alo... [pencil ran off paper.]
(1 cannot read it.) You should let it all a to me. (I should let
it all alone?) yes. (What do you mean?) Let it alone Chillcon
* * (What shall I let alone. I do not understand you.) Let
this, Let this, Let this alone. (Why I supposed Cecil would come.)
This is not your day. (What day shall we sit?) Later. (When
shall I sit?) Let us consider it, friend. (Tell me what to do.)
Later one, C.”
The following is the account of an experience by Mrs. Smead
on the date of November 1st, 1903, a Sunday evening. She made
the statement without suggestion of any kind and it was written
out by her on November 2 nd.
“ Mr. S. bad stepped out into another room and baby was
asleep. I was very tired and so rested a few moments on the
lounge. During this time, not over ten minutes, I was sound
asleep and dreaming, and it seemed that there were other persons
talking that I could not see. They said as follows:
" * In order to do anything with her, we will have to make her
m y sick at first, then tell her what you want and are going to do.’
"T h is I heard and of course became very much interested
and was repeating what they said, when 1 saw a sentence written
in Latin (this I knew because they said it was Latin). I was
repeating what they said it was when Mr. S. awoke me, telling
me that I must wake up, as he was to go to meeting.
“ ‘ Qint Quint... ’ This word I could not remember, but
thought it was ' Quintana
There were several other words in
the sentence, but 1 got only the first two ‘ Quint Quintana’.
These words were placed in brackets. 1 at once told Mr. S. what
tad happened in my dream and of the Latin words, I had no
knowledge of what they meant and asked him to tell me. He
said he could not remember, and as I could not get them from
my mind I took the dictionary and looked to see if I could find
such a word, as I had no memory of ever having heard it used,
I was very much surprised to find it: also its meaning, as in
psychical research the number five seems to be quite significant.”
I do not know of any special significance attaching to the
number 5 in psychical research, and I do not know where Mrs. S.
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obtained this idea. There is no discoverable word " Quintana ”,;
but there is “ Quintan” and “ Quint” , whose meaning in con
nection with the number 5 is apparent to any one who consults
the dictionary. They are not Latin words, though derived from
such. J. H. H.
November 2 nd,
used.

1903,

Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette

“ (Go on friends.) Friends this is better. {* Friends this is
better '?) yes. no, me? (AU right. Go on.) be sure to preach
truth, (Exactly. I U. D.) Yes, we do that here. (If that is
true, that you preach truth, it is funny that such awful lies cane
through.) it is not what I said. [I explained what I said.] You
said U. D. (That is so, but I do not understand why so many lies
come from the spirits.) perhaps you can conceive of there being
to [two] persons at work, one receiving and one giving the mes
sage. (Yes, 1 see all that. That is right but it does not explain it.
Never mind that any way. What do you want to tell me ?) Ches
terfield will met [meet] the next day, (What is the word after
'w ill'?) meet. (‘ Chesterfield will meet*?) Yes (All right.
Go on.) after the morrow with thee. (What part of the day?)
Eleva Eleven. (Anything else, Chesterfield ?) will say, thou shall
ask for the special Light to come to thee when thou prayest until
then, yes. (Anything else, Chesterfield?) Chesterfield, Sayest
Good night, friend. (Good night, Chesterfield.) C h . . , . C.
[Intermission of about five minutes.] (All ready now, friends.)
Good night (Who is writing?) C. (Do you wish us to stop
now ?) it is better So.”

The allusion to a person sending and one receiving the mes
sages is a very shrewd intimation of natural difficulties as well as
an evasion of the issue. It is a curious shifting of the responsi
bility either on Mrs. Smead's subliminal or on Mr. Sinead's I
understanding.
I
November 3 rd, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs, S.
used. Mr. S. with hand on same. Prayer as usual.

Planchette

" (All ready, Chesterfield.) Chester.. . . we have come to [w*
clear, ‘ o ’ as a scrawl,] to her so we will oooo let her know. (Go
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o.) that is all. (I do not get that very clearly, Chesterfield.)
her know. So we will, (All right. Go on.) Chesterfield
ireets thee, friend. (1 greet thee, Chesterfield, Be free to write
dial you wish.) Chesterfield would say that another told the [thee]
irst of the message to the friend. (I do not understand. What
o you mean, Chesterfield ?) You cannot know more now. he has
one. (All right. Who has gone, Chesterfield.) a friend that has
nly been over a few times since, (Chesterfield, did you say ‘ of
io consequence'?) no, a few times Since. (All right, Chesterield. Tell me what you wish.) * * * * ('Luther'?) no.
Who is it then?) mother, tell her not to think sad thoughts of
ne. I am all all right and prospering So and that our menories
memories] C [erased.] should be very pleasant and no sadness
ihould be allowed [written ‘ all’ and then an ' o ’ superposd on
econd ' 1 ’, as if to erase, and then ‘ owed' written, so that the word
could read ‘ aloowed'] for we are very sensitive to [* a ’ written
irst and then ' to' superposed on it.] all her thoughts. (Is that
ill?) yes. (Please write your first name.) Sylvester. (Is that
ny brother Sylvester?) yes. (Did you write that message?)
Chesterfield did. (For you?) yes. (Anything else, Sylvester?)
ic has gone, friend. (Why did he go so quickly?) Let me say
mr pleasure here is not to please ourselves but to please others and
luty calls but once and the reply is spontaneous, that is why c
[erased.] we can come and go so quickly, friend. (I do not see
he meaning of the reply being spontaneous.) Chesterfield is right,
(I should think that the word ought to be ‘ instantaneous'.) This
is queer, you cannot help confussing [confusing] us. (It is very
funny to me. That is all. Go on, Chesterfield.) [scrawls.] (Anyihing else, Chesterfield?) we thought to get our idea dear to you.
(Never mind. I guess I understand.) have it better another time.
(Any directions for another sitting? Do you want to plan anything,
Chesterfield?) no, not at this time. (When shall we sit again?)
we can not just tell thee. (How will I know what to do?) a week
from this day I will come to thee. (Very well, anything else?)
io, Chesterfield greets thee. (Shall we stop now?) [No reply, but
jlanchette moved off the paper and sitting was stopped.] "
November 11th, 1903, Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
used. Prayer as usual. Mr. S.’s hand on planchette.
“ (All ready, Chesterfield.) I will [written in very large letters.]
(Alt right.) Episcopalian friend, [the ' f ’ was made like an old
fashioned long * s ’ and then the planchette drew a line through
it to signify the cross in a letter * f ’.] (You are welcome.) Ches
terfield is willing. (All right, Episcopalian friend. What do you
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wish to say ?) my views were right when on earth, friend, con
cerning a future life. (Good. I U. D. Please write your name.)
Episcopalian friend will suffice for the present. (All right! Coen
please.) Episcopalian friend would like to say he thanks you for
this_ opportunity and that could he have the privilege [spelled either
‘ priyalege * or *privelege' and corrected so as to make the real
spelling indeterminate.] of coming often to you, he would like to
try some work her [here.] (Is the word * here’ ?) yes. (Go on,
friend. We think you Myers.) Let it be Episcopalian Friend here
please. (But you are Myers.) Episcopalian now. (I will call
you Episcopalian friend, as you wish. I know you are Frederick
W. y . Myers, Can you find Stainton Moses?) we will endeavor
to do as you wish, friend. (All right. Go on.) he will come some
time, but at this he cannot come, is there a special message for him,
sir? [interrogation point inserted.] (Mrs. S .: Yes, I want to know
if 1 Chom * is all right ?) he said he would come by the next moon.
(Who do you mean will come?) whom thou asketh for. (AD
right. Go on.) Chesterfield is here, friend. ( I am glad to greet
you, Chesterfield. Good morning. Was that Myers who came?)
Episcopalian friend.
(All right I will not press that Chesterfield, have you ever
found out why Luther did not give that message that Hyslop sent to
Mrs. Piper?) you get us mixed up in very bad style over there
yes you ask us tf we get what you say and then when you are tokl
so you put your own construction on it and it is th [sheet changed]
then as if we said it. (Go on, Chesterfield. Explain it more dear!;
please.) I said, friend, Luther would take it, meaning that message
your [scrawl.] friend wanted to give, not meaning that he would
carry it, but just that that he would that day receive what message
were sent from our company over there to us here. (Anything else
Chesterfield?) I am very sorry it so happened: for it has injured
our progression very much toward the fullment [pause.] filment ol
the plan that the soul of man lives after it [its] release from th*
body. (Do not make her unconscious today, please.) it is no
easy for us to do this work, but it is good that we try and learn t<
help our fellow beings. Good Day, Sir. Chesterfield. (Who
shall we sit again?) when thy friend said. (The next moon?]
change of it. (Will it be the first quarter?) [No reply.] "
This explanation by Chesterfield is preposterous. It i
strange that it does not even reflect the true conception of tin
situation at the time of the experiment The receipt of a " mes
sage" from Dr. Hodgson in the name of my father, Rober
Hyslop, showed that the subliminal of Mrs. S. had rightly coo
ceived the situation and why this is not realised now is unintd
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ligible. Mr. S. stopped his inquiries too soon. He should have
pressed Chesterfield to explain the bringing of that “ message "
to me, and the result of that psychological situation might have
been interesting. But there is apparently no true conception on
Chesterfield's part of what I intended by the sending of my mes
sage, so that his explanation does not explain.
November 18th, 1903. Present Mr, and Mrs, S. Mr. S. with
his hand on the planchette. 11 a. m.
“ (All ready, friends.) maume [‘ Maude’ ?] is not with us.
(What is the first name?) that is Maude’s. (Go on, please.)
[scrawl.] * * [‘ estimahweek ’ ?] Estimate what the cost will
be for that and we will try to help it. (Cost of what?) that Our
friend has Said so much [sheet changed.] So much about. (Ex
plain more.) Hyslop knows. (All that seems nonsense. How
can you help it?) that Endowme [sheet changed.] nt He calls it.
(What about that book?) no book friend. (Go on friend. How
can you help it?) wait and see. (All right. Hyslop will be glad
to have your help. He needs two or three thousand dollars.) say
Hagain. (Hyslop will be glad to have your help. He needs two
or three thousand dollars.) Chesterfield thinks best [sheet changed,]
hat [that] you do not use this until the light is dearer (Stop now.)
that would be well.”
I had written to Mr. Smead that I was engaged in the effort
to secure an endowment for the investigations of psychical re
search, and the fact was evidently talked over between him and
Mrs. Smead. I had also written frequently about my efforts to
fet this case into book form.
November 25 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs, S. Mr. Sinead's
hand on the planchette.
" (All right, friends.) Ghesterfield, herein is friend indeed.
(‘ Herein is a friend indeed *.) Yes, Chesterfield. (All right, Ches
terfield. I trust you are our friend.) Wellcome, we come to thee this
day, come this day, (All right. Glad to greet you. Goon.) Charles
ame here. (Who is Charles?) Sherman. (Charles Sherman. Is
that the name?) no. (Charles?) no. (What was the last
same?) Sherman, (S-h*e-r-m-a-n?) yes. (I do not know him.)
Chas was another friend. (I do not know him. Was he my
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friend?) yes, we could not let him stay. (All right Go on.)
* * [undec, possibly ‘ the man ’.] Claimed he was a friend of
yours, friend. (I do not remember him.) Chesterfield has been
busy, but it is slow work, we are making some progress [sheet
changed.] * * with the restoring of the light [period inserted |
(Very good. What can we do to help you?) help us best boy
[by] being patient kind [sheet changed] kind and true praying
much [here planchette moved the pencil up and underscored the
word 1 true came back to its place and returned again to the word
crossing the 't
(What is the word after ‘ and ’ ?) true, [cross
ing the ‘ t * again.] enjoying the world that God has so graciously
placed you in. (All right. What can the light specially do?)
Chesterfield is caring for the light, friend, we will not hurt her.
(I wish the light took more interest in this. What is the matter
with her, Chesterfield ?) You must wait, it will take time to re
place the broken cords that harmony b [erased.] may once more
prevail. (What cords do you mean?) Life cords that have here
tofore connected earth souls with us, or the means by which we
were better able to talk to you from our side through thi [sheet
changed.] this light, Chesterfield. (I understood that as well as
1 could no doubt. 1 wonder if the light could do anything to help
you, that is all.) that is our mission. (All right. Go on. What
is going on down to Mrs. Piper's.) Chesterfield is not there. (Do
you know?) not much, (Is there anything about that down the«
that you will tell me, Chesterfield?) we have at present enough to
do. we will leave them for now when the time is right thou wiD
know. (What was written after ‘ do* above?) we will leave
[scrawls.) (All right. Go on.) Chesterfield wishes the thee a
good morrow . . . Greetings friend.”
Chesterfield is hardly the name under which to display so
much pious unction and religious seriousness, but he takes the
earnest and sanctimonious view of things which Mrs. Smead
takes of life, and reflects as before some characteristics of the
trance personalities of the Piper case. There is a curious
allusion to the “ cords " connecting discamate with incarnate
persons and apparently appropriating ideas more or less common
in spiritualistic literature which Mrs. Srnead has not read to any
extent. I am not sure, however, that I have not made some
allusion to this feature of some of the Piper communications as
indicating the existence of such a " cord
If I have mentioned
the fact as a part of the modus of>erandi of communication the re
currence of the idea here is a good illustration of the delicate sub
liminal activity going on in this case.
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November 26 th, 1903. Présent Mr. and Mrs. S. Mr. Smead’s
hand on the planchette.
“ (All ready, friend.) we will * * [*s wll’ ?] we will in
a few seconds. (Go on. Who is it?) Should you desire to pass
1' poss ’ ? ] * * [ ' haasluee' ?]
(Write the words after
‘ pass'.) no use. (I cannot read it, friend.) Episcopalian friends
Episcopa * * s s s s ti7tng s so us [ ?] (Cannot you do any
thing tonight ?) friend we can only try. (All right, try. Should
I take my hand off?) not this time. Episcopalian is trying to see
what he can do. (All right, Episcopalian friend.) Episcopalian
friend is here. Chesterfield is a kind friend, he is a very careful
one. (Very good I am glad to hear that.) Yes, we are going now,
yes, Episcopalia[n],
(It would greatly aid the cause of psychical research, if you,
Episcopalian friend, would prove to Hyslop through me that you are
Frederick W. H. Myers.) [Pencil moved repeatedly off the paper.]
ye, we wish it so friend * * yes."
Mr. Smead is mistaken as to the identity of “ Episcopalian
friend
In earlier sittings he purported to be Stainton Moses.
On the night of November 27th ( 1903) Mrs. Smead had a
vision of a garter which she describes in the following language:
“ Mr. S. had gone to W-----. Nettie was sort of sick. I took
her up-stairs and I was nervous over her. I did not go right to
sleep. I was awake for nearly an hour and I had just dropped
into a doze. I was not sound asleep when she moved a little. I
opened my eyes to see what the matter was, when about a foot
over her body I saw what appeared to be a dark garter. There
were two small lights at the ends and a larger light at the center.
It was a sort of shock or surprise to me to see lights in that form,
so I thought that it must be a freak of the imagination or a work
of my subliminal, and began to watch it to see where it would go
and what it would do. It moved up toward the ceiling very
slowly and went out of sight. The lights were quite clear: the
other part, being dark, I could see quite distinctly. There was a
small light in the room, a lamp. I took pains to tell Mr. S. this
as soon as he came home the next day, and he said that possibly
it was connected with Chesterfield, and that possibly he was a
member of the Order of the Garter and that this was what was
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meant. I thought that it might have some significance with Ur.
Myers, but do not know."

November 30 th, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S., and a Dr.
T---- , but not at first. Mrs. S. conscious all the time. Mr.
Sinead's hand on planchette until Dr. T -----came

" (All ready.) 3 3piscopalian [* 3 * for letter * E ’ as so nude
backward.] Friend, yes. (I am glad to greet you this evening.
Episcopalian Friend, Who is running this ?) me, of course. (Can
you run this alone without my help?) we will try.
(At this point Dr. T------- , a physician, whom I had invited.
came in and joined the circle. He said nothing in the way of ques
tions.]
(All right. Go on, friend.) we were surprised, but we must
say that we are pleased that Thy friend is willing to believe in us.
[Message read aloud.] yes, we have known of him before, yes
he is interested in the truth, yes, yes. (Very good. What can you
say to him?) [Planchette moved from under Mr. S.’s hand.] wait
[pause of three minutes.] what shall 1 tell [written on side of
sheet at right angles to word ‘ wait \ him. [pause.] my but it does
seem good, yes we can come quite near this way. (Dr. T.------ :
Who is writing?) [planchette moved pencil up and down the
page,] we will try again. [This reply read aloud.] [Picture of
a soldier holding a gun on his shoulder, with a large ball at the left
side and lines drawn across the body at the waist.] you know, he
says. (Dr. T------- : Yes, I think I understand.) yes [planchette
moved pencil back to figure of soldier's hat and then wrote:] yes
then [or ‘ the n '] enn yes * * (Dr. understands what the
sword means.) [Mr. S. supposed the ball at the left of the figure
referred to a sword, Mrs. S. a cup. No attention was paid by the
trance personality to bis remark.] yes, we said it so, we did it
quietly. Friends, you see we must [scrawl.] use care, we could
not let thy brother talk alone concerning that trouble, it being bis
first visit to try, but we have told thee, friend, what he said as
quietly as possible, because we must use caution and it rn [erased.]
would make him too excited, friend, so you must excuse us for our
way of talking of the trouble, we will try to do better next time,
Chesterfield."
The incidents of this sitting have some interest. This Dr.
T----- had a brother who was killed in the late Civil War by
being shot through the body with a cannon ball. Mr. and Mrs. S.
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knew that such a brother had been killed in the war, but, accord*
ing to the statement of Dr, T-----. they did not know by what
means he was killed. Dr. T-----writes as follows:
“ At a little past 8 o’clock p. m., Nov. 30 th, I called at the
home of Rev. W. M. Smead, where I had every reason to believe
I was welcome. It appeared at the time of my call Mr. S. and
wife were seated at a table and she was writing. I was invited
to a seat with them and she continued to write. From what she
wrote it appeared to me that I was also welcome to parties that I
did not recognize. After expressing a wish to know who was
writing I was told to wait. After a pause of a few moments Mrs.
Smead drew a picture of a soldier, then it represented the body
as being cut in two. Then as if to leave no room for doubt as to
who was represented or intended (for I had many friends who
were kilted in the war of *61 and '6 5 ) there was the representation
of a ball as though it had passed through the body. It was known
to both Mr. and Mrs. Smead that I had a brother killed in the
army. But neither of them knew by what means. It was known
to myself that he was killed in the manner indicated. He was
cut in two by a cannon ball at the battle of Williamsburg, Va„
May 5th, 1862.
" A, H, T----“ Dec. 2 n d , 1 9 0 3 "

The reader will remark some evidences of dramatic play in
this sitting. The admonition to " wait " was apparently directed
to the questioner, and then the question " what shall I tell him "
to the " communicator
The explanation of the manner of communtcation is interesting as coinciding with what is often ob
served in the first attempts to communicate, and is quite a ra
tional account of the matter, though without evidential signifi
cance of any kind.
December 2 nd, 1903. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Prayer. Mr.
Sinead's hand not on the planchette. 11 a. m,
“ (All ready, friends.) [No reply.] (Try and use her hand,)
we [ *e’ made like a small capital.} were, Chesterfield, but it is
your presence that is needed, we can do but little without thee, sir.
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(Do you wish my hand on ?) [I supposed they were talking to
me.] not to you were we talking, but thy good friend Chesterfield,
sir. (Very well. Who is writing?) Chesterfield will noL (AH
right, Chesterfield.) [pause.] [scrawl.] went when we went away
we left the light clear, it is not so good this day. hut we can say
that we were pleased that [it] is so good as it is. (All right Go
on.) I shall need to work more earnestly. (What do you mean?)
make more progress. (Yes, go on.) Thy friend’s brother was very
much elated over the progress made in his behalf, yes. he was a
good sort of friend and we liked to help him. we think they were
[pencil moved about a point so as to make a large round black
spot like the representation of the ball in the previous record.] be
lievers and it always helps us to know it is not in vain, when one
was and is now a believer we like to help them, do you know this
friend? (I got that all right.) yes, the brother like[d] the one
that was left there, that he [line changed, as word *he’ was
written too soon.] is why he was so much pleased, he did not
expect we could bring him so near to him.
(You did well, Chesterfield. I am greatly pleased with what yon
have done. I thank you. More of that is what we need.) yes.
we are trying for it here, we know it takes much time and patient
work, so wht [erased.] with the light it is so poorly we have much
to do. so * * so when we can we will try to do our best. (AH
right. When shall we ask Dr. T------- again ?) W a i t until
we s h a l l t el l t he e f r i e nd. [Mrs. S. became unconscious
at this point.] we are going now.
(Do not make her unconscious, Chesterfield. But we are glad
to have you here Chesterfield.) yes, but she needs to rest much
[I had planned next Monday for Dr. T------- .) not so, friend.
(When shall we sit again, Chesterfield.) we will tell thee the same
day of the coming week when we think it best. (For Dr. T----Chesterfield?) yef [yes] for thy good friend. (I shall sit next
Wednesday, Chesterfield.) yes, good morning, friend. (Good
morning, Chesterfield. Remember me to Mr. Myers.) yes, Epi
....... [sheet changed.] (Yes, 1 know.) be sure that she rests, 1 1
will.) yes."
This sitting is without evidential interest and explains itself
as referring to the preceding experiment when Dr. T---- was
present.

December 8th, 1903, Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Mrs. S. in a
semi-conscious state. Mr. Sinead’s hand not on planchette.
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“ {All ready, friends. We await your pleasure. We would like
toknow when Dr. T------- shall sit.) [Long pause.] yes, we work
[writing wavy.] resumed, we think it would be after the new
year's Greetings, be better for Thy [new line,] friend. (Do I
understand after New Year’s?) yes. (All right. Very good.)
we are agoing to go hence, we leave it until then, no. (Do you
want me to have no sittings until after New Year’s?) that is it,
friend. (I understand.) we said let her rest. (I will.) yes.
(Will you release her now.) there is a friend, but we think he had
better not try it. (Who is he?) Robert Hyslop. (Let him wait.)
yes."
On January 21st of 1904 Mrs. Sinead records a vision which
occurred twice the same night, but does not specify what date it
occurred. Evidently it was previous to the date of its record.
"The first thing that seemed to bring me to consciousness
was a very bright Star with four other smaller ones in a vertical
line, the larger one being [in] the centre (there was sitting at
the left of these stars a spirit with a white robe, and I began to
wonder what it meant: for it seemed to be in the morning, and the
sky very clear, and the grass on the hill side green) when these
stars changed their possition [position] all but the centre one,
which seemed to be stationary and took this possition [posi•
bon] •
• •
•
“ I wondered still more and was about to speak, when this
spirit raised the wand (or whatever it was in his right hand,
aboat one and one-half feet in length and about one inch thick,
and round, of a dark brownish color) up and out, and almost in
stantly there was a city before me. The houses were of different
shapes. Many were round tops while others were square and
some oblong. All were of a bluish color. It seemed to me that
a curtain had been rolled back and I had been given a glimpse
of the other world. During the changing of the possition [posi
tion] of the stars and the vision of the city this spirit sat in the
same place.”
January 21 st, 1904. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Mrs. S, con
scious. Hand of Mr. S. on planchette.
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“ (AU right) [wavy scrawls.] wc welcome thee, friend. (AH
right. What have you to write?) much. (All right. Go on
please.) Shall we tell thee that we are much pleased with thy
willingness to be united in all points like as we are and were and
ever shall be, amen.
(I got that all right. Go on please.) Yes, mama we can do
something for you, Cedi. (Mrs. S.: What is it, Cecil? What can
you do for me?) Love you papa. (All right, CeciL Papa loves
you. What can you do for mama?) we can help her. we can
make her feel better, we help her get well well when she is side,
papa. (All right, Cecil. We are glad to have you here tonight)
my dear good brother. I love him papa and want him to love,
Cecil John. (Yes, he does, Cecil. He often speaks of you CeciL)
yes, Tell mn a tory, papa, bout bill [Cf, pp, 394, 466.] (Yes, Cecil
I will.) [I did so, and about the 500 fishes.] bout when he made
his father a chair, papa, (I don’t quite remember, Cedi.) and he
put a a a lots of cotton on it to make it soft when it fell down, papa
(I think I remember, Cecil. His father chased him and Bill dare
not come in. I remember now.) yes. (All right Cteve. That was
a good one Cleve.) auntie Bertha is better, but we were waiting
for her. Bena and me were agoing to tell her lots of nice things.
Bena and me. (What did you write last, Cecil.) [scrawls.] Bma
and me. (All right)
mama p ., , . papa, mama, George, papa
we love you and all. we are glad to come here, we are very glad
that that man lets us talk to you. he helps to make it easy. (Who
is it, Cecil?) his name, papa, do you mean? (Yes, Cedi) be
helps uncle vester. (What is his name, Cecil?) yes, it is a long
one. sounds something like vester, (Cannot you write it ?) Ches
terfield, friend. (Thank you, Chesterfield.) your little boy said you
had asked for my name, and so I gave it. (That was it, Chester
field?) my friend, you will do well to foo---- [sheet changed.]
follow where thy friends guide thee, we will never harm thee.
Episcopalian friends will say thee well. Say thee well, wish thee
well, yes, good night (If the way opens I shall enter the Episco
palian ministry.) yes, we know more than thou concerning this
matter. (Anything else?) * * ['and* ?] we bid thee good
night. (What are the words before 1 we ’ ?) we have."
There is nothing evidential in this sitting, but the psycho
logical play is very interesting. The allusion to Bertha, Mrs.
Smead’s sick sister, is pertinent, and shows the representation
of interest on the " other side
Bena is the name of a relative
mentioned some years ago in this record (p. 269). It is inter
e s tin g to note the way she is mentioned and her connection, a*
she was a Robertson, the maiden name of Mrs. Smead. But the
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most interesting incident of the sitting is the reference to the
name of Chesterfield. On any theory but that of a pseudonym it
is puzzling to know why “ Cecil" could not give the name. It
would naturally seem that secondary personality would easily
give it in such a case. But if the “ secondary personality " is only
that of the alleged communicator at the time it is as elastic and
changeable as the number of " communicators ” involved, and
there is nothing to prevent this from being the case. Assuming
this we could easily understand why “ Cecil ” could not give the
name of Chesterfield. But assuming that Mrs. Smead’s mental
condition is one in the trance it is hard to comprehend why that
name could not be given as easily in a dramatic play as any other
name, thus limiting the number of "personalities” and explain
ing the incidents as natural dreaming or acting. But the giving
of that name here has all the appearance of spiritistic reality in
which Cecil is usually not near enough to ascertain what it is
and has to catch it when he can. The psychological phenomenon
here on any other theory is certainly most interesting.
February 3rd, 1904. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and Dr. T-----.
Planchette used and Mr. Smead’s hand not on the same. Prayer
as usual. Mrs. S. knew that Dr. T-----was coming, but that is
all she knew, 1 had seen Dr. T
■ in the afternoon and he had
given me the silver Mexican dollar that was found on his
brother's body when he was killed. Dr. T-----had given this
silver dollar to his brother as a special personal gift. He told
me this fact and I never mentioned anything that Dr, T-----told
me this afternoon, and I never told Mrs. S. that I had any
thing. I put this dollar in my pocket until she was entranced and
completely unconscious, and then in the presence of Dr. T-----I
took it out of my pocketbook and placed it quietly without any
noise on top of the planchette. When Mrs. S. came out of the
trance she had no idea of a thing that took place or was written.
I know from previous experience with her that she was com
pletely entranced and wholly unconscious. We finally told her
about the silver dollar and this was her first knowledge of it, or
that we had it, or that it had been referred to in any way by any
intelligence.
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'* (AU ready, friend.) [Shaking of hand.] (Go on, friend, we
see the hand shake.) welcome welcome here once again. (Yes.)
yes, we. [Mrs. S. became entranced.] (Yes.) yes. [Coin
placed upon the planchette as described.] what [planchette moved
to left to start a new line and then moved toward Dr. T------ ,
paused and wrote a word not certainly legible, but which looks like
‘ come*.] (Yes, my friend, we are glad to be here. Go on, toy
friend.) [Change in style of writing.] tell me qui... [the three
words inverted writing.] [sheet changed.] (What is it?) [Con
fusion.] tell me quickly. (Did you tell me 'tell me quickly'?)
yes pause, why didn’t you, why didn’t you tel [tell] us to thy
brother [pause.] thy [sheet changed.] thy brother is away and w..
[pencil ran off sheet.] and we cannot get him for thee this time,
we are [ ?] sorry [‘ sssry Third ‘ s * erased. ‘ are ’ doubtful or in
distinct.] but we cannot, we were [sheet changed.] we were here
soon after thy itme [time] when we told thee, we came to bring
him, but [scrawl.] no one came and we went away and we will bring
him soon, we will bring him soon, two weeks from this night we
will try to have thy brother here. (All right.) thy gift helps,
bring some other special token. (What do you mean by that?)
that belonged to him on thy side of Life. (What do you mean?)
you know friend that you had better keep it in thy [lines drawn as
if trying to erase a letter.] ine [thine] owns [‘ s ’ erased.] hands,
it is better so better so. [passage read over.] yes, yes, yes. [Sug
gested to Dr. T------- that he ask some questions.] (Dr. T------- :
Where did I get it? How did I get it?) it was sen— [pencil
ran off sheet.] nt [sent] to thee. (Dr. T------- : Correct.) ye.
(Dr. T------- : Have I anything else from him?) you have and
we told the [thee] to bring it, yes, and keep it in thy own hands.
(What has Dr. T------- that you refer to?) [scrawl.] (Is there
anything else tonight, friend?) [No reply.] ”
The allusion to the coin as a gift is interesting as taken in
connection with the statement that the brother was not present
that night. It is perhaps not in any way evidential of a super
normally acquired fact, since it might be a guess, but it purports
to tell what the coin was under circumstances that would not be
evidential of spirits even if it were supernormal.
February 11th, 1904. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
used and hand of Mr. S. not on same.
" (All right, friend.) yes, we will try. we’ll [apostrophe in-
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sertetL] do it. you sec us. (Go on, my friend.) you see we do
not m [' m ’ erased.] need you sir. [Meant that his hand on plan
chette was not needed.] (All right. I see. Very good.) you
understand we are learning [sheet changed.] we are learning what
you do not and cannot know how to do until you get here. (Yes,
very good.) then t [' t * erased.] you will not find you can wi [pause
about 3 minutes and word finished on next line.] thout help to be
able to do [planchette then moved to cross the ‘ t ’ in the first word
’ then’ and the fir s t't' in 'thout’.] (I understand that. Go on.
Thanks. Do not intrance her tonight.) yes, we are in a quandry
[quandary] as so many come here with words for loved ones over
there that we must tell them that we cannot have them here, there
are so many we cannot let them stay [written first as *say 1 and then
planchette at once went back and wrote * st ’ so that * s ’ preceded
the ' s ’ in ’ say’ and the ' t* superposed upon the * s ' in ‘ say’.]
(1 see. Will you kindly remember not to make her unconscious
tonight.) It is a struggle we must go then. (I will withdraw my
objections, Mrs. S. is willing.) [Mrs. S. then became uncon
scious and returned again to consciousness in less than five minutes.
Planchette moved off the paper three times and writing was re
sumed after Mrs. S. became fully conscious.]
C h a r l e s S h e r m a n C h a s I [?] C h ----- C h l l . . . S S

(This will have to stop. Mrs. S. is too tired to stand this
scrawling. If you can write so she will be interested in it, she can
stand it a little while longer, but she cannot stand this.) [No
reply.] ”
Mr. Smead appends the note: “ I do not know who this
Charles Sherman is. It means nothing to either of us. We never
had such a friend so far as we know." It is certainly a mistake on
Mr. Smead’s part to give and withdraw requests in the manner
here indicated, no matter what theory of the phenomena be en
tertained. His vacillation would ruin any case.
February 13th, 1904. Present Mr. and Mrs. S-> and Dr. L-----.
Mr, Sinead's hand not on planchette. Mrs. S. fully conscious
throughout the sitting. Prayer as usual. Dr. L-----’s first ex
perience at such experiments.
“ (All ready, friends. I see the hand shake.) Who is this
friend. Is this the time. (This is mirror writing I think.) yes sir.
[The fact is that both statements are inverted m irro r w riting.
The planchette moved the pencil from the left to the right side of
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the sheet and down to the right hand comer and wrote from right
to left, and the sheet has to be turned upside down and then read
with a mirror to be read at all. The attempt to read it with the
mirror without this inversion results only in showing that the
writing is upside down from right to left,]
(Inis is not the time for the other friends.) that is what we
said, yes. (Move your hand over here and I will talk to it.)
not my hand, m y head sir. (This is Dr. L—----- , a friend of
mine. I have invited him to be here.) we will welcome the [thee]
but we must call the [thee] just the Dr. [period inserted.] we can
not say your name every time, it is not a common one, friend,
will this be pleasing to thee, [period inserted.]
[Apparently some question was asked here in response to which
"yes ” ts written in the left hand upper comer, and after the writing
of the answer to the previous question.
(Dr. L------- : It will be pleasing.) thank thee friend. (Mr.
S. to Dr. L------- : Ask him who is writing.) you need not. I
am not afraid friend to tell thee who I am, la m f r i e n d Ches
t e r f i e l d . (We are glad to have you here with us, Chesterfield.
What can you tell us?) not very much, you see when we told
thee when we were to come then we we [were] trying to tell thee
what thou a [erased,] hast been desirous of knowing, we did not
expect this friend, we do not advise the nightly meetings only as
necessary. (Let us read this, Chesterfied.) not yet. 1 [ ?]
[erased.] had we * * [erased.] expected that thou wert de
sirous of this friend should come we would have planned for thy
friend, we cannot always come on this evening as we should be
preparing for the Lord’s day. we send out no messen [‘ messen ’
erased.] messages for we wish to do the Will of God and it is not
as pleasing that our work should be done on this eve, as it is pre
paratory to the Sabbath.
(Very good. What do you want us to do, Chesterfield? [To
Dr, L— ----:] Never mind that. Go on Dr. Ask questioos.)
we will tell the [thee] that [it] is not wise to disobey the Laws
of God for He is mindful of thy needs and what is not necessary
He will not alow [allow] for we cannot and will not disobey. H
is that that causes so much disorder on the earth, and if you wish
evil to come to thee thou [written ‘ thu’ first and started to make
*u ’ for the last letter and then returned and wrote ‘ o ' in super
position on first ‘ u ’ and finished the second without repeating the
first stroke.] wilt do this, if thou wilt obey God thou wilt keep
this commandment to Remember the sabbath day to keep it holy.
(Dr. L------- : Has all this any bearing upon Saturday being the
Jewish Sabbath?) no, do you know when Our Lord arose from
the th [erased.] grave then did our Sabbath begin, friend.
(Dr. L---- ■— : Why should Saturday be a day of preparation?)
prepare for it. we should always be more in harmony with Him
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and therefore we should lay aside all worldly thoughts and desires
that would keep our minds and hearts * * [undec, erased.]1 out
of harmony which is the reason for it. this would be well: for thee
to consider, friends,
(Dr. ------ : I don't see why Saturday specially.) we did not
say that this day should be given, but we said this evening and al
ways should it be so,
(Dr. 1.------- : Are there any obstacles in the way of the pro
gress of a spirit?) there is much here friend that we also need
to give up and many souls to help and earthly desires to overcome,
so it is very necessary that we prepare for the sabbath day. we are
going soon, it is now that we should go. when shall we call thee
again. Chesterfield ?
[The question was debated and finally Dr. L------- thought that
the evening would be best.]
if it is best for thee we will come, we....... (Dr. says Thurs
day of this week in the afternoon, Chesterfield.) the fourth day
of the coming week we will come to thee. (All right. Good night,
Chesterfield.) [No reply.] ”
This sitting has no evidential features save for the influence
of Mrs. Smead’s normal conviction about the Sabbath upon the
contents of the automatic writing. The respect shown for the
Sabbath and the need of preparation for it Saturday evening is
a reflection of a very common conviction among religious people
of a certain class. It was characteristic of my own parents and
I have seen it frequently in other families. It was more common
in England, I believe, in the last and previous century, especially
among the Puritan classes. There is nothing, however, in Mrs.
Smead's normal convictions and habits that represent any
special addiction to this point of view. She has had no objections
previously to experiments of this kind either on Saturdays or
Sundays. Hence it is not a direct expression of a prevalent con
viction on her part. We should have to suppose that the in
creased religious interest of these phenomena has given rise to a
point of view more familiar to memory than to habits.
February 17th, 1904. 1.45 p. m. Present Mr, and Mrs. S. and
Dr. L-----. Mr. Smead’s hand not on planchette.
w(All is ready, friends. Dr. L------- is here as agreed. I have
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no objection to her being unconscious.) Understandest Thou
Friends. We will try. you came and we will try. thou must need*
wait a ullle [little] while. (Very well We will.) What shall i
tell him for you yes. [Mr. S . : I read the writing and supposed it
to refer to myself.) not you, this lady over here. (Who is it?
What lady is it?) she say [Mr. S. began to read the writing.]
wait, it is new for him to be looking for light from this source, but
[pause.] (Go on, friend.) Andrew Ne, .. . [clear writing.] has
been much [wavy writing.) with me. We have we have [new line
begun with repetition.] tried to let you know us. you must take
more time to consider how-----she needs to rest here. (The last
word you wrote is 'how ’.) not who you think this lady (Needs
to rest?) [scrawl.] yeung [young] whom n mother, yes. now when
1 ame [camel we must tell thee that lady cannot endure it. it is
too much, she called herself mother, but would not tell us her
name, she said she would give it to you herself, she wanted to
try, so I let her.
(That looks like a dodge, Chesterfield. She ought to tell you
something, and you ought to tell us. I don't like the looks of that.
Chesterfield.)
we cannot make friends do so. (You must know something
about the woman Chesterfield. You ought to tell us something.)
if so you will say we get it elsewhere, and we wanted her to do it---I d. .. . (If you know anything about the woman, tell me, Chester
field. I will risk the telepathic charge. Tell me something that 1
do not know and that Dr. L------- does know.) you told me only a
short time ago that you w'ould like such evidence and now we are
trying to get it so let us alone for a while and see what wc can do.
(All right, Chesterfield. Go on.) we will wait for that lady
to become accustomed to this work, she has never tried before
anywhere and so it was all she could stand, she is feeling exhausted,
but as soon as she recovers I will, if you wish, ask her what you like
(Let her tell something that onty Dr. L------- knows. Do you
understand me, Chesterfield?) we will ask it for thee. (Vepgood. Chesterfield.) good day Friends. (I am surprised. Will
you go now, Chesterfield.) Chesterfield, we must need tend her.
(I do not understand this.) she is unconscious and we must care
at [sheet changed] at once fore [for] [her] as it is our duty.
(When can we sit again for Dr. L— ---- ?) [No reply.] ”
Mrs. Sinead was conscious throughout. The reference to
being unconscious is unintelligible except as referring to the
“ communicator
Mrs. Smead had a severe pain in the back of
her head after the sitting about the spinal cord. It lasted fix
more than an hour and a half.
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February I7th, 1904. 8.30 p. m. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and
Dr. T-----. Mr. Sinead's hand not on the planchettc. Mrs. S.
conscious.
“ (All ready. Dr. T------- is here now.) U N D E R T H E
[‘ under’ was written ‘ uder’ and after ‘ the’ was written the planehette went back and placed 1 N ' between ‘ U ’ and ‘ D T R E E .
(‘ Under the tree’ ?) Y E S . (What do you mean by that?)
T H E Y L E F T ME. (Tell me more about that under the
tree' matter.) Y E S Y E S . T H E R E T H E Y P L A C E D '
MY B O D Y . T H E R E T H E Y T O O K T H E M F R o m
me. T H E N T H E Y W E N T ON T H E D O U B L E
Q U I C K A N D WE W E R E L E F T TO S E E T H A T
WE W E R E N O T N E E D E D L O N G E R . (Can you tell
what you had taken from you besides the silver dollar?) A L L
THERE
WA S . T H A T
PICTURE.
THERE
W E R E P A P E R S TOO, Y E S , A N D ------- [pause.]
(Dr. T------- : What have I with me that you had?) the
brother has gone, the work tired him. he said it was like old
times."
This is the third sitting with Dr. T-----present. After the
second one had been transcribed and mailed to me Mrs. Smead,
who had been called to look after the baby, told Mr. Smead facts
that were not recorded until this sitting, but pertain to the one
just mentioned. Mr. Smead records the following notes:
“ At the second sittings of Dr. T----- Mrs. Smead said she
saw a pocketbook about four inches long by two inches and a
half wide or thereabouts; brown leather with a strap around it.
She saw one of the soldiers down on one knee take this pocketbook out of a soldier’s pocket. She saw the grave near by, and
that it was dug. She saw something else that was black, but did
not know what it was; supposed that it was a pocket knife.
“ Mrs. Smead told me of seeing this pocketbook and described
it immediately after the second sitting of Dr. T-----, and after I
had made the transcript and sent it off. The reason that she did
not tell me at the time of the sitting was that she was disturbed
by the baby waking.
“ I asked Dr. T—— > if there was any significance in this
pocketbook incident and he said it was a description of the one
taken from his brother. Dr. T-----does not know whether his
brother was buried under a tree or not.
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“ The statement about the picture in the present sitting is cor
rect. It was a small black one and of the old daguerreotype nuke
It was in a small black box frame and he had it with him when he
was killed and it was taken from him, I knew this fact. Mrs.
Smead knew nothing about it. I never mentioned it to her. Dr.
T-----says there were probably papers in his pocket, but wilt
have to make inquiries about it.”
A p ril 9th , 1904.

After making the above record and notes I wrote to the Dr.
T— concerned and received from him this morning the follow
ing letter in reply to questions bearing upon his experiment and
the results:
" W-----1 -----, April 8, 1904.
'* Mr. J. H. Hyslop,
“ Dear Sir:
“ Your favor of yesterday is before me. I would say
that all that pertains to my brother’s death and burial, I have
learned by *hearsay The last time I saw him he was alive and
well. A comrade who saw him fall and assisted at his burial told
me that he was struck by a cannon ball which passed through
his hips from side to side, that he fell forward striking his head
upon a stump inflicting a wound above one eye, that he was
buried under a tree some distance from where he fell, An
ordinary dark leather pocketbook was taken from him and sent
home. I am told it contained some $40, which was taken to pay
for embalming the body and starting it for home. When I re
ceived the pocketbook it contained a few silver coins, a silver
dollar that I gave him when I last saw him and he promised to
keep. I know of no papers, yet there might have been. His
diary was sent home. Twenty-six years after he was killed a
comrade sent me a testament that he took from his blouse pocket.
I also have a silver spoon with his name on the handle that a
comrade gave me saying he picked it up some rods from where
the body lay. It was probably in his haversack when the shot
scattered its contents,
“ A picture of my father was taken from his body which I
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subsequently lost at the battle of South Mountain, Sept,
following.
“ Mr. and Mrs. Smead knew that I had a brother killed in the
army and I had said in their presence, I think, that I had a feeling
that somehow he might be near me. I have no reason to think
that either of them knew anything in regard to how he was killed
or where he was buried. I did not know that he was buried under
a tree until I inquired of a comrade who knew, a fte r Mrs. Smead
told me.
** My experience in matters pertaining to the spirit world is
very limited. 1 have often heard Mr. Smead speak of you and I
would gladly answer any questions I may be able and in a way
be looking for ' more light* which is indeed desirable.
" Sincerely yours,
"A . H. T-----.

February 18th, 1904. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. Planchette
used and hand of Mr. S. on the same. Both desired to hear from
son Cedi.
“ (All ready.) obert Smead, Smead, you ( What spirit is
here?) Your friend from the Orient. (I do not know any friend
from the Orient. Who is it?) not so fast. (Who is it?) Solomno [Solomon] Porter. (Solomon Porter?) yes, yes, (John
Solomon Porter was not in the Orient ?) near it * • [' Charle ’
with letter like ‘ t* or ‘ 1*,] he was home there in the----- Italy
Rome. (What is the word after *the ’ ?) Italy, Rome. (All right,
go on.) hhere [here] is Perk coming now. (All right. Perk is
welcome.) me too. Porter used to live at Gilead. (That is good.
Tell me more that Mrs. Smead does not know and that I do not
know.) yes, [period inserted.] we used to have Cheleseak * *
[evidently attempt at Chaldaic which was an elective study at the
seminary.] (’What was the word after ‘ have’ ?) meetings at his
house sometimes (I don’t understand. What is that word?) that
is nothing you know about. (Write that again, please. I want to
get that word.) I was thinking about G. Talor [Dr. Graham
Taylor, who was called G. Taylor by the students.] (I wish you
would write that word I did not get.) Solomn Porter is to [too]
tired. (All right. Can Perkins do it?) you know. Smead, he is
noted for being tired. (That was about right. So he was. It
gives me great pleasure to have you here with me tonight.) yes, it
r
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gives us Great Pleasure. (That is good. Please tell me something
that Mrs. Smead does not know.) There is a party here that you
believe is somewhere on the bank oi Maxwelton's banks. (That is
good. I understand. Tell me the name, please.) I think it better
not be, Smead (Why not ?) Smead, * * * * Chaldeak
(' Chaldaic is that the word ?) yes, that is it that is--------”
The baby disturbed Mrs. S. at this point and the sitting had
to be stopped. Mr. Smead records the following notes:
" I do not know whether the John Solomon Porter, spoken of
in this sitting, is dead or not. The last 1 knew of him he was alive
and in the missionary work of the American Board in Prague,
Austria. He was a young man about my age, and was a
graduate of the same theological seminary that I graduated from.
We were good friends. I knew, and so did Mrs. Smead, that the
Perkins and Maxwell spoken of were dead. But we did not and
do not know whether Porter is dead or not. I shall have to find
out in some way. The Congregational Year Book for 1903
registers him as alive at that time.
“ Chaldaic was one of the studies in the seminary, but it was
an elective one and as far as I know no member of my class took
it. Certainly Maxwell and Perkins did not. Neither did John
Solomon Porter. I cannot understand the reference to Chaldaic.
Mrs, Smead did not know that this study was an elective one in the
course.
" We did meet socially sometimes at the house of G. Taylor,
and Maxwell and Perkins met with the rest of the class.”
On the night of February 27th Mrs. Smead dreamed that my
father, Robert Hyslop, and my mother were present, and that tny
father wanted me to come and have a sitting with Mrs. Smead.
Mrs. Smead was not willing unless God would give positive evi
dence that it was his will. My mother seemed to say to her:
“ Tell James, I want him to go on with his work. It is right. 1
am doing all I can to help it.” The rest could not be recalled
The dream was recorded the next morning.
There is nothing of an evidential sort in this dream. Mrs.
Smead knew that I had expected for two years to abandon the
work of psychical research and take whatever I could find. Con*
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sequently there are earmarks oi secondary personality in the
dream.

March 4th, 1904. Présent Dr. T-----, Mr. and Mrs. S. Frayer
as usual. My hand not on planchette.
“ (All ready friends.) [figure drawn like a canteen in shape and
apparently with a handle.] Wh a t ts it f r i e nd . (What is
it?) yes, we did it as you said. (Dr. T------- does not under
stand, neither do I, friend, what it is. 1 take it back: I think I
know.) yes you do, neither of the other friends know. (I call it
a canteen. Dr. T------- says it looks like it.) it was one that we
carried with our provision Cart, yes. (Dr, T------- : The com
missary wagon carried provisions: each individual carried a can
teen.) we carried our cups. (Dr. T------- : Cups were carried
beside the canteens.) (Go on, tell us some more, friend.) you too
have much to team friend, we boys were used to getting rations in
that way, that was part of our fun. (You were in the battle of
Williamsburg. Could you draw a map of the forts and battlefield?
Tell us some more facts.) yes, make it not alone, it would need
us all together to make it complete and we are quite divided just at
this time, the roll cal! has not u [erased.] been complete yet. some
are missing in our ranks, brother.
[An attempt was made at this point to draw a map of the battle
field, apparently after Dr. T------- had drawn one and asked where
the 2nd N. H. regiment was. I reproduce the planchette map, Dr.
T------- *s evidently not having been preserved.]
(Near what road was the 2nd N. H. Regiment?) Mrs. S. at
once said: “ the brother was nearest the Yorktown road.” The
planchette then wrote: yes, it is where they left me. (What do those
back lines mean on the map you made?) that was where we came
up together, yes, we came up all right and some went back again,
yes we told you before about it. (Probably he means that not all
were killed.) yes. (Please tell us something about the battle of
Williamsburg that Mrs. S. and I do not know.) there is not much
(or me to tell. I came out so soon, there are others that know
much more. I do not recall much after I was shot, only what I
can think back before it. we weready [were ready] to take the
rebs by storm, and I [scrawls.] was sorry to lose my chance at them
so soon. I was ready, yes, I was ready with the rest to do my part,
we expected some would fall, but I wanted to give them more
o---- [sheet changed.] of our powder. (Who was colonel of your
regiment? Who was commanding general that day?) [We looked
✓
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at the clock and saw that it was half past nine, and some one spoke
that it was possible that Mrs. S. was tired.] taps. [Control then
ceased.]
(Anything else tonight?) Chesterfield has been pleased to let
thy brother try [scrawl.] once again, friend, but he was getting
over tired, so that he gave it up for this time, he will try again.

it is hard for friends here at first to get used to this way of talking
and so you must not be disappointed as there is so much that they
leave unsaid that they try to say. yes good night, friends. (When shall
we have another sitting?) not for the present [* presen ’ written
and planchette moved to begin next line and returned writing ‘ t ’
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in its proper place.] we will try the m [erased.] next [*t* crossed.]
week after the one coming the same day. we do not wish any other
meetings as we cannot come.”
Dr. T-----knew nothing about the pertinence of the reference
to" under the tree*', February 17th, and neither did Mr. and Mrs.
S. It appears from the message that the reference meant some
thing pertaining either to the brother’s death or to his burial.
But whatever it was it was unknown to Dr. T-----and to Mrs. and
Mr. S. Dr. T-----wrote to a comrade regarding his brother’s
death, evidently inquiring about the place where he was killed
or buried and the following is his reply:
“ Keene, N. H„ 3—12—1904.
“ Mr. A. H. T-----.
“ Dear Sir: Yours received and in reply will say that I will
draw a line as near as I can remember across the card, as our
regiment lay in front of Fort Magruder, and make an X in about
the place your brother was killed. I cannot say in regard to the
junction of the roads, but Company A lay to the right facing
Fort Magruder in a lot of fallen timber supporting a battery.
We had orders to fall back to go on the left of the road where
the rebels were flanking us and just as we were falling back your
brother was killed. On the left of the road was standing timber
where we were skirmishing, and there Nathaniel F. Lane was
killed. I will mark where Lane fell with
can remember. I will mark jj

mark as near as I

grave where your brother was

buried in edge of the woods to the left of the road to the best of
my recollections. You will excuse this mixed mess. I can give
you a better explanation when I see you.
“ Very truly yours,
“ W t l l ia m W h i p p l e .”

March 18th, 1904. Présent Mr. and Mrs. S. and Dr. T-----.
Planchette used and Mr. S.'s hand not on same.
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u (Dr. T------- is here. Ail ready friends.) W e art late.
(Yes, go on.) Too late for much work. (Yes, I get that. Go
on.) Yes. [hand shakes and draws wavy lines.] o [ ?] Yankee
Dodle went to town a riding [scrawls.] (Go on friend.) * *
[* we are ?] here, yes we are [very wavy.] tell H it is us all right
(‘ Tell it is us all right ’ ?) yes. (Is Dr. T.’s brother here tonight?
Who is writing?) The Brother is but cannt [cannot] use the light
this way. (What can we do to help him, we would say wait
* * (What is the matter, friends, tonight?) yes [?] we would

^

ÌY

* * * (Why not bring her to consciousness ?) come to [ ?]
* * yes, let her. (She is now conscious. What shall we do?)
[No reply.] "
The writing in this experiment shows difficulty and was often
wavy and hard to decipher. The allusion to Yankee Doodle ex*
plains itself and is not in any way evidential. The use of the
word " light ” as applying to Mrs. S. is apparently a reproduction
from the Piper record.
March 22nd, 1904. Present Mr. and Mrs. S. and Mr. Martin
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A. B., selectman of W-----. My hand not on planchette. The
experiment was arranged without Mrs. S.'s knowledge. She was
unwilling to hold the sitting because of much work. She finally
gave her consent expecting a failure. Before the sitting she be
came quieter and more willing to try.
“ (All is ready, friends.) Yes, why not before for thy friend,
thou should not be afraid to speak for us. (Sentence read aloud.)
when thou meetest a friend why dost thou fear-----no, meetest-----[Apparently unrecorded question asked as to reading of word.]
(Who is the friend?) thy friend. (This man present?) yes,
this one wh [erased.] we could have done much for him. (When?)
no him. (When?) no. (We do not understand. Please tell us
what you mean by it ? we could have given his friends he [appar
ently erased,] here y opportunities to and he [ ?] will be well [plan
chette moved back and wrote ' well * just before 1 will *.] (AH
right, go on.) we are glad to greet thy friend, yes why didnt, no
didnst thou bring him before, we [sheet changed.] we could have
done much for him. (I judge this is Chesterfield.) the same as
thou hast said. (I did not know this man was interested in these
matters until lately, Chesterfield.) we are very sorry. (Try and
bring some of his friends here.) they cannot at this time. (Why
not?) it takes time for preparation, we need it to get the right
cords in motion. (Where are these cords?) the [they] are con
nections between thy world and and this, it takes time to get the
friends near enough to use them rightly, (All right, Chesterfield,
tell us something else.) we could have done much with this friend,
for the friends here are very near at times, they do not always re
main, but sometimes are very near. (Tell me the names of some of
these friends.) that would not be wise. (Why not?) they would
say thy light did it. (We will risk that.) dost thou know we gave
thyne [thy] other friend not names but facts. (I remember. Give
us some facts.) we are only letting [evidently not read at time.]
letting the friends here do it for thy friend [sheet changed] is there,
no, we are only letting frien d s, yes, here do it for those friends
there, we are now working differently than heretofore. (Mr.
B--- ---- expressed his regrets that he had not had opportunities be
fore to sit.) we are sorry. (I wish you Would give us some facts
that we might know.) no do not ask us to go back to our old way.
we are fulfilling our mission, yes. (Write something to us to prove
that you are a spirit.) why dost thou [written * thy ' and then *ou *
written over *y ’.] continually doubt. (It seems to me that it might
be a good plan to do something to prove it Chesterfield.) that I
have done. (That is so. I hope you will do more.) yes. (Go
on please.) whose beads were they [sheet changed] they. (Did
you say 'beads’ ?) yes, whose. (Mr. B------- ; Where are those
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beads now?) I saw them last night, they were large ones. (Mr.
B -------: Were they mother's?) yes, yes. [written in wavy and
agitated manner.] (Mr. B------- : Explain still more.) where
(Where have those beads been kept?) [No reply.] (Where art
those beads now?) [No reply.] "
"A t this point the baby cried and Mrs. S, was compelled to
come out of the trance. My hand was not on the planchette and
there was no contact with Mr. B-----in any way. Mr. B----- was
a total stranger to Mrs. S., as she had never met him before. 1
knew him but slightly and know nothing about his affairs except
that his wife is dead."
Mr. S. adds in a further note that at the first of the sitting
Mrs. S. saw the face of a lady and the figures 1871. No state
ment is made whether this number has any significance or not.
I myself (J. H. Hyslop) made inquiries by letter of Mr. B---in regard to the incidents of this experiment and the following
is his reply:
" W-----, N. H., April II, W.
" Mr. J. H. Hyslop,
" My dear Sir:
“ Your kind letter came to me a few days ago. Un
fortunately I was only permitted to enjoy one sitting at Mr.
Sinead's. This was on the evening before her final departure
from town when she naturally would not be in the best physical
condition. I had never met her previous to that night. My ac
quaintance also with Mr. S. was very limited, being confined
mostly to chance meetings on the street. On one occasion, per
haps two or three weeks before he was to leave town, having
heard it reported that he had a little interest in this subject, 1
ventured to relate to him a little experience I had had in Boston
a few days before at a sitting. From this recital came our in
terest in each other and hence my invitation to his house.
“ I have reason to believe that neither Mr. nor Mrs. S. had
the slightest knowledge of my family. Neither of them ever
knew where I lived. The facts about the beads are these. These
gold beads came down from my grandmother to my mother, who
died in 1890, aged 87. She sometimes wore them, say 40 or SO
years ago, and was much attached to them. Before her death she
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gave them to my wife, who died last December. For years they
had been kept in a little pasteboard box in my safe. The night
before the sitting 1 had occasion to visit the safe on some trivial
errand, but did not pay any attention to the little box containing
the beads, but the safe was opened and the little box was in sight
when the door opened. The beads were quite large ones. They
would afford as prominent an object to connect with the family
as anything that could be thought of. At the time mention was
made of these by the medium, they were not in my thoughts.
The impression I got was that some one tangible and prominent
article must be quickly thought of, which would be associated
with the family, otherwise there might seem to be too long a halt
for the satisfaction of the listener. I was much disappointed
over the necessity of Mrs. S. being compelled to break off at this
very interesting stage, because it seemed to me that we were on
the very point of getting something of value. I am very glad to
give you this information and I have tried to make it complete.
The whole had for me the highest interest.
“ Yours very truly,
'* M. A. B-----,
“ W-----, N. H."
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A D D E N D A T O T H E SM EAD C A S K *
By Junes H. Hyalop.

In the publication of the Smead Case covering its origin and
development up to the stage in which clearly evidential matter
was manifested, I explained that I left it as it had been written
at an earlier date. I began the record in 1900 and put a part of it
into shape for publication as early as 1902. The English Society
rejected it, tho offering to publish a summary of it, which I would
not permit. I then offered it to a well known publisher and he
rejected it with better reason: namely, that it would not pay for
itself. This I knew well enough, but hoped to get into print a
record that was extremely valuable in the study of the border*
land stage between secondary personality and mediumship. I
then sought to have it published by the Carnegie Institution and
was advised to let Dr. John Billings who was one of the Executive
Committee see the report. I gave it to him with the distinct ex
planation that it was not spiritistic, but a case of secondary per
sonality with considerable interest. After examining it he re
turned it with the verdict that it had no evidence for spirits in it!
This was the very reason why I wanted it published and the man
showed that he had no scientific perspective in his judgment of
the case. He was really in pursuit of spirits while pretending he
was not. He did not see that he had a case by which difficulty
could be proposed for spiritistic interpretations and that the
sceptic would welcome a thing of the kind.
This was before the case assumed better credentials for
spiritistic phenomena. I had little more to sustain a spiritistic
interpretation than the brief summary of the facts on page 156 of
‘ Since this Report was set up in type M r. Smead has expressed his will
ingness to have his real name known. The actual name is R ev. Willis M.
Cleave land, now an Episcopal clergyman. He is connected with the Church ia
the State o f Illinois. He was at one time in New England and went thence to
Virginia and afterwards to his present call. He was the author o f the Report
on Miss Wright, published in the J o u r n a l, VoL V , pp. 497-529,
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the report The mass of facts was either overwhelmingly in
favor of secondary personality with some possibility of doubt
about those really or apparently on the other side, or was so ex
plicable by that hypothesis, so far as it explains anything, that the
spiritist would have to urge his claims against the evidence.
But time has been on the side of getting the case upon public rec
ord. It was completed in its present shape by 1905, and later
much more material of much better evidential value was obtained.
In 1907 some good sittings were held in which fairly good evi
dence of the supernormal was obtained, tho exceedingly frag
mentary and confused, and then in 1910, after the death of P ro
fessor James, more of the same kind, with perhaps some improve
ment in quality and quantity, was obtained. Both these records
have long since been published and showed the spiritistic character
of the case after its better development. C f. P ro ceed in g s Am. S.
P. R., Vol. I, pp. 525-722, and Vol. VI, pp. 822-939.
*
But in spite of this changed evidential character I resolved to
leave the original record of the earlier stages as it was written at
the time. I postponed the publication of it because certain im
portant cases required more immediate attention, more particu
larly because they fitted the psychological moment better, and
tactical questions had to be considered. But when the time came
I resolved to publish the report just as it had been written at the
time and long before it became provably spiritistic. In the mean
time I had changed my views regarding some of its features with
out altering those regarding others, and yet I deemed it best to
leave the report as it was written, tho the interpretation of it had
been greatly modified by the other two reports on it and by such
material as has been printed on the Thompson-Gi fford case
(P ro ceed in g s Am. S. P. R., Vol, III), and the Doris Fischer case
also a case of secondary personality ( P ro ceed in g s Am, S, P. R-,
Vols. IX, X, X I), and some cases less voluminous in their con
tents. I deemed it important to preserve its historical place
in the problem both for myself and for psychic research.
The difficulty which I had to meet in the discussion of the case
at this early period was its baffling character. It was neither one
thing nor the other in all its details. The Miss Beauchamp case,
as it was reported by Dr. Morton Prince, left no doubt about its
character, tho there are hints in it of something more than Dr.
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Prince recognized, and perhaps if he had published the whole of it
or investigated it with somewhat different methods, it might have
turned out to be equally baffling, or to have developed medium
ship as similar cases have done right under my eyes. But that
is a matter which we cannot determine at present. As published
the case left no clear room for spiritistic interpretations. On the
other hand, the Piper case appeared to be at the opposite extreme.
It was clearly unlike that of Miss Beauchamp. It had such over
whelming masses of the supernormal that it made a spiritistic
hypothesis at least possible and pure secondary personality was
out of the question. The Smead case, however, had elements of
both in its make up, at least superficially, and no one theory
seemed applicable to the whole of its contents. In its form and
claims it was exactly like that of Mrs. Piper and other mediumistic phenomena. In its contents, it had some resemblance to that
of Miss Beauchamp, tho not dramatically like it or so interesting
for the psychological student. Hence if one contended that it
was wholly a case of dual personality, he would be confronted
with data that seemed to contradict that view. On the other
hand, if he maintained that it was spiritistic, he would be coofronted by the demand for adequate evidence. The consequence
was that I saw the borderland character of the phenomena, and
they suggested to me the hypothesis that secondary personality or
the subconscious was the medium or vehicle for inter-relation
between the normal and the transcendental, instead o f being a
rival and alternative explanation of spiritistic phenomena. Prior
to the study of this case I had supposed that the choice had to be
made in all cases between the subconscious and spirits, and I
never thought of the possibility that the subconscious or second
ary personality might be the condition of securing evidence for
spirits. The moment that this possibility presented itself to me
I saw a new method or way of approach to all supernormal
phenomena, and from that time on the case became as valuable for
scientific study as Mrs. Piper or any similar case where the
supernormal was evident. Readers of the report on the Smead
case will notice that I stated this view in it as far back as 1905
or even earlier. I began at once to study it from that point of
view, and later experiences and investigations everywhere have
confirmed that view of the case and probably of all mediums.
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It was impossible to apply the hypothesis in detail to the record
at that time. It was too new to do this and the accumulation
of evidence was too small to do so. Moreover the general atti
tude toward the problem, lay and scientific, was too clearly
defined toward a choice between all spirits or all subconscious to
press a combination of both hypotheses combined. A compro
mise of this type at the time would have looked like begging the
question. But as further study and investigation proceeded it
became more and more plausible that this was the true solution
of the case and now we are in a position to make it more prob
able, tho I leave the case as is was discussed at the time.
The subject of secondary personality has not been adequately
analyzed by those who discuss it. It has sufficed usually, even in
our own discussions of it, to mention it as a scape-goat for spiritis
tic interpretations of certain phenomena. Distinction between
secondary personality and subconscious action has been made per
haps clearly enough often, the one being an organized and
dramatic form of imitating a real personality and the other as a
name for sporadic phenomena not apparent in normal conscious
ness but separated from it by amnesia. Secondary personality
also represents the same cleavage as subconscious phenomena,
but it simulates the characteristics of a real personality independ
ent of the organism in all but the actually spatial independence,
while subconscious action does not necessarily simulate a real
personality. But while this distinction is clear enough to most
persons who have studied the subject at all, the term secondary
personality has been appealed to without distinguishing adequately
between the types of it. It is always assumed to find the
source of its ideas in normal experience and that suffices to cast
out of account the hypothesis of a foreign origin for things once
known to the subject. Critics of the spiritistic theory have not al
ways been ready to recognize its types. The whole impulse of at
tack against the hypothesis of spirits has been directed toward an
original source of the information in the normal experiences of
the subject and special cases have not been examined for different
types o f manifestation. The evidence for its existence at all has
to be in the tracing of actual secondary phenomena in normal ex
periences forgotten, but resurrected in some way from their grave
in subconscious depths.

r
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But there are some phenomena which cannot so be traced and
which at the same time are not evidence of spirits or transcen
dental agents, and which have been lumped under secondary per
sonality without qualifying in evidence of normal experience.
These are slurred over or the question begged regarding their
source by emphasizing cases in which the knowledge is provably
normal. But I shall insist that we must distinguish between two
types of secondary personality, with one of them still to be proved
to exist. The first of these I shall call rep ro d u ctiv e secondary per
sonality and the second fa b rico tiv e secondary personality. This
second type is still to be proved, or at least cannot be proved in
the same way as the first. By rep ro d u ctiv e secondary personality
I mean the type in which the phenomena are reproductions of past i
normal experiences that have been forgotten: that is, separated
. from normal memories by amnesia. I assume here that the
phenomena assume the form of a distinct personality and are not
merely sporadic subliminal incidents. But they are resurgent
memories of normal experience, and when secondary personality
is proved these facts must be provably connected with nortnali
experience. We must trace their origin to actual sensory or other
mental experience. Now this is the only kind of secondary per
sonality that has been distinctly proved. Indeed it is hard to seel
how any other kind can easily be proved. We have a right to
assert it positively when we have found the secondary states to
have been primary ones at some time. The evidence for second
ary personality is thus found in the connection, the identity, be
tween present and past mental states, tho dissociated from each
other by amnesia. But in the second type of secondary person
ality we have no such proof. F a b ric atw e secondary personality
has no such proof. Its very conception implies that there is no
proof of indentity between present and past mental states. It can
have at best the rank of a mere hypothesis, unless other evidence
that a connection between its data and past experience can be
produced. But we cannot produce evidence in it of past exper
ience without converting it into the reproductive type. The conse
quence is that, unless we can prove reproductive secondary per
sonality we can only suppose the fabricative which has not ye)
received any scientific proof of itself. At best it is but con
jectural with the proof still to find. It is, of course, not impos-
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able, but when it is proposed the sceptic has the right to demand
evidence. So far that is not forthcoming. The simplest and
nost conclusive type of evidence for it cannot be obtained:
lamely, identity of facts between the primary and secondary
taies. In the study of the present case this circumstance must be
;ept in mind.
We could not in the early stages of our investigation insist
ipon a distinction between the exp la n a to ry and the ev id en tia l
iroblem. The whole issue had to be evidential assuming that the
xpianatory process might be granted. The public mind was ready
oadmit that spirits might explain anything in this held, if we had
vidence for their existence. This assumption was not correct,
at it was made and many people still make it. Only the scientific
ran refuses to explain everything by anything that comes along,
fe demands relevancy between hypothesis and facts. The fact
fas that there was no a p rio ri reason for explaining the phenomna in the present case by spirits, tho it is true that spirits might
xptain many things that are not evidence of their existence or
ctual presence. But there were too many things explicable or
iferable to secondary personality, and too few really or apirently inexplicable by it to insist on a spiritistic explanation for
ay of the facts, unless that hypothesis had been well established
f other cases. Moreover, there is no reason for holding that it
xmld explain all the facts because it might explain the crucial
aes. It depends on our knowledge of what the conditions are
hich affect the action of such agents, and we do not yet know
hat these conditions are. The whole issue was primarily
hethcr there was any evidence for the supernormal at all in the
ise, and secondarily whether it had relevance to spiritistic suppotions of any kind. Hence it was impossible to insist upon the
aportance of that theory It could not supplant the hypothesis
Fsubconscious action in those facts which Mrs. Smead knew and
ese were so numerous that, if the standard of truth were
antitative, secondary personality would carry off the verdict.
On the other hand, it does not follow from the application of
condary personality to some of the phenomena either that it
ill explain all of them or that it excludes further investigation
to its own applicability in detail. Critics of spiritistic theories
»ve been too prone to assume that, because they could prove the
r
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presence of the subconscious, we knew all about the facts. They
never act as if secondary personality were itself a phenomenon
still to be investigated. They too hastily assume that we know all
about it. The very contrary is true. We know very little about
it. In fact it is little more than a bottomless pit into which we can
throw mysteries of all sorts. It is a convenient subterfuge for a
confession of ignorance. All that we know about it is that there
are subconscious mental operations that, to some extent at leasf,
may imitate the normal processes of mind. But that they are onetenth as capacious as is supposed we do not know. It is conven
ient for explaining the recurrence of forgotten events which we
do not recognize when recalled, or of which we are not conscious
until they are recalled. They may not be recognized at any tune,
but we may obtain evidence that they were once consciously in the
mind. That is about all we know about them, save that certain
emotional disturbances or other influences may bring them to the
surface. But the definite laws affecting them we do not yet dearly
know. Hence it is not yet completely explanatory, or may itself
require explanation. This must always be kept in mind when
dealing with it as an hypothesis in such cases. It may serve a
very useful purpose in classifying certain facts, in distinguishing
them from well known normal facts, or in determining evidential
limitations for supernormal theories. But this is all that we can
yet accomplish by the conception. It clearly has this function,
but this fact does not justify us in assuming that it is explanatory
of all that occurs in such cases. Let us examine this claim some
what in detail.
I shall take up the Martian phenomena as the most important
ones that can be invoked for the influence of secondary person
ality. In the discussion of theories of these phenomena
( P ro ceed in g s Am. S. P. R., Vol. X II, pp. 46-60, 140-155, 182
214) I called attention to certain facts which pointed unmis
takably to the actual or possible influence of subconscious mem
ories on the production of the Martian incidents. This is pre
cisely what the critic of spiritistic explanations would do and the
facts had to be recognized as the price of obtaining any consider
ation of them at all. But I did not attempt to apply the hypothe
sis to all the details. Had I done so I should have exposed myself
to attack by the spiritist and have been as vulnerable as I would
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have been if I had wholly denied the presence of subliminal in
fluences. But it is due to science and to truth lovers frankly to
admit the limitations of secondary personality in the problem.
As I have shown, we do not wholly exclude spirits because we find
that secondary personality is present, and we do not assure our
selves that all the facts fit any special form of the hypothesis of
secondary personality.
The fact that Martian phenomena had interested the public for
a tong time and that men were curious about Mars possibly being
inhabited was sufficient to explain the appearance of statements
about it. But a most important assumption of this theory is the
fact that it rests upon the reproduction of normal memories m
o subconscious manner. I shall not say that the theory of sec
ondary personality is based exclusively upon this assumption, for
if it were, it would not go far in the explanation of this or any
other case of the kind. But its chief evidential reliance is and
always must be upon the subconscious reproduction of normal
memories. This part of the hypothesis, however, does not go
very far in explaining the Martian phenomena of Mrs. Smead.
The appeal to the articles in the Atlantic Monthly and the Golden
Rule about that time does not even assure an explanation by that
means. We have no assurance that Mrs. Smead saw them. In
deed, her testimony is that she has seen neither of them, and it is
not certain that it was even possible to have seen the Golden Rule
before some of the Martian incidents were mentioned in her
automatic writing. I f we were absolutely sure that she had seen
both articles, the sceptic would have a fact that would have to be
explained away. But the very basis of his application of the hy
pothesis is hot assured, and we have a scientific right to note this
fact, especially when he insists on disqualifying statements on the
other side that are not evidentially intact. But suppose that the
Zeitgeist, the state and interest of the public mind about the planet
Mars, which would hardly be wholly unknown to Mrs. Smead,
might account for the mention of the subject in the subconscious
work with the planchette, this would not explain the details.
For they are certainly not reproduced memories and they are no
part of the articles mentioned. The theory that the facts are
reproductions of normal memories will not hold water for a min
ute Nothing is clearer than that fact: for they are totally differ-
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ent from any discoverable incidents in the same connection. You
will have to add subliminal imagination to the idea of subcon
scious memories, or substitute this hypothesis for the other.
Now we know far less about subliminal imagination than about
subliminal reproductive powers. Of course, it is not impossible to
employ such an hypothesis on a large scale, but we have no such
evidence for its existence as we have for the reproduction of
normal memories and hence it is largely an a p rio ri hypothesis,
legitimate enough perhaps, but still requiring scientific proof be
fore we apply it dogmatically.
The Martian airship is not the product of reproduced mem
ories. It anticipated all practical applications of aeronautics. It
has certain resemblances to Zeppelins which were not built at the
time it was conceived. " The bag of air ” on which a part of it
was supported suggests the method of the dirigible with its use
of gas. Then there are the sails on it which seem also to hare
been used in the Zeppelin. But all this was before the world had
any example of it. The resemblance may not go beyond chance
coincidence, but it is not the product of normal memories: that is,
of sensible objects with which we are familiar, whatever we may
choose to attribute to imagination. No doubt thousands of
imaginative people have dreamed about aerial navigation and so
we may suppose that Mrs. Smead was no exception to this,
whether it was done consciously or subconsciously. But the re
sult is not the reproduction of any actual airship seen. Secondary
personality conceived as reproduction of normal memories cer
tainly does not apply to this Martian incident.
Take the Martian clock as another instance. It is certainly
not the result of reproduced memories. It is no help to the ex
planation of the whole that we should surmise that the A tlantii
M o n th ly and the G olden R u le should suggest Martian ideas. Wi
require to know why the particular form of clock should be pro
duced. Mere reproduction of previous knowledge should han
confined the incidents to what had been read in the sources named
But this clock is not mentioned in those articles. Of course a
the process of constructing a scheme of life and reality in anotbe
planet it might be natural enough to imagine a clock, but this <
not reproduced memories, unless the clock represents our owl
type. The incident, however, does nothing of the kind. Th
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dock is quite original and but for the fact that it is, like the per
petual motion, mechanically impossible, the imagination would
not be an explanation. But suppose a clock were made in which
one spring was strong enough both to run the time indicators and
towind up another spring which might be released at a given time
to take up the task for a period of time, until the first spring re
quired winding. This would not be an impossible thing. The
very conception of the clock, tho mechanically impossible in terms
of our own models, makes allowance for that fact and does not re
produce i» toto the absurd conditions of the perpetual motion
machine. It is at least ingenious, and is not the reproduced
memory of some actual clock in existence.
Again take the language. This is certainly not a reproduction
of anything we know. It is no help to suppose that Mrs. Smead
bad looked at Flournoy’s “ From India to the Planet Mars ” : for
the language there ascribed to Martian people was alphabetic, not
hieroglyphic It is true that the Smead production in this respect
included an alphabetic language, but the hieroglyphic was affirmed
toexist also, and from what we know of hieroglyphic languages
here, we could conceive a transitional civilization in which both
might exist side by side, so that Mrs. Smead’s production is not
^together anomalous. It is quite conceivable. It only lacks
proof of being a fact. It is, however, most certainly not a reproiuction of anything read by her, and especially from Flournoy’s
»ork, which there is some evidence that she had not read at all.
Take the names for the continent and zones on Mars. They
»gain are certainly not reproductions from any language Mrs.
Smead knows. She knows only English and a few words in
Latin and perhaps parts of the Greek and Hebrew alphabets,
iicked up by contact with Mr. Smead who knew something of
htse languages. We can hardly even suppose that they are pho*
Mtic approximations of words in such languages which she has
»card read aloud. It is quite possible that she had heard Greek and
Hebrew words read or spoken aloud and that these might, in a
Kcondary state, suggest attempts to reproduce the sounds in
English. But I think no’ student of either Greek or Hebrew
vould detect any resemblance either phonetically or visually to
hose languages in these names or in any other words asserted to
* Martian. The only hope for the hypothesis of secondary
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personality is to make the work a product of pure imagination.
Of that we may require to give as good evidence as for spirits.
One hardly need repeat that the Martian house and curtains
were certainly not reproductions of memories, as they are original
in both design and execution. This does not prove them super
normal or spiritistic, but it does prove that they are not repro
ductions. It would require a very intimate acquaintance with
the day dreaming of Mrs. Smead to determine whether they are
reproductions of what may have been imagined at some time.
This is conceivable, but it is not reproduction of past sensory ex
perience.
The Martian incidents have an interesting character. They
are systematic and have all the superficial appearances o f repre
senting a supernormal source. They only lack confirmation to
prove that they are genuine, if not in their exact form, then in
their source. We might well suppose that they were modified in
their transmission, both from Martians to others and then from
these through Mrs. Smead to us. But we have no reasons to ap
ply a complicated hypothesis like this in order to escape the theory
of secondary personality. We might well apply it if we had any
evidence whatever that there was any truth in them. Prof.
Percival Lowell's opinion that Mars is inhabited is no help in such
a matter. He has not proved his claim and students in his own
field have no confidence in his theory. It is not impossible, but
he lacks evidence quite as much as we lack it in this instance, and
until we could obtain corroboration either of Lowell’s opinion or
of the allegations here we cannot stretch things in favor of a
possible spiritistic origin. Secondary personality may not ex
plain the facts. But we are not obligated to suppose spirits if
secondary personality fails, nor are we obligated to suppose
secondary personality, if spirits fail. We may remain in ignor
ance about it. We are not obliged to explain the facts. If we
explain at all, we must select that hypothesis which is nearest what
we know and hold that view only in so far as the facts justi fy it
There is a possible view of the facts which would explain them
spiritistically without supposing them to be true at all. The ob
jective truth of the statements would certainly prove a spiritistic
origin. But their falsity would not disprove a spiritistic theory
and would not prove secondary personality. There are two sup-
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positions cm which we might conceive a spiritistic explanation.
(1) Suppose some tricky spirit was fabricating the whole affair
for the purpose of fooling the Smeads. (2) Suppose that some
cranky or semi-insane spirit believed all this and was transmitting
it as a serious belief, tho it was the same kind of delusion that we
find in similar theories among the living.
If we have evidence enough independently of the Smead case
for (a) the existence of spirits and (b) for the fact that some of
themare as cranky as some living people are, we might well apply
this hypothesis as a possibility to the case. The fact is there is
overwhelming evidence in other cases for the first of these views
Mid if we preserve our personal identity in the next life we shall
probably start with the same character as when we leave this life,
and there are plenty of people who would indulge in such tricks on
others among the living. On the other hand, there is no reason to
believe from this fact of retaining identity that the crank would
be transformed by death and at once into an intelligent person
with rational theories of the cosmos. Such a person, if he were
given a chance to communicate might present just such a theory
of Mars as a fact. On the other hand, in our work on obsession,
we have had at least some evidence that spirits may deliberately
play tricks on the living, if given a chance, impersonating dead
relatives or lying about things just to have the pleasure of deceiv
ing credulous people on this side. That view is not so well proved
as is the fact of survival, but there is enough evidence for it, after
having survival proved, to justify keeping on the alert for its
possible application. But granting either supposition we have a
perfectly feasible explanation of the facts. Of course, the record
itself gives no evidence for such an hypothesis and, if we entertain
it at all, it must be from its having been proved in a sufficient
number of other instances to justify the classification of this one
with them on other resemblances as well as this one.
Now there is a hint of evil spirits in the case from one of the
communicators. On November 2nd, 1895, Mr. Smead, in a
tolerant mood, gave the right to draw the devil if it pleased the
communicator. A head was drawn with horns, big jaw teeth
and staring eye. On being asked who had drawn it the answer
came that it was the devil. Then the names of the three de
ceased children were given and Mr, Smead asked who was writ-
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ing then. He received the answer: “ Maude ” , which was the
name of his deceased daughter. Inquiring of her, who drew the
head, the reply was that it “ was a had spirit,” (p. 190) and the
statement made that she did not know the name of it. It was
soon after this that the Martian episodes ceased until five years
later. Now of course there is no evidence in the record that the
message has any such source as is claimed in any of the cases.
But it coincides with exactly the same type of phenomena in
other instances; namely, the sudden intrusion of other person
alities to play tricks. It is conceivable, tho not provable, there
fore, that the hypothesis put forward might possibly be true and
secondary personality not applicable. What such a theory implies
is that the falsity of the facts or their coincidence with what a
subliminal imagination might produce is no final proof that they
are not spiritistic. The facts might be as false as you please and
not represent anything whatever in a transcendental world and yet
come from spirits. Before we can be sure that subconscious
fabrication is true we have to exclude the possibility that tricky
spirits are not impersonating and lying.
But we require more evidence to justify the application of rv3
and deceiving spirits to these phenomena. I am putting the possi
bility of them only to show the limitations in the evidence for
secondary personality. It is too generally assumed that the
preposterousness of the statements or the falsity o f them is evi
dence that the statements cannot come from spirits and must be
subliminal. But secondary personality cannot get off with so easy
a conquest. We may have to reckon with as much deception by
spirits as by living people. But 1 repeat that we have to get bet
ter evidence for such an hypothesis than is presented in the Smead
case. The scientific spirit requires us to suppose secondary per
sonality until other hypotheses can be vindicated and applied, and
tho the fact is that we cannot prove secondary personality in this
instance without assuming that fabrication and imagination art
the main sources of the whole Martian episode, as reproduction of
memories is disproved, we have also to grant that this has not been
proved and is largely an a p rio ri assumption, receiving its prefer
ence only because of the stubborn prejudices against spirits. It
might not help us to suppose spirits unless we could render prob
able the adjunct hypotheses necessary to render the phenomena
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intelligible or to exhibit the processes by which they effect their
ends. But it is certain that spirits will not be any more a p rio ri
than is subliminal fabrication about which we know as little as we
do about spirits, in spite of the fact that we have reason to believe
that subliminal imagination is apparently a proved fact in some
instances, tho limited in its activity.
But it is not necessary to decide the case between these possible
hypotheses. We may regard any theory of the Martian episode
as unproved and demand that we wait for further information.
If we had no other cases for comparison there is no doubt that
secondary personality would be forced upon us as the more likely
from default of evidence for spirits. But other instances show
that the Sinead case is a borderland one and that means that we
may as well suspend judgment upon the theory of secondary
personality to account for the whole of it as to suspend it on that
of spirits for the same reason. Were we as familiar with the
processes of the subconscious as of the normal consciousness it
might be otherwise, and altho the subconscious consists of the
same functions as the normal mind minus sensory perceptions, its
behavior as a whole, in most of its products at least, shows less
appreciation and adjustment to actual reality, especially in its
automatic tendencies, so that we may well wonder whether its ac
tion and products are not as dependent on stimulus as normal sen
sibility and perception. In that case, we should expect it to be as
accessible to transcendental stimuli as the normal is to physical,
and that view would admit all sorts of subjective contributions
while it assumed external and foreign influences.
The study of the Martian episodes shows that we cannot sup
pose that they represent reproductive secondary personality in its
details whatever suggestions may have come from general ideas,
and the result is that, if we apply secondary personality to the
explanation, it must be of the fabricative type, tho there is no
evidence in the phenomena that this is the fact, unless the use of a
hieroglyphic for the article " the ” be regarded as evidence of this.
That fact is not conclusive, tho it suggests that hypothesis. It
remains, therefore, to examine secondary personality in the
Harrison Clarke incidents under the distinction between repro
ductive and fabricative secondary personalities.
In the crucial incidents for a spiritistic theory Harrison Clarke
r
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broke down in the matter of evidence. The story he told was not
true. I laid the emphasis upon this fact to show the weakness
or incompetency of the spiritistic hypothesis, at least for the
special incidents in which he failed to satisfy the necessary de
mands for such a theory. But there was one incident in which
reproductive secondary personality proved the only hypothesis
acceptable and that was the vision of the 125th New York Regi
ment about which I had told Mrs. Smead before she had the
vision (pp. 7 6 , 359). Here was a connection of identity between
the normal and the subliminal consciousness. But the other inci
dents had no such evidence for their secondary character. They
were not true, but falsity is not conclusive proof of secondary
personality. We may suppose spirits to be mistaken, lying or
having lapses of memory. It is necessary to prove that the inci
dents told by Harrison Clarke were actual incidents in the life of
Mrs. Smead and that cannot be proved. Hence in all but the
vision of the 125th Regiment of New York the incidents would
have to be treated as fabricative instead of reproductive.
Harrison Clarke is therefore not a case of reproductive secondary
personality; whatever we may surmise regarding the personality
as fabricative or fabricated. There is not one iota of evidence
that the personality is reproductive and only one fact would
suggest its fabrication. Non-evidence of its spiritistic nature is
not evidence of its non-spiritistic nature. It may justify applying
the hypothesis, but it does not prove it. We can only say that we
should prefer secondary personality to the hypothesis of spirits
and impose on the believer the duty to furnish better evidence
of a spiritistic source. But that limitation of spiritistic explana
tions does not supply evidence for secondary personality. We
may well suspend our judgment and demand evidence for second
ary personality as the believer in this hypothesis demands evidence
for spirits. In other words we may confess ignorance on both
sides. But it is certain that the believer in secondary personality
for the Harrison Clarke personality has no evidence for this view
either as reproductive or fabricative, except in the one instance of
the vision of the 125th Regiment of New York. Whatever we
say and hold regarding this personality as secondary must be
maintained without specific evidence. We should require to havt
proved in other cases that secondary personality required this
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extension of its application to this special case and without specific
evidence of it in this instance. We cannot invoke the falsity of
the claims, because mischievous spirits might well lie about the
facts to secure control, and there is some evidence that they will
do such things. It may not be sufficient as yet to urge the view
too strongly against Harrison Clarke, but it is sufficiently possible
to restrain the dogmatism of the sceptic about the secondary char
acter of that personality. That is to say, scepticism has the same
fights against secondary personality that it has against spirits.
We may as legitimately demand conclusive evidence for the one as
for the other.
It is easy enough to exp la in Harrison Clarke on the spiritistic
hypothesis. We can suppose him to have been a personality that
wished to conceal his real identity and in fact his statements
toward the end of his career, when he had been proved guilty of
falsification, assume that interpretation of him. It is clear that
the personality expected credence of his claims from the mere
marvelousness of his graphological performances. He had no
conception of the problem, or if he had it, no readiness or no
ability to subscribe to the conditions of it. He may have been
like Dr. Phinuit in the Piper case, whose reality was guaranteed
by Imperator and George Pelham: namely, a spirit who had lost
his sense of personal identity and assumed the name used. We
have no evidence of this view, but it is one of the possibilities in
the case and that suffices to check dogmatic scepticism in favor
of secondary personality when there ¡s no proof of its reproduc
tive character. Yet to my judgment it would be more plausible
that he knew well enough who he was, but wished to conceal the
facts and to secure control without a revelation of his identity.
His behavior would favor this view, had we better proof else
where that such phenomena occur. There is evidence, but many
people question its adequacy and perhaps with some justice. But
it is quite conceivable and we only await further investigation to
deride the issue. In the argument with the sceptic we have to as
sume, for lack of positive evidence, that Harrison Clarke is a
secondary personality. But concession of this in an argument is
no concession of the fa ct. It merely allows the sceptic to believe
it which he usually does without evidence! When it comes to
really scientific claims Harrison Clarke presents no evidence for
r
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his being a secondary state of Mrs. Smcad. He may be this for
all that, but the proof is wanting. Even the vision of the 125th
Regiment of .New York does not prove it. The incident only
shows that we have no right to import spirits into it, i f personal
identity be the criterion of that view. 1 can well understand
how the subconscious of Mrs. Smead might, even under spiritistic
stimulus, interpose with an incident of the kind. But I do not
invoke such an explanation. I mention it only to show the extent
of our ignorance as to exactly what does go cm. We must never
forget the distinction between the policy of converting the sceptic
and the scientific character of the problem. The conversion of
the sceptic requires us to concede ad h o m in em things which we do
not admit a d r e m at all. The policy avoids a change of issue and
forces the sceptic to explain facts which are undoubtedly not of
the nature of secondary personality. But we may at any time
choose the vantage ground of testing his scientific duties by de
manding evidence where he believes without it. The scientific
problem requires evidence, even tho we have no ground to believe
in spiritistic agencies of any kind in such a case, and intelligent
men know well enough in other matters that false facts which
prevent belief in spirits are not evidence for secondary personality.
We may prefer agnosticism to either of the other two alternatives
and in fact that is often the wiser course. We are not obliged to
adopt explanations. There is too much of a tendency even among
scientific men, and perhaps in people who pride themselves in
scepticism, to feel obliged to explain everything that comes to
them. This is a wholly mistaken policy. The more intelligent
policy is to confess ignorance when there is not adequate evidence
for our theories. We might even fed a preference for secondary
personality in any case, according to the general circumstances,
and yet be forced to admit that we had not adequate evidence for
it. Since the spiritistic hypothesis has been adequately proved in
other instances this, I think, is particularly true of the Harrison
Clarke personality. We might well maintain that it has not been
proved to be secondary because there are presumptions from other
cases that he is a spirit, tho the specific evidence is wanting in this
instance.
The whole upshot of the matter is that, taken as a whole, the
positive evidence for Harrison Clarke being a secondary person-
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ality is absent, whatever we may choose to maintain regarding a
spiritistic theory of it. One circumstance and the character of
the language employed, at least in most instances, might indicate
a secondary element in the whole, as we find in all mediumship
and even in evidential incidents. But as a whole the personality
has not been scientifically proved to be secondary. We could only
concede the sceptic the right to believe it in an argument for
a spiritistic theory as complicated in other personalities of the
case.
Now when it comes to the issue of secondary personality in the
case of other communicators, the evidence for the supernormal is
present, tho it may not be as plentiful as may be desired. By far
the larger amount of the cases and incidents were facts which
Mrs. Smead knew and the sceptic has complete immunity in the
claim that they can be explained as resurrected memories of Mrs.
Smead and there is no appeal from that judgment as a fact. It is
unquestionably true, taken as isolated incidents and wholly out of
relation to the general character of all automatism purport
ing to be spiritistic, that what Mrs. Smead knew might have been
subliminally reproduced, only we lack the proof that it was so
reproduced. In the evidential question they could not count for
a spiritistic theory, but the manner in which they are often com
plicated with incidents which she did not know somewhat affects
the strength of the case for secondary personality. For instance,
in the case of Maude L. Janes, who was the first to break through
the argument for subconscious reproduction, several of the facts
may credibly be believed to have been unknown by Mrs. Smead
and so to have weakened the claim for secondary personality as an
explanation of the personality as a whole. Cf. pp. 83-89, 281
288, and 307-312. The correct articulation of known and un
known incidents in these instances is so much in favor of one
origin for all of them and that origin the one which is determined
by the incidents unknown to Mrs. Smead and perceptibly not due
to guessing or chance coincidence. There are other instances
equally good for the same conclusion. Cf. the Keliher case, pp.
351-352 and the Morse case, pp. 95-97 and 299-301. The same
is true of others which I need not quote here. Some of the facts
were not referable to secondary personality even by the sceptic
r
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and we may well question whether any of them were, in spite of
Mrs. Smead’s knowledge.
The only incidents which were overwhelmingly in favor of
secondary personality, and perhaps more or less of the fabricative
type, were the attempts at cross reference with Mrs. Piper. Cf.
pp. 615-623, and possibly the “ Bitter Sweet" incident, pp. 493
495, 529-530, 556 and 601. The latter is not so clear as the
former, which has no claims whatever to being spiritistic It
lacks all suggestions of such a source. Had the Piper controls
intimated their knowledge of what was going on, the case might
be greatly altered. But the records show that they were either
absolutely ignorant of the attempt or could not influence the sub
conscious of Mrs, Piper sufficiently to indicate their knowledge of
it. The latter view is conceivable, because it has been shown
conclusively that Mrs. Piper had a normal prejudice against ad
mitting that any one else could give evidence for spirits and also
that subconsciously she had denied communication where we had
good proof that it was a fact. Cf. P ro c e e d in g s Am. S. P. R-,
Vol. IV, p. 181. But apart from such a supposition the incident
cannot be apologized for as evidence for spirits. The preference
must be for subconscious fabrication, even tho unintentional, and
to that extent vitiates the conclusiveness of many incidents for
the supernormal.
It is certain that the incidents which Mrs. Smead knew of
various personalities are not fa b rica tiv e. Their truth and ac
curacy are so much against that type of secondary personality and
its habits. The very limitations reflected in these, and especially
in the greater difficulty of giving what she did not know, are so
much against fabricative secondary personality all the way
through. There is no evidence whatever for this proclivity or
habit on her part, even tho we concede certain incidents such an
origin unconsciously. The true incidents which she knew so ex
clude guessing and chance coincidence that fabricative personality
has no standing. If we assume secondary personality at all in
those instances it has to be reproductive, and were there absolutely
nothing unknown in the record the case would stand irrefutable
for secondary personality, even tho we were not able scientifi
cally to prove it. But there are so many incidents not known and
that articulate so nicely with the known that something super-
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normal has to be conceded. This is especially true of later de
velopments of the case, whose data are not in this record. The
consequence is that the known incidents can be explained as
easily by spiritistic agencies as the unknown, tho we may not be
able to prove that it is a fact.
The possibility that known incidents may be actually spiritistic,
tho not provably so on their own credentials, is well illustrated in
the several cases which have been recorded and discussed in the
P ro ceed in g s and the Jo u rn a l. I referred to them in a Footnote
to the Preface. Cf. p. 9. The Thompson-Gifford case is one of
the best. On its own credentials we could not escape a subjective
explanation. There was no adequate evidence in the man’s per
sonal experiences that the dead Gifford was causing his halluci
nations. But this origin was indicated by cross reference with
Mrs. Chenoweth and Mrs. Rathbun. What appeared to be sub
jective and fabricative or reproductive in the man's own ex
perience was undoubtedly supernormal in the work of the several
mediums with whom I experimented. The same was true with
the de Camp-Stockton, and the Ritchie-Abbott cases. What had
to be explained by secondary personality on its own credentials ob
tained evidence by cross reference that it had a foreign origin.
It therefore becomes quite possible, to say the least, that the
known incidents with Mrs. Smead also had a foreign source.
All that we lack is sufficient evidence in other cases to make this
more probable than a subjective source.
The whole case is best illustrated in the Doris Fischer Case
which has been discussed so exhaustively. Cf. P ro c e e d in g s Am.
S. P. R., Vols. IX, X and XI. Here was a case which did not
even purport to be spiritistic either on its own credentials or on the
resemblance to cases which did advance such claims. There were
five personalities involved and none of them save one offered any
data that would suggest spirits, and that one did not make out an
adequate case. Margaret made no claim to being a spirit. She
knew nothing whatever except what the girl knew, unless we ex
cept the real or apparent telepathy. Sleeping Margaret claimed,
after denying it, that she was a spirit, but she was absolutely
ignorant of anything not known by the girl. Cross reference
experiment revealed the fact that Margaret was a spirit,
tho there were no superficial evidences in the girl’s experience
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for such an hypothesis. Margaret’s knowledge was absolutely
limited to that of the girl, with the one exception just mentioned.
Yet experiment with Mrs. Chenoweth showed that these exper
iences were associated with a personality that appeared as a
spirit through Mrs. Chenoweth. Strange to say the same source
indicated that Sleeping Margaret was a secondary personality
directly against her own claims. In any case, what had to be
regarded as secondary on its own credentials became at least
plausibly spiritistic by cross reference, and assuming that verdict
we should have strong evidence for referring the known incidents
in the Smead case to a foreign source.

The Spiritistic Theory.
, The disproof of a theory of subconscious origin does not imply
a foreign one, and neither docs the absence of evidence for second
ary personality involve this foreign origin, unless the alternatives
are only two. We may be ignorant, as I have shown, of all ex
planations. Consequently what I have said about the limitations
of secondary personality in the Smead case does not act for the
spiritistic. We may have to suspend judgment on that point.
Hence I do not wish here to be understood as begging any
questions about spiritistic liabilities, unless the evidence is pro
ducible for them.
Moreover it must also be understood that I admit subconscious
elements in the case, even in connection with incidents that are
supernormal, I believe that all cases of mediumship, no matter
how pure they may be in the character of the messages received,
are complicated with subliminal coloring. The consequence is
that, when I discuss a spiritistic theory of any case, I assume that
we cannot wholly escape subliminal factors. It is only a question
of their interfusion and complication. I alluded to this view of it
in the Preface, p. 7. But I wish to examine the extent to which
spiritistic influences may be admitted as at least possible in the
case.
The Martian episodes are plainly without evidence of a
transcendental source. I have shown, however, that they cannot
be regarded as reproductive secondary personality, at least in re
gard to their details. The only hope of the sceptic of spiritistic
theories regarding them is to make them fabricative. Of that,
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however, he has no more evidence than opponents could be said to
have for spirits, and certainly the facts do not support a spiritistic
interpretation. Yet there is a conceivable way of making the
phenomena spiritistic, tho we may have no evidence in the case at
hand that this is the fact.
Suppose that the communicator of the incidents was an earthbound personality who, in life, believed in the possibility of com
municating with the planet Mars or that it was inhabited. Det
such a person, retaining such views after death, get into rapport
with a psychic, it would be probable that these views would be
transmitted to the living. Or suppose that some mischievous
spirit took it into his mind to play tricks on both the deceased
children of the Smeads and the deceased brother of Mr. Smead, or
even to intrude their messages so as to suppress his control, we
should then have exactly the conditions for such episodes. We,
of course, have no evidence in the case that such things as are here
imagined take place. But the cases of secondary personality like
that of Doris Fischer prove beyond a doubt that such mischievous
personalities act in such a manner even without claiming to be
spirits and conceal their real nature by appropriating only the
knowledge and memories of the subject. Arguing from such
cases we might contend for the possibility that the Martian inci
dents had such an origin and we should be within our rights
scientifically in presenting the possibility, even tho we were not
able to prove it. There was one fact that occurred in the Martian
period that supports this view. It was the drawing of a repre
sentation of the Devil (pp. 49 and 190). Mr. Smead was defi
nitely told, after allusion was made to his children, that it " was
a bad spirit " that did this. While we should have to suppose that
the subconscious might have made the statement to exempt the
children from blame for it, the allegation is so consonant with
what has so often been observed in the alleged messages of tres
passers on the control's influence that it is quite possible that some
invader had intrenched upon the action of the children. Assum
ing this we could easily imagine that the whole Martian episode
was an intrusion or a deception by mischievous spirits. There is
nothing to disprove this supposition. On the other hand, there is
nothing in the Smead case positively to prove it. Nevertheless
the hare possibility that such a thing might take place, reinforced
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by evidence that it has taken place in other instances, is enough to
limit the confidence a man might have about secondary personality
being the explanation. In converting the sceptic we should have
to concede this, but not in weighing the case for the alternative
theories of spirits and subliminal production. Scientific possibil
ities do not require us to adopt any explanation without evidence.
All that this possibility of spiritistic influence in the Martian
episodes means is that secondary personality for them is not
scientifically proved. It does not mean that secondary personality
does not explain them. It only indicates that it has still to be
proved, tho the only hypothesis that a rational defender of spirits
in any case can assume in his argument with the sceptic is that the
subconscious is responsible for the product. All that I should
contend for is that spiritistic explanations do not require us to
maintain that the whole product of such cases is derived from
spiritistic agencies. We may interpose secondary and subliminal
factors with them as the facts require. It is not necessary to
choose between spirits doing all of it and secondary personality
doing all of it. We may either combine them or confess ignor
ance in regard to both of them. But if other cases establish a
preference for spiritistic theories it is legitimate to make the effort
either to combine the two sets of phenomena in an interfused pro
duct or to show how the hypothesis based upon the evidential
phenomena may be extended with subsidiary suppositions to the
non-evidential phenomena. The hypotheses which explain such
cases as the Doris Fischer, the Thompson-Gifford, the de Camp
Stockton and the Ritchie-Abbott cases will also explain the
Martian phenomena and so show that we may not require to make
the interfusion one of subjective and objective factors dis
tinguished by the line between evidential and non-evidential phe
nomena, but crossing these and admitting subliminal influences
only as they are present in all cases whatsoever. Just in so far
as this is true does the case for secondary personality as a whole
in this instance become non-proven, and the spiritistic explanation
is not necessarily limited to the evidential facts.
But readers must not suppose that I am defending the appli
cation of the spiritistic explanation as a fact to the Martian
phenomena, unless an argument can be imported from other anti
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better accredited cases can make it possible. I conceded that there
is not adequate evidence in the Smead case itself to justify assert- ing it to be either a probability or a fact. We can as easily con
ceive the imagination of Mrs. Smead’s subliminal as doing it as to
conceive foreign intelligence doing it, either as lying or transmit
ting a belief, and in certain circumstances we should be forced to
prefer such an interpretation, whatever the possibilities of spirit
istic influence. But this latter always remains conceivable and
that is all we are contending for at present. The endeavor is to
show how the phenomena may articulate with the existence of the
supernormal that is actually present in the case, without import
ing mechanical and artificial explanations into it. To make the
Martian phenomena a product of Mrs. Smead's imagination only,
would be necessary if they were all that there was in the case.
But we have the supernormal to reckon with and it is hardly
probable that the dividing line between the two would be so sharp
and well defined as to make two sets of phenomena exactly alike in
their characteristics and yet have totally different in causes as
signed to them, only on the ground that one of them was eviden
tial and the other non-evidential. It is the unity of the facts that
is important to science, no matter how complex the processes in
volved in causing them. If there were no supernormal in the case
the problem would be different. But we have to reckon with its
presence and the unity of the whole can be obtained only by ad
justing the hypothesis which explains the supernormal to the
phenomena that superficially present no evidence for this char
acteristic. If the unity of the phenomena could be found in sec
ondary personality we should be obliged to accept that solution.
But the presence of the supernormal prevents finding that unity in
subconscious activity alone and we are then scientifically obligated
to search for hypotheses which will show the unity of the whole.
The intrusion of either mischievous or self-deceived and earthbound spirits would establish this unity, and while the case by
itself affords no evidence of this invasion other and better ac
credited cases do render it possible.
When it comes to the Harrison Clarke phenomena the case can
be made much stronger for the hypothesis that he is a spirit and
not the creation of Mrs. Smead’s subliminal. I do not say that it
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can be proved. That is another matter. But we do not require
to go wholly outside the record to find facts which enable us to
question the sufficiency of secondary personality. These facts, of
course, are not his history of himself. This history has to be
treated as false, or true only for some one else than himself. As
I have already remarked, however, this falsity of the facts does
not prove secondary personality. It only vitiates the claims,
evidential claims, for spirits and leaves them unexplained except
by hypothesis, and that hypothesis is provably not rep ro d u ctiv e
secondary personality, at least in form and unity of the incidents
given. As I have already remarked several times, the only inci
dent which is evidential of subconscious intrusion is the vision of
Harrison Clarke in the 125th Regiment of New York. That has
no other explanation, unless we can import the use by spirits of
the subject's own knowledge into the case, and there is everything
in the Doris Fischer case to support that view. But I shall not
urge this at present. The main point is that there is no other posi
tive evidence for secondary personality in the Harrison Clarke
phenomena, and our theory of interfusion between foreign and
domestic personality covers that situation. The primary question
is whether Harrison Clarke as a whole or in the main can be
treated as a spirit rather than as a creation of Mrs. Sinead's
subliminal.
Now of course, Harrison Clarke’s history of himself is in
competent as evidence. But in the course of the communications
so-called this personality makes statements which coincide with
what has come through other cases about which Mrs. Sinead
knew nothing at the time. In presenting these statements readers
must remember that Mrs. Smead was brought up as a strictly
orthodox believer of the Methodist type. She belonged to a
group of people whose thought and reading never took in spirit
ualism and its literature, and even if they had, the form of the
statements and their environment in the record do much to
preclude the reproduction of any past reading. As a child she
had done work with the planchette through the intervention of
her father, and both parents seem to have been exceedingly careful
not to let her know anything about their beliefs on this matter.
Indeed, we have no distinct evidence that they believed anything
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but the orthodox Methodist doctrine. At any rate it is tolerably
certain that she had no reading or contact with the subject to any
extent that would provide her with the ideas expressed by Har
rison Clarke. Those ideas are not even the general burden of
spiritistic literature and will rarely be found in any but the most
obscure books on the subject. Tho I have seen a rather large
literature on the subject, I have not seen half a dozen books that
even mention some of these ideas. Mrs. Smead has seen none of
them, at least to her recollection, and her education and environ
ment bear out the probabilities on this matter. Hence we may
safely appeal to certain statements by Harrison Clarke as de
manding unusual explanation. They are statements bearing
usually on conditions in the after-life and evoked by queries from
Mrs. Smead.
The first incident of the kind is Harrison Clarke’s account of
what takes place in hypnotism. Mr. Smead asked him to explain
the Msubconscious self and hypnotism,” and Harrison Clarke re
plied at length, maintaining substantially that, in hypnosis and
subconscious states, the soul was put into a trance by spirits and
the body occupied by a spirit who performed all the acts observed.
(C f. p. 236.) He had the day previous maintained that there
was only one soul and that there " was no dividing it up ” , so that
the view maintained regarding hypnosis is consistent with this
previously expressed idea and might even be regarded as a logical
deduction from it. But the important fact is that the view here
taken of hypnotism is exactly the same as was taken by Phinuit in
the Piper case, a fact of which Mrs. Smead was totally ignorant.
Perhaps it is not beyond her intelligence to conjecture this view,
especially as she was exceedingly sceptical of the existence of any
subconscious. But the development of the idea by Harrison
Clarke shows more naturalness and semblance of observation than
would be expected of Mrs. Smead from what I know of her
modest views. While no one can say that it is absolutely impossi
ble for Mrs. Smead to have such a view, her knowledge of
hypnotism was too small to express herself in the way it is done
here. The whole machinery of control and obsession is outlined
in the account, as it has been determined by very elaborate experi
ments many of which had not even been made by any one at the
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time of her work and none of which she knew anything about
I quite concede that the general outline of the ideas expressed
might have been conjectured by her from very little observation of
hypnotized patients, but she had seen little or nothing of the
phenomena and no such detailed knowledge of the problem had
ever come to her, as in fact the ideas had not been published by
any one that I know. Still I must not be dogmatic regarding
this. Those who do not know Mrs. Smead would accept any
possibility rather than the supernormal character of these ideas,
but a little acquaintance with her personally would disillusion
their prepossessions on that point.
The next day (p. 237), Harrison Clarke boasted that, if Mrs.
Smead would only “ throw every thought out of her mind ” he
could speak through her. Again the conception of the process
which is assumed in his statement had to be learned by the com
parison of many cases of mediumship and Mrs. Smead knew
nothing whatever about them or the psychology of the matter
The whole thing is correctly indicated here and is just what can
be inferred from what we observe in the Piper, the Chenoweth
and other cases. Mrs. Smead had no knowledge of the facts and
I would say also that I had none of such matters at the time of this
record.
Of course, the difficulty with all this is that Prof. Xenos, who
knew something of the subconscious and who had witnessed many
of the sittings, of which this was one, may have discussed the
subject in Mrs. Smead’s presence inadvertently and without
reckoning with suggestion. Hence there is no absolute assurance
of Mrs. Smead's entire ignorance of the subject. But yet the
view expressed is not what Prof. Xenos held. He was not a be
liever in the spiritistic theory at the time and did not accept wbat
had been taught through Mrs. Piper about such things.
On the same date (p. 237) Harrison Clarke said to this Prof.
Xenos that the soul never rests, but that the body does, and that
the soul is outside the body instead of in it. Both ideas are differ
ent from the common one. Most people think sleep is a suspen
sion of consciousness, but psychologists now hold that the mind
or brain is subconsciously active during sleep and that the rest is
of the bodily activities, if that be the proper expression. Mrs.
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Smead knew nothing of these doctrines at the time, tho it is concetvable that she might have casually heard them. But her ideas
were simpler than these as shown by the fact that she did not be
lieve there was any subliminal or subconscious. Besides she,
with most people, more naturally accepted the prevailing view that
the soul was tit the body, not outside it. It is claimed by some
spiritualists and mediumistic communications that the soul is
outside the body, especially in sleep, and experiments with the aura
by Dr. Kilner seem to support that view, if we are entitled to iden
tify the aura and the soul.
On the next day Harrison Clarke compared dreams to the
hypnotic state, rather correctly, but in contradiction with the views
which Mr. Smead held. When Mr. Smead objected that dreams
were caused by excessive food, Harrison Clarke asked him how it
came that we dream when there is no food in the stomach and Mr.
Smead had to change the subject. Mrs. Smead might well know
enough to answer his objection in this manner, but she did not
know enough about the hypnotic state to compare it as she did
with dreams. The condition is exactly like spontaneous somnam
bulism which has always been regarded as identical with hypnosis,
but Mrs. Smead knew nothing about the scientific doctrine on this
point. Mr. Smead might have known it, but he did not.
On page 253 Harrison Clarke answered the question of Mr.
Smead whether the “ spirit had a body ", at first, in a sort of con
fused way, but soon corrected himself and made the following
interesting statement, expressing original ideas consonant with
what has been said elsewhere, but not within the reading of Mrs.
Smead. 1 quote the passage.
(Has a spirit a body ?)
Not here. We h ----- [this part erased.] Not your kind. It
is one that leaves the earth body.
(Explain more.)
Yes, when we leave the earth there is a covering that covers the
soul, so that it is called a body, and it resembles the one just left, and
that is how we can remember our friends. For if we were just
round or square lights, how do you suppose we could ever know
each other.
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We may conceive Mrs. Smead conjecturing from the doctrine
of St. Paul, with which she was no doubt familiar in her biblical
teaching and reading, some such ideas as are here expressed. But
the allusion to " round or square lights ” is a conception outside
that teaching and consonant with what often appears in seances
and is recognized there as* spirits. Mrs. Smead knew nothing
about this fact, tho we may conceive her imagining the compari
son. But the whole passage so reflected spiritualistic ideas out
side her ken that it is entitled to some weight in estimating the
claims of Harrison Clarke.
One statement by Harrison Clarke is quite striking (p. 257.)
It refers to questions which Mr. Smead asked. I quote the
record.
(Are those that die conscious while they are dying?)
Yes, but sometimes the spirit is taken from the body, so that they
are away from it before it ceases moving.
(What do you mean by ‘ moving'?)
To move, yes. (What moves, the spirit?) No, the body.
(How is it about people that are stunned, etc. ?
Yes, only the body is affected, and while they are in that condition
the spirit is out of it, and it takes up its work where it left when it
returns.
(How is it in cases of unconsciousness by ether or chloroform ?)
The spirit sometimes can know and watch what is being done to
the body.
These statements coincide with the more advanced views of
physiology in regard to death: namely, that actual death, the total
disappearance of consciousness, may be prior to the suspense of
vital functions. The phenomena are matters of common knowl
edge, but it is usual to suppose that death has not taken place until
the vital functions cease. What we are told here is consonant
with more accurate observation of the facts. Then the statement
that a spirit may watch what is being done to the body in a state of
coma or suspended consciousness is apparently true from accounts
of what occurs under anaesthetics. Mrs. Smead may have
casually heard of such a case, but she was not disposed to specu-
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late about the subject and its confirmation, by actual experiences
on record on the threshold of death and by occasional communica
tions regarding the fact, tends to sustain the spiritistic claims of
Harrison Clarke tho it does not prove them.
On page 258 there is a remark by Harrison Clarke which re
veals a conception of the process of communicating wholly un
known to Mrs. Smead. Mr. Smead had bandied him to do some
mind reading and he refused. He added: “ I will say that were
you here in my place and trying to write with another’s hand that
you would have all you could do to listen and write at the same
time.” I have always noticed in the work of Mrs. Piper and Mrs.
Chenoweth that writing and listening at the same time are not
easy, and this is as true in taking messages from other spirits as it
is in receiving what the sitter says. No doubt it is a simple psy
chological law well known to all of us. But it is not natural to
mention it as an excuse against trying telepathy, because we have
not been accustomed to think of it as involving any kind of
" listening ’’ and writing at the same time. But from what we
know independently of Mrs. Smead’s work the complication of
both sending messages and receiving them by controls illustrates
exactly this difficulty. Mrs. Smead knew nothing of what
characterized other cases in this respect.
This difficulty and the whole complex mechanics of the pro
cess was illustrated later on another appearance of Harrison
Clarke, after he had left Mrs. Smead for a time. When he was
baffled about the scepticism regarding his claims, he had remarked
that he could help others communicate who could prove their
identity and that they would vouch for him, as was done for
Phinuit in the Piper case by George Pelham and the Imperator
group. When Harrison Clarke thus returned, he undertook this
task for Mrs. Miller’s father who was the communicator. Har
rison Clarke complained that he could not understand the “ lady ”
who was helping the father evidently, and showed difficulty in
getting what she wanted as well as what the communicator was
trying to give: namely, his name. Cf. p. 358. Apparently the
sitter’s mother was trying to communicate for the father and
finally got the name through, but Harrison Clarke experienced alt
the difficulties of Rector in the Piper case and of controls in that
of Mrs. Chenoweth in getting a message to be delivered. This
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machinery was not necessary on any theory of secondary person
ality, and coincides so accurately with what occurs elsewhere and
was not known at the time to Mrs. Smead that it is more natural
on the spiritistic theory than on any other.
There are a few other things in Harrison Clarice's work that
point in the same direction, but they have less evidential force.
The force of those quoted is not so great as is desirable, but owing
to the limitations of Mrs. Smead’s knowledge they have some
weight, and accumulatively more. The insistence on Harrison
Clarke’s part that he could not prove his identity and that he was
really not lying, when accused of it, and the stubborn challenge
which he issued against any refutation of his claims constitute an
interesting psychological phenomenon consistent with his claims,
and not natural to Mrs. Smead, who realized as well as any one
that his story was not true. But in spite of this interesting
feature of his communications we cannot make it of prime im
portance in proving him to be a spirit, tho it is more than con
sistent with that hypothesis. However, the unity of his person
ality in this respect with the supernormal data that come from
other personalities deserves notice and emphasis as explicable by
the same general theory as the supernormal incidents.
The case of other communicators is much stronger than that of
Harrison Clarke. Some of them are more distinctly implicated in
evidential matter, tho it is not my purpose to collect the incidents
of this here. The reader may be expected to have noted them in
the record. I wish merely to collate those instances of remarks
which are of themselves non-evidential, but that, like some of
Harrison Clarke's, are confirmed by other records than that of
Mrs. Smead.
On page 393, in the communications of Mr. and Mrs. Sinead's
child Cecil, a curious incident occurs. The boy had died under
very painful circumstances and suffered much agony. It is notifi
able very frequently that communicators, consciously or uncon
sciously, reflect the mental states of their malady, and especially of
their dying moments. It occurs so often that it is not due to
chance, and is often evidential of identity. In this instance, Mr.
Smead asked Cecil to tell what disease he died of. The question
was absurd, as we cannot assume that any spirit knows this, unless
informed of it before death, and it was more especially absurd to
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ask a young child. But the question was asked and the boy re
fused, saying *' it hurts.” It is not natural to suppose phys
ical pain in the spiritual world and no normal experience of Mrs.
Smead would give her this idea. She knew nothing about the
phenomena which I have just described, her acquaintance with
spiritualism being limited to her own mediumship, and mainly that
part not connected with a trance. But the child here uncon
sciously reproduces the law, if law it may be called, characterizing
such phenomena: namely, the vivid and realistic experience of the
mental states while communicating that attended his death. It
represents a fact not easily explained under the circumstances by
subliminal reproduction.
On page 431 the same communicator, Cecil, asked Mr. Smead
if his mother saw him. There is no excuse for this query on the
hypothesis of secondary personality. The mother knew whether
she did or did not, but the boy, assuming him to be real and not an
hallucination of the subconscious, might not know whether she
had or not That is to say, the question is more natural on the
spiritistic theory than on that of subliminal production. The
same query was asked a second time (p. 437).
.
The incident about “ Uncle Jogle ” is a most striking one.
Cf. pp. 389, 432 and 433. Cecil when dying apparently had an
hallucination of a man whom he tried to prevent taking him.
Under ordinary circumstances no other interpretation of the
phenomenon would be possible. But when communicating he re
marked that he thought “ Uncle Jogle” was his uncle Vester.
The two were brothers of Mr. Smead and both dead. Mrs.
Smead, of course, knew the fact well enough. Cecil had only
seen the picture of Sylvester (Vester) and had never seen either
a picture of “ Uncle Jogle " or the man himself. When the mes
sage came Mr. Smead thought there was no resemblance between
the two brothers, but on examining the pictures found that they
did resemble each other. Here, then, we have a complicated
phenomenon. The communication probably identifies the man
seen when the boy was dying with his “ Uncle Jogle ” , showing
that, if an hallucination at all when dying, it was a veridical one.
Then he reports what would be true of himself and not true of the
knowledge of Mrs. Smead, as she knew something of both. The
only way to escape the force of this is to say that her subconscious
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had dexterously adapted itself to her knowledge and the ignorance
of Cecil. But psychologically the incident is more natural on the
spiritistic hypothesis than on the other.
Perhaps the incident of asserting that a certain dog was pres
ent at the sitting (p. 447), may be classed as not natural on the
theory of secondary personality, as Mrs. Sinead knew well enough
that he was not and had no such theory of such things as is held ty
some people; namely, that the soul of anything could leave the
body and be present elsewhere. In this instance, the statement of
Cecil assumes this conception of the case and he insists on it in a
curious way against the vigorous denials of Mr. Smead. I do not
mean to assume the truth of that doctrine, because I might assume
( 1) that Cecil had no space perceptions to regulate his judgment
as we should and (2) that the presence may have been merely a
veridical hallucination on his part. But in any case, the phenom*
enon is not natural on the hypothesis of secondary personality as it
is usually known.
The statement that children grow bigger but not old (p. 448)
may be classed with those just mentioned. It is not a natural
product of normal knowledge or belief, as we would perhaps as
sume the reverse to be true. Ordinary theories of the hereafter
tend to reverse this view.
One communicator (p. 451) stated that different spirits might
use different brain centers in the effort to transmit messages.
This was not a natural belief of Mrs. Smead. Moreover it coin
cides with what has been said through both Mrs. Piper and Mrs.
Chenoweth, and in fact was actually illustrated by certain
phenomena in the mediumship of Mrs. Piper. We might well
conceive this to be true on the spiritistic theory and not a natural
suggestion of secondary personality whose normal conception
would either not think of any brain center or would not trouble
itself about the brain at all in such a matter.
Right in connection with this allusion to different brain centers
as subject to use, there occurred another important statement
It came in answer to a question by Mr. Smead. I quote the
passage.
(Is life continuous?)
With some they are like being unconscious. To you they are
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sleeping for awhile. They are not unconscious though. They need
rest after a sad struggle with life in the body.
This doctrine is found in the S p irit T ea ch in g s of Stainton
Moses, a book which Mrs. Sinead had not seen or heard of at this
time. The same idea is found elsewhere, but as Mrs. Smead
was not familiar with the literature or the beliefs of spiritualists
generally, she was probably entirely ignorant of the view here
indicated. Some such idea is conveyed in the Biblical doctrine of
the period anteceding the resurrection, but that is neither repro
duced here nor is the idea expressed by the communicator really
identical with that. It is much more scientific and represents
conceptions with which only the expert psychologist is familiar
in the shade of distinctions implied in this passage. It also coin
cides with the general doctrine of the spiritualist, as based on
frequent communications, and not known to Mrs. Smead so that
its significance must have some weight against secondary per
sonality and for spiritistic ideas.
Immediately following this (p. 452) Mr. Smead asked where
the soul of the medium was when she was in a trance. The
communicator misunderstood the query and replied that she was
not in a trance, which was the fact at the time. He then repeated
the question and received the reply that she " was between
heaven and earth, that is, neither here or there ” and dented the
identity of the trance with hypnosis, when further asked about it,
making the silly things done in hypnosis the distinguishing mark
of the state. But the idea of the trance being a state intermedi
ate between “ heaven and earth ” exactly expresses the incomplete
trance or rapport of Mrs. Smead in her mediumistic work. She
was neither sufficiently in contact with the etherial world to get
the best results nor normally adjusted to the physical world, so
that there was confusion between the two stimuli and the mind
was active enough to interfuse it own states with those trans
mitted from foreign agencies. The idea was wholly unfamiliar to
Mrs. Smead. Indeed I myself had never suspected it until I had
carefully studied the Smead phenomena, and the conception is
even yet wholly unfamiliar to scientific men and the general pub
lic, so that it cannot be reproductive secondary personality.
On page 609 a curious incident occurred. The control ap-
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patently did not know the name of the Sineads and when adred
by Mr. Smead if he should tell him his " earth name ", the con
trol replied saying: "We already have it from the little light ”,
evidently referring to Cecil, the deceased son. There is no ex
cuse, from the standpoint of secondary personality, for such
a statement. It is consonant with the problems connected with
proper names in communications about which Mrs. Smead knew
absolutely nothing, save the fact that it was difficult to get them,
and with conditions of communication about which she was
equally ignorant, but which have been intimated in similar
phenomena elsewhere. The whole thing is an unconscious
duplication of conditions not generally known, and quite con
ceivable on the spiritistic hypothesis.
On page 610 the control remarked when Mr. Smead felt some
concern about the things going on and made the statement that
he was '* taking the soul up higher ” , signi lying that he was trying
to produce a deeper trance. The conception is related to the one
just quoted about the spirit hanging between heaven and earth and
unconsciously defines the trance. Mrs. Smead had no normal
ideas of the kind.
This development of the trance continued for some time. In
deed it had been going on for a year or two and Mr. Smead, like
myself, was a little impatient with the slow progress in it The
control on the occasion to be quoted remonstrated with Mr. Smead
against admitting communicators promiscuously because it ad
mitted all sorts of spirits to a case which was not yet ready for
such work. The control then added the following (pp. 630-631).
“ We will try to develop this light more so, when we say we do not
want others, it is because it needs renewing. And then you do not
wish earthly spirits, those that have not tried to develop their own
light to come into contact with it. They use it so rapidly, and (it]
does not help to do good but only satisfies their own pleasure. We
are trying to help this and so do not want or wish any to come that
we do not ask for the present.”
The whole conception of the Imperator group in regard to the
development of mediumship is here, tho Mrs. Smead knew noth
ing about it. Nothing had even been published on it at this time.
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The influence or even existence of " earth spirits ” was not known
or suspected by Mrs. Smead, especially in any such conception of
them as later facts have shown. The view is quite foreign to
her normal consciousness, so that it is not reproductive secondary
personality. It coincides with teaching which Mrs. Smead did
not know, and confirms experience with other psychics.
One more passage is of interest, especially as it was connected
with the desire of Mrs. Smead to have certain persons communi
cate, the very thing that the proper development of Mrs. Smead
prohibited. The following is the incident (p. 665).
(Try and bring some of his friends here.)
They cannot at this time.
(Why not?)
It takes time for preparation. We need it to get the right cords in
motion.
(Where are these cords?)
They are connections between thy world and this. It takes time
toget the friends near enough to use them rightly.
There is here the whole doctrine of the methods employed in
the Piper case to establish communication between the two worlds.
Nothing had been published at this time on the subject as com
municated there. Apparently the same group of controls are ac
tive here and we should naturally expect the same methods and the
same statements about them. Rector, I think it was, who stated
that an etherial cord had to connect the spiritual with the phys
ical world in order to communicate, and Mrs. Piper often com
plained that “ spider webs ” connected her head with something
and tried to brush them away. Similar intimations have oc
curred with Mrs. Chenoweth and others, so that we have re
peated here, without previous normal knowledge on the part
of Mrs. Smead, the m o d u s o p era n d i of creating mediumship and
operating it. There is no reproductive secondary personality in
it and its articulation with the growing improvement of Mrs.
Smead’s trance and mediumship makes it more consonant with
the spiritistic than with any other theory.
I have selected isolated and sporadic incidents in the com
munications and such as are non-evidential in themselves, but
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which in fact represent cross references with other cases, in onkr
to show how the spiritistic hypothesis articulates with them. 1
might have laid the stress on the evidential phenomena which are
more frequent in the latter part of this record than in the early
stages of it. But I could not take the space to repeat what the
reader can observe for himself by careful study of the records1
They show direct evidence for the supernormal without appealing
to other cases and show spiritistic influence active in the case by
itself and without regard to the question of interposing secondary
personality.
There are general facts which point as strongly, if not mort
strongly, to spiritistic interpretations. I can only summarize
them and then proceed to give the general conclusion. Among
these general facts is the occasional dramatic play which is notice
able. It is most apparent in the transmitted conversation of tht
children, Maude and Cecil, of Mr. and Mrs. Smead regarding th<
toys and articles left by Cecil at his death, and one incident in thi
communication of another person. Cf. pp. 454 and 462. Thesi
were modes of communication not at all habitual with the wort
and began to manifest only after the Imperator group began tf
intervene in the case. These cases of dramatic play represen
thoughts communicated with each other among the spirits an
they slip through unintentionally, owing to the more or less m<
chanical process of communicating, like cross wires in telephon
when messages which A is sending to B are mechanically and un
intentionally communicated to C who has accidentally tapped A*
and B ’s wire. This can be worked out by the reader into its d(
tails. But it is the accidental communication of what is going o
in the other world when not trying to communicate with us, bi
with each other.
There is also the fundamental change of characteristics wit
the alteration of controls. This cannot be discussed here i
length, as it would require the repetition of large parts o f tb
record. But compare the Martian epoch with that of Harriso
Clarke; the character of the children's messages with those o
other persons; the complete modification of the contents an
manner with the intervention of the Imperator group. AH thes
reflect the influence of outside intelligence, whatever we assig
to the subconscious. They point more distinctly toward spiritisti
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¡oicies than to anything that we know of secondary personality
one.
.
But it must not be assumed from these arguments that I am
ying to induce the reader to believe that spirits explain the case
the exclusion of secondary personality in all respects. The
gument only shows that it cannot be the exclusive explanation,
ence to make my position clear I shall summarize the whole case.
(1) It is demonstrable that rep ro d u ctiv e secondary personal
t will not explain the whole case and its details, either individilly or collectively. This is clear in the Martian phenomena and
e history of Harrison Clarke. No reading gives the details of
ese phenomena as reported, some of which are wholly false,
lie Martian episodes are absolutely fatal to the hypothesis of
productive secondary personality. The only possible claim
ir that view would have to define it as fabricative. Mrs. Smead
d done no reading and had no knowledge of the facts as repsented, and indeed it would be safe to say that they did not
ist outside her mind, unless in the mind of spirits.
(2) It is equally demonstrable that fa b rica tiv e secondary
rsonality will not explain the whole, as is proved by the existce of the supernormal in this case. The incidents representing
is are unquestionably not due to chance coincidence or guessing
d are exactly what we should expect on a spiritistic hypothesis,
ley could not have been invented. Consequently fabricative
:ondary personality is thrown out of court for the record as a
lole, whatever we may suppose regarding certain isolated incints.
(3) The hypothesis of fabrication has not been scientifically
oved in any case. It has simply been invented and believed in
der to escape more natural and simple hypotheses. It is conivable enough from what we know of the imagination, but we
ye no scientific proof that it is a fact in any single case. It is
nply more credible to minds who find other theories less cred
it, even when they cannot explain the facts invoked as proof.
(4) If the fabricative theory be assumed to account for the
artian episodes it is subject to two fundamental difficulties,
i) It is without evidence of any kind that Mrs. Smead has any
ch constructive imagination to effect it, to say nothing of our
norance about subconscious imagination in general. Her nor-
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mal mind is wholly lethargic and unimaginative. It assumes
such a versatile power of imagination that there is no excuse for
its failure in other matters. There is no imagination whatever
exhibited in the data purporting to come from other personalities.
It is either supernormal or reproductive of memories, and totally
without fabricative power.
(5) Both reproductive and fabricative secondary personal
ity, if applicable at all to the case, can be applied only under great
limitations. This is especially evident in the evidence for the
supernormal, in the absence of inventiveness in all but the Martian
incidents, where there is no assurance of it, and in the evident
mistakes and confusion of the material presented as communi
cations.
(6) Even incidents known to Mrs. Sinead usually, if not al
ways, fit the spiritistic hypothesis equally well, and only a few
seem more easily explicable by secondary personality. This fact
prevents most of the known incidents from being ezvdencc for
secondary personality. If they were not so pertinent to the per
sonal identity of the alleged communicators the matter would tx
otherwise. But their truth and their relevance make them as
plausibly spiritistic as anything else, so that the case is at least
one for suspense of judgment, on both sides if you like.
(7) The proof in other cases, such as have been enumerated,
especially the Doris Fischer case, that spirits may be behind all
phenomena of secondary personality—this being proved in some
instances—even for the resurrection of facts known to the sub
ject, limits the application of subjective theories and makes the
spiritistic theory much more applicable and probable in this case
(8) The explanation of known incidents, when the super
normal is proved to be a part of the phenomena, is found in the
hypothesis that the stimulus of outside agencies may resurrect
subjective memories more easily than they can transmit their own
ideas, and also by the possibility that the subconscious, under this
recognition of outside stimulus, cannot easily distinguish between
resurrected and transmitted matter
All these facts and arguments show that secondary personality
cannot apply to the whole of the record, whether the incidents be
taken individually or collectively. It will be apparent to any in
telligent person that this is especially true of them collectively.
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For any such conception of the application of the hypothesis
would involve an assumption of organizing intelligence and con
structive immagination that is totally incompatible with the con
fusions and limitations which the same record shows. But they
do not forbid the combination of secondary personality with
spiritistic processes, and this latter view is the one proposed to
explain the facts. And it assumes like limitations to the spiritistic
theory. No other view is defensible. It is a mistake to assume
that secondary personality and spirits are in antithesis to each
other and that we have to choose between them, applying only one
of them to the whole produced. The fact is they are not con
tradictory of each other at all. They are capable of combination
in various degrees of inlluence, and the evidence in this instance
is overwhelmingly in favor of the combination. Indeed, I think
no case of mediumship escapes the complication of the subcon
scious, both functionally and materially, with spiritistic influences,
when the latter are evident at all.
This conception of the phenomena leaves only one thing to be
explained and that is the limitations of the messages. Why are
so many of them known incidents? Why are so few unknown?
At first it might seem that these questions are not easily
answered. But the fact is that the matter is very simple. The
limitations of the subconscious show us that we cannot be so sure
that it is the sole explanation of their occurrence. Then it is
clear that there are unusual difficulties in getting supernormal
incidents, at least as compared with Mrs, Piper whose phenomena
are distinctly imitated. Those difficulties are easily understood
wholly apart from indications in the record that they are what I
shall propose for explaining the relative disproportion of known
and unknown incidents.
I have already explained elsewhere how there may be various
degrees of rapport with the transcendental world. Cf. P ro c e e d 
ings Am. S. P. R., Vol. VII, pp. 138-168. There I showed that
the influence of outside agencies may vary all the way between al
most pure transmission of thought to that of merely resurrected
memories in response to outside stimulus. That is we might
have spiritistic stimulus and no transmission, and we might have
almost entire transmission. Between those extremes we may
have all sorts of combination between resurrected memories in re-
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sponse to stimulus a^d the transmission of transcendental in
formation. With this supposition we have a clear Idea of the
imperfections of Mrs. Smead as a medium and the meager amount
of foreign matter, while we admit the existence of spiritistic stim
ulus. It is a perfect explanation of the case. And in fact it is
nothing more than a law which we observe every day in normal
psychology. A stimulus of any kind will resurrect certain
memories, whether the stimulus is clear and understood or not.
If it be not dear, the resurrected memories may be wholly irrele
vant to the intention of the outside force. But suppose the
mediumship has developed far enough for the subconscious to rec
ognize or believe that the stimulus is spiritistic, it might well
come to know in any situation that a certain person was com
municating or trying to do so, and if the way were not clear for
proper transmission resurrected memories would be more fre
quent and even transmitted messages understood only or more
frequently when memory helps in the interpretation of the stim
ulus. This is a commonplace in ordinary conversation and is
constantly illustrated in telephonic communication. The con
stant presence of phonetic and visual analogies and influences in
the phenomena confirm this hypothesis. The mind is limited
in its perceptions or the interpretation of stimuli by the degree of
clearness with which they occur and the amount of our knowledge
of the facts which the other person is trying to convey to us.
In mediumship there is no exception to this law and we should
naturally expect undeveloped mediumship to conform to the law.
We have no right to assume that mediumship is so unique as to
disregard all the laws of mind and stimulus. This law and the
interpreting powers of the mind, whether conscious or subcon
scious, show all sorts of limitations, and experience with psychi
cally disposed people shows all degrees of these limitations. The
analogies in ordinary life are plentiful. Vague stimuli do not
have their exact meaning detected and may excite mental states
wholly out of proportion with the nature of the stimulus. Then
they may be clear enough to suggest the correct conception of
them as a cause and at the same time arouse the correct associ
ations without giving an exact conception of incidents associated
with them as a cause. I have many a time read the street car
sign before I could see it distinctly enough to recognize it as
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:orrect. Here was a subconscious perception of the facts and 1
iad to wait until the car was nearer to see the name assuredly,
have heard a noise which I took for thunder, but found presently
hat it was a car passing over a bridge. I was correct in regard
o the general nature of an external stimulus, but wrong in the
nterpretation of the phenomena until the sensation could be
directed. It had aroused memories of similar sounds which
listorted the-real character of the impression. I could not disinguish for a time the subjective and objective factors of the
vhole.
In imperfect mediumship the rapport with the spiritual world
nay be so imperfect that, altho the subject can be assured that the
itimulus comes from without it, he or she may not be able to disinguish the source of the ideas instigated, and may actually take
esurrected memories for transmitted messages. I have witlessed this in many instances. In the subliminal stage of Mrs.
Chenoweth's trance she often gets names and incidents whose
>rigin she cannot assign. Habit of doing this sort of work makes
ier suppose that any name or thought which emerges abruptly
nto the mind may be transmitted and she so represents it and
isually is correct. But there are times when she has no concept
ion of what the source is. She merely knows that the thought
ame into her head, and assuming that it is the usual message, it is
repressed. But if she happens not to think this she may not utter
it at all. When asked who or what told her any incident she
jften remarks that she does not know and shows distinct evidence
if having merely received something of whose source she is as
gnorant as the sitter. Occasionally in this condition her own
memories are aroused and taken for transmitted messages when
hey are, in fact, stimulated ideas, perhaps representing correctly
he general idea of the intended message, but yet not the specific
hing sought. I have more than once called attention to the
ncident in which a man by the name of Fry was communicating
n the deep trance and when the subliminal came Mrs. Chenoweth
icard the name Calvin and it had no meaning for me. The sub:onscious, when I so indicated, at once remarked that it knew a
Calvin Frye who had been Mrs. Eddy’s coachman. Here was a
stimulus correctly appreciated without having it interpreted fully,
and a resurrected memory taken for a foreign message. A
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similar thing occurred in another case where the psychic spoke
and repeated the words “ car bunk ” and then asked the sitter ii
her father had died from carbuncle. She replied that he had died
with paralysis. After she came away from the sitting she re
called that her father was the inventor of the “ Car Bunk ” which
had never been patented and was not known to the public, as the
inventor had been anticipated by the Pullmans. Here the mind
of the medium sought to interpret a correct message in terms of
her own memories of what the sounds meant.
It is quite possible that the imperfect rapport of Mrs. Sinead
in the earlier stages of her mediumship made it difficult to receive
transmitted messages not known to her, but that the mind could
appreciate the stimulus sufficiently to recall correct and associated
incidents that were known and tho they are secondary personality
factors or explicable by that, they may have been instigated rather
than transmitted. A minute study of the record will afford some
evidence of this explanation, tho more of the incidents that were
known to the subconscious may have been actually transmitted
than this hypothesis assumes. There is evidence of this fact
As much depends upon the knowledge of what the problem is by
the communicator as upon the capacities of the medium. But
we know that the mind can recognize a known fact much more
easily than an unknown one. This is not only apparent in
telephonic conversation, but was frequently illustrated and demon
strated by my experiments through a tube, published in the Eng
lish P ro ceed in g s, Vol. XVI, pp. 624-634. Passages which the re
ceiver has been familiar with were easily understood, while those
that were unfamiliar were greatly confused. Hence in the pano
ramic impressions which the mind of Mrs. Smead would get from
the communicator she might more easily interpret those that were
known than the unknown. Assuming this conception of the
situation we have a very clear explanation of the phenomena,
consistent with the spiritistic hypothesis and an understanding 01
the combined character of secondary personality and foreign
influence. I emphasize the position that I do not assume, as the
sceptic’s attitude usually does, that secondary personality and
spirits are necessarily opposed to each other. They are not
mutually exclusive. We are not obliged to choose between them
for the entire explanation of the phenomena. They are quite
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spable of combination and in fact the phenomena themselves
how that this is the fact. Hence the true explanation is not
econdary personality only nor spirits only, but a combination of
econdary personality and spirits. It may 1>e impossible in any
ir all cases to apportion the share of each cause, but we cannot
issign the whole product to either one of them. It is an interusion of foreign and domestic contents, combined with a similar
nterfusion of subjective and objective functions or processes,
rhe processes are probably just as complex as the product. At
my rate, the only hypothesis here defended is that secondary
wrsonality and spiritistic influences are combined in the case in
¡uch a manner as to explain both imperfect mediumship and the
inion of foreign and domestic agencies in the result.
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Butter cheese; 617, 621.
C____• 39
C, H. I 609.
C----- ; George: 552.
C----- ; (Rev.) G. M .: 552, 553, 554.
Caldwell; M r.: 97, 301, 303.
C alvin; 342.
Cameron; Jim : 628,
C an : 628.
Canada; 116, 348, 349,
Cancer; 118, 458.
Candlin; Albert: 124, 484,
Candlin; Rev. Joseph: 122, 123, 124.
Candlin; M r.: 463, 464,
Candlin; Rose: 302, 482. 483, 484,
485, 546. Hysteria; 483. 485.
Candlin; Ruth: (M rs,); 483, 484
Cannon-ball; 646.
Canteen; 661.
Capel; Willie: 85, 156, 281, 285
Carbunk; 710.
Caroline; 349.
Carrie; 280, 349.
Catlin; Minerva: 282. M rs,: 281,
W illis: 281.
C ed i; 421, 431, 432, 445, 486, 517,
531. 542, 629.
Cecil J . ; 428.

7IS

Cedi John; 497, 501, 531, 650,
Celelee; 98, 351, 352.
Celia; 160.
Cemetery; 84, 281, 285.
Apparition of a : 316. Vision o f:
522. West P----- ; 519.
Centralville, Mass. ; 538.
Centre Sandwich, N. H.; 542, 543.
Cewens; W, : 526.
Chaldaic; 659, 660.
Charle; 537, 659.
Charles; 290.
Charlestown; 3 1.
Cheese :
Butter : 617, 621. Hodgson wants
thee to get
135,
Chenoweth; M rs.; 687.
Chesterfield: 133, 135, 174, 562, 565,
567, 569, 575, 579, S81, 582, 585,
592, 594, 595. 597, 598, 600, 601,
602, 604,605, 606, 607, 608, 609,
610, 6 11, 613, 617, 619, 623, 623,
638, 640, 641, 642, 643, 646, 66 S.
American
slang ;
590, 626.
Augustine ; Saint : 563. “ Aure
lius; C. is ;" 569. C. H.; 609.
Cecil's grave; Flowers for; 598,
Communicator: Exhausted; 656,
Unconscious ; 656.
Communicators : can do but little
without C ; 647. Improper treat
ment of : 656.
Connections between _ the two
worlds; 665. “ Cords in motion;
Need to get the right
665.
Cross: Sign o f: made by C .; S95,
597, 600, 602. Dress and hat ; 626.
Episcopalian; 571, 578, 579, 583,
590. Friend; 642. Friends will say
thee well; 650. Moses; 575. Rec
tor; 594, 596, 597.
Is R ; 595. I s + ;595.
Imperator; 583, 602, 624.
“ a little black-eyed man” ; 624.
_ Imperator Group; 625. Memor
ies of : shaken ; 623. C. says 1. G.
have been to Mrs. Smead ; 623.
Inverted mirror writing; 653.
Life cords ; Broken : 644.
Light : Ask for L. ; Thou didst
not;" 602. not clear; 613. Devel
opment of L-; 631, The Higher I* ;
638.
“ Little L. grow s*; 625.
"P r a y fo r:" 592, 631.
Luther; 591, 625. " i s busy":
571. “ Friend L " ; 626. “ greets
thee"; 597. "H yslop pertinent:”
617. C. asked to bring: by W. M.
Smead; 585.
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Chesterfield.— C o n t in u e d .
Manners; 566. Manorial; 588.
Manorell; 626. Manse; 565, 566.
Mary; 588, 592, 597, 598, 600.
“ Pray often for light ” ; 592.
Prayer; 611. Prayer by C.; 597.
Prudens; Says that he is P.; 593.
Says that be is not P.; 624.
" Prudent man ; A
593. R, ; 619.
Rector ; 597. Rector ; Episcopal
ian : 594, 596, 597.
Sabbath ;
Keeping the : 654.
" Secondary
Personality " of Mrs. Smcad ; C.
told that he is a : 623. Slang;
American : 590, 626. Smead, Cecil ;
C. writing for : 641.
Soul; 582.
“ Pray that her S. may be
moved very easily from the body " ;
598. “ Up higher; Taking her S " ;
610. “ Talk to the:" 582.
“ Subconscious mind
C. as
Mrs. Smead’s: 626. V. D.; 610,
614, 623. V. D „ H .; 600. Wil
liam; Chesterfieldr 594. Writing;
Inverted mirror: 653.
Chicago, 111. ; 72, 242.
Child ; Vision o f a ; 386.
Children; Christ’s relation to; 143,
in the Spirit W orld; 448, 449.
Still-born ; Knowledge displayed
by: 145.
Childs; Fred: 122, 123, 462, 464.
Chom; 550, 551, 576, 642.
Christ ;
not C od; 276 S. I, Smead sees
C. often; 276, Vision of face o f:
612.
Christian Work and Evangelist; 610.

Chum; 630.

Church; 439,
Apparition of a white: 316.
Cincinnati, Ohio; 467,
City; Vision of a : 648.
City Point; 441.
Civil W ar; 239.
Clairaudience ; 639.
Clairvoyance; 387.
at seven or eight years of age;
24. 28.
Clairvoyants; Use of crystal bad for:
354.
Clamens; M .: 458.
Clara; 119, 458, 460.
Clark; Harrison:
in Company H. o f 50th Illinois
Infantry at Battle of Shiloh; 259.
in Company E. of 125th New York
in 1862 ; 260.

Clark; M rs.: 286. 287.
Clarke; Harrison: 7, 1 1 , 15 , 16, 23.
24, 26. 58, 72, 101, 102, 140, 191,
231, 247, 249, 250, 252, 253, 255.
257, 258, 283, 331. 353, 354, 356.
364, 366, 367, 371, 681, 683.
Adopted by Aunt Mary Clarke;
239. Albany, N. Y .; 72, 252 Ap
parition o f : 166.

Automatic writing,

He developed Mrs. Sinead in:
90. Inverted : 59. 72, 231, 232, 233.
234, 243, 244, 245, 247, 258, 353.
364,365. M irror: 72, 74, 233, 214.
236, 237, 238, 241, 255. 353. 357
M irror: Backward: 237.
Backwards; Spelling: 235. Balti
more, Md.; 7 2 Banishment of H.
C .; Unfortunate result o f : 90.
Battle of Shiloh; 73. Bennett;
James Cordon: 239. Betsey; 10J,
358, 366. Body; Spirit leaving the:
257. Bom in Illinois; 239. Bragg,
73, 240, 266,
Clairvoyants; Use of crystal hod
fo r: 354. Communication; Diffi
culties o f: 258, 697. Communica
tions ; Confusion in : 262 Com
municator tired; 358.
Crystal
makes H. C. dirty; 357. Ob
jection to: 354, 355, 356. 357.
Seen in : 354. Use o f : bad for
clairvoyants; 354.
Death o f : 240, 242. Deserted X.
Y . regiment; 262 263. Died in
1862 ; 239. Dreams like hypnotism:
238.
Gnilrats; 233.
Illinois; Bom in : 239. Incorrect
statements; 73. Inverted writing;
59, 7 2 231. 232, 233, 234, 243. 244,
245, 247, 258, 353, 364, 36S.
J. B. & Son; 239. Jesus Christ;
257.
Memories; Difficulty in recall
ing; 239, Mind; Unconscious: 237.
Mirror writing; 72, 74, 233, 234,
236. 237, 238, 241, 255, 353. 357.
Backward: 237.
Name: Real: not Clarke; 239.
New York City; 72. New V o ri
Herald ; 1 2 7 2 73, 233. New York
Rqriment; 241, 245, 246
Blanchette; When H. C is not
present, Mrs. Smead cannot write
without: 262 265. Position of
Mrs. Smead; Directions re: 248.
"Prevarication'* o f: 267,

in d e x .

C la rk e; Harrison,—Coiftinutd.
Regiment; New York: 241, 245,
246.
Regiment; Vision o f : 76.
Return of H. C .; 353.
“ Saviour
Believing on the:
257. Secondary Personality; 74,
261, 265, 267. called a S. P. by J.
H . Hyslop; 147, 148, 683, 684. W .
M . Sinead thought H. C. might be
S . P. o f Mrs. Sinead; 263. Shiloh;
Battle o f : 73, 240, 242, 256, 259,
261,263,266. “ Shot; 1 a m 251.
Sitters seen by H. C .; 248. Sleep;
Soul during: 238. Sinead; W. M .;
broke promise to H. C.; 256. re
proved for his treatment of H, C .;
90. imagined that H. C. might be a
"Secondary Personality** o f Mrs.
Sinead; 263. Treatment of H. C.
b y : Improper: 261, 262, 266
Smith; General C. F .: 73, 243, 266.
S ou l: 694. never rests; 237. dur
ing steep; 238. during “ trance";
254. _ Spelling backwards; 235. as
a spirit; 691. Spirit body; 695,
Spirit leaving the body; 257.
Statements; Incorrect: 73. “ Sub
conscious self” ; H. C. denies ex
istence of the: 236 Mr. Smead
questions H. C. about the: 235.
Trance; Soul of Mrs. Sinead
during: 254. Typesetter; 233.
Unconscious mind; 237.
Vision o f H. C.; 166 Vision of
regiment; 76
W riting; Inverted: 59, 72, 231,
232, 233, 234, 243, 244, 245, 247,
258, 353, 364, 365. Writing; Mir
ror : 72, 74, 233, 234, 236, 237, 238,
241, 255, 353, 357.
Clarke; Harrison: (No. 2) in Com
pany A. o f 64th New York Volun
teers; 268. Harry: 253. Aunt
Mary: 239.
Cleamens; Stella: 458, 460.
Cleave; 454.
Clegg; Grace: 304.
Clemens; Arthur: 118, 458. Harriet
M .: 119, 468. M.: 458. Martha:
467. Stella: 120.
Clements; Harriet May: 460. Mar
tha: 118, 119, 120, 458, 459, 460.
467, 468
Cleve’; 107, 407, 437, 454.
Clevie; 429, 473. S, J.: 428.
Clifford; 591,
Clound; Mrs. J,: 405.
C o m m u n i c a t i o n _
Confusion in: 303. Difficulties
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o f: 25B, 697. Hyslop; J . H .: C.
from: 450. Impatience of sitter
stops: 278, 293. Methods o f: 117 .
Modus optroitdi of ; 644. Mortal :
C. from a : 370, 450. “ Passive
Secondary Personality necessary
to C.” ; 167. “ Secondary Person
ality a necessary element in C.” ;
171. “ Secondary Personality the
instrument of C." ; 7. Success in :
Conditions of : 547.
“ Subcon
scious ” called the instrument of : 7.
Talking interferes with : 385.
Communications; Confusion in: 115,
262. “ Subliminal ” source of : 417,
463, 513, 517. 527. 529, 541, 642.
Communicator;
Imperator: Attempts to get: as:
514, 524, 536, 566, 568, 579. 583,
585, 593. Name; C. who does not
remember his own : 436. tired ;
358. Unconscious ; 656.
Communicators ;
Appointments kept by: 442, 443.
Chesterfield ; C. can do but little
without: 647. Conversation be
tween : appearing in the “ Auto
m atic" script; 455, 547, 647, 656.
Secondary Personality: C. make
fun of J . H. Hyslop's ideas about :
24, 74. 90, 91, 92. 261, 265, 267,
292, 304. “ Subliminal"; C. make
fun of J . H. Hyslop's ideas about
the: 462. Tim e; Inability of C. to
measure: 161. Treatment of C. by
J . H. Hyslop; 253, Treatment of
C .; Improper: 90, 261, 262, 266.
274, 278, 550, 652, 656 Vision of
would-be : 502.
Conclusions; J . H. Hyslop's theories
and: 137.
Confusion; in communications; 115,
303. through trying to remember
incidents; 104.
Congregationalists ; 407.
Connecticut; 349.
Connections between the two worlds;
665.
Conscious : Mrs. Smead not: of con
tents of communications; 25.
Consciousness; Returning to C.;
Difficulty in: 91. Unity o f: 6 .
ConstructionW rong : put on words
of communicators ; 642.
Contact; Planchette writing without;
32.
Control ; Change of : 606, 614,
in Smead Case; 130.
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Index,

Conversation between communicators
appearing in the "autom atic"
script; 547.
Cooper; 156.
Cooper; J . : 99, 469, 471, 472, 474.
Cooper; William Fischley: 100, 472,
473.
Cord; Ethereal: 703.
Cord as part of the modus operand!
of communication; 644.
"Cords in motion; Need to get the
right 665, 703.
Corliss; Cyrus: 519.
Cornwall Hollow; 272, 282, 285.
Cotton; M rs.: 284, 288.
Death o f: 86 , 156.
Craig; Grace: 92, 155, 165, 304.
Cramp in leg; 537.
Crandall; Dr. Floyd: 316.
Creation; " S u b l im in a l 146.
Cregg; Grace: 92.
Cross;
Apparitions of a : 132, 133. Sign
of the: 134, 153, 500, 595, 597, 600,
602, 609. Vision of a : 506, 5 11,
513, 514, 517, 522, 523, 525, 535,
567, 568, 586, 591, 609, 610, 620.
Vision of Greek: in yellow tight;
500.
"C ross Reference1' ; 687. Attempts
at: 686 . Experiments fo r; 80, 128,
134, 135, 617.
Crossing; Messer's: 304.
Crown; Vision of a : 612.
Crystal; 337.
_
Clarke: Harrison: made diary
by: 358. Clarke: Harrison: seen
in ■ 354. Objection to: 354, 355,
356, 357. Use of C. bad for clair
voyants; 354.
Curtains; 205.
Cushions; 590.
D. A .; 556.

Daily F o o d ; 109, 114, 428, 455, 456.

Dark; Fear of the: 115, 475.
Darkness; Sense o f : S25.
Death; 696.
Unconsciousness after: 700. 701,
Deception; " Subliminal" ; 81, 335.
" Defence" made by “ the sub
liminal " of Mrs. Smead; 627.
Delirium; 352.
Dennison; Edward B .: 472.
Dennison; Frank 8 ,: 471.
Dennison; Mrs.: 471,
Desk; 408. 410, 439, 455, 565.
Devil; 182.
TV v il; Drawing of the: 49, 190, 216.

Dewey; 110.
‘‘ Diabolic Secondary Personality" ;
168, 169.
Dickens; Charles: Vision o f : 596.
Difficulties of rommuntcatioo; 258,
697.
Diphtheria; 486, 487,
Disease; Communicator h u rt by
thinking o f : 393.
Dog; 107, 112 , 397, 447, 700.
Doll; 440.
Dollar; Mexican: 651Door opened ; 39.
Doris Case; 687, 689, 690.
Dowsing; 95, 156.
Dramatic play of personality; 162,
173, 456 in dreams; 173.
Draper’s ; 399.
Dream:
of Mrs. J . H. Hyslop; 599. of
Mr- and Mrs. Robert H yslop; 660.
of F. W. H. Myers; 619- of
George Smead; 450, 519. 520. of
horses and wagon; 519. V isio n ;
589. Hypnotism; D. like: 238.
Dudley; 96, 97, 300. Charlie: 302.
Lizzie: 299, 301. 302. Lo ttie: 96
300, 301, 302, 403.
Earth spirits; 702, 703.
Earthbound; Illusions of the: 689.
East Hanford. Conn.; 128; 350.
East K ---- ; 15.
East L-----; 39.
Eleanor; 536.
Electric current; Sensation as o f :
5 11.
Elisa; 574.
Elisabeth; 574,
Elizabeth; 395, 396.
Ella; 84. 281, 284, 286, 288.
Elsie; 180.
Embarrassment of Mrs. Smead; 166.
Emeries; 112, 440.
Emerson; Lydia (Lida) : 270.
Emerson: Winnie: 270.
Em ily; 85, 86 . 282.
Emperor; Apparition of
Early
Christian: 306.
Emporia. Kan.; 379.
Ennis; 395, 396.
Episcopalian; 133, 569, 571, 578, 579.
583. 590. 645. "better ligh t"; 570.
Episcopalian Friend; 641, 642, 645.
Cannon-ball; 646. Chom; 642.
Moses; W, Stairtton: E. F. sup
posed to be: 645. Meyers; F. W.
H .: W. M, Smead insists that E.
F. is: 642, 645.

Index.
E q u e a l; 151.

E s s i e ; 344.

Ester; 183, 191, 452.
E s t h e r ; 179.

E u ro p ean ; 567.

frien d ; 638.
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From India to the Planet M ars; by

Th. Flournoy; 12, 203.
F ry ; 323. 324, 327, 334.
F ry e ; 416, 588.
F rye; Calvin: 709.
Frye; M ary; 4 16

E v e l y n ; 92.

“ E vid en ce":

fo r a future life; 232. for Sec
ondary Personality in Sinead Case;
14 2 , 379, 383. for Supernormal in
Sinead Case; 174.
E v il spirits; 679.
E x p re ss to Ashland; 109, 430, 431.
E x p re ss train; 156.
F . ; 401.
F . J . P .; 633.
F . ; M r.: 258.
F — i— ; Marian: 440.
F ------P ; 632,
Fabrication:
" S u b co n scio u s680, 686 . “ Sub
lim inal:" 59, 147, 580, 587, 588.
F a c e : Apparition o f : in veil; 33.
Drawing o f : with spectacles and
moustache; 535. Vision o f : 504.
Vision o f : on pillow; 508. Faces:
Hideous: Vision o f: 515.
Failure; "Preposterous” explanation
o f : 642, in sittings with Mrs.
Smead: 312, 494.
Fannie (B u rch ); 269, 270.
Fanny; Aunt: 35, 183.
Farm ; 270, 395.
F e v e r; 508.
Field; Jennie: 125, 369, 370.
F iltey ; A rthur: 120. 458, 460. A. N .:
120. A. N .: Wife o f: 458, 460.
Frank: 118, 120, 458, 460. Harriet
M ary: 120, 460. Mary Clemens:
119, 458,
F is h ; Blessed: 466.
Flammarion; C .: The Unknown ; 15,
Fletcher: Chester: 563,
Florence: 371.
Flournoy; T h .: From India io Ihe
Planet M ars; 12, 203.
Flow ers; 550, 598.
Drawing o f: 198, 469. on grave
of S. I. Smead; 373, 374.
Foreknowledge re sittings with Mrs,
Piper; 530, 531.
F r ,; 606.
Frank Milter; 108. 119, 128. 350.
Brother: 458. Father o f: 467.
Uncle: 413.
French; Mrs. Smead ignorant o f:
347,

G,; 606.
G----- ; Dr.: 425. G.; Miss: 15.
Garland; D r.: I l l , 433, 435.
“ Garments; She must have looser:"
5 12
Garter ; Vision of : 645.
Geometrical figures and " demonstra
tions"; 156 308, 309, 310.
Geometry; 89, 3 11,
Mrs. Sinead’s ignorance of : 89.
3 11.
George; 342, 343, 401, 630.
(Bowles); 113, 447. (Brow n);
294, 297. (C----- ) ; 552. Hail:
416. Uncle: Mrs. Miller's: 156.
Washington; 328 330.
Geòrgie; 191.
Cerman; 376.
Germany; 380, 381.
Gertie; (Gillett) : 486.
Gibbons; Mr.; 442.
Gilead, Conn.; 407, 659.
Gillett; 126. 486.
Girl; Apparition of little: 497.
Gnilrats ; 233.
God; 192, 474.
Faith in: 548. Laws o f: 654.
Golden R u le; 144. 185. 675, 676
"Goose Multiply"; 114, 465.
Goss; Flora: 484.
Gramie; 490.
Grandmother ;
Addie's: 283, Apparition o f: 35.
Grandpa ; 399, 490, 538. 542.
Grant; General: 73, 243.
Grave ; Decoration of : 156, 373. 374.
598.
Vision of a : 522.
“ Greek ” words seen by M rs. Smead ;
560.
Greeley ; Clarissa Pratt : 473.
Grimes ; 628, 629.
Guessing; "Sublim inal": 473,
Guilead ; 295, 296.
Gunny bread ; 629.
Gustavus Adolphus; 133, 154, 571,
572,. 573.
Biller S w eet; 571.
H .; 313, 526. 533, 600, 633,
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H ----- ; 83, 87, 177, 271, 273, 281, 283.
287, 288, 310, 3 1 1 , C----- : 290.
Professor; 285,
H----- Academy; 283.
H .; Father; 602.
H. C .; 255.
H. C. J . ; 596.
H. K. 5. P .; 632.
Hadley; South: 86 , 87, 284, 288.
Hail; 585.
Hall; 415.
Vision of a beautiful: 386,
H all; Betsey: 104, 358, 366. Carlton:
367. Charles: 367. George: 367,
416.
" too much surprised to
w rite"; 366. George Washington:
129, 328, 330, 331.
Hallucination;
" Subliminal" : 438.
“ Verid
ic a l"; 29.
Hallucinations; 43, 438.
“ Suggested ” ; 166.
Hamel; Evelyn: 93, 306.
See Sargent.
.
Hand;
Drawing o f: 294, 4 11, 412, 461.
Drawing of foot or H .; 303.
catted "h ea d ” by communicator;
654. "L ig h t; H, seemed to be a ll;"
501, 547. "listening to the invis
ible” ; 335. Numbness of H.; 522.
" Prayer; H. in an apparent posi
tion of.” 614, 615. Shaking of H.
and head; 521. 524. Transparent;
H. seemed: 541.
Hands; Drawing o f : 190. locked to
gether; 529.
Hanson; E. C. E .: 116. 347. Lillian:
430. Thomas A .: 116, 347, 348,
Hanson incidents; 156.
Harmon; 380,
Harmond; 380, 381, 382
H arpers Magazine; 82.
Harriman; Mrs.: 519.
H arris; Mazie: 30.
Hartford, Conn.; 349. East: 350.
Seminary; 35, 350.
Harwinton, Conn.; 461.
Hastings; Charles: 119, 12 1, 459, 461.
Harvey W .: 461. Morris: 119, 121,
459, 460. 461. William: 119 , 459,
574. William Harvey: 119, 121,
459, 460, 461.
Head: Hand called H. by communi
cator; 654. " I t hurts m y:" 251.
Pain in: 656. Snapping in: 534,
559. 600, 620.
Heard; Maty: 537, 539, 542
/

Heard; William: 542
Heaven; 257, 454.
“ H ebrew ":
Characters; “ Subliminal conuettson" with H .: 535. letter; Vis
ion o f : 567.
Hedding, N. H .; 440. 497.
Hedengran; Annie: 403.
Helen; 270, 490.
Helena; 278, 372
H ell; 182, 257. 276
"H elp me God, love me man"; 618.
Henry; 273, 422, 432, 564.
Henry; Thomas; 390, 392, 423, 426,
487 488.
H ern; Rosa: 127, 163. 298.
Herbert; 462, 464.
Hersey; 125, 128, 368.
Hester; 526
Hewitt; M r.: 9 2 304.
H H C L S ; 569,
Hickey; H arry: 363.
Hill Street; 99, 469, 471.
Hillside Street, or Road; 471.
Hislop; 532, 567, 569.
Hodge; Dr. F. C ,: 27 2
Hodgson; Richard: 135, 335, 474
493, 529. Butter cheese; 617, 621.
"Cheese; Hodgson wants thee to
g e t . . . " ; 135. Cross Reference ex
periment; 617. Message to R- H.
from J. H. Hyslop; 618
HogEl Jam es: 551.
H ogg; M argaret: 550.
Holden; Professor: 147.
Holland: J . G .: 495.
Hollis; Rev. C. J . : 510, 511, 513. $14
518.
Hopkins; Charles: 626
Horses and wagon; Dream o f: 519.
Houston: J . : 106 309.
Hoyt; 161. B. Burleigh: 16 87, 94.
156 161, 255, 289. Death of: 95.
Dowsing: 95.
Paralysis; 95.
George; 94, 289. Lydia: 289.
HuhbelT; Florence: 39, 15 6 283,
Hubbell; M rs.: 271, 285, 288.
Hubbels: M r.: 281. 285.
Huckins; Dr.: 579, 580.
Hudson; Thomson Ja y : 130.
"H undred; Good old:” 6281 629,
Hurlbut; Brigadier-General: 243,
266
Hyde Park; 551.
Hypnotic state; Trance and: 117,
452 457.
Hypnosis: “ Secondary Personality"
and: 169.
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Hypnotism; Clarke : Harrison: and;
15 2, 693. Discarnate and; 152, 236.
Dreams like : 238. Dr. Phinuit on ;
693.
H yslo p ; 505, 516, 540, 567, 569.
Communication; 532,
" perti
nent Luther ” ; 617. Vision of the
name : 567. George H. : 326, 603.
H .: 638.
H yslop ; James H. :
_
Apparition: of Harrison Clarke;
166. of lady who sat near J. H. H.
in group ; 151, 166. Origin of A. in
“ subliminal action"; 307, 339.
Apparitions and Secondary Per
sonality; 130.
Auto-suggestion ; 77.
Beauchamp Case; 669.
Chenoweth ; Mrs. : 687. Chester
field; 174. Chesterfield and Pru
derli ; 153. Children; Christ’s re
lation to: 143. Children: Still
born: Knowledge displayed by:
145.
Clarke ; Harrison : 7, 140, 191,
3 3 1, 681, 683.
Communicators :
Limitation of C. to friends of
tire sitters; 170. Time: Inability
o f C. to measure: 161. Treatment
o f: by J. H. H .; 253.
Conclusions; Theories and; 137.
Consciousness ; Unity of : 6 .
“ Cross Reference"; 687.
Attempts at: 686 . Experiment
fo r: 80,617. Idea o f: 704.
Doris Case; 687, 689, 690.
Dramatic play of personality;
162, 173, 456. in dreams; 173.
Earthbound ; Illusions of the :
689. Evidence for the supernor
mal in Smead Case; 174.
Fabrication ; Subconscious : 144,
680, 686 , Fabrication ; Subliminal :
587, 588. Frye ; Calvin : 709.
Golden finir,- 144, 675, 676.
Guessing; Subliminal: 473.
Hallucination ;
Subliminal : 438. Veridical : 29.
Hallucinations ; Suggested : 166.
Hodgson . . . butter and cheese ;
155. Hodgson; Richard: J. H. H.
tries to send message to : 618.
Hypnotism; Dr. Phinuit on: 693.
Hyslop; Robert: J , H. H. asks
Harrison Clarke to find : 244, 250.
Hyslop; Robert: Pass sentence of:
80. 82, 15 8 321, 325, 328, 329, 331,
335.
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Hyslop; James H.—Continued,
Imagination; Resources o f: 49.
“ Subconscious:” 13 8
"Sublim
inal:" 676, 6 8 L
Imperator. Vision o f: 166.
Impersonation; 680. Imperson
ation and Secondary Personality;
154. Incorrect names in Smead
communications; 174. Interfusion;
7 11.
Keliher; M rs.: 685.
Limitations of the subconscious;
707. “ Lying; Subliminal:" 691.
Mediumship; Secondary Person
ality and: 6 6 8 Memories; Subcon
scious: 676. Memory; Subliminal:
551, 565.
Mind-reading; 697,
Misunderstanding words of com
municators; 642.
Names; Mistakes with proper: 6 ,
174.
“ Obsession" ; 679.
Evidence
fo r: 9. Ideas on: 693. Secondary
Personality and: 9.
Opinion: Change o f: on the
Smead Case; 6 6 8 669.
Personalities: Changes o f: in a
sitting; Objection to absence o f :
170.
Personality; Primary: Normal
consciousness the: 13 8
Person
ation; "Sublim inal": 339. Phin
uit; D r.: 78 130, 683.
Piper Case; 670.
and spiritistic theory; 173.
used as a standard; 172,
“ Possession ” ; 106.
Prince;
Morton: 669. Prudens; Chester
field and; 153.
Rapport; Degrees o f: 707, 709.
Rathbun; M rs.: 687. Reflection;
Subliminal: 589. Reincarnation;
59.
Scepticism: Temptation to : with
regard to the Smead Case; 163,
“ Scientific" world and telepathy;
159.
Secondary Stimuli; Thoughts
operating as: 166.
Spirit body;
Harrison Clarke on the: 695. Spir
itism ; Telepathy and: " Choice has
to be made between ” : 157.
Spiritistic theory; 688 .
Facts in favor of the: 161,
Objections to: 162. Piper Case
and: 173.
Spirits; E vil: 679. in Smead
Case; 288.
Telepathy o r : 22,
Telepathy versus; 155.
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Index.

Hyslop; James H.—C on tin u ed .
Subconscious :
action; Secondary Personality
and; 671. 11 the instrument of com
munication " ; 7. " the medium of
communication " ; 670.
Fabrica
tion; 144. 680, 686 . Imagination;
138. Information; S. ’'w ill ap
propriate casually acquired:" 154.
Limitations of the : 707. Memor
ies ; 676, Memories “ masquerad
ing as spirits " ; 6 . Mentation ; 144.
Mentation : Resources of subcon
scious; 141. Muscular action and
automatic writing; S . : 379. Pow
ers of the: Supposed: 129. identi
fied with Secondary Personality ;
670. “ virtually synonymous with
Secondary Personality"; 138.
Subliminal ; 444, 640.
action in Smead Case ; 347.
Action ; Origin of Apparition in S. :
307, 339. activity ; 644. Adapta
bility of the S. ; Rich ; 343. “ as
sociations " and communication ;
612. Communications in the Smead
Case; “ S. source o f:’’ 417, 463, 513,
517, S27, 529, 541, 642. Creation;
146.
“ Deception";
81,
335.
“ Elastic capacities" of the: 143.
"Exhibition of what the S. can
do” ; 451. _ “ appropriation of nor
mal experience” ; 145. “ Fabrica
tion” ; 59, 147, 587, 588. “ guess
in g” of Mrs. Smead; 473. Hal
lucination ; 438.
Hebrew char
acters ; S. connection with : 535.
"imagination” ; 576, 676, 681.
" Imitate ; S. attempting to
588.
“ interpreting the object” of J. H.
H .; 622. “ lying” ; 691. Memory;
456, 551, 555.
"Personation";
339. "reflection“ ; 589. “ simula
tion ” of Imperator Group ; 620.
of Mrs. Smead; 642, Mrs. Smead's
idea of the : 463.
“ virtually
synonymous with Secondary Per
sonality"; 138.
"Suspicion; S.
attempting to escape:” 213.
Suggestion :
"Post-hypnotic S ."; Attempts
at: 315, 319. influencing the results
in Smead Case; 191, 264.
Supernormal :

Evidence for the : in Smead
Case; 174.
Idea of the: 152.
“ knowledge"; 129. acquisition of
knowledge; 156.

Hyslop; James H.—Continued.
Telepathy; 137, 139. 155, 202.
versus spirits; 155.
Theories and conclusions; 137.
Verdi« on Smead Case nullified
by later facts; 175.
Hyslop; Marv: 81, 129, 317, 376, 377,
380, 382, 414, 494, 598, 608
Annie; 415.
Braine; Auntie:
377, 378. F ry ; 323, 324, 327.
Frye; 416, 588. Frye; Mary: 416.
George Hall; 416. German; 376.
Germany; 380, 381. Grammar;
Bad: 380. Hall; 415. Harmon:
380. Harmond; 380. 381, 382.
Leipsic: 380. 381. Mary-; 322, 331,
415, 588. Music; 376, 380, 381.
Ring; 598, 599. Telegraph oper
ator; 317. Tired; 381.
"Vtv.
a marcm a m is"; 609. “ Vivi anaverim am are"; 590. V IV I Mary
Bliter Sweet; 588, 589.
Hyslop; Mary Winifred: 326, 372.
Hyslop; Robert: 129, 314, 338, 341,
492, 493, 494, 495, 540, 555, 591.
601. 602, 605, 606, 615, 622, 648.
Apparition of R. H.; 338, 364
B. Sw.; 604, 605. Bitter Sweet.
495, 556, 557, 601, 603, 60S, 606
Dream about R. H. and Mrs. R
H .; 660. Name of R. H. upside
down; Vision o f: 614. Pass sen
tence; 80, 82, 5S7. Password; 479,
495. R. H .: 315, 320. Rcmber:
479,493. Remember; 479, 601. 603.
U. D .; 602.
Hyslop; R. H .: 314, 556.
Hysteria; 483, 485.
I.s. ; 133.
I. S. D.; 134.
I. s. R .; 133. 595.
I. s. + . ; 595.
Ida; 36. 41. 85, 180, 432, 441. 445,
528, 556 Aunt: 570.
“ Ida’s mother is sick” ; 528.
Identity ;
Communicator “ not to be taken
for a spirit till he can prove hiI."; 122. Personal I .; Proof o f:
173.
Ignorance of psychic matters; 684.
Imagination; Resources of the: 49.
"Subconscious” ; 138.
"Sublim 
in a l": 576, 676, 681.
Impatience of sitter stops communi
cation ; 278, 293.
Imperator; 13 1. 132, 133, 134, 153,
306. 502, 508, 529, 583. 586

In d ex .
Imperator.—Continued,
Advice re sittings; 509. Alfred
the G reat; I. supposed to be: 422,
561.
Augustine; Saint: I. sup
posed to be: 154, 561, 562. Com
municator ; Attempts to get I. a s :
514 , 524, 536, 566, 568, 579. S83,
585, 593. Cross; 134, 500, 609.
“ H ail Imperator:" 585. 1. s .; 133.
I. S . D .; 134. I. s. R .; 133. Prayer
in I. style; 133, 134. Sunday; I.
objects to writing on: 502. U. D .;
134, 135, 609.
Imperator Group; 94, 605, 608.
Excuses of the: 551. Memories
o f 1. G. shaken; 623. Smead;
M rs.: I. G. said to have been to:
623.
Impersonation; 680.
Cases o f: 134, 13 6 Secondary
Personality and: 154.
Incorrect names; 6 , 93, 99, 100, 101,
118 , 119, 123, 125, 174, 304, 348,
369, 372, 383.
Incorrect statements; 73, 119, 120,
125, 128, 181, 295, 296, 302.
Indian; Apparition of an: 35,
Interfusion; 7 11.
Introduction; 11.
“ Introspective power; Secondary
Personality has no:'* 169.
Inverted writing; 17, 59, 72, 195, 231,
233, 234, 243, 244, 245, 247, 258,
353, 364, 365, 537. 632, 633. 652,
653.
Irv in g ; 632.
Isabel; 327.
Italy ; 659.
Ja c k ; 107, 112, 397, 447.
Ja m e s; 318, 323, 324, 373, 375, 416,
492, 540, 588, 601, 603, 606,
** can never get w ell" ; 540. “ not
w e ll"; 569.
Ja m e s; E. D .: 116, 348, 349.
Ja m ie ; 432.
Ja n e ; 101, 291.
an es; Emily Maude: 87.
anes: Maude L .: 15, 16, 39, 83, 156,
16 1, 271. 272, 281, 308, 370. 685.
Backwards; Using alphabet: 282,
286. Bible; Mrs. Janes': 308, 312.
Cemetery; 84, 281, 285. Cornwall
H ollow; 282, 285,
Geometrical
drawings; 308, 309, 310. Geom
etry; 89, 3 11. Mutton squash; 84,
281. Pneumonia; 281.
Ja n es; Minnie: 84, 281, 308, 3 11.
Ja n es; M r.: Visit to: 88 .
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Janes; Mrs.: 271, 281, 308, 3 11.
Death o f : 285.
Janncy; 101, 291,
Jeffrey; M r.: 39.
Jennie; 102, 103, 384. 385, 508.
Jenny (Miller) ; 362, 467, 468.
Jentian; 392.
Jersey City, N. J . ; 280.
Je s s ; 591.
Jessie; 395, 486.
Jesu s; 182, 185, 278.
Birthday present
for:
452.
Christ; 257. Vision of the word:
upside down; 508.
Jogle; U nde: 110, 390, 432; 434, 435.
John; 122, 123, 177, 269, 270; 463,
464 469.
Baby:’ 108, 109, 413, Cecil: 497.
Clevie:473. Houston; 389. Uncle:
108 109, 413.
ohnnie; 486.
ohnson; Fannie: 283. 287.
Johnson; Rev.: 38, 39.
Jote; 93, 373, 374, 560, 629.
Jones; Carrie: 30.
Joseph; 102. Uncle: 432, 434.
Junior League; 455, 456,
Jupiter; 14, 47, 184, 205.
Angels on J . " teach little babies
about God" ; 192.
the babies’
heaven; 47, 50, 56, 143, 205. Baby
sister on: 192. Map o f: 184. Peo
ple on J . know more than we; 47,
184,

J

K---- 491.
Kansas City; 278. 377.
Keliher; M rs.: 97, 160, 351. 685.
Celelee; 98, 351, 352. Clelee; 98,
351. Death of Mrs. K .; 352. De
lirium; 352.
i
Kilner; D r.: Experiments with the
aura; 695.
King; Apparition of Early Christian:
306.
K nife; 496, 497, 581,
Knowledge: Supernormal: 129, Su
pernormal acquisition o f: 156.
L . H .; 516.
L---- ; 287.
L---- ; Dr.: 653. 655.
Lamp; Old-fashioned: Vision ot an:
513.
u Latin " sentence; Vision of a : 639.
Laura; Aunt: Vision o f: 515.
Lawrence; 304, 352, 418, 419, 553.
League; Junior: 455, 456.
Leg; Cramp in: 537.

*
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In d es,

Leipste; 380, 381.
“ Letter»";

S2&

Vision

o f:

535.

Vision o f: in a blue light; 508.
Let tie; 91, 127, 163. 297, 303.
Life: Cords; Broken: 644. is to be
fought fo r; H er: 446.
Light; 134, 531, 621.
Ask fo r: 602. Brain; Mrs.
Smead saw a L. in her: 477. Blue
cross with halo of L .; 506, “ Hand
teemed to be all L ."; 501, 547. Lit
tle L grows; 625. Restoring of
the: 644, Semi-tircle of bright L .;
501.
Lights; Little: 570. W. M. Smead
sees: 44. Mrs. Smead sees: 40, 41,
45, 254.
Lilia; 368,
Lillian; 372, 373, 430.
“ Little ones love to c o m e 590.
Lizzie; 96.
Lobdell; D r.: 635.
Longfellow; Vision o f: 598.
Lottie; 96.
Lowell; 98.
Lowell, Mass.; 351, 352, 538;
Lowell; Percival: 144, 678.
Allanlie Monthly; 186. Mars;
48, 147, 186. Martians; 187,
Lowell; Rosa: 98, 351.
Lowell; Rose: 98, 351.
Lowell; Mrs. Stearn: 98.
Lowell Morning C it w n ; 538.
Lowery; George: 400, 403. 438.
Lowery; M ary: 634, 635.
,
Lowery; Mary Rebecca: 277j 634,
635.
Luther; 560.
“ Luther; Martin;" 13 1,13 3 . 135, 154,
498, 499, 561, 567, 572, 585, 595,
597, 606, 608, 625, 626.
A S t; 558. AststA; 558. Augtine; Saint: 569. Augustine; Saint:
559, 567. Augustinus Aurelius;
569. “ Aurelius; Chesterfield is
569. Austine; 559, 560. Chester
field ; 570. " Hislop is here " ; 569.
“ Hodgson wants butter cheese";
617, 621.
” Hyslop pertinent
Luther"; 617.
Lydia; 94.
“ Lying; Subconscious:" 691.
M.; 313.
M.; Dr.: 15. 244.
M. H. H.: 609.
M-----; Mrs.: 37, 346.
G y ; Man who looked like:

Mabel; 486, 488,
Madonna and child; Virion o f : 505.
Maine; 381.
Malden, Mass.; 30% 395, 530.
Mama; 482.
Mamie; 414, 417.
Man; 44).
Apparition of M. in cellar; 28.
Drawing o f : 425, 426, 562. Vtskm
of a : 515.
Manchester, England; 127.
Manchester, N. H -; 348.
Manchester Union; 539.
Mann; Mr. and M rs.: 28.
Map:
of American continent; 190.
Drawing o f: 425, 426. o f Ju piter;
184. of Mars; 48. 185. 188.
Margaret; Sister: 550.
Marhall; Elmar Charles: 537.
Marion; [M arian]; 440.
Marmadnke M ultiply; 114, 1 1 5 . 465.
466.
Mars: 184. 191.
Communications ostensibly fro m :
13. Curtains instead of doors oo
M .; 205. D ays; Longer: on M.
than on Earth; 200. Dog House
Temple; 50, 194. Dress on M _,
51.
Geography o f : 144, 185.
“ Gliding" on M.; 199. G o lden
R u le: T h e: Article from: on M_;
186. Government; Democratic: 52.
Holden; Professor: on M .; 147.
Horses: N o : on M .; 199. Inhab
itants o f : 48, 147.
Lowell: Percival: on M.; 48. ]47.
article on M. in The Atlantic
M onthly: 186.
Map o f: 48, 185, 188^ 215. M ar
ried men work: Place where the:
on M.; 209, 222. "M a rry ; Men
work in fields before they:" 209.
Mountain on M.; Drawing o f : 203.
Rulers chosen by the people on M .;
198. Run on M .; People don’t : 50.
Sawmills: N o: on M .; 50, 194.
Vision of people on M .: 360.
Water-lilies on M.: Drawing o f :
202. Women: Married: keep their
own names on M ; 208. Zones o n :
48
Marshall; 537.
Marston; Dr.: 539, 543.
Marston; Elisha: 53% 543.
Marston; George H .: 538, 539, 542.
543.
Marston; M ary: (Mrs. William
Heard) ; 537, 538, S42, 543.
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In d ex.

M arston; Mdbum M ary: 537.
M ars ton; Westerly: 537.
M arth a; 467.

M artian:

Airship; 53, 57, 145, 146, 201,
207, 219, 676. Alphabet; 61. Boat
on lake; 194, 195. Canals; 144, 186.
Chicken; 56. Chief Ruler; 204.
Clock; 53, 200, 218, 676. Clothing;
196.
Communications: 140, 176.
and Secondary Personality;
144.
Curtain; 56, 57, 146, 206, 221.
Dress; 199, 217. Dress; Embroid
ered 52. Embroidery: 52, 146.
Episodes; Th. Flournoy and Mile.
Helene Smith; 5. Flower; 51.
F lo w er; Drawing of M .: 198.
Flow ers; 207. Flowers; Water;
54. Foods; 204. Goat cart; 52,
200.
Hens; 204. Hieroglyphs;
209. Home of single men; 58.
House; 51, 55, 58, 196, 203, 207.
House of man Chief Ruler; 206.
Language; 145, 146, 209, 2¿3 to
230, 677. Language; Signs in M .:
65. Man; Drawing of M .: 195,
196.
Man Chief Ruler; 195.
House o f : 206. Palace o f : 206.
Map; 15, 215. Map of Martian
cones; 144. Mountain; 54, Ob
servatory ; 54, 55, 203. Palace; 56,
206, 220. Ruler; Chief: 195, 204,
206. Serpent; Drawing of M .: 196.
Ship; SO, 192, 193. Ships “ made of
tre e s"; 193. Signs in M, lan
guage; 65, Single men; Home o f:
58. Tower; 57. Vase; 207. Veil;
58, 146, 207. Words; 62. Zones;
Map of M ,: 144.
Martians “ like Indians” ; 144.
Martin; 570.
M artin; A. B .: 664.
M ary; 101,
102, 291, 299, 302, 322.
331, 362.
365,385, 398, 405, 406,
415, 458,
467. 468, 481. 588, 592,
597, 598, 600.
Sister: 574. Sister to: 458, 467.
Mary Ellen; Aunt: 277.
Mason; Master: 96, 97, 300.
Maud; 408.
Maude; 96, 299, 486.
(Sm ead); 96, 113, 117, 191, 413,
432. 437, +55, 457, 473, 475, 564,
587.
Maxwell; 660.
Maxwclton's Banks; 660,

May E ra ; 413.
Medford; 99, 100, 469. 470.
Medford Hillside; 471, 472.
Medford; West: 99, 100, 469, 470;
47], 472. ’
Medium;
in B-----; 421. Soul o f: "b e
tween heaven and earth” ; 117, 45%
701.
Mediumship; Secondary Personality
and: Borderland stage between;

668.

Memories;
Difficulty in recalling: 239. Sub
conscious; 676.
Subconscious:
“ masquerading as spirits"; 6 .
Memory; 456,
Subliminal: 456, 551, 555.
Memphis, Tenn.; 128, 436.
Men in robes; Vision of two: 615.
Mentation; “ Resources" of subcon
scious : 141.
Merchant; M rs.: 294, 295, 296.
Merrill; George: 122, 123, 463.
Merrimac River; 538.
Messer’s crossing; 304,
Methuen, Mass.; 374, 627.
Millbury, Mass,; 301.
Miller; 161.
Miller; Betsey Jan e: 102, 290, 291.
Mother o f: 291.
Miller; Frank W.: 101, 291, 357, 362,
365, 384, 398, 406,
Confused by trying to remember
incidents; 104. Mary; 101, 102,
291, 362, 365, 385, 398, 405, 406.
Miller; Jennie: 102,
Miller; Mrs. Frank W .: 101, 130,
291, 357, 361, 362, 365, 370. 384,
385, 398, 404, 412, 414.
Uncle George: 156.
Miller; George: 367. Jennie: 102,
103, 357,404. Jenny: 467. 468. J.
L .: 384, Laura: 467, 468. May
E va: 101, 102, 103, 291, 357, 361,
362, 365, 366, 370, 384, 385, 398.
414.
Ouija Board; 105, 406.
Miller; Minnie: 378.
Miller; Dr. W. O.: 377, 379.
Emporia, Kan.; 379. Kansas
City; 377. Miller; W. S .: 378,
Minister; 378.
Milll; 364.
Mind;
Rest o f: 547. “ Subconscious” :
Chesterfield as Mrs. Smcad’s : 626.
“ Unconscious " : 237.
Mind-reading; 81, 82, 83, 697.
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Minerva; 282.

In d ex.

Mines; 342, 436.
Man killed in the: 128, 436.
Minnie; 84, 281, 308, 3 11, 370, 378.
Mirror writing; 17, 25, 72, 74, 233,
234, 236, 237, 238, 241, 255, 353,
357, 632,
Backward M. W ,; 237. Inverted
M. A. W .; 510, 633, 6 5 1
Missions; 116, 348, 349.
Mittens; 109, 430, 431.
Mollie; 630.
Montreal; 275,
Moons; 423.
Moore; M r.: 36.
Morse; 161, 156.
Morse; George H .: 16, 96, 685.
Baptist Church; Fourth: 96, 97,
299, 300. Death o f: 96, 97, 299,
300. Dudley; 96, 97. Dudley;
Lizzie: 299, 301, 302. Dudley;
Lottie: 96, 300, 301, 302. Mary
(M orse); 299, 302. Mason; Mas
ter: 96, 97, 300. Paralysis; 97,
Pneumonia; 96, 97, Prophecy of
death of wife; 96, 299.
Morse; M ary: 96, 97, 156, 299, 302.
Moses; 624,
Episcopalian: 575.
Moses; W. Stainton: 133, 563, 575,
585, 594, 597.
_
Episcopalian Friend supposed to
be W. S. M .; 645. “ Imp erato r!
H ail:” 585. Rector asked if he is
W. S. M.; 597.
Mother; 373, 630, 656,
Mother Goose; 114,
Mother C o a tí R h ym et; 115. 465, 466.
Mountains; Drawing o f : 294.
Movement of b ox; 30.
Murch; Jo s ie : 294, 296.
Muscular action : ” Subconscious " :
and “ Automatic" Writing; 379.
Music; 376, 380, 381,
Musical;
Sounds heard by Mrs. Smead;
37, 38. Staff; Drawing o f: 478.
Mutton-squash; 84, 281.
Myer; 135.
M Y E R S ; 135.
Myers; 619, 620.
Friend : 638. Vision of name: 616.
Myers; F. W. H .; 606, 607, 638,
Dream about F. W. H. M.; 619.
Episcopalian Friend called F. W.
H. M ,; 642, 645. Message to R.
Hodgson: J. H. Hyslop asks F. W.
H. M. to take: 618. Name; Vision

N.i 314.
Name :
of Chesterfield; W. M. Smead
asks for N .: 592. Rector's con
cealment of his: 597. upside down:
614.
Names; Incorrect: 6 , 93, 99, 100,304.
Nannie; 515.
Nashua; 425.
Neck ; Pain in : 563, 602.
Nest; Drawing of bird in: 461.
Nettie; 35, 42. 441.
(Robertson) ; 402.
(Sinead) ;

491, 533. Aunt: 528.

Neuralgia; 610.
New Britain; 284, 288.
New Haven; 85, 281, 286
New York; 72, 92, 109, 122, 416, 425.
426, 430, 431, 433, 462.
N e w York H erald; 12, 72, 73, 233,
259.
Nicolls; Ida: 163, 297.
Night pants; 109, 430, 431.
Numbness; 504, 525, 534.
of hand; 522.
Observatory; Martian: 55.
Obsession; 679.
Evidence fo r: 9. J . H. Hysiop's
ideas o f: 693. “ Secondary Per
sonality” and: 9.
Oliver (Brown) ; 294, 297.
Organism; Communicators using
different parts of the: 117.
Orient; 659.
Ouija Board; 105, 406, 414, 417, 585,
587, 593.
P. B. S .; 569.
P----- ; 15, 425, 427, 440, 478, 587.
Pain:
in head; 656. in neck; 602. b
neck and side; 563.
Papa dadie; 407, 411.
Papers; 657, 658.
Paralysis; 95, 97.
Pass Sentence; 80. 82. 158, 321, 325
328, 329, 331, 335, 557.
Password; 479, 495. 588.
Patterson; John: 177.
Pease; Cuy M.; 128. 428.
Pencil; 114, 438, 455, 456.
Penuines; M r.: 407.
Pere; 348.
Perkins; F. J . : 632, 633.
Perkins; M r.: 350. 659, 660.
Noted for being tired; 659.

Index,
Personality ; Play of ; Dramatic : 162,
173, 456. Primary ; Normal con
sciousness : 138.
Personation: "Sublim inal:" 339.
Philadelphia; 238, 425, 426.
Philbrick; 577, 578.
Phinuit; Dr.: 78, 130, 683.
on hypnotism ; 693,
Picture ; 438, 657, 658.
Piper Case; 670,

Spiritistic theory and the P. C,;
173. Standard; P. C. used as a :
172.
P ip e r; Mrs.: 5, 134, 422, 498.
Chesterfield does not wish Mrs.
Smead to see : 597. Comparison
with phenomena o f: 605. Luther:
Martin: undertakes to carry mes
sage to: 614. Prejudice o f: 686 .
Smead : Cecil : asked by W. M.
Smead to go to P. ; 473. Sub
liminal prejudices of P .; 160.
Thought-transference; 159.
Piper Report; J . H. Hyslop's: 551.
Planchette; 373, 597.
Clarke; Harrison: P. used after
banishment o f: 262, 265. Fatigue;
P. used to lessen: 11. Use of the
P .; 23, 394. Use of the P .; Early:
13, 14, 24, 692. Use of the P .;
First: 30. Writing; Illustrations
of P. : 548, 549.
Planets; Visiting other; 182.
Plants; Drawing o f: 294.
P lato; 151, 344, 346.
Pleasant Plaice; 441.
Plummer; M r.: 407,
Pneumonia; 96, 97, 281, 296,
Pocket-book; 108, 4 11. 412, 455, 657.
Vision of a: 657.
Pollard; Ann; 483. A. E. : 489.
Mary Alice: 124, 483. Mary E.t
480,482,483. Mary; 481, Somers,
Conn. ; 481, 482. 483. Somersworth, Conn.; 481, 482, 483.
Porter ; John Solomon : 659.
Austria: 660. Bank¡660. Chaldaic; 659, 660. Chaldeak; 660.
C harle.. ; 659. Cheleseak; 659.
Portland, Me.; 273.
Position of psychic; Directions for:
248.
Possession : 106.
Potter; E lla: 122, 123, 463, 464,
Potter; Herbert: 122, 123, 462, 464.
Prague; 660,
Prairie-wagon; Vision of a: 567.
Pratt; Clara: 100, 470, 472, 473.
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Pratt; Frank: 471,
'
Pratt; George: 100.
George Franklin: 472.
Pratt; John: 469, 472.
Austins; The: 100, 470, 471,
474. Cooper; J . : 99, 469, 471, 472,
474. Hill Street; 99, 469. 470.
Medford; 99. 469. 470. Medford;
W est: 99, 100, 469, 470, 471, 472.
Pumping Station; 469, 471, 472,
473.
Pratt; Sarah: 471.
Pray to Imperator; W. M, Smead
told to: 559.
Prayer; 133, 134, 153, 354, 523, 533,
548, 568, 569, 571, S77, 592, 597.
598, 6 11,
Preach; 459, 552, 553.
Precocity of children in Spirit
World; 143,
Prentice; Paul: kicked by horse; 520.
Prince; Morton: 169, 669,
Prophecies; 96, 180, 299. 425.
Prudens; 80, 335, 336.
Chesterfield and; 153. Chest
erfield says he is: 593. Chester
field says he is not; 624. Smead:
M rs.: Light o f: " not from the
other w orld"; 81. " Subliminal de
ception 11; 81,
Thought-transfer
ence; 81, 82.
_
Psychology o f Suggestion; The: by
Boris Sidis; 169,
Questions : Absurd: asked by sitters;
457, 564, 579, 587, 596.
Quint Quintana; 639, 640.
R.; 313, 314, 619,
R. H .; 315, 320.
R. W. S .; 85.
R. W. Z .; 282.
R -----; Alphonso: 31, 32.
John
Houston; 31. M r.: 33. Susan A .:
31.
Railroad: 127, 297.
Rand; M r.: 105. Mrs. Carrie: 405.
Mrs. Catherine F .; 406.
Rapport; 707, 709.
Raps; 36. 37, 38, 39, 40, 43. 402. 420,
594.
Rashness of sitter endangers the
psychic; 584.
Rathbun; M rs.: 687.
Rector; 133, 335, 336, 337, 597, 621. _
Moses; W. Stamton: R. asked if
he is: 597. Name; W. M. Smead
asks R. why he conceals his: 624.
Smead; Mrs, W, M .: a "s o -
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Rector.—Conlinurd.
called L igh t"; 60. Light o f: not
from the other world; 61. Strict
ness of R. on; 60.
Subliminal deception; 81.
Thought-transference; 81, 82.
U. D .; 622.
Rector; Episcopalian: 594, 596, 597.
Regiment;
New Y ork: 241, 245, 246, Vision
of a: 76.
Reincarnation; 59.
Rembcr; 332, 479, 493, 501.
Rembers; S87.
Remember; 479, 576, 601, 603,
_
Reproofs administered by communi
cators ; 246.
Rest; 558, 566.
Get the: 554. Head: 554. Psy
chic’s need o f ; 544, 547, 549, 5K ,
557, 568, 609, 648.
Revere Beach; 127, 340, 440,
Reynolds; Levis: 281. Lewis: 65,
281, 285.
Ridicule ideas of J . H, Hyslop; Com
municators; 24, 74, 90, 91, 92, 261,
265, 267, 292, 304,
Ring; 108, 114, 461, 598, 599.
Drawing of hand with: 4 11, 412,
461, 579.
Riversmith ¡ Henry: 275.
See 5Wifi.
Robbie; 550.
Rohbin; 552.
Robena; 270,
Robert; 351. Friend: 569.
Roberts; Mr.: 92, 155. 304, 305,
Robertson; Alphonso: 269, 270, 277,
Bertha: 610, 6 11. George S .: 343.
John: 269. 270, John Houston: 3 1,
32,389,596. (H . C. J .) John W .:
519. M iss: 96, 124, 299. M r.:
Senior; 33. Mrs.: 515. Nannie:
515. Vision of Mrs, R .: 515. Net
tie : 395, 402. Washington: 270.
Robinson; M r,: 471. 472. Nettie:
395.
Rockwell; Brother: 467, 469.
Rockwell; Frank: 120, 467,
Rogers; John: 156, 278, 280,
Rome; 659.
Ropes; Apparition ol men throwing:
387, 390, 414,
Rose; 177,
Roslindale, Mass.; 127, 297.
Ross; John: 564.
Rossiter; 344, 346,
Rosstor; 344, 346.
Rowers; John: 279, 280.

Rubena; 486.
Rubie; 205.
Rubie Ruth ; 192, 193, 452
Russell ; 97, 351, Billy : 94, 269, 270;
422. Henry: 113, 452, 453, 564.
Lewis: 564, 565. Mrs. : 86, 87, 283.
284, 287, 288. Robert : 96, 160, 351.
352.
Ruth; 486.
S .; 609. Dr..: 633. Jessie: 395,
S. C. ; 282.
S. I. S .; 517.
S. R. ; 527.
; IS, 271, 273, 352
Sa-----; 191.
Sabina; 280.
Saco, Me. ; 273, 274,
Sadie; 508. Aunt: 571.
S t John; D r.: 84, 272, 281,
Samuel; 342.
Sand; 31, 112 , 440.
Sandwich ; 94, 98, 289.
Sarah ; 295, 406, 407, 634, 635. Amu:
Apparition of : 402, 403, 404.
Saranac Lake; 417, 425, 426
Sargent; Evelyn: 93, 155, 165, 304,
305.
See H om tl.
Sargent; Minnie: 165.
School; 123.
Sd-----; 15.
“ Second Self ” of Mrs. 5 mead ; 96,
91, 92, 292, 304.
Secondary Personality; 6 20, 23, 56
59, 60, 74, 76, 101, 113, 115, 116
121, 141, 152. 153, 157. 161, 162
172, 180, 189, 269, 273, 275. 330,
337, 339, 341, 345, 346. 355, 370,
378, 379, 383. 384, 394. 397, 409.
412, 417, 422, 425, 427, 429, 430,
435, 451, 466. 473, 495, S00 , 540,
571, 599. 603, 60S. 620, 622 Ml,
661.
"Absurd; Frequently:** 77. “Act
iv e ": 164, 165. Apparitions and:
130. “ Capacity” of Mrs, Smtid
fo r; 174. in the case; 20. Chest
erfield told he is Mrs. Smead’s: 623.
Clarke; Harrison:
and S. P ; 267. on S. P-; 74,
261, 265. called a S. P. by J. H.
Hyslop: 147, 148, 683. 684. told by
J. H. Hyslop that he " had to té
treated as the S. P. of Mrs.
Smead” ; 90.
W. M. Smod
thought H. C. might be a S. P. of
Mrs. Smead; 263.

Index.
Secondary Personality.—Conltmted.
Communication ; S. P. the “ in
strument” o ft 7.
S, P. " a necessary element
i n " : 17 1. S. P. the “ medium*’ of :
670.
Communicators malce fun of no
tions about : 24, 74, 90, 91, 261, 26S,
267, 292, 304,
Definition o f: 13S, Evidence for:
142, 672. "Evidence of S. P .;
C lear:” 383. “ Evidence of S. P .;
F in e:” 379. “ Fabricative": 672,
681, 686 , 70S. Hyslop; James H,
on S. P. ; See Hyslop. Imperson
ation and: 1S4, Inception o f: 27.
"Introspective power; S. P. has
n o :” 169. and “ Martian” com
munications: 141, 674, 688 . Me
diumship; J Borderland stage be
tween” S. P. and: 6 6 8 . Ob
session: S. P. and: 9. “ Passive:”
164. “ P ro o f” of S. P .; Absolute:
150, 154. “ Reproductive": 672,
681,686,705. Ridicule S. P .; The
discantate: 90, 91, 92. “ Self-con
sciousness; S. P. has no:” 169.
Smead Case ; S. P. in the : 706
Sinead: Sylvester 1 .: and S. P .;
155. on S. P .; 24, 90, 91, 292.
Smead: W. M .: on S. P.; 47, 56.
296 Subconscious action ; S. P.
and: 671. Subconscious identified
with S. P. by J. H. Hyslop; 670.
Subconscious and Subliminal “ vir
tually synonymous with S. P ."; 138.
“ Subterfuge; S. P. a convenient:”
674.
Suggestion and S. P. ;
164. “ Supernormal” ; Not: 153.
Thought-reading and S. P. ; 155.
Thought-transference; S. P. and:
13 1, 136. “ Traces" o f: 183. 186.
Types o f: Tw o: 164, 672. Writ
ing in automatic script as an indi
cation of S. P. ; 148.
Secondary Stimuli; Thoughts operat
ing as : 166.
“ S e lf; Second:" 90. 91. 92, 292, 304.
“ Self-consciousness; Secondary Per
sonality has no:" 169.
Serpent ; Drawing of : 196.
Seymore; 127, 349.
Shaking of hand and head; 521, 524.
Sheldon; Ruth: 550.
Sherman ; Charles : 643, 652, 653,
Sherman ; General : 73, 243,
Shiloh ; Battle of : 73, 240, 242, 256,
259, 261, 263, 266.
Ship; 533. Vision of sailing: 6 1Z

n s

Ships; Vision o f: 518.
Sidis; Boris:

The Psychology of SuggtslioH,-

169. Secondary Personality “ has
no self-consciousness or introspec
tive pow er"; 169.
Sicvars; John C. : 280.
Sievers; 280, 281.
Siewers; Sabina: 280,
Simonds; D aisy; 125, 156, 153, 368,
369.
Simulation; 534. “ Subconscious” :
620.
Sinclair; Mrs.: 471.
Sister; 486.
_ Annie; 629, 632.
Siveres; 28).
Siveres; Carrie: 280.
Slang: American: by “ English"
communicator ; 590, 626 .
Sleep; Soul during: 238.
Smead; Calvin: 467, 468.
Smead; Cecil J . : 43, 106, 114, 173,
388, 393, 394, 399, 407, 410, 412,
428, 429, 431, 432, 437, 439, 445,
452, 453, 454, 455, 465, 473, 477,
489, 496, 497, 501, 503, 504, 517.
525. 527, 531. 542, 586.
Adams; Walter; 564, 565, Ap
parition o f: 1 1 1 , 444. Ashland;
Express to: 109, 430, 431.
Baby being hatched; 461. Baby
John: 108. 109, 413. Ball; Play
ing: 112, 447. 449. Baseball team;
564, 565. Bena; 113, 571. 650.
Bena Maude; 448, “ B ill; Tory
about:" 466. Bird in nest; Draw
ing o f: 461. Birth of child; Pros
pective: 114. “ Blessed F ish ” ; 466.
Book; 114, 455. Books ; 428, 503.
Bowles; D r.: I l l, 433. 434, 435.
Playing ball with : 112.
Bowles; George: 113, 447. B o x :
114. 503. B ox; Can talk “ easier”
when Mrs. Smead holds his: 454.
Brother ; 592.
Cards and stamps; 411, 412.
Children in Spirit World ; 448, 449.
Chesterfield: 641, 650. Clairvoy
ance; 387. ■
Daily Fo o d: 109, 114, 428, 455,
456, Dark; Fear of the: 115. 475.
Darkness ; 465. Death of : 105,
385,387,389.433. Desk; 408, 410,
439, 455, 565. Dewey; 110. Dog;
107, 112, 397, 447.
Drawing :
*
of animal in cage; 394. of
bird in nest; 461. of hand with
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Sinead; Cecil J ,—Continued.
Smead; Cedi J .—Continued.
ring; 4 11, 412, 461. of locomotive;
448, 449, Staintoo ; 590. Stamp
408. of musical staff; 478. of
book ; 114. Stamps ; 454, 456.
tubes; 407.
Trunk; 107, l if t 40ft 409, 411
"D uty calls but once” ; 641.
4 11, 412. Tubes; Drawing of : 407,
E d it; Aunt: 478. Emeries; 112.
Unde Jo g k ; 110, 39ft 432. 434,
Express to Ashland; 109, 430, 431.
435, 699. Unde Vester; 10ft 113,
Express train; 156,
413, 432; 434, 435, 44ft 650.
Fear of the dark; 115. "F is h ;
Valentine; 114, 455, 456, Vester;
B l e s s e d 466.
Unde: J0ft I t 3, 413. 432. 434. 435.
Garland; D r.; I l l , 433, 435.
44ft 650. Vision of C. J. S.: 58ft
George (Bow les); U3, 447.
634, 637. 63ft Vision of name of
George (Sm ead); 107, 112 , 408,
C. J . S. in blue and gold; 534.
409, 410, 412, 432, 433, 452, 453,
W atdi; 109, 114, 42ft 429. 455.
455, 473, 489, 490, 496, 501, 527,
45ft 587.
533, 587, 592, 634, 650.
Smead; Esther May: 46, 176. 17ft
11
is going away " ; 447. “ wants179, 183. 184, 190, 206, 269. Birth
to come here” ; 437, 438. C. S.
o f; 277. "Geòrgie looks like';
warns Mrs. Sinead of danger of G.
191.
S .; 491, C, S. watches over G. S .;
Sinead; George: 15, 36, 40, 104, 101
438.
107, 112. 126, 40ft 409. 410. 412,
Gta; 490, “ Goose M ultiply";
432, 440,444. 465, 473, 47ft 486.
114, 465.
, .
48ft 489,490, 491. 496. 501. 527.
Heaven; 454. Hurt by thinking
533. 551, 587, 592, 634, 650l
o f disease; 393, 699.
Dreams about: 450, 519. 520.
lmperator; 564, 579.
“ Ester; Geòrgie looks like:' 191.
Jack; 107, 112, 397, 447. Jogle;
Horse; Dream of G. S being HW
by a ; 519, 52ft K nife; 496, 497,
Uncle: 110, 390, 432, 434, 435, 699.
John; Baby: 106, 109, 413, Junior Smead; Helen: 489.
League; 455, 456.
Smead; Ida Maude: 15, 46, 106, lift
114, 117, 143. 173, 176. 177. 184,
Knife; 497.
Locomotive; Drawing o f : 408.
190, 237, 269. 413, 444, 454, 455,
Loie; 564.
457, 475.
Marmaduke Multiply; 114, 115,
America; Map of North and
465, 466. Mars; 565. Mars; Map
South: 190. Angels, on Jupiter,
teach littk babies about God; 192.
o f: 448.
Maude (Sm ead); 113 , 413, 455,
Automatic Writing: Inverted or
backward: 199.
475, 564, 587.
“ is big as me " ; 437. " isten " ;
Birth o f: 277. Boat on lake;
Martian : 194. 195.
473.
Mittens; 109, 430, 431. Mother
Canals ; Martian : 186
Cat’s
Goose;
114.
Afother
Coott
head : Drawing of : 191. Clock:
Rhym es , 115, 465. 466. Musical
Martian: 200. Clothing; Mansur.
196 Curtain; Martian: 206
staff; Drawing o f : 478.
Devil; 182. Dog House TemN est; Drawing of bird in : 461.
New York; 109, 430, 431, 433.
pk on M an : 194.
Night pants; 109, 430. 431.
Drawing :
Pencil; 114, 438, 455, 456. Pock
of cat’s head; 191. of flower:
et-book; 108. 411, 412, 455. Ptw19ft of hands; 190. of bouse;
zel: 408. 409, P u n le ; 107.
196 of men; 195, 19 6 of ser
Ring: 108. 114, 461. Ropes: Ap
pent; 196
Dress; Martian; 199.
parition of men throwing: 387, 390,
Embroidery ;
Martian :
199
414. Russell; Henry: 113, 452, 453,
Everywhere ; Says she is : 182
564. Russell; Lewis: 564, 565.
Gtwgraphy of Mars; 185.
Sand; Selling the: 112, 44ft
House ; Drawing of Martian:
“ Sees me lots of times; Mama:'*
196.
437, 438.
Inhabitants of Mars; 48.
Smith; George Dewey: 1 1 1 , 432,
Jesus; 182, 185.
433. Spirit World; Children in:
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Sm ead; Ida Maude.—-Continued.
Jupiter; 47. (84.
_
Angels on J , teach little babies
about God; 192. the " Babies’
Heaven"; 47. Baby sister on! (92.
Gone to: 205. Map o f: 184. Pen*
pie on J . said to know more than
w e ; 47, 184.
Man; Drawing of Martian; (95,
196. Man Chief Ruler; Martian:
195. Map of North and South
America; 190. Map of Jupiter;
184. Map of Mars; 48, 185, 188.
Saw-mills on M ars; N o: 194.
Serpent; Drawing o f: 196. Ships;
Martian: 193.
Temple: Dog House; on M ars;
194.
Zones on Mars ; 48.
Sm ead; Joseph: Senior: 271, 291,
342, 489, 510, 527.
Smead ; Mrs. Joseph : 489.
Sm ead; J . S .: 526
Sm ead; Lucy: 400.
Sm ead; Nettie: 491.
Birth of ; 478. 479.
Smead, Senior; M r.: 34, 544, 546,
557, 558, 560, 608.
Sm ead; Ruth: 497, 511.
Smead ; Samuel : 401.
Sm ead; Sylvester I.; 13, 46, 47, 90,
10 1, 10$, 110, 117 , 165, 173, 177,
184, 253, 269, 277, 303, 342, 373,
389, 405, 413, 467, 498, 517, 526,
544. 545, 569, 638, 650.
Angels teach the little ones; 276.
Augustine; 560.
Billy ; 89, 445, 457, 498, 552, 554,
558, 608, 627, 632..
“ B ird'’ ; 90.
Drawing of a : 292,
Bitter Sw eet; 556, 557. Bottles;
5 5 8 560.
Chesterfield; Asked about: 629.
Chesterfield calls S. I. S. Mrs.
Smead's subliminal; 583. Christ
276.
Death o f: 89, 92. Drawing of
man; 632. Drawing of map; 425,
426.
Evelyn; 92.
Faith in God; 548.
Grave o f; 156, 373, 374. Grime
628, 629. Gunny bread ; 629.
Hamel; Evelyn: 93. Hell; 276.
Hyslop; j . H.
to die in New York City; 42
427. Objects to: 390.
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Smead; Sylvester I.—Continued.
Light "h u r t” by bottle of smell
ing salts; 426, 42/.
Mars; Gone to: 183.
Sargent: Evelyn: 93, " Second
se lf” ; Ida’s : 90, 91. 292, 304.
Secondary Personality; 24, 90,
91, 92, 155 292, 304.
Smead; William Calvin: 277,
Smead; W illis: 15. 46, 89, 176, 184,
190, 269, 531.
Smead; W. M .:
Alfred the Great; 424. Appari
tion ; Seeing through an: 41.
Chesterfield; 593, 623, 626, 650.
Chronic trouble; 591.
Clarke; Harrison: 90, 256, 260,
262, 266.
Fabrication; subliminal; 580.
Lights seen by; 44.
Moses;
W,
Stain ton: 597,
Prayer at sittings; 354, 523, 533.
Promise to Harrison Clarke broken
by S .; 256. Prudens; 593.
"Secondary Personality"; 47,
56. 296, 346, 355, 422, 623.
‘
Sou) called “ subliminal" by W.
M. 5 .; 562. “ Subconscious mind " ;
626.
“ Unconscious mind ” ; Working
of the: 506. Work o f: on the
case; 26.
Smead; Mrs, W. M .:
Anaesthesia; 22, 25. 128. Ap
parition ; Cases o f : 28. 33. 34, 35.
38. 41, 42, 111, 126. 132, 151, 156.
166, 364, Arithmetic done psychic
ally; 33. Aunt; Apparition o f :
126, 156.
Automatic Writing:
Harrison Clarke developed
Mrs. S. in : 90. always continuous;
16. Trance during: 19.
Auto-suggestion; 77. Blue lights
seen by S .; 254. Brain; Saw a
light in h er: 477. “ Brain; Soul
looking through the:” 477. Char
acter o f: 18.
Clairvoyance; 254.
Arithmetic and: 33. Spelling
and: 33.
Clairvoyant at seven or eight
years; 24, 28.
Clarke; Harrison:
Apparitions: 166. developed
Mrs. S. in automatic writing; 90.
Result of banishing: 90. 262, 265.
called a "Secondary Personality1*
of S. : 90, 147, 148
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Conscious: Not: of contents of
communications; 25. Cross; Ap
paritions of the: 132, 133. Cross
Reference: Experiments fo r: 128,
134, 135.
Dream of black cloud and wreath
o f blade roses touching George
Smead; 450.
Footsteps; Sound o f: heard by:
39. French; Ignorant o f: 347.
Geometry; Ignorance o f: 89, 3 11.
" Greek words" seen by; 560.
Hallucinations: 43. Head; Snap
ping in : 534, 559, 600, 620. Im
perator; Meaning o f: S. did not
know: 307. Imperator; Vision o f:
166.
Eights:
Seen fay S .; 40. 41. 45, 254.
“ went away; All L . 567.
Mars; Vision of people on: 360.
Mirror writing; 25.
Numbness;
534. Piper Case; Comparison of
“ trance personalities'* with those
• o f : 620.
Planchette: II. 13, 14, 23, 24. 30.
262,265,692. Raps ; 36, 37. 38, 39,
40, 43. Rector on medium ship of:
80. Regiment; Vision o f: 7&
R ember; 332. Rest; Need of : 544,
547, 549, 556, 568. “ Second self "
of S .; 90, 92, 292, 304. Secondary
Personality; 82, 101. Snapping of
head ; 534, 559, 600, 630. Soul of
S.
during trance ; 254. Spelling ;
Incorrect: 151. Subliminal decep
tion; 81. Subliminal ; Views of
Mr*. S. on the: 463. Suffering
when regaining consciousness; 293.
Trance^ 244, 246, 254. Visions;
See Piston. Voices heard by: 37.
Smelling salts; 426, 427.
Smith; Carrie; 273. General G F ,:
73, 243, 266. George : 110. George
Dewey: 111, 432, 433. Grandma:
269. Hélène: 20 , 59, 72, 78. 203.
Martian observatory; 55. Mrs. B,
F .; 429, 430. Henry: 127, 273,
274, 275, 422. Henry, J r .: 273.
M r.: 284. Mrs.: I l l , 421, 433.
Mrs. B. F .: 429, 430. Solomon:
284, 288.
Snapping of head ; 534, 559, 600, 620.
Soldier; 646.
Apparition of a : 379.
Soldiers; Vision of : 359.
Somers, Conn.; 123, 481, 482, 483,
Somersville, Conn.; 123.

Somers worth, Conn.; 123, 481, 482
483.
Soul; 582.
Body; Removing the S from
the: 598.
“ Brain; S. lookmg
through t h e 477. Harrison
Clarke on the: 694. “ Higher,
Taking her soul up :** 61(2 702. _ Lo
cation of the: 694, 695. Never
rests; 237.
daring sleep; 238
called •‘ subliminal" by W. M.
Smead; 582. “ Talk to tbe:“ 582.
Trance; S. of psychic during: 254.
Souls; Tw o: 15 2
South Boston; 32, 96, 300.
South Hadley, Mass.; 8 6 , 87.284.288
South Side; 535.
Southington, Cona .; 483.
Sparling; Robena: 113.
Spelling:
Backwards; 235. Psychic: 31.
of Mrs. Smead; 15 1.
Spirit:
body; 451, 695. leaving the
body; 257. Cecil j . Smead secs a:
just before death; 387, 414. m
white robe; Vision o f a : 648.
Spirit Ttackit\gs; by W. Stainton
Moses; 551.
Spirit World;
Body in: 253. Children in the:
448, 449.
Spiritistic Theory; 688 .
Facts tn favor of the: 161. Ob
jections to: 162. Piper Case and:
173.
Spirits;
Earth: 702, 7 0 1 Earthboand;
689. E vil: 679. with letter, 529.
Rest needed by: 451. Smead Case;
S. in the: 268. Telepathy or S.:
22. Telepathy versus S .; 155.
Tricky: 680. Unconscious; Some
S. as though: 451.
Stainton; 576, 590.
Stamps; 454, 456.
Cards and: 4 11. 4 12
Stanley; Charlie: 119, 121,459,461.
Stanton; 133, 575.
Star; Vision of a : 500, 514.
Stars; Silver; 4 11. Vision o f: 648
Steam ; Mrs.: 351.
Steam s; 98, 160, 3Sl, 352
Stearns Manufacturing Co.; 99, 352
Steele; Mrs.; 178, 179,
Steimes; 488.
Stella; 1 1 8 120, 458, 460.
Stevens; Henry: 94, 422 Hester:
526. Judge: 304.

in d e x .

Siilcnburgcr; M r.: 478.
StiIlian ; 488.

Stillw ell; 436.
Stirnes; Rebecca: 128, 488.
Subconscious ;
Automatic Writing; S. muscular
action and: 379. Communication;
S . “ the instrument of
7, Com
munication; S. “ the medium o f:"
670. Fabrication; 680, 686 . Im
agination; Subconscious: 138. In
formation; S. will appropriate cas
ually acquired: 154. “ Limitations
o f the S.” ; 707. Memories; 676.
Memories “ masquerading as spir
i t s " ; 6 . Mentation; Resources of
subconscious: 141. Mind; Chester
held as Mrs. Smead's S. : 626. Mus
cular action and automatic writing;
S. : 379. Powers of the S. ; Sup
posed: 129. Secondary Personality
and S. action; 671. Secondary Per
sonality identified with S. by ) . H.
Hyslop; 670. Secondary Personal
ity ; S. “ virtually synonymous
with:** 138.
** Self ; Subconscious :" 235,
Harrison Clarice denies exist
ence of the: 236. W. M. Sinead
aslcs Maty Hyslop if she is Mrs.
Smead's S. S. ; 416.
Subliminal; 640; 586.
Action in Smead Case; 347.
Activity; 644, 11 Adaptability" of
the S .: 343. Apparitions due to
“ S . action"; 307, 339. Associ
ations and communication; S .: 612.
Chesterfield calls 5. I, Smead Mrs.
Smead’s S. ; 583. Communications ;
S. source o f: 417, 463, 513, 5 1 7 ,
527, 529, 541, 642. Communicators
make fun of notions about the S. ;
462. Deception; 81, 335. "D e
fence " made by “ S." of Mrs.
Smead; 627. “ Exhibition of what
the S. can d o " ; 451. Experience;
S. appropriation of normal : 145.
Fabrication; 59, 147, 580, 587, 588.
Hallucination ; 438. Heard: M ary;
called Mrs. Smead's "sublim inal";
542. Hebrew characters; S. con
nection with ; 535. Imagination ;
576; 676, 681, Imitate ; S. attempt
ing to: 588. "L y in g " ; 691. Mem
o ry ; 456, 551, 555, Personation ;
339.
Unknown
communicator
wishes he were Mrs. Smead’s S.
for a while; 443.
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Suffering when regaining conscious
ness; 293.
Suggestion:
" Post-hypnotic S ." ; Attempts at:
315, 319. Results influenced by S.
in Smead Case; 191, 264, Second
ary Personality and: 164.
Summary; General: 11.
Sunday; " Imperator" objects to
writing on: 502.
Supernormal;
t
Evidence for the S. in Smead
Case; 174. Idea of the S .; 152.
“ Secondary Personality; not:" 153.
Sweden; 364.
Sylvester; 342, 569, 638.
Sympathy;
Psychic:
Suffering
through: 91.
T .; 348, 609.
T----- ; 37. 40; 272, 283, 287.
T ----- ; Dr. A. H .; 646, 648, 649, 652,
657, 661, 663.
Rattle of Williamsburg, Va. ; 647,
Dollar; Mexican: 651.
T -----; Dr. A. H .: Brother o f: 652,
661, 664.
Body o f: 657. Canteen; Draw
ing of : 661, Death o f: 654 Draw
ing of “ map ” of Battle of Wil
liamsburg; f>61, 664. Papers; 657,
658. Picture ; 657, 658. Pocketbook: 657. “ T a p s"; 662. Tired;
657, 662. Under the tree ; 657, 663.
Whipple; William: 663. Yankee
Doodle ; 664. Thompson ; Miss :
127,163, 340.
Revere Beach ; 340. Thomas ;
340
T ---- (Mrs.) Annie L .: 632.
Talking:
_ _
interfering with communication;
385.
Sitter reproved for: too
much ; 594.
Taps ; 662.
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